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11 of the facts relating to property in land, the award adverts

to several customs, not less curious than interesting ; and some light might
be thrown on the relations of the ancient inhabitants of India with Western
nations, were some of our zealous young Orientalists in India, fresh from
their classical associations, to i -nish the public with minute accounts of
ceremonies at present practised ,

n _>t tak in from Sanscrit works, but noted
down from personal observation, and chiefly from the rural population in
Western India.

* Col. Sykes, on the land Tenures of the Deccan.
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EXTRACT G. 0., No. 450, dated llth May, 1844, in reply

to a letter from the Sudder Board of Revenue, N. W. P.,

No. 75 A. dated Mh Feby. 1844.

The LiEUT.-GovEENOE, has perused this interesting Vo-

lume with much gratification, and is very desirous that the

curious matter it contains should not be exposed to the risk

of loss from the existence of a single copy, or to perversion

from the ignorance of transcribers. His HONOR, therefore,

requests the Board will take measures for having it printed

at once under the immediate eye of their Secretary.



From

THE SUDDEE BOAED OE EEVENUE,
NORTH WESTERN PROVINCES.

To

THE SECY. TO THE GOVT.,
NORTH WESTERN PROVINCES.

No. 75 A. OF 1844.
Dated 9th Feb. 1844.

SIR,

With reference to the Order of the Government of India,

No. 913 of 1842, dated 14th December, such portions of

the GLOSSARY of INDIAN TERMS, then and subsequently re-

ceived in this Department, as have undergone consideration

and amendment, are herewith returned to be laid before the

Hon'ble the Lieut.-Governor.

2. The Sudder Board have great satisfaction in forward-

ing to the Government, for submission to the Hon'ble the Court

of Directors, the accompanying SUPPLEMENTAL GLOSSARY pre-

pared in accordance with the expressed wishes of the Hon'ble

Court, by MR. H. M. ELLIOT, the Secretary to the Sudder

Board, N. W. Provinces.

3. The Board have perused this SUPPLEMENTAL GLOSSA-

RY with feelings of very p;reat interest and satisfaction, and are

persuaded it will be found to contain, so far as the limits allow,

nearly all, if not all, the terms of known acceptation in the

North Western Provinces, relating to the Eevenue and Agri-

cultural concerns of the country ; which, together with the very

excellent commentary on the various tribes coming within the

assigned limits, cannot but be regarded as a highly valuable

addition to the original GLOSSARY.

4. Adverting to the great ability and research which have

been displayed in the performance of so considerable a portion

of the work, the Board beg to express an earnest request that

MR. ELLIOT may receive such notice from the Government and

the Hon'ble the Court of Directors, as will encourage him to

bring the work to an early completion.

We have the honor to be, &c.,

(Signed) T. J. TURNER.

H. S. BOULDERSON.

SUDDER BOARD OF EEVENUE,
N. W. PROVINCES.



As several months have elapsed since the receipt of the

first Parts of the GLOSSARY of INDIAN TEEMS, no further de-

lay should occur in returning them to Government, under the

Orders, dated 14th December, 1842, No. 913.

The Board will regret to observe that the call for further

information has not been responded to, except to a very limit-

ed extent, by any of the Officers under their control. Be-

ing therefore apprehensive that the Hon'ble Court of Directors,

who have shown so much anxiety to prepare a comprehensive

GLOSSARY, may feel some disappointment at receiving no ad-

ditions or suggestions from these Provinces, I have ventured to

put together a few notices respecting the tribes, the customs,

the fiscal and agricultural terms of this Presidency, in the hope

that if they are found to convey any information not hitherto

recorded, they may be deemed worthy of being incorporated

with the work which is about to be compiled under the super-

intendence of Professor II. H. WILSON.

I have confined my attention chiefly to the words included

under these four heads, though I observe, from entries in the

Printed Specimens, that if the scheme of the GLOSSARY is fully

carried out, it will include terms of Hindoo Mythology and

Astronomy, an account of the principal Festivals, and much



which will perhaps have to be excluded, on a revision. I have

not attempted to meddle with such subjects, on which there

are several books which contain ample information
;
and even

in such departments as I have undertaken, I have endeavoured

for the most part to avoid words which may be found in the

common Dictionaries. For a few terms I have been indebted

to the Revenue Glossaries furnished to the Sudder Board in

A. D. 1839
;
but I believe the extent of my obligations is con-

fined to those of Saugor and Goruckpoor. It has been part

of my plan to introduce Articles on the old, and locally known,
territorial Divisions of the country, as a subject not only high-

ly interesting in itself, but as being intimately connected with

the fiscal portion of the work. Indeed, such Articles as Desk,

Furingistan, Futtehpoor, fyc. fyc. in the PRINTED GLOSSARY show

that the admission of such words is in conformity with the

views of the Court.

The ethnological remarks I have tried to curtail as much
as possible ; but, Avith all my efforts, I fear that many notices

will be considered very tedious. As some excuse, however, it

may be mentioned that we are still almost as ignorant of the

agricultural Classes of these Provinces, as we were on the first

day of our occupation, and that even their .Names are entirely

omitted from the PRINTED GLOSSARY, though the tribes of

the Decean, Guzerat, and other Provinces, are not only copi-

ously noticed, but we are referred to an Appendix for fuller

information respecting them. The Maps which have been ad-

ded in illustration of this part of the subject will, I trust, be

found of interest. Their preparation has been attended with

considerable difficulty, but no pains have been spared to make
them as correct as circumstances would admit.

I have not, except in very few instances, pointed out the

mistakes in the GLOSSARY itself; for the errors, both of orthog-

raphy and statement, are so obvious, that they cannot escape the

notice of the Compiler. As for my own orthography, I do not

profess to be satisfied with it, since most of the words have been

taken from oral information
;
and as they have perhaps never

yet been written, and their pronunciation is by no means



( Til )

fixed, the liability to error is very great. In writing them I

have endeavoured, as far as possible, to conform to the system

of Gilchrist or rather that modification of it in use in our

Revenue Surveys which certainly has the merit of enabling

an Englishman to pronounce a word in such a manner as to

make it easily comprehended by the Natives of Hindoostan. SIB

"W. JONES'S method is better suited to the learned
;
but since

it is becoming of more general use, and our Books and Transla-

tions multiply, I have added a column for its admission, as far,

at least, as respects the vowel system.

As my attempts to illustrate the barren themes which oc-

cupy these pages take up much time, and as they may, after

all, be considered of no value, I shall for the present conclude

with the letter J (to which the Specimen last received ex-

tends) ;
and shall be guided respecting the continuation of the

work by the opinion which the Compiler may be pleased to

express of this first portion of my labours. If he judge of its

merits by the extent of his own information on all the subjects

discussed in it, he may be disposed to think that my time

might have been more profitably employed. Even my own

partiality cannot conceal from me that there is in this SUPPLE-

MENT much worthless matter, which ought not to have been

admitted
;
but as the revision would occupy nearly as much

time as the original composition, I prefer allowing my Notes

to remain in their present shape, in the full persuasion that

the Honorable Court will overlook all minor defects, in consi-

deration of my earnest endeavours to fulfil their desires.

H. M. ELLIOT,

Secretary.

STTDDEB BOABD OF BEVEITUE,

THE IST EEBBUABY 1844.





OF TERMS

USED IN THE

NORTH WESTERN PROVINCES.

ABAD, Ob? *n^ abad

Literally, as stated in the Printed Glossary,
"
abode, resi-

dence ;" but more frequently used in the N. W. Provinces as

cultivated, flourishing, populous.

Abadan is used in the same, but, as the "
Furhung-i-Rushee-

dee" observes, in a somewhat intensive, sense. Abadanee signi-

fies prosperity, population. Abadkar is a settler on waste land.

Abad is frequently used in combination with a proper name
to denote a city as Hyder-abad Shahjehan-abad. "When used

in construction with a Hindee name or vocable, it generally

denotes that the termination has been changed from bas ^^
to abad *ty. Thus the Brahminabad, mentioned in the " Chuch-

namu," and "
Tohfut-661-Girain," was originally Brahminbas,

or Bamunwas. See HTJBBO^G KA EA.T.

ABEE ^T
1W* abi

Irrigated land
;
from ab ^ water. The word, though of

general application, is more exclusively applied in Central Doab

to land irrigated from tanks, jheels, and streams. As the supply

of water is generally precarious, the rent paid for such land is

about one-half of that which is paid for land irrigated from wells.

A



SUPPLEMENTAL GLOSSARY, N. W. P.

ABEEJ # ^al
abij

Grain that does not germinate : the same as Nirbeej. From

"^ a or f^p(
nir priv. and free; sfjsf seed.

ABKAR, )^>T ^IITOH abkar

A distiller, a vender of spirituous liquors. Abkaree, or th

tax on spirituous liquors, is noticed in the Glossary.

With the initial A unaccented, Abkar means agriculture.

ABPASHEE, ^^.'T ^TOinfl abpashi

Irrigation of fields
;
from ab v^ water, and pasheedun cJ*&&^

to sprinkle.

ADABUNDEE, ^g^-kl^f ^T^t adabandi

The fixing a period for the performance of a contract or pay-

ment of instalments. From ada \o\ performance, and bustun

cpu**> or bundun ^b to bind.

ADHBUTAEE, ^-{^1 ^T^RZlt adhbatai

Division of produce in equal shares
;
from adha U^l half, and

butaee, ^IXj division.

ADHELA, &Uot ^^n adhela

Haifa pice, comprising 12^ DAMS, or 4 DTTMKEES, q. v.

ADHELEE, ^5^^! ^^ adheli

Haifa CHOTJT,HEA, q. v. A measure used for corn. Saugor.
Small fractional divisions of land. Gurhwal.

Also, eight annas, or half a rupee.

ADHELIA, ^^^! ^f%m adhelia

Adhelia, or Adhia signifies a proprietor of a half share.

ADHIAR, J^^l ^Rwi^ adhiar

A man who passes half his time in one village, and half in

another, is said adhiar kurna
;
called adhbar in Rohilcund.

Adhiar differs from paheekasht, in as much as adhiar implies
that there are two establishments, one in each of the two villages

which are visited.



SUPPLEMENTAL GLOSSARY, N. W. P.

ADHIAREE, ^^AM ^roift adhiari

A half share. The root adha Ua), half, enters into the

composition of all these words.

ADHIKAREE, ^l&fco! ^^T^t adhikari

Proprietor ;
holder of a right or privilege. From the Sanscrit

^Sjfef above, upon ;
and sfi make.

ADHKUCHCHA, &s>^J| ^rasfi^T adhkachcha

A soil lying between the land named Puhara and the Turaee

in the District of Seharunpoor.

ADHKUREE, ^ ^W^ft adhkari

An instalment of eight annas in the Bupee, or half of the

Government Juma.

AEENDAN, c)'^c' ^n 5'^ aindan

Prom aeen^ ^AO) a law, and danistun ^.^uota to know

a man who practises on the simplicity of his neighbours by hia

knowledge of the Begulations of Government.

A lawyer, a rogue. The use of these terms as synonymes
shews that the learned profession of the law is not held in

high estimation in these parts. The common people are dis-

posed to agree with Sir Hudibras.

He that with injury is grieved
And goes to law to be relieved,
Is sillier than a Scottish chouse,
Who when a thief has robb'd his house

Applies himself to cunning men
To help him to his goods again :

When all he can expect to gain
Is but to squander more in vain.

AEWARA, *$$ ^^ aiwara

A cow-shed in the middle of a jungle, according to the "Gha-

raib-661-Loghat" of Khan Arzoo. The "
Tohfut-661-Loghat"

does not notice it.

AG,HANEE, ^~g\ ^Pl^St ag'hani
*

The produce of part of the Khureef season, or of the month
^^.

A 2



SUPPLEMENTAL GLOSSARY, N. W. P.

AGOR, j^f T^ agor

Agor, or Agorya, is a man appointed to keep watch over

crops; from agorna \.'^f\
to watch. The term is used chiefly

in Benares, rarely in the IS"orth "West.

AGOUND, oJyl wri^ agaund
The top of the Sugar-cane cut up fcr seed

;
in distinction

to Bel ka beej, in which the whole cane is cut up into six or

seven pieces. The division of the cane is much more minute in

some places. Pat comprises the leaves at the top. Ag, Agao,

Agoura, Agin, and Goundee are the names given to a few

inches below the Pat. Kanc/ia, called also Goollee, Pulwa,

and Phoongee, consists of about a foot below the Ag, and is

chiefly used for seed. The rest of the cane is called Gande,

Gunda, and Gunna.

AGOUR, )jTl ^R agaur
An advance of rent paid by Asamees to Zemindars in the

months of JeCh and Asarh. E. Oudh. The word is derived

from age JA, before, beyond.

AGUR, /T ^1^ agar

A salt pit. Ahuree is the name of the small compartment
within it.

It is stated by some authorities that this word is the origin

of the name of the imperial city of Agra, and from the brackish

nature of the soil and water there is no improbability in the

statement
;
but Neeamut Oolla, in his History of the Afghans,

gives a very different account. He says that Sultan Secunder

Lodi, after getting on board a boat at Muttra, asked his steerer

which of the two heights before them was fittest for building.

On which the steersman replied,
" that which is a-head (Agra)

is the best." At this the Sultan smiled and said,
" the name of

this town, then, which I design to build, shall be Agra" This

must be altogether an imaginary dialogue ;
besides which, it is

not likely the steersman would speak Sanscrit to the Emperor.
It is evident, moreover, that Secunder was not the founder of

Agra, as is generally reported, though he may have built the
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fort of Badulgurh ;
for the capture of it is celebrated in the

verses of a Ghuzni poet in the time of Musaaod, the son of

Ibrahim, the grandson of the great Mahmood ;
and it is even

acknowledged to have been an old city before the time of the

Afghans, in the auto-biography of Jehangeer, whose veracity

need not be impeached in passages where he has no occasion

to indulge in the "
Ercles' vein

"
respecting the achievements of

himself or his ancestors. The verses mentioned above, which

commemorate the capture of Agra, begin,

AVe need not stop to consider whether this Kaseedah was really

written in the time of Musaood* the Third. If it was, it may
be considered a curious relic, as we have no other record of

the capture of Agra by that monarch. There is, however, in

Ferishta mention of the conquests made in India during his

reign.
" In his reign Hajib Toghantugeen proceeded in command

of an army towards Hindoostan, and being appointed Governor

of Lahore, crossed the Ganges, and carried his conquests far-

ther than any Mussulman had hitherto done, except the Emperor
Mahmood. Like him he plundered many rich cities and tem-

ples of their wealth, and returned in triumph to Lahore, which

now became in some measure the capital of the Empire."
The " Hubeeb 66s Seir,"

" Eouzut 66s Sufa," and" Tubkat-i

Akberee" preserve no memorial of this interesting expedition.

We may probably be able to get some more information on the

subject from the long promised "Kitab-al-Yarnini."

AGUR, ^^ agar

Aloe wood
; lignum aloes (Aqmlaria agallocha, Eoxb.) It

emits a pleasant odour when burnt, and forms one of the

chief ingredients of Native Pastils.

* Mahmood is the name given in nearly every copy ; but Ibrahim had no

son of that name,



SUPPLEMENTAL GLOSSARY, N. W. P.

AGUREE, ^\ ^wft agari

A manufacturer of Salt. See AGTJTL

AGURWALA, &\)^\ ^Pl^T^T agarwala

A large sub-division of the Merchant caste, comprising some

of the wealthiest men in India. They derive their name from

Agroha, on the borders of Huriana, which was the original seat

of the tribe, and from which they emigrated to all parts of

India, after the capture of that place by Shahab-ood-deen

Choree. See GOGA PEER.

AGUSTWAR, j)!y^***^!
^PRITOR agastwar

Is the name of a small clan of Eajpoots in Huvelee Benares.

AGWAR, $^ ^71^ agwar

The portion of corn set apart for village servants, like the

customary "sharping-corn" of England ;
so called because it

is (age)^ the first thing to be taken from the heap. In the

East, it is used to signify the perquisites of ploughmen in kind.

See JEORA and T
;
HAPA.

AGWASEE, ^5*"'^ ^Wflt agwasi

The body of the ploughshare. Eastern Oudh.

AGYEA, Uff wmi agaia

A disease which affects rice, in which the whole plant is dried

and burnt up ;
from Ag <S\ fire. See K,HTRA.

AHEER, }>! ^lfft[ ahir

The origin of this tribe, as given in the Printed Glossary, can-

not be correct
;
for Koop (properly Gop) signifies merely the

occupation of a Herdsman. "Wilson's
" Sanscrit Diet." p. 299,

2nd Ed. Menu (X. 15) says, that they are descended from

a Brahman by an Ambastha wonam, i. e. one of the Byd, or

Physician tribe. In the " Brahma Purana" it is said that they
are descended from a Cshatriya father and a woman of the

Valsya caste
;
but on the question of the descent of the differ-

ent tribes, the sacred books, as in many other matters, differ

very much from each other, andnone are to be implicitly trusted.
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This pastoral tribe of the Yadubunsee stock waa formerly of

much greater consideration in India than it is at -present. In

the
"
Eamayana" and " Mahabharat" the Abhiras in the West

are spoken of
;
and in the Puranic Geography the country on

the Western coast of India, from the Tapti to Devagurh is call-

ed Abhira, or the region of Cowherds. When the Kattecs arrived

in Guzerat, in the eighth Century, they found the greater part

of the country in possession of the Aheers. The name of Aseer-

gurh, which Ferishta and the " Khuzana Amira "
say is derived

from Asa Aheer, shows that the tribe was of some importance

in the Deccan also, and there is no doubt that we have trace of

the name in the Abiria of Ptolemy, which he places above

Patalene. Aheers were also at one time Rajas of Nepal at the

beginning of our era, and they are perhaps connected with the

Pala* or shepherd, Dynasty, which ruled in Bengal from the

ninth to the latter part of the eleventh Century, and, which, if

we may put trust in monumental inscriptions, were for some

time the universal monarchs of India. (As. Researches,

Vol. ix., p. 438.)

In the North Western Provinces Aheers are scattered over

various Pergunahs. We find them in great numbers in the

southern parts of the Dehli territory, from Rewaree on the

borders of Mewat, to the Bikaneer frontier, in a tract of country

* Although it does not follow that the name Pala necessarily implies
herdsmen or shepherds, inasmuch as it was held by Jye Pal, Anund Pal,
and other historical characters, whom we know to have been Rajpoots, yet
it is impossible not to consider that this pastoral title, which is derived from

the Sanscrit root tJJ^f preserve, has some connection with the Pastoria

Pales of the Romans, the Goddess who presided over flocks and herds, and
in whose honour the Palilia, or shepherd festival, was annually celebrated.

(TibulLy II. 5. Varro de Re Rustica, n. 1.)

Mr. Faber (' Origin of Pagan Idolatry," Vol. in. p. 586) would have us
believe that the term had still wider extension. " Now the Pali were for-

merly lords of all India, and from this region they spread themselves at

once into Siam, towards the East ; into Italy and Ireland, towards the

North-West, under the names of Pelasgi and Phailli ; and into Egypt and
Palestine, towards the South-West, under the appellation of Philitim, or
Philistim or Royal Shepherds.

1"
///



8 SUPPLEMENTAL GLOSSARY, N. W. P.

known under the name of BEEG,HOTO, q. v. A dense population

of Aheers (Teekhwala) will also be found in a line extending

from the Kalanuddee in the neighbourhood of Marehruh, to

near Beebameyoo on the Jumna (see ATABOO) ;
and from Su-

lempoor Mwjhowlee in Goruckpoor to Singrorvlee in Mirzapoor.

Indeed, the pergunah of Ahrorah in the latter district, though

now without Aheer Zemindars, derives its name from them,

being called Aheerwara in ancient records. The only districts

which in the "
Ayeen-i-Akberee

"
are said to have Aheer Zemin-

dars are Nugeena and Sirdhana.

The Cheers of these provinces all trace their origin to Muttra,

or places a little to the West of it. There appear to be

three grand divisions amongst them : the Nundbuns, the Jud-

buns (Yadoobuns), and Grvalbuns. (See G-OOAL.) -which ac-

knowledge no connexion, except that of being all Aheers. Those

of the Central Doab usually style themselves Nundbuns
;
those

to the West of the Jumna and the Upper Doab, Judbuns; and

those in the Loner Doab and Benares, Gwatbuns. The latter

seem to have no sub-divisions, or Gotes. The principal Gates

of the Nundbuns are Sumurphulla, Kishnout, Bhugta, Bilchnia,

Diswar, Nugoma, Kunoudha, Doonr, Rawut, Tengoorea, Kor,

Kumurea, Burousea, Moojwar, Dahima, Nirban, K,hurkuree,

Dirhor, Seetolea, Jurwurea, Burotjtee, Gonda, and Phatuk ;

amounting in all to 84. In Beeg,hoto, besides many of these,

there are the Moluk, fiantorea, KJwsea, KJiullea, Loneewal,

Aphurea, or Aphirea, Mylu, Mhyla, KJwro, Sesotea, Gundwal,

Gird, Bhumsura, Janjurea, Kankourea, and Niganeti ; amount-

ing in all to 64. Many of the two last-named clans have been

converted to the Mahometan faith, and are known as Rangurs*

* This term is more strictly confined to Rajpoots who have been converted
to Mahometanism, bat there are several tracts in Dehli, particularly in the
district of Rohtuk, where the term is indiscriminately applied to Rajpoots,
whether Mahometan or Hindoo.
The origin of the term is very doubtful, and those who have attempted its

etymology are by no means agreed among themselves.
Tod (" Asiatic Journal," Feb. 1838, p. 107) says, that "

Rangri, or Rangra
is an epithet applied to all Rajpoot chieftains ; from Ringa (in the dialects)

signifying a field of battle."
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The two villages whence they derive their name, are celebrated

in local legends for turbulence and contumacy.

Dehl'i te pyntees kos Kanhour Niganu;*

Upnee boee ap k,hacn, hakim net nu-den danu.

Amongst these, the K,horo rank first
;
but their claim to

superiority is denied by the Aphirea, who have certainly in

modern times attained the highest distinction. They all, in-

cluding the K,horo intermarry on terms of equality, avoiding,

like all other 4/ieers, only the 4 Gates nearest related. A man

for instance, cannot marry into his father's, mother's, paternal,

or maternal grandmother's Gates ; and no intermarriages take

place between distant clans. Thus, those of the Doab and

Beegjioto hold little or no personal intercourse, and each de-

clares the other an inferior stock.

The Enc. Metropol. (Art. ''Dehli") says,
"
Rangurs i. e. turncoats, are

Mahomedan rene^adoes from the Hindu faith.
"

Mr. H. T. IVinsep, in a note to p. 413 of his" Life of Ameer Khan,"

says,
"

Rangltras are the lower classes bordering on the Western Desert.

They are all thieves and robbers, and mostly Moosulmans," He does not

attempt the origin of the name.

Franklin, at p. 275 of his
'* Memoirs of G. Thomas," says,

'*

Rangurs
are Mahomedan Rajpoots," and suggests, like the Enc. Metr., that the word

implies coloured, or stained, or of mixed blood.

Sir J. Malcolm ("Central India" ii. 123) says,
"

that all the Brahmins
of Central India, except those who came from the Deccan, are classed by
the Muhratta conquerors as Rangree, or barbarous." At vol. ii. p. 191 he

says,
" the language taught in i/entral India is a dialect of the Hindu!, term-

ed Rangree, which prevails from Hundlecund to the Indus." Again, at p. 304,
he observes, "the Rajpoots say the word is derived from Run, signifying battle,

and Gurh a fort, an epithet asserted to have been given them by one of the

Kings of Deftli expressive of their bravery ;
but the Mahraltas say, that the

derivation is from Ran a forest, and Gurree a barbarian."'

The probabilities are in favor of the Sanscrit
TJJJ ran, battle so that Ran-

giir would mean " a warrior.."
* This is the accoupt they themselves give of their origin, but as Kanhour

and Niganu are occupied by Pcwar Rangnrs, and Kan-k-ourea can scarcely be
derived from Kan-h-our, I do not place much confidence in their assertion.

Popular legends, however, are not easily disproved.
f This troublesome little pat tide Ne, this '

inexplicable and redundant ex-

pletive "of Gilchvist, is used instead of Ko in Dehli and the Upper Doab.
Thus, hum ne dtca, instead of" 1 gave," is,

"
gave to me." This is the most

puzzling of all the idioms of the local dialect of Upper India, particularly to

an European \vho has taken infinite trouble to learn the correct use of ne. . It

is not improbable that ne was originally used as a post-position. It is easy to

interpret many sentences under this construction.
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Cheers conform to the customs of Goojurs and Jats in res-

pect to the marriage of elder brothers' widows, wherever they

are much intermixed, as in the Dehli territory ; but, the Ahecrs

of the Central Doab forswear all connexion with those tribes,

which they consider of an inferior grade ;
but as each of these

tribes, as well as the Ahur, q. v. claims the superiority, it is

not easy to settle their comparative rank, and the difficulty is

increased, with regard to the latter, by the close similarity of

name. In the Dehli territory, the Aheers eat, drink, and smoke,

in common, not only with Jats and Goojurs, but also, under

& few restrictions, with Rajpoots. In other places, Rajpoots

would indignantly repudiate all connection with Aheers.

Besides the families above-mentioned, names are also given

according to the place of residence. Thus we have the Dhoon-

daiee ofMewar; the Hurlanea ofHuriana; the Poornbee, of

the Eastward ;
the Birjia, of B/ij : the Kohkohee of the Binda-

chul Hills
;
aud the Punjabee of Lahore.

AHEETA, &U& ^liT ahita

A person appointed to watch the grain when it is ripe, and

see that none of it is carried away before the demand is paid.

The word is Hindee, aud has no connexion with the Arabic

watching, preserving.

AHERYA, V.>^l ^t^JT aherya

A fowler, a sportsman. See DHANOOK.

AHUD, cV ^^ ahad

An agreement, or contract. Ahudnama fc^j^ is the writ-

ten document containing an agreement.

AHUDDAR, 4 ^33TC ahaddar

Literally, holder of a contract. An Officer of the Movhul&

Government, who for a commission of 2 or 3 per cent engaged
for the revenue of a district, and made himself responsible for

the balance.
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AHUR, ;&! ^Tf^ ahar

AHUREE, c5>^' ^fl ahari

A small pond ;
smaller tlian a Pok,hur, and Tulao, and

larger than a Tulya and Muroo. These two last words are

chiefly in use to the Eastward. In Dehli, and the neighbour-

hood, Johur is a large pond, Joree is a middling sized one, and

Let is a small one, more resembling a puddle. Thus, Let panee

bvrsa means "
it has rained but little." Higher proportions are

indicated by Cbbnr panee bursa,
"

it has rained a furrow full"

Kecaree bhur, "to the extent of the bed of a garden" Naka

tor panee bursa,
" the embankment has broken by the violence

of the rain."

Julao in Delhi is applied generally only to such tanks as are

lined with Masonry.
w

In the Doab and Rohilcund, the words more generally known

are, Sagur, Tuho, Pok,kur, Dubra, And, Liwar, Tulurec, and

Gurhya, or Gurhela
; Sagur being the largest.

Ahur is also a salt-pifc, a trough for watering cattle, a drain.

AHUR, &! ^ ahar

Ahurs are found on the banks of the Ramgunga, and in

Sumbhul, Rujpoora, Usudpoor, Oojhanee, and Sahesman, and

some other Pergunahs in Rohilcund, West of that river. These

tracts, indeed, are known familiarly under the name Ahurat.

They are also found in great numbers in Fyzpoor Budurea, and

the country in the neighbourhood, between the Granges and

Bbodh Gunga. They have Hooka panee (smoke and drink) in

common with Jats and Goojurs, but disclaim all connexion.

with stheers, whom they consider an inferior stock
;
and the

Aheers repay the compliment. Ahurs say they are descended

from Jadonbunsee (Yadu) R/ijpoots; but Aheers say that they

themselves are the real Jadonbunsee, being descended in a

direct line from Crishna, and that Altars are descended from.

the cowherds in the service of that illustrious Avatar, and

that the inferiority of Ahurs is fully proved by their eating

fish and milking cows. From the slight difference in the pro-

nunciation of the two names, it ia very difficult to ascertain

B 2
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what are the distinctive features in the two tribes. They are

almost universally confounded by other classes; and very often

disagree in the accounts of their own genealogies. Some of

the most noted tribes of the Ahurs in the N. West are Bhuttee,

Nugawut, Nougoree, Rookur, Basean, Ora, Bukeeain, Diswar

Bhooseeain, and Birrurea. See AIIEER.

AJMOOD, ^o^' ajmud

Parsley. (Apium rnvolucratum) . The word, which is also

used in Persian, is derived from the Sanscrit "^j^f agoat,andTT3[
to rejoice.

AJOULEE, ^)^ ^i^f ajauli

Perquisite of the lower castes from the threshing floor.

Benares. The word is derived from Anjula or Anjulee, i. e. as

much as one can carry in two hands joined.

AJOUREE, \)^ Rt ajauri

Advances, particularly to agricultural laborers. Eastern

Oudh. Agrowrhee is used in a similar sense in Bciswara. Both

words are perhaps derived from age, before, in advance.

AJWAIN, ^f*\ ^3raTS7i ajwain

(Ligusticum ajojvan. Roxb.) Aniseed.

AK, L^f ^T^ ak

Gigantic Swallow-wort, (Asclepias Gigantea). It is a com-

mon shrub all over upper India, and is celebrated in the Ta-

leeJ-i-Shureeffor its many valuable properties. It is of high

repute amongst the Indian practitioners, and at one time much
attracted the notice of European Physicians. The plant is more

commonly known under the name of Mudar.

Ak is also a sprout of Sugar Cane.

AKAS BEL, JA> ^tft ^T^m ^ akas bel

- The air -creeper ( Cuscuta reflexa ?). It has no root or leaves,

but growa luxuriantly on the tops of trees. It is from this cir-
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cumstance that the name is derived Akas meaning in Hindee,

the sky, the atmosphere. It is also called Umur Bouria, or the

undying creeper, and under this name is much used in native

medicine as a remedy for rheumatism, and in Alchemy is con-

sidered very efficacious as a transmliter of metals.

AK,HA, l# ^T^T ak'ha

A pair of grain bags used as a pannier.

AK,HTEEJ, *^! ^frfal ak'htij

The 18th day of the month Bysak,h, upon which frequently

the obligations incurred by the Agriculturists to enable them to

provide for the cultivation of the Rabbee season are adjusted,

on the principle explained in the article BUBA-EHAO.

The Bura Bhao system prevails most to the East, and Ak,h-

teej ka Bhao to the West. The Akjitecj is to the Rubble, what

the Dewalte is to the Khureef the day appointed for settling

the accounts of the past harvest. It is proper to commence

the manufacture of agricultural implements, and to feed Brah-

mins on the Akjileej, as well as to eat new grain, which scru-

pulous men generally forbear doing till the return of this aus-

picious festival. A plough is also slightly passed over the fields,

as the ceremony is supposed to secure good luck
;
but to sow

seed on that day, except on certain conditions, is expressly for-

bidden in the points and precepts of some Oriental Tusser.

Foee Mawus Mool bin, bin Rohinee K,heteej,

Surwun Sulono bare, keoon bukjieie beej.

The practice of engaging for a short time in the ordinary

occupation from which the means of subsistence are derived

was also observed by the Roman handicraftsmen on New Year's

day

Tempora commisi nascentia rebus agendis,
Totus ab auspicio ne foret annus iners.

Quisque suas artes ob idem delibat agenda,
Mec plua quam solitum testificatur opus.

Of. Fast. I. 170.
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The name of this festival is derived from ^ priv. ^j decay,

and cftjf third
;
the undying 3rd of the lunar half of Bysakji ;

or 18th, according to the usual computation :

"
the consequen-

ces of meritorious actions performed on this dav being per-

manent, as it is the first day of the Scitya Yuga, or the anniver-

sary of Creation." Sanscrit Diet., p. 4.

AKOR, ^yi ^!%R akor,

A bribe. Hence it is applied in the North West to the

coaxing a cow, or buffalo, which has lost its calf, to eat grain.

The same process i culled Toria in Benares.

Akor, or Kvr, as it is sometimes pronounced, is also applied

to the food which a labourer eats in the intervals of work in the

open field.

AKRA, fyf ^l^T akra,

A grass, or vetch, which grows in fields under spring-crop,

creeping round the stem of the young plant, and checking its

growth ; (facia Sa ica.} Akra, or Ankree, as it is often called,

is something like the Musoor, and it used as fodder for cattle.

AKUN, ,
Jl ^ra7

? akan

Grass and weeds collected from a ploughed field. Se
GODHUB.

AKYA, ^ ^taT akaia

One of the sacks or baskets of a pannier.

AL, jT ^M al

The " Morinda Citrifolia." Its roots give a permanent red

dye to the well-known K,harooa cotton cloth. It is said in the
"
Mbbalijat-i-Dara-Shikohee" to be the same as Munjeet ;

but

the latter is the " Hubia Tinctorum," or, perhaps more correct-

ly, the " E-ubia Cordifolia." The plant, which is very hardy

and rarely ever affected by drought, is generally considered

not to be productive till the third year of its growth. It is

cultivated in several provinces of India. In the Peninsula, the

best quality comes from Mysore. In the N. "W. Provinces, the

Al of Hulta and Bundeicund is the most prized : and the chief
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Emporium of its sale is Moosanttgur in the Doab. It is grown

only in Mar and Cabur soils, and, when ripe, is dug out of the

ground with narrow pickaxes ; every care being taken to pre-

vent the small roots sustaining injury, from the bark of which

the most valuable portion of the dye is extracted. It is not an

exhausting crop, and is usually followed by gram.

Al is also sometimes used in the North West for a Pana, or

division of a village.

ALA, y*! ^n*n ala

Highest ;
from the Arabic ^ ^ sublime.

An, M ^n ala

Wet
;
moist

;
land saturated with water, especiaUy with rain

water. This is the correct word, but it is provincially pro-

nounced Al, Ahul, Ake, and Ael.

ALEE, ^\ ^.*fi ali

A land measure equivalent to four Beesees. Nine Alee go
to a Joola. Gurlirval and Kumaon. See further under the ar-

ticles BEESEE and JOOLA.

ALEEA, U/f ^;^zn alia

A branch of the Tbbrkea sub-division of Bunjaras. See
BUNJABA.

ALMAREE, ,5)^' ^^^ almari

A chest of drawers
;
a book-case. The word is said to be

derived from the Portuguese ulmaria, which, though its aspect
is rather Arabian, is itself perhaps derived from the Low Latin

almaria, the archives of a chuch or library.

ALO, yT ^T alo

The word is in use in Benares in the same sense as DUDREE,
q. v. to signify a portion of unripe corn.

ALOOF, L-Jyf wqr aluf

Thousands; plural of the Arabic < *fl
(alf). This word ia

found in most of the Semitic languages, (Klaproth, "Asia
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Polyglotta" p. 107), but its actual value varies in some of

them
; thus, it signifies ten thousand in the Amharic.

ALTA, ^ ^I^IcTT alta

"Was till lately on our Tariff. It consists of balls of cotton

impregnated with lac dye, and manufactured in all large towns

where jungle produce is procurable. It is more generally

known by the name of
" Muhawur"

ALTUMGHA, ti^X/f ^^^1 altamgha

A royal grant, which the British Government have declared

to convey a title to a rent-free tenure in perpetuity.

Altumgha is derived from two Tbbrkee words, Al and Turn-

gha ;
both which signify the royal signet. Al in Persian implies

also a scarlet colour ***
)) **&) f& y and therefore it has

been supposed to mean the Emperor's red Signet ; (Glad-

win says,
" a red patent," and Harington, in his "Analysis"

I, 4,
" a red seal from which its name is derived") : but it

may be doubted if the Altumgha seal is necessarily a red one
;

and the "B66rhan-i-Kata," the "
Furhung-i-Jehangeeree," and

the " Huft Koolzum," while they ^ive the meaning of scarlet

to Al in Persian, and at the same time mention the Hindee

Al, noticed in the preceding article also add that, in Tbbrkee,
"

it is the seal and ring of the king"^^ ^tiab ^0 ;^ ^<y;
&

^

without any special mention of its being a red seal, or a red

ring. It would appear, however, from the extract from the
"
Furhung-i-Busheedee," given below, that Altumgha original-

ly meant a red seal
;
and that Al, by itself, was never taken in

the sense of signet, except by reason of its having been cou-

pled with Tumgha, to imply that the Tumgha was red.

J
J)

The assertion therefore rests upon which is the best authori-

ty, the "
Boorhan-i-Kata," coupled with the "

Jehangeeree,"
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or the " Rusheedee." The " Huft Koolzum" is a mere copy,

and of no weight in such controversies.

It is difficult to say when Allumglia began first to be used

in the Revenue language of India, in the sense either of a seal

or grant. In Persia and Central Asia, we have notices of its

use at an early period. Towards the close of the 13th Century,

the illustrious Gkazan Khan caused the Altumgha, or the im-

perial seal of state, to be altered from a quadrangular to an

oval shape, considered the most auspicious as well as most ele-

gant of all forms, and on this he at the same time directed to

be engraved the Mohomedan profession of faith. (Price's

Retrospect of Mahonwdan History, Vol. n,,p. 61^).

Again, Timoor bestows upon the son of Bajazet the Govern-

ment of Anatolia, under a Patent containing the impression of

his hand in red ink. (Ibid : Vol. in., p. 423
;
and Shcrefeddtn,

Lib : v, Cap. CO) : but it is not stated whether the title of this

Patent was Altumgha. In the Institutes of this Tyrant, we

find no mention of any thing but Tumgha, and that with a

different meaning.

But, with respect to India, the term certainly does not ap-

pear to have been in common and practical use in the fiscal

language of the country in Akber's time; though, as we have

seen from the extract just quoted, it is mentioned in the
"
Furhung-i-Jehangeeree", which was compiled at his dictation

and dedicated to his son
;
but then it is to be considered that

the authority of certain Poets is given for its use
; which

would of itself seem to imply that the word was a foreign im-

portation, and up to that time had merely found admission

into dictionaries, and literary compositions. It is not once

mentioned in the passage on Seyoorghal, in his Institutes
;

the perusal of which chapter, by the way, would afford an in-

structive lesson to those who assert that the Moghitl Govern-

ment never resumed Eent-free Tenures; for in it we have the

very founder of the system enjoining resumption, and getting
more and more exasperated at the shameless frauds practised

upon the Exchequer even by his own officers. Yet notwith-

standing this apparently modern introduction of the word, it

is to be feared that some grants, purporting to be Altumgha
of his reign, have been released by our Officials.
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We find frequent mention of the word Tumgha in his time,

but so far from conferring a privilege or immunity, it meant

only a tax, or tribute, when applied fiscally.

In the following passage Baj ^M is coupled with Tumgha,

JLi

Tumgha is again called a Tax which is raised in excess of

the Land Revenue.

JJ^ j3
JU J^.0 ^ ^ ;f ^1 ,

In one of the general Firmans issued by him in the 37th

year of his reign, by which he justly earned the love of hi 3

subjects, and admiration ofposterity, he remits the Tumgha. Baj,

and Zekat, on all articles, with a few exceptions.

*Uj \^*?- (J"^*-* v^"* "^
s

% '>
^

i\i.$l*wS ,,Ci( ^^JJ "Tr****'
'

.

This is differently translated by Dr. Bird in his History of

Ghizerat, in which he calls Tumgha
" vested interest," and it

must be confessed it is used in that sense in one of Akber's

letters to Abdbblla Khan Uzbek.

In " Timoor's Institutes" (Book n. p. 308) Tumgha is spo-

ken of as pay, or personal allowance, and therefore approaches

nearer to our modern meaning.

In the following passage it also means a stipend, according
to ""White's translation," p. 361

; or, a body-mark, according
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to Colonel Galloway's
" Law and Constitution of India," p. 87.

The context shews that either may be correct.

<s.

i. Jb Sjjuo ^!b <w , ^lio) JX> **->
;' ^ )$ 3

d3;L* -3vl?vJ

These passages serve to shew that the word Tumgha must

have somewhat altered its meaning since its first importation

into Hindoostan
;
but they do not enable us to determine at

what period Tumgha, or Aitumgha, grants were first made.

We have already seen that they do not appear to have been

introduced up to dhber's time
;
and with respect to his successor,

Jchangeer, we find him in his auto-biography, so far from

asserting that a red seal was exclusively devoted to Altumghas,

saying expressly that he changed the seals of Jageer Patents

from mixed gold and vermilion to gold alone.

From these remarks it is to be gleaned, that the period of

the introduction of even the word Aitumgha is a problem in

Sphragistics which still remains to be solved
;
and though it

appears to have been used in its present sense in Persia and

Toorkistan before the establishment of the Moghul dynasty iu

India, yet there seems reason to conclude that some time elapsed

before the term was generally introduced into this country ;
and

we are therefore justified in looking on any Aitumgha grant
older than Shahjehan with strong suspicion.

That it was not necessarily a rent-free grant, the British

Government themselves had incontrovertible evidence, in that

they stipulated to pay 26 lacs per annum for their Aitumgha
Firman from Shah Alum, A. D. 1765. It was, nevertheless,

proclaimed by our Government that a grant of this nature was

rent-free, and conveyed, moreover, an hereditary and transferable

right. That the native subordinates of our Government were

anxious topersuade us to that effect was naturally to be expected,
and that the European Functionaries were glad to assent to anv

opinion uttered by men who professed to have a knowledge of

the laws and customs of the country, was also to be expected ;

but that the same opinion should have been entertained and

c 2
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confirmed when the Regulations came subsequently to be

enacted, is somewhat surprising, for there was much to make us

pause before we committed ourselves to so positive a declara-

tion. In several instances evidence had been given which was

opposed to the construction finally adopted by the Government.

in the case of Julal-obd-Deen versus Mehir-don-Nlsm Begum,
tried before the Provincial Council of Patna, in September

1774, the Amanul Officer, whose authority should have carried

with it some weight, says,
" from the reign of the kings of

old. the orders of one king have continued valid, but it is now

the ancient custom for the possessors of Ativmgkat and Madua

Mashes to be turned out or removed." And we know that

Nuwab Mahomed Reza Khan resumed several Altiungha grants

in the year 1766, after the Deivanee was granted to the

Company ;
which he would scarcely have ventured to do, had

he not be^.n authorized by the practice of the country. (See
" Colebrooke's Digest," III. 238, and " Extracts from Official

Records regarding Mafee," p. 16). It is therefore the more

remarkable that we gave such ready acquiescence to represen-

tations not only entirely opposed to our own interests, and to

the customs, laws, and records of the country, but frequently

to the very language and tenor of the documents which pur-

ported to be Altumgha.

AMANEE, s
^^ft amani

Land managed by a Collector on the part of Government
;

called also K/iam and Khas. The Regulations have given the

word greater currency in the Benares Province than elsewhere.

The literal meaning is, Security, Peposit ;
from the Arabic

^./o)

AMET,HIA, l&f^x*! ^3*n amefhia
A tribe of Chouhan Rajpoots of the Bandhulgotee sub-divi-

sion, of whom a few have settled in Sulempoor Mujhorvlee, in

the District of Goruckpoor. They came from Ametjiee in Oudh.

AMUL PUTIA, &jj^ 'SR^ qgi ami patta

AMUL SUNUD ^* J-o^ ^l*Rf S^ ami sanad

AMUL DUSTUK, L-^^O J.^ ^RPsf 3[^R amldastak
A deed appointing an agent, or granting authority to collect

rents. From the Arabic J** action practice, rule.
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ANA, UJ ^m ana

A native land measure equal to 16 Roose.es. Sixteen Anas go
to a Kancha. Saugir.

The sixteenth part of a rupee which is usually written by

Europeans, anna.

The native account books contaiuing the following rule in

arithmetical poetry for converting annas into rupees :

Ana jor eklmtjia kitre

Ta i/ien ne elt uulc pure
Adhe liurlie /cure suwaee
Mauo role ru/jya paee.

That is, put down the numbers of Anas, cut

off the final digit, halve the remainder, add a

quarter to the half, and you have rupees. Thus 2000 Anas.

100
25

125 Rupees.

ANAJ, ^' ^Rlaf anaj
Grain.

It is more usually pronouned Naj, but incorrectly, for the

word is derived from Sanscrit ^j^ food.

ANARDANA, & ;^ ^RRc[RT anardana

A species of Millet, so called from its resemblance to the

seed of the Pomegranate.

ANDHEE, ^^ w andhi

A hurricane, or storm. The word is pure Hindee, but M.

Langles in an amusing note on the travels of Mr. Hodges, pre-

sumes that the word is a corruption from the French. "
Aoundy.

ouragans. J'ignore 1'origine de ce mot sur lequel toutes mes

recherches ne m'out procure aucun renseignement. Je serais

tente de croire qu'il y a erreur de la part de M. Hodges ;
car

plusieurs savans voyageurs que j'ai consultes m'ont avoue ne

point connaitre ce mot, et ne se rappelaient pas 1'avoir entendu

prononcer dans PInde
; peut-etre est-ce une corruption du mot

Francais ondee."
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ANG, L 1 ang

This word answers to one meaning of the English Law-term,

Agistment as it signifies the demand on each head of cattle for

the right of pasture. Delhi. This is paid to the proprietor of

the land. BEET is that which is paid per head to the cowherd.

ANGOINGA, j> TFTT angaunga

Perquisites from the Threshing-ground to the Brahman,

Purohit, Goorco, Grazier, and Village God. Benares.

In the North West, the corresponding term is Seaoodee, or

T,hapa ;
and Anjulee in Bundlecund.

Erom the time of distributing the Angounga to that of

weighing, a deep silence is observed, and strangers are care-

fully excluded. A short time since, a party engaged in

this operation were brought before the Magistrate for conniving

at a criminal's escape ; whereas, they had merely made a sign

to him to keep off', and not profane the ceremony with his un-

hallowed presence.

In Delhi, and the North West, as well as in some parts of

Benares, this deep and mysterious silence is observed at an

earlier stage of the proceedings. When the corn is ready to bo

formed into a heap, a man seats himself down with a plough-

share in his hand, which he digs into the ground, and which is

supported on each side by some koos grass and cowdung-
Another person from behind then throws some corn over the

head of the man sitting on the ground, who employs himself

in carefully adjusting it around the ploughshare, taking care,

all the time, to keep it as much as possible concealed from the

gaze of inquisitive persons. When it is well covered he gets

up, and every one present assists in forming the heap.

This is the Delhi custom.

In Eohilcund a somewhat different ceremony is observed

after burning a Horn, or a little sacrificial fire, a ploughshare
and a pot full of water are placed to the north of the pole round

which the bullocks are driven when treading out the corn.

The heap of corn is then raised to the south of the plough-
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share, and not over it, as in Delhi. The subsequent proceed-

ings will find a more appropriate place under CHAXK.

But, in whatever way the ceremony is observed, during the

whole time the strictest silence is observed, and is not to l>e

broken within the threshing ground until the corn is measured

out and distributed.

It would be deemed unlucky were any talking to take place ;

even if an articulation or ejaculation of any kind were made,

mischievous sprites would coine, and extract much of the

strength and substance of the corn. Let us not wonder at the

superstition of these simple and ignorant people, we cannot

ourselves yet boast at home of an entire emancipation from

similar shackles. Arabella Whimsey says in the " Connoisseur"

No. 56,
" I and my two sisters tried the dumb cake together :

you must know two must make it, two bake it, two break it
;

and the third put it under each of their pillows ; (but you must

not speak a word all the time,) and then you will dream of the

man you are to have after that I took a clean shift, and turn-

ed it, and hung it upon the back of a chair
;
and very likely my

sweetheart would have come and turned it right again, but

I was frightened, and could not help speaking, which broke the

charm" Many similar practices prevail to this day.

It is from the apprehension of a visit from these malignant

Goblins that the agriculturists of these provinces commence

forming their heaps of winnowed corn either exactly at twelve

in the day time, or shortly after twelve at night, at which times

sprites are said not to wander

For then, they say, no spirit dares stir abroad :

No fairy takes, nor witch hath power to charm ;

So hallowed and so gracious is the time.

Hamlet, Act I. Sc. 1.

If the work is begun in the day time, and not over by sunset,'

the party retire from the threshing ground, and do not re-

commence operations till starlight. The intermediate period

being very inauspicious,

These hours do not seem in accordance with those which

popular superstition in our own country has vested with

mysterious dread and solemnity. The dead of night, till the
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first cock-crow, is with us the worst period ;
whereas here, the

time immediately after midnight is favorable

Ferunt vagantes Daemonas
Laetos tenebris noctium,

Gallo caneiite exterritos

fcparsim timere et cedere.

Invisa nam vicinitas

Lucis, salutis, numinis,

Rupto tenebrurum situ,

Noctis fugat satellites.

During the harvest season, however, of Upper India, the

"vicinitas lucis" follows closer upon midnight than it does in

the countries whose traditions Prudentius records.

ANGOUREA, &)*! (iTT angauria
A ploughman. Allowing the use of a plough, instead of

paying wages in money or kind. Benares.

This practice is called JEETEEA in Bundlecund and Rohil-

cund.

ANGUDDEA, sjjf ^m^m angaddia
Said in the Glossary to be applied to persons in the Northern

Provinces, who carry money concealed in their quilted clothes.

The word may perhaps, therefore, be derived, or somehow cor-

rupted, from Angwrk9
ka

;
but it is used, I believe, only in

Guzerat, and not in our Northern Provinces, where Rokurea

is the term applied to such persons ;
from Rokur money.

ANGUN, ^J ^T7!7! angan
A court yard. An enclosed area near a house Angna is

also used in the same sense.

ANGWARA, \> ^ranj angwara
The proprietor of a small portion of a village. Eastern Oudh

and Benares.

It is also applied in the former provinces to reciprocal assist-

ance in tillage.

This practice goes by other names, in other parts of the

country : see DUNGWAEA, HUBEE, HUESOT, aud JEETA.

The cutorn, however, is not confined to India : for it is

observed hi many parts of our own native land. Boon-er

and Boen-Haroru occur in an old MS. for ploughing and har-
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rowing gratis, or rendering mutual assistance in those occu-

pations. In the north of England the contributed Ploughing

Days are called Bone-Dargs ;
in the same way as a Z?on-fire

is a contributed fire a Boon-fire
;

i. e. a fire made of materials

obtained by voluntary aids or donation".

In Wales also this friendly assistance is known by the name

of Cymhorth or Cymhortha.
" In some districts of South Wales, all the neighbours of

a small farmer without means appoint a day, when they all

attend to plough his land, and at such a time it is a custom

for each individual to bring his portion of leeks, to be used in

making pottage for the whole company ;
and they bring nothing

else, but the leek in particular, for the occasion." " Owen's

Cambrian Biography," p. 86. He consequently attributes this

as the origin of wearing leeks on St. David's day I should

prefer, however, the reason assigned by the gallant Fluellen.

See Henry V. Act IV., Sc. 7.

The same terms are applied in "Wales to a marriage of con-

tribution, which is known in England as a Bride-Ale. The

marriages in India also, among the lower classes, bear a

resemblance in many respects to a Cymhorth. See " Owen's

Welsh Dictionary," and "
Popular Antiquites," ii. 91.

ANJULA, &=*! ^fo*n anjala

As much as can be held in the cavity formed by joining the

two hands together in the shape of a bowl. There is probably
some connection between this word and the Greek an ffalee, an

armful
; so, in the " Prometheus Vinctus," akhthos ouk

euankalon,
" a burthen not easily grasped."

ANJULEE, ^5%^' ^^t anjali

This has the same meaning as Anjula ;
but is current

chiefly
in Bundlecund. It is also applied to a mode of salutation by
carrying the hands in this form to the forehead. See also

AtfGOUNGA.

ANJUN, ^s-'f
^R anjan

A grass which grows in great abundance in the Upper
Provinces, and is largely used as fodder for cattle.
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ANJUNA, sr ^\ anjana

An inferior kind of rice, See DHAN.

ANK, L-&T ^t^fi ank

Figure ;
unit

;
number

;
amount

;
a share. Hence, Ankdar is

used in the Central Doab to signify a sharer.

The initial A is either long or short both are correct
;
but

the former is most usual in Bhak,ha

ANKBUNDEE, ***> i & ^^ ankbandi

An adjustment of rents asameewar'by the Malgbozar, at the

close of each harvest. See above under ANK.

ANOA, y ^R3T anua

The place where men stand who throw the DOUEEE, (which

see). See also BEBEE, BOKA, POTJDHA and PIBHA.

ANOLA, VyT ^i^T anola

(Phyllanthus Emblica.) A kind of Myrobalane. The fruit is

acid, and is stated in the "
Taleef-i-Shureef

"
to be of great use

in cutaneous eruptions, and to be known also as ^^ Bijjee and

J$> tsytes Dhabri Phul.

The tree is worshipped by Agriculturists on the llth of

Phagoon, which day is therefore known by the name of V'

S5~<^:> Anola (Ounla) ekadusee, and on this occasion libations

are poured at the foot of the tree, a thread (generally red, or

yellow), is bound round the trunk, prayers are offered up for its

fruitfulness, and the ceremony is concluded by a Pranam, or

reverential inclination of the head to

the ancient tree, whose branches wear

The marks of village reverence and care.

Megha Dtita v. 158.

A somewhat similar custom is still observed in the South

Western Counties of England on the eve of the Epiphany. In

the South-hams of Devonshire, a farmer, attended by his

workmen, goes with a large pitcher of cider to the orchard,
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and there encircling one of the best bearing trees, they drink

the following toast three several times.

Here's to thee, old apple tree,

Whence thou may'st bud, and whence thou tnay'st blovr !

And whence thou niay'st bear apples enow,
Hats full! caps full!

Bushel bushel sacks full

And my pockets full too ! Huzza 1

(Gent. Mag. 1791, p. 403.)

ANNPURASUN, ^^v ^raHTOI annparasau
The first feeding of children with grain ;

from the Sanscrit

ag^ ann, food, U pru, forth, and ^H usun, eating ;
called

also tflj^ft Pusnee, which appears a mere corruption of Prasunee,

formed by the omission of the initial Ann.

The Pusnee takes place (see Menu, n. 34) usually six months

after birth. It is an important ceremony with a Hindoo child,

who is then considered to enter on a new stage of life.

ANSAREE, S) VWl ansarf

A tribe of Sheikhs who now are found chiefly in the Seha-

runpoor district, Keerutpoor in Bijnore, and the Benares province.

They are represented by A boot Fuzl as being the proprietors

of Sydpoor Bhitree and Chunar in Akbers time.

They profess themselves to be descendants of the citizens of

Medina, who gave the prophet an asylum against his enemies

when he fled from Mecca
;
hence called Ansaree i)^*1 auxi-

liaries. They appear to have come to this country from Herat

in the time of Feroze Shah. See the "
Mirat-i-Jehan," which

was compiled from the papers of Mahomed Buka an Ansaree.

Pocock (" Specimen Hist : Arab :" p. 42) says, they are of

the tribe of Azb and the family of Khazraj. o}^' Alkhazraj ;

Yathrebi (scil. Medinte) incolaD qui jJ-a>Hl
al Ansar, Ansarii,

scilicet Mohammediae profugi adjutores, dicti" deriving his in-

formation from Abulfeda. See p. 473 of White's edition.

It seems, however, more usual among Oriental writers of

early Mahometan hiatory to call the inhabitants of Medina

generally, Ansaree.

D 2
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It is strange that this distinguished title should also be given

to Christians, by corruption from Nusari Nazarenes. Vide
" D'Herbelot Bibl. Or." voce Ansari. The Ansarees of Syria

whom Burckhardt reports to have some idolatrous connexion

with the natives of Hindoostau, are a comparatively modern

sect, and not any how related to the Ansarees mentioned in this

article.
. ^y

ANTURBED, &&. jXj]
antarbed

The old name for the lower Doab, extending from about

Etawah to Allahabad. Occasionally it is used to signify the

whole Doab Thus, Cti^hwahas are said by the Poet Chand to

be in Anturbed ; and it does not seem probable that they were

in any numbers except in the Upper Doab (see CUCHWAHAS),
The word is now seldom used, except by Sanscrit scholars. In

that language, it bears much the same meaning as Doab, signi-

fying the level country intervening (i.
c. between the Ganges

and Jumna) from ^n5^ between and if^ level earth.

AOKAN, c)^' ^rata aokan

Straw and grain heaped up. Benares. See GANTEH.

AOK,HUL, J^' ^%**f aok,hal

Land reclaimed from waste, and brought under cultivation.

AOLANIA, fc^Vjl ^raiftm aolania

A tribe of Jats holding about 40 villages in Paneeput Ban-

gur, so called from the name of their chief village in that

neighbourhood. They are in reality GUTWAEAS. Though they
are Hindoos, they claim the title of Muli/c, which they say

was bestowed upon them by some king as a token of their

superiority to their brethren.

AOLEE, <>5^ ^il^fi aoli

Mode of estimating by the ascertained produce of a Buna
that of a Beegah. E. Oudh. The rule is very simple Take

the number of seers yielded by a Biswa, halve it, and you
have the produce per Beegah in maunds. The produce
of a Bisrvah is ascertained from the produce of a Beegah, by

doubling the latter, in maunds, and calling the product seers.
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AOODEE, ,3^' ^T^Tc[T aude

A tribe of Jats, proprietors of about 20 villages in Paneeput

Bangur, and 20 in Soneput Bangur. They are called indis-

criminately Aoode and Hoode, with perhaps a leaning in favor

of the latter pronunciation.
^ _ _

AGREE, ))\ ^T?J aori

Bank of a pond or rivulet to the water's edge ; applied

generally to signify a piece of dry land left uncultivated.

APHUREA, ^.)fi' ^TO^zn apharia

See AHEER, of which tribe they form a sub-divison.

AR, ;! ^ ar

Ladle used in Sugar factories. E. Oudh. The same word,

or rather ^ is applied in Benares as an abbreviation of ARARA.,

the bank of a pond. And in Hindee generally Ar signifies a

goad.

ARABA, &t;l ^W araba

A Oart.

It is usually spelt with an , but the Boorhnn-i-Kata gives

it correctly, with an \- The word being purely Persian, cannot

begin with In the Furhung-i-Rusheedce and in the Huft

Koolzum, the king of Oudh's Dictionary, I find no mention of

it under either letter, but in the former, under the article

Bunadur, it is spelt with an P. Araba is not much used in

India, except in writing ;
but it is in common use throughout

the Turkish Empire.
" We then arrived at a range of sheds

where there were many gilded Arabats for hire," (Hobhouse

Letter 50.) Richardson describes it as a two wheeled car-

riage, but in Constantinople it has four wheels. " An Araba or

Turkish coach, drawn by buffaloes, was waiting at the door :

this consisted of a long platform of boards laid upon four

wheels, and surmounted with a gaudy canopy of wood, carved

and gilded." (Dr. Walsh. " Amulet" 1827). See also PI. 84,

Yol. II. of" Ciievalier d'Ohsson's Empire Othoman."
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ARAR, yy
Outsheds for cattle ;

harvest floor for Muhrva blossoms

Eastern Oudh and Btnares.

ARARA, 13!;!
^T^T arara

Steep bank of a river, pond, or tank.

ARAREE, <5->'5'
Wft arari

The old established measurement of a field. A man says his

Araree is so much, say two beegahs and though modern

measurement may rate it higher he will not consent to any

change. Benares. The term is perhaps derived from Arara

1)1)1
a high bank of a river or tank, which may therefore be

supposed to enclose an unalterable area.

ARAZEE, tS^b' ^K^ft arazi

Land
; plural of Arz J*f land. In Revenue language, the

word is chiefly applied to detached portions of land, which are

generally either rent free, or recovered by the recession of

rivers. It is therefore nearly synonymous with CHTJK.

ARDAWA, KjUji ^I^T ardawa

Ground meal. The mixture now known by the name of

Ardawa comprises equal portions of the chick pea and barley,

and forms almost universally, in Upper India, the food of horses

kept by Europeans.

AREEUT, m**,)\* ^iRfaffl ariat

Borrowing any thing which is itself to be returned from the

Arabic )^. it differs from Qurz, inasmuch as in the latter,

the articles borrowed are not to be identically returned. See
"
Hedaya" Book XXIX.

* ^
ARG,H &f>;) ^ra argh
The ceremony of making a libation of water between the

threshold and the spot where the first bundle of corn is de-

posited after being brought home from the threshing ground.
This particular ceremony is supposed to be propitious, as it

unites the two chief elements of man's sustenance.
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The blessing of new Apples on the 25th July, was an ob-

servance of the same kind among our ancestors. Brand

gives us the following benediction from the " Manuale ad Usum
Sarum."

Benedictio Pomorum in Die Sancti Jacobi.

" Te deprecamur, omnipotens Deus, ut benedicas hunc fruc-

tum iiovorum pomorum ;###*#** depulsisque primi facino-

ris intent atoris insidiis, salubriter ex hujus diei anniversaria

solemnitate diversis terris edenda germina sumamus per eundem

Dominum in unitate ejusdem." Deinde Sacerdos aspergat ex

aqua benedicta.

Another kind of agricultural Argji bears a resemblance to

the Ferine Sementiv<z of the Romans. It consists in placing

on the threshold, at seed time, a cake of cowdung formed into a

cup, filling it with corn, and then pouring water upon it. The

practice is supposed to propitiate the deities and secure a good
harvest.

The word Arpji means in Sanscrit any libation of water to

a deity.

ARHUR, fc)1 "3Rf* arhar

The species of pulse (Cytisus Cajan) called also frequently

)\j>
tuar.

The " Mirat-i-Aftabnuma" says that tucir, or toor, is only

amongst the people of Shahjehanabad synonymous with Arhur,

and that elsewhere Toor is another species and larger than

Arhur.

This is quite correct, but the error is nob confined to Shah-

jehtinabad.

ARHUT, vE^^I "^RfZ arhat

A revolving wheel for raising water, used chiefly on the

banks of the Jumna, wherever the water is near the surface.
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II is very rarely used near the Ganges, but there is an excellent

one at Bit,hoor, constructed by the ex-Peshwa or some of hia

adherents.

ARHWUL L)^^ ^S3*f arhwal

A day labourer. Eastern Oudh and Benares.

ARSUT,H &**^! ^33" arsat,h

A kind of account which the author of the "
Zoobdut-ul

Quwaneen" says, is the same as a monthly Jama Khurch.

O ]

jti-
\<

^ 'J^.^ } ijJ)^* K\^~ *=-
) ^^ &$ <5JLw)

The " Dewau Pusund" also says it is a monthly entry or

abstract of several accounts, called Wazkham, and that it is in

reality only another name for Juma Khurch. ^ G^C*?" ))***.

W./ 'fi &X~^ This is the meaning the word bears in the

printed Glossary, and the word Arsotta, which precedes it, is

probably an error.

AR,THIA, l*$ty ^7m art.hia

A client, a broker, an agent, a dependant.

ARUK, Jj^ ^^R araq

Juice
;
whence we derive our " Arrack."

ARUND, &* ^^ arand

The Castor oil plant. (Palma Christi.")

ARWEE,
A species of Arum, an esculent root, sometimes called Kuch-

aloo.

ARWUN, 1 ^=R arwan

The first cuttings of corn, not taken to the threshing floor,

but brought home to be eaten by the family and presented to

the Lares and Brahmans. It is not cut without previously

ascertaining the fortunate moment for commencuig the harvest.

In the Khureef, Shamakh, in the Rubbce, Barley is the grain

used in the Arwun. When the Arwan is brought home, the

grain, is taken out of the ear, mixed up with milk and sugar,
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and every member of the family tastes it seven times. The

season is of course one of festivity.

TJv*TT

Phoola phoola kyoon phire? GJmr arwun aya;

Jhboka jhbbka kyoon phire ? Peeada aya.

" Why so happy ? because the Arrvun has been brought home.

Now, why so downcast ? because the Revenue is demanded

from us."

Arwun is chiefly used in Roliilcund and the Upper Doab.

The more general, and the proper term is Nuwan, from

tfc> nya new, and (J> ann corn. See DIT,HWTJN and JOOEEE.

ARYE ; ^ arai

G-oad at the end of a whip. The diminutive of Au. q. v.

ARZDASHT <*^[j*'&\ ^^ra arzdasht

An address or memorial, so called from its initial words
;

just as Quorum is derived from the words of the commission,

Quorum X. T. Z. unum esse volumus
;
and the Bull Unigenitns

from the initial word of the famous edict issued against the

Jansenists by Pope Clement XI. in 1713.

ASAMEE, ^^! ^3T*il asami

Literally, names. A cultivator, a dependant, a culprit all

ofwhich meanings we may suppose to be derived from such

persons being entered in E/egisters and Tabular Forma under

the head of Asamee. It has been supposed, as Asamee fre-

quently means a criminal, that it is derived from Ism fl a crime ;

and the practice commonly adopted by Kayeths of wri-

ting the word ,5*^! -with a se, ^, instead of seen, ^r gives

some colour to this opinion. Asamee is the plural of the

plural of /.?m ^ a name (De Sacy, "Grammaire Arabe." II.

275.)

It must be confessed that Richardson's, Shakspeare's, and

Smyth's Dictionaries give ^*& as
" a criminal," and Grolius'

Arabic Lexicon has fi] in the same sense, and hence it may

E
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be formed into a Persian word by the addition of the ^s

Wuhdut
;
but it is more probable that we are to look to ^

only for the origin of the word in its Indian acceptation.

An Asamee Ch,hupurbund is a resident cultivator, that is, an

Asamee who has a Ch,hupur yty*- or thatched house.

An Asamee Mouroosee is an hereditary cultivator, that is, an

Asamee who has Irs ^ or inheritance.

An Asamee Paheekasht is a man who cultivates land of

a village different from that in which he resides. See PAHEE-

KASHT, KHOODKASHT.

An Asamee Shikmee is one who cultivates the land of, and

pays the rent to, another Asamee. See SHIKMEE.

ASAMEEWAR, jfjAtfLuJ ^iHmfaT^ asamiwar

Including all the names
; usually applied to statements

;
and

to Revenue Settlements made with the proprietors in detail.

ASARH, &3^ *3Kf& asarh

The name of the 3rd Hindoo Solar month (June, July.,)

The first month of the rainy season, and consequently of cul-

tivation. It is therefore a busy period in the country, and

cultivators are on the alert. There is an old proverb

Asarh nandhe, hat,hee bandhe,

Sawun nandhe^ g,hora bandhe,

Bhadon nandhe, koombhee bandhe.

That is, begin in Asarh, and you will become a proprietor of

elephants ;
wait a month, and instead of elephants you will

have horses ;
wait two months, and your family will become

slaves.

In the printed Glossary Assam, (evidently a mistake for

Asarh) is called the 6th month, but it can only be considered

so according to the European Calendar.

The same error occurs under Assen
} usually called Kooar,

and under Augun usually Ag,hun t
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ASARHEE, ^3^' ^S asarhi

This word does not preserve an identical meaning through-

out these provinces. In the North West it is used only for

the Rubbee, or spring harvest, and is frequently corrupted into

Sadhee. Sawunee is used in the same parts for the Khureef,

or autumnal harvest. This latter word is not known to the

eastward. In Benares and Eastern Oudh, Asarhee signifies the

Khureef, and not the Rubbee harvest. The people in the North

West say, their meaning is derived from the ploughing in

Asarh : those of Benares say, theirs is derived from the soiling

in ASAEH. The latter have the more reason on their side, for

the land is ploughed in Asarh for either harvest. -SEE ASARH.

ASEECHA, Isp***
1

! ^wNr asicha

TJnirrigated : from ^5 priv, and f^j-^|| to water.

ASEEL, e-^ TO asil

A female servant amongst Mussulmans. It bears also a

contrary meaning ; as, noble by birth. The origin of both is

the same word, namely, the Arabic J^ Asul, a root. The

former meaning is derived from a free servant being superior to

a Lonndee or purchased slave
;
the second from the stem of an

illustrious lineage. It is not uncommon amongst ill educated

people to call a slave Aseel, but it is proper to observe the

distinction noted above.

ASHJAR, s WSflR ashjar

Trees : plural of the Arabic J=F^ Shujur.

ASHRAF, L-$^t ^SWff ashraf

Plural of the Arabic
uityfc Shureef, noble. A class of

cultivators in Rohilcund and Oudh and Benares, who designate
themselves by this title, and claim certain privileges. The

opposite of the term is
Jf))l irzal i. e. those of low degree,

the vulgar.

ASHRAT, viuf^e ^rej?7rr ashrat

Tens : plural of the Arabic <* ashur
}
ten.

E 2
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ASHURFEE, )^ ^raiW' asharfi

A gold mohur. See "
Prinsep's Useful Tables," p. 4.

ASLEE, ^^1 ^ra*ft asli

A registered village literally, original, from J^ Asal, a

root. Dakhilee ^-^ is the term applied to hamlets, included

in the Aslee village. It is not known at what particular time

these words originated, but it must have been subsequent to

Todur Mill's settlement. Our new settlements have swept

away the distinction, which there was no occasion for preserv-

ing in the revised register.

ASON, c) -?***'
^^ ason

The current year ;
the word is not used much in the Korth

West, but when used is generally pronounced Eson.

AST, c^ww-l ^J ast

A Sanscrit word signifying the setting of the sun. Astachul

^l^r^^f is the name of the Western mountain behind which

the sun is said to set. Oode 3^Zf is the word used in opposi-

tion to Ast, to signify the rising of the sun. It is the name

also of the mountain over which it rises. As Oogmuna is used

with AT,HMUNA, q. v. so is Oode used with Ast. Thus, it is a

common benediction in the JN"orth West to say to an English

Functionary, Oode ast ink tbbmhara raj ho. *- ^~) <j&)

;& ^) 5)^'
"
May your dominion extend from East to

West." *

* It is somewhat curious to consider how general is this mode of expressing
universal dominion. It is a familiar saying, and one used with considerable

applause and rapture at public meetings, that on English territory the sun
never sets ;

and though the sentiment is directly borrowed from the proud
boast of the Courtiers of Philip II. of Spain, it may in some shape or other
be considered to be universally naturalized.

44 For from the rising of the Sun even unfo the going down of the same, his
name shall be great, among the Gentiles." Malachi

i, 11, mm Psalm cxiii. 3.

"
Koma, tuum nomen terris fatale regendis
tk Qua s>ua de ccelo prospicit arva Ceres,

"
Quaque patent ortus, et qua fluitantibus undis
"

Soils anhelantes abluit amnis equos."

Tibull. Lib. ii. El. v.

Shahnamah.
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AST,HAN, e)
1^' ^^ ast'han

An abode, residence. From the Sanscrit gf stand, whick

is also the root of very many words in European languages.

AST,HUL, J^~t 1WRI ast'hal

A fixed residence ; usually applied to the spot in which

Fakeers remain.

ATA, 'tff ^21 ata

ATAREE, ^5;^!
^^ atari

An upper-roomed house
;
an upper story.

ATABOO, )W ^^1 atabii

The local name given by the resident Cheers to a tract of

country between the Kala Nuddee and the Rutrva Nuddee, in-

cluding the greater part of the pergunah of Marehra.

AT,HMAS, ^U^'l ^3*ns at'hmas

Lands constantly ploughed from Asarh to Mug,h for Sugar-

cane.

AT,HMUNA, Uo^'J ^TRI at'hmana

The "West. Dehli The word used in opposition to Atjimu-

na is Oogmuna, the East. Atjiae ^Tjzj is also occasionally

used to signify the West, but its more correct and universal

meaning is
" the Evening."* Both words appear to be derived

from AST, q.
v.

All these in fact amount to very nearly the same declaration as that the

"sun never set" on Philip's dominions, though the latter is confessedly

grander in its enunciation. Nevertheless, a cotemporary of his own, Bolero,
a Piedmontese Jesuit, uses an expression regarding the Papal power which

perhaps exceeds, in terseness and power, the Spanish vaunt. He speaks of it

as
'* Una jurisdizione che no conosce Oriente.

Another Spanish expression, which we have adopted with reference to In-

dia, is that if every native (some say every Brahmin) were each to take up a
handful of earth, they might bury all the Europeans in the country. We
find in a Spanish Historian the same comparison made between the Mexicans
and Spaniards. See "Robertson's America," Vol. ii., Note 74.

Under this sense it is given as a local woid of Bundlecund, in the Vo-
cabulary printed in No. 144 of the " Journal of the Asiatic Society;" but
it is a common Hindee term, by no means confined to that Province. Jn
the same Vocabulary there are some other words which do not appear to be

correctly entered, either with regard to their meaning or local application :

I
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ATURPAL, J 1^' ^wra atarpal

Land which has been once under cultivation, and then aban-

doned. The word is more correctly Anturpal; and is derived

from antur between, an&pulna, or purna, to fall, to lie. Cen-

tral and Loner Doab.

AWA, t;T
^T3T awa

A furnace or potter's kiln. A brick kiln is s^W?. pujarva, a

corruption of s^u puzana, from ,jiW^v puzaneedun, to cook;

the root of which
(

v>
)
seems to enter into several of the

Indo-European languages. Sanscrit pachati, Greek peeso, H?er-

sianpookhtun and. puzaneedun, Hindee pukana, [Russian peczenie,

Phrygian (according to Herodotus
; Clio, 2,) bek, bread, Ger-

man backen, Dutch bakken, Saxon bacan, English bake, bacon.

AWAEE, dfilfl
^^T^ aw^J

A pick axe. Eastern Oudh.

AWARIJA, &*-)))] ^^if^^n awarija
A diary, a rough note book, an abstract account of collec-

tions, remittances, &c. &c. The ''Zoobdut-661-Quwaneen'
1

says, the word is derived from Awara scattered, wandering, un-

fixed, because the Awarija is a collection of detached notes which

would otherwise be dispersed. It is applied generally to an

account of any description.
The work above quoted says.

such as, Chipee, "a tailor," Charo "grass," Putivaree "
statistics of a village,"

Dalidra " cares and troubles," Sahna " Revenue ( ollector for village."
The nine short sentences also at the conclusion seem somewhat suspicious.

Amongst them we have Rotee bhat hai,
" He is eating bread," Ko thakur hai,

" What caste are you ?" Raja kee bhet to nahoohen. " You may not have seen

the Raja." Humaro nara Lowri mengado hai, Lowri is the place, I (literally my
naod ?) (by mistake perhaps for navel) sprang from." The meaning of the

last sentence appears to be, literally,
'

my secundine is buried in Lowri."
For it is a common saying in British Bundlecund, that Brahmins will not al-

low even the nara of Rajpoots to be buried within the boundaries of their vil-

lages, in superstitious fear lest the latter tribe may some day supplant and

dispossess them. The industrious compiler, however, who has written many
able and useful papers of the same kind, may after all be right; for the Voca-

bulary is that of Foreign, not British, Bundlecund.
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except that the latter is more strictly confined to a monthly
account.

The "
Furhung-i-Busheedee" also states that the word is

derived from Arvara, scattered. The same work adds that

Abar, Abara, Awara, and Awarija mean not only an account,

but an office of account, an exchequer ;
and quotes as authority

a passage from Firdoosee, copied, as usual without acknow-

ledgement, from the "
Furhung-i-Jehaugeree."

See Arverja in the printed Glossary, which appears a mistake

for Arvarija, though closely following Awarija Juma Khurch.

AWASEE i^$ ^^T^ awasi

A word used in the province of Benares. (See DUDEEE.)

AWUST,HEE, L5-^;' ^1^9^ awast'hi

One of the sub-divisons of KAXOUJEA BRAHMINS, q. v.
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B

BABOO, )^. ^1 babu

Formerly Baboo was used only as a title of respect ; now,

especially among Europeans, it is used chiefly to designate a

native clerk who writes English.

In Goruckpore, the descendants of the younger brothers of

the Suir.eyt Raja are called Baboo, and there the term still

maintaining its original dignity, is applied generally to any man

of family or influence. Crossing the Gogra into Benoudha, and

Benares, we find it applied only to the younger brothers, or

near relatives of Rajas. Thus in Beg. VIII. of 1795, Sec. X.,

Baboos are defined to mean "
persons of the (Benares) Kaja'a

blood and family."

BACH,HUL, J#^ *n^ bach,hal

A tribe of Rajpoots of the Sombuntee stock. We find them

in Julalee of Aligurh ;
Kote Salbahan, Oojhanee>

and Ntdhpoor

of Budaon ; Suhar and Areeng of Muttra ; and in Tilhur and

Shahjehanpoor. They are recorded in the Ai/een Akberee as

being the Zumeendars of Fureeda and of *Kant Gola, the old

Kant, in Turkish, signifies a town, and its frequent recurrence as the

name of a town in India may confirm the opinion of the original Northern

descent of the Hindoos. Alasudi states, that on ihe Oxus there is a Turkish

city by name Yangi Kant, which he translates in Arabic by Mudeenut-ul-

Judeed, or New Town. Hence we learn that Kant means town
;

for Yangi

certainly means new, Yangi Dunia being the name applied to America, or the

new continent, according to all the geographical works, and Huft Ah-
leems of the East. From this word Yangi, no doubt, we derive our Yankee

notwithstanding all the controversies which have been raised respecting its

origin. Some say it is derived from the name given to the English by Native

Americans, "Yangeese;" others from the national air of ''Yankee doodle:" but

it is now well known that "Yankee doodle" was composed in the campaign of

1755, by Dr. Shackburgh, and palmed upon the colonists as a favorite air.

Whereas the eastern use of the word is at least as old as A. D. 1635
; being

entered in the geographical work of Sadik Isfahani, called the "Tuhqeeq-ul-
Irab." "Since its discovery," he says, "all the nations of Europe have contri-

buted to its population and improvement, and it has become another, or as the

name Yangi Dunia signifies,
" a new world."
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name of Shahjehanpoor ; and the fact is interesting, as showing

the changes of possession which have occurred in this tract

within a short space of time. The Bachjiul Rajpoots are said

to have succeeded the Goelas or Goojurs. They were in turn

succeeded by Kut,herya Rajpoots, who themselves have been of

late years succeeded by tho Gour Rajpoots, whom they called

in as allies to aid them against the encroachments of the

Rohillas. Nevertheless, an important decree has just issued

from the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut confirming the right of the

Gour against the Kvttherya Rajpoots.

BAD, bad

A remission on account of deficient produce. One of the

many meanings of the word in Persian is
"

annihilated,"

.vib ^xa ; ^)li v5
i**> according to the " Boorhan-i-Kata" and

" Iluft Koolzum ;" and has thus been extended in the Eevenue

language of India to signify remissions occasioned by annihila-

tion (of crops).

BADSHAHKE, fcliob ^Tc^Tft badshahi

Literally, royal, from sliab a king. In the language of Ke-

venue Officers it is generally applied to royal grants of rent

free land. Thus we say,
" Badshahee Sunud;"

" Badshaheo

Tenures." The conditions of their validity are given in Keg.

XXXVI. of 1803, and the corresponding enactments Eeg.

XIII. of 1795 and Eeg. VIII. of 1805. The first being

applicable to the Ceded Provinces, the second to Benares, arid

the third to the Conquered Provinces.

BA-FURZUNDAN>L.^Mobj t *

BA-OULAD,

bafarzandan,

baaulad

Literally, with sons, with children : words inserted in a

Grant, when it was intended that the land should be inherited

by the heirs of the Grantee. The opinion of the Supreme
Government (in the famous case of Furzund Ali,) was that

these terms refer to the immediate heirs of the Grantee's body,

whether male or female, not to descendants generally ;
and this
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no doubt, is correct
;
but according to the lenient interpreta-

tion of the Officers concerned in the investigations respecting

Maafee tenures, the words are now generally declared to con-

vey an hereditary title, without any restriction.

The Judges of the Sudder Dewanuy Adawlut have also ruled

that a Bafurzundan Grant is descendable to the heirs general :

(Reports Vol. IV. p. 222) being opposed to the opinion of

their Law Officers, who declared that tho words in themselves,

and apart from other expressions in the Grant, created a joint

interest with benefit of survivorship in the Grantee and his

children
;
or in the event of his having at the time of Grant

no children, but only grand-children, in the Grantee and hia

grand-children. (See
"
Macnaghten's Precedents of Mahome-

dan Law," p. 332, and pp. 48-52 of " Extracts from Official

[Records on Maafee investigations.")

BAGH, Q> 3FJ bagh

BAGHEECHA, &=^k *njNl baghicha

A garden, an orchard, a plantation of trees. Bagheecha, or

Baghcha, is the diminutive of Bagh.

BAGREE, ) bagri
*

A tribe inhabiting the Bagur country, a tract between the

South-western border of Hurianaand the Sutledge, who appear

at one time to have been of great consideration, as we find a

Bagree Rao mentioned by ChandBardl as accompanying Pirtjiee

Raj. They seem to have been originally Rajpoots, but are now

held to be an inferior tribe, and are usually denominated Jats.

Tod considers the Bagrees to be one of the aboriginal races of

India, but he does not mention which Bagrees ; and the term

is so extensively applied, that any reference to them, without

mentioning their locality, is very indefinite. There is an exten-

sive clai of Bagree Brahmins, and the name enters into the

sub-divisions of several other castes. (See JADOX.)

Bagur is also the name of a large tract of country in

,* the inhabitants of which are called Bagree ; but in th

" Among the tribes settled in Central India, who are professed robbers
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North Western Provinces, we rarely hear the word used

except as applicable to the Bagree Jats of Hissar and B/tutleeana.

BAGUR, bagar

A hedge of thorns or twigs. Hoshungabad.

Reendhna, is used in the same sense in Benares, and Bar in

the North West.

BAHA, baha

A watercourse : generally an artificial one, but in Dehli it is

applied to a natural one
;
and K,hal and K,kala, which gene-

rally signify natural, are there applied to artificial water courses.

BAHNA, bahna

To plough. The word is in common use, but is not appa-

rently mentioned in any Dictionary except Gilchrist's.

bahauBAHUN,

Fallow land, from bahna Ua>b to plough.

BAHUKA, bahara

The man who stands at the well to upset the water from the

CHUBUS, q. v. Dehli.

BAIT,H, bait'h

Value of G-overnment share of produce. The amount settled

on the land, from beithna U$~xx> to sit. Thus bearing the same

etymological meaning as assessment : though the latter is ob-

tained by a more circuitous course
; remotely from assenir, assi-

dere, to sit
;
and proximately from assise, assize, because a tax

could not be imposed except by an assize of men specially con-

vened.

._-->

and thieves, the two principal are Bai/gries aad Moghies, both Hindoos of the

lowest caste. They came originally from the Western parts of India, chiefly
from the neighbourhood of Chittore. The Moghies can hardly be said to have

passed the Chumbul, but the Baugries have settled in the Eastern parts of

Malwa in considerable numbers." Malcolm's " Central India,
" IL p. 182.

F 2
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BAJ, ^ 5JT5!

A tax, a toll. Originally, tribute taken by one king from
another. The "

Boorhan-i-Kata" and the " Huft Koolzum"

say

c^ eu,*^ ^UtUib ^ J>ft ^latiab & ^b JU
The word is also frequently written xb

BAJPAEE, J*
(t-^ ^qT^ bajpai

See CANOUJEA. BKAHMIX, of which tribe they are a sub--

division,

BAJRA, Sv^b 3T3?^T bajra

BAJREE, cS>^- ^T5!^ ^^J ri

(Panicum spii'atum, lloxb.) (Holcu* spicatus, Linn.) Bajra its

every where cultivated in these Provinces
;
but very sparingly

to the East of Allahabad. The Bajree is a smaller species of

millet than the Bajra, and ripens a month before it. Villages

Zumeendars also comprehend by the term Bajrte the stalk of

the Bajra, used as fodder.

BAJUNTUREE ^yLl^b 31^0 bajantari

Bajunturee, or rather Bajunturce Muhal, was an item of collec-

tion under the Mahoniedan llegime, derived from musicians

and dancing girls. Prom the Sanscrit ^JJf? any musical in-

strument.

BAK, u-*b ^T:R bak

Bak is used in the North West to signify an estimate of the

produce without measuring the field. The expression is derived

from the Sanscrit cfj^i
--

r cf^ speak ;* the same word

as we find in the root of epos bcKA.ntai in the Odyssey
"
has

been spoken ;" which is precisely the meaning of the expression

* This root appears to be used similarly both in the Arabic, and Sanscrit.

AIocluvcc-i-Mama'ce in reproving idle talk, &ays>

& & ^ ; J^ J^ ^ ^ ; ')
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used in these provinces ;
viz. the amount has been spoken by the

appraiser, and is not open to further controversy. The prac-

tice of Bak is also called Bhak, from Bhak,ha t language.

BAK,HUR, tfb *tmt bak'hur

A house. An enclosure. Dwellings contained within an en-

closure.

In Dehli the word is applied to cattle sheds.

In Bundelcund, Saugor and Malwa, it is an agricultural

implement, a sort of bullock hoe, usually employed instead of

the plough in the preparation of the black soil of those pro-

vinces. It has an iron scythe, in the room of a share, about

twenty inches broad and five deep, fixed to the centre of a beam

of wood between four and five feet long and six inches broad.

This scythe enters about eight inches into the ground, effec-

tually eradicating weeds and grass, and the beam pulverizing

the earth as it is turned up. The land intended for the Khureef,

or rainy season crop, is once turned by this instrument befure the

seed is scattered. It is then ploughed to cover the seed, and

protect it against the birds. The Kubbee land is turned up two

or three times with the Bakjiur during the rains, and sown

with the drill plough about eight inches deep.

BAKREE, 3^. ^3 bakri

A co\v advanced about five months in pregnancy. A small

buffaloe is also sometimes called a Bakree.

BAKUND, u)*uu ^T^c[ bakand

The proportion of two-fifths of the crop, which is sometime s

paid as rent by cultivators to zumeeiidars. It is also known as

Puchdo, Puchdoolce, i. e. do (two) out of pa^ch (five.)

BAL, JV sra bdl

An ear of corn.

BALA, ^ ^^T bala

A grub which eats the young plants of wheat or barley when

they are about six inches high Benares. See I^OOXGEE.

BALAEN, ^.^ ^T^T^ balaen

A large sub-division of the JATS, q. v.
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BALAKHANA, aJtLlfb sT*rai*n balakhana

An upper story. A balcony ;
of which word, probably,

Balakhana is the origin. English Lexicographers seem to

hesitate very much about its origin, and appeal to very remote,

and far more improbable sources than Balakhana. Thus

Richardson says" Fr. Balcon, from the Italian Balcone, from

the Latin palcus, palco, palconis, palcone. Balcone Menage.
Duchat and Skinner agree from the German Balck a beam.

Vox Cbalco) a Francis rellcta, says Wachter, and from it, he

and Hire think the Italian Balco is taken."

Where the Latin palc.us is found I know not, but if it was

ever used as the German Balck, it is more likely to be the

origin of the word Palkee, than the Hungarian Palanca, from

which the name of the vehicle is usually said to be derived.

There is no greater improbability that balcony should be

derived from Balakhana, than that Virandah should be derived

from the Persian Buramuda, s^jo which seems now pretty well

agreed upon.

BALOOBOORD, ^)-?y^ ^^f^ baluburd

From ^. baloo sand, *;> bbbrd carried away. A term

applied to a tract of land which is covered with a deposit of

sand after an inundation. An item of remission of Revenue on

this account.

BALUND, ^k ST baland

A tribe which was formerly predominant in Aaoree Butrhur

and the Southern parts of Mirzapoor, whence they were ex-

pelled by the Chundel Rajpoots. They retired to Munwas,
where they retain a principality in subordination to the Raja

of Rewa. They are said still to remember with fondness their

former possessions in Agoree Burhur, and declare they will not

bind on their turbans till their restoration to their ancestral

rights is accomplished. It is not easy to say when this expul-

sion took place, but the immigration of Chundels to these parts

appears to have occurred after the capture of Muhoba, some time

previous to the defeat of Pirt,hee Raj by Suhaboodeen, towards

the close of the 12th century.
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It is sometimes said that Balund is merely the name of a Raja
of the K,hurwar tribe, but there seems more reason to suppose

that it is the name of a distinct clan.

BANDH, JJl> *ta bandh

An embankment : See BUNDHAN.

BANDHULGOTEE,^'^^^^ ^fa^TTrft bandhalgoti

A tribe of Rajpoots of Chouhan descent, occupying part of

Bundlecund and BENOUDHA. (which see). There are a few also

in Huvelee Ghazeepoor. The name is frequently pronounced
like Budhilgotee, and Biinjhilgotee.

BANEE, ^> ST^ft bani

Besides the meanings given ordinarily in the Dictionaries, it

is the name of a yellow earth with which potters sometimes

ornament their vessels. In parts of Rohilcund it is called

Kupus.

BANGA, l&k OTIT banga
Raw cotton : not confined to one species, as mentioned in

the Glossary.

BANGUR, )&*>> *fi^ bangar

High ground, or uplands. Thus "
Paneeput Bangur,"

"
Soneput Bangur," are the elevated portions of those Pergu-

nahs, in distinction to
"
Paneeput K,hadir,"

"
Soneput

K,hadir."

BANJH, te*b ^W banjh

Barren : from the Sanscrit sj^zn It is sometimes used as an

abbreviation of the word BUNJTJB, which owns the same root.

BANK, Oob TO; bank

A bend in a river
;
from the Sanscrit root q5R, to be curved.

BANSA, ^*->^ ^T^T bansa

Erom Bans j^^. a bamboo. The channel through which

the seed descends in a drilling machine. In Dehli it is gene-

rally known by the name of Orna. In the North "West the
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Bansa is generally fixed to the ordinary plough. The mouth

into which the seed is cast is called Doura or Mala in the East,

and Weira in the West. See HTJLTUDDEE.

In Benares the entire drilling machine is called Tar. It is

a separate instrument, and not attached to the ordinary plough.

BANSUREE, "*^ ^igft bansari

A weed found in parts of the Doab near the Jumna, which

is very injurious, and most difficult to eradicate from arable

land.

BAONEE, ^ bauni

Seed time. Rohilcund and Doab : called Bawiig in Benares,

and Bera in Dehli.

BAOREE, \S))
^ bauri

A vagrant tribe found chiefly in the Bhuttee territory and

"Western parts of Dchli, who subsist by the occupation of

thieving. They bear some resemblance to the Kunjurs and

Gundheelas, except that the latter do support themselves in a

measure by their own industry in matting and tumbling.

BAQEE, J&> *T*f baqi

Arrears, balance of Eevenue. From the Arabic l*>

BAQEEDAR, )^^ ST^R baqidar

"Withholding a balance. Revenue Defaulter.

BAQLA, ^ 3T3i<3T baqla

A bean. Pot-herbs. The Kidney bean (Phaseolus vulgarit).

Erom the Arabic J^ "
producing herbage." From which root

is also derived the familiar word Bukkal J^ the Arabic name

of a Bunya, or grain seller
; but, originally, a person who sells

pot-herbs and beans. A green-grocer.

BAR, > *1S bar

A fence
;
a hedge ;

a margin : from the Sanscrit root

surround.
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BAR, ;t> *m bar

BARA, &;l> 3RT bara

Perquisite of the Aheer in milk
; generally the milk of every

eighth day. Rohilcund.

BARAIIEE, ^b^ ^^ barahi

Land, according to the dictionary in the "
Tohfut-ool Hind."

BARANEE, <^'/- ^RT^t barani

Unirrigated land
;
land dependant on the seasons

;
from the

Persian ^ft baran, rain. Also a coat or cloak for keeping off

rain, which Europeans usually corrupt into "brandy."

BARBURDAREE, ,5)'^)^ ^T^^T^ barbardari

Carriage hire
;
from the Persian ft bar, a load, and ^J^tf

burdaree, conveyance.

BARBUTAEE, c/^/- ^R^rft barbatai

Division of the crops by sheaves or shocks, before the corn

is trodden out. From the Persain ft bar, a load. In Rohilcund \i

is more usually called by the Hindee synonyme of Bojh-butaee.

BAREE, ^;b ^ barf

A class of men who occupy themselves in making and light-

ing torches, and occasionally as barbers. They are said in

Brahma and Padma Puranas to be descended from a barber

and female tobacconist.

In the Oudh Service they have acquired the reputation of

being very excellent soldiers, and some of them have attained

to the dignity of Raja.

BAREE, ^b sjfit bar!

A plot for Sugar Cane or other garden produce. An en-

closed piece of ground. A kitchen garden : also cotton. From
the Hindee ;^ or ft an enclosure

BARHEE, bj ^t barhi

Interest in kind paid upon seed grain. From ^^ bur/ma,
to increase, to

rise, to advance.

G
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BARHAH SADAT,^!jUA/s^y^fTTU^Tr? barhah sadat

A powerful tribe of Syuds in the Eastern part of the

Moozuffernugur district. They hold a great portion of Per-

gunahs Bhookerkeree, Bhooma, Jansut,h, Sumhkulheree, Jorvlcc,

and the Eastern parts of Pergunahs Moozuffernugur and

K,hutowlee. A. few colonies of them are occasionally found

elsewhere, as in Amrolia of Moradabad, and Secundru of

Allahabad
;

but their strong hold is the Moozuffernugur
district.

The origin of the name Barhah is ascribed to various sources
;

some say that, scandalized at the debaucheries of the Mecna

bazar of Dehli, which they considered unsuited to their sacred

character, they obtained leave to reside outside (bahir) of the

town others that it was the chief town of twelve (baruh)

which belonged to the clan
;
but the spelling is opposed to both

derivations.

There are four sub-divisions of the Barhah Syuds ;
the

Tihunpooree, whose chief town is Janstit,h ; the Ckantroudee,

whose chief town is Sumbhulheree ; the Koondlerval, whose

chief town is Mujhera; and the Jugneree, who claim Bidorvke

on the Jumna as their chief town. They assert that they have

been located since the time of Mahmood of Ghu zni : but this

is evidently false. There appears reason, however, to believe,

from the collateral evidence afforded by the interesting history

of the Bilgram Syuds, called the "
Jooneydea," that their

occupation dates as far back as the time of Shums-oo-deen

Altumish. Besides these divisions, they have private marks of

recognition which they say have been very successful in exclud-

ing imposters from the tribe. Particular families have denomi-

nations, such as dog, ass, sweeper, &c. which are derived from

the menial offices which it is said some of the Syuds of this

family performed for the emperor Humayoon, when reduced to

extremities during his flight from Shere Shah.

The improbability of men assuming such humiliating desig-

nations without a good cause, gives some colour to the story ;

particularly when we learn the devotion of the Emperor's

attendants, which is so amusingly detailed by his right rever-

ential Afidbchee, Jouhur
}
in the "

Tuzkirut-ul-Vikaya."
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The Barhah Sadat must have obtained their highest stage

of prosperity in the time of Furbbkhseer ; but we read in the

'Memoirs of Jehangeer" and in the " Tareekh-i- Budaonee"

that members of this family attained distinction not only in his

court but in that of his father. Thus, the Syud Mahomed, men-

tioned in the article Bhudourea, Syud Ahmed Khan, and Syud

Hashim, were all men of distinction in Akber's Court. Jehangeer

particularly mentions Syud All Asof, as the son of the Syud

Mahomed, above mentioned,
" one of the great Ameers of his

father's court". And in the Padshahnamu we find mentioned

among the Munmbdars of Shahjehan's time, Syud Khan Jehan,

Barhah, Munsubdar of 5000 : and Shojaut Khan and Debee Khan,

each of 4000. In Aurungzebe's reign they were not lesa

conspicuous.

Furobkhseer being indebted for his elevation to the assistance

afforded by Hosein All Khan, Governor of Behar, and Abdbollah

Khan. Governor of Allahabad, two brothers of the Barhah

stock, their influence continued unabated during his reign, as

well as for some time subsequent ;
and it is probable that to

this period must be ascribed the handsome and expensive struc-

tures of which the ruins are now scattered over so extensive a

tract of country in the Upper Doab, from Monana to Jowlee.

The Syuds have gained themselves honor by the constancy
with which they adhered to the Minister's family during its

decline, and the courage they displayed on the hard fought

field of Hui>unpoor, where Abdobllah Khan was defeated and

slain. This adherence, however, proved their destruction. Pull

particulars will be found in the "
Siar-ul-Mutakhireen" and

the " Tareekh-i-Moozuffuree."

BARIK, ^}> *f*<* barik

Rain : according to the Dictionary in the "
Tohfut-ool-Hind."

BARIZ, };l> ^^ b^r:z

A term in arithmetic. The page of an account book is

divided into two equal parts called Zillah ; each Zillah is divided

into two Rukanas. The right hand Ztillah is called the Husho.

The first right hand quarter (some say half) of the left Zillah

G 2
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is appropriated to the Bariz, and the remaining portion is

called the Irada. The Bariz contains the sum finally brought

to account, after the necessary deductions have been made from

the gross amount in the Irada and HUSHO, q. v.

BARUH, S^J 3T^ barah

Land next to. or surrounding, the village generally enriched

by manure. The term is chiefly used in Dehll and the Upper

Doab, and is probably derived from )^ or 5^ an enclosure.

BARUMBA, &5-^J ^l^T baramba

Literally, fruit ofmangoes. ^Revenue derived from the lease

of mangoe-groves. From^ fruit, and ^ a mangoe.

BASEEAN, ^V**^ ^inrR basian

See GOUB TUGA and AHEEB.

BASMUTEE, JC^O ^T3(j*Trft basmati

A frarant kind of rice and millet. Erom the Sanscrit

scent. See DHAK and JUWAB.

BATIN, ^^ ^H batin

A tract of land in Etarvah, lying between the river Jumna

and the G,HAB, (which see.)

BAUGM, ^TW baugm

Said, in the printed Glossary, to be the most productive

lands in the southern division of Dehli, situate on the banks of

canals
;
but this must be a mistake, as there are no canals in

the Southern Division. The word whatever it is, is most

probably derived from bagh, a garden, or any richly cultivated

and irrigated spot.

BAWUG, ^^. ^T3*T bawag
Seed time. Eastern Oudh. See BAOKEE.

i . . .. fzamm

LJFTUR * WX.JLJ % T1LLVIT I

An office established in A. D. 1782, before the enactment of
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the Begulaticms, for the purpose of enquiring into improper

alienation of land. Literally "the office of certain lands."

The plan for the institution of this office is given at p. 224 of

" Colebrooke's Digest of the Regulations," Vol. iii.

BEBAQ, j^ 5^13? bebaq

Without arrears paid up in full. See BAKEE.

BECHIRAGII, d'}^"4-
^T^?17T bechiragh

Without a vestige : (a village) ruined beyond hope. It means

literally, without a light ; ^ privative, and ^ a light.

BEEAJ, ^> fo^TST
biaj

Interest on money. Beeajoo is the capital put out to interest.

BEEAR, ;^> 3NR biar

Seed bed. Also, air
;
wind. In the former sense the word

is usually spelt with an
;

In DeJili, the evening is called Beear.

In Saugor, it signifies waste land fit for cultivation.

In the Loner Doab, it is used in the same sense as Puttee is

elsewhere
;
that is, as a sub-division of a Village.

BEEAS, j-l# fa^TC bias

Land cultivated, to be sown in the following year. Field

under preparation for rice cultivation. The word is chiefly used

in Rohilcund.

BEEDA, IJ& sfril bfda

Mounds. E Oudh. The word is probably a corruption of

ffi> uneven, rugged ground.

BEEDHA, Ifcj^j 3tai bidha

Synonimous with Bundobust. Determination of the amount

to be paid as Government Revenue. Upper Doab and Rohilcund.

BEEG'HA, t$# 3\^ big'ha

A measure of land, subject to local variation. In the Upper
Provinces it is usually considered in the English Surveys to be

3,025 square yards, or -jjths of an acre. In Bengal it is 1,600
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square yards, or little more than |rd of an acre. A kuchcha

beegjia is in some places a 3rd, in others a 4th of a full beeg,ha.

Akber'sbeeg,ha contained 3,600 llahee Guz, (see that article).

The following are some of the local variations of the beeg,ha

in the Upper Provinces.

Beegjias. B. C.

In Furruckabad, 100 acres. =17512
In the E. and S. parts of Ooruckpoor, =192 19 7

In the W. and N. parts the beeg,has are much smaller.

In Allahabad and part of Azimgurh, =177 5 15

In part of Azimgurh and Grhazeepoor, =154 6 8

In Bijnore, =187 19 15

In the Upper Doab it was found that the average measure-

ment of the side of a Beeg.ha, deduced from the paces of 148

Zumindars, who were accustomed to practice this kind of

834
mensuration, amounted to 28 English yards ; making the

4

local (kuchcha) becgjia equal to 831
;
and 100 statute acres

equal to 582 kuchvha beeg,has, 3 bitwas.

It is needless to continue the comparisons ;
but see for far-

ther information
"
Prinsep's Useful Tables," p. 89.

BEEGHOTO, &)& ^ f^T bfg'hoto

The name given to a tract of country bordered by Mewat on

the East, Loharoo on the West, Huriana, Dhobndhotee, and

Chundan on the North, and Rat.h on the South. It includes

Rewaree, Bawul, Kan>m, Patody, Kot Kasim, and a great

part of the Bahraitch Jageer. The word is only of local

application, and does not appear to be known much beyond its

own limits.

Beegjioto ko do dhunnee, K,horo our Chouhan.

That is, "the chief tribes of Beegjioto are the K,horos,

amongst Aheers, and Chouhans, amongst Rajpoots."

The name oBeeg,hoto, or Beegthota, as it is sometimes called,

is derived from Bee
'g,
ha Raj, a worthy descendant of the

illustrious Chouhan, Pirtjiee Raj. See DHOONDHOTEE and

CHOUHAN.
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BEEGUHTEE, ^f^J Sprj?2t bigahti

Kent fixed on lands per Be.egjm. The same as Beegotee in

the Glossary, which is also correct.

BEEHUR, Jf-u ^Tff bihar

Sterile land, uneven or cragged land. "Waste land. Land

full of ravines.

BEEJHERYA, tyjA^sW ^fof?UT bijherya

There are a few of this clan of Rajpoots in the district of

Goruckpoor.

BEEJK,HAD, &^*:> ^^T3[ bijk'had

A term used in Rohilcund to signify advance of seed and

food to agriculturists : Tuccavee being understood to apply

solely to advances for cattle.

The word is derived from ?. seed, and < manure.

BEEJMAR, ;Us:# 4T5OT?* bijmar

Failure of germination : from g# beej seed, and ^;^ mama
to strike, to kill. See ABEEJ.

BEEJUK, L-%# of^l bfjak

A memo, deposited with grain when stored, specifying its

amount : an invoice
;
a list : also an inscription.

BEEJUR, )==" ^^R bijar

A description of soil in which the cereal grains are generally

grow
rn. Lower Doab.

BEEMA, U# CRT bima

Insurance. The word is also written cA&

BEEND, ^*-H ^*5[ bind

A reed. A rush.

BEENDA, *&^>. ^^ binda

A kind of rope made of grass or of the fibres of the Arhur
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plant. The word appears to be derived from li*>^*& to plait

to braid. Hence ^^& the hair plaited behind.

BEER, )M bir

Pasturage. The word is in general use, but is most common

in Delhi, and the Saugor territory.

BEERA, 8# 4teT bira

A parcel made up of betel leaves and other ingredients, call-

ed Pun Sooparee, which comprises betel leaves, areca or betel-

nut, catechu, quick-lime, aniseed, coriander seed, cardamuins

and cloves. Qanoon-i-Islam.

BEERBANEE, ^- ^W^ birbani

A common expression in the North "West, particularly a-

mong the Jats, applied to designate a man's own wife. The

word Beer efj^ signifies in Sanscrit eminent
;
a warrior

;
a

man
;
hence the Latin vir. and Greek Heros. Banee is derived

from the Sanscrit ^T^InfT vanila, a woman, which we find in

Persian under Banon, a princess, and in the Greek Banee, a

Doric word signifying a woman, a daughter.

BEESEE. ^5***^
^^ bisi

A term peculiar to Kumaon.

Mr. Trail, the English Commissioner of the Province, reduced

all the miscellaneous measures of quantity in land to nominal

(not actually measured) Beesees. The Beesee is equal to 20

Pat,has of Ourhwal or 20 Nalees of Kumaon. The Pat,ha, or

Nalee, represents a measure of seed with a capacity of about

two seers, and the number of Pat, has in any area is estimated

by the quantity of seed (generally wheat) required to sow it.

The actual extent varies according to the quality and position
of the land. The grain is sown much wider in the poor

Oopuraon lands near the summit, than in the rich Tulcum lands

near the base.
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BEESUR, >"**? ^^ bisar

Gleanings left in the field for the lower orders. E. Oudh.

Seelo or Sulla are the words used in the Doab, RohUcundt

Dehli, Bundlecimd, and Benares.

BEET, &*& ^ bit

A Dehll word. See explanation under Axa.

BEGAR, )^> 3i!H begar

BEGAREE, <SJ^& ^^ began

A person forced to work and carry burdens. Under tho

former regime, he got no pay. Now, though he gets pay, yet

if he is ordered to work by any public official, he is still gene-

rally called Begar.

In Shakspeare's and Smyth's Dictionaries, these words are

represented as Hindee, but they are Persian also, and are enter-

ed in all the best Persian Lexicons.

And the "
Ilui't Koolzum" adds, that the word is spelt either

Bc&ar or Bekar.

BEHNOUR, **fW ^nR behnaur

BEHUN, ^^. ^^ behan

Nursery for rice plants. E. Oudh and Benares. Puneer is

more commonly used in the North- West, and Jyee in Bundle-

cund, Peeod in Dehli is used as a nursery, not only of rice,

but of any other plant.

BEHRA, *>fs-
T behra

Grass kept for pasturage. Rohilcund.

The word is probably a corruption of BEER, q. i\

BEHREE, v3X- ^^ behri

A subscription ;
an assessment on a share. Instalments

paid by under-tenants to the landlord. Distribution of an

aggregate sum on several individuals. A monthly collection

H
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according to their respective circumstances. Term given to a

division of a Bhyachara estate. The share or interest of one

of the brotherhood in an estate. The Persian Buhra has the

same meaning.

BEHREEDAR, )^iS)$&. ^F^TC behridar

Holder of a share, denominated BEHEEE. See "
Glossary

'

Beyrydar.

BEIS, ^> 33 bais

One of the 3G royal races of Rajpoots, giving name to the

province of Beisrvara, in Oudh, and not in the Doab, as Colonel

Tod supposes. Beisrvara lies between Carvnpore on the West,

and the Sye river on the East
;
and between the Chjiooab

rivulet on the South, and Dikjitan (the country of the Dikjiit

Rajpoots} on the North.

There are several Beis Rajpoots in these provinces, but they

are not found to the Westward of Dubhaee in Boolundshuhur.

To the East of that Pergunah they are found in greater num-

ber than any other clan of Rajpoots ; particularly in Kote

Salbahun, Nidhpoor and Suhesrvan of Budnon
;

in Burwur of

Mynpooree ; in Atrowlee of Aligurh ; in TJiutlea, and Souruk

of Furruckabad ; in Dehlee Jak,hun of Etarvah', in Jajmorv,

Gthhatumpoor, Akberpoor, and Sarh Sulempoor of Canmpoor ; in

Futtehpoor Huswa (Mussulman), Hutgaon, E/cdulla, Ayeah Sah,

Muttour (Mussulman and Hindoo), and Ghazeepoor, of Fulteh-

poor ; in Kurra, Kewaee, and Bara of Allahabad
;

in Banda,

Julalpoor, Cheboo, Mowdha, Soomerepoor, and Humeerpoor, and

many other Pergunahs of Bundlecund ; in Secunderpoor, Mahol,

Bilhabans, Deogaon, and Chiryakote of Azimgurh ;
in Ruttun-

poor Bansee, Dhooreapar, Hussunpoor Mugur, and Amorha of

Goruckpoor ; in Khanpoor and Buhreeabad of Ghazeepoor ; and

in S'mgramoiv, Raree, Zufurabad, and Kurakut of Jounpo*r.

There are also several in the neighbourhood of Furruckabad,

especially in Purumnugur, whose turbulence has long been

notorious
;
and who m A. D. 1391 and 1392 created such dis-

turbances, in concert with the Rat,hores, that it was thought

necessary to send out large bodies of imperial troops against

them. (Zea-ood-decn Burnee.)
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All the Bets in our provinces state that they came from

Doondya K,hera in Beiswara. Their accounts respecting the

place whence they emigrated to Doondya K,/tera do not coin-

cide, but it is most usual for them to assert that they came

from Moongee Peitan in the Deccan. No other Rajpoot tribe

is represented to have come from that quarter. They state

themselves to be of the same lineage as Salivahanu, and he

also is reported in ancient histories to have emigrated from

Moongee Peitun to the banks of the Nerbudda, whence he

expelled the famous Vicramaditiya*

The scale of the Bels in the rank of Rajpoots may be judged

by their intermarriages, as is the case with all the Eajpoot

classes. The ordinary Bels of our provinces give their daugh-

ters in marriage, amongst others, to Scyngurs, Bhudoureas,

Chouhanfj Cuchwahas, Goutums, Purihars, Dik,hits, and Gu.rh-

rvars ; and receive daughters in marriage form Banaphurs,

Jinrvars, K,heechurs, Rugbunsees, Rykwars, and the Kurchoice

Gehlotes. But the Tilokchundee Beis, who reside in Doondya'

K,hera, and their near relations, such as those of JJunvur,

Dehlee Jak,hun, and Kote Salbahun, consider themselves far

superior to all other Beis, and profess to give their daughters

to none but the very highest tribes. There is reason to sup-

pose that they practice female infanticide, at least in the Oudl

territory. Those Tilokchundees who reside in our provinces

cannot make away so freely with their offspring, and have con-

sequently consented more readily to intermarriages. Thus

the Tilokchundees of Domraon, in Bhojpoor, give their daughters

in marriage to the Hureehobuns of Bulleea, in Ghazeepoor, and

those of Deogaon give theirs to Rajcoomars. Besides the

Tilokchundee, there are said to be no less than 360 sub-divisions

of Beis Rajpoots, the descendants of as many wives of Salica-

hana. Amongst the progeny of these *'

queens of a day," (see

TILOKCHUNDEE), the most noted in our provinces are the

* Colonel Tod in one place calls Salivahana a Takshac, and in another a

Yadu Prince. He also is of opiniou that the Beis are a sub-division of the

Sunjavatisi Rajpoots, and gives them a place in his list of the royal tribes.

Moongee Peitun is on the Godavcry, and is probably the Pilthana of the

Feriplus.

H 2
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Tilsaree, Ckuk Bcis, Nttnuwug, Bhunurvug, Buch, Pursu

Putsurya, Bijhonya, Khutbeis, Bhutkurya, and Chunumea or

Gurgbuns but it may doubted if all these are really Beis. (See

these Articles, as well as BENOTLDUA, NAGBUNSEE. and Gor-

TUM.)

The Tilokchuudec Beis of Doondya K,hera are sub-divided

into four clans of Rao, Raja, Nyhut,ha, and Synbussee. These

all profess to derive their rights from the Goulum Eaja of Argul.

BEJHURA, l}^* ^^ bejhara
A mixed crop, generally of grain and barley.

BEjWAR, ^)^' ^5T3T^ bejwar

Perquisite of the lower classes, consisting of a portion of

Beed-corn which is brought away each day from the field.

Rohilcund.

It is called Bijaee in Dehli. Both words are derived from

Beej f seed.

BEKUS, ij"**"-
^^ bekas

A kind of grass growing in low ground, which resembles the

Doob, but its leaves and stem are larger. It is good fodder for

horned cattle, but is reckoned injurious to horses. It grows

throughout the N". "W. Provinces.

BEB, *-*? ^ beb

BABUR, y-M 3T=R babar

A grass from which a twine is made, which is much used for

native beds. Babur is also used for thatching.

BEL, ij? 3*1 bel

Bel is the name applied to a spot in which the receiving pans

are placed when Sugar is manufactured. In most places the

pans amount to three, Kurah, Cha.wcc and Phoolha, the first

being the biggest, and Chasnce, which occupies a place between

the other two, the smallest. In Dehli, Bojh sometimes takes

the place of the Kurah, and Kurahec of the Chatncc ; the Phoolhct

being frequently omitted, especially of late years,
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Bel is also applied to a Hue marked out on a road or garden
with an axe, indicating the direction of any proposed work.

Bel is also the name of the thorny quince. (Egle Marmelos)
and the single Arabian jasmine (Jasminuin Sambac). Also a

creeper, a tendril, a pole for directing a boat, a spade, or hoe.

In this latter sense, it seems to be connected with our English

Bill, an instrument of steel. German Beil Danish Bile

Greek Belos.

The " Boorhan-i-Kata" says that in the Zend language, Bel

means a well.

BELBOOTA, &>)& ^TCT belbuta

A bush. From Bel a tendril and Boota, a flower.

BELCHUK, -*==*** ^T33i belchak

BELCHA, &^*# ^T^T belcha

A small hoe, or spade. Diminutive of BEL.

BELKEE, ^^ ^Rft belki

A cattle grazier. Baitool.

BELOCIT, ^^ fiRfra beloch

A few Beloch Zumeendars are to be found in the Pergunahs
of Hodul, Baghput, and Jewur. A large Beloch Jageer in the

Dehli territory has encouraged their resort to these parts.

BELDAR, jW# ^^ beldar

A class of Hindoos engaged in digging with a BEL. They
are said in the Pooranas to be descended from a Tyoor boat-

man, and a woman of the Ahecr tribe
;
but Beldars are now

rarely met with as a distinct caste, even if they ever were one,

which may be doubted, as Beldar is a pure Persian word.

The Beldars now met with are composed mostly of different

inferior tribes, Cachhces, Cooimeest Chumars, and others, who

follow the occupation of digging.

BELUK, i-XUe 5W belak

A small mattock. Sec BEL, BELCIIUK;.
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BENGUT, L^lA> ofiirl bengat

Seed. Seed given to an indigent ryut for sowing, who is to

repay the same at the time of harvest with such additional

quantity as may be agreed on. Benares.

BENOUDHA, l&J^.b
?qT benaudha

A name commonly given by the natives to the country

between Allahabad and Su.rwur, i. e. Surjoopar, the other side

of the Surjoo, the present district of Goruckpoor ;
and between

the Granges and the Ch,hooab Nala, by which it is separated

on the North-West from Beiswaia. Benoudha appears to

include the "Western parts of Jounpoor, Azimgurh, and Benares,

and the Southern part of Oudh. Indeed, some authorities

make it extend from Beisivara to Bijypoor, and from Goruck-

poor to Bhojpoor. The common saymg is that Benoudha. or

Benawut, as it is sometimes called, contained 12 Rajas, who

comprised one Paut, and were considered to have common

interests. 1st The Gurhivar of Bijypoor, 2nd the Khanzada

Buchgotee, 3rd Beis, 4th Surneyt, 5th Hyobuns ofHurdee,

6th Oojein of Doomraon^ 7th Rajkomar of Teoree Bhugman-

poor, 8th Chundel of Agoiee, 9th Kuihuns of Surwar, 10th

Goutum of Nugra, llth Hindoo Buchgotee of Kurhwar,

12th Bisen of Mujhomlee. These dimensions would imply that

Benoudha was an extensive province, including the whole of

Benares and Eastern Oudh ; but 1 believe the limits first men-

tioned are the correct ones, and out of this narrower space it

would be easy to construct the 52 Pergunahs, of which Be-

noudha is said to consist.

BENAWUT, ei^lo farer? benavvat

See above, under BEXOUDHA.

BENT, <^^# ^ bent

The handle of an axe, hoe, and similar implements. Bent is

the correct word
;
but it is generally pronounced Bccta in

Rohilcund, and Binta in Dchli.
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BEOHAR, )^^. fH beoliar

Money lending, or traffic of any kind. A calling ;
a trade.

In Jubulpoor, the name is applied to a Canoongoe. The

Sudder Beoliar, besides his salary, holds large rent-free estates.

BER, )M ^ bera

The Lotus of the Ancients. See JHURBEREE.

BERANA, &)X T^T berana

A grove of Ber trees. The Bcr is the Zizyphus jujuba.

See JHTTRBEREE.

BERAR, $y> ^R birar

PANDIA, kJJb ireiTT pandia

In Baitool and the Deccan, is the Canoongoe of the N. W.

Provinces.

BEREE,

Irons fastened to the legs of either bipeds or quadrupeds :

also the basket used for raising water for the purpose of

irrigation. It is generally made ofbamboo in the East, and of

leather in the West. It is suspended from four ropes, and

swung by two men. The word is used in the Doab and

Rohilcund, as are also LEHTJREE, CH,HAPA, and BOKA. In

Benares the word DOUREE is used, and sometimes BOKA. In

Debit, DAL, and in Bundlecund, DULEA and DOOGLA. See

these articles.

BERHA, ^ T berha

A paling. From Berhna to enclose with a fence, t<? sur-

round. See next article.

BERHNA, **}^ ^^T berhna

Besides the meaning above given, the word signifies in the

Doab, Bundlecund, and Rohilcund,
"
to drive off cattle by

force." In this sense it is used generally in Hindoostan, but

K,hedke lejana is the equivalent term in the Dehli Territory.
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BESIIEE,
{t$"*b*>

*W beshi

Increase, surplus : from the Persian J^:S> more.

BESUN
i^***^-

^^ besan

The flour of pulse ; especially of Chuna, or the Chick pea.

BET, ii, &xj 3 bet'h

Sandy unproductive soil. Rohilcund.

BHABUR, )>ty Ht^r bhabar

The forest under the Sevvalic Hills. The tract varies in

breadth, from 10 to 20 miles, and the slope of the ground

varies from 50 to 17 feet per mile, diminishing rapidly after

the first few miles. Cultivation is confined only to the vicinity

of the rivers issuing from the Hills, but the soil in many parts

is good, and consists of a rich black mould at the extreme

verges of the tract, North and South. There are occasional

patches also free from trees, but covered with high grass ;
and

many spots afford good pasturage. "With these exceptions,

the Bkabur is a dense forest, but almost destitute of trees

valuable for timber
;
and water is at such a depth below the

surface, that all attempts to dig wells have been fruitless.

See printed
"
Eeport on Eohilcund Canals," p. 107.

Bhabur is also the name of a light black soil in Baitool.

BHAEE BANT, u-^Jb ^3ty ^it^fe bhaibant

A term equivalent to BIIYACHABA, q. v. It is derived from

Bhaee ^W? a brother, and bantna ^Xib to divide.

BHAG, vJ^j WI bhag
Tax

; duty ;
share in kind. Also fortune, destiny.

BHAGNUR, )**ty WI^ bhagnar
The name given to the rich alluvial lands under the banks

of the Jumna. Central Doab.

BHAL, J^> ^T^f bhal

A tribe of Eajpoots, proprietors of part of Secunderabad ill

r
7
and Hatras and Tvppul in Aligurh.
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BHALA SULTAN,^^ &%> arraigSfHR bhala sultan

A tribe of Rajpoots in BENOUDHA. q. v. and Goruckpoor.

Both these tribes may probably be connected with the Balla,

who are included in the Rajcula, and were the lords of Bhal

in Saurashtra.

The Bhal and Bhala Sultan, are the same tribe, but the Bhal

by intermarriages with inferior stocks are not held in the same

consideration as the Bhala Sultan.

BIIAND, # HT? bhand

BUHROOPKEA, *+-t)tf *f5fan bahrupia

The text of the printed Glossary requires modification.

Bhands are a separate clan from the Buhroopeeas but are

descended from them. Those also are called Bhands who

without reference to caste follow the occupation of singing,

dancing, and assuming disguises.
" The Bhoee Sootur" says

that Buhroopeeas spring from the intercourse of a Mullah, or

boatman, with a widow of the Gungapooter tribe. Their name

is derived from the Sanscrit
[jjr many, and ^;q appearance

(i. e.) multiform, assuming many disguises a mimic.

It is an error to suppose that Bhand is written by mistake

for Bhat. The two are quite distinct, so much so that Bhands

are frequently known by the name of Bhundela, which shows

the distinction more plainly. Bhands are now all Mussulmans.

Buhroopeeas are many of them Mussulmans, but the greater

portion have adhered to their ancient faith.

BHANKUREE, )*ty tf*$ bhankari

A jungle shrub found in great abundance in the Dehli

Territory. It differs in no respect from the (TOKROO, q. v.

It is used as a specific in certain complaints, and to attract

purchasers its vulgar name is transformed by the druggists into

Husd Sin, ha ra.

BHAOLEE, s53? Hi3*ft bhaoli

Distribution of the produce of a harvest between Zumeendar

I
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and Asamee. Eent paid in kind instead of money. See

Glossary under Behavilly and Bhaweley.

BHAT, ^^ *TO bhat

Advances to ploughmen without interest. Benares an

Eastern Oudh.

Bhunta is used in this sense in Rohllcund.

Bhat is also the name of a soil to the North of the Ganges

that retains its humidity for a long time, and contains a large

quantity of nitre. It is a peculiar soil, and is not found "West

of the little Gunduk.

In the Lower Doab and Bundlecund, Bhat means uneven

ground. See BHTJTOOA.

BHAT |5*J WZ bhat

Bhat is said in the Glossary to be one of the illegitimate

tribes springing from the intercourse of a man of the Bets, and

a woman of the Chhutree caste
;

so also says Wilson, voce

^fijq as well as the Vocabulary to Johnson's "
Selections

from the Mahabharat," p. 207 : but Bhats are usually con-

sidered to spring from the intercourse of a Chhutree with a

Brahmin widow. Other authorities say that they were produced

to amuse Parvati, from the drops of sweat on Siva's brow,

but as they chose to sing his praises, rather fchan her's, they

were expelled from heaven, and condemned to live a wandering

life, as terrestrial bards. Sir John Malcolm,
" Central India,"

Vol. II. p. 132 says
"
According the fable of their origin,

Mahadeva first created Bhats to attend his lion and bull
;
but

the former killing the latter, every day gave him infinite

vexation and trouble in creating new ones. He therefore

formed the Charun equally devout as the Bhat, but of bolder

spirit, and gare hi7a in charge these favorite animals. From

that period no bull was ever destroyed by the lion.

A Bhat is a genealogist, a family bard. By some tribes, the

Bhat and Jaga are considered synonymous ;.but those who pre-

tend to greater accuracy, distinguish them by calling the former

Birmbhat or Badee, and the latter Jagabhat. The former recite

the deeds of ancestors at weddings and other festive occasions :
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the latter keep the family record, particularly of Rajpoots, and

are entitled by right of succession to retain the office
;
whereas

the Birmbhats are hired and paid for the particular occasion.

Jagabhats pay visits to their constituents every two or three

years, and receive perquisites to which they are entitled.

After recording all the births which have taken place since

their last tour, they are remunerated with rupees, cattle, or

clothes, according to the ability of the registering party. Those

of the North Western Eajpoots generally reside between the

borders of Rajpootana and the Dehli Territory. Many also

live at Daranugur on the Granges, and travel to the remote

East in order to collect their fees. "Whereas the Birmbhats

are residents in towns, and Kusbas, and do not emigrate

periodically.

Both of these classes are held in the same dread for their

exactions
;
which are satisfied by their constituents for fear of

being lampooned, and paraded in effigy, (Gbbdda,} before the

other -members of the family ; reminding us in this respect of

the Irish Bards, of whom Spencer says,
" There is amongst the

Irish a certain kind of people called Bards, who set forth the

praises and dispraises of men in their poems, the which are

held in so high regard and estimation amongst them, that none

dare displease them for fear to run into reproach through their

offence, and to be made infamous in the mouths of all men."

Several communities of Bhats exist in the North of Oudh,
and a few are scattered over our provinces. There are, for

instance, several Tillages belonging to Bhats in Azimgurh,

Goruckpoor and Ghazeepoor.

In Rohilcund the occupation of Bhats, as bards, is frequently

usurped by Gour Brahmins.

There are several sub-divisions among the Bhats of these

Provinces, and an attempt is sometimes made, as with many
other classes, to reduce them to the definite number of seven

;

viz. Utsela, Mahapatr, Kylea, Mynpooreewala, Jungira, Bhu-

tura and Dusoundhee. But there are several which are not

included under these heads, as Chourasee, Gujbhim, Choongele,

Goojureewala, Seekutpoorea, Nagouree, Burbba, &c. which shews

that the classification into seven is not correct.

i 2
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Steel, in Ms "
Summary of Indian Classes," p. 108, divides

Bhats into Bhat Rajpoot, or Kurvee, and Bhat Koonbee
;
the

former he savs are in Hindoostan, the latter in the Marhatta
9f

country ;
but the difference, if any, between them, refers perhaps

more to the tribes they serve, than to any family distinction

amongst themselves.

Of Bhats several have been converted to the Mahometan

religion ;
some are said to have become Mussulmans as early

as the time of Shuhab-bbd-Deen Ghoree, when they received

the title of Races.

Besides their employment as genealogists, it is, or rather,

was, considered their special duty to learn the Purans, for

which it is needless to say, they are now no longer conspicuous.

(Pudma Pvrana. See " Journal of E. A. S.," No. V. 281.)

The word Bhat bears a resemblance to the designation by
which persons engaged in the same occupation are known in

other languages. Sanscrit bhatta, a sage ; Greek, phatis ; Latin,

nates. But the English and Gaelic bard, and Hebrew parat,

have more correspondence with bardeit, another Hindee term

of the same meaning. The word bardeit again has an evident

connexion with barditus, which Tacitus, in his
"
Germania,"

says wras the name of the German battle song.

BHEEHUR, X*? ^fT bhihar

This is the name of a tribe which, according to local tra-

dition, appears to have been one of the aboriginal races of

Roh'ilcund and Upper Doab. They are said to have been

expelled from Nirowlee, Buhjoee and the neighbouring districts

by the Birgoojur Rajpoots. In the Doab, they are more common-

ly called Beimhar, and in parts of Rohilcund, Beehar. There

ma have been some connection between them and the BHUES.

BHEET, ^*# bhit

An elevation of earth made near a tank for the purpose of

planting Pan. Mounds of a tank. The vestige of an old house.

BHEJ, *# 5tel bhej

Bent
;
a proportionate share

;
an instalment. Bhej is in com*
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mon use, but is not noticed in any of the Dictionaries. It may
be a corruption of the Sanscrit Shag, a portion.

BHEJ-BURAR, ;>** ifcWTO bhej-barar

A tenure frequently met with in Bundlecund, in which the

shares of the brotherhood are liable to periodical, or occasional,

adjustment ;
and in which balances of Revenue and Village

expences. occasioned by the fraud or insolvency of a sharer, are

made good by a rateable contribution from the other sharers.

Strangers are often introduced in over-assessed estates on con-

dition of paying the burar, but their admission by no means,

as is sometimes supposed, forms a necessary incident of the

tenure, of which the chief characteristic is the re-adjustment of

.the burar. At the late settlement of Sundlecund it was sti-

pulated in many instances that this liability to re-adjustment

should cease
;
and practically, for some time previous, the re-

adjustment had not been demanded, except upon occasion of a

new settlement. It is probable that in a short time, as the value

of property increases, the Bhej-burar tenure will altogether

cease to exist.

BHELEE, (
^)

- *^ bheli

A lump of coarse sugar ; generally consisting of 4 or 5 seers.

BHIS, jr& fas bhis

The edible root of the Lotus. The correct word is Bhuseenr,

but it is provincially corrupted into Bhisendc^ Shis, and Busend.

BHOGBUNDHUK, tXfcJwW^ S^l^oR bhogbandhak

Mortgage. A debt in which land, trees, or animals are

pledged to the lender
;
the produce in corn, fruits, milk, labour,

&c. being considered an equivalent for interest.

" The rent, or use, or occupation of a pledged house, or the

produce of a pledged field, is called bhoga babdha, interest by

enjoyment."-
-"

Yrihaspati, Digest," B. i. C. i. Sect. 35.

The word is derived from Bhog possession, and Bundhuk

pledge.

Putbundhuk is a pledge, the usufruct of which pays principal

and interest within a certain period, and therefore ensures its
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own redemption. A debt is thus said put jana, from the Sans-

crit Hoot put, to fall.

Dishtbundhuk, q. v. is equivalent to hypothecation. These

expressions though in general acceptation as law-terms, are not

much used in the transactions of the common people, except in

the lower Doab and B. nares.

BHCOEE, ^)# bhiii
** ^^

Used in the neighbourhood of the Nerbudda to signify a

"
bearer." The same word is used in the Peninsula, and corrupt-

ed by Europeans into boy. Hence the exclamation of boy, so

commonly used at Madras, is not, as has been supposed, a

pure English word, but a corruption of Bhooee.

Bhooee is also, to the South of the Nerbudda, applied to

designate the head of a Gond village.

Grifts at marriages and funerals. The word is derived from

the ceremony of burning earth, which is performed previous to

their presentation : bhooeen &?.)& earth, dugudhna
to burn E. Oudh.

BHOOKSA. &***$? *pRST bhuksa

A tribe found inhabiting the forest under hills from Poorun*

poor Subna, on the Sarda, to Chandpoor on the Ganges.
Bhbbksas claim to be Powar Rajpoots, and assert that their

chief, Oodya Jeel, was driven from house and home in a quarrel
he had with his brother Jugut Deo, the Eaja of Dharanugur,
and came to dwell with a few dependents in Bunbusa, a village

in the Oudh Territory. He had not been there long before his

aid was solicited by the Eaja of Kumaon, whose territories

required defence against the invasion of some neighbouring

potentate. Success attended the efforts of the Powar, and the

gratitude of the Eaja induced him to offer his defenders an

asylum in his territories. Upon this they are represented to

have left Bunbusa, and to have taken up their residence in

their present abodes under the hills, chiefly on the lower edge
of the Bhaaitr, where the springs rise to the surface. A part
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of the tribe remained in attendance upon tbe Raja of Kumaon.*

Bhbbksas are considered bad cultivators, and rarely remain in

tbe same spot above two years, for by tbat time tbey generally

contrive to exhaust the soil they have had under tillage. See

printed
"
Reports on Rohilcund Canals," p. 107.

Of Bhbbksas there are 15 different Gotes, or Clans 12

superior, and 3 inferior. The superior are Birgcojur, Tubaree,

Burhunyee, Julrvur, Udhuee, Dbbgbbgea, Ratjwre, Negourea,

Julal, Oopudhea, Chouhan, and Doonwarea. The 3 inferior

are the Deemur Ratjwre descended from a Telun (oil-presser) ;

Dhungra from a hill-woman ;
and Golee from a woman of the

barber cast. The names of these tribes indicate considerable

intermixture with other classes, both Rajpoot and Brahmin.

Bhooksas are prohibited marrying in their own Gotes, but

may select any other Gote they choose. Those who reside in

Kilpooree and Subna are said occasionally to intermarry with

the T,haroos. See T,HAROO.

The Bhats of the Bhbbksas, who are descended from a follower

of Oodya Jeet, reside still at Bunbusa, and pay occasional visits

to their constituents.

The Purohits of the Bhbbksas are Canoujea Brahmins who

are also descended from one of the companions of Oodya Jeet.

BHOOM, f)V- *3* bhum

The earth. Land. In Persian Boom rf. ; but the Native

Dictionaries add that Boom is exclusively appled to unculti-

vated and unoccupied land.

It may be proper to remark that there may possibly have been

some connection between the Powars and Bhooksas ; for Chund, the Bard,
records that 72am, the Powar, or Pramar, bestowed Kuttair upon Keliur ;

which shews that this province must once have been included within the

dominions of the Cliukwa lord of Oojein. It may also be added that an

Oodya Jeet, or Oodya Deet, Pramar, son of Bhoj, was Raja of Dhar in

the first half of the eleventh century, as has been established by numerous

inscriptions, (Trans. R. A. S. Vol. I. 133), and that the Bhojpoor family of

drrah claim a similar descent. They differ, however, in saying that

Juggut Deo, was the son, not the brother, of Oodya Jeet. liana Deo, the

brother of Jugut Dto was the founder of the Bhojpoor family.
This close identity in the relation of the origin of two such distant tribes,

which could have had no communication with each other for centuries, is

rather favorable to the claims of the Bhooksas, and leads us to suspect that

their name may possibly have originally had some connection with that of

their great progenitor Raja Bhoj. (See OOJEN.)
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BHOOMIA, &*:*)$>
TOT bhumia

Landlord
;

a proprietor of the soil. Descendant of the

founder of the village. It is derived from the preceding word.

BHOOMIAWUT, c^U*o^g> ^rfrnwrf bhumiawat

A general plundering. Sangor.

BHOONBHAEE, Jl$uj# ^HT^ bhunbhai

A term used in the Dehli Territory to signify a man invited

by a proprietor to reside in a village, and invested by him with

a portion of land, which he is not at liberty to dispose of to

others. From Bhoon &#* lanu, and Bhaee ^-^. brother.

BHOONDIA, V.^j# Wgzrr bhundia

One who cultivates with a borrowed plough or hand instru-

ment Central Doab.

BHOO:NDUREE, &*& l bhundari

A small patch of cultivation. Lands let without rent by

Zumeendars, either to village servants, such as barbers, bearers,

watchmen, and the like
;
or to indigent relations, fukeers, and

friends, who come to sojourn in a village for a season.

Bounda is the term used generally in Rohilcund and the

Doab ; but it is variously pronounced, Bhounduree, Bhbbnda,

Bhoonduree, and perhaps most correctly, Bohnduree.

- *

BHOONGAEE, 5*^'^} ^P? bhungai
. *

Is the name of a tax levied by the Raja of Bidjepoor on

part of the forest produce of Tuppa Sukteesgurh, in zillah

Mirzapore. In the Official Eeport of the Settlement of the

Tuppa, the word is said to be derived from Bhoonga, a mallet.

Tangaee is another of these taxes
;
from Tanga, an axe.

BHOONHAR, ))& ? (^ bhiinhar

A tribe of Hindoos to be found in great numbers in

Goruckpore, Azimgurh, and the province of Benares. The

Raja of Benares is of this caste. They call themselves

sometimes Brahmins, sometimes Thakoors. They were originally
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Brahmins of the Surnurea stock
;
but from liaviDg, as they say,

received the Perguuah of Kusrvar from Raja Bunar, and

become addicted to agricultural pursuits and cultivators of

Bhoon (c>;^ land) they lost their rank as Brahmins, though

they frequently receive marks of respect due only to that

privileged class. Others say that when Parasarama destroyed

all the Kshatriyas he introduced Brahmins to occupy their

place, and hence they became proprietors of land.

We perhaps have some indications of the true origin of

Bhoonhar in the names Gargabhumi, and Vatsabhumi, who are

mentioned in the Harivansa, as Kshatriya Brahmins, des-

cendants of Kasya Princes, (p. 123). Their name of Bhumi

and residence at Kasee are much in favor of this view
;

moreover, there aro to this day Garga and Vatsa Gotes, or

Gotras, amongst the Surnurea Brahmins : but Wilson seems

disposed to give another meaning to the tribe. (Vishnu Purana,

p. 410).

Bhoonhars are congregated chiefly in Deogaon of Azimgurh ;

in Gorttckpoor ;
in Doabeh, and Sydpoor Bhitree of Ghazee-

j)oor ; and in Mujhawur, Mehwaree, Sheopoor, Nurwun, Cole

Asia, Dhoos, and Kuswar of Benares.

Besides the Garga, and Vatsa Gotes, there are several sub-

divisions of Bhoonhars, such as Sandel, Goutum, (of which

family is the Benares Baja) Dichhit, Oopudhya, Pande, Sun-

kurwar, Kinniar. It will be observed that several of these are

sub-divisions of the Surwurea Brahmins, aud those whose

origin is disguised by new names have all some title connecting
them with the Survurea stock. Thus, the Sunkurwar are

Misr, the Dontvar, Ttwaree ; and so on.

In their marriages th^y do not observe the same distinctions

which are enforced among Surwureas between the Goutum

Garg, Sandel, and the inferior ranks
;

for all the Bhoonhars

intermarry on terms of equality. See CATSTOUJEA BBAHMINS
and SURWUREA BRAHMINS.

BHOONHURA, '
* bhiinhara

A subterraneous dwelling : according to the Dictionary of

Khan Arzoo,

K
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BHOOR, 5^-
A sandy soil. The word is frequently pronounced Bhooda.

BHOORUREE, <))& 5^ bhurari
mm

A term applied to the corn which remains in the ear after

being trodden out. Rohilcund and Dehli.

The corresponding word in Benares and the L. Doab is

Lindobree, and in the U. and L. Doab, Dobree, Pukbbree and

Chittee.

These words are applied to the Rubbee grains chiefly, as

wheat, barley, &c. To jurvar, moong, &c. &c, Chanchuree,

Gooree, Kosee, Kuruhee, and T,hunt,hee are more commonly

applied.

BHOOS, ,$**$ 9^ bhus

BHOOSA, &*)&. ^ bhiisa

The husk of corn
;

chaff. The English Grypsies use Pus in

the same sense. (Trans. E. A. S. Vol. n. 543.)

BHOOSOUREE, ))"*)& ^^ bhusauri

BHOOSOULA, &fy+*$> g^i^n bhusaula

BHOOSEHRA, t>-{^***^^ 9^1 bhusehra

The place in a dwelling house for keeping straw. These terms

are in general use
;
but Obra^ is also so applied in Dehli.

BHOOSRA, fy***# 9^W bhusra

An inferior kind of wheat. Saugor,

BHOOTTA, &% ^T bhutta

The Indian Corn
; any large bunch.

BHOR, ))& ^ bhor

Dawn of the day.

BHRIGOBUNSEE, ^**->j?)$> ^3^t bhrigubansi
*

A tribe of Rajpoots. See BUBHOLEA.
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BHUDA, |L# *T^T bhada

A kind of grass which grows in poor soil, attaining the

height of a little more than a foot. It makes excellent fodder.

BHUDAHUR, >^J^ ^^ bhadahar

The cutting of a grain when it is only half ripe. It is a

common saying

R Sir

Chuna bhudahur, our jou kbbra,

Gehoon dhenka dhara.

" Cut your Chuna half ripe, your barley ripe, your wheat

when the ear bends down."

The word is confined to Rohilcund. Bhudbhudana and

Hooreha are used in a similar sense in the Doab ; and Dhesur,

and Gudra in other places. These last terms are applied

generally to any half ripe fruit.

BHUDBHUDANA, U|j^<>^> *T^H^RT bhadbhadana

Used in the Upper Doab in the same sense as BHTJDAHUB,

(which see). It also means the shaking of fruit from a tree.

Shakespear does not give this application of the term in his

Dictionary ;
but bhudbhud and bhudbhudahut, are said in it to

denote the sound which is made by the fall of fruits.

BHUDOURIA, b.))&Q* *f^TJT bhadauria

A branch of the Chouhan Rajpoots ;
but the Chouhans are

disposed to deny this relationship, now that from motives of

convenience the two tribes have begun to intermarry.

They are divided into the six Clans of Atjibhyea, Kbblhya,

Mynoo, Tusselee, Chundersenya, and Rarvut.

We find Bhudourias in Mehrabad of tihahjehanpoor, Janib-

rast of Etamah, in a few Pergunnahs of Carvnpore, and in the

Saugor Territory, to which they were invited by Akber after

his partial conquest of that province. They are in chief force

in Bah Punahut of Agra, and the country to the South, which

K 2
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after them, is called Bhudawur. Some say tlieir name is

derived from Buddura between the Chumbul and the Jumna ;

others, more correctly, from Bhudoura in the neighbourhood of

Atair.

The family of the Haja of Bhudawur aspire to a high

antiquity*, but the entire absence of any notice of them in

Ghana's description of the attack of Pirt,hee Raj on Canouj,

in which he takes occasion to mention all the tribes that joined

either party, and in the annals of the early Mussulman Empire,
discredits their claim. Yet on the grounds of this antiquity of

lineage, as well as of their fidelity to the British Government,

(which was otherwise most amply rewarded by a Sayer com-

pensation of 24,000 Rupees per annum,) a rent free grant of

30 villages has very lately been bestowed upon the adopted

heir of the family. Amongst other pretensions advanced, it

was stated that the Bhudouria Hurchul Deo> joined Timour's

standard, and received Rapree and Chundrvar as a reward for

his allegiance. Now, it is evident from the accounts in the
"
Zufurnama,"

"
Hubeeb-oos-Seer,"

"
Eouzut-oos-Sufa," and

"
Mutla-oos-Sadeyn," which all treat in great detail of Timour's

invasion, that no Hindoo Chief united himself with that

Conqueror ;
and even if he had, the tyrant, during his rapid

course in Upper India, could have bestowed no fief that was

worth acceptance ;
and much less would his bigotry have suffered

him to bestow it on an infidel. It also appears that he never

advanced 1 50 miles to the South of Dchli, and therefore could

* We are led to infer from a passage in Tod's Rajasthan(\I. 44, 45,) that the

Bhadourias were established on the Chumbul by Manika Raee, Prince of

Ajmera, or at least shortly after his reign. Now as he flourished towards the

close of the 7th century, the Bhudourias must have preceded the Chouhans of

the Doab, if reliance is to he placed on his statement.

f It may be as well to observe here, that the " Rouzut oos-Sufa," and

"Tubukat-i-Akberee" state, that Ameer Jeharv Shah was sent with other

distinguished commanders to sweep the country on all sides
^)la.J

of Dehli; whereas Ferishta and the "
Mutla-oos-Sadeyn

"
say,

" the

country South (^Ji^) of Dehli.
" Whichever reading we assume to be

correct, it is evident that if these foraging parties had reached even as far

as Muttra, that important seat of idolatry would not have escaped the notice

of these annalists.
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not have conquered the Raja of Rapree and Chundrvar.

Moreover, what serves entirely to disprove this alleged gift is,

that it is expressly stated in the " Tuwareekh-i-M66baruk-

Shahee,
"

that Timour had scarcely turned his back on India,

when Syud Khizr Khan sent his Wuzeer to levy the Revenue

of Chundwar,
" which had been due for some yeais, and reco-

vered Juleysur out of the hands of the Eajpoots of Chundrvar, ;"

so that the Chundwar family, instead of losing, must have in-

creased their possessions during the troubles succeeding Ti-

mour's invasion.

Again, it is said that in the reign ofthe Emperor Akber, the

holder of the Raj, Rujjoo Rawut, distinguished himselfby slaying

Heyta, a Meo freebooter, who resided at *
Hutkant, a fastness in

the Ravines of the Chumbul : but the contemporary author of

the " Akbernama "
confutes the assertion, as he states that, in

the third year of the Juloos, the Muhal of Hutkant was given

in Jageer to Oodhum Khan, for the purpose of suppressing
" the

Bhudouria Zumeendars of that place, who had long beenfamous

for their turbulent opposition to the imperial authorities."

-wi jJiiUu/J oiUXJfc o ) **- Ujfcii! &$

^^ JUi.

(i),i
fc^-a^^

tov ^JU o^W 1 J)

This account is confirmed in the second volume of the "
Je-

hangeernama," a work of which the first parts have been too

much neglected.

* The first direct mention we have of their stronghold Hutkant is in the

Mukhzun Afghanee ; but in that they receive any thing but honorable men-
tion. It is said of Secunder Lodi in 915, H.
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It appears, therefore, that the Bhudourias, so far from

performing any service to the Imperial Government, were

themselves the parties on whom punishment was inflicted. It

is nevertheless said that for this service (that is of expelling

the Bhudourias), the Bhudouria Raja received not only an

assignment of the conquered land, but also a Munsub of 7,000.

Here again they are completely at fault, and disproved by the

same author, who distinctly asserts, in his admirable work the
"
Ayeen-i-Akberee,

"
that no dignity above 5,000 was ever

bestowed upon any but the King's own sons. The higher and

more extravagant Munsubs, which we read of in later periods,

were not given during the reign of that monarch. They begun
to be introduced by his son, who commenced the practice by

bestowing a Munsub of 30,000 on his Queen, Noorjehan.

"Whether a member of the Bhudouria family ever attained in

Akber's time the dignity even of 500, which is claimed for

him on the authority of the Ayeen Ahberee, may be doubted
;

for in several copies which have been consulted the name ofthe

family is not given in the Register of the Munsubdars of 500.

In the reign of Akber's successor, the family does not appear
to have been held in any higher consideration

;
for in the

memoirs of Jehangeer, translated by Major Price, it is said
"
Among other objects which I accomplished about this period

was the suppression of a tribe of robbers, called Fehndia, who
had long infested the roads about Agra, and whom getting into

my power, I caused to be trampled to death by elephants." In

all the Persian MSS. copies which have been examined, this

strange word Fehndia is written Bhudouria ; and the fact tells
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much against the alleged respectability of the family, The

words of the original are as follows :

-

These instances have been adduced in order to shew that the

high claims that have been put forward in favor of the family

are somewhat unreasonable ;
and were indeed entirely needless,

as its respectability formany years past has been unquestionable.

It was from the time of Jehangeer's successor that they

appear to have been held in consideration by the Eoyal Family

of Dehli.

In Shahjehan's reign Kishen Sing, Bhudouria is down as

Mumuldar of 1000.

In Mohumed Shah's reign we find one of the family, Anroodh

Sing, a Munsubdar of 6,000, and Foujdar of Lahanur ; and

although the Patentee had to pay the handsome price of15 lacs

ofrupees, it must be confessed the dignity was high for a Eajpoot

of so small a principality. In the time of this Emperor, the

personal virtues of Raja Gopal Singh, the father of Anroodh

Sing, were also held in high consideration, as we may learn

from the interesting correspondence of Nownidh Rae. The
" Tareekh-i-Moozuffuree" also says of Anroodh Sing, that

Saadat Khan had such a regard for him that he used familiarly

to call him his son
;
but it is evident from the perusal of the

many contemporary histories ofthat period that the consequence
ofthe Bhudourias declined before the close of Mahommud Shah's

reign. "We find the Eaja's Fort invested by the Mahrattas,
his country plundered, and afterwards subjected to heavy

contributions, and one of his successors compelled to go into

exile for several years to escape the ravages of the victorious

Jats, who had subdued the Bhudourias and confiscated the

Raj : and when at last Raja Bukht Sing was restored, he

succeeded to but little of his former possessions, for in the

words of the accurate Moortuza Khan,
" times are now changed,

and weakness has fallen on the Bhudouria ; much ofhis territory

has been retained by the neighbouring Rajas, and he is obliged
to be content with but a small principality." This was

written about the year 1790, A. D.

To sum up all, it may be said that the immediate cause of
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their aggrandizement is obscure, but is as likely to have been

a pair of large eyes, as the capture of a fort (see BHUTOOLA.) ;

that their political importance lasted no longer than for a few

years at the beginning of the last century ;
that their illustrious

lineage even now invests them with consideration in the eyea

of surrounding Hajas, who allow the Bhudouria to sit higher

than themselves, who receive from him the investiture, or rather

impress of the Tiluk, who confess that he alone can cover with

grain the lingam at Butesur (the Bana of Gohud having tried

twenty-one maunds in vain, while the Bhudouria accomplished

it with seven) ;
and that though influential, they are not of that

high importance which they would arrogate to themselves. It

is to be feared, also, they are much addicted to infanticide
;
so

that when we take all these circumstances into consideration,

there seems reason to acknowledge, that the indiscriminate

bounty ofthe British Government might perhaps have been

more worthily bestowed.

BHUDURIA, Q.y&Q H^f^n bhadaria

See DUKOUT, of which tribe they are a sub-division.

BHUDWAR, fo^& ^^^ bhadwar

Land prepared for Sugar Cane. Land ploughed during the

Khureef, and allowed to lie fallow till Cotton is sown. Land

ploughed from Asarh to Bhadon for the Rubbee sowing. The

name is derived from Bhadon, apparently because the entire

rain of that month is allowed to saturate the field when

ploughed. It is called Bhudmar Purul, in parts of Rohilcund

and the Doab.

BHUDYEE, s?^* ^^ bhadai

The produce of the month Bhadon.

BHUGTA, t% HTOT bhagta

A tribe of Aheers. See AHEEE.

BHUNG, ux# HT bhang

BHANG, L-t# WT bhang
In Persian Bung. An intoxicating drink made from the
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leaves of the Cannabls Saliva. The plant from which it is

made has female flowers ;
the male being the Ganja plant,

which is also applied to the purpose of intoxication, and is

usually inhaled from a pipe. It is commonly considered that

there is no difference between the plants which produce Bhung
and Ganja, but natives generally recognise the distinction of

the male and female plant noted above.

O'Shaughnessy says that Bung, or Sidhee, or Subzee, consists

of the large leaves and capsules without the stalks, but makes

no allusion to Bhung being produced from a plant different from

that which produces Ganja.

The best B/mng of the N. W. Provinces comes from

Bahraich and its neighbourhood, and from Dundwaree in

Canouj ; the beat Ganja from Bengal. Bhung is also known

by the name of Bi/aya. (See GANJA.)

BHUNGEE, ^&& Hfl bhangi

The name given to the low caste occupied in sweeping and

other menial domestic services. The Purans say, the Bhungee*

are descended from a Soodra and a Brahman's widow. They
extend throughout the whole of Hindoostan, and are called

indifferently Bhungee, Lalbegee, Khakrob, Hulalkhor, and

Mehtur. Those who have remained, like tlieir ancestors,

Hindoos, chiefly worship Lai Gooroo, which is the familiar

name of the Rakshasha Aronakarat ; and those who affect

Mussulman observances nave converted this name into Lalbeg,

and state that he was an immediate follower of the prophet.

The names of some of their Gotes are Buneewal, Beelpurwar,

Tak, Gehlote, KJiolee, Gagra, Surohee, Chundalla, Sirsarval,

and Siriar. There are several besides these
;
but all the

different Gotes intermarry on terms of equality.

Low as this tribe is in the scale of social life, they consider

others engaged in the same occupation far lower than themselves,

such as the Dhanuks, Sekres, Rawuts, and Helas. Bhungees
however eat the leavings of all classes. Helas pride themselves

as eating only those of Hindoos. The claims put forward by
these lower classes shows how much more caste is a privilege

than a degradation. See CHOOHRA.
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Bhungees cannot in general be said to be of any particular

religion, but they are perhaps more Mussulman than Hindoo.

They bury their dead, occasionally sacrifice, in the name of

Lalbeg, a fowl which has its throat cut after the Mussulman

fashion, and perform Teeja after the death of relations, which

is also a custom peculiar to Mussulmans. They generally,

nevertheless, profess to be Hindoos, because their marriage, and

a few other, ceremonies conform chiefly to the Hindoo modes.

BHUNGELA, &*2 T bhangela

A sack or pannier made from the fibres of the Bhung plant.

It is not so coarse or stron as the Gon.

BHUNGOORIA, &^js? *FpziT bhanguria

A tribe of Tugas, which has a few villages in Seeana

pergunah of Boolundsfiuhur. See Groun TUGA.

BHUNGRA, &)&# W^I bhangra

A small creeping herb with minute flowers which grows in a

wet soil (verbesina prostrata). There are said to be two

species, the white and the black. The white is very common,
and is much used in medicinal preparations ;

the black is

unknown, but is much sought after by Alchymists, and is

reputed by native practitioners to be a Panacea.

BHUNSURA,

A sub-division of the AHEEB, tribe, q. v.

BHUNTA, &^-g? *^T bhanta

Ploughman's wages in kind. Rohilcund.

Bhulta is used in this sense in Dehli and the Doab.

BHUNWUG, 5
)^&. *IWI bhanwag

A small class of Rajpoots, of which we find a few in

Mureeahoo of Jounpoor, and Sydpoor Bhitree of Ghazeepoor.

BHUR, )& ^ bhar

One of the Aboriginal races of India, called also Rajbhur,
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Bhurut,aud Bhurputwa. Common tradition assigns to them

the possession of the whole tract from Goruckpoor to Bundle-

cund and Saugor, and the large Pergunah of Bhudoee in

Benares (formerly Bhurdoee) is called after their name. Many
old stone forts, embankments, and subterraneous caverns in

Goruckpoor, Azimgurh, Jounpoor, Mirzapoor and Allahabad,

which are ascribed to them, would seem to indicate no

inconsiderable advance in civilization.

The wild Sheets of Marwar are called Bhourees, (Irvine on

A/mere,}*. 17. See also, J. A. S. No. 145 of 1844) but I know

not whether there is any connexion between them and the

Bhurs. The Bhoyas and Bhootteas of Agoree and Singronlee,

who are generally classed as Aheers, may probably bear some

relation to the Bhurs, though no trace can now be had of their

descent. The CHEROOS also q. v. are sometimes said to be a

branch of the Bhurs.

Bhurs are now occasionally found in the original seats of

their occupation, filling the meanest offices : swine are especially

given over to their care
;
and they have credit with the common

people for being well acquainted with the depositories ofhidden

treasure.

On the hills to the Eastward of Mirzapoor, they retain a few

principalities. Korar, Kuraich, and Hooraha are each held

by Bhur Rajas, and the country between Bijyegurh and

Chynpoor is full of them. The famous fort of Bijyegurh,

amongst many others, is attributed to them, being called a

Bhuraotee fort.

It is strange that no trace of Bhurs is to be found in the

Purans, unless we may consider that there is an obscure

indication of them in the " Brahma Purana", where it is said

that among the descendants of Jayadhwaja are the Bhdratas,

who, it is added,
"
are not commonly specified from their great

number*
"

: or they may perhaps be the Bhurgas, of the

"Mahabharata," subdued by BhimSen on his Eastern expedition.

The Bhurs consider themselves superior to Rajbhurs, not-

So also the " Harivansa" says of the Bharatas I. p. 157,
"

They
form an immense family whose numbers it is impossible to mention."

L 2
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withstanding the preuomen of Raj ; but this claim to superiority

is not conceded by the Rajbhurs. They do not eat or drink

with one another. See RAJBHTIR.

BHURBHOONJA, &?')&')&. *n?*T3fT bharbhunja

In the Glossary Bhudbhooja, and again Burbkoonja ; in which

place they are said to be the same as Halwaee, which is not quite

correct. The literal meaning of the word is Grain-parcher, and

denotes the general occupation of the tribe. They spring from

the intercourse of a Kuhar with a Soodra woman. They are

generally considered to be divided into seven Koorees or clans,

of which the most famous appear to be the Canoujta, Suksena,

and Ooturaha. They do not intermarry.

A class of Kayelhs, particularly those of the Maljioor tribe

who follow this occupation are distinguished by the same name,

but have no other connection with the original Bhurbhoonjas.

Bhurbhoonjas can never be got to enumerate the names of tho

seven clans with any uniformity ;
and it may therefore be

doubted if that definite number of them exists.

BHURE, <-? bhare

A grass which grows in the jungles to the height of about

nine feet, and is used for thatches and tatties. Its canes are

known by the name of Noonre.

BHUREY, . J\$> wf bharaf

A cess levied in the Province of Benares, of which one half

was given to the Amil for charges of remittance, and the other

carried to the credit of Government. See Sec. 6 and 7, of

Kegn. II. of 1795.

BHURNA, U^> *PT bharna

To give property in re-payment of a debt.

BHUROUNA, # ^^ bharaui

A load of wood. Ghuraeb-ool-Loghat.
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BHUROUTEE, i*))$ *W bharauti

BHURPAEE, ,J*i>)&
*^^f bharpai

Bhuroutee is a release in full. Sangor and Benares.

Bhurpaee is more commonly used in the same sense in the

N. W. Provinces.

The latter word is derived from Bhur full, and Pana to receive

a receipt in full a cocket and like as Bhurpaee is derived

from two words which are entered in the receipt, as in the

endorsement,
" Mem ne cowree cowree bhur pace ;" so is

Cocket (anciently written Quoquet) from two words in the body
of the acquittance : for the original form of Cocket was aa

follows
;

" Edwardus omnibus, ad quos, Salutem. Sciatis quod
A. B. nobis solvit in portu nostro London : custurnas nobis

debitas pro tribus saccis lanse quo quietus est, testibus collectore

et controlatore custumarum nostrarum in portu praedicto,"

&c. &c.

The equivalent term in Persian is Ruseed, a receipt ;
but

though these two words are so closely alike in sound, they
have no connexion with each other, and the similarity is merely
accidental.

BHURPUTWA, *jr$)& a^ra^n bharpatwa
A sub-division of the BHUR tribe, q. v. See also G-FRHWAR.

BHURTKOOL, jy<^>>g? H^^f bhartkiil

One of the sub-divisions of GOTJR BRAHMINS, q. v.

BHURUT, ^j$ *W bharat

Amount of Eevenue paid by an individual or party. The
word is chiefly used in Dehli, and is frequently pronounced
Bhurit and Burnt.

BHUT, u# H3 bhat

The name of a Brahminical tribe in Cureat Seek,hur, and
other parts of the Benares province. They derive their origin
from a Mahratta Brahmin of the name of Morbhut and a

Surwurea mother.
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Bhut is also the name of a grass which commonly grows in

inangoe groves, and is used as a medicine by natives.

BHUTEA, &A$ *fTZUT bhatia

The poorest kind of land in the Saugor Territory and Bun-

dlecund. It is of a reddish colour, and has Kunkur and other

stones mixed up with it. It is very shallow in depth, and ge-

nerally exhausted at the end of the third year, after which it

requires a fallow of four years to restore it. Only Codon and

Kootkee, and the poorest sort of corn can be raised on Bhutea

land. It is more generally called Bhultl and Bhutbba in Bun-

dlecund. See "
Spry's Mod. India," II. 276.

BHUT GOUR, ))&*& WR bhat gour

A sub-division of the Goim EAJPOOTS, q. v.

BHUTKUREA, &?.;% TO^f^JT bhatkaria

The name of a class of inferior Bets Rajpoots resident in the

district of Jounpoor.See BEIS.

BHUTKUTEYA, kJtX$> WSF^fuT bhatkata :a

(Solanum Jacquini). There are two kinds of this herb

according to the " Taleef-i-Shureef ;" the white is usually cal-

led the Ku'aee, and the large and red kind the Burehta. The

flower is called Goolkhar. It may be doubted if this statement

is quite correct. There are generally reckoned to be four kinds

of Kuteya, of which the Bhutkuteya, frequently miscalled the

Camel's thorn, is one, and the common people, who see these

"weeds growing wild, do not acknowledge that there are two

kinds of Bhutkuteya. The only Bhutkuteya which they know

is much used in veterinary practice, particularly in diseases

which affect horned cattle. It is also devoutly believed that if

the roots of the Bhutkuteya are shown to a man bitten by a

snake, he immediately recovers. (See JUWASA).
The other three kinds of Kuteya are the following.

Bung Kuteya. This resembles a common thistle, and is not

applied to any useful purpose. It is known also by the name

of Sutyanasee, and found in all parts of the country.
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Gol Kuteya. This is not so erect as the others, but spreads

more over the surface of the ground. It has purple flowers,

and produces a round berry. It is frequently used in native

prescriptions.

Kuteya, proper. This is the largest of the four, and is more

frequently found in jungles than near the abode of man. It

is a prickly shrub, growing to the height of ten or twelve feet,

and does not at all resemble the other Kuteyas.

BHUTNAGUR, )*# wn*^ bhatnagar

A large tribe of Kayeths, who derive their name from

Bhutnere. They are found in great numbers, almost conter-

minous with the Gour Brahmins, from Sumbhul and Moradabad

to Agroha and Ajmere : but are also scattered over some of the

Eastern provinces, in which their establishment dates from the

time of Gheas-ood-deen in the middle of the 13th century.

When the King's son, Nasir-ood-decn Kurra Khan was ap-

pointed to the Government of Bengal, he was accompanied

by several Bhulnagur Kayeths, who were high in his favor.

These men soon became much intermixed with the Gour Kayeths,

the old residents of that country, at which the old Bhutnagurs

were scandalized
;
in so much, that when Nasir-ood-dcen re-

turned, some years after, to Dchll, to dispute the succession

with Keihobad, and was for some time encamped at Kasna,

the old Bhutnagurs refused to associate with them, and the

heretics consequently became distinguished by the name of

Goura Bhutnagur or Bhutgour.

The Bhutnagurs are not considered very pure Hindoos, and

are more addicted to drinking than other Kayeths, but their

official position has enabled them in some places to acquire

considerable influence. They are the Canoongoes of Grval'wr

and of Muhabun in Muttra.

The Goura Bhutnagurs are Canoongoes of Mureeahoo in

Jounpoor, of Chupra and Moongeer. To these Eastern divi-

sions they appear to have been appointed by Nasir-ood-deen.

The females of these families are taken in marriage by the

Western Bhutnagurs, but a reciprocal privilege is denied to

the Goura Bhutnagurs, as they are considered to have forfeited
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their claims to an equal rank by their amalgamation with the

Gours. See GOUR KAYETHS.

BHUTOLUR, }^# *^l^ bhatolar

Lands allotted to Bhats or Bards.

BHUTOOLA, & **pn bhatula

The name given to bread made from the grain of Arhur,

Chuna, and Moong. It is called also Gankur. It is notorious

for its hardness, and is therefore seldom eaten by those who

can afford to grow or purchase the better grains.

Bhutbbla is said to have been the cause of the elevation of

the Bhudourias, and the story, absurd as it may appear, is com-

monly believed in the neighbourhood of Bhudawur, and is not

denied by the Bhudourias themselves. One of the Bhudouria

chiefs, Gopal Singh, went to pay his respects to the King,

Mahomed Shah. The chief had very large eyes, so much so,

as tj attract the attention of the King who asked him how he

obtained them. The chief, who was a wit, replied that in his

district nothing but Arhur was grown, and that from the con-

stant practice of straining at swallowing Bhutoola, his eyes had

nearly started out of his head. The King was pleased at his

readiness, and bestowed on him other Pergunahs on which he

could produce the finer grains. See BIIUDOURIA.

BHUTTA, &-^ *^T bhatta

Ploughman's wages in kind. See BHTJXTA.

BHUTTA CHARJ, jl$.U$> *Tgr3T^ bhatta charj

See CANOFJEA BRAHMIN".

BHUTTEE, .<$ Tjt bhatti

A Eajpoot tribe of Yadoobunsee descent, the rulers of

Jeyselmere, giving name to the Bhuttee territory between Hissar

and the Garra. (See BHUTTEEA^A.) The once formidable Fort

of Bhutnere, perhaps, also derives its name from them, though
a different origin is ascribed to it. The JBhuttees of those parts

were, it is said in the "
Survey Report," converted to Mahome-

danism in the time of Akber
;
but the fact is not probable, as
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few conversions took place in his reign. It is stated in the

"Annals of Rajast,han" (II. 2 1.3, '260) that they were converted

shortly after Tlmour's invasion, and that on this occasion

they changed their name from Bhatti to Bhutti. It does not

appear, however, that there is any authority for this latter

statement.

It was shortly after Timour left India, that a Colony of

Bhuttnes migrated from the neighbourhood of Buhawulpoor,

under their leader Bersi, and captured Bhutnere from a Ma-

homedan chief, who had himself lately conquered it from the

Jats. It is not improbable, however, that there were Bhuttees

even at that time already in the neighbourhood, though the

annalists of Timour's invasion mention the Jats only. The son

of Bersi was after his father's death compelled to sustain three

several attacks of the Mahomedans, and on the third occasion

was reduced to such straits as to be obliged to consent to con-

version as the condition of retaining his conquest. The cir-

cumstantiality of the account invests it with some probability.

A large clan of Bhuttee Rajpoots are said to have come to

Boolundshukur under a Raja Kansul in the time of Pirtjiee

Raj. A few of the descendants of the original stock are now
in Tilbegumpoar, Dadree, &c. but the greater part of them
have by intermarriages become Goojurs. The Bhutlees are

held to have had 360 villages, and the tract from Loni to

Kasna was called after them, Bhutnere. There are a few also

in Tigree and OojTiaree of Rohilcund.

BHUTTEEANA, &^*S> ^^HT bhattiana

Is the name given to a large tract of land between the

Hissar district and the Garra, which is tenanted chiefly by
Bhuttee Rajpoots. Bhutteeana, or Bhutteu, is a country of

growing importance, the population and cultivation having

greatly increased since our occupation.
It will be observed, by referring to the map of DUSTOORS,

that the Western boundary of Sircar Hissar Feroza has been
extended only to the bed of the War Nuddee, which runs not

far to the Westward of the Cuggur, the new Pergunnah of

) and Bhutteeana being altogether excluded : for this
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tract, full of sandy plains and *
T,huls, seems to have been

little known in the time of &kber, nor, with the exception of

Mulout, which was in Multan, does it appear to be included in

any Sircar of the adjoining Soobahs. It is to be observed,

that Abool Fuzl, in mentioning the breadth and length of the

several Soobahs, measures from Hissar in the Dehli Soobah,

from Ferozepoor in the Mooltan Soobah, from the Sutlej in the

Lahore Soobah, and from Beekanere in the Ajmere Soobak.

He appears therefore, with the above exception, to leave the

tract between all these places as neutral ground. To be sure,

the Reverend Mr. Renouard, in his article on Dehh in the
"
Encyclopaedia Metropolitana," includes Futtehabad in Ajmere,

on the sole authority, apparently, of Hamilton's Gazetteer ;

but Abool Fuzl certainly places it in Hissar Feroza, and it was

included in Hissar before his time, as we learn from the 5th

Chapter of the 2d book of Shumsl Serajee, where he says.
-

Ib

xaa- - ,

" In the Imperial Registers before his time, the Shuq (dis-

trict) was called Hansi
;
but Feroz Shah included Hansi,

* It is curious that this word T,hul bears precisely the same meaning in

the Coptic (a small hill, or sand ridge) as in the passage quoted from the

Cancubjcund, in the article BOODHGUNGA; hut this close identity of meaning
and sound can scarcely afford food for the speculations of those who advocate

an original connection between Egypt and India, because we have the

word in many other languages also, under the varying aspects of tjml, full,

til, t,hur, tur and tor. Thus in Arabic Tu.ll Toba, the hill of repentance,

on the Tigris, so named, according to the Marasid ul Itta " because when

Jonas threatened them with God's vengeance, the people of \?

ineveh went

out to it and repented." In Gaelic, Tillee JBeliein, a town in Perthshire, /. c.

the eminence of the fire of Baal, where the festival of Beltane, mentioned in

a note on the article CHANK, is annually held on old May day.
There are also the Chaldee t,hur, the Greek tur-sos, the Persian toor, the

German thurm, the Saxon tor, the Danish taarn, the Welsh tur, the Latin

tur-ris, with its derivatives throughout the languages of modern Europe.

Sye observes in his Dictionarium Saxonico et Gothico-Latinum, "Originem
autem habet in lingua Celtica, qua mons dicebatur Thor, quae Syris et Chal-

daeis efferebatur Thur. * * * *
Taurus, Mons Asiae. Tauri,

Monies Sarmatiae. Taurini, gentes Alpinae. Taurinum, capat Pedemontii.

Thuringi, vel Toringi, monticolae. Retinetur etiam apud Derbeienses Cestri-

enses aliosque nostrutes vox ista Tor, montem significans."
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dgroha, Futtehabad, and Sirsootee, even to Suloura and Khiz-

rabad, in the new *huq of Hissar Fcroza," which must there-

fore have included Akber's Sircar of Sirhind, as well as Hissar,

for Suloura is under the Sewalik Hills and Khizrabad is on

the Jumna.*

We may perhaps attribute the little knowledge entertained

of these tracts by Abool Fuzl to the depopulation caused by
" the firebrand of the universe," Timoor. There is not a place

in these parts which was not the scene of his wanton cruelty.

JBhutnere, Ahroony, Futtehabad and Tohana, all suffered at his

hands. Sirsa also was attacked and plundered, if we may be

allowed, as there seems reason, to look upon Sirsa as the town

of Sirsootee. Indeed, it is still called Sirsootee by men that

conic from these parts ;
and Timoor

1

s Sirsootee is represented

as being precisely the same distance and direction from Bhut-

nere, Futtehabad, Tohana and Ahrony, as Sirsa is. If this

really be the old Sirsootee, the town must have changed its

name before Akber's time, as he only mentions Sirsa, stating

that Ftroze Shah's canal passes near the town of that name.

It does not appear that the extensive desiccation which this

country has undergone, and the further progress of which it is

now hoped will cease, (our attention being directed to improv-

ing the meansf of irrigation) had proceeded to such an extent

as we now view it, when Timoor invaded India. Mirkhond,

Abdool Ruzzafc, ShurnJ-ood-deen, and all the other historians

of his time, though they mention that he had to cross one

continuous desert from the Sutlej to Bhutnere, yet describe

the great populousness of that town in terms which but ill

accord with its present state. Sirsootee is also said to be on

* It was from the vicinity of these towns that the famous Feroz Shah's
Lat was taken and placed in its present position in Dehli. A very particular
and interesting account of the removal of the Lat, and of the first discovery
of Indian osteological remains in the neighbourhood, is given by the same
author ; who, notwithstanding the adulatory tone of his history, gives us
more valuable details respecting the condition of Hindoostan in his time,
than any other Historian of that, or any subsequent, period.

t One of the first measures should be the opening of the dams in the
Native States. There are at this time no less than twenty-four Bunds on the
Sirsootee from T,hanesur to Sagara, where it joints the Cuggur.

M 2
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the bank of the river of the same name, so that it had not

ceased to flow in those days, and had not yielded to the Cug-

gur, by which the dry river bed under Sirsa is now known,

A short time before, also, Ibn Batula^ while he states he had

to cross a desert to Ubohur,
"
the first city in Hindooatan,"

says of Sirsootee,
" It is large, and abounds with rice, which

they carry hence to Belili" so that neither in his time could

the means of irrigation have been deficient. The river indeed

up to the commencement of Akber's time, seems to have been

still called Sirsootee, for in the " Akbernama " we read that

in Humayoon's re-conquest of Dehli, he bestowed upon the

young Prince Akbcr, the Government of Ilissar, and the pro-

vinces on the river Sirsootee
;
which had they been the pro-

vinces on the modern Sirsootee, would most probably have

been called Sirhind. Yet it must be confessed chat Abool Fusl

in his detailed description of the Soobah of De/ili gives promi-

nent notice to the Cuggur river, and he may therefore have

considered the Cuggur and Sirsootee to be the same.

Major Brown in his Survey of Hissar fell in with a part of

that which is now called the old Sirsootee.
" The Sir,wofee

river was come upon quite unexpectedly. The best maps shew

this river as joining the Cuggur between Mooruck and Samanah

in the Puttiala states. As the survey approached Tohanuh,

f It is much to be regretted, that we have not a. perfect copy of this enter-

prising traveller's work. The abridgment translated by Dr. Lee increases

the desire to see the entire work as well edited. Professor De Gayangos,
in a note to the first volume of his " Mahomedan Dynasties in Spain," states

that he obtained a perfect copy, and that he has it in contemplation to publish
a translation of it a declaration which it. is to be hoped he will shortly fulfil.

The period of Ibn Batatas visit to Ind'a (A. D. ] 332 1342) is highly
interesting, and makes us regret the more that the geographical details have

been much confused by the Epitomator. After leaving Dckli, he goes to

Biana (liurun ?) thence to Kol, thence to Julalec, a place seven days journey ?

distant from Kol back to Dehli -back again to Kol thence to Yleh Barak

(Mynpooreel) thence to the shores of a lake called "the Water of life''

(Talgram ?) thence to Canouj, r-thence to Merwa ? thence to Gwalior. The
Chinese Embassy which he accompanied on its return, appears to have come
with a view to the restoration of some Buddhist place of worship below the

Hills, and perhaps in the district of Sumhhul, which had been destroyed
by the Mahometans, who "had also prevented the Hindoos from cultivating
the plains which were necessary to their subsistence." Hence we may perhaps
obtain some information of the precise period when the depopulation of the

country below the Sewallk Hills commenced; a question which has been

cursorily noticed in the article DBS.
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the Zumeeudars and native Officers brought it to notice, and

directed our enquiries to this subject. It was stated that

formerly this river flooded and enriched the lands to a great

extent, and that even within the last ten years many villages

derived great benefits from it. The bed of the river, however

has ior some years been lost sight of altogether, and it was

only in a few villages near Huns-duhur that any vestige of it

could be found ;
the remainder of its tract was laid down from

information from the Zumeendars as far as it could be depended

upon." (Reports on Projected Canals in the Dehli Territory,

p. 120.)

As this bed of the Sirsootee is nearly parallel with the course

of the Cuggur River, and with the Cugpur Nulla, or Choya,

there seems little room for doubt that it combined with the

latter, and formed the river of Sirsootee, which was flowing

under the walls of Sirsa (Sirsootee) in the time of Ibn Batuta

and Timoor. Whether the Cuggur* and Sirsootee were origi-

nally two entirely different streams, or whether they were

originally one and the same, or whether, as is the case now,

it has always been that the Sirsootee is merely a tributary

of the Cuggur, are questions that would lead us into too long

a discussion, and are irrelevant to the present enquiry.

I am aware that it is usual to ascribe the deterioration of

this tract solely to the Chaleesa famine of A. D. 1783, but

there seems sufficient ground for believing it commenced be-

fore that period. That the tract to the East of the Hyphasis
was a desert at the period of Alexander's invasion, we learn

from Diodorus and Quintus Curtius, and though they differ

from Arrian in this respect, there is no doubt they represent

truly the condition of a great part of this country in the time

of that Conqueror. Succeeding events must have increased the

natural sterility of this region. The first Mahomedan inva-

* Wilford says, that the famous Drishadwati is the name of the Cuggur ;

but in the " Tirtha Yatra" of the " Mahabharut," where it is mentioned
as forming one of the boundaries of Kurttkshetra, it is said,

" those who dwell

South of the Saraswati, and North of the Drishadwati, or in Kurukshetra,
dwell in heaven." So that if Wilford's surmise is correct, what is now the

Sirsootee was formerly the Cuggur, and, vice versa; which would supply us

with a fourth subject of enquiry. See further " Vishnu Purana," p. 181.
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pious, which were frequently accompanied by extermination of

the old inhabitants, may be considered one of the original

causes of depopulation. As these occurred for 200 years,

more or less, there was ample time for the desert to extend

its reign. These were, after a short space, succeeded by rei-

terated Moghul invasions up to the time of Timoor, who crown-

ed them by his ravages. The tract could have been but little

improved up to the time of Akbcr, and whatever prosperity

it subsequently attained was reversed* by the Chaleesa Fa-

mine. It is perhaps to that period, when the deficiency of

water was so grievously felt, that we are to attribute the

drying up of many of the streamsf which used to now up to

a late period in the Western Desert. It is a curious fact

that the stream (Sunkur or Sunkra) which in 1739 was of

sufficient volume to form the J Treaty Boundary between the

possessions of Nadir Shah and Mahomed Shah, has not now

even a puddle to moisten its arid bed. The further examina-

tion of this interesting question is foreign to the immediate

subject of this enquiry, which is to consider the condition of

Bhutteeana in Akber's time, so as to shew what place it should

occupy in the DTJSTOOR Map ; and, all circumstances consi-

dered, there can be no great error in having limited the boun-

dary of Sircar Hissar to the neighbourhood of the modem

Cuggur.

BHUTT,HEE, ^& *&& bhatt,hi

A liquor shop. A Distillery.

* All notice of the ravages of the Bhultees is omitted, which was of itself

no inconsiderable cause of depopulation.

f With respect to the Sirsootee, it may be doubted if at any time it ever

reached the Indus or any of its affluents. From the earliest periods it. is

recorded ax being absorbed by the sand. Some of the oldest legends of the

country relate to this peculiarity, and allusions are constantly made to it

by the ancient poets:
" sicut samim arborem, in qua ignis latet, sicut

Saresvatim fluvium, cujus aqua sub terra fluit."
" Strenzler's liaghuvansa,"

p. 17. See also 4<
Hurivansa," p. 507, 509.

J The words of the Treaty are,

*Jt.
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BHUTT,HEEDAR, $4,&$>. TOS^R bhatt.hidar

A person who manufactures and sells spirituous liquors.

BHUWUN, ^)& W1 bhawan

A house, a temple.

BHYABANT, v5-JbU# ^zr^iz bhaiyabant

See BHAEEBANT and BIIYACHAR/V.

BHYACHARA, &;^3? ^f^I^RT bhaiyachara

The definition in the Printed Glossary is for the most part

correct.

Bhyachara is a term applied to villages owned by descendants

from a common stock.

In such villages the whole of the land is occupied by the

proprietary brotherhood, and the revenue assessed by a rate, or

bachh
;
and if there be non-proprietary cultivators, they are

not responsible to the general body, but are introduced by

some individual sharer, and pay him rent for land on which he

pays by rate, or bachh.

In many of these holdings are sub-divisions paying an

ascertained amount of Juma, levied by the proprietors of each

sub-division among themselves. These are called thokes,

puttees,
and various other names

;
but the existence, or

non-existence of the interior sub-divisions, does not affect the

general character of the holding of proprietors paying by a rate.

There are also various ways of assessing the rate, as on

ploughs, on the actual cultivation of each year, on wells, on

the amount of cultivation ascertained at the settlement, &c.

&c. but the general distinction continues unchanged. See

Par. 199 201, of the Revenue Board's Printed Circular Order

on Settlements.

BHYBUT, V-LAA^> v&z bhaibat

See BHYWAD.
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BHYHISSEE, **a***& ^f^sf? bbaihissi

BHYPUNSEE, L5****vL5$?
Wfl! bhaipansi

The shares of a brotherhood, especially in the lands of a

village or township.

BHYUNS, J"
1

*'^- bhaians

Division of property or interests among brothers.

These three words are chiefly used in Bundlecund. E. Oudh,

Benares, and Lower Doab.

BHYWAD, ^'^^58' *FT3I^ bhaiwad

To pay and receive on the footing of one of the brotherhood,

the word Bhaee J(& brother, enters into the composition of

this, and the six preceding words.

BIHUND, ^-*"& fa%3 bihand

Land cut up by a torrent
; according to the Ghuraeb-ool-

Loghat.

BIJHGAH, 8l%=* TWTCTf bijhgah

A scare-crow. The word is in general use, and is derived

from Bijhkana, to frighten. Durawa }Jfi
is more frequently

t

used in Dehli, and Dhaee ^** if it is moved by a string,

as when a bamboo or a stick is pulled against a bough of a tree,

to produce a noise and frighten away the birds. Other words

in common use are Dhok,ha ^^, Dhurukka &f*&, Dhurulla

yv,y, and Dhooka Kfis q. v.

BIJHONEA, W^s^ f^*%Tf^UT bijhonia

A tribe of Eajpoots in the Pergunah of Ghisbba, Zillah

Jounpoor.

BIKREE, iSfo ^^ bikri

Sale. From Bikna to be sold.

BIKWAN, c>'^
T^^fj^H bikwan

A sub-division of the GTOUR TUGAS, q. v.
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BILUHBUNDEE, ^J-o&b ^^^c[t bilahbandi

The Glossary is correct under BEELABUNDY; but in the

North West, the word is most usually applied to arrangements

made for securin the Revenue.

BILK,HURIA, &.)%&>. Rfln bilk'haria

A tribe of Eajpoots of the Buchgotee Chouhan stock. There

are many ofthem in Dhbbreapara, a Pergunah of Goruckpoor.

They derive their name from Bilkjmr in Oadh.

BILLEE-LOTUN ^^^. ^^^1^ billi-lotan

Valerian. The name is derived from its reputed effect upon

Cats, who are said to be so delighted with its fragrance, as to

roll about in their ecstasies. From billee Jb a cat, and lotna

tx.y to wallow, to roll.

BILMOOQTA, &*!afi<J(> ft^gSRcU bilmuqta
A Putta under which a Eyut pays a certain fixed sum at so

much per plough or per beeg,ha, not being liable to any further

demand.

An engagement stipulating to pay a fixed money rent for the

land under cultivation, not subject to enhancement during the

currency of the lease. See the Glossary under BILMUGTA.

The word is derived from the Arabic Root *LJ> cutting ;
form-

ing ; determining.

In Benares it signifies consolidated rate, including Mai and

Abwab. See Eeg. LI. of 1795.

BILOUNGEE, LS^y f^Fit bilaungi
* *

A species of grass.

BINOULA, tifo Wr*n binaula

Ootton seed. It is much used as fodder for cattle.

BINOUREA, Q-))*4 rf^t binouria

The name of a herb which grows about a foot and a half

high in fields which have been sown with Khureef crops. It

bears several little flowers of a purple colour, and is given as

fodder to horned cattle.

N
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BINUHUR, y^} R^ binahar

A gatherer of Cotton
;
from binna Uj to pick. Benares.

The corresponding word in the Doab and Rohilcur.d is Pykar ;

in Bundlecund, Pyhura ;
and in Dehli, Pooee. He generally

receives one-tenth of the gross produce, as well as a share,

sometimes amounting to a fourth, of the cleaned cotton.

BIRGOOJUR, >>y>^ rejp^ birgujar

One of the 36 Eoyal Eaces of Eajpoots, descended, like

their opponents the Cuchrvahas, from Rama, but through Lava,

the second son. "We find them in great numbers from Sum-

bhul, Seondara and Sulempopr in Rohilcund to Atroivlee and

Coel, and even Juleysir in Muttra. They are also in Shumsabad

of Furruckabad, Eyta of Mynpooree, and in Goruckpoor. Ano-

ther clan, now entirely Mussulman, is found to the Westward

of Moozuffernugur.

Colonel Tod says, that it was in Anoopshuhur that the

Birgoojurs on their expulsion by the Cuchwahas from Rajore

found refuge ;
and that is still the chief town of the Sirgoojur

family. But, as this expulsion occurred only in the time of

the illustrious Sewaee Jyc Sing, in the beginning of the last

century, the chief of Rajore must have chosen for his residence

a part of the country which was already in occupation of his

brethren ;
for Birgoojurs are mentioned, even in Akbcr's time,

as the Zemindars of Khoorja, Dhubaee, and Puhassoo.

Their own assertion is that they came from Rajore, the

capital of Deoti in the Machcrri country, under Eaja Purtab

Sing, and first resided in KJierea near Peetumpoor, and that the

Raja after marrying at Coel into a Eajpoot family of the Dor

tribe, which at that time occupied the whole country between

Coel and Bodlundshuhur, obtained favor in the sight ofthe Dors,

and got authority to establish himself as far Eastward as he

chose. Having, in consequence, exterminated the Mewatees

and Bheehurs, who are represented to have been in previous

occupation, he was so successful as to acquire the possession

of sixteen hundred villages, eight hundred on the East, and

eight hundred on the "West of the Ganges. At the time of

his death, Choundera, near Puhassoo, was reckoned the chief
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possession of the Birgoojurs, and one of the descendants of

Purtab Sing, Eaja Salbahun, whose residence was at Choundcra,

gave his own name to a Pergunah which comprised the present

divisions of Peetumpoor, Puhassoo and Birorvlee.

Raja Purtab Sing left two sons, Jatoo and Ranoo. Jatoo

took up his abode in Kutehr, or Rohilcund, and Rana remained

as chieftain of Ch<mndera.

The antiquity of the Kutehr Birgoojurs may be surmised

from a passage in the Rat,hore Genealogies,
"
Bhurut, the llth

grandson of Nayn Pal, the Rat,hore, at the age of sixty-one,

conquered Kencksir, under the Northern Hills, from Roodrasen

of the Birgoojur tribe.
"
Nayn Pal is supposed to have lived in

the 5th century. Though there appears no occasion for as-

cribing to his reign so early a date, he must, at any rate, have

long preceded the final Mahomedan conquest of Canouj.

While the Kutehr Birgoojurs and the Anoopshuhur family

have preserved their ancient faith, nearly all the Doab tribes,

which preceded the expulsion of their chief from Rajore, have

turned Mahometans ;
and the early opponents of the British

in Kumonuh and Pundranul were Birgoojurs ofthat persuasion.

They still however appear proud of their Rajpoot lineage, for

they assume the appellation of T,hafcoor. Thus we hear the

strange combinations of TJiakoor Akber All Khan, and Tfiahoor

Murdan Ali Khan.

At their marriages they paint on their doors, and worship,

the image of a Kuharee or female bearer, under whose instruc-

tions they executed a stratagem by which they exterminated

the Mervaiees who had been engaged in a drunken revel dur-

ing the Hoolee. Some of the Mussulman families have of late

discontinued this custom, which is at least curious as bearing
a semblance to the Hoke-day of our Ancestors, and the Fugalia
of the Romans.

The Birgoojurs to the West of Moozuffurnugur were all con-

verted to the Mahomedan faith in the time of Ala-ood-deen

Khiljee, but they still retain most of their old Hindoo customs.

A stricter conformity to the Mussulman tenets was endea-

voured to be introduced by some reformers, and all Hindoo

observances were sedulously proscribed by them
; but when

N 2
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it was found, as they themselves assert, that all their children

became blind and maimed, in consequence of their apostacy,

they were induced to revert to their ancestral customs, and still

adhere to them with so much pertinacity, that it is almost

doubtful which faith prevails most.

The Moozuffernugur Birgoojurs state, that they came from

Dobundeser near Dhaeen Duwasa. South of the Alwur country,

under one Koorasen, whose ancestor, Baba Megjia, is still

invoked when they make their offerings at the time of naming
their children. They intermarry with the converted Poondeer

Rajpoots of Sukrouda in Seharunpoor, and the Rao Birgoojurs

in Fureedabad of Bulubgurh, to the South of Dehli. They
seem to know but little of their brethren who reside in the

neighbourhood of Anoopshuhur.

The place whence they emigrated may be easily traced, for

Duwasa. or Deosah, lies on the Banganga river, about 30 miles

East of Jycpoor, and Dhaeen is about 8 miles to the South of

Deosah. Deosah is famous as being the first place belonging

to the Birgoojurs which was occupied by the Cuchmahas

after their emigration from Nurrvur in the middle of the tentho

century. It is not improbable that the Cuchwaha may at this

period have compelled the Birgoojurs to emigrate in search of

other seats, and they in their turn may have wreaked their

vengeance on the Cuchmahas of the Upper Doab and established

their Chourasee among the brethren of their distant foe. Certain

it is, that tradition assigns a large tract of country in these parts

to the Cuchwahas, before the Birgoojurs, Jats, and Putjians

obtained possession. See CUCHWAHA..

The Sikerwal Eajpoots state, that they are a branch of the

Birgoojurs ;
but they are separately entered among the thirty-

six Eoyal Eaces in Tod's list. It is to be observed, however,

that in some of the other lists which he has given ("Annals of

Eajast,han," Vol I. p.81), neither Birgoojurs nor Sikerrvals are

entered. See SIKERWAL.

BIRHANA, JU>^ n^pn birhana

Lands in which culinary herbs are produced, Rohilcund.
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BIRHEREA, kjxfcjj f^f^ll birherla

One of the sub-divisions of the CIITJMAB, tribe, q. v.

BIRINJPHOOL, J)#pB>)* ft^repT birinjphul

A species of Bice. See DIIAN.

BIRJEA, &*>* W3| birjia

One of the sub-divisions of the AHEER tribe, q. v.

*
e~ ^

BIRKA, &*)>
wRT birka

A pond, a small well.

. C;

BIRMBHAT, v2L>V#jjj
SWTC birmbhat

See an account of this tribe under the article BHAT.

BIRRA, ty SKI birra

Gram and barley sown in the same field : Bejura and Bejur

are the more usual terms.

In Dehli it is applied to Chuna, or gram, injured by wet.

It is also the name of a ceremony connected with the build-

ing of a house. E. Oudh.

BIRRABURAR, ;'>'> ^RJ^R birrabarar

Collection in kind. Central Doab.

The expression seems derived either from Birah 8*3 sepa-

ration, division, on account of the crops being divided before

appropriation ;
or from the Birra of the Putwaree's account

books, which is applied to the entry of every crop under a

distinct head. The proper word, in book-keeping, is Beora

KJ.O explanation ;
detail

; knowledge ;
which is frequently cor-

rupted into Birra.

BIRT, J fa$ birt

A right ; custom ; privilege ;
derived from the performance

of offices whether religious or secular. Proprietary right.

The tenure in Goruckpoor under which the Birteeas pay a fixed

yearly sum equivalent to 20 per cent, ofthe Government Eeve-

nue, on account of the Eaja. or superior ;
but are the owners
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of the soil, entitled to the entire management of their Mouzas,
not liable to be ousted, holding a hereditary and transferable

tenure, and subject to enhancement of rent only when the

Government Juma should be increased.

The Shunkulup Birt is a religious grant of some kind or other

given to a Brahmin, and held at first free
; but in almost all

these cases the necessities of the Eaja of Goru ckpoor had com-

pelled him to demand a small rent from the holder.

The Murwut Birt was a compensation made by the Eaja to

the family of any man who was killed in his service in open

fight, either with a neighbouring chief or in resistance to the

Government, and is also called Khoon Buha
;
it was chargeable

according to the custom of the Eaj with half the rent demand-

able for a regular Birt village.

Jenun Birt is an assignment made by the Eaja of the day to

a younger son, of a certain number of villages in the Talooka

for subsistence, to be held by such son and his descendants as

Jcrvun Birt for ever. The assignee was accustomed to take a

Putta fr-jm the Eaja for these villages, paying a certain sum as

rent. See TALCOKDAE.

The term Birta is applied in Nepal to rent free land, ofwhich

there are four kinds in that principality, Jagecr, Manachowl,

Belch, and Birta. By the last a perpetual title is conveyed, and

the land is at the absolute disposal of the Grantee and his heirs.

BIRTIA, H birtiya

A tenant who holds his land upon a fixed annual assessment

which cannot be altered except on certain conditions previ-

ously stipulated; nor can the land held by him be claimed by the

donor. The definition in the Printed Glossary is correct. See

BIET.

BIRWA, })* ^T birwa

A tree. In Eastern Oudh it is the name given to the labourer

employed upon the DOTJEEE or BEEEE, q. v.

BIRWAHEE, i^h)- f^nft birwahf

An Orchard : from Birrva ) a plant, a tree.
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BISAR, ; snii?; bisar

Loan of seed, upon stipulation of ample refund after harvest.

BISATEE, i^'^**?
firaicft bisati

A pedlar, from the Hindee Blsat cA-o means
; capital ;

stock.

The Arabic Bizat ci^UiJ has also the same signifi cation. "Pars

opum,
"
says Grolius,

"
quae impenditur in morcaturam, lucroque

exponitur.
"

JBisatee, &c. is sometimes spelt with an Arabics

but incorrectly ; though, as Bisat kt,~j means a carpet spread

out, there may appear to be some reason in calling ^U^ a

pedlar ;
as in that mode Bisatees usually dispose of their goods

at country fairs.

BISEN, ^*"1 ^^ bisen

A powerful tribe of Rajpoots in the Eastern parts of these

Provinces. To the "Westward they do not extend beyond
Rusoolabad of Carvnpoor. "We find them in Kenaee, Kuraree,

Kurra, Chaile,Bara, KJieiragurh, and At>hurbun in the Allaha-

bad district
;
Checboomorv in Banda

; Budlapoor and Murreahoo

in Jounpoor ; Bhudoee, Pundra, and Athgaman in Benares ;

Shadeeabad, Puckoturt Buhreeabad, and lluvelee in Ghazee-

poor ; Mahomedabad Go/ma, Nizamabad, Mahbbl, and

Bhudaon of Azimgurh ; and Chillopar, and Sulempoor Mujhowlee
of Goruchpoor. In Oudh they have 3GO villages.

The Bisen families to the North of the Gogra intermarry
with the Surneyt, Soorujbuns and Kulhuns E-ajpoots, and receive

the daughters of Chundel, Beis, and inferior Chouhans.

The acknowledged chief of the Bisen stock is the Eaja of

Sulempoor Mujhowlee. The founder of the political influence

of the family was Mcrvur Bhut, whose ancestors had for many
generations resided as Devotees in the neighbourhood of

Nonntpar, now known as Sulempoor Mujhowlee. Mervur Bhui,

though himself a religious man, was not able to withstand the

solicitations of ambition, and taking up arms after returning
from a Pilgrimage to Benares, acquired possession of the greater

part of the country between the Ganges and the great Gunduk.
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Mewur Bhut had four wives. By one a Rajpootnee, he had

issue Bisoo Sen, the founder of the name of Bisen, and the

ancestor of the Raja's family. By a Bhoonhar, he had Bugmur

Sahee, the ancestor of the Kowaree and Timkohee E-ajas. By
a Brahminee, he had Nuges, whose descendants hold a few

villages in Sulempoor Mujhowlee. By a Cobrmee, he had the

ancestor of those now resident in GJiosee of dzimgttrh.

The present incumbent of the Raj is said to be in the hundred

and fifteenth generation from Menur Bhut.

EISHNOWEE, ,5yA* *Pfr= bishnowi

A tribe of growing importance in Rehur, Shertcote, and some

of the neighbouring Pergunahs of Rohilcund. They are found

also in great numbers in Beekaneer, Nagore, and Hissar ; and

small communities of them are also found in the Upper Doab.

They are not to be confounded with the ordinary Pishnovtu, of

whom Wilson has given us an account in the Asiatic Researches
;

yet they do not appear a sect of modern origin, as they are men-

tioned in the Ayeen-l-Akberee as the Zumeendars of Islampoor

in Sircar Budaon. The " Tumbeeh-ool-Jahileen" says, that

they derive their name from Bishno, a Tuga Brahmin, a pupil

of a Mussulman Fakeer who appears to have been a freethinker:

and that hence arises their regard of Mussulman observances.

They worship according to the Hindoo ceremonial three times a

day, and pray after the Mussulman fashion five times a day.

They keep 28 holidays during the year, and observe the fast of

Rumzan. They read both the Koran and Hindoo Potjiees. They
refrain from meat and intoxicating drinks, and intermarry.

They generally call themselves Sheikhs, adding that title to a

Hindoo name, or adding sometimes a Hindoo title to a Mussul-

man name. Sometimes they bury, and sometimes burn, their

dead. They consider themselves more Hindoos than Mussul-

mans
;
which gives the author of the abovementioned work the

opportunity of remarking how strange it is that, notwithstand-

ing most of the teachers of the dissenting sects have been Mus-

sulmans, as is the case with Kubeer Punt,hees, Purnamees,

Daoodpunt,hces, Sadhs, Sutncvnees, fiulalpuntjiees, and Bish-

novees. yet they all call themselves Hindoos.
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In Coleman's "
Mythology of the Hindoos," p. 310, there is

a description of a sect of Bishnovees, called Dhamian, inhabiting

Bundltcund, but it is evident from the description given of

their tenets that they are followers of the famous Fran Nat,h,

who established a notorious influence over the mind of Raja

Chuttur Sal.

Grantees of Brahmin caste to whom land has been assigned

in the name of Bishn, or Vishnu, from religious and charitable

motives by Zurneendars. Benares. E. Oudh.

BISHT, ei^io roiz bisht

A provincial term in Kumaon for a kind of Talookdar, whose

office is in the gift of Government.

BISK,HUPRA, SjA^&uAj ?3<W^T bisk'hapra

The name of a grass which is used in medicine, ( Trianthema

pentandraj. It spreads over the ground, and forms a circle

of nearly a yard in diameter.

BISUHROO, ))*->. ftraf^ bisahru

A purchaser, from Bisahna UtLo to buy.

BISWABURAR, )^)^)^ fiiq^ra^R biswabarar

Collecting by the Biswa. Central Doab.

The Bisrva, from ,j**& twenty, is the twentieth part of a

Beeg,ha ; and besides being a measure of land, is also used to

signify the extent of proprietary right in an estate. Each estate

or village, is considered an integer of one Beeg,ha, which is

sub-divided into imaginary Biswas and Biswansees, to show the

right of any particular party. Thus, the holder of 5 Biswas is

a holder to the extent of one-fourth of the entire village.

Precisely in the same way as the As was used amongst the

Kouians. Thus " heres ex semuncia" "
heir to one twenty-

fourth" " heres ex dodrante" "heir to three-fourths" heres

ex asse,
"
sole proprietor." (Cic : Alt : IV. 15, VII. 8._

Cic : pro Ccec'ma, 0. 6. Plin : L. V. Ep. 5.)
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In the same manner bes, bessis, was used to express a biswa

burar " Socius ex besse" and thus in sound and meaning (of

course there is no real connexion) there is a close resemblance

between the words. Bes when it was thus applied as a sub-

division of the As, was the eight part of a Jugerum or acre :

not, as is usually supposed, two thirds.
" Partes dua3 tertiae

pedes decem novem millia et ducentos hoc est bes, in quo

scripula CXCII
"

( Colum : Lib. V. C. 2.)

BISWADAREE, ^p;!^^***-? f^g^T^T^ .biswadari

A name given to the tenure of independant village communi-

ties holding under a superior Talookdar ; as in Alligurh,

Mynpooree, and Goruchpoor. It is in some places, as in Dehli,

used as equivalent to Zumecndaree or Pidteedaree. If a man's

share in an estate is sold, he says his B'tsrva is sold.

BISWEE, \S)***i
^3f biswf

The alienation of land on low Jumas on the payment of fines

in advance. E. Oudh.

In the ]S"orth-west it generally means 2 biswas deduced

from each bccg,ha cultivated by under tenants, which are taken

by the landlord as his right. See DOBISWEE.

bithak

Ant hills. Eastern Oudh and Benares. Literally, a seat

or platform, where people meet to converse.

BITOURA, *))*"'
^^ bitaura

A heap of dried Cowdung, called Bullya in Rohilcund.

BITRADUNDEE, ^qvXwf^Cj mT^^ bitrabandi

The same as BILUHBUKDEE, q. v. Saugor.

Bo, y>
T bo

Cultivation. It is usually combined with Jote which signifies

the same. Bo is the verbal root of ona, to sow.

BOARA, !;!j? f^RT boara

Seed time. Sowing. Boaee ^V Bawug -^;^ and

are also used : from Bona ^^. to sow.
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BOB, Sr^?
373 bob

The sowing of grain by the drill. Bnndlecund.

The term Jyea is so applied in Dehli ; and Wuer in Rohilcund

and the Doab. See BANSA.

BODA, te)> ?I boda

A bufFaloe. Saugor.

BODUR, ))> 133 bodar

A place to stand on for throwing the Douree, or basket by
which water is raised to a higher level. Benares.

Pyra is the corresponding word in Dehii. See DOTTBEE,

BOKA, BEREE.

BOEBACHH, te^bl)* ^3fT3? boibachh

Assessment to' be realized on cultivation. Dehli. From ^j

to sow and *^ selection, division. See Printed Glossary,

under BACH.

BOIINEE, tj^)- ^T^ bolmi

The first money received during the day by shopkeepers and

hucksters. No credit is allowed, nothing but ready money

being received on such occasions. The practice is universal in

India, and is precisely like the Handsel of England, which

Lemon, in his Dictionary, explains to be,
" The first money

received at market, which many superstitious people will spit

on, either to render it tenacious, that it may remain with them,

and not vanish away like a fairy gift, or else to render it

propitious and lucky, that it may draw more money to it.'*

BOHRA, fy&jj 3I^T bohra

A class of money lenders frequently met with in the North

West Provinces, more especially in the Upper Doab. A
description of those who have been converted to the Mahomedan
faith is given in Vol. VII. of the Asiatic Researches, and

Malcolm's Central India, II. 212. The Printed Glossary would

seem to imply that there are in India none except those on the

Western Coast.

o 2
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The Bohras of these Provinces, either come from the

neighbourhood of Jyepoor, or are descendants of the original

settlers from that quarter, and preserve some peculiarities of

speech and dress by which they are readily known. An inferior

class of JBohras is known under the name of Koyyans and

Rehtees. They lend money to agriculturists and others in a

small way, generally by tens, and for every ten rupees take a

bond for twelve rupees, payable by instalments of one rupee

per mensem, by which means they realize a large interest upon
their money. The continually revolving nature of their dealings.

and monthly visits to each of their debtors, have, with reference

to the constant revolutions of the Rehut, or Persian wheel and

buckets, procured them the designation of Rehtees. The deri-

vation of the term Koyyan is not so certain.

The JBohras, who probably derive their designation from the

word Beohar or trade, are monied men, and possessing credit

elsewhere, have larger dealings, and with higher classes than

the Rehtees have, but like the latter are generally eager to

acquire possession of profitable estates
;
there is, however, thk

difference between the two, that the Rehtees lend, and will take

in return, only money ;
whereas the Bohras are ready to receive

every marketable article, including the produce of the soil as

well as cattle, among which may be enumerated horses, camels,

sheep, and goats, in payment of their debts. (Public MS.)

BOJH, &^J W? bojh

Literally, a load. In agricultural language it comprises
about five Dhokas of corn. See DUBEA and BEL.

BOJHBUTAEE ^5ttj &^j>
^THi^Tf bojhbatai

*

A mode of division by stocks, or bundles of mowed corn.

Rohilcund. It is derived from the preceding word.

BOKA, &)> 3iT boka,

A basket, pail, or leather bag, for throwing water to a higher

elevation: called also BEREE and DOTJKEE (which see). This

word is not in Shakspeare's Dictionary, but it would appear to be

common in India and generally in the Indo-European languages.
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The word bouk (derived from the Anglo Saxon buk
t) is used

uo-je in the West of England for a pail of water
;
Chaucer uses

boket for our modern bucket. Thus, in the Knight's tale.

" Now up, now down, as boket in a well."

"We have, perhaps the same word, or at least, the root, in the

Hebrew buk-buk (Jer. XIX. 1 and 10) translated by the LXX.
bikos

;
from which word Menage derives the Italian bicchiere.

The Latin bacar, which Eestus calls a
"
vas vinarium," has

probably a similar origin ;
but if, as Scaliger suggests, it should

be written baccar, a more obvious root for the word is found in

Bacchus.

BOLA, V> T^T bola

The verbal agreement (from WjJ to speak,) between the

village lessees and the Asamees, either Paheekasht or Khood-

kasht. Any agreement between the Lumberdar and Asamee.

Dehli.

BOLUNS, ^f^)' ^ bolans

Making over one's share to another. Benares and E. Oudh.

BOLUNSEE, t<***^fJ *fr*Fl3t bolansee

The holder of another's share or inheritance. An adopted
heir. Benares and E. Oudh.

These words are derived from bolna Wtf to speak, to declare
;

and tins ,j**^ right, portion, inheritance.

BOOD, t>^> f3[ bood

Literally, existing ; being. In fiscal language Bood is much
used in combination with other words, as Hustobood, Bood-na-

bood. See HUSTOBOOD.

BOODH GUNGA, VL sJL> gOTTT budh ganga
Bbbdh Gunga, or more properly Boorh (7wnga,froni ^*j^

old, is the name given to the bed of the old Ganges where it

shifted its stream
;
more especially to the two old courses

of which one is traced below Hustinapoor and the other

below Soron and Kumpil. These changes appear to have occurred
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since the time of Alder, and I have therefore in tbe map of

DUSTOOES restored the old stream as it probably ran in his

time.

This has not been done without cause. The reasons for

restoring the Hust'mapoor stream, and throwing Tarapoor to

the eastern side of the Ganges, are the following.

"When Timoor marched from Meerut, he is said, in the

"
Mutla-oos-Sadyn," and "

Zufurnama," and other histories

nearly contemporary, to reach Ferozepoor, which is distinctly

described as being
" on the banks of the Ganges." c&$ >U<^

The course of the Ganges, then, in his time must have flowed

in the bed of the present Boodh Gunga. In the " Khoolasut-

ool-Ttiwareekh" also, written in the 40th year of Aurungzcbe's

reign, copied by Shere All Afsos in the " Araish-i-Muhfil"

(which professes to be a more original work than it really is)

the Ganges is described as following under Barha, which would

show that at a much later period the Ganges preserved its old

course ;
for this does not mean indefinitely that it flowed under

the extensive tract of country in the possesiou of the BA.RH.I

SADAT, q. v. but literally, under the town of Barha, which was

then in a flourishing condition, before it was sacked in A D. 1748,

by the rabble army of Sufdur Jung. Moreover, in the Eevenue

Board's Records, cf the year 1819, there is a correspondence

respecting several villages then within the area of Tarapoor, but

included originally in Azumpoor Bashta, which is still on the

Eastern side of the Ganges.

From the DUSTOOB it will also be seen, that the Soron

and Kumpil branch has been restored, by giving Fyzpoor
Budurca to Suheswan, and Nidhpoor and Aolaee to Budaon :

to which I have been led by the following considerations. They

may be thought perhaps of no great force, but where, as in

Oriental History, wTe are never indulged with topographical

details, and have no accounts of the habits and pursuits of the

people, nor of the intercourse and relations cf social life, we

must be content with the remotest allusions, and rejoice if, after

a whole day's perusal of some almost illegible volume, we can

extract a single fact worthy of record.

When the heroic Pirt,hee Raj retreats from Canoitj, he is
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represented in the "
Cancubj Kund," as following the course of

the Ganges, till he reaches Soron.

? *TJJT ^ Hi ^

^ilg en; ^|t******
These lines do not follow each other consecutively, but at

intervals of 8 or 10 lines. Taken together, they plainly imply
that up to the time of the first Mahomedan occupation, the

Granges retained its old course under the ancient city of Soron.

In the somewhat apocryphal biography of Shah Azeez-ood-

deen, contained in one of the many collections of the lives of

Mahomedan Saints, he is represented as being aided by the

Emperor Shums-ood-deen in the capture of Kusba KJior, in a

naval battle under the walls of that town with the Raja, who

after his defeat fled to Kumaon. Now we know that K,hor is

on the bank of the Boorh Gunga close to Shiimsabad, which

city was (it is said) built by Shums-ood-deen from the ruins of

K,hor. There may possibly be a shadow of truth in this account,

which is also preserved in the traditions of the common people ;

though, as KJior is mentioned later than the time of Shums-ood-

deen, his building Shiimsabad may be doubted.

Let us come to a later period, and we find the Emperor Maho-

med Toghluk in one of his mad schemes removing his capital

to Surgdrvaree,
" near Kumpil and Putialee on the banks

of the Ganges," according to " Ferishta ;" and " near Kusba

K
t
hor on the Ganges" according to

" Zeea-ood-deen Burny."
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Either way, it shows that the course of the river was then

unchanged.
Still later, in the time of Syud Khizr Khan, when there was

unusual communication with Kutehur, or Rohilcund, we find the

following allusions which may assist us in our investigation.

Taj-ool-Moolk, after subduing Rae Hursingh of Kutehur,
"
arriv-

ed at the ferry of Surgdwaree, and passing the Ganges,

punished the Kafirs of K,hor and Kumpil."

The same G-eneral, after another campaign, marching from

Budaon to Etarva, passes the Ganges at Puchlana.

O)4J vjAs <JJ!%:>. y^ \\
)
o*! cv AxXj

In the same year, the Emperor himself, after plundering

Sumbhul, crossed the Ganges near Putlalee.

&Xj i_\ >} ;) ^iV. <**.&$

These quotations are taken from the " Tubukat-i-Akberee."

The "Tareekh-i-Budaonee" uses precisely the same expression

in two of these instances : and it is important to observe it, for

the author was himself a great traveller, and was constantly

on the move between Agra, Sumbhul, and Budaon. Both he

and the author of
" Tubukat-i-Akberee" were contemporaries

of Akber, and could not fail, if any change in the course of the

Ganges had occurred up to their time, to give prominent notice

of the circumstance.

All the places noted above are on the right bank of the

old Ganges, and would most probably not have been mentioned

had the Ganges not run under them. At least in these davs

there are no such ferries as those of Puchlana, Putialee,

and Surgdwaree. But as it may perhaps be said that, not-

withstanding the change in the River's bed, the expressions

quoted above would not altogether have been inapplicable,

other more decisive testimony may be adduced from a document

in an old
"
Diistoor-ool-Unml," in which mention is made of a

Mouza in Tuppa Aoolaee, PERGTJNAH Budaon, which though
the document may not be an exact copy of one publicly issued

(it being merely inserted as a mode for imitation,) may yet
serve to show without further question, that Aoolaee was once
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an integral part of Pergunah
* Budaon. If it be remarked that

the change in the course of the river is too great to have

occurred within the period which has elapsed since the com*

pilation of the Ayeen-i-Akberee, it may be replied that in our

own time the change is almost every year perceptible, and that

the Ganges has shifted its bed so much since the two opposite

banks were measured, that although only five years elapsed

between the surveys, they cannot be combined with any accu-

racy.

It is to be hoped therefore that the reasons given above may
be considered to justify the innovation which hasjbeen ventured

in the map.

BOOJHARUT, ei^y^s^ ^FRff bujharat

Adjustment of accounts. Prom Boojhana ^W^ to cause to

comprehend.

BOOK, ^> |p buk

Land recovered by the recession of a river. Rohilcund.

BOOKARA, *)l$y f^RT bukara

Bears the same meaning, but is applied only when the land

is rendered useless, by a deposit of sand. Rohilcund.

BOOLUNDEE, 3^^ 1*1*^ bulandi

High land
;
from Bbblund high.

BOON, ^> g
3
! bun

Unground Coffee. Coffee before it is made into Kuhwa *>{>

BOONDELA, &l&4*jf{ U^T bundela

A spurious tribe of Rajpoots, who give name to the province
of Bundlecund (J3oondelk,hund). They are descended from

*
Moreover, in the book entitled the " Uhvvali Soobajat," a new Pergunah

under the name of Nidhpoor is entered as " in the Sircar of Budaon." This
work was written before the final disruption of the empire, and is a highly
interesting memorial of the state of India at the time of its composition. It

was obtained from the library of Nuwab Mahomed Meer Khan, whose family
has had close connection with the house of Timoor since its decline.
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Gurhwars of Kuntlt and K,hyragurh. Various accounts are

given of the origin of the name. They themselves state, that

they are so called from the devotion to Binda (Vindhya) Basnee,

for which their ancestors were conspicuous. The " Kshutr

Purkash" says, that Haja Punchum, one of their ancestors, de-

termined to sacrifice his life in honor of Binda Basnee Bhuwa-

nee but that she kindly interposed just after he had begun
to inflict a wound on himself, and that the drop of blood (boond)

which fell from the wound on the earth became a Kowur,
or Prince, and hence his descendants are called Boondelas.

ff5i

o rl^t

The whole genealogy, however, of this work, which is the

foundation of Colonel Pogson's "History of Bundlecund" is

completely wrong, and this story has been made up to cover

the disgrace of a humble origin.

The intelligent author ofthe "Hudeekut-ool-Akaleem" gives

a much more probable origin of the name. He says that

Hurdeo, one of the Gurhrvar family, came with a slave girl

from K,hyragurh, and took up his abode at Gurh Kurar in the

neighbourhood of Oorcha. He was there invited to give his

daughter in marriage to_the Raja of Oorcha, which he refused
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to do as the Eaja was a Kuhkar. After much importunity he

consented, on the condition that the Eaja and his family should

come to the marriage feast, partake of the viands, and thus

lose all distinction of caste. The Raja consented, was poisoned

with all his family, and the Gurhrvar obtained possession of the

country. His son was called Boondela, because he was the son

of a slave girl (Bandee), some say the daughter of the Kuhkar

Kaja ;
and this name has been given to his descendants.

The establishment of the Boondelas, to whatever it owes its

origin, probably occurred about the beginning of the thirteenth

century, after the Chundels had been humiliated by the

Chouhans, and they in their turn had been compelled to yield

to the supremacy of the Mussulmans. The country around

Cal'inger and Mahoba must then have been in so distracted ao

state, as to have invited the attack of the first chieftain who

could muster a band of followers sufficiently strong to maintain

their occupation.*

Nursing Deo one of the descendants of Hurdeo, obtained

the appellation of Dang, equivalent to a dacoit, and hence

arose the name of Dangaya applied to Eastern Bundlecund,

particularly the part East of the Dussan, which was held by the

descendants of Chuttersaul
;
so that neither from the name of

Boondela, nor that of Dangaya, does this stock derive any
honor. The estimation in which it is held for fraud and

chicanery may be learnt from the familiar proverb :

T

" Na sou dundee, na ek Boondelkfamdee"

That is one native of Bundlecund commits as much fraud as

one hundred weighmen.
In British Bundlecund there are few Boondelas, except in the

Pergunah of Punwaree.

* Franklin (Trans. R. A. S. Vol. I.) gives a later origin to the Boondelas
He says that from the time of Mahmood to Timour anarchy prevailed in
the country of Bundlecund, and that about the time of Timour 1

s invasion,
Dewadri Bir from Goharbhuni (evidently the country of the Gurhwars)
established himself with his followers at Mao Mahoni-(Mow on the Jumna.)
and thence by degrees the dominions of the Gurhwars extended to the
Westward, till they included the whole of what is now called Bundlecund.

p 2
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BOONGA, &^*} fWT biinga

A stack ofBhoos, or straw. It is frequently pronounced Bonga,

BOONT, &**)>
fe bunt

The green unripe gram, (Cicer arietinum). See CHUNA.

BOORA, &^j> g^T bura

Redeemable mortgage.. Eastern Oudh.

BOOREEDA, X^W. ^fl^T burfda

Fields cut by stealth by a cultivator
;
from the Persian

Bboreedun ^jjo to cut down. Rohilcund.

BOORREE, > ^ bum

Sowing, by dropping seed from the hand into the furrow
;

instead of sowing broadcast, or with the drill. The words

Gbbrrce, Gbbllee and See, are also so applied.

BORA, &)^ ^RT bora

A sack for holding rice.

BORO, )))> ^T?T boro

Marsh rice. The "
Eusl," which is added to the word in the

Printed Glossary, means the harvest of this rice.

Bou, )>
^T bau

Is the name of the fee or perquisite of the Zemindar when-

ever a daughter of any cultivator in his village is married. The

word is probably a corruption of Buhoo ^g a bride.

Moorasa and Mundrvuch are also used in this sense.

BOUCHHAR, ^J- ^H bauchhar

Wind and driving rain.

BOULEE, > tl^t bauli

Synonymous with a Khas settlement, according to Sec. 12, Beg.

IX. of 1805. The word may be presumed to be meant for Bhaolee.
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BOWAEE,

Sowing. Bonee, Bunera and Boara have the same meaning.
See BOABA.

BRITA, &> T brita

A grant, generally of land, to a religious person, or to a te-

nant on certain stipulation, See BIET, and the Printed Glos-

sary under BURT.

BRiTTANTPUTTUR,ys;>^^^^fa^ brittantpattar

The record of a decision, given by a Punchayet. From

Britlant soli"j> circumstance, narration
;
and Puttur fy a

leaf, a deed.

BUBOOL, ^? ^g^f babul

BUBOOR, M fR! babur

The name of a 'tree, called also KeeJcur (Acacia Arabica,

Roxb.) See Printed Glossary under BAVULLA. GPhe wood is

much used in making agricultural implements, such as ploughs,

sugar mills, &c. and in the construction of carts. The Bubool

produces also a valuable gum ;
and its bark, being a powerful

astringent, is used in tanning by Chumars.

BUCH, g>
3^ bach

An inferior tribe of Eajpoots in Mongra of Jounpoor.

BUCHGOTEE, J>^^ ^^Trfi bachgoti

A Eajpoot tribe said to be descended from the Mynpooree
Chouhans. The names of their progenitors were four brothers

Googe, Gage, G,hatum, and Raee. See HAJKOOMAE, and

KAJWAE.

There are several Buchgolees, on the borders of Jounpoor and

Goruckpobr, und in the South Eastern part of Oudh, where the

two most conspicuous chiefs of the tribe are the Haja of

Koorrvar and the Dervan of Husunpoor Bundhrva. The last
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notwithstanding his being a Mussulman, and hence called

Khanzada, invests all the B/ajas of Benoudha with the Tiluk.

The Sombunsee chief of Arvur, the Bisen of Rampoor, the

Kunpoorya of Tiloee and Bandkulgotee of Amet,hee would not

be considered entitled to the privileges exercised by their

ancestors without receiving it from his hands. The conse-

quence of this family has however somewhat declined since the

Dervan Roshun All Khan Khanzada, was killed in action by
Mahomed Cbbllee Khan, the nephew of Nuwab Sufder Jung.

It may be proper to add, that most people deny the right of

the Husunpoor Bundhrva family to the title of Dewan, which

they say belongs only to the ilk,hurea family ;
and in practice

it is certainly usual to give the title to the latter.

The Buchgotees are of old notorious for their turbulence?.

We read of it as early as the time of Secunder Lodi and Shere

Shah, in the "
Tuwareekh-i-Afaghuna ;" and again in Maho-

med Kazin^s history of the reign ofAlumgeer. From these

histories, and from the " Tubukat-i-Akberee" and "
Tareekh-i-

Budaonee,"* we learn also that the Khanzadas must have been

converted to Mahometanism before the Moghul dynasty com-

menced, as we read of Buchgotees with Mussulman names before

that period.

The BiLKjHUEEAS, RAJWARS, and RAJKOOMABS, (q. t>.)
are

offshoots of the Buchgotees.

* There are two works called the "
Tubukat-5-Akberee," and two works

called the " Tareekh-i-Budaonee." Of the former only that by Nazim-ood-

deen Ahmud, Bukshee has been quoted throughout these notes ;
and of the

latter that by Abdool Qadir Mulook Shah.. He himself calls the work
*' Moontukhub-oot-Tuwareekh ;" but this is the title of so very many works,

that 1 have preferred
" Tareekh-i-Budaonee," by which title the work is now

more generally known in Hindoostan. The other " Tareekh-i-Budaonee"
contains "a valuable history of Hindoostan by Abdool Ruzzak Mulook Shah

of Samarcund," which I have never had an opportunity of seeing. This

description of the work rests on the highly repectable authority of Dr. Lee :

(Preface to Ibn Batuta, p. xin.) yet I cannot help thinking he may possibly
have been mistaken; and what somewhat encourages the suspicion, is that

the next work he quotes is the "
Mutla-oos-Sadyn" by dbdool Ruzzak Ibn

Ishak of Samarcund, which title is perfectly correct. As the names so closely
resemble each other, and follow so closely, may we not suppose that Ruzzak
and Samarcund have been given to Dr. Lee's " Tareekh-i-Budaonee" by
some oversight, and that it may really be the same work which has been

occasionally cited in this supplement.
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BUCHHONTA, &^#?- siZT bachhonta

Distribution of an aggregate sum on several individuals.

(See BEHREE.) Upper Doab.

BUDAMEE, ^5"'^ ^7*ft badami.

A species of Rice. (See further under DHAK.)

BUDBACHA, &^>^ ^H^T^T badbacha

A false or fraudulent Bach or division. Dehli.

BUDEE, &> ^ badi

The dark half of the month, from full to new moon.

BUDHIA, ^^ 3Tn badhiya

A disease affecting Juwar, Bajra, Sugar Cane, and Indian

Corn, which prevents the head from shooting.

BUDNEE, ^ sf^'fi badnf

A contract by which the borrower gives a bond at high

interest, and in satisfaction of which he assigns his crops

valued far below the market price. It is called jBuddunnee in

the Glossary. The word is derived from Budna GJ.J to wager,
to agree.

BUGAR, ;l 3TR bagar
Pasture ground. Bundlecund.

Applied generally as synonymous with Bunjur.

bag'hel

Literally Tigers' whelps, from &b a tiger.

A branch of the Solunk,hee tribe of Eajpoots. They give
name to the large principality of Bug^helkjmnd^ or Rerva to

the South of Allahabad, and were formerly rulers of Guzerat

where some chieftains of this family are still to be found.

They acquired considerable influence during the time of Akber
who in his youth was for a long time a companion of Raja
Ram Bug,hel, and whose mother was indebted to him for pro-

tection during the troubles of Humayoon.
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In our own provinces we find Bug,hels in Bundlecund ;

Chibramow , Tit boa and T,huttea of Farruckabad ; (the Raja of

T,hutlea is a Bugjiel) in <SarA Sulempoor of Cawnpoor ;
Barak

and Arail of Allahabad ; Bhudoee of the Benares Raja's Do-

mains
; Sulempoor Mujhowlee of Goruckpoor ; and Sohagpoor.

The Bagjiel chief of Rerva, or Bhugel (for it appears to be

written in both ways) is the descendant of the famous Sirf

Tfaee t7z/e Singh, the ruler of Anhulwara Puttun from A. D.

1094 to 1145. His Court was visited by the Nubian Geo-

grapher, Edrisi, who distinctly states, that at the time of his

visit the chief adhered to the tenets of Budd,ha.

BUGSUREA, *&*} ^I9^T bagsariya

A small clan, of Rajpoots chiefly found in Kbbndoorkee and

Sirsee of Moradabad. It is also the appellation of a clan of

Canoujea Brahmins, of which there are a few families iu

Goruckpoor.

BUGUREE, .ev& 3ff$ bagari

A species of Rice cultivated chiefly in the province of

Benares. See DHAH".

BUHEE, ^t ^ bahi

An account book
;
a register ;

a ledger.

Thus, Buhee K,hata is the day book kept by merchants, and

Buhee Putrvaree, the village accountant's, or Putrvaree's, re-

gister.

BUHERA, *)&$ ^I^T babera

The Belleric Myrobalaa ( Termmalia bellerica, Roxb.)

BUHERYA, ^.fitf ^l^T baberiya

A clan of Rajpoots in G
t
hlsma of Jounpoor and in C'hunar.

BUHLEEM, f*^.% 3^St*T bahlim

This tribe has a few villages in Dasna, and Meerut.

They are Sheikhs, but do not rank high in the scale of respecta-

bility. Some of the sub-divisions of Rohilcund Bunjaras are

called Buhleem, and evidently derive their name from this tribe.
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BUHOKO, * ^t 1^ bahoro

The name given to the sloping pathway for bullocks draw-

ing a well
; especially that by which the bullocks return

towards the well. The more general word is Pueree.

Buhoro is chiefly used in the Central Doab ; but the origin

of the word can be traced, where Buhoro is unknown, in the

verbal root Buhbbr return, come back. Thus a man standing
at the well-head, amongst other ditties which he chants, as

well to soothe his toils as mark the time, will frequently say

*TT

Buhoorke le ao Bhaee mera Ram.*

That is
"
bring lack the bullocks," as the water bag is raised.

Hence Buhoro comes to signify the road by which the bullocks

are brought back. We trace it again in the common Hindee

word Buhuron " aain."

BUJEEDAR, ;l^r?^?- ^l^ bajidar

An agricultural servant in Rohllcund
;
who takes corn (beej

^i) as a recompense for his labour, in distinction to a Mihdar

who receives money. The latter is derived from Mihnut ox

labour, and might therefore apply equally to both.

BUJHWUT, ei^-gs:?
^*R3 bajhwat

Stalk without ear. Eastern Oudh.

BUKAR, <\& ^^ bakar

Amount fixed by the appraiser. See BAK.

* Ram is a mode of salutation and friendly address almost always used
during well irrigation. Hence the common proverb

Garee ke.e muskuree kooa Ram Ram.

In which a driver's rudeness and incivility are contrasted with (he

courtesy of the well- man.

Q
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BUKARA, !;U> ^^T^T bakara

Intelligence forwarded by word of mouth : from Bale ^
speech.

BUKEL, JA& cf%*T bakel

Twine made from the root of the Dhak tree. The word

chiefly used in the Eastern Provinces, not in the North-West.

BUK,HA, t^-O 3<T bak'ha

Grass kept for pasturage. Rohilcund.

BUK,HAR, $& <TOT^ bak'har

BUK,HAREE, \3<r4*} 3*RT bak'hari

A granary or store house. Khan Arzoo spells it
jUr?

BUK,HUR, )&\ ^^ bak'har

A kind of plough or bullock hoe in use in Bundlccund,

Saugor and Malwa. Its use has been fully described under

BAK,HTJE, but the more correct and usual pronounciation is

BUK,HTJK.

BUKHSHNAMA, &*U $+~* ^'JPUTT baklishnama

A deed of gift : from jii} share, portion, imparting, and

&x>0 a letter, a document.

BUKHSHEEAT, vi^U^s^ ^^n^lrl bakhshiat

The name of a division of the Jounpoor Sircar mentioned in

Regulation II. of 1795. This Pergunah no longer exists as a

separate division. Its former history and the derivation of its

name are very obscure ; apparently however the designation of

Bukhsheeat or Dehat Bukhsheeguree, prior to the Cession,

applied only to certain villages which were assigned to the

Bukhshee of the Eort at Jounpoor, for repairs and other

necessary expences, and it was not till after we got possession

of the country, that the Talookas of Soetjia, Kureearvun,
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Nonyee, and Bhadee, all of which are Peshkushee Mehals, were

included in the Purgunah called Bu/chsheeat. Under these

circumstances, there was no objection at the late settlement to

absorb the sub-division in the manner most convenient, and the

villages were accordingly distributed between G,hisbba, Huvelee,

Kurakut and Unlee Mahbbl.

BUKOLEE, <^fe ^^ bakoli

Name of a green Caterpillar destructive of rice crops.

BULAHUR, )&>&> v^m balahar

A low caste servant, a village guide or messenger. The

word is not generally in use to the East of Allahabad. In the

"
Ghuraeb-ool-Loghat" it is spelt f>*Tb Buladhur. The word is

probably derived from boolana^ to call, to summons ; just as

another village menial, the Douraha, is derived from dourna ^;;^

to run.

BULBHOG, \*3jQ&> ^WT balbhog

Taking possession by force of another's right. The word is

derived from the Sanscrit Bui ^T force, and Bhog ^T*T
posses-

sion, wealth, enjoyment.

BULD, jJk 3ra^ bald

Bullocks, horned cattle. The word is not in the Diction-

aries, though Buldea b&b is given as a cow-herd, a bullock

driver.

BULDEO, )?.^l> T5f^ baldeo

A Cow-herd : from the preceding word.

BULDIHAEE, Jfa>*b ^ECflt baldihai
*-

Compensation for pasture ground. Rohilcund.

It is usually called Burdyhee to the Eastward. See ANG.

BULESUR, )**& TO^ balesar

A sub-division of the GooJus tribe, q. v.

Q 2
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BULKUT, eiA^l) 3^3i balkat

Kent taken in advance. Loner Doab, Bundlecund and

Benares.

The word is also applied to the cutting of ears of corn with-

out going through the usual process of reaping. Kutaee is

likewise used in this sense in Benares.

From this word is derived the name of the old Mahomedan

tax Balkutee^ which used to be demanded on commencement of

reaping. The etymology is bal Jk an ear of corn, and katna &#

to cut.

BULOOA, ly* ^^T balua

Sandy. The word is used chiefly in Benares. See DORUS.

BULSOONDUR, ^xu*b ^^^ balsundar

The name of a kind of soil in Azimgurh. The origin of both

these words is Baloo f\> sand.

BUMEET,HA, ^b*! ^tel bamit'ha

A term applied to Ant hills in the Lonwr Doab. Bambhcc

^^. which is the correct word, is used in the North West, and

Bitjiuk in Eastern Oudh. Bumba means the spout ot a foun-

tain, and may be the origin of the word, as the Ant hills resem-

ble a jet d'eau both in their shape and numerous orifices. The

name is applied also generally to the hole or retreat of snakes,

as they are frequently found tenanting deserted Ant hills.

BUMHNEE, ^$*l ^^ bamhni

Light red soil. Eastern Oudh.

BUMHUNEA, ^J^-fr? ^f^HUT bamhania

A subdivision of the CACH,HEE tribe, q. v.

BUMHUNGOUR, )^^^i l*fi|
5'^ bamhangaur

See G-OUB EAJPOOT.
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BUMTELE, ^5^0-?
3*1 bamtele

The name of a Eajpoot tribe which preceded the present

Zumeendars of the Eastern portion of parts of the Central

Doab. They still remain in the original seats of their occupa-

tion, but are not held in high consideration.

BUNAFUR, )&w ^iTOFH[ banafar

A tribe of Yadoobunsee Rajpoots which is found in consi-

derable numbers in the Southern part of Oudh. There are

some also in Kurra of Allahabad ; in Nurwun, Huvelee, and

Kutehur of Benares ; in Gurra Mundla ; and in Bundlecund*

Their original seat is Mahoba, and they have acquired much ce-

lebrity from their clansmen, Ala and Oodul, whose desperate

bravery in their contests with Plrt^hee Raj forms the subject of

several well known ballads, and gives title to one of the sec-

tions of Chund's voluminous poem.

BUNBHANTA, ^^ A? ^W^T banbhanta

The wild egg plant. (Solanum Melongena.)

BUNCHUREE, i.S}^\' 3^fi banchari

A high jungle grass, the leaves of which are much like the

Jurvar. Wild elephants are very fond of this grass, which is

known also by the name of Buro.

BUNDA, '^ 5R7 banda

A grain Magazine above ground. Saugor.

BUNDBEHREE, .g^g&OJJ 3^5^! bandbehri

Statement of the amount of each money instalment or share

of a village. The word Bund is used in many other combina-

tions in the sense of statement, account, ledger ;
thus Bundbur-

dasht or Bundbutaee is a statement of the amount of each instal-

ment ingrain. Bund-hisab is an abstract account. Bundphan-
tah is a paper like the Bundbehree which shows the liabilities

of each sharer of a village. See K,HEWTJT.

* There is a tract in Fergunnah Chandla called after them Bunfari, or more

correctly Bunphari.
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BUNDHAN, ^SuX-o eR^lFl bandhan

A Pension.

BUNDHAN, lO^^J 3R9FI bandhan

BUNDHEA, UfcjiAj ^*IT3T bandhia

Baised earthen embankments for flooding lands. Bandh,

from Bandhna ixaoJb to bind, is in more general use. SMM

BUKDHWAS.

BUNDHAN, |)^U>XJ
3RHR bandhan

BUNDHOOR, ))ty**l ^Ig^ bandhur

Purchase of grain in advance of the harvest. Saugor.

BUNDHWAS, j**ty&-**:
^*rarei bandhwas

Land embanked all round, or in such manner as to retain

the water. It is also generally applied to level ground ;
un-

even ground being called Tagur, and when surrounded by
embankments Tagur Bundhea. Jubulpoor.

BUNDLEE, -5^-^ ^*^ft bandli

A species of Rohilcund Bice, called also Raeembonea and

Tilokchundhun. See DHAIST.

BUNDREE, <3)^-^ ^^f^ bandri
*

A grass which is found in fields of rice and Codo. It grows

to the height of about two feet, and has an ear, but produces

no grain. It is used as fodder for cattle.

BUNDTAL, JO'cXb Rc[r!T^I bandtal

Damming a water course for the purpose of irrigation.

BUNEEWAL, tMy^ ^ffal^f baniwal

One of the sub-divisions of the BHTJNGEE caste, q. v.

BUNGA, {&> ^H banga
Is the name given to the white kind of Surson (Sinapis di-

chotoma: Roxb : ). It is also applied locally to well-water,

slightly brackish. Central Doab.
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BUNGKA, (&> ^T bangka
An aquatic Beetle which eats rice plants. It is said to manu-

facture something like a boat from leaves, and to paddle it-

self along from plant to plant. It is harmless when the water

is let out from the field. It is also called Kutooa. Benares.

BUNGKEE, ^5*
*Wt bangki

A species of Rice cultivated in Benares. See DHAN.

BUNGKUTEYA, UX.o ^T^z^TH bangkataiya

See JTTWASA and BHUTKTJTETA.

BCJNGOUT,HA, l^XJj^j 3RTT3T bangaut'ha
Cowdun found in the forests. See BTJNKUKDA.

BUNGULEA, Ul,u JTTn bangalia

A species of rice cultivated in the Eastern part of these pro-

vinces. See DHAIS'.

BUNIIIAR, banihar

The word is used to signify a ploughman, or labourer, whose

services are paid in Bunnee, or in kind. Benares.

BUNJARA, s:- sRorfRT banjara

In addition to what is stated in the Printed Glossary, it may
be as well to mention that the word appears to be derived from

the Sanscrit Buny ^f^J^I a merchant, and not, as Shakspeare's

Dictionary tells us, from the Persian Birunjar f ^^ Rice

carrier
;
the word being of higher antiquity than (omitting

fabulous legends) the Indian connection with Persia. Thus, we

find mention of a cock fight in a Bunjara Camp in the story of

Ramati in the "Dasa Kumara Cheritra," written by Dandi a

predecessor of Calidasa, according to Colebrooke ("Introd. to

Hitopadesa"). It is to be confessed, however, that "Wilson

does not assign an earlier origin to this compilation than the

ninth century ("Journ. R. A. S." .No, ix. p. 135.) Never-
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theless, independent of this testimony, Bunjaras seem to be

clearly indicated, even by Arrian, as constituting one of the

classes ofIndian Society (Indie : xi.) We may therefore rest

assured, that we are not to look to Persia for the origin of

the name.

The Bunjaras of these provinces are not always wandering

merchants, but many are denizens of the long tract of country,

under the Northern hills from Goruckpoor to Hurdwar. Most of

those who are Mussulmans ascribe, like the Lodanahs of Cen-

tral India, their origin to Multan, or its neighbourhood, and

state that they were converted to Mahometanism by Shuhab-

bbd-deen Ghoree
;
but it is probable that, like the Multauies of

the Deccan and the Lodanahs, they did not leave their native

country till about the time of Nadir Shah's invasion. The

Hindoo Genealogical Records usually consider Bunjaras to be

Charuns, or bards, who have chosen a wandering life, and disre-

garded the literary accomplishments which are considered to be

their birthright. Their origin however, as the text says,

involved in great obscurity.

Those of Central and Western India, are doubtless usually

Charuns. The sacred character of their office inspires respect

among the lawless, but superstitious, people with whom they

have to deal, and grain and merchandize under their charge

are allowed to pass without question.

The original stock of Bunjaras mentioned above as living in

the Northern forests, have become much intermixed with other

classes, and men of all tribes are constantly deserting their

homes, and joining the Bunjara fraternity.

The mere names of their tribes are sufficient to show this.

The Tbbrkea Bunjaras are divided into 36 tribes Tomur,

Chouhan, Gehlote, Dilwaree, Ulwee, Kunotjiee, Boorkee, Doorkee,

Sheikh, Nutjiameer, Aghwan, Budun, Chakeeraha, Buhraree,

Pudur, Kuneeke, Ghuree, Chi^ndoul, Telee, Churk,hu, Dhitn-

gya, Dhunkeekya, Guddee, Gotuhnee, Teetur, Hindia, Raha,

Muroutjiya. K,hak,hura, Kureya, Buhleem, Bhuttee, Bundivaree,

Burgudda, Aleea and Khiljee. These assert that they came

originally from Multan, and left their newly chosen country ofmtry 01
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the Deccan under a leader called Robstum Khan,
* and first of

all took up their abode at Badlee Tanda near Moradabad, from

which they have gradually spread to Belaspoor, Richho, and the

neighbouring tracts. They are for the most part occupied as

carriers. See TOORK.

The Beyd Bunjaras came from Bhutneer under a leader called

Doalha. Of them there are eleven Gotes Jhuloee, Tundur,

Hutar, Kupahee, Dunderee, Kuchnee, Tureen, Dhorpahee, Keeree,

and Buhleem. Their occupations are more various than

those of the Tbbrkeas, as they are occasionally employed as

Doctors and Weavers. They are found in Pilibheet, Kant, and

in the neighbourhood of those places.

The Lubana Bunjaras have also eleven Gotes. They state

that they are descended from Gour Brahmins, and came in

Aurungzebe' s time from Runt,humbor. They engage almost

entirely in agricultural pursuits alone.

The Mooheree Bunjaras of the Northern Pergunahs ofBareilly

assert that they derive their name from Mecca, which one of

their Naeks. who had his tanda in the neighbourhood, assisted

Father Abraham in building ! Leaving Mecca, they came

and resided at Jhujjur, where their illustrious name became

corrupted from Meccaee into Mookeree. Their fabulous history is

not worth recording, but their names also betray a strange com-

pound of tribes, Mussulman and Hindoo Aghwan, Moghul,

K,hok,hura, Chouhan, Simlee-Chouhan, Chot,hya-Chouhan, Punj-

tufcya-Chouhan, Touhur, Kut,herya, Put,han, Tureen-Put,han,

Ghoree, Ghoreewal, Bunguroa, Kunt,hya, and Buhleem.

The Buhroop Bunjaras are for the most part Hindoos, and

lead a more wandering life than the Mussulmans. They are

divided into the tribes of Rat,horet Chouhan or Koorree, Powar,

Tomur, and Burtea. The origin of the four first is sufficiently

apparent from their names. The fifth is said to be derived

from a Gour Brahmin. Of these tribes again there are several

* They probably mean the famous Rddstum Khan, who held the Government
of Sumbhul for some time during the reign of Shahjehan. He was the founder
of Moradabad, which he originally called Rbbstumnugur ; but as that name gave
offence to the Emperor, he called it it after Prince Mddrad ; to whom, however,
he was subsequently opposed in the famous action in the Chumbvl, in A. D.
1658, in which he lost his life.
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ramifications. Of the Rat,hore there are four, Moochharec,

JBuhookee, Modrhawut, and Panot. Of the Moochharee there

are fifty-two divisions
;
of the Buhookee there are twenty-seven ;

of the Mobrhawut there are fifty-six ;
and of the Panot there

are twenty-three. The Chouhan, who have forty-two Gofes,

are unanimous in stating that they came from Mynpooree.
The Powars have twenty Gotes, and state that they came from

Dharanugur. The Tomur, Tuar, or Toree, have forty-two

Gotes, and state that they came from Dehli. The Burtea have

fifty-two Gotes. They claim Chlttore as their original s at.

The Buhroop Bunjaras, like all the other clans, intermarry, but

do not allow of any connexion between members of the sam3

Gote. They receive the daughters of Nuts in marriage, but do

not allow their own daughters to marry into Nut families
;
and

they have some curious customs at their marriages, which njed

not be detailed in this place. See further under NUT,

It is evident that the Buhroop Bunjaras \M.VG a close connec-

tion with those of the Deccan. In a paper in the "
Bombay

Literary Transactions," (Vol. I.) General Briggs divides them

into Chouhan, Ratjwre, Powar and Bhurtea. In a paper pub-

lished in the
" Journal Asiatic Society," (No. 145, for the

year 1844,) the last is omitted. It seems strange, where the

sub-divisions are, in the four cases mentioned in the Bombay
Transactions, identical, we should miss the fifth ( Tomur) who

form so large a clan of our Buhroop Bunjaras.

Before the predominance of the Rohilla Afghans, the juris-

diction of the Rohilcund Bunjaras was of great extension, and

in the middle of last century, they held a great portion of the

forest, as well as of the country to the South of it. But after

the defeat of Raja Hurnund by All Mahomed Khan, the per-

gunah of Pilibheel was wrested from Daispnt Bunjara by
Painda Khan, and added to the Jageer of Hajiz Rehmut.

The Bunjaras of Go?uckpoor used to commit extensive

depredations in that district, and were not put down till a

short time previous to the British accession, when they were

severely punished by Haja Surbajeet of Bans'i.

The turbulence of the Bunjaras has now been entirely sup-

pressed both in Goruckpoor and elsewhere, and they have
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become under our pacific rule, a quiet and well conducted

people. They now confine themselves principally to the occu-

pations of cattle graziers and carriers.

During the early part of the cold weather, many parties of

them visit the Northern and Eastern forests to graze their cat-

tle, and dispose of their cargoes of salt
;
and on their departure

in tho hot season load them with rice, turmeric, and other pro-

duce of those regions ;
and as they are distinguished for the

honesty of their mercantile transactions, their credit is consi-

derable. They usually take advances from a Native Merchant

to purchase the goods they require, and repay him by a bill

from the market where they are disposed of. Each community
has a chief or Naek, whom all implicitly obey, and trust in

all matters connected with their traffic and conduct. Through
him the city Merchants make their bargains, for the punctual

execution of which he is security. Any Bunjara committing

an offence against the tribe, or its head, in his public capacity,

is tried by Punchaet, and punished by fine or expulsion, as may
be thought proper. Their decisions, indeed, are said sometimes

to extend to the length of inflicting capital punishment, and

such may possibly have, till within the last few years, been the

case
; for the regions they visit are so remote, that they are

pretty secure of escaping detection.

BUNJIN, c)^' ^^ banjin

Lands close by the village.

Also, the name of a weed about three feet high, which

springs up w;th Khureef crops. It is much sought after by
Fukeers who practice Alchemy.

BUNK,HURA, tS^ $TO?T bank'hara

Lands on which Cotton has grown during the past season.

Central Doab.

The word is derived from bun, cotton, which, though very

commonly used in this sense, is not in the Dictionaries. It is

not improbable that it is so applied, because a field of cotton

bears resemblance to a bun^ or forest. Buroundha is more

R 2
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commonly used in the same sense as Bunk,hura, in Rohilcund

and the Upper Doab ; and Moodee, (perhaps from G5.j~* to cut,

to shave) in Dehli.

Kupseta is also very generally used for a field of cut cotton
;

^
from the Sanscrit Kurpas 3RmSL the cotton plant, or undressed

cotton
;
which is the origin perhaps of the Latin Carbasus, a

cloth, a curtain, a sail.

BUNKUNDA, tjkl/^>
^f^^T bankan

Cowdung found in a jungle or forest, and dried for fuel;

from Bun ^ a forest, and Kunda \&S cowdung. Bungout,ha is

also used in this sense. Urnee Kunda is likewise applied to

this useful article of Hindoo economy ;
from the Sanscrit "^IJIF

a forest. In Dehli this is corrupted into Rana, and coupled
with

L*j Gosa, i. e. a cake of cowdung. The familiar words

Oopla and Gobur are applied to that which is collected at home.

In Persian the distinction is observed of calling the former

Pachuk DUSHTEE
^Lit* t-<^-b from eiv!^ a forest, and the latter

Pachuk DUSTEE L~& uX from e^a a hand.

da

BUNKUR, >u. 3R5?^ bankar

Spontaneous produce of jungle or forest land, such as gums,
brush-wood, paunage,* cablish, honey, &c.&c. It is generally

supposed that the person who possesses the right of collecting

Bunkur, or any tax or cess in lieu of it, holds necessarily a

Zemindaree title in the ground which produces it. But this is

* Paunage, or pawnage, is applied properly to the mast of the woods ;

" Cablish signifies brush-wood according to the writers of the forest laws,
but Spelman thinks it more properly windfall-wood, because it was written

of old Cadibulum, from Cadere ; or if derived from the French Chabilist
it also must be windfall-wood." Tomkins' Law Dictionary.

It might have been added that, as this Cablish was the perquisite of the

keeper of the forest, it gives ris* to the familiar expression of Tailor's

Cabbage ; but as their Cablish admits of much latitude of interpretation,
it has now become almost synonymous with stolen property. Sartoribus

nemo Deorum veterutn preeest, cum ipsi sint furactssimi.
"
Papatus."
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an erroneous impression. The Sudder De-many Adatvlut have

ruled that the sale of Bunkur does not convey Zemindaree right.

One case is reported in which A. purchased, at a public sale,

a portion of a Zemindaree. B. purchased another portion,

besides the Buukur of the whole estate. The Sudder Dewany
Adarvlut ruled that the purchase made by B. conveyed to him

a right over all the forest timber of the entire estate, though

growing on the portion purchased by A. It was declared

however that the latter from his right in the soil was permitted

to clear away the trees, and to cultivate it
; proceeds of the

timber felled appertaining to B. (See
"

Reports,
"

Vol, II.

p. 105.)

It will be seen also at Section 9, Reg. I. of 1804, that the

British Government consider Bunkur as a thing altogether

distinct from Zemindaree.

BUNKUS, ***? S^W bankas

A grass used in making ropes.

BUNKUTEE, .**&** ^ffiH bankati

The right obtained by clearing jungle, and bringing it into

cultivation. Benares.

BUNNEE, ^> 33t banni

A portion of grain given to a labourer as remuneration for

his services. Benares.

BUNOTSURG, Ljy*uu^o ^Tfi^T banotsarg

Is the name given to the marriage ceremony performed in

honor of a newly planted Orchard, without which preliminary
observance it is not proper to partake of its fruit.

A man holding the Salikram personates the bridegroom,
and another holding the sacred Toolsee (Ocymum sanctum)

personates the bride. After burning a horn, or sacrificial fire,

the Officiating Brahmin puts the usual questions to the couple
about to be united. The bride then perambulates a small spot
marked out in the centre of the Orchard. Proceeding from

the South towards the West, she makes the circuit three times,
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followed at a short distance by the bridegroom holding in his

hand a strip of her chndder or garment. After this the bride-

groom takes precedence making his three circuits, and followed

in like manner by his bride. The ceremony concludes with the

usual offerings.

The word is derived from the Sanscrit ^^ bun, a forest, a

grove, and 3r|gTJ ootsurg, abandoning, resigning, a donation,

a presentation of any thing promised to a God or Brahmin with

suitable ceremonies. (Wilson's Sanscrit Dictionary, p. 144.)

Thus also Brik-hotsurg* fsf%lrT^T[ is applied to the ceremony
of marriage performed in the name of the bullock which is

abandoned to the wide world on the eleventh day of mourning
for a near relative, and which infests our streets and high roads

under the name of Bijar, Sanr, and Brahminee Bull. See

JULOTSUEG.

BUNS, **> ^^ bans

Lineage ;
race

; family.

BUNSA, ^*^> 3R9T bansa

A grass which grows in fields of Rice and Oord. It is given

as fodder to cattle.

BUNSEE, ***^ ^ bansi

A kind of Wheat with blackish ears. Hoshungabad.

* Brih,h means a Bull; the Zodiacal sign of Taurus. It may be ques-
tioned if English Farmers do not retain the word in Broc, which, though the

vulgar name ot a badger, is still in many parts of England applied to draught
oxen: and so Chaucer usts it-

They saw a cart, that charged was with hay,
The which a carter drove forth on his way:

Depe was the way, for which the carte stode
;

The carter smote and cryde as he were wode,
Heit Scot .' heit Broh ! what spare ye for the stones ?

The Fend, quoth he, you fetch, body and bcnes.
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BUNTURIA, &?.)^?
3^Tin bantaria

A class of wood rangers, or verderers, in the Northern

Pergunahs of Goruckpoor, holding about 20,000 acres granted

by the Native Government in lieu of Police services. As the

services are no longer performed, the lands have been resumed,

and settled at very esisy rates with the occupant Bunturias.

9 *

BUPUNS, ^^v- ^^ bapans

Father's share Benares and Eastern Oudh.

Bnpoutee is more usual in the N. Wesl and Bundlecund.

The word is derived from Bap ^-b a father, and Uns <j^\

right, division, share.

BUQAYA, klH> 33irziT bakaya

Old balances of Kevenue
; plural of the Arabic Bdqee ^&>

an arrear, a residue.

BUR, J>
^ bar

The Banian tree. The large Bengal or Indian Fig tree.

(Ficus Indica). It is commonly known also as the Burgut

In Sanscrit the word is spelt

BURABHAO, j^ty ^WT^ barabhao

A kind of appraisement. Literally, a high price, from Bura

\y large, and Bhao ;W? rate. The term is used in distinction

to the Ahjileej ha bhao in which when money is borrowed by a

cultivator, he agrees to re-pay it in corn, with the oop or

interest, at the price prevailing on the day of Akjiteej. (See

AK,HTEEJ.) The Grain merchant can scarcely ever lose under

this engagement, as in consequence of the season of the year,

the average necessarily ranges high.

In borrowing money on Burabhao, the cultivator agrees to

re-pay it with interest at the highest rate of the whole season,

Suppose a man at the beginning of the season, when wheat is

selling at 20 seers per rupee, borrows 10 rupees on Burabhao,

at the rate of 5 seers oop ; and supposing corn subsequently at

any time during the season to range up to 25 seers, he will

have to pay 1 maund as interest, added to 6^ maunds principal,
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in all 7^ inaunds, having borrowed only a few months pr

vious what was equal to 5 maunds.

BURAHEE ^'- ^ barahi
,

A small species of Sugar cane. Saugor, Lower Doab, and

Bundelcund.

BURAR, yy> 3W barar

Tod says, (Annals of Eaj : Vol. I. p. 143). "Burrar is a

indefinite term for taxation, and is connected with the thing

taxed, as hulburrar, plough-tax"
An apportionment of Bhyachara Kists according to the

agreement of the village community. Generally, any division
;

bearing much the same meaning as Bach.

The word, though common in the Doab and "Western India,

is not found in Hindee Dictionaries.

BURAREE, - ^^ barari

A shareholder paying his portion of the Juma according to

the Burar.

BURAWOORD, ^)))i ^Tl^ barawurd

An estimate
; calculating ; casting up. From the Persain j>

above, and &*)} to bring.

BURBUN, ^.y\
3^1 barban

A North wind, according to Khan Arzoo. See DUNDWAEA.

BURDEE, cS^>-
^ bardi

Light stony soil. Burda is also so used. Saugor.

BUREHTA, ^?>J ^f^1 barehta

Land of the third quality ;
also a plot of ground on which

Sugar cane has been lately grown. Saugor. See EHUT-

KUTEYA.

BUREJ, ^.*? ^R^l barejJ * M * "

BUREJA, te$**)\
^^T bareja

A Betel garden.
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BURESIREE, uS >***->
baresiri

A tribe of inferior Jadon Rajpoots in Futtehabad, and Shum-

sabad of Agra.

BURGUN, ^f. ^if bargan

Partition ;
a share. Hoshungabad.

BURHA, l^y ^fT barha

A channel for the passage of water from a well to a field, or

from one field to another. To the Eastward it may be consi-

dered the smallest size of water course
;
the size in the as*

cending grade being indicated by the terms Burha, Nulket,

Nalee, Nurwa and Gool. But in the "West, Burha is by no

means a small water course. The word is probably derived

from Burhna &*>)>
* increase, though the usual mode of spell-

ing it is against that etymology.

A field in which cows are fed. A rope, or string ; especially

one by which a harrow is drawn, or one that is thrown over a

cart to keep the load from falling or getting injured.

In parts of Central and Upper Doab, Burha is the term

applied to the land of a Township which is farthest from the

homestead. Bar a is the nearest to the village ; Munjha be-

tween both.

BURHAEE, t5^>- ^^ barhai

A carpenter. There are usually said to be, as in many other

inferior tribes, seven sub-divisions. Their names are never

given accurately ;
but it is easy to ascertain that there are

many more than seven
;
even the list of the most conspicuous

exceeds that number, for among them are enumerated those of

Kookas, Mahbbr, Tank, K,hatee, Ooproutya, Bamun Burhaee or

Mut,hbbrea, Ojha Goitr, and Chumur Burhaee.

BURHAWUN, c)^> ^^SR barhawan

A round cake of cowdung placed on the top of a heap of

corn, to prevent the effects of an evil eye, and for good luck's

sake, in order that the corn (burhe) may increase. There is a

well known satirical couplet in ridicule of the practice.
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Jug bouraha trishna bibus bhoot pooj bhou len,

Burheenu burke Burharvunjun kisan ruch den.

" The world is mad, and for the sake of avarice will worship

devils, and will still put on the Burhawun, whether increase re-

sult from it or not."

The word is used chiefly to the East of dllahabad. To the

"Westward CHANK and CHHUTTOOK, q. v. are applied in the

same sense.

BURHEE, ^V)> barhi

Profits, a corruption of Burhoturee : from ^>;? to increase

BURHEA, ^J> "rfOTT barhia

The name of a Sugar Millstone, extracted from the Chunar

quarries.

BURHEYA, ^&J> ^OTT barhiya

The name of a species of pulse. Eastern Oudh.

A grain measure of one seer, and in some places of a seer

and a half. Saugor.

A small clan of Rajpoots of which we find a few in Secunder-

poor and Bhudaon of Azimgurh, and Sydpoor Bhittree of Gha-

zeepoor.

BURHOLIA, &*fy*>5*
sSl^RJl barholia

A "branch of the Bhrigubunsee* stock of Eajpoots, and the

chief proprietors of Burhoul in Benares, from the principal

town of which Pergunah they derive their name. They are

said to have come from Reingurh in Marrvar, and were on

their way to Juggernat,h, when their chief Nurotum Rae ac-

cepted service with the Seoree, or Cheroo, Raja. See CHEEOO.

* And therefore of the same illustrious lineage as Parasurama, who way

descended from Bhrign, one of the first Prajapatis or sons of Brahma. The;

BISEN Rajpoots also claim the same descent.
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The Raja rewarded him with several villages, in consequence

of being relieved from some dangerous illness by his skill. Rae

Nurotum was also authorised to raise troops for the expulsion

of the Rugbunsce Rajpoots, who ravaged the borders of the

Raja's territory. When the Raja died, Nurotum usurped the

chieftainship, and from that the Burholias have increased their

possessions, and still hold several villages in Mujknar, Huvelee,

Dhoos, Murvee, and Mehwaree. Raja Bulwund Singh's favourite

wife was a Burholia girl whom he seized in one of his forages,

and her influence was much exercised in advancing the interests

of her own tribe.

BURHOTURKE, \$j*^fl ^Sffift barhotari

See BTJBHEE.

BURKOOYAN, c>k>0- ^f^^ barkuiyan
A Kuchha well, i. e. one without a cylinder of masonry. E.

Oudh.

BURKULA, &1^> ^i*n barkala

An inferior clan of Rajpoots found in some of the Western
and Central Pergunahs of Bbblundshuhur.

BURMHOTUR, &* ^"1^ barmhotar

A free grant given to Brahmins for religious purposes.

BURO, )j> <W baro

The name of a high jungle grass. See BUTSTCHTJIIEE.

BURONK,HA, *&?;? ^[T^T baronk'ha

A kind of Sugar Cane with long thin joints.

BUROT,HEE, ^J- ^T^ barot'hi

A tribe of Aheers in the neighbourhood of Pyndhut in the

Mynpooree district. See AHEER.

BUROUNDHA, U)jJ^> qfoi baraundha
Cotton land, Rohilcund. See BUNK,HITEA.

s 2
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BUKRA, t)}> ^ barra

A rope ; especially that which is pulled on the fourteenth

of Kooar Sbbdee ; which day is known as the Banta Choudus,

The rope, which is made of the grass called

Mukra> is thicker than a man's arm
;
and that village party in

whose quarter the rope is broken, or by whom the rope is

pulled out of the hands of their antagonists, remain the cham-

pions during the ensuing year, and retain possession of the rope.

If during the next year, no other party succeed in breaking

the new rope, that also remains as their spoil, and so continues

till more successful competitors are found. The practice is ob-

served chiefly in the East of these Provinces, being unknown,

even by name, in the West.

I believe, that a custom of the same kind is observed during

Michaelmas at Ludlow in Shropshire.

BURROH, )?. sn? barroh

A name given to the Uplands in the Pergunah of Janibrast

i. e. the right bank of the Jumna, Zillah Etanah.

BURSANA, ULu^ S^n^T barsana

To winnow the grain ; literally, to cause to rain.

BURSODIA, \*y$ ^%^*n barsodia

BURSALIA, k^}> STOTfem barsalia

A servant engaged in cultivation, who contracts for one

year's service
;
from \jf. burns, a year.

BURTOOSH, J^> ^3^ bartush

Land sown with Sugar Cane, after a Eice crop. Rohilcund.

BURUT, ^>J *r^ barat

A disease which affects Eice crops.

A leathern girth, or large cable; especially one used for

drawing water by a poor, or large well bag.
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In the Dehli territory, Burut or Burit, is also used to signify

the G-overnment Juma, or a portion of it. See BHUEIT.

BURWAEK, L-^b>' ^^^ barwaek

A class of hereditary Chokeedars, introduced into the South

Eastern extremity of the BHABUH, q. v. for the purpose of

guarding and patrolling that inhospitable region. Nearer the

hills in the same direction, we have the Jooteal, who have been

introduced into that tract for the same purpose.

BURWAR, 3^3H barwar

The name given in the North "West to a class of people en-

gaged in cleaning and selling rice See DHTJNWTEA.

It is also the name of a tribe of Rajpoots in Munsoornugur

and Chiloopaa of Goruckpoor ; Sugree> G,hosee, Secunderpoor,

and Mohomedabad of Azlmgurh ; Khureed and Kopacheet of

Ghazeepore ; and Huvelee, Benares.

BUSEEKUT, UIAA*U> ^t^ri basikat

Inhabited
;
from Busna &~t to dwell-

BUSEET, ^^^^ W^( basit

The head manager in a village : the same as Muhetya or

MoJcuddum. Central Doab.

BUSEND, ^***J ^^ basend

An edible root which is found in Jheels.

In Rohilcund the word signifies a Khakrob, or sweeper.

BUSGIT, e^X***^ ^gftc? basgit

Homestead. Site of a village residence
;
from U*j to dwell.

The word is pure Hindee, but is chiefly used in Eastern Oudh,

Bundlecund, Loner Doab, and Benares.

BUSOOLEE, d?"* ^1^ basuli

. A small instrument for cutting. The diminutive of Busoola

an adze.
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BUSTUH, &"*> 5^T bastah

A cloth in which papers are bound up. A bundle of papers:

from the Persian &*** to bind.

T,
JDUSTOBUND, sXfc>y*tA***J 3^JT3R^ bastoband

An agreement. Settlement. The same as Bundobust. Prom

and (j&y both signifying to bind.

BUSWAREE, vS^b
4
**- ralT^t baswari

BUSOUR, M***- ^T^ basaur

A bamboo garden. Prom <j^k Or u-k a bamboo.

BUT, ei^ 33" bat

A partition ;
division. The root of Ux> to be divided

;
to twist.

BUTAEE, ^^ ^^]^ batai

Is derived from the word preceding, and signifies the same

as the Metayer system of Europe ;
but it includes not only the

literal Metayer i. e. "a moitie fruit," but the "tier franc," or

any share into which the crops may be divided. In poor lands

a Butaee of one-sixth only is not unfrequently the extent of the

Zemindar's demand.

Butaee Noascea is applied to a division which gives nine

shares to one party, and seven to another. Benares. See

HUEEEAKW.

BUTAR, ;U> ^^ batar

A tribe of Goojurs, who are considered to hold a Bamm
(L e. fifty-two villages) in Gungoh and Lukjmoutee in Zillah

Seharunpoor. There are many also in Bijnore on the opposite

side of the Granges.

BUTENT,H, &&**& ^^ batent'h

BUTUNEA, uu-^ 3CTTOT batania

Proprietor, or holder of a share. Central Doab. See above,

under BUT and BUTAEE.
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BUTES, J~^- g bates

A passage, a pathway. Butea lj& is in more general use in

the same sense. Both arc from the Sanscrit Bat GRg a road,

a highway.

BUT,HAN, ^^ ^311 bat'han

Pasture ground. From U^# to sit, to settle. Eastern

Oudh. See BYSUK
;
which is also similarly derived

; just as

4gist, that is, taking in and feeding the cattle of strangers in

the King's forest, is derived from the French giste, a bed or

resting place.

bat'hua

A herb which springs up with Rubbee crops, and in the

neighbourhood of water. It is sometimes cooked as a pot-herb

by the poorer classes. (Chenopodium Album.)

BUT,HYA, l3*> im bat'hya

See BITOUBA.

BuTNUN-BAD-BuTNUN, batnan-bad-batnan

Greneration after generation words frequently inserted in

grants, after the corresponding expression of Nusulua bad

Nusulun, to signify that the tenure is heritable by lineal

descendants in the male line. "Under the present interpretation

of the resumption laws, the expression is construed to convey

the right of perpetuity, without this restriction.

BUTOOREE, ) ^^ baturi

A name given in Benares to Chunce, or the small kind of

CHUNA
; q. v.
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BUTOLUN, cJ>
^T^ batolan

BUTORUN, cX)^- ^^R^ batoran

Gathering or collecting grain in one place at the time o

harvest, from ^)j butorna, to gather up.

BUTTA, &*> ^ZHI batta

Difference of exchange ; any thing extra
;
an extra allowance

;

discount on uncurrent or short weight coins : usually called

Batta. The word has been supposed to be a corruption of

Bhurta increase, but it is a pure Hindee vocable, and is more

usually applied to discount, than premium.

BUTUR, fo ^R batar

Land in a state fit for the plough. Saugor.

BUTWAR, ))}*>>
3Z3R batwar

A Customs or Police Officer stationed on a road.

A tax gatherer, who collects taxes in kind.

BUWADA, S^t^ 3f3T^ bawada

A herb somewhat like the Turmeric. It springs up in the

rains, and is sometimes sown, as it is considered a specific in

Rheumatism.

BUWERA, **>-> ^^ bawera

Sowing. See BOAEA and BOWAEE.

BYA, U> ISTT baya

A person appointed in bazars to measure grain. The word

is principally used in the Lower Doab and Bundlecund.

BYAEE, ^5^- ^^ bayai

Weighman's perquisite ;
from the preceding word.

BYB, 4-^ ^ ba.ib

Afar off at a distance. Bundlecund.
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BYDAR, ;'>*# *j* baidar

A proprietor by purchase ;
from the Arabic ^ commerce

selling. Hence Bynama, a deed of sale.

BYBILWUFADAR, baibilwafadar

A person having the possession and usufruct of a property
on its conditional sale to him

;
the stipulation being that if a

sum of money borrowed from him be not repaid by a fixed

period, the sale shall become absolute
;
from # sale, and

^; performance of a promise.

BYGAR, ){&*> *IH baigar

One of the names by which the K,hurrvar tribe are known,

Affecting also a Rajpoot lineage, they fre juently call themselves

Benbuns. See K,HUEWAE.

BYJILA, $ls? ft^n baijila

A species of black pulse. E. Oudh.

BYK,HUT, &*$->:> ^^ baik'hat

Sale. Eastern Oudh and Benares.

BYNSEE, ^W. ^^ bainsi

A subdivision of the GTOOJUE tribe, q. v.

BYSUK, L-<M*^ IgsR baisak

A spot in a jungle to which cattle are sent out to graze.
Debit.

It is elsewhere called K,huruk (a cowshed) and But,han.
See Bi7T,HAN.

The word is also applied, generally, to old and worn out
animals.

T
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C

CABUR, 3^ cabar

The second description of the Mar, or black soil of Bundle-

cund.

CACHHEE, ^5-6^^ *$ cachhi
*

A tribe of industrious cultivators extending throughout the

greater part of Hindoost,han. They are much employed in

market and flower gardens. Those of the North Western

Provinces assert that they have, like the Cbbrmees and Chu-

mars, seven sub-divisions, which are generally enumerated as

the Canoujea, Hardeeha, Singrourea Jumunpoorea, Bumhunea or

Mug,hya, Juret,ha and Cuchhwaka. These tribes do not eat

together or intermarry. The Canoujea are considered to rank

the highest of the seven
;
the Cuchhwaha the lowest. By the

Cuchhwahas themselves this relative rank is reversed.

The Canoujea extend from about Canouj to Benares. The

Hurdeeha are chiefly in Eastern Oudh and Beiswara, the Sing-

rourea in the South West corner of Oudh, the Jumunpoorea
in Benoudha, the Bumhunea and Juret,ha in Behar, and the

Cuchhwaha are chiefly found to the Westward, as in Birj and

Jyepoor.

There are, however, other Cachhees besides these, such as

the Dhukolea, Suksena, and Suchan : in short, like the Cbbr-

mees, Cachhees seldom coincide in the names of their seven

sub-divisions ;
and it is evident that that definite number does

not exist. See CTJCHHWABA, KOEEEE, MOBAO.

CANOUJEA &=*-^ 3%ftfln kanaujia

This is the name of a sub-division of several tribes in the

North West, who trace their origin from the ancient city of

Canouj ; (See COORMEE and CACHHEE) : but, taken by itself,

it is more especially applied to a large and influential clan of

the Brahminical order.
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Of Brahmins thore are ten well-known sub-divisions, of which

5 are GWr, and 5 Dravira. Of the 5 Gour, Canoujea is one,

and may also be considered the most numerous
;
as it extends

from the Servalik Hills to the Nerbudda, and the Bay of Ben-

gal. The sub-divisions of the Canoujeas are fivt<. Canoujea

proper, Surwura, Sunadh or Sunoudha, Jijhotea. and Bhoonhar.

These Canoujeas again, according to the statement in the

" Tumbeeh-ool-Jahileen," are sub-divided into 16 denomina-

tions, of which most, as in the other Brahmin classes, are

derived from the occupations and abilities which each was

supposed to posses. The sixteen name sare here repeated from

the same work Gurg, Goutum, Sandel, Pande, Deechhut,

Patuk,h, Sbbkbbl Dbbbe, Tewaree, Choube, Arvust^hee, Tirbedee,

Bhuttacharj, Oopudhea, Bajpaee and Misr, of which the three

first are said to be far superior to the rest. There seems rea-

son to believe that the author is quite wrong in this classifica-

tion, and that his error partly arises from his confusing the

accounts of the Sarwureas and Canoujeas. The three first are

the chief amongst the Surwureas, but amongst the Canoujeas

are either of no importance, or not extant.

Amongst the Canoujeas the chief families are called the

K,hut kbbl, or six houses. There are, however, really, six and

a half chief houses, and their names and Gates ( Gotra) are as

follows :

1 2 3

Sandel Gate. Oopmun Gate. Bharadtvaj Gate.
Pursoo ka Misr, &c. Luk.hnow ka Bajpaee, Bala ka Sookool, &c.

Gurhwas ka Doobe,
Purbhakur ka Awuat-

hee, &c.456
Bhuradwaj Gole,* Kateayun or Viswamitra Gote. Kiisip Gote.

K.hor ka Pand, Manjganw ka Misr, Jehangecrabad ka Tewa-
Gurgason kaPande. &c. Soot hean ka Misr, &c. ree, &c.

Sakrint Gote.

Nubhele ka S66k661, Futtoohabadee. &c.

* Professor Wilson in a note to the Uttata Rama Cheritra observes that
the acounts of Bharadwaja are rather obscure. " In some places he is called
the son of f'rihaspali, and in the Uarivans is said to have been adopted b v
Bharata, as King of Pratisthana. In the Ramiiyana, Bharadwaja appears as

T 2
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The divisons below these are almost endless, and few Canon-

jeas can ever be got to enumerate them. It may be sufficient

to remark that these 6 houses, or the K,hutkool, are of much

greater consequence than the rest, and receive from them daugh-
ters in marriage : but do not allow their own daughters to mar-

ry, except in one of the KJmtkbbl tribes. The honor of an

alliance with these privileged classes is so great, that like the

Kbbleens of Bengal, some of them have as many as twenty or

twenty-five wives.

The equally intricate divisions of the Surwureas will be
noticed in their proper place, but it may be as well to mention

here that amongst them are included the Sumaluk,hee, who are

said to have been made Brahmins by Raja Ram Bug,hel, when
he was in a hurry to make a iacrifice, but as he could not per-
form it without assembing a lac and a quarter of Brahmins, he

a sage residing at Prayaga, or Allahabad, where a temple dedicated to him
still exists on the high bank of the Ganges. In the Mahdbtidrat, he i

described as residing at Haridwar, and the father of Drona the military

preceptor of the Pundava and Kaurava princes. He is also the parent of

drundhati, the wife of Fasishtha." May not this obscurity be cleared up by
supposing, as the above eenealogy purports, that there are two saints of nearly
the same name, Bharadivaja and Bhuradwaja? The Canoujeas certainly

acknowledge the distinction, and this kind of evidence being founded on
immemorial tradition and usage in respect to intermarriages, is not to be

slighted.

In Sanscrit the long A indicates descent : as Sdgara from Sagara ; Bhdgira-
thee from Bhagiratha. In the same way Drona, the son of Bhuradwaj, is called

Bhdradwaj in the Mahdbhdrata. (See page 3 of " Johnson's Selections,"
"
Wilkins' Sanscrit Grammar," page 494, and Langlois'

"
Harivansa," pp. 70,.

71. 145.) But that cannot be the relationship existing between these two per-
sons

; because, if they had been father and son, the son could not have estab-

lished a separate Gote, being already of the Gofe of his father himself the child

of two fathers (see
" Vishnu Purana" p. 449). The " Prubur Munjuree" ap-

pears to explain the difficulty, Bhuradwaj, the father, established no Gote, but

his son Bharadwaj did and the Bhuradwaj, whose Gote we now have, was the

son of Ungira. See also the "
Nirnye Sindh," (<;hap. iii.) in which the " Pru-

bur Munjuree" is quoted.

Again, in Vol. II. p. 12, of the Hindu Theatre, Professor Wilson says,
"

it

is asserted that thirteen Gotras or families of Brahmins own their origin to as

many divine sages called after their name. Kasyapa (Kusip) is one of the

number. The AswalayaTna Sutra of the Rig Veda contains the enumeration of

the Gotras, and their sub-divisions, but in a very involved and unintelligible

style. The popular enumeration of them, however, is not uncommon
;

but it

is nearlyt if not tvholly, confined to the South of India, where several of the re-

puted representatives of these tribes yet exist."

He again says at p. 3, of his notes to
" Johnson's Extracts from the Mahdb-

hdrata," that in the South of India Brahmans are still found pretending to be

sprung from some of the patriarcha
1 families. Do not these statements require

qualification,
with reference to the Gotras of the Canoujeas given above?
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collected people from all classes and parts, and invested them

with the Jnneoo, or sacred thread. Others say that Manik

Chund, the brother of the famous Jye Chund Itat,hore^ others,

that one of the ffurneyt Rajas, others, that the redoubtable

Ram Chunder himself was the manufacturer. However this

may be, they rank very low in the scale of Brahmins.

The Canoujeas are found chiefly in the Central Doab, where

many, particularly in Etawa, are possessed of Zumeendarees.

They extend also into Koonch and the Western portion of

British Bundlecund, and into Beisrvara in the Oudh Territory.

The Sunoudhas, or Sunadhs as they are more familiarly call-

ed, touch the Canoujeas on the North-West, extending over

Central Rohilcund, and part of the Upper and Central Doab,

from Pilibheet to Grvalior.

The boundary line (which has been delineated on a small

map) runs from the North-West angle of Rampoor, through

Richa, Jehanabad, Nuwabgunge, Bareilly, Fureedpoor, to the

Ramgunga ; thence through Sulempoor and the borders of

Mehrabad ; thence down the Granges to the borders of Canouj ;

thence up the Kaleenuddee to the Western border of Alipoor

Pattee, through Bhoeegaon, Soj, Etawa, Beebamow, and down

the Jumna to the junction of the Chumbul. Instances of

course occur of occupation by either party on the other line,

but they are very rare.

On the North-West the Sunadh are met by the Gour Brah-

mins, whose boundary line is also sufficiently definite to admit

of description. It runs through the Rampoor territory as far

as the Ramgunga, thence through Serowlee, Seondara, Nerow-

lee, Buhjoee. Rujpoora, Dubhaee, and the Western borders of

Coel, Chundous, Noh Jheel, and Kosee.

The whole of the British territory to the Westward of this

line is in their occupation. It might have been expected, that

a great portion of this would have been occupied by Sirsootee

Brahmins, but they are not to be found in any numbers, except

in a small tract on the borders of Rampoor.

The Jijhoteas commence only in the South-West portion of

Budousa, and thence extend Southward and Westward.

The Surwureas, including the Bhoonhars, touch the Ca-
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noujeas on the East, extending from Bahraitch in Oudh, through

the Pergunahs of Kotila, Hutgaon, Ekdulla, Oogasee, Dursenda,

and Budousa
t
to the hills of Bundlecund..

The name of Surrvurea is an abbreviation of Surjooparea* or

people living in Surwar, i. e. the other side of the Surjoo, or

Gogra. Surnar is pretty nearly comprised within the limits

of the present district of Gorukpoor. They say that they of-

fended the great Ram Chunder, because they would not officiate

at a Jug which he wished to perform without divesting himself

of his arms. They refused, as this was contrary to the Shasters.

The Sunoudhas however were not so scrupulous, and satisfied

his desires. He subsequently respected the independence of

the Surwureas, and promised to give them as much land for their

residence as the flight of his arrow would cover. The hero drew

his bow on the banks of the Surjoo, and the arrow, as is devout-

ly believed, sped as far as the Turaee. Hence that country was

assigned to them, and from it they derive their name.

It is strange that a somewhat similar legend is told respect-

ing the location of Brahmins and other Colonists in Malabar.

The traditions of the Peninsula relate that Parasurama stood

on the promontory of Dilli, compelled the ocean to retire, and

shot his arrow over the site of Kerala or Malabar, and present-

ed the new territory to the Colonists whom he invited from the

North, and thus, to the present day, the Brahmins of Malabar

p.nd Canara are mostly of the five Northern nations. (" Catal.

of the Mackenzie Collection"). See JIJHOTEA, SUBWUBEA,
SUNADH, BHOONHAE, and G-OUB, BRAHMIN.

CAS, ^tf ^m cas

Saccharum Spontaneum. A grass which is found in every

part of the Upper Provinces. Its existence is generally consi-

dered to be indicative of extreme poverty of soil, but this is not

* In the Jatimala given in " Price's Hindee Selections," Canoujea Brahmins
are divided into four clans namely, Surwurea, Surjooparea Jijhotea, and Sun-
oudha. But it is surely a mistake to divide the Suiwurea from the Surjooparea.
Perhaps by the former is meant the Canoujea proper, for of this, the most im-
portant subdivision, no mention is made ; but the Canoujeas would be very
loath to acknowledge such a title.
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always the case, It particularly affects soils which have been

allowed to remain long untilled, and as its roots strike deep it

is very difficult to eradicate.

J[n the Sau^or territory it is said to grow in great abundance

on lands which have been exhausted by over-cropping ;
it is

also said that when the weed rots and disappears, it denotes

that the soil has gained heart again, and is fit for cultivation
;

that it is stronger in proportion as the lands are richer
;
and

that the strongest disappears in fourteen years.

Cas, however, is not altogether useless
;
it is sometimes ap-

plied as a thatch, is in much demand for twine
;
and elephants,

horses, and horned cattle do not object to it as fodder.

The grass grows from three to fifteen feet high, and it flowers

in great profusion after the rains. The base of the flowers is

surrounded with a bright silvery fleece, which whitens the

neighbouring fields so much as frequently to resemble a fall of

snow. It is hence frequently called in aid by the Hindoo Poets :

" Like Siva's ashen whiteness, autumn bears

The budding grass, and like the foul hide wears

The dun clouds, &c."

Mudra Rdkshasa, p. 196.

The word is more generally pronounced Cans, with a nasal n

as the penultimate letter
;
but it is correctly Cas, as in Cas-

gunge. The familiar couplet, in which the hunger and avarice

of Brahmins are sportively alluded to, shows the correct pro-

nunciation as well as the season of its flowering.

Aye kunagut phoole Cas

Bamhun buet,he choolhe pas.

"The time (Kooar) for performing the ceremony in honor of

deceased ancestors has arrived, the Cas is in flower, and

Brahmins surround the fire place."

CASHTKAR, XjCtf ^TO^ cashtcar

A cultivator. This is a Persian word
;
the Hindee Kisan is

in more general use.
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CASTE,

The Printed Glossary says, "a word employed by Europeans

to express the sub-divisions of the different Hindoo tribes,

although properly it has only reference to one, the Kayestha or

writer division." This surely is a very fanciful origin to assign

to the name. It is more probably derived from the Portuguese

word Casta, signifying race, lineage.

Caste is by no means exclusively an Anglo-Indian word. It

has a place, I believe, in the early copies of Johnson's Dic-

tionary, and an old authority is given for its use
;
but it appears

to be excluded from the later editions.

CHAHEE, ^^ ^T*P chahi

Lands irrigated from wells
;
from the Persian Chah sU- a well.

CHAHIL, J&^ ^if^f chahil

Chahil, or Chahira, is the name of a tribe of Rajpoots of

which the greater part is now converted to Mahometanism.

There are a few in the Hissar district and on the borders of

Bikaneer. A peculiar intrest attaches to them from their

connexion with Goga Chouhan, whose wife, Sireal, was the

daughter of Sinja, the Chahil, Baja of Sirsa Putun. The memo-

ry ofthis relationship is still preserved by the Chahil tribe being

the exclusive managers of the Saint's tomb.

According to some authorities the Chahil^ ranks as one of

the thirty-six B/oyal Eaces
;
but the distinction is not usually

conceded to them. See GOGA PEER.

CHAK, ^^ **m chak

A wheel. Especially applied amongst cultivators to the

Pulley over which the Lao passes ;
called Bhon in Dehli

;

Chuhlee and Churk,hee in Rohilcund, Gurree and Gureelee in the

Doab
;
and Girra and Guraree in Benares and Bundlecund.

But these four last terms are only applied if the wheel is form-

ed out of one block of wood.

Chak means also a mill
; rings of earth for forming a well

;

a vessel in which Sugar is manufactured, after being transferr-

ed from the Chasnee or Kurahee. See BEL.
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CHAKUREE, /^ ^m^ chakari

Grant for personal services in the village ;
from Chakur p*.

a servant.

CHANCHUREE 3)^ {^ ^^ chanchari
**

The meaning of the word is explained under BIIOOLEEE.

CHAN DA, SuSJU. ^T^T chanda

A common station of the Revenue Survey.

CHANDUM, f^^- ^37* chandam

There are some Rajpoots of this clan in Allahabad and

Jounpoor.

CHANK, *-&^- ^^ chank

Chank, or Chanka, is a stamp fixed on a stack or heap of

grain, called also Chhapa, ;
from Chhapna Ubtga- to print.

The Chank is cut on wood, and impressed on a cake of moist

earth, called the Burkut kee mittee. The legend engraved

upoii it generally consists of such words as ob fi* uxjjxp Akbut

bu khyr bad, or
^-XxjlL* ^ cA**} Eman ^ee sulamutee, to imply

that the honor of the parties to whose care the corn is entrusted

is appealed to against any dishonest alienation of it. The

seal is then placed on the sides of the heap, never as in the

CHHTJTTOOK, q. v., on the top, lest the increase of corn may be

thereby prevented. The Chank is only impressed where

Butaee tenures prevail, and only on heaps which are to be

divided, or, having been divided, are left under charge of only

one of the parties.

Another meaning of CJiank is given under the articles

CHHUTTOOE and BUEHAWUN.

Chank is also the name of the ceremony which is observed

in the threshing ground at the time of forming the winnowed

corn into a heap.

After the foundation has been laid as described in the article

AITGOUNGA, or according to any other mode in local use, and

after the heap has been raised about a foot, a man, standing

U
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with liis face to the North, takes the winnowing basket in his

right hand, his left haud being full of grain, and commencing
from the South, goes round from West to East,* and again ta

the South, pressing the basket against the bottom of the heap.

When the heap is raised to about three feet, each hand changes
its occupation, his left hand holds the basket, and his right

the grain, and he circumambulates the heap the contrary way,
from East to West, pressing the basket against it. When the

heap is raised about five feet, he changes hands again, and goes

through the same form as he did on the first occasion, pressing

the basket against the top of the heap. It is seldom that more

than three circuits are made, but if the heap is very high, as.

many as five, or even six, are made.

Sometimes the Chank is not performed till the entire heap is

made, when it is perambulated three times successively in tho

order above-mentioned.

Whenthe performer again reaches the South at the conclu.si >n

of his last circuit, he places the basket hefore him on the

ground, and joining the palms of his hands together, makes! u

low bow to the corn, exclaiming :

Seearvurh Parmeshurjce

Sy burkut deejiye,

or

Ann Deota Jee,

Suhes gbona hoojiye,

* A superstitious observance in the Highlands of Scotland bears a remote

resemblance to this. In an extract given in Brande's notes to May-Day
Customs we read.

" Baltein signifies the Fire of Baal. Bual or Bal is the only
word in Gaelic for a globe. This festival was probably in honor of the sun,
whose return, in this apparent annual course, they celebrated on account of his

having such a visible influence by his genial warmth on the productions of the

earth. That the Caledonians paid a superstitious respect to the sun, as was the
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or

Sahdcwun Gosaln hum ko tbbm raj beohur ke se bbrgin kuro,

or some other ejaculation, by which he hopes to obtain a

blessing on his corn.

This is the mode as it is practiced in the Upper Doab and

Dehll. In R"hilcund it is different. In the Northern parts of

that province, a man, holding nothing in the left hand, goes

from the South towards the West, then towards the North till

he reaches the Merh or pole : he then returns the same way,
and goes towards the East till he reaches the pole, and back

again to the South he then places the basket on the ground,
and makes the same obeisance, concluding with some pious

ejaculation. In the Southern portion of Rohilcund they

generally press their hands from bottom to top in six different

parts of the heap, and repeat each time the name of one of

the Chukrvurtee Rajas, such as Mandhata, Ben, Duleep, &c. &c.

In the Lower and Central Doab and Saugor, the ceremony

generally consists in making a circle witb cow dung or ashes

round the Ras and T
thapa at the same time, commencing form

the East, and going from South to West till the East point

is again reached
;

the operator taking care all the while to

hold his breath. Sometiraes the South is again reached by

practice among many other nations, is evident, not only by the sacrifice at

Baltein, or Beltane, but upon many other occasions. When a Highlander goes
to bathe, or to drink water out of a consecrated fountain, he must always
approach by going round the place from East to West on the South side, in
imitation of the apparent diurnal motion of the sun. This is called in Gaelic

going round the right, or the lucky way.
" And again, in " Martin 's History

of the Western Islands,"?. 116. "In this Island of Lewis, there was an
ancient custom to make a fiery circle about the houses, corn, cattle, &c.

belonging to to each particular family. A man carried fire in his right hand,
and went round, and it was called Dessil, from the right hand, which, in the
ancient language, is called Dess. There is another way of the Dessil, or

carrying fire round about women before they are churched, and about
children until they be christened, both of which are performed in the morning
and at night. They told me this fire round was an effectual means to preserve
both the mother and the infant from the power of evil spirits, who are ready
at such times to do mischief, and sometimes carry away the infants, and return
them poor meagre skeletons ; and these infants are said to have voracious

appetites, constantly craving for meat."

u 2
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going back again from the East, and thus a complete circle

is not formed. The part from the East to the South being

left, because from that part the presentations to the Brahmins

and Gods are taken and put aside. The same happens at the

Purkurma in worship, for a more obvious reason, that the

foot may not overstep the running water.

In most other places the ceremony of going round the T,hapa,
or heap formed for the village servants, is somewhat different.

The man goes from the South to the North, and back again,

not placing his foot anywhere on the Eastern side, because

that is the amun or fcand, which contains the refuse corn

belonging to the Chumars, which having fallen behind the

winnower, is of a very inferor quality.

The entire ceremony of Chank is gone through with the

utmost silence, which is to be observed till the grain is measured

and distributed. The reason is said to be that evil sprites

who " bootless make the breathless housewife churn,
"

injure

the corn if any talking takes place.

All these rites, ridiculous as they are, are devoutly supposed
to be efficacious for obtaining the advantages which it is their

aim and object to secure, and though from the influence of the

opinions of their utilitarian masters the common people are

getting gradually weaned from their credulity and superstition,

and these trifling observances begin to be less thought of than

they were a century ago, a long time yet will elapse before

they cease to be practised.

" Yet in the vulgar this weak humor's bred,
They'll sooner be with idle customs led,
Or fond opinions, such as they have store,
Than learn of reason or of virtue's lore."

G. Withers.

CHANTEE, ^5*^ ^^ chanti
*

Cesses levied from artizans and others
;
from Chantna UlxJ

to squeeze, to press.
'

!
S^*f "S

CHAONREE, (3^
'

^ chaunri

A police station
; usually the Kotwal's. Saugor.
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CHAP,

The refuse of the Jhurberec after the Pala is beaten from it.

Delhi and Upper Doab. See JIIUBBEREE.

CHAPRE, sS)^ ^Tq^ chapre

Cakes of Cow-dung. They are also known by the names of

Gobur, Oopla, Gosa, Doja, T,hepree and Chot.

CHARA, S;^> W chara

Truss, sheaf, grass, food.

CHASNEE, ^"^ ^i^ft chasni

A pan in which the juice of the Sugar cane is boiled. It is

much the same as the Kurahee, except that it is somewhat

larger. Prom the Chasnee it is transferred into the CHAK q. v.

It is probably a corruption of the Persian ^^^ flavour,

syrup.

CHAWUL, J^^ ^^ chawal

Undressed rice, but cleared of the husk.

CHEEBHUR, >&S$- ^^ chibhar

Land which remains long moist. Saugor.

CHEEHE, ^^ ^^ chfhe
*#

See G-OOJFE, of which tribe they form a sub-division.

CHEEK, i-*^- "^ chik

CHEEKUR >^^- ^^ chikar

Mud, slime. The name of Cheek is consequently given to

the turf or rushes on which the water pot of the Dhenhlee is

made to rest, when it is brought to the top of the well.

Parchha and Chilwaee are likewise so applied.

CHEEKUT, ^^^ ^t^3 chikat

CHIKTEE, ^ ^^ chikti

Clayey soil. Saugor.
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CIIEETA, W3$- WH cliita

The name of a creeping herb. It is used in medicine as a

cure for leprosy. (Plumbago Zeylonica).

CHEHRA, ^fv" ^^T cliehra

A descriptive roll of a servant : literally, a face.

CHENA, S-^VS- ^ chena

(Panicum Miliaceum.) (Panicum pilosum. Roxb.)

Chena, Cheena, or Chyna, for it seems to be known by any
of these names, is sown and reaped in the hot season, after

nearly all the Rubbee crops have been cut. It requires much

irrigation, and is a precarious crop ;
hence the saying :

Chena jee ka lena

Chouduh panee dena

Byar chute to na lena na dena.
" You may irrigate your Chena as much as you like, but a

blast will destroy it, and you get nothing for your pains."

CHENCH, *>V^ ^ chench

A herb which springs up in uncultivated places during the

rainy season. Its fruit is frequently called Jonk, from its re-

semblance to a leech.

CHEROO, ^>-^" ^ cherii

Cheroos appear to be the aborigines of Ghazeepoor, a part of

Goruclcpoor, the Southern portion of Benares and Mifzapoor,
and of Behar. They are sometimes said to be a branch of the

Bhurs.

There seems great reason to suppose that Cheroos are called

also Sivira, or Seoree
; though Buchanan is of opinion that the

two ace distinct, and that the Seorees subdued and expelled the
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Chcroos. At the same time, he considers the Coles and the

Cheroos to be the same, and even to be the ancestors of the

Eeis Eajpoots ; (" Eastern India," Vol. I., pp. 24. 406. 407. 457.

465. 466. 494. and Vol. II., pp. 345. 348. 372. 460.) but his

statements can rarelv be relied on, and are especially confused

when he has to deal with the abstruse subject of Indian

Ethnography.
It is, however, confessedly very difficult to trace the con-

nexion or difference between the aboriginal tribes of Bhurst

Cheroos, Seorees, and Coles, and to learn whether their occupa-

tion of the above-mentioned tracts was successive or synchron-

ous. As the Cheroos declare themselves to be descended from

the great Serpent, we may possibly have in them, the remnant

of the Nagbun&ce dynasty of Magadha. (See GrOUR TUGA.)

Remains of buildings attributed to them are found near

Buddha Gya, Sasram, and Ramgurh, and the images of biva and

Himbbman, which are found in them, indicate the prevalence

of the Hindoo religion.

They appear to have been expelled from their ancient abodes

by the Pramars of Bhojpoor, the Hyobuns of Hurdce, and the

Bhoonhars, not long perhaps before the first Mahometan inva-

sion, about which time there appears to have been a general

convulsionthroughout India, duringwhich several tribes acquired

their present possessions. The features of the Cheroos are

said (" Eastern India," I. 495) to mark them as belonging to

the aboriginal tribes of the Vindya mountains. They live

chiefly by cutting timber, collecting drugs, and killing game,
and though their numbers are reducd very low, they continue

to create a Eaja for every five or six houses, and invest him

with the Tiluk in due form.

"We do not read of Cheroos any where in history, except in the

life of the Emperor Shere Shah, who is stated to have ordered

out Kharvas Khun against Muharta, tli3 Cheroo, Zumeendar of

the districts of Behar. Thus far had the progress of the

Rajpoots compelled the aboriginal clan to emigrate ;
and the

.extravagant joy shewn by the Emperor at the conquest of

Muharta shews that the last effort of the Cheroos to maintain

their independence was sustained with considerable vigour.
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The present chief of Singrorvlee in Mirzapoor is said to be a

Cheroo, but he attempts to disguise his origin by the assumption
of the title of Benbuns. (See BYGAR and K,HURWAR.) Cheroos

are still found in the Southern parts of the Province ofBenares,

and in the fastnesses of Ramgurh.
It is probable that the limits assigned in the first paragraph

to the Cheroos are too narrow, for in the Central Doab a tradi-

tion is still preserved that the Rajpoots of that quarter expel-

led Cheroos. The Kayetjis also of Bhoegaon state, that their

predecessors were Chirars ;. and the Cheerahs, who are alluded

to in the Glossary as slaves in Etawah, are perhaps of the same

race
; unless, which is not improbable, this word has been

written by mistake for Chela. It would be highly interesting

to obtain any authentic memorials of this race, but it does not

at present appear that there is any likelihood of adding to our

information respecting this or any other aboriginal tribe.

It may not be out of place to hint the bare possibility that

in the Siviras, Seorees, and Cheroos we may have the descen-

Souras, dants of the ancient ,.* urasem. There is a passage in the

"Harivansa" worth transcribing. "From this race came the

Souraviras, and Sourasenas. The great King Sourasena has

given his name to the country over which he reigned'
'

(p. 158) .

And the following passage from a note by the translator is also

worthy of record, as shewing the connection between the coun-

tries of the Souviras and Sourasenas " Le Tara-tantra appelle

le Souvira le pire des pays, et le place a Test du Sourasena."

("Harivansa," p. 141.) But how does this Eastern position of

Souvira coincide with that which is assigned to it on the better

authority of Wilson ? See "Vishnu Purana," p. 177, and notes

to "Johnson's Selections from the Mahabharata," p. 65.

May it not be possible also that there may be some allusion

to the Seoree, where the Chouhan Raja describes the Soorji as

being to the Eastward of Chundelcund? See the "
Transactions

of the Eoy : As: Soc :" Vol. I., p. 260.

CHHAEE, ^/.^ ^ chhai
*.

A pad, to prevent laden bullocks from being galled.
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CHHAJ, c^ $T5| chhaj

A basket used in winnowing grain.

CHHAKNA, U^3> $Wrt chhakna

To clean the water of a well.

CHHAP, S^1^ $TO chhap

'A. stamp ; generally the Potdar's stamp.

In Dehli and the Upper Doab, it is the name applied to a

small bundle or heap ofthorns about a foot high. When large,

it is called K,HEWA J>ty* q. v.

CHHAPA, &A$fr ^ chhapa
The village seal used to impress grain with. See CHANK

and T,HAPA.
It also means the heap of refuse corn and chaff which is form-

ed in winnowing. In a heap of cleaned corn there is about

4 per cent. Chhapa. Also, a small heap of grain appropriated
to purposes of charity.

Chhapa is likewise in some places the name given to the

basket used for throwing water out of a pond, for the purpose
of irrigation. See BEEEE, BOKA, and DOUBEE.

CHHAR, 3%- 3*R chhar

A bank of a river
;
hence Chharchittee, a permit,- or pass,

over a river.

CHHEDA, '^S^ 3*3} chheda

A destructive little animal similar to the weevil (Calandra

Granaria) ;
from Chhed ii.^. a hole, the verbal root of Chhedna

to pierce. It is also the name of the disease which the corn

sustains when affected by the ravages of this animal.

CHHEEDA, t<-^33 *9^1 chhida

Thin, not close according to Shakspeare's Dictionary,
"
said

of a person or animal whose legs are much separated." But it

is also applied to cornfields, or plantations, in opposition to

G,huna ^f or G,hinka, ^H^ close, thick.

X
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CHHEEMEE, ^s+t&fr *3*ft chhitni
**

A pod, a legume;

CHHEENKA, ^3^ ^Ni chhinka

An ox muzzle. Dehli ; called Mookjia, Mooshka, and Jake

in Rohilcund and the Doab ; K,honta in Benares ; and Mooska

in Bundlecund. Also, a net for hanging pots, &c. (See JAB.)

CHHEENTA, ^#$- ^T chhmta

From Ckheentna K*&$- to sprinkle ;
a field in which Peas

and Linseed have been sown by broad-casting, while the Rice

crops are standing on the ground. When the Rice is cut,

these crops are left to grow, and harvested in the beginning of

Chyte. In Dehli, the term Chhanta is applied to throwing

more seed amongst a growing Eice crop.

The same word is employed in Goruckpoor to signify lands

in which seed has been scattered after a single ploughing ;

more particularly at the extremities of villages, with a view to-

secure possession.

CHHEEOOL, (J^-3^- ^^f chhiiil

A jungle tree
;
called also DHAK, q. v.

CHHEER, }^- ^ chhir

The lessee's own cultivation; corrupted from SEEB, q. v.

Saugor,

CHHEONA, ^j3^- ^^ chheona

To extract juice from a Tar tree,

CHHIKAEE, ^^^ ^^ chhikai

Bears the same meaning in Rohilcund as EAEIGHKHTITANA,

q. v. The word is perhaps derived from Chhinkwana

to cancel.

CHHILKA, &&#* ^^T chhilka

Bark, rind.
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CHHITOOA, '^ z^ chhitua

Sowing broad-cast : from Ch,heentna t^#*- to sprinkle.

Benares.

The usual words in the Doab, Rohilcund, and Dehli, are

Puberee, or Pubar phenk dcna, or Jel kurna. In Bundlecund it

is called Chheentub, from the same root Chheentna.

CHHITREE, ^^- chhitri

Said in Shakspeare's Dictionary to be " a small basket with-

out lid or handle," but it is more generally understood to be a

broken basket, or Dulea ; one nearly ineffective from being
worn out.

CHHOLA, &*#S- %\ chhola

Gram Saugor and Bundlecund. Also the title of the manO

who cuts the standing Sugar Cane. He strips off the leaves,

and lops off the head, which he receives as his perquisite, be-

sides about ten Canes per diem during the time he is employ-

ed. The name is derived from Chholna UJ;#?- to pare, to scrape.

CHHOLNEE, ^)&? M chholni

A scraper.

CHHOOT, ^^6^ fp^ chhiit

CHHOOTOUTEE, *$% ^^ chhutauti

Remissions, allowed either on the Beegjia or in Rupees, by

Malgoozars, after forming an estimate of a field. Also, gen-

erally any remission of Revenue by Government
;
from Chhoot-

na ^/t^ to be dismissed, to escape.

Chhoot, Chhoot Mafee, or Mobjraee, are terms specially ap-

plied in Benares to the reductions which have been made in

the assessment of 1197 Fuslee. Some of these have been

authorized by the Government but most of them have been

granted without any such authority. Some of those in the

former Category are alluded to in Sect. 22, Reg. II. of 1795.

x 2
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chhorchitthi

A deed of release, from Chhorna ^)r$$- to abandon, and

Chitt.hee ^&%- a note.

CHHOUR, ))$$- %H chhaur

A large stack of Jomar or Bajra collected for fodder, com-

prising several smaller stacks called Syee. In years of plenty

this is added to, till the village stock amounts to several hun-

dreds of maunds. Dehli.

In some districts, as in Rohilcund, this is known by the name

of GrUEEEE elsewhere by the name of Kbbndur and K,huruee.

See G-TJEEEE.

Chhour also means walking a boundary with a raw cowskin

on the head, under a solemn oath to decide correctly. Five

sticks are also held in the hand to imply that the arbitrator Is

the representative of the Punchayet.

The word is in use in the North "West. Moochhundurce

(which see) is used in Saugor and Rajpootana, and Dill in

Benares, in which latter province the Hurbuns Pooran is laid on

the head. See GOLA.

CHHUDAM, f^S- 53TT chhadam

Literally, six dams; equal to two dumrees. The proper
amount is six and a quarter dams, but by abbreviation it is

called Chhudam. See DUMBEE, ADHELA, and G-TINDA.

CHHUHKOOR, *^ $1^ chhahkur

Division of crops, where the Zumeendar gets only one-sixth.

E. Oudh.

CHHUKRA, '}*^- $^T chhakra

A carriage. It is built on the principle of a Buhlee, has no

sides like the Garee, bnt carries burdens on a sort of platform.

It is much used for the conveyance of Cotton, to which its

construction is well adapted. The names of some of its com-

ponent parts are Nusouree, Gorea, Toolawa, Akuree, Korha,

Phur, Shugoon, Ank, Tecf, Dantoa, Choukura, and Bichooa, the

uses of which it is needless to particularize. See GAEEE.
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CHHUTAO,

Clearing rice from the husk.

CHHUTREE,

chhatao

chhatri

A small ornamented pavilion, generally built over a place of

interment, or a Cenotaph in honor of a Hindoo chief.

CHHUTTOOR, >^^- 5jJ* chhattur

Is the name given to the covering placed on a heap of win-

nowed corn : from the Hindee Chhuttur f&$- an Umbrella,

Persian Chutr f-^-
It is known also by the names of BUB-

HAWUIT and CHANK, q. v. In Benares it is generally a mere

cake of cow-dung ; elsewhere, it is a shoot of grass, or a dry

stick of Arkur, with several (generally five) projecting twigs,

on each of which a small piece of cow-dung is placed, or a

flower of the Ak or Mudar (Asclepias gigantea). Sometimes

a spear is stuck in the ground, not on, but at the side of, the

heap ;
and sometimes an artificial flower is placed at a short

distance from the bottom of the heap.

The object in fixing the chhuttbor upon, or near, the corn, is

to prevent the effect of an evil eye, or the injury which is sure

to be sustained from the praises of any casual visitor, or any
"
eyebiter," as an Irishman would say. It is for this reason

that natives, when their children are sent out on a visit, always

place upon their cheek or forehead some black spot, as it is

considered to have the virtue of preventing the effects which

would be occasioned by any expression of admiration. The

general dissemination of this strange opinion is matter of con-

siderable surprize. That it was entertained among the ancients

is known to every reader of Virgil and Theocritus, and that it

is a prevalent opinion not only among the Scotch and Irish,

but with almost every other nation of the globe, is a matter of

common obseration. By the superstitious natives of this coun-

try the Chhuttbbr is devoutly believed to offer a sure remedy

against the disastrous effects of fascination. If his Ras or

heap be but surmounted with this fanciful emblem, the hus-

bandman may sleep secure
;
but as sure as he neglects it, should
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an evil eye fall upon the grain, it is infallibly gone, and he will

have to weep over the lost hopes of a year's labours.

Nam quocunque aciem horribilem intendisset, ibi omnes
Cernere erat subito afflatos languescere flores.**#*##*******
Spemque anni Agricolae mcesti flevere caducam.

Vida. JBombyc: II. 137.

CHIHEL, J-*^ ^ chihel

Wet oozy land
;
from Chihla &&- mud.

CHIK,HUR, >^ ^^ ehik'har

The husk of CHUNA, 5. 0.

chik,harwai

"Wages for weeding. E. Oudh ; called generally Niraee and

Noulaee elsewhere.

CHIKNAWUT, eL^a,. ^RTsre chikuawat

A clayey soil
;
from Chlkna ^a-

greasy, oily.

CHILLA, % ^^T chilla

A holy place where Fakeers abide
;
so called from the initia-

tory abstinence of 40 days (Chalees) which they undergo.

CHILWAEE, ^)^ ^^^^ chilwai
**

See an explanation of its meaning under CHEEK.

CHIMBOOR, }**$ ^^ chimbur

An inferior kind of grass which grows in the Bhuttee terri-

tory. It is perhaps the same as the Chuprooda of Huriana.

CHIN, ^*r
f^f chin

A kind of Sugar Cane. Upper Doab and Rohilcund. See

EEK,II.

CHIRCHIRA, . Xy^y*. ?T chircliira

Name of a medicinal plant (Achyranthes aspera) . Its ashes

alsa are used in washing linen. It is called also Cheechura,
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Chitirra and Sutjeera. In Sanscrit it is known by the name of
^

Apamarg "^ITTPT* There is a white and a red kind. The

former, if it is carried about the person, is firmly believed to

render one invulnerable, particularly against scorpions ;
and the

application of it to the part effected is as immediate and certain

a remedy as was the application of basil according to the classi-

cal writers : but whether those so healed feel themselves, like

Olearius, particularly affected ever after, whenever the Sun is

in Scorpio, is not said.

CHIRCHITTA, S^-}^ T chirchitta

The name of a grass which somewhat resembles young Bajra.

It produces an ear like that of the Kungnee ,J&$ (Panicum

Italicum), and its grain is about the size of a barley corn.

This plant also is said in Native Herbals to have secret virtue.

If any one will eat a chuttack of its grain, he will not feel the

pressure of hunger for twenty-one days. As the experiment is

easily made, and it is not a common practice to eat Chirchitta,

we may presume it is somewhat nauseous.

CHITT,HA, \&^- &Zt chitt'ha

A rough note. Servants' pay. A memorandum.

CHITT.HEE, ^^- f*3&t chitt'hi

A note
; paper containing an order or demand. From this

word are formed chitt,hee tulub, or tulub chittjieej meaning a

process or precept ;
a summons

;
from the Arabic v^ search

;

demand ;
and Chitnuvees, (written Chitnees in the printed Glos-

sary) a writer of notes or precepts : a Secretary ;
from the

Persian eP^ to write.

CHIWANA, W^. RI chiwana

A place for cremation ;
called also Chihaee and Chihanee.

These three are derived from Chaee, ashes. Murg t hut, Bhoee-

dugdha and Smusan, or Sumsan (in Benares) are also employ-

ed to signify the same.
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CHOEA, V.^%- CTT choya

A hole dug in the dry bed of a river, to get water. Also a

name commonly applied to rivulets.

CHOHA, ^)^ ^f1 choha

A small well. Both these words are derived from Choona

by*- to leak, to be filtered.

CHOKA, tf^r %^T choka

Bice. Saugor.

CHONDA, '^^ ^^ chonda

Kuchha wells where the water is near the surface. E. Oudh.

CHOOA, tr I^T chiia

Chooa, battoo, or marsa, forms one of the chief Khureef pro-

ducts of the hills. The flowers are of a fine red colour. It ia

supposed to be the Amaranthus oleraveus.

Chooa is also the siliqua, seed vessel, or pod of a pulse.

CHOOGAEE, ^^ l71 chugai
*

Pasturage ;
from chbbgna U^- to peck, to graze.

CHOOHRA, '>^$- IpF^l chiihra

The lowest caste of Village servants. They are known also

by the names Bhungee, Hulalkhor, and Khakrob ; (See BHTJN-

GEE) ;
but Choohra is the most usual term in villages. The head

of this tribe, as well as that of Chumars, is known by the title of

Mihtur, and receives perquisites under the name of Mihturaee ;

so that the word Mihtur, far from being contemptuous, as ia

usually supposed, is one of honour and dignity. In Persian

Mihtur f^ signifies a prince ; literally, greater, being the com-

parative of **>
great. In Sanscrit also Tfgrf^ signifies greater,

more a man of the fourth or servile tribe
;
from Tf55rT great,

with the affix of comparison :

"
perhaps." according to Wilson

(Sanscrit Diet : p. 648
?)

"
given in derision, or in comparison
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with the mixed tribes." The latter is more probable than the

former, but it appears more likely that the title was derived

from the fourth being more in number than the other three

tribes. Either way, both the Persian and Sanscrit terms

convey no dishonorable distinction.

CHOOKARA, ';*%" "3^T chukara

Customs duty. Saugor.

CHOOKOUTA, &J %- :f^T chukauta

Field rates of rent; money rate; from Chbbkana ^'^V to

settle, or complete.

CHOOKREE, &) * 3^" chukri

A fractional division of land. Gurhrval and Kumaon.

CHOOKUT, ^^^ ^^ chnkat

A settlement
;
from Chbbkana UU^. to settle. Dehli and

Upper Doab.

CIIOOLA, &')^ U*n chula

Choola, or Choolut, is a tribe of Tugas in Baghput ; so called

from their having come from Chooloo in Bikaneer ; which is

more commonly known as the mart of Chooroo on the Eastern

border of that territory.

CHOOLLEE, ,<1^ U^T chulli

The supports which are placed below stacks of straw, or

stores of grain : called by English Farmers, staddles. In some

places the ground is merely cleaned and elevated, and no sup-

ports are raised
;
it is then called G,hye.

CHOOLLOO, ^%- ^f chullu

The palm of the hand contracted for the purpose of hold-

ing water. Sometimes incorrectly pronounced Chulloo. See

AJOULEE and
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CHOON, c)^v" 1H chun

CHOONEE, L^^V" H^ chum
.

Plou% pulse coarsely ground.

CHOONGEE, ^^ W^ chungi

Illegal abstraction of handfuls of market produce. It ia

frequently, howerer, given voluntarily as a sort of rent for the

use of market conveniences, such as booths, sheds, &c.
;
and

in this sense is equivalent to the Bytuk of the Deccan and the

English Bord-half-penny.

Bhobngee is also sometimes given to Fukeers, Zumeendars,

or Bunias, for the establishment of new markets.

CHOONGUL, L^ T1^ chungal

A handful of any thing dry, as Chbblloo is of any thing

liquid. K,honch is used in the same sense. In Rohilcund,

Lup, or Luf, is as much as two hands joined can hold
;
but in

Benares, Dehli and the Doab, it means only one handful.* See

AJOTJLEE, CHOOLLOO.

CHOONTROO, j)^)^ 11 chuntru

Headman of a district in Dehra Boon.

CHOPNA, ^)^- ^^^ chopna
To throw water from a DOTJREE. q v. Oolchub dena is the

equivalent term in Bundlecund.

CHOT, ^)^- ^^ chot

An ingenious way adopted by shepherds and husbandmen of

folding a blanket or sheet into a covering for the head and

shoulders, making it nearly impervious to the rain. It is some-

what similar to the mode by which a Scotchman converts a

* It is strange that, in Scotch Luff, or Loof, signifies the hollow of the hand

(" Jamieson's Scottish Diet :") and hence is derived the term Love, familiar to

us in the scale of the Game of Whist, when the adversaries score none. It

originally meant that they have so many love (luff) i. e. so many in hand.
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plaid into a sleeved great coat. It also signifies the tying the

end of a blanket in a knot, and so placing it over the head,

which in some places is called G,hoonghee ; but that word is

generally otherwise applied. See G-,H:OONG,IIEE.

CHOU, )* ^T chau

A ploughshare. See HUL and HULTTS.

CHOUBACIIHA, 6g$.b %^[I^T chaubachha

A levy of Revenue on four things, under the ancient regime,

in the Dehli territory ; namely, pag, tag, koree, or koodee, and

poonchhee : i. e. pugree* a turban, tag^ a rag, or thread worn

by a child round its waist, Jcorce a hearth, and poochhce

animals' tails, as of buffaloes, bullocks, &c. The two first

correspond with the poll tax, the third with hearth money, or

the fumage of the Domesday Book, and the fourth with the

Hornegeld.

As tag may be considered to be included inpag, another tax

is substituted for it according to some authorities. Thus

pulkutee, a cess on the pala cuttings (See JHUEBEEEE) ;
or a

cess on, the darantee or sickle or on the k,hoorpa or grass-

scraper ;
but the insertion of tag is correct, for the tax upon

the pag, or men, was double of that upon the tag, or children.

CHOUBEESA, &***.o^.
T chaubisa

From Choubeefi, twenty-four ;
is a name applied to a tract of

country containing that number of villages in the occupation of

a particular tribe. There are several of them scattered over

our Provinces, but they may perhaps be considered more fre-

quent in the neighbourhood of Muttra than elsewhere. Thus,
we have within a circuit of about thirty miles round that city

* Called by our early travellers puckery. "To scold lustily and to pull one
another's puckerics or turbats off, being proverbially termed a banyan fight."
Fryer's Trav." Lett. ///., Chap. 3.

f In the Somersetshire dialect lacker is issued in the sense of a waxed
thread. "Maester, 'tis zaw cawld, I can't work with the tucker at all; I've
a brawk it ten times I'm shower ta da da vreaze zd hord." Farmer Bennet
an Jan Lide.

Y 2
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A Choubeesa of Jaes [Rajpoots.

A Choubeesa of Jadon Rajpoots.

A Choubeesa of Bar.hhul Rajpoots.

A Choubeesa of Cuchhivaha Rajpoots.

A Choubeesa of Jysrvar Rajpoots. See CHOUBASEE.

CHOUBE, ^)^ ^^ chaube
**

A class of Brahmins who originally received their names

from reading the four (chou) Feds, as Doobe was derived from

reading two, and Tribedee from reading three, of the Feds.

See CANOTJJJEA.

CHOUDHURAEE,^(^O^ %9Rlf ehaudharai

The jurisdiction of a Choudhuree, whose occupation has been

described in the Printed Glossary.

CHOUDHURAET, u^-ojytOj^. ^m^c? chaudharaet

A Choudhuree*'s fees of office.

CHOUGUDDA, X^?)^- ^T71f chaugadda
The place where the boundaries of four villages meet ;

called

by the Roman Agrimensorial writers "
Quadrifinium," or " Ter-

minus cRiadrifinalis." It is known also by the names of Chou-

hudda, Chousingha, Chouk
}
ha

}
Chouraha and Chompla.

CHOUHAN, c)^^v" ^ ]^ chauhan

This highly interesting tribe of Rajpoots trace their origin

from the neighbourhood of Sambhur and Ajmere. They have

many sub-divisions, such as the K,heechee, JVurban, Nicbbmb,

T,hoon, Bhudouria, Buchgotee,* Rajcoomar, Hara, Bil/c,liurea,

Chiryea, Bandhulgotee, &c. These are not all honored with

mention in the " Annals of Rajasthan," where, however, twenty-

four Sachce are enumerated, most of which are not at all known
in our N. W. Provinces.

Chouhans are very generally distributed throughout the dis-

tricts of these Provinces, but we find them in great numbers

* All Chvuhans are, in fact, Buchgotee, inasmuch as they are of the Golfa
of Buch.
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chiefly to the North and East of Seharunpoor, in Jehangecrabad,

Fyzabad, Sirsana, Bckut, Jowalapoor, and Sukrouduh. These

are now many of them converted to Mahornetanism. In K,hyr,

Chundous, Secundra Rao, Mahrera, and Moortjml of Aligurh.

In Rohilcund we find them in Ajaon, Ounla, Suneya, Sutasee,

Mundatvur, Chandpoor, Nugeena, Nehtour, Huldour, and the

Eastern Pergunahs of Bijnore. In Humeerpoor ; in Ruttunpoor

Bansee, Salempoor Mujhowlee, and Tilpoor of Goruckpoor ; in

Sugree and Bhudaon of Azimgurh ; and in the environs of

Dehli and Meemt. But the most important clans of the

Ch'mhan branch in these Provinces are those of the Central

Doab,in. Khundowlee ofAgra ; Luc'cnau, Janibrast, DeoleeJak,hun,

and the Huzoor Tehseel of Etawah ; in Akberpoor of Carvnpoor ;

and in Moostufabad, Gihror, Sonj, Etah, Kishnee-Nuleegunge,

and Bhoongaon in the district of Mynpooree. Of these the

most conspicuous are the families of Rajore, Pertapneer, Chukur-

nugur, and Muncliuna, the head of which latter is usually known

as the Raja of Mynpooree. These four families, as well as their

relatives, do not allow other Chouhansto associate with them on

terms of equality, being descended from the illustrious Pirt,hee

Raj, and therefore connected with the regal stem of Neemrana.*

Raja Sungut, the great grandson of Chahir Deo, the brother of

Plrthhee Raj, had twenty-one sons.f Of these twenty-one, the

These four houses have the title of Raja. The house of Sukrowlee in

Etawa has the title of Rana ;
and the houses of Jussohun and Kishnee have the

title of Rao. Thus, also, amongst the Bhudourias, besides the title of Raja,
we have that of Deewan, which is held by the house of Parna in Bah Punahut;
that of Chaond Raee, held by the house of Chitoulee in Atair ; and that of Rao
held by six different houses. The Mi/noo and Tusselee are altogether excluded
from those dignities, being of inferior quality, and contaminated, it is said,
with a little Mewatee blood in their veins.

j-
In Tod's Genealogical Table (Annals, Vol. TI., p. 451,) this number is

ascribed to Raja Lu/c,hunsi, the father of Sungut. He mentions also Nonud
Singh as the present chief of Neemrana. But this is a mistake, Nonud Singh,
who is still alive, was never chief; being the illegitimate child of Chunderbhan,
the grand-father of the present Raja, Bijye Singh, who is in the twenty-ninth
generation from Pirtjiee Raj, the last Hindoo King of Delhi, who died in

prison at Ghuzni.

The Mussulman historians say that Pirtjiee Raj was killed at the battle of
the Cuggur, or shortly afterwards ; but Chand, or rather his continuator, repre-
sents him as dying in captivity at Ghuzni ; and the Bard would gladly have
concealed so humiliating a fact, if he could. Several of our Chouhan sepoys,
after the capture of that Fortress, sought out, and professed to find, the Chhutree
of their ancestor, where they shewed their devotion to his memory by presenting
their humble offerings in honor of the Champion of their faith.
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youngest (as in the case of the sons of Dasaratjia, and of

Raja Sunkur in the Mahdbhdrata) -succeeded to the Guddee,

in consequence of an agreement to that effect made in his old

a^e, when he married a bride of the Touhur clan, and of the

house of Jeela Patun : the issue of this marriage were Lah and

Loure. Lah became Rao of Mundawar, and is now reckoned

the head of the clan. Loure became Raja of Neemrana, and

receives investiture from the Rao, who marks his superiority

by fixing on the Tiluk with his great toe, instead of with his

hand.

Lah Mundawur buetjiyo atjie Mungultvar,

Jo jo bueree sunchire so so gire mar,

is a common saying indicative of the superiority of Lah.

The other sons sought their fate and fortunes in different

parts. Two are said to have established principalities in the

Hills, one of which is now represented by the influential lords

of Jummoo ;
two went to Sonkra Sonkree : one to KJiyr ;

five to

Puchrvara ;
from one, the Seoram Jats are descended

;
from

another, the R,horo Aheers
;
and from another, it is said, the

vagabond BAOKEES, q. v.

Suhes Mul and Hursroo remained in the neighbourhood of

Neemrana. BeegJia Raj, the grandson of the former, establish-

ed the name of BEE G,IIOTO cEnifr^T </.
v. the latter that of

DnooNDHOTEE EJ Eft^t q,
v. The country of the descendants of

o
of Lah is known by the name of EAT,H ^3 7- All the Chou-

hans of this neighbourhood, and of similar descent, are known

by the name of Alunote.

The Mynpooree family are represented to be the descendants

in the direct line of Pcrtab Rbbdur, another son of Raja Sungut.
He

?
and some others of the same family, left their original seat
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nt Neemrana, and invited by the distractions of the Doab not

long after the Mahomedan ascendancy, founded the several

principalities of Pertapneer, Rajore, Sukeet, Chandrvar, Myn-

pooree, &c. &c. of which the last named is considered to rank

the highest.

These Chouhans of the Central Doab formed a sufficiently

strong confederacy to oppose frequently a successful resistance

to the imperial troops ;
and the principalities of Rapree and

Chandrvar on the Jumna, and Mynpooree Bhoongaon, are always

spoken of with respect, even by Mussulman historians.

In the reign of Buhhole Lodi, we find Race Pertap, Hakim

and Zumecndar* sufficiently strong to obtain the Govern-

ment of Mynpooree Bhoongaon ;f and his descendants appear
to have maintained for some time subsequent a show of inde-

pendence, which says much for the credit of their adroit

management ; for, during that period this part of the Doab was

constantly exposed to hostile incursions, and was the seat of

war for more than half a century, being on the borders of the

rival kingdoms of Dehli and Jounpoor.

To the East of the Rervah territory, and to the South of the

Kimoor range, between Sirgooja and Sohagpoor, there is a

district called Chouhankjiund, of which the occupants trace

their descent from the Mynpooree Chouhans, and the same origin

is asserted by the Chouhans ofBenoudha. See BUCHGOTEE and

BAJCOOMAK.

The value of this expression, as applied to Pertab Raec, will be considered

under TALOOKDAR.

; )

(Mukhzun Afghanee.)
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Chouhanlf,hund is better known to the people themselves* as

Chunderkona, so called from their leader Chundersein, from whom
also Chundwar takes its name

;
and did not the Chouhans of

Chundwar and Chuuderkona concur in the same story, it might
have been supposed that the latter were descended from the

original Chouhans who peopled Gowalk,hund and Gurra Mundla.

The Chouhans of Upper Rohilcund, as those of Nehtour, Hid-

dour, Sherecote, Afzulgurh, Nageenu, Chandpoor. and Munda-

ivur, are considered a very inferior stock, and are frequently not

ranked with Rajpoots.

The Chouhans of the Goruchpoor district, branches of which

have extended into Behar, are said by Buchanan (" Eastern

India," Vol. II. 462) to be descended from Jtaj Sen, son of

Rutna Sen the last Raja of Chittore. But the whole account

was evidently furnished to him by some ignorant scribe, who

has mingled the histories of Chouhans and Scesodyas. Never-

theless, the Doctor has accepted and recorded the statement

without question ;
like too many others of a more injurious

tendency, which have been industriously circulated from his

works to the prejudice of the Natives of India.

In the history and traditions of the Chouhans of our Provin-

ces, there is little to confirm, or disprove, the alleged modern

origin of the race. Many arguments may be adduced against

that view of the case, notwithstanding some respectable au-

thorities maintain it. But there is no space for the contro-

versy in this place. (See "Transactions R. A. S.," Vol. I.

p. 133." Oriental Quarterly Magazine," No. XV. "Bird's

Guzerat," p. 79. Tod's "Annals of Rajpootana," 1.94,11.

439, and " Journal Asiatique," May, 1827.)

CIIOUK,HA, y%-
^ chauk'ha

A station where four boundaries meet. See CHOTJGKTDDA.

* The Chouhans themselves generally assign a more distant position to

Chunderkona, asserting that it is in the neighbourhood of Calcutta.

With respect to Chundersein, he is claimed not only as the leader of these

Southern Chouhans, but as the ancestor of the Bhudourias q. v. of which one
sub- division bears his name to this day.
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CIIOUKURA, ';0^" T^T chaukara

Division of crop, in which the cultivator gives only one-

fourth
;
called also by the same of Choukoor.

CHOULA, V^ %^fT chaula

Choula or Chonra, is the name of a kind of pulse commonly
cultivated in IIindoost,han. (Dolichos sinensis). It is also

called Ruwas and Rumns
;
but it is best known throughout

the country under its Persian name of LOBEA U^ q. v.

CHOULAEE, &^]fa ^^ chaulai

The name of a weed which shoots up during the rainy season,

particularly in old buildings. (Amaranthus polygamus.) It is

also sometimes sown and eaten as a pot-herb. There are two

kinds of of Choulrtee, red'and green. The one is called Gunder,
and the other Mursaee.

CHOUMAS, ^U^. %*ro chaumas

Lands tilled from Asarh or Kooar, that is, during the

Choinnasa (four months), or rainy season, and prepared for the

Ruibee. sowings.

CHOUMASA, &uA*^. ^T*TTHT chaumasa

The Indian seasons are, according to the Shasters, six in num-

ber, each comprising two months. These divisions are more

fanciful than real
;
and the common people are content to adopt

the more definite division of three. Choumasa, or Bur/f,ha,

constitutes the four months of the rainy season. The rest of

the year is comprised in Secala, Jaia or Mohasa, the cold

season
;
and Dhoopkala, or K,hursa, the hot season.

CHOUMUSIA, &XUXAC^ %*T%ST chaumasia

A ploughman hired for the season- Saugor.
.

f
=> .

CHOUNRA, fyfk ^T^T chaunra

A subterranean apartment for grain.

CHOUNTALEE, ^/IXJ^ "^irii^t cliauntali

Cotton pods, in which the fibre is equal to one- fourth of the

Z
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whole produce. Tihalee, in which the fibre is one-third Puch-

doolee, (i. e. two out of five) when it amounts to about 16 seers

in the maund.

CHOUPAL, ^.^ ^ chaupal

CHOUPAR, } '?*'
^rqT^ chaupar

A small shed in which the village community meet
; generally

built by the head man of the village, and used by him in former

days as a king of Cuchehree.

CHOUR, )f%> ^T?; chaur

A large open space in the forest. Rolnlcund.

A large tract of low land. Eastern Oudh.

CHOURAHA, &3>!^^. %^T chauraha

The junction of four villages, or roads. See CHOUGUDDA.

CHOURASEE, ^]\^ %^TSt chaurasi

The word means, literally, eighty-four : and is territorially

applied to a subdivision of a Pergunnah, or district, amounting
to 84 villages. Tod, in his "Annals of Kajpootaiia," where

Chourasees are numerous, remarks that they are tantamount to

the Saxon Hundreds. CVol I., p. 141). This may be the case

in some respects, but it is evident that Hundreds rarely contain-

ed a hundred villages, and sometimes not even half a hundred.

Spelmau, in his Glossary, says,
"
Nusquam, quod scio, reperiun-

tur 100 mllce in aliquo Hundredo per totam Angliam. Magni
Jiabentur qui vel 40, vel 30, numerant. Multi ne 10 ; Quldam

duas tantum" Hallam also observes, ("Middle Ages," Vol II.

p. 330,) that the gr<jat divisions of the Northern countries had

originally a different name, and that in course of time many of

them have improperly acquired the name of Hundreds, which is

conjectured to be a mere political division more peculiarly be-

longing to the South of England. Lingard also (Vol. I.,

p. 335) gives an extract from Domesday Book to show how

little uniformity prevailed with respect to the area and number

of manors contained within each Hundred. Thus we see that

Hundreds were never originally equally partitioned,, and in this
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respect, they differ from Chourasees; for there is no Chourasee,

even though it may have dwindled down to ten or twelve

villages, of which every originally component village could not

be pointed out by the neighbouring Zumeendars; so that

Chourasees once comprised, as the name implies, eighty-four

villages.

I took occasion, when reporting the Mcerut Settlements, to

remark that I had discovered some Chourasees in that district,

and expressed my surprise that their existence had not been

previously observed. The assertion, I well remember, was

recoi ved with some degree of incredulity, and the existence of

Chourasees in any part of these Provinces was altogether

denied. I have therefore taken some trouble to ascertain if I

was deceived, and the following list, which is the result of my
enquiries, will perhaps be considered to establish their existence

beyond a question, not only in Meerut, but in almost every

district in. this Presidency.

In Deolee, now included in the Pergunnah of Becbameyoo in

Etawah, there is a Chourasee of Tilokchundee Beis Rajpoots.

The Pergunah of Konraolee, in Mynpooree, constitutes a

Chourasee of Rat,hore Eajpoots.

In Jewur of Boblundshuhur, the Choukurzadu Jadon
tRajpoots

have a Chourasee.

In the Pergunah of Chandous in Aligurh, there is a Chourasee

of Chouhan Rajpoots.

In Purgunah Kuntit, of Zillah Mirzapoor, there is a Chourasee

of Gurhwar Eajpoots, of which most of the Tillages are now

in the possession of Brahmins.

. In Pergunah K,hyrabad, of Zillah Allahabad, there is ano

ther Chourasee of Gurhwar Eajpoots.

The Lohaeen Juts have a Chourasee in Huriana.

One of the Tuppas in Atronlee of Aligurh is a Chourasee.

The Pergunahs of Mulout and Bharungee in Bhutteeana are

each a Chourasee.

The Solunkjiee Eajpoots have a Chourasee in Nidhpoor and

Suharvur, on the borders of the Mynpooree and Budaon districts.

They are the descendants of the Princes of the sacred Soron,

before the Rat
t
hores conquered Canouj.

z 2
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Prom Allahabad to Kurra there is a Chourasee of Johya Raj-

poots, who have been for a long time converted to Mahomet-

janism.

In the Pergunah of Hansi there is a Chourasee of Jdls, com-

prising the Gotes of Se.il, Rongee, Bora, and Sutroungce.

In Pergunah Sheolee of Carvnpoor there is a Chourasee of

Chundel Rajpoots.

In Owd/z, opposite to Sheorajpoor, there is"a Futtehpoor Chou-

rasee, tenanted by Bisen Rajpoots.

There is a Chourasee of Chandel Rajpoots in Careat Dost, in

Zillah Jounpoor.

There is a Chourasee of TouJiur Rajpoots in Dasna and Julal-

abad, Zillah Meerut.

There is half a Chourasee of the same tribe in Poot,h, in the

same District.

The Nagree Goojurs have a Chourasee in Dunkour, Zillah

Bbblundshuhur.

The Pergunah of Zonz was formerly a Chourasee.

The Pergunah of Ghazeepoor, in Futtchpoor, was formerly a

In Mahomedabad Gohna, of Zillah Azimgurli, there was also

formerly a Chourasee.

The Balacen Jdts, the Suluklaeen Jdts, and the Kalsean Goo-

jurs, have each a Chourasee in the Western Division of the

Moozujfernugur District.

The Nirwal Jdts have a Chourasee to the South of Dehli.

In Baghputj the GWr Tugas had a Chourasee. of which but

few now remain in their possession.

In the same Pergunah the Desical AJieers^d half a Cliourasee.

Pergunah Jhillo in Saugor is a Chourasee.

The Teetwal Tugas of the ZT^er _Do6 had formerly a

Chourasee.

There is a TalooTca Cliourasee to the North of the Soane, in

Ayoree Burhur of Mirzapoor.

There is a Chourasee of Birgoojur Rajpoots in Muhendwar^
the local name of a tract of country between the Mewat Hilla

and the Jumna.

There is also a Chourasee of Birgoojur Rajpoots, now Mus-
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eulman, on the banks of the Hindun, to the South West of

Moozvflfarnuy u r .

The tiirgoojur Eajpoots had also a Chourasee in Rujpoora,

and in Xcrowtee, Pergunahs of Itokilcuiul, and another on the

opposite side of the Ganges at Anoopshuhur. Those however,

are only sub-divisions of the much more extensive possessions

they had on either side of the Ganges.

There is a Chourasee of Itangurs in Perguuah Kata of fteha-

runpoor*

There is a Chourasee of KJioobur Goojurs in Rampoor in the

same district.

The Bunafur Rajpoots have a Chourasee in Gurra Mundla.

There is a Chourasee of Goutum Eajpoots, now Mussulman,

in Tuppa Jar, Zillah Futtehpoor.

There is a Chourasee also in Hutgaon, in the same District.

The J&uhesura Tugas have a Chourasee in Kitjiore, Zillah

Meerut.

The Easeean and Dutean Tugas have each a Chourasee in

Pootji and Seeana, on the borders of Bbblundshuhur.

There is a Chourasee of Sukurwal Eajpoots in Pergunah

Chynpoor of Arrah.

The Pergunah of RohluJc is a Chourasee.

The Pergunah of Tezgurh, in Dumoh, is a Chourasee.

There is a Chourasee of Chouhans in Aonla, a Pergunah of

JBareilly,

There is a Chourasee of TJwbkurele Jdts in the "Western

parts of Alligurh.

There is a Chourasee near the Cantonment of Ooraee is Jaloun.

The Saburun Brahmins have a Chourasee in Pergunah Etaicah.

The Ahcers have a Chourasee in the Northern parts of #A<?-

Tcohabad, in Mynpooree.

There is a Chourasee near Bhojpoor, at a short distance from

Furruckabady known generally by the name of the Chourasee

of Sirowlee.

There is a Chouhan Chourasee of Jhilmilee in Sirgooja.

There is a Chuk Chourasee between GJiiswa, and Jounpoor.

There is a Chourasee of Pulwar Eajpoots in Anowla of
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There is also another kind of CJwurasee in Anowla. When

Chundersein, the Surneyt JRaja, divided his acquisitions among
hia three sons, he gave a Ckourasee (in Coss} to his eldest son.

constituting the Raj of Goruckpoor ; half a CJiourasee (in Coss}

to his second., constituting the Raj of Husunpoor Mugjiur ;

and a quarter CJiourasee (also in Coss) to the third, constitut-

ing the Eaj of Anowla. See SURNEYT.

There are two Chourasees in Pergunah CJiandpoor, Zillah

Bijnore.

There are also two CJwurasees of Jlfetvatecs, one called the

Kamoo Ckourasee in Ekurtpoor, and the other the Dehli

Chourasee, near Sonah.

Soorujpoor, in QJwsce of Azimgurk, is a CJiourasee Talooka,

belonging to KoorJiunya JBhoonhars.

The tSuTcsena* Kayetjis had formerly a CJiourasee around Sun-

kisa on the Kaleenuddee, between Mynpooree and Furruckabad.

* The Suksena Kayetjis have now entirely deserted SttnJcisa (Snnkasya).
From this place have also sprung the Suksena Naees, Cachhecs, and

Hhurbhoonjas ; and it is highly interesting as being mentioned in the

Ramayana, and by the Chinese Traveller, Fa Hian (A. D. 400), who

speaks in terms of high approbation of Seng-Ida- shi and its neighbourhood.
"Ce royame est fertile et abondant en toutes sortes de productions. Le

peuple vest nombreux, riche, et sans comparaison plusjoyeux que partout

ailleurs," (p. 126). There is nothing in the present appearance of the

country to warrant this high eulogium.
In the 14th Number of the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, there

is an interesting account of a visit paid to Sunkisa by the Moonshee of

Lieutenant Cunningham, Bengal Kngineers, which seems to call for a few re-

marks. The ruins of Sunkisa (not called now Samkassa) can enter into no

comparison with those of Canouj, even if we include the ancient k,hera of

Suraee Ugut,h. The Gosaeeri's Temple, moreover, can scarcely be said to

be built of the ancient large bricks, as there are but very few in the whole

structure. There is also an important misapprehension to be corrected, as

Lieutenant Cunningham and Colonel Sykes both lay too much stress upon
it. It is stated as an extraordinary fact that the worship of the identical

Naga mentioned by Fa Hian is still annually performed: but the truth is,

that the mound where this worship takes place is nothing more than the

common heap of bricks, or earth, which we see in every village, erected for

worship during the Nag-Punchumee. The only local Deity of Sitnkish is

Bisaree, whose favor is supposed to be efficacious in removing diseases of

the eyes.
The Elephant, mentioned at page 242, is the most interesting ohject at

Sunkisa. It is carved out of precisely the same description of stone as the

Lat of Dehli and dllahabad. The body, which is about three feet high and
on a pedestal sunk into the ground to the same depth, is well formed, bat

the snout has been knocked off by some zealous Iconoclast. It bears in-

scriptions, or rather scratches, on its two flanks, and on the front of the

right thigh ;
the nearest resemblance to which is represented below.
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There is a Chourasee of ChouJian Eajpoots in BJiopal

On the right flank.

On the lift flank.

On the front of the right tkigh.

The outer wall of the Town, which does not appear to have a greater
circuit than five miles, has been washed down, and nothing of it is now
left but a succession of sloping mounds with several large gaps, which

appear to represent the old Gates. Saraee Ugnt,h, which is indebted for its

name to the famous Muni 4g(ts(i/a, the fabled regenerator of the Deccan,
is about a mile to the North of Sunkisa, and has every appearance of being

equally old. In 1843, about 20,000 Hupees worth of coins were found at

Suraee Ut>ttt,h, but there were none among them of any type previously
unknown. Suraee Ugut,h appears to have been an outwork of Sunkisa, for

it is beyond the wall above mentioned. There are mounds beyond the

wall in the same direction, which seem to have been rather fortifications than

Stupcts, though it is not improbable that close search will reward the enquirer
with Buddhist remains. Several images of Buddhisativas, and beautiful

specimens of double-glazed pottery, strew the ground in various directions.

It was in a vase of this description that the coins lately discovered were
enclosed. Lieutenant Cunningham is probably correct in thinking that

Sunkisa was destroyed in the wars between Prit
y
hee Raj and Jyechund. but

there seems reason to conclude that the town must have belonged to the

latter when it was captured, for it is to the East of the Kalleennddee, and is

familiarly known as one of the Gates of Canouj. Hence perhaps we derive

the story of the area of Canouj being so large as to contain 30,000 shops of

Betel-sellers.

As the determination of the site of Seng-kia shi confirms the truth of
Fa flian's narrative, the European public are much indebted to Lieutenant
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There is a Chourasee of SuJcurwal Rajpoots in Paharyu
Gwa lior.

There is a Chourasee of Jutranee Jats in KJiera Bijwasun.
There is a Chourasee in the Northern parts of Gudurpoor,

Zillah Bareilly. It belonged to the race called Golree ; but

the space is perhaps too small to have comprised a Chourasee

of villages, and it may therefore have represented a Chourasee

of tanks, which are in that spot very numerous. There is

one village in the tract which still goes by the name of CJiou-

rasee. But here we appear to have a Chourasee within a Chou-

rasee
;
for the whole tract from the Peera Nuddce to the Surdah,

when it was under Hill-jurisdiction, was called the Chourasee

Mai (i. e. submontane region, see DBS), because it extend-

ed eighty coss in length and four in breadth, or according to

some authorities, because it extended eighty-four coss in

length.

The Pergunah of Gohana, in the Delill Territory, constitutes

a Chourasee.

Cnreat Seekjiur, in the Province of Benares, also constitutes

a Chourasee.

The Jourasees have no doubt the same origin. There is a

Pergunah Jourasee in Seharunpoor, a Jourasee Khalsa in Panee-

put, and a Jourasee near the Mnlia Bulee temple in GurhwaL

In Jounpoor, the Pergunah of Bealsee is an abbreviation of

Bealeesee, or half a Chourasee, of BuyJioolunsee Rajpoots.

The Pergunah s of Kobtea and Gboneer in Futtchpoor also

form a Bealeesee^ or half Chourasee.

Besides those enumerated in the N. AVest, and those which

are known to exist in Rajpoolana, we find indications of

Chowrasees in several distant parts of the country.

There is a Pergunah Chourasee in Surat, and a Seeam Chou-

rasee between the Deeah and the Sutlej.

Cunningham for his communication. It is only strange that Professor

"Wilson, who must have travelled close to. or over its remains, and must

liaveheaid of the Sukwna Division of Kayetjis, and their original abode,

should have doubted at all respecting its position for Sunkisa is generally

recognized amongst the learned natives of these Provinces to be the site of

the Sunkasya of the Ramayuna ; and it is not unimportant to add that when

any inhabitant of Sunkisa visits Nepal or Kumaon, he is treated with mark-

ed respect by the Pundits and men of influence; as a traditional story of

some original connection with this ancient city is still preserved in those

remote regions.
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The "
Oopdes Presad" says there are 81 cities in Goojur

Des, or Guzerat.

In the Deccan, 84 villages constitute a Desmukji, or Per-

imah. This can scarcely be universal, but it is so stated

("Journal It. A. S." No. IV. page 208) on the authority oi.

Col. Sykes. Elphinstone, on the contrary, says the Deccan

Pergunahs contain 100 villages. (Hist, of India, Vol. 1. 120).

There is a CJwurasee Jurah in Orissa. (As. Res. XV. 213.)

Captain Blunt (As. Res. VII. 92) in Pergunah Mahtin, on

his way to Ruttunpoor, meets with a Coulieir chief, of whom lie

says,
" All that I could collect from this chief was, that in these

mountains there are seven small Districts, called Chourasees,

containing nominally 84 villages, but that in reality not more

than 15 were then in existence."

There is a CJiourasee marked on the Surveyor General's Map
at a short distance to the South of Cabul ; which, if the word

is spelt correctly, shews that all vestiges of ancient Hindoo oc-

cupation are not yet erased from that country.

I proceed now to adduce instances of the existence in these

Provinces, or at least the traditionary remembrance, of the still

larger division of 360 villages, which number, as will here-

after be shewn, bears an intimate relation to the CJtourasec,

and is based on the same principle of computation. I will

merely premise here (what is well worthy of remark) that for

territorial sub-divisions there is no intermediate number between

84 and 360.

Amongst the six Cantons of Jdts on the borders of Huriana

and BiJcaneer, there are no less than four, which have each 360

villages, viz. Poonyctt Kussbba, Sarun, and Gudarra.

Paneeput Batigur, and K'liadur, are considered to constitute

360 villages.

Soneput Bangur and KJiadur are also considered to consti-

tute 360 villages.

In, and around, Sirsa in the Elmttee territory, there are, or

rather were, 360 villages of CJioulian Eajpoots.
The Bisen Eajpoots have 360 villages in OudJi.

The Pergunah of Barak, in Allahabad, is reckoned to comprise
360 Tillages,

A A
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The Pergunah of Bhoelee, in the province of Benares, con-

sisted of 360 villages.

The AJieers of Beegjioto have 360 villages. See BEEG,HOTO.

The Pergunah of Meerut is said to have consisted of 360

villages.

The BTiuttee G-oojurs have 360 villages in the "Western side

of the BbblundsJiuhur District.

The Pbbndeer Bajpoots, most of whom are now Mussulman,

have 360 villages in the North East of SeJiarunpoor.

The Cuchliwaha, Rajpoots had formerly 3GO villages in the

Northern Doab.

The CJiundel Rajpoots in Bitjioor, and the neighbourhood,

formerly had 360 villages.

The Hatjiee Croojurs are said to have had 360 villages in the

Upper Doab ; but though they claim this number for themselves,

it is questionable if they ever had so many.

In the old Province called NarduJc, to tho "West of Kurnaul,

the MoondaJiwr Rajpoots (now Mussulman) have 360 villages.

In Pergunah Kutehur, Q Benares,t}iG Iu(/,hoobunseel&a.jipoQt8

have 360 villages.

The Kutjierya Raja of MttdJiur, in Serowlee, of District Mor-

aclabad, claims as the ancient possession of his tribe 360 vil-

lages in Rampoor. This, however, could only have been a sub-

division, as the Kutjheryas had many more villages in their

possession.

Raja Ram, Bugjiel, is said to have given 360 villages to the

Brahmins of Arall.

The Dhangul Mewatees, who were formerly Cuchhwaha Raj-

poots, have 360 villages.

The Doolout, and the Sarban Mewatees have also, each, 360

villages.

The larger division of 1,440, or 360 X 4, such as the Moh'ds

have at Aureent, {Annals of Rajastjian, Vol. I. p. 627,) does not

seem to exist any where in these Provinces, though it is claimed

by the Pbbndeer Rajpoots near Hurdtvar, the Jrirea Lodhees of

Ramgurh in Jubbulpoor, the Gour Brahmins and the Jutoo

Rajpoots of Huriana, and sometimes by the Bcis of Beisrvara.

(See G-OUTUM.)
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It ia not, however, with respect to the occupation of land

only that the numbers of 84 and 360 are regarded with such

favor. We find them entering into tho whole scheme of the

Hindoo, Buddhist, and Jain religions, cosmogonies, rituals,

and legendary tales
;
so much so, as to shew that they are not

taken by mere chance, as arbitrary numbers to fill up some of

their extravagant fictions, but with a designed purpose of veil-

ing a remote allusion under a type of ordinary character.

Thus, within the sacred precints of Brij there are considered

to be 84 Forests. (Smyth's Diet. v. Bunjatra.}

Chitterfcote (Chittore) is the chief among 84 castles, and has

84 Bazars. (KJioman Rasa)

The country of Brij is 84* Coss round Mattra. When Maha-

deo stole Sri Krishna's cows, the sportive G-od created new ones

which grazed within this precise limit
; andTrom] that period,

according to the Indian legend, the boundaries of Brij have been

fixed, and to this day they are annually perambulated in the

month of Bhadon. (Brij Silas.')

The Mercantile tribes are 84. (Tod's Raj. Vol. I. p, 120.)

* There appears to be a double Chourasee in Brij. The Purkurma, or

annual perambulation, similar to the Roman Amburbium or English Gang-
ings in Rogation-week, extends in Circumference 84 Coss, and does not
come nearer to Agra than Gao-G,hat ; but the BMgwata says that Brij is

shaped like a Sing,hara, or Pignut ; and the three corners of it are thus

given in a familiar couplet,

It Burhudj it Sunhud, bbt Soorsen ka ganw,

Brij Chourasee kos men Mut,libbra mundil manh.

That is, the Chourasee of Brij extends on one side to Sonah ; on another
to the lake of Burra (on the Eesun, near Bijygurh) ; and on another to

Soorsen ka Ganw, or Butesur.

It is strange, that notwithstanding this mention of Soorsen ka ganw in
these trite lines, Colonel Tod should so often take credit to himself for

being the discoverer of this capital, which he identifies with the Cleisobarai
of Arrian. (Trans. R. A. Soc. Vol. HI. p. 145.) Even in the Tareekh-i-
Sher Shahee (and Mussulmans are rarely antiquarians)

"
Soorsenee, oppo-

site to Rapree," is spoken of as the scene of an important engagement.
In the 1st Vol. of the Transactions, Colonel Tod announces his discovery in
these words" By the acquisition of this coin of Apollodotus, I made a
double discovery, namely, of the coin itself, and of an ancient capital city.

Conversing with the principal disciple of a celebrated Jain priest of Gwalior

A A 2
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The Tribes of Sudras are also 84*. (Price's Hindee and H'm-

dooslyhanee, Selections, Vol. I. p. 265.)

Mount Meru is described as being 84,000 Yojans above the

earth. (Bhagavata ; 5th Khund : and As : Res : Vol. VIII.

pp. 273, 353.)

The important places of Hindoo Pilgrimage are reckoned to

be 84. It is the popular belief, which does not appear to rest

on written authority.

Vallahba, the founder of the Rudra Sampradya sect, had 84

followers. (As : Res : Vol. XVI. p. 95.)

There are 84 Gurus, or spiritual chiefs, of the sect of Rama-

nuj. (Buchanan's Mysore.}

There is an ankle ring called a Chourasee, from that number

of Bells upon it. (Qanoon-i-Islam.)

The same name is given to the Bells on an Elephant's How-
dah Cloth. (Ayeen-i-Akberee )

The Temples of Maliadeo at Ooje'm are 84. Jour. A. S. B.

Vol. VI. p. 829.)

The Hindoo Hell is called Chourasee; signifying that 84

places of punishment exist in Narak

about ancient cities, he related to me an anecdote of a poor man, about

thirty-five years ago, having discovered, amidst the few fragments left of

Surapura on the Yamun'i, a bit of (what he deemed) glass : shewing it to

a Silversmith, ho sold it for one rupee ;
the purchaser carried his prize to

Agra, and sold it for 5,000, for it was a diamond. The finder naturally
wished to have a portion of the profit, and on refusal, way- laid and slew

the Silversmith. The Assassin was carried to Agra to be tried, and thus

the name of Surapura became known beyond its immediate vicinity. This
was a sufficient inducement to me to dispatch one of my coin -hunters and
I was rewarded by an Apollodotus and several Parthian coins. There-
mains of Surapura are close to the sacred place of pilgrimage, called by us

"Bateesur," on the Yamuna, between dgra and Etawah. Tradition tells us,

that it was an ancient city, and most probably was founded by Surasena,
the grandfather of Crishna, and consequently the capital of the Suraseni of

the historians of Alexander." See also Vol. II. p. 286.

* I know no other authority for this statement than the one quoted, which
is very poor. The whole Jatimala in the " Selections" is entirely wrong ;

and though it must be confessed that it would be no easy matter to compile
a correct one, yet the more obvious errors should be expunged, as the

>rork is intended to be educational.

f This is the popular belief; but it is not confirmed by the Shasters. la

the Vishnu Purana, p. 207, a list of 28 Narakas is given. The Bhagava-
ta also enumerates 28, but the names differ from those of the Vishnu P.

In t\\Q Marcandeya Purana and in Menu ( B. IV. V. 88 92) a list of 21

is given, i. e. a quarter Chonrasee. In some other Parana?, a list of 42 is
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The grand palace at Dutteah, which was built by Nttr Singji

Deo, was a series of ascending Chourasees (on pillars.) (Bad-

shanama, by Ubd-ool-IIumeed Lahoree : 9th Juloos.)

A Chourascc of tuinor fortifications is said to have been

contained within Rh>tas. (Jahangeernama, 1st Vol.)

The different postures of Jogees are 84. (As : Res : Vol.

XVII. p. 181.) These are called Asun; and the same name

and number is given to the attitudes illustrated in the Kofi

Shastras. ( Tohfut-ool-Hind.}

The perfect Jogees, or Siddhas, are 84. (As : Res : Vol. XVII.

p. 191.)

The Gotras of the Goojurs are 84. (Bunsaolee.)

The Gotras of the Aheers are 84. (Tushreeh-ool-Aktvatn.)

There are reckoned to be 84,00,000 species of animals : and

these are comprised in four grand divisions, containing each a

quarter Chourasee, or 21,00,000 viz. jurabbj, those which are

produced from the belly ; unduj, from eggs ; sevduj, from, perspi-

ration
;
and oodbhid, from the earth. Gdruda Puranarf Fret

KJiund,)

The third grade of Bengal Brahmins is divided into 84 fami-

lies. (Colebrooke's Misc : Essays, Vol. 11. p. 188.)

given or half a Chourasee. Wilson, in his Sanscrit Diet : Art :

says there are 86 pits in Tartarus, and the same is asserted by Radha Kanta
Deo in the Sabda Kalpa Druma

t
on the authority of the Brahma Vaivartta

Purana.

f The usual sub-division is somewhat different 9,00,000 fish, 10,00,000

birds, 11,00,000 reptiles, 20,00,000 plants, 30,00,000 quadrupeds, and

4,00,000 different species of men. This division is confirmed in popular
credit by the following memorial verses.
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There is also a Chourasee division among the G-our Brahmins.

There are 84 different sects of Brahmins in Central India.

{Malcolm's Central India, Vol. II. p. 122.)

The Bliats have a Chourasee sub-division.

There is a CJiourasee sub-division also among the Hindoo

Kumlolis of Upper India.

The Kuhars, or Bearers, of Perguunahs Ktyr and Coel con-

stitute a Chourasee.

There are 84 Nayat, or families of Brahmins, in Guzerat.

(Enc : Metrop : Vol. XXIII. p. 33.)

There is a Chourasee sub-division among Tumbolees. (Martin's

Buchanan, Vol. I. p. 164.)

There is a Chourasee sub-division also among Baraees, or

Betelsellers. (Ib. p. 1G5.)

There is another among Koerees. (Ib. Vol. II. p. 470.)

Amongst the 12 divisions of Kayet :hs,i}\QJ\Iat,hoor &ndBJiut-

nayur have, each, 84 sub-divisions. The Sireebastum say they

also have 84, but this is not confirmed.

Siva has, like Krishna, 1008 names, i. e. 12 X 84. (Linga

Purana.

In the Vaya Purana we are told that the water of the ocean,

coming down from heaven on Meru, encircles it through 7

channels for the space of 84,000 Yojans. (As. Res. Vol. VI1L

p. 322. See also^. 353.)

One of the four Vicramas lived, or reigned, 84 years.* (As.

Res. Vol. X.p. 43.)

* Col. Wilford considers this Ficramaditya (Bikermajeet) to be the same as

the Salivahana, mentioned below ; and adds,
"

it is not obvious at first, why
Sdlivdhana is made to have lived eighty-four years ; but it appears to me, that

this number was in some measure a sacred period among the Christians, and
also the Jews, and introduced in order to regulate Easter day ;

and it is the

opinion of the learned, that it began five years before the Christian Era, and
the fifth year of that Cycle was really the fifth of Christ, but the first only
of his manifestation to the world, according to the Apocryphal Gospels : and it

was also the first of the Christian Era. In this manner the cycle of eighty-four

yeaTs ended on the 79th of the Christian, which was the first of Sdlivdhana 1

s

Era, and was probably mistaken for the period of his life. It is mentioned by
St. Epiphanius, who lived about the middle of the fourth century." {As. Res.
Vol. X. p. 93.)

It is scarcely to be wondered at, that this imaginative writer should have
noticed the very questionable existence of Chourasees amongst Christians and

Jews, and should have altogether passed over their obvious prevalence amongst
the Hindoos.
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The following Musical Chourasee may be considered more

artificial than natural, notwithstanding Sir "W. Jones' opinion

to the contrary.
"
Now, since each of the tones may be divided, we find

twelve semitones in the whole scries : and, since each semitone

may in its turn become the leader of a series formed after the

model of every primary mode, we have seven times twelve, or

eighty-four, modes in all, of which seventy-seven may be named

secondary ;
and we shall see accordingly that the Persians and

the Hindoos (at least in their most popular system) have

exactly eighty-four modes, though distinguished by diiferent

appellations and arranged in different classes : but, since many
of them are unpieasing to the ear, others difficult in execution,

and few sufficiently marked by a character of sentiment and

expression, which the higher music always requires, the genius
of the Indians has enabled them to retain the number ofmodes,
which nature seems to have indicated, and to give each of them

a character of its own by a happy and beautiful contrivance."

(Sir W. Jones on the Musical diodes of the Hindoos.)
It may not be unimportant to add, with reference to the par-

ticular purposes of our enquiry, that the year is distributed <by

the Hindoos into six Situs,* or seasons, each consisting of two

months, i. e. two Springs, Summer, Autumn, and two Winters
;

and an original Rag, or God of the mode, is conceived to pre-

side over a particular season. "
By appropriating a different

mode to each of the different seasons, the artists of India con-

nected certain strains with certain ideas, and .were able to recal

the memory of autumnal merriment at the close of the harvest,

or of separation and melancholy during the cold months : or

reviving hilarity on the appearance of blossoms, and complete
vernal delight in the month of Madhu, or honey ;

of languor

during the dry heats, and of refreshment by the first rains

which cause in this climate a second spring. Yet further :

since the lunar year, by which festivals and superstitious duties

are constantly regulated, proceeds concurrently with the Solar

* See CHOUMASA
; and note to p, 53 of Babington's Gooroo Paramarfan.
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year, to which, the seasons are necessarily referred, devotion

comes also to the aid of Music, and all the powers of nature,

allegorically worshipped as gods and goddesses on their several

holidays, contribute to the influence of song on minds naturally

susceptible of religious emotions. Hence it was, that Pavan,

or the inventor of his musical system, reduced the number of

original modes from seven to six." {Ibid.) And here we

cannot but invite attention to the assertion of Dion Cassius,

that the planetary theory from which the denomination of the

days of the week has been derived (see note to pp. 170 and

171) is itself founded upon the doctrine of musical intervals.

A highly curious exposition of this idea has been given in the

"Memoires de Trevoux" A. D. 1770 and 1771.

The following are, a few instances of the use of 360.

The Sun's car is 3600000 Yojans long, and the yoke is a

quarter of that amount. (Bliagavata, 5tk KJmnd.}

JZevati, the wife of Bala JRam, was so tall that her stature

reached as high as the hands clapped 7 times could be heard,

and her age at the time of her marriage was 38,88,000 years.

Her age therefore was 360 X 10800 years. (Colemaii's Hind.

Myth. p. 49.)

The wives of SalivaTiana, the founder of one of the most no-

ted Indian Eras, were 360. See BEIS.

There are 360 chief places of Pilgrimrge at Gya. (Gya

Mahatmya.)
There are 360 chief places of Pilgrimage at Misruk,h Neem-

"kjiar, in Oudh. (Neeinkjiar Jfahatmya.)

There are also 360 at SumlJiul, in Moradabad. (Smibliul

Mahatmya.)
The respirations of a healthy man are said by the Jogees to

be 360 in the course of a GJiurree. (Mooalijat-i-Dara She/co-

hee ; and Surode, 1st KJmnd.
A Chukrvurtee Raja has 360,000,000 Cooks in his dominions,

and 360 for his special use. (Ayeen-i-Akberee.)

Baja BiTcermajeet is said to have raised 360 temples near

Ajbbdhya on the places sanctified by the extraordinary actions

of Rama. (Buchanan's Eastern India, Vol. II. p. 334.)

In the Mahabliatata we read, "Oh twin Aswinas ! There
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are 360 Milch Cows. There is a wheel without an axis, which

revolveth without decay. It hath one name, and in its felloes are

fixed 720, i. e. 2 x 300, spokes." (Annals Or : Lit : p. 287.)

Again,
" In this wheel, furnished with 24 critical divisions,

and turned in perpetual motion round about this axis by six

boys, are placed in the midst of it 360 ;" (Ib. 294), which is

afterwards (p. 450) explained to mean, that the wheel with 12

spokes, turned by six boys, signifies the year divided into 6

seasons.

Rama's auxiliaries, in his attack on Lunka, amounted to

360,000 Monkics. (RamayanaJ)

But, to revert to Chourasees amongst the Buddhists there

is a still more systematic use of them than we have seen to

prevail amongst the Hindoos.

Thus, in a Translation by the Hon'ble Mr. Tumour (Jour.

As : Society for 1837, p. 526) Ave read, "How does it by the

Dhamma Khardo division consist of 84,000 portions ?"
"
It comprises the whole of Buddho. It has been said by

Anando, I received from Buddho himself 82,000, and from the

bhikkhus 2,000 ;
these are the 84,000 Dhamma maintained by

me. By this explanation of the Dhamma Khardo it consists of

84,000 divisions." Again, (at p. 792,)
"
Having learned that

there were 84,000 discourses on the tenets of Buddha, I will

dedicate a viharo, or monastery,* to each."
" Then bestowing 6,000 Kotis of treasure on 84,000 towns

in Jambudipo, at those places he caused the construction of

temples to be commenced by the Eajas." (Ibid, p. 792.)

Again,
" From 84 cities despatches were brought on the

same day, announcing that the viharos were completed."

(Ibid. p. 793.)

Asoko raised also 84,000 columns throughout India. These
are supposed by M. Eemusat to have been the same as the

viharos above mentioned
;
but the two seem quite distinct.

* Viharo is rather a temple or pleasure ground, than monastery. See a
definition by Wilson (Jaunt: R. A. S. No. IX. p. 110); by Mr. Joinville
(As: Res: Vol. I'll. p. 422,) and by B. Hodgson (Trans: R. A. S. Vol. II.

p. 246.) This word Viharo is the origin of the name of the city at Behar, an
important seat of Buddhism. (See Sadik Isfahani, p. 24.)

B B
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(Nouveau Jour. Asiatiquc, Tom. XII., p. 417
;
Fa Hian, C\.

XXIII. and XXVII. and As : Res : Vol. VII. p. 423.)

In the extracts from the Divaparso, we read

"The last of these was Ajitajaoro ; his desceiidents, 84,000

in number, ruled in Kapilanafjaram" (Jour. Asiat. Soc.. Vol.

VII. p. 926.)

The descendants of Makhadeiva were 84,000 monarchs, Avho

reigned supreme in Mithala. (Ibid. p. 92G.)

Asolcoi's descendants were 84,000 rulers, who reigned su-

preme in the capital Baranasi. (Ibid. p. 927.)

In the opinion of Buddhists the life of man reached at one

period 84,000 years. This was the highest it attained after

successive augmentations. (Enc. Jap. Cap. IV. p. 32. See

also note 14 by M. Landresse to Ch. XXXIX. of Fa Hian's

Travels.)

Maitreya was to live 84,000 years, and the law which he was

to deliver after his nirvan was also to endure for 84,000 years.

(Ibid. Ch. VI. Note 8.)

In the third heaven they lived to the number of 1344
;
000

;
000

years ;
*. e. 16 x 84,000,000. (Alpnab. Tibet, p. 484, and

Journal Asiatique^ Tom. VIII. p. 44.)

The life of other gods in the Buddhist Mythologic hieraivhy

was equal to 360,000,000 years. (Ibid. ; and As : Res : Vol.

VI.p.2W.)
Buddha had 81.000 wives. (Sieon king pen kei King, quoted

by JRemusat.)

The Buddhists assign to Brahma a life of 1008,000,000

years ;
i. e. 12 X 84,000,000. (Foue Tsou tonug-ki, quoted also

by Remusat, in the Foe Jcoue hi.}

The fourth kind of Arupa, a species of spirit residing in tbe

uppermost heavens, live 84,000 Maha Jcalpas. (Trans : Royal
A .8. Vol. III. p. 91

;
and As :Ees : Vol. VI. p. 214.)

The Cingalese Historians say that 84,000 rocks encircle the

great rock Mahameru. The height of this rock is 168,000, (i. e.

2 X 84,000) Yodoons. (Annals of Orien. Lit. pp. 385, 386.)

Meru is generally considered, with the Cingalese, as with the

Hindoos, to be 84,000 Yojanas high, and its ranges, according
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to the following progressive scale, shew the value attached

even to sub-divisions of the Chourasec.

Sumeru, or J/m/, is in height, 84,000 Tojanas.

1st Yokliunthara, the first hill, is in height, 42,000

2nd Tsinthara, the second ditto, 21,000

3rd Karawcka, the third ditto, 10,500

4th Th& Hill Sudihatsana, 5,250

5th- - Ditto Nimetliara 2,625

Gth Ditto Wimantdka, 1,3 12

7th Ditto Atsakana, 656 ,,

(Trans. . A. S. Vol. III. p. 78.)

The Cingalese fabulous histories also treat us with periods

regulated according to this mysterious number. The "
Raja-

vali
"

says, the most powerful King amongst them was called

Maha Dewe, who remained in the wilderness for 84.000 years.

There were also, notwithstanding this pre-eminence, 84, 000

Kings, who had this title. (Annals of Or : Liter : p. 392.)

Tour Brothers of King MohaHnde had 84,000 children and

grandchildren. (Ib. p. 391.)

Amongst the Burmese, also, the mountain Mienmo is 84,000

jnzeena high. The Juganto is also 84,000 high, and the first

River 84,000 juzeenas wide and deep. The seas, in the midst

of which the great islands lie, have a depth of 84,000 juzeenas.

The seats of the Nat, are placed one above the other at the dis-

tance of 42,000 (84,000
-=-

2) juzeenas. The second chain of

mountains is 4*2,000 juzeenns high, and the second river 42,000

juzeenas wide and deep. The eastern and western islands are

each 21,000 (84,000 -~ 4) juzeenas in circumference, and so on.

(Tandy's Birman Empire, Qhap. 2 and 3, and As : Res : Vol.

VT.pp. 175186.)

The Buddhists of Nepaul assert that the original body of

their sacred Scriptures amounted, when complete, to 84,000

Volumes. (As : Res : Vol. XVII. p. 42.)

The Shastras, or brief Aphorisms of Buddha, comprise half

a Chourasee, or 42
;
and the book in which, they are con-

tained is the first which was translated from the Sanscrit into

Chinese. (C. F. Neumann's Catechism of the Shamans, p, 150.)

B B 2
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This is perhaps the Book of Foe, contained in 42 Chapters,

(Foe Jcoue ki, pp. 44, and 263.)

In the Jain religion, also, the prevalence of Chaurasees is sur-

prisingly great. Thus, JRishabdeo sent 84 teachers to instruct

other countries in the principles- of his faith. (Ward's Hindoos,

Vol. II., p. 244.)

Near him were 84,000 Jains. (Ibid. p. 244.)

The Boy Buddha taught 42,000 boys, i. e. 84,OOO ~ 2-

(Ibid. p. 261.)

The same holy personage retained 84,000 concubines, (stated

above to be wives,) and he lived 84,00,000 great; years. (As :

Ees : Vol., XVIIL,p. 250.)

Sukra, the regent of the North in tlie Jain Mythology, has

81,000 fellow gods. (Ibid. p. 275.)

In their Cosmogony also, as in the Cingalese, the height of

the Mountains bears an evident reference to this mystic number.

Himavat is twice as broad as Bharata varsha, (i. e. omitting

fractions, 1052 yojanas) ;
the valley beyond it is double its

breadth (2105) ;
the mountain Malia liimavat is twice as much

(4210) ;
its valley is again double (8421) ; and the mountain

Nisliadlia has twice that breadth (16842). Colebrooke
1

's Misc ;

Ess : Vol. //., p. 223.)

The Swetambaras have 84 Siddhantas. (As ; lies : Vol.

XVIL, p. 242.)

There are 84 points of difference between the Digambara#

and Swelambaras, regarded as of infinite importance. (Ibid,

p. 289.)

They have 84 Gacliclias, or Gates, of which a list is given in

detail. (Ibid. p. 293
;
and Trans. R. A. 8., Vol. III., p. 337.)

Makavira, in one of his births, reigned victoriously 84,00,000

years. (As : Ees : Vol. XVIII. p. 251.)

JRisTiabdeo lived 84,00,000 great years. (Gohbroofcc's Misc :

Ussays, Vol. II. p. 20S.)

The ages of many other Jinas, besides Eishabdeo and Maha-

vira, are based on the number 84. Thus, the llth lived

84,00,000 of common years ;
the 18th lived 84,000 ;

the 19th

was deified 65,84,000 years before the close of the fourth age ;

the 20th 11,84,000 ditto ; the 21st 5,84,000 ditto; the 22nd
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died 84,000 years before the close of the 4th age. (Ibid. pp.

310312.)
*

It is to be hoped that these many instances of the use of 84

will not be considered to rank with the Trinads, Septads, and

HJnneads, of Varro, Bungus, Fabritius, Morel, and a host of

other laborious triflers, who have occupied themselves in philo-

sophising about the properties of numbers, and have exercised

their time and talents in endeavouring to prove that, Numero

Deus impare gaudet. The thought may not improbably occur to

some, that if works on Indian History and Antiquities were

ransacked, it Would be as easy to trace a predilection for any
other number as for 84

;
but a little examination would soon end

in disappointment. Seven and twelve, as might reasonably be

expected, and will be hereafter shown, come in for a good share

of attention
;
but any higher numbers it would be in vain to look

for. Popular sentiment has to be sure, invested the numbers

24, 32, 52, 60, and 64 * with some slight degree of favor, and a

commune of villages comprising one of these numbers is occa-

sionally to be found, but very rarely ;
and there are also two

instances of 87
;
that is, if the large tracts of Suttasee in Budaon

and Q-oruckpore derive their names from that number, which

may be doubted : but to get any number that can be at all con-

sidered to rival 84, it must be shewn that it pervades not only

the tenures of land, but the mythology, theogony, and litera-

* There is also a very remarkable use of 74 in Epistolary correspondence. It

is an almost universal practice in India to write this number on the outside of

letters; it being intended to convey the meaning that no body is to read the

letter but the person to whom it is addressed. The practice was originally

Hindoo, but has been adopted by the Mussulmans. There is nothing like an

intelligible account of its origin and object, but it is a curious fact that, when

correctly written, it represents an integral number of 74, and a fractional

number of 10 ; thus, JJ [| = .These additional strokes being now considered,

except by well-educated men, merely ornamental, we find it frequently written

II S II The Mussulmans usually write the 74 with two strokes across,

or after, the number ; with the addition of the words &')*?.&* bu deeguran ;

which makes it assume the form of an imprecation. May not then, after all,

this 74 and 10 have been originally intended to convey a mystic symbol of

Chourasee ?
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tare of India. That this is the case with 84, must be con-

sidered sufficiently established from the concurrent proofs col-

lected from different parts of India. It is evident from the

frequency ofits adoption that these manifold coincidences are

any thing but fortuitous
;
and we caunot therefore resist the

cumulative evidence here adduced to show that they must have

had some esoteric meaning, and been designed with a view to

impress the initiated with peculiar veneration for this number.

It becomes then a question to consider what is the cause of

the selection of the number 81 for such a marked preference ;

and in doing so it will first be necessary to revert to the num-

ber 360, with which it stands in a kind of reciprocal relation.

It is evident that the selection of 360 rests upon astronomi-

cal considerations, and it is important to observe what a clue

this interpretation aifords to unravel some of the chief difficul-

ties of Hindoo chronology, which so perplex the Student at his

first contemplation of the subject, as frequently to deter him

altogether from the further prosecution, of his enquiries.

Thus we have the following astounding numbers assigned to

the four ages :

SutyaTug, 17,28,000 years.

Treta, 12,96,000

Dwapara, 8,64,000 .,

Kali, 4,32,000

Making a Makayuga of 43,20,000 years.

But it has been declared (Menu. Chap. I. Sect. 67 to 71)
" That a year of Mortals is a day and night of the Grods."

Hence, if we divide each of the numbers mentioned above by

360, we obtain the following more rational periods.

Sutya Tug, 4,800

Treata, 3,600

Dwapara, 2,400

Kali, 1,200

which gives a regular decrement in arithmetical progression,

according to the notions of diminishing virtue in the several

ages. (Wilson's note to Mill's India, Vol. I., p. 157.)
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Here the actual divisor * is evidently based on the days coin-

prised in the lesser equal year, which was adopted by most

eastern nations, f and founded, as Scaliger J conceives, on the

natural lunar year, before the exact period of a lunation was

fully understood. It is true that the Indians were acquainted
with the equinoctial year, but, in their arbitrary and fanciful

computations, they might, nevertheless, on account of the

roundness of the number, and its possessing so many con-

venient divisors, have adopted the luni-solar, the first approxi-
mation to a true solar year, and the one with which they first

became acquainted ; particularly as they had divided the circle

into 300 degrees, and had assigned a degree, or Mandala, to

each day of the year. {Maurice's History of Hindoostan, Vol.

I. p. 91.) In other countries, besides India, we find the con-

current use of these two years ;
and occasionally we find one

used to the supersession of the other, either by interpolation,

or by some other mode available to those in search of the

means of correction.

A remarkable instance of the endeavour of the Chaldeans to

reconcile the periods of the two years is given in the second

* F. Schlegel is of opinion that the numbers in the Yugs decidedly possess
an astronomical import. (" Philosophy of History," Vol. 1., p. 98) VA ilson, how-
ever, says, it does not seem necessary to refer die invention of these periods to

ai.y astronomical computations, or to any attempt to represent actual chrono-

logy. (" Vishnu, Purana," p. 24.)

f The great year 01* these nations was also, according to Anquetil du Perron,

composed of 360 ordinary years. "Or les Astronomes Arabes, particuliere-
ment dlbumasar, comme les Chaldeens, les Grecs, reconnoissent de grandes
annees du Monde, composees chacune de 360 annees solaires ; celles-ci n'en
faisant alors qu'un jour." Antiquites de I' Inde, Intiod :XXIl. See also pp.
549, 589.

J (De emendatione Temporum).

It must be borne in mind that this division of the circle is a matter purely
conventional, and the 360 parts into which it was divided by the Indians, as

well as the Greeks, are evidently dependent on the number of the days of the

early year. Just as the Chinese, with a more perfect knowledge, divide their

circle into 35 parts, and one fourth. " The division of the circle into 360
seems to have been pointed out to the earlier astronomers, by its being an
articulate number nearly equal to the days in the year; and consequently one
of the degrees was nearly equal to the portion of the ecliptic described by the
sun in one day. Whatever, however, were the grounds on which this division

was adopted in the first instance, it was adhered to afterwards in the most

improved methods of ancient and modern astronomy, from a sense of the

convenience presented by the number 360 in the great number of its divisors."

Peacock's Arithmetic (39.)
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Book of Biodorus Siculus, and shows how astronomical periods

influenced even the architectural designs of the early ages.

He says that Semiramis is stated to have built the \valls of

Babylon of the extent of 360 stadia, to mark the number of

dai/s of the year. Yet he states that, in Alexander's time, the

circuit of the walls was 365 stadia : shewing that a subsequent

correction had been applied, after the annual revolution had

been more accurately ascertained.

Another curious instance of this system of accommodation

occurs in fcktf Egyptian ye.ir. A fable respecting the birch of

three gods and two goddesses was devised, in order to account

for the insertion of the five intercalary days, which were super-

added to the 360 contained in the old year of twelve months.*

We may therefore readily admit the supposition that the know-

ledge of the true year is not incompatible with tha occasional

application of the lesser year in such instances as those under

discussion.

After this instance from Jablonski, it may be needless to

add that the Egyptian Theology was replete with these

allusions to siderial revolutions
;
and the Gnostics, who fre-

quently borrowed from the Egyptians, apply the mystic num-

bers of their predecessors, without probably being aware of the

original purpose for which they were framed. Thus, in the

system of Basilides the number of primary JEons is, as in the

Persian system, seven
;
these went on producing and multiply-

ing, till they reached the number 385. f The total number

formed, according to the Grecian numeration, the cabalistic J

word, Abraxxs, (Mil wan's History of Christianityt
Vol. II.

116.) This number has evidently an astronomical reference, as

* Jablonski Panth : JSgyp : Lib . IF., C. I. p. 143.

f This is not an exact multiple of 7, but 7 is more nearly than any other

short term an aliquot part of 365.

J The Romans adopted a strange conceit of representing the period of an

annual revolution by indigitation. Pliny tells us the image of Janus was so

placed, as to indicate with his fingers the number 305.

"Janus geminus a Numa rege dictus, qui pacis bellique argumento colitur,

digitis ita figuratis, ut trecentorum sexaginta quinque dierum nota per sig-

nificationem anni temporis et sevi se Deum indicaret." Hist : Nat : Lib :

XXXIV, 7.
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much aa the 360 has in the Indian System. In the system of

Bardesanes, there were 36 Decani, who ruled the 360 days of

the year, (fb : 125 ,) Other instances need not be adduced

to shew the value attached to 360, in consequence of its being

connected with the supposed period of the year, and therefore

based on siderial computation. Let us now see whether the

mystical number 84 may not be found to rest on a similar

foundation.

As 360 is the multiple of the number of months in a year,

with the number of days in a Saoatia, or Solar month, or the

number of lunations, or litjiis, in a Savinya, or lunar, month
;

so is 8-1 the multiple of the number of months with the number

of days in tho weak
;

* the multiple of the number of the

planets with the signs of the zodiac
;
or the multiple of the days

of a quarter lunation (in which period the moon passes through
seven Nacshitras, or astarisms) with the years of Jupiter's

sidereal revolution. (Bently on Hindu Astronomy, p. 129.)

That this is no extravagant supposition may be seen in Colonel

"Warren's Kala Sankaitta, (212), where he says,
" In the

cycle of 60 years are contained 5 cycles of 12 years each,

supposed equal to one year of the planet Jupiter :

"
shewing

that Jupiter's revolution was used in counting cyclar periods.

It is needless to particularize all the instances in which the

partiality of the natives of India for the numbers 7, 12, and 30

We are so accustomed to regard the week as a natural division of time, that,

if there were room.it would be useful to consider the speculations of the

learned on its origin. The question is not unimportant as regards the lime of
the introduction of Chourasefs, and it may therefore be as well to mention
that it is to the quarter lunations that Bailly ascribes the origin of the Indian

week. Prof. Wallace, on the contrary, says, it was most probably fixed with

relation to the number of planets. (British India, III. 79.) The following

passages from A. W. Schlegel's Preface to Prichard's Egyptian Mythology are

also subjoined for consideration.
" Among the Greeks and liomans the observation of the days of the week

was introduced very late : although the custom had made some inroads even
before the Christian era, through the influence of Egyptian and Chaldce

astrologers, and also of the Jews, who were dispersed hsre and there throughout
the Koman Kmpire. Ideler, in his excellent manual of Chronology, remarks,
that the week had a natural origin in the accidental duration of the phases
of the moon. Ideler passes over the Indians, and with good reason ; for they
had not the week, and could not have had it, since they divided th*

nychthemeron into thirty hours."
" Besides the twelve signs of the zodiac the Indians had also from early

C C
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is shewn. * It will be sufficient to adduce in detail only two
instances of the allegorical uses to which the numbers 7 and 12

are applied.

In Masudi's valuable Historical Encyclopedia, entitled
" The Meadows of Gold and Mines of Gems," he says,

" In the

reign of Balkeet, King of India, the game of Chess was invent-

ed. He studied the numbers (of the product of the squares)
of this game, and wrote a work on the subject for the Hindus,
which is known under the title Jjjj't&a- j^. He laid also an

allegory of the higher bodies in the Chess, that is to say, of

the Stars of the heavens, observing the numbers 7 and 12.

Every piece was consecrated to a star.
" " He pre-

ferred it to Back-Gammon
(

a,xJ)
),

in which Game the 12

points of the tables answer to the 12 months of the year, and

the 30 tablemen are expressive of the 30 days of the month."

Here, then, we have not only a Chourasee on a Chess Board,

but the larger symbolical number of 360 on a Back-Gammon
Board, Masudi wrote in the early part of the tenth Century,
and as he frequently exercises a critical acumen which is highly

commendable, his statements may be received with confidence,

though it is not quite evident what potentate^may be meant

by Ralkeet.

Let us take also the emblematical figure of Surya, the Indian

Sun. He is represented with 12 spokes to his wheel, indica-

ting, as the Bhagavata expressly says, the number of months,

times another division of it, into the seven-and twenty Nah shatras, or houses

of the moon. In order to fiU up the breach, which had been neglected, they
were increased, as often as was necessary, to eight-and-lwenty by an in-

tercalation.
"

It niay be also proper to add that the order in which the names of the days
of the week follow each other is dependent, not upon the size, period, or

distance of the planets respectively, but solely upon an astrological conceit.

The doctrine was that a planet presides over each of the hours, according to

the natural ordei from Saturn down to the Moon, and that planet to which the

first hour belonged was also regent of the whole day.
* See '' Ward's Hindoos," Vol. I. Pref. 98, and pp. 55, 56, 266; Vol. II. pp.

70, 74, 75 ; Vol. HI., Troleg. p. 24, Introd. Rem. p. 4, and pp. 7, 40
;
and Vol.

IV., pp. I/, 20. 315, 457. " Coleman's Hindu Mythology, "pp., 190 and 209.

Moor's Pantheon," p. 303. " As. Res.," Vol. VI. p. 210, V1L, p. 274, and

Vlir., pp. 289,290.
" Foe Koue Ki," pp. 125, 150, 165, 176, 186,2.38. "WH.

son's Oxford Lecture, "p. 55. Vishnu Purana" Book H. C. 2 and 4, Book

III. C. 1 and 2, and pp. 214, 233, 236.
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and sitting under a canopy formed by the 7 heads of the Coluber

Naga. He is also represented driving 7 steeds, or one steed

with 7 heads, and also has 12 titles, forms, or manifestations,

which denote his distinct powers (Aditi/as*) in each of the 12

months throughout his passage through the ecliptic. (See
"As. Res" Vol. I. p. 263, and "Brahma Puran" quoted by Vaiia

Kennedy in his Ancient and Hindoo Mythology, p. 349.) The

allegorical import of this Chourasee is so evident, that we need

go no further to assign causes for the selection of this multiple

of 7 and 12, to represent territorial sub-divisions in India : no

numbers being considered more appropriate for that purpose,

than those which bear reference to the motion of the earth, the

revolving seasons, and the succession of seed time and harvest
;

especially t among; a people, whose worship was directed towards

physical objects, and the manifold powers and departments of

nature, and who in their contemplative moments were fond of

marking
" The mighty hand

That, ever busy, wheels the silent spheres ;

And as on earth this grateful change revolves,
\Vith transport touches all the springs of life.

Thomson's Seasons.

*
^JT^TEI m - sol (Aut ab

^JT^[
et fZL a^- <l

uo adjecc. formantur e prae-

poss. et adverbb. localibus, ita ut sit initium anni faciens vel a cujtis constel-

latione anni initium factum sit
; pro mensium enim numero sol duodena

nomina accipit, et in duodenos Adiljas discernitur ; primus Aditjas Efjrf est,

o
quo nomine Brahma, primigenius deorum, dicitur

; Mahabhar : I. v. 2524.
hunc deum solarem ab initio Aditjam dictum fuisse suspicor, nomine ad ceteros

posthac extenso ; aut vera est Indortim derivatio ab ^nT^Tmf quaeestcuno

torum deorum mater; est ^JldrtJ etiam deus in universum).

Lassen's Anthologia Sancsritica, p. 172.

f That this multiplication of numbers having in themselves a rational basis,
and founded on observation, is at the root of all the extravagant epochs of the
Hindoos, has been well shown in an Article on their Astronomy in No. II. of
the Calcutta Review. In shewing that the factors which enter into the period
of the Kali-Yug are derived from the cycle of precession, the author observes," The amount of this precession is, according to the best modern observations,
somewhat more than 50" annually ; but according: to the Hindoo system,
as stated by Bailly and all other writers on the subject, it is taken as 54".
Whether this is owing to any actual change in the amount since their epoch]
or is due to errors in their observations, we shall have to consider immediate-
ly ; at present we have only to do with the facts. This precession being ob-,

served, it would naturally occur to every Astronomer to enquire into the

length of the period in the course of which this point would make a complete

c c 2
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This i3 not the place to enter, as fully as the interesting

nature of the subject demands, into the enquiry, when Chou-

rasees were first introduced into the mythology, and administra-

tive details of India
;
but it is obvious to remark that the Bud-

dhists and Jains are more partial to the number than the

Brahmias
;
and that the E-ajpoots, of whom the Aynidwla

portion appear to have been supporters of the Unddhist Doc-

trines (833 G-OUR TUGA.), as well as their congeners, the G-oo-

jurs and Jats, more particularly affect that number than any
other tribes at present found i:a occupation of the soil. It

does not necessarily follow that the Buddhists introduced

revolution of the whole equinoctial circle. At the Hindoo rate of preces-
sion this period will be immediately found to be 24,000 years, the quotient

resulting from dividing the whole circle, or 300 by 54*, the assumed pre-
cession for one year. Now the duration of the Kali-Yug is just 18 times this

period ot 24,000 years; or the Kali-Yug is the period during which the

equinox will have been IS times at each point of the equinoctial circle. Why
38 should have b<en chosen as a multiplier rather than any other number, we
are not able positively to determine. It might have been chosen arbitrarily,

merely on the ground that 24,000 years being too short a period to satisfy
Hindu notions, some number must be chosen as a multiplier ; or it might be
selected as being the greatest common measure of 360 and 54

;
or it luight be

for the following reason. The position of the moon's node, or the point in

which her orbit cuts the ecliptic, goes round the ecliptic in a little inore than
18 years, just as the intersection of the earth's equator with the ecliptic goes
round it in about 25,700 years in reality, but according to the Hindu estimate

of the precession, in 24,000 years. If then the Hindu rate of precession were

correct, and if thr period of the revolution of the moon's node were 18 years,
instead of about 18 years and 7 months, then if the sun and moon were in

conjunction at any point in the ecliptic, they would be In conjunction again
at the same point in the ecliptic after a period of 432,000 years The
length of the Kali-Yug being thus determined, a short process would lead to

the assignment of its commencement. If a point was assigned from which to

measure the precession, as we measure it from the first point of Aries, the

commencement of the epoch would be at once determined by dividing the d's-

tance between that first point and the actual position of ihe equinox at the

period of observation by the annual precession, say 54*. Now it is obvious
that any point might be assumed arbitrarily a the first point of the zodiac, or

the astronomer might be led by some peculiar coincidence to fix upon some

particular point in preference to all others. The latter was the face in the

actual case before us. On calculating backwards the position of the planets,

they found, that on a particular day in the Month of February in the year
3192 B. C. the Sun, Moon, Saturn, Mars, Jupiter, and Mercury were, not in-

deed in actual conjunction, but at least in the same quarter of the heavens, the

greatest distance between any two of them probably not exceeding 17 or

38 It is true that at this period Venus was in a different quarter of

the heavens, being about 62 in longitude apart from Saturn
;

but what
theorist would alluw a single planet to stand in the way of the establishment

of so grand an epoch? Not, certainly, the framers of the Hindu Astronomy ;

and accordingly they did determine, that at the commencement of the Kaii-

Yug all the planets were in conjunction in the first point of the Zodiac, and
thus was the famous epoch fixed."
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Cliourasees ; but it may fairly be conceded, that if we deduct

from the Chourasees mentioned above, those which may per-

haps be considered exclusively Brahminical, the greater part

may be ascribed to Buddhism, and may ha/e been readily

adopted and incorporated at some subsequent period by the

Hindoos, according to the usual accommodating spirit of Poly-

theism. Even tha emblematical Solar Chourasee may have

besu a subsequent importation, as it is questionable if SurycCa

chariot is represented in the Vedas* as it is in the Paranas.

It is, moreover, very remarkable that Menu (VII. 115) uses

only the decimal division when speaking of the civil administra-

tion.
" Let him appoint a lord of 10 towns, a lord of 20

towns, a lord of 100, and a lord of 1000."

It must not be forgotten also, in the attempt to fix the time

of the introduction of Chourasees into India, that in the com-

pilation of Pardsara, who by the position of the colures re-

corded by him, is ascertained to have lived not earlier than

1200 years before Christ, the estimate of the lunation is erro-

neous, nor is any mention made of the days of the week, or of

the t\velve signs, which S3?:n to have been introduced into

India at a much later period ;
so that if Chourasees do depend

on the astronomical basis which has been assigned to them,

they could not have existed in his time.

As therefore, neither in the time of Pardsara, nor in that of

Tt must be confessed, however, thit the Sun has 7 steeds and 7 rays

according to the Rig Veda. "Seven yellow mares bore thee in a chaiiot.

Oh shining Sun !" (Chap. IX. Hymn. VII.) according to the numbering in

Dr. Rosen's translation of the Itigveda Sanhita. Again, the Sun has seven

rays,
" These are the seven rays of the Sun, and my abode is in the midst of

them." (C.XV. H. XI I.) There is also possibly some indication of a quarter
Chourasee in an address to Agni. "Thrice seven secret names the priests

have found in thee." (C. XII. H. VIII.) According to the Vedas, also, 21

pieces of Pulas wood are to be got ready against a sacrifice. (Stevenson's
' Snnhita of the Sdwa Veda" p. vii., and As. Res. VII. 274). A fast of

21 days also is enjoined as an austerity previous to singing the Snma Veda,

(Stevenson's Sanhita, p. ix.) and 21 milch cows "
yield the true milk in the

super-excellent place of Sacrifice." (76. p. 217). See also another instance

of a quarter Chourasee from the Fedas, in A?. Res. VII. p. 252. In the

Puranas, as might be expected, the number is very common. (See Lnnglois'
Harivansa, I. p. 112, and II. pp., 88. 440; Strenglers R'ighuvansa. C. II. 25;
and Surya Narayan Upanishnd, quoted by Vans Kennedy, in his

"
dncient

and Hindu Mythology,'" p. 340.)
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Menu, who is supposed to have flourished about three centuries

after Pardsara, or in the ninth century before Christ, is there

any thing which can be construed into the remotest allusion to

Chourasees, we must look for their introduction to some subse-

quent period ;
and in the midst of so much uncertainty, it

seems lawful at least to conjecture, that the most probable date

is that, when the Buddhists from Scythia, following that tide

which from the earliest ages has been setting in towards the

South East, immigrated to India, and became incorporated

with the tribes who were in previous occupation of the country.

CHOURSEE, ^5*"))^ Wt chaursi

A granary above ground. Rohilcund.

CHOUS, i_r^v"
^ chaus

Land four times tilled. -Roliilcund.

CHOUSING,HA, (q^Lvy^ %frfoT chausing'ha

A raised mound indicating \7here the boundaries of four vil-

lages meet. See CHOUGUDDA.

CHOUT,HEA, l*^ %^OT chauthiya

A measure in general use for grain, and about equal to a

seer of wheat
;
Choukuree is a quarter, and Adhelce, is a half,

Chout,hea. Five Choutjieas are equal to a Kboro, or Puseree,
and twenty Kbbros to one KJianree. These words are equally
used in superficial measures, 'ihus, an area which would re-

quire 5 Puseree of seed to sow it, is about equal to a Beeg,ha,

(which in Hooshungabad is a little more than a statute acre,

being 4,900 square yards,) and was rated at about a Eupee of

Revenue. A KJianree would be about equal to 4 Rupees, and
a Manee to twice that amount. Saugor. See BEESEE and

JUEEEB.

CHOUTRA, '/^>^ ^^ chautra

A Court
j corrupted perhaps from Chulootra.
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CHUH, &. ^f chah

A platform. A pier head.

CHUHLEE, ^^ ^W^t chalili

The wheel on which the rope revolves at the top of a well.

See CHAK.

CHUHORNA, ^))^ ^1^^ chahorna

To transplant. Rohilcund. Elsewhere it signifies to stick

up, to fix. The word Rompna is also frequently used to signify

transplanting. In Delili and the Upper Doab, Chuhorna,

though rarely used, is preserved in the word Chuhora, which

signifies rice dibbled in a field, after being sown in a nursery.

CHUHUL, J-{^- ^P* chahal

A strong soil, ranking between Rouslee and Dakura, or

DanTcra. Dehli.

CHUK, tX^. ^^ chak

A portion of land divided off. It is applied to detached

fields of a village, and to a patch of rent-free land. In old

Eevenue Account Books it is the name given to that part of

the Township which is taken from the residents of the Village,

and assigned to a stranger to cultivate.

Zbtibdut-ool- Qmvaneen.

CHUKBUNDEE, ^3^^^- ^^^^t chakbandi

The fixing or registering the abuttals, or boundaries, of a

Chuk. In the Deccan the equivalent word is Chutoorseema

Tlrmlfen See "
Jour. R. A. .," No. VI., p. 368.

o

CHUKBURAR, ^^^ ^^W chakbarar

Collecting rents according to the size or productiveness of

Chubs. Central Doab.
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CHUKKA, 1% ^T chakka

The weight (generally of clay) used to press down the small

arm of the DhenMee. The usual meaning is a wheel, or circle,

and the word may be therefore applied thus, as the Chuk/ca is

almost always of a circular form.

CHUKKUT, ^^ ^K^ chakkat

The loss of a whole plot of ground by diluvion
;
the contrary

of Ritkut.

CHUKLA, &$ ^*H chakla

A Chukla, is a sub-division of a Sircar, comprising several

Peryunahs. The only Chaklas familiarly known in these Pro-

vinces are those of Azlmgurh and Corah. The designation is

not uncommon in Oudh.

Chuklas first were instituted in the reign of Shahjehan, by
Sadbbllah Khan, the Minister: (See CROREE): and therefore

there is reason to apprehend that the Sunuds given at p. 253,

Vol. III. of "Harington's Analysis" are forgeries. Much stress

was laid upon these Documents at the time of their publication,

but as they purport to be of the time of Akber, and at the same

time mention Chuklas, they are open to dispute.

CHUKLADAR, ^&K^- ^^1^ chukladar

The person appointed as Superintendent of a ChuJda.

CHUKNAMA, &AoUX^. ^3Fn*TT chakiiama

A Deed, or Statement, shewing the area and boundaries of a

Chuk. The word is as old as the time of Akber. It is men-

tioned in his instructions to Amilyuzars.

CHUKWAEN, ^)^ ^^^ chukwain

A small clan of Rajpoots, in I&packeet, Zillah Ghazeepoor.

CHUKWUND, &)^ ^^^ chakwand

A common weed, of which there are generally reckoned to

be four kinds, though they bear but little resemblance to one
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Another. Chukwund, Ghukoundee or Kusoundee, Gbblalee,

Butoka. The Chukwund, which grows from about eight inches

to two feet high, and bears a long legume, is very common in

Mangoe groves, and in fields grown with Khureef crops. It is

used by the poor people as a potherb.

CHULAN, ^^ ^^fH chalan

An invoice
;
an announcement of despatch : from Chulna

^V to go.

CHULTEE, ^5^% ^^ chalti

Cultivated lands. Dehli.

CHUMAR, ;U^- ^R cliamar

A tribe employed in the curing of leather. They are said,

on the authority of the Padma, Varalia, and Brahmavaivartta

Puranas, to be descended from a Mullah, or Boatmen, and a

Chundal woman. The Chumars are generally said to be sub-

divided into seven classes Jatbba, Kaean, Kbbril, Jyswara,

Jhoosea, Azimgurhea, or BirJierea, and Koree, or Korchumra.

These seven do not eat together or intermarry. The Jotbbas are

chiefly in the North-West. The Dehli Territory, Roliilcund,

and the Upper, and part of Central, Doab are their seats. The

Kaeans are in Bundlecund, and Saugor. The Kbbrils occupy
the greater part of the Central and Lower Doab. The Jyswaras

meet them i:i the neighbourhood of Allahabad, and extend

through Jounpoor, Mirzapoor and Benares, to the neighbour-

hood of Sydpoor BJiitree, where they are met by the Jhooseas,

who occupy Ghazeepoor and Beliar. The Azimgurheas have

their seats in Azimgurh, and Goruckpoor ;
and the Korees, or

Korchumras, in Oudh. The last are generally engaged in the

occupation of weaving.

Other names are mentioned besides these seven, as the Jat-

lote of Rohilcund ; the Ahurwar SuJcurwar and Dohur* of

The Dohurs are mentioned in "Steele's Summary," p. 128, as existing
in the Deccan along with Kutnees (coblers) and Duphgurs (Dubgar, maker of

Oil Bottles): but he does not include them amongst Chumars, of whom he
enumerates the following classes Sultungur, Marat,he, Paradosh, Purdesee,

Huralbhukt, Dubalee, Woje, Chour.

D D
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Central Doab
;
but as these latter avow some connection with

the Kborils, they may perhaps be included in that tribe. In

Behar we meet also with sub-divisions of Gureyas, Magahis,

Dukshinias, Canoujeas, as well as the Jhoosea and Jyswara
above mentioned : all tending to shew that the division into

seven clans is imaginary.

Chumars are reputed to be a dark race, and a fair Chumar is

said to be as rare an object as a black Brahmin.

Kurea Brahmin gor Chumar

In ke satji nu botriye par.

That is, go not in the same boat with a black Brahmin or sf

white Chumar
;
both objects being considered of evil omen.

CHUMAYEN, ^ 'TOl^f chamayen

A clan of Goojurs, proprietors of about twelve villages in

Paneeput Bangur.

CHUMBUL, L)-^^- ^^^^ chambal

A log of wood with grooves, fixed on banks of Canals. It is-

used in drawing water for the purpose of irrigation.

CHUMRAWUT, &>)<^ ^^T^ chamrawat

The perquisites of Chumars.

CHUMURGOUR, )Ty*^ ^R*N chamargaur
See GOUE EAJPOOT.

CHUNA, ^- ^^ chana

Grram
; (cicer arietinum :) whence, through the Italian Cece

and the French Chicker, we get our Chick-pea. The arietinum is-

derived from the resemblance of the seed to a ram's head. The

word used by the English in India is gram, of which the origin
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has been much disputed, and is, I believe, quite unknown.

Might it not possibly be a corruption of the Portuguese word

for this pea ? In the Peninsula, and on the opposite Coast of

the Mediterranean, the pea is called Garvanzos. In English the

obsolete word gram means angry, irritated
;
and it is a strange

coincidence that the Spanish phrase Poner GABVANZOS a alcuno,

means to throw obstacles, to irritate, to gram a man. There

is, however, of course no connection between the two words,

because the English is derived direct from the Anglo-Saxon ;

the resemblance, however, is worthy of remark. The Portuguese

words, grao grain, and grama grass, might also be ascribed as

the origin of our gram.

Of Chuna there are generally reckoned to be three kinds

Peela, PucJimil, and Kussa. The last is inferior kind, and is

also called Rukswa, Chuptaee, and Kussaree in the Eastern

part of these Provinces. PucJimil is a mere mixture of Chuna

and Kussa.

There is also a small kind of Chuna, called Chunee and

Btitooree, and Chuna itself is frequently to the Eastward called

Rehla and Lona. But, in general, Lona is the name of the

oxalic and acetic acid which forms on the leaf of the Chuna.

It is used in this country in Alchemical processes, and in the

preparation of Nitric and Muriatic Acid. Cloths are spread
over the plants of the Chuna, and being well moistened by the

deposition of dew, they readily absorb the acidulous salt, which

the plants secrete abundantly on the surface of their leaves and

shoots. (Eoyle, "Antiquity of Hindoo Med :" p. 42.) The

presence of this acid is found to injure the feet occasionallv

when people walk in Chuna fields, and a local tradition has

hence arisen that Seeta when she was going to bathe in the

Munwa river is said to have cursed the plant, and directed that

it should not be grown between that stream and the Oogra and

consequently no Chuna is now cultivated between those two
rivers.

In the "Western part of this Presidency, there is a Cabulee

Chuna sometimes grown. It differs from the Desee, or country

Chuna, in having a white flower and smaller leaf. It is also

grown in the extreme East, and in Bengal, to the JSTorth of the

D D 2
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Ganges. It is there considered a fit offering for the Gods,

probably on the account of its rarity.

This useful grain is highly valued in India, and its praises

have been sung by the poets. The following lines, which are

attributed to the celebrated Beer Bui, are greatly esteemed by
the natives :

Sub Deon men Muhddeo bure, sub ann men Chukurbut Chuna ;

Jafcee lumbee see dar, goolab sa phool, k^hoontut k,hantut hot gjitina ;

Kuhen Beer Bui, sddno, Shah Akbur, noon our mirch se njub buna.

"Chuna is the best amongst grains, like Mabadco amongst
the Gods. It has long stems, rose-like flowers, and gets

thicker for being plucked, and when eaten as a potherb with

pepper and salt is delicious food."

^^
CHUNCHUR, ysp v ^^^ chanchar

Land left untilled, for one, two, or three years.

CHUNDA, 1^^- ^^T chanda

Subscription ; assessment,

CHANDALEA,

See BHUNGEB.

chandaliya

CHUNDEL, chandel

A tribe of Eajpoots scattered in various parts of these pro-

vinces, who for the most part derive their origin from Mulwla

in Bundlecund, which, before the Mussulman conquest, appears

to have been the capital of a principality which extended to

the Nerludda, and included the province of Cliunderee, or

Chundelee, which is called after their name. Though they are
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styled Sombunsee, they are not considered to be of pure descent,

and their sons are carefully excluded from marriages with the

higher clans.

The Chundels are found in Osaitji, Mehrdbad, Poorunpoor

Subna, Buragaon, Julalabad, and Imrutpoor, Pergunahs in the

South East of RoJiilcund; Huvelee, Sidhboa Jobna and Rutlun-*

poor Bansee, of OorucJcpoor ;
in Bara, Kurra, and Chaile, of

Allahabad; in Mahbbl, Secunderpoor, Mahomedalad Gohna,

Nutjioopoor and Nizamabad, of Azimgurh ;
in Murreeahoo, of

Jounpoor ;
in Nurwun and Huvelee, of Benares

;
in Bhugwut,

Bidjygurh and Agoree Burliur, of Mirzapoor : in Sheorajpoor,

Jajmow, Aklerpoor, Sheolee, and Bit,hoor, Pergunahs of Cawn-

poor ;
and in Bundlecund. There is also a large clan of them

South of Burdee, giving name to a Province called Chundelkjiund.

They are divided, at least in the Lower Doab, into the four

families of Raja, Rao, Rana, and Rawut, like the Groutums of

the same neighbourhood. Thus the chiefs of the Sheorajpoor
Chundels are known as, the Raja of Sheorajpoor, the Rao of

Sanpey, the Ratia of Sulcrej, and the Rawut of Rawutpoor, the

respective residences of the parties. "We learn the turbulence

of this Doab triba at the early part of last century from the

letters of Runchhore Doss.

The Chundels of Mirzapoor came from Mahola after the

defeat of Brimaditya, the son of their chief Purmal, by Pirthee

Raj. For this was not a mere victory : it led to the tempora-

ry occupation of the country ;
since we learn that after the

Chouhans had taken Calinger it was occupied by a Grarrison of

Dehli under the Ainbere Prince, Pujoon. These Mirzapoor
Chundels are said to have expelled the Balunds, and they them-

selves in their turn had to flee from the victorious arms of the

G-outum Raja of Benares. The chiefs of Agoree Burhur and

Bidjygurh, after seeking refuge in Bhojpoor, returned to their

old seats on the occasion of the British ascendency.

Those of Azimyurh migrated also from Malwba, but appear
to have lingered for some time about Jounpoor. before proceed-

ing in their onward course to Secunderpoor.

The period of CJiandel emigration Eastward is very doubtful.

Though no date ia so probable as the one above-mentioned for
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their departure, yet we have some incidental testimony respect-

ing those of Rohilcund and the Doab which appears to point

to an earlier perod.

We find one of the Bunafur heroes boasting in the Al-KJiund,
" Our heads were the pillars of Mahoba

; by us were the Gonds

expelled, and their strong holds DeogurTi and Chanbari added

to his sway. We maintained the field against the Jadon, sacked

Hindoun, and planted his standard on the plains of Kuttair?'

This refers to a period long previous to Pirt,hee Eafs defeat of

Brimaditya. We may also be allowed to conjecture that the

Chhindu race, which Mr. Prinsep (J. A. S. B. Vol. VI. p. 780)

declares to be utterly unknown, and which we find recorded in a

very interesting inscription, dated A. D. 992, discovered by Mr.

H. S. Boulderson in the neighbourhood of Beesulpoor, is no

other than the Chundel, and that they might then have been in-

habiting that part of Rohilcund, on the way to their more dis-

tant principality of Chumpawut* and Almora, of which the

representative is the present titular Raja of Kumaon, or, more

strictly speaking, his cousin, who is a British Pensioner at Al-

mora. Chund is the title of the holder of the Raj : his B/ajpoot

brethren are generally known as Routela. See KUTTOOEA

and ROTJTELA.

The Chundels of Rohilcund themselves state that they derive

their origin fiom Sheorajpoor ;
and here, again, we have a

gleam of evidence that the Sheorajpoor Chundels are older than

Pirt hee Rafs conquest.

In the famous Arabic work, the "
Kitab-al-Yemini," we find

that the victorious Mahmood, after conquering Canouj, in

A. D. 1017, and proceeding lower down into the Dodb, before

passing over to Bundlecund, encounters what appears to be a

Chundel Chief and subsequent mention is made of another

Chief, called Chund Raee, who might also have had some con-

nexion with the same clan.

* Som Chund, Chunderbunsee, established the Raj of Chumpawut, A. D.
1178. This period would be in accordance with the Beesulpoor inscription.
It is a vulgar, but almost universal, error to trace the origin of the Chunds
from Jhoosee opposite Allahabud; but the proper reading is Jhansee, in

Jiundlecund, a position which connects them immediately with the Chundels.
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The long-expecfced translation of this work may perhaps
throw some further light on the subject. The extracts above

quoted are taken from a very incorrect copy, and there is no

saying how much the names are disguised.

CHUNDELEE, ^sl^^ $j*ft chandeli

A very fine species of Cotton fabric, which is of so costly a

description as to be used only in Native Courts. It is made
from Berar, or Oomraotee, Cotton, and every care is taken in

its manipulation. The weavers work in a dark subterranean

room, of which the walls are kept purposely damp to prevent
the dust from flying about. The chief care is bestowed on the

preparation of the thread, which, when of very fine quality, sells

for its weight in silver. It is strange that women are allowed

to take no part in any of the processes. iFrom a correspondence

published in Vol. It. of the " Journ: As : Soc: of Bengal," it

would appear that Chundelees are made solely from Nurma
Cotton

;
but this is a mistake, for Oomraotee Cotton is alone
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used, and the Nur-ma, or Nurma-bun, instead of being confined

to Malwa, is cultivated in small quantities all over Hindoost,han,

and its produce is in great request for the manufacture of the

best kind of Brahminical thread. It is a bushy plant, grows to

the height of about seven feet, and lasts about six years.

Chundelees derive their name from the Town of Chunderee,
*

on the left bank of the Betwa, in Scindia's Territory. (See

CHTJKDEL.)

CHUNDEYA, V.^- ^^T chandaia

Deep places. Eastern Oudh.

CHUNEADA, 8JUi^. ^ftuRO chaniyada

Land under a crop of Chuna or Gram. Rohilcund. In

Dehli, the same is called Chuneal and Obmre, and in some other

Provinces Chunara.

CHUNEE, cS^ ^^ chani
*

A small species of Chuna
;
called Butooree in Benares.

CHUNET,H, ^XAA^ ^3 chanet'h

Drugs for cattle.

CHUNUMEA, ^^ ^^TOT chanamia

The name of a tribe of Chunderbwnsee Rajpoots in Pergunah
Raree of Jounpoor ; Sugree and Mahbbl of Azimgurh ;

and in

Amorha of Goruckpoor. They are generally included among
the Beis of inferior descent, and are known also by the name of

Gurgbuns ;
bat the Chunumea and Gurgbuns are separately

entered in the Jatimala in the " Hindee Selections."

* It is very curious how many of our commonest European cloths and
textures derive their name from a similar source. Thus we have Muslin
from Mousul, Cambric from Cambray, Jean from Jen in Saxony, Gauze
from Gaza, Frieze from Friesland, Dornick from Dornick in the Netherlands,
Dornoch from the royal borough of Dornoch in Scotland, Dowlas from

Dourlans, a town of Picardy, Calico from Calicut, Worsted from a town in

Norwich of that name, Dimity from Damietta, Carpet from Cairo, Diapte from

Ipre in Flanders, originally written D'Ipre ;
an etymology which though

disputed, receives confirmation from a passage in Chaucer's Wife of Bath,
Of cloth making she had such a haunt,
She passed them of Ipre and of Gaunt.

See " Warton's History of English Poetry," Vol. I. p. 176.

Besides these, of which we are now beginning to forget the origin, we have
the more obvious names of Bergamot, Bandanna, Damask, &c. &c.
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CHUNGEL, J*^ changel

A herb which springs out of old K,heras, or ruined buildings.

It has a round leaf, and its seed, which is used as a medicine, is

know generally by the name of KJtubajee.

CHUNWAN. c)'^ ****** chanw&n

Name of a small species of millet. Eastern Oudh.

CHUPREE, iS)*^ ^ chapri

A puddle. Also, the name of a small pulse somewhat re-

sembling CJiuna.

CHUREE, 3)^ ^ chari

Unripe Jowar, cut as fodder for cattle. It is always sown

much thicker than the Jowar which is intended for the thresh-

ing floor.

Churee is also the name given in the Lower Doab to small

portions of land held rent-free by cultivators : derived either

from its chiefly producing fodder or by a corruption from

Seer. See CII,HEEB.

CHURHWEE, 3)^ ^cft charhwi

Eaising rent
;
from ^;- Chtwhana, to lift up.

CHURKHEE, ^^ ^^t charkhi

The pulley by which water is raised from a well by two water-

pots tied to the ends of a rope and raised alternately ; literally,

a spinning wheel. It is generally made of pieces of bamboo

lashed together in the form of a cylinder. See CHAK.

CHURNEE, s?^ * charni

A feeding trough.

CHURUS, <J">^" ^W ('haras

The exudation of Hemp flowers. It is collected in Nepal,
and elsewhere also it is said, by persons running through a field

of Ganja with leathern aprons to which the exudation adheres.
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In these provinces the CTiurus of Bokhara is most admired,

find fetches double the price of the country product. Buhadoor-

ffurh in the Dehli Territory appears the grand depot for the

Churns of the "Western and Northern states.

Also, the large leathern bucket, or bag, used for filling water

from wells
;
derived from ^^ leather. In some parts of the

country it is called Poor and Mote. All parts of the apparatus

of a well are differently called at different places. Thus, the

upright posts over the well's mouth are, in one place, Feelpaya

^elephant leg), in another TJioonee. The beam which they sup-

port is in one place called Bhursuha, in another Putao and

Bhuret. The rope is in one place called Hurt, in another Lao.

The reservoir into which the water is poured is in some places

called Pureha, in others C/mbucha, and so on. --See BUHORO,

CHAK, CHUKTEE, CHURKHEE, and GURA.REE.

CHURWAHEE, tv^ ^31^ charwahi

"Wages of a hayward, or herdsman, in grain ;
from Churna U^.

to faed, tci graze.
^^

CHUTREE, s?>
A
^" ^v chatri

The name of a herb which springs up with the rubbee grains.

It is used as fodder for cattle, and the poorer class of cultiva-

tors eat the seeds of it mixed up with barley.

CHYL, u&fr %5f chail

Land twice tilled. Rohilcund.

CHYN, d*& chain

Cultivated land.

CHYTEE, ^^ ft chaiti
'

The harvest of the month Chyte. In Bundlccund it is

applied generally to the Eubbee, or spring harvest.

CIRCAR, ;
tfr* ^^ sircar

This word is more correctly spelt Sircar, but is more familiar

to Europeans as drear, in consequence, perhaps, of the geogra-
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phical division of the Northern Circars being so written. In

other parts of this Supplement it will appear as Sircar.

A Circar is a sub-division of a Soolah. The North Western

Provinces, excluding the Saugor and Nerludda Territories^

comprise no complete Soolah, but only portions of the four

Soobahs of Agra, Allahabad, Delili and Oudh. Each Soolah

is divided into a certain number of Circars, and each Circar

into Pergunahs or ATekals, (which are used as equivalent

expressions,) and the Pergunalis again are aggregated into

Dustoors or districts
;
and as the Pergunahs of the same

Dustoor are of course always contiguous, the Dustoor state-

ment in old Registers, if copied with any regard to correctness,

frequently forms a very important means of the verification of

doubtful names.

Soolah, is an Arabic word, signifying a head of money, or a

granary. Circar is literally a Chief, a Supervisor. Dustoor,

besides signifying a rule, is also a Minister, a Moonsh.ee.

Pcrgunali means tax-paying land, as well as a perfume composed
of various ingredients

*

It is strange that the "
B66rhan-i-Qata," while giving the

Hindoostanee meaning, does not speak of it also as a sub-

division of a Province, for it is so given in the older Lexicons,

as for instance in the "
Furhung-i-Jehangeeree ;" and though

it is omitted in the "
Furhung-i-Ibraheemee," the word was un-

doubtedly in use in the time of that compilation, being not only

found in the almost contemporary memoirs of Baler, but in the

"
Tubukat-i-Nasiree," and the" Futoohat-i-Ferozshahee," (in

which we find that about A. D. 1350, there were fifty-two

Imperial Pergunahs in the Doal,} and even on an inscription

dated A. D. 1210, discovered at Piplianugur in Bhopal. (See

"Journ: As: Soc : Bengal," Vol. Y. p. 377.)

The other words do not appear to have been in use till intro-

duced by the Moghuls, nor do any of them, appear to be used

in similar senses in foreign countries, except Circar, which is

stated in the "
Chiragh-i-Hidayut" to be used in "Western Asia

E E 2
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also, in the sense of a territorial sub-division, the authority

quoted being the translation of the "
Mujalis-ool-Nufaes."

The words used before Abbess time to represent tracts of

country large? than a Pergunah, were Shuqq jfi,
Khitta sLi^

Ursa
&*'<**,

Deear bj_, Vilayut e^U^ and Tkta sUa?^

but the latter was generally, though not always, applied when

the land was assigned for the support of the nobility, or their

contingents, and the presiding Officer was called Mukta

or Iktadar. Thus, in the early historical writers before the

close of the fourteenth century, we find SJmqq-i-Samanah,

jKhitturi-Oudh, Ursu-i-Goruk,hpoor, (this term is rarely used

for any other tract,) Deear-i-LukJmowtee, Vilayut-i-Meean

Dodb, and Ilcta-i-Kurra.

Between drear and Dustoor there appears a connexion
;
one

meaning, chief, and the other, minister
,
between Soobah and

Pergunah, a connexion may also be traced
;
one being a large,

the other a small collection
;
but whether the words were

chosen with reference to this connexion may be doubted.

The title of Soobahdar, or lord of the Soobah, is long

subsequent to Afcber's time. Sipahsalar was then the only

designation of the Emperor's Viceroy in each Soobah.

It has been endeavoured to restore the Circars, Dustoors,

and Pergunahs as they stood in the time of the Emperor Akber.

The copies of the Ayeen-i-Akberee vary so much, and such

ignorance is frequently exhibited by the transcribers, that to

verify the names of Pergunahs has been a work of great labour,

which is by no means to be estimated by the ease with which

the eye runs over a coloured Map.
The Pergunahs which retain their own names have frequently

occasioned as much doubt as those which have undergone a com-

plete change. The annoyance may be easily estimated by those

who know what various phases oriental alphabets can assume
;

and those who do not, may be convinced by learning that in a

single Circar one copy presents you with such complete dis-

guises and metamorphoses as Kutjiul for Kumpil, Sunanee

for Putialee, and Suneewurburka for SowruJc,h ;
and the difficulty

does not cease when, after frequent conjectures and comparisons,

the name has been verified
;
for the adjustment of areas to meet
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those represented in the Ayeen-i-Akbcree has frequently been

the source of much perplexity. But it is in separating the Cir-

cars into Dustoors that the ignorance of the copyists has been

chiefly exhibited, for all the Pergunahs are frequently mixed

together, as if there were no meaning at all attached to

Dustoor. It has been therefore thought proper to explain in

some detail the principle of the construction of the Map, pre-

mising that several copies of the Ayeen-i-Akberee have been

consulted for the occasion. See DUSTOOR.

Should it be desired to ascertain the position and names of

the Pergunahs as at present constituted, they may be learnt by

referring to the Modern Ethnographical Map, which has been

drawn up for the purpose of illustrating several articles in this

Supplement.
An endeavour has also been made to represent the state of

Zumcendaree possession in the time of Akber but in comparing
the difference of colour in the Modern and Ancient Map, it is

not to be inferred that is entirely occasioned by change of pos-

session. There is reason to apprehend, as Alool Fuzl generally

enters only one tribe as in possession of the Pergunah Zumeen-

daree, and seldom more than two, that he has only mentioned

those which had a predominance or clear majority ; omitting all

consideration of the others, whose number was inferior
; now,

the Map of modern possession has been drawn out with a

view of shewing as far as the scale would admit, all tribes of im-

portance, so that if one particular class is found in possession of

but a small part of a Pergunah, it has been entered under its

appropriate colour. As even in the same PergunaTi, the villages

of each tribe are much intermixed, the colours of course repre-

sent the proportions, and not the positions, of each.*

The boundaries of the old Circars appear for the most part

well rounded off and defined. There are some which are some-

what doubtful, as will be seen by referring to the articles BHUT-

* The original Maps were on a large and lepible scale; but it was found

necessary to reduce them for the press ; which could not of course, be

accomplished, without throwing many of the minuter tribes into the

miscellaneous colours.
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TEEAFA, BOODHGUNGA, DES, and G,HORA. There is only one

which appears to require notice in this place.

It will be observed from an inspection of the map of Circars

and Dustoors, that tte Pergunahs of Circars Ghazeepoor and

Jounpoor are strangely locked into each other near the con-

fluence of the Gobmtee and Ganges. The fact of Syudpoor
Nurndee being in the old registers entered in the Circar of

Ghazeepoor, while Bhittree, which is between Syudpoor and

Ghazeepoor, is entered in the Circar of Jounpoor, would seem

to show that the proper reading is Syudpoor Bhittree, and that

Bhittree has been entered separately by mistake :but Syudpoor
used formerly to be called Numdee

;
so that solution does not

help us. The fact is, that Syudpoor and Bhittree, which habit

induces us now to couple together, were originally two distinct

Pergunahs, and in two different Circars; nor were they

regarded in any other light than as two distinct Pergunaht,

till they were given in Jageerio Baboo Oosan Singh: from which

time, as they were held under one Sunud (see the "Bulwunt-

namu,") they began to bespoken of as one Pergunah, and are

so entered in the Regulations of 1795. In the Perwanah ap-

pointing Sheikh Abdoollah Amil of Ghazeepoor, amongst the

22 Pergunahs mentioned in his Sunud, Syudpoor and Bhittree

are given separately ;
and this consideration throws much

suspicion upon the Zumcendaree Sunud given in the Azimgurh
Settlement Report, printed in the " Journal of the Asiatic

Society" for 1838, and which might otherwise have been of

some service in unravelling the difficulty. Syudpoor and Bhitt-

ree are written together in the Persian Zimun, and (though

they certainly appear to be enumerated as two,) yet they

occur without the intervention of the word Pergunah ; and in

a manuscript copy of the Sunud, the entry of Syudpoor Bhitt-

ree as one Pergunah is beyond question. The same is observa-

ble in Kourea Tilhenee. Now, these are modem combinations,

and could scarcety have been used in the fourth year ofJehan-

geer, within twenty years after the compilation of the

Ayeen-i-Akberee, wliere they are entered with such marked

distinction. Kourea and Tilhenee being in all respects separate

Pergunahs ; and Syudpoor and Bhittree not only separate

Pergunahs, but in two different Circars. The entry of Mbwnat
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and Bhunjun as two separate Pergunahs in the same Sunud,

which are entered simply as Mow in the Ayean-i-Akleree, is

also suspicious. These considerations, coupled with the loose

wording of the document, lead us to put little faith in it as

evidence respecting the mode in which SyuJpoor and Bhittree

were entered at an early period in the Imperial Records, and

justify the implification conveyed in that Report, that the docu-

ment is not authentic.

We must, therefore, notwithstanding the irregular appearance

which this part of the map presents, consider that the entries

are correct, and that the division was intentional.

CODO, ; iT codo

A small grain, sown early during the rainy season. (Paspalum
frumentaceum. Keen : ). The season for sowing it is indicated

in the following lines :

Poo7c,h Pbbnurbus boeye dhan,

Uslekjia Kodo purman,

Mug,ha Museena deejiye pel,

Phir deejiye Purhul men t,hel.

The first word in each of the three first lines is the name of

a lunar Asterisrn, which points to the proper time of sowing
various kinds of grain.

It is a very curious fact, but one which does not admit of

doubt, that this grain is frequently found to have inebriating

properties, when made into bread. Such Codo is known by the

name of Mutouna, (from Mutt f{^ drunk, intoxicated
; ) but

in appearance it resembles Codo in every respect. It is sown
as ordinary Codo, and comes up as Mutouna, but only in those

fields on which Codo has been previously grown, and only
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perhaps in one instance out of ten, even in such cases. If

wheat or barley is grown, it will not come up, nor will it ever

spring up on newly broken soil. It is therefore a necessary

condition of the produce of Mutouna, that Codo was sown the

preceding year. The effects of the mania are fortunately not

very injurious, and death never supervenes. The intoxication

which it causes is generally that of a cheerful kind, lasts for

two or three days, produces no convulsions or ulcers, and inflicts

no permanent injury on the constitution. In these respects it

differs from Eaphania, which is caused by eating rye affected by

ergot.

These curious properties of Codo have invested it with a

degree of mystery in the eyes of the natives, and some classes

even worship it as a G-od. Thus, the Kakun Rajpoots of Gha-

zeepoor are said to pay worship to this divinity. They never

cultivate or eat Codo ;

Nefas violare et frangere morsu,

and the reason assigned is that, while under the influence of

Mutouna, they were set upon by some of the neighbouring

tribes, and thus lost the greater part of their once extensive

possessions.

This intoxicating effect of Codo is by no means imaginary, as

many may be induced to suppose. Independent of its notoriety

in these Provinces, it has been witnessed in distant parts of the

country by Medical Officers who have borne testimony to the

fact. Dr. Irvine, in his statistical account of Givalior, men-

tions it : and Dr. Francis Buchanan has seen its effects in Behar

and Bhagulpoor. He states that the natives, as they do in

these Provinces, attribute the narcotic quality of the grain in

certain fields to its being infected by a large poisonous serpent

called Dhemna, and he is disposed to ascribe the lameness called

Mughya lung to the common practice of sleeping on Codo

straw, which may perhaps emit narcotic exhalations.

Kisaree (lathyrus sativus) is another grain which is found to

have injurious properti3S. A curious instance of a general

paralysis caused by it is given in Colonel Sleeman's " Rambles

and Recollections," Yol, I, p. 134.
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COLE, %M col

A few of tins primitive tribe are found in the Province of

Benares, particularly in the Southern part, and in Bundlecund,

near the hills. Their occupations are of the most servile kind.

Sukteesgurh was formerly called after them Colana, and the

Pergunah of Cole Usla in Benares still bears their name, and

testifies to their former importance, before the Eajpoot immi-

grations.

From a consideration ofthe condition, habits, and position of

the Coles of Benares and Behar they may probably be found to

have some connection with the Colees of Guzerat and the Cola-

ris of the South of India. I know not whether their languages

have ever been compared; but there is no primdfacie improba-

bility that they should be found to resemble each other
;
for the

Moravian Missionaries of Vmwkuntuk declared that they could

converse with the Gonds ofthat neighbourhood in the Canarese

language, the origin of which is entirely distinct from the San-

scrit. It is to be regretted that the sudden death ofthese excel-

lent men, in the year 1842, prevented their giving public testi-

mony to this interesting fact. If two countries so remote as

Carnata and Umurkuntuk, between which there is no commu-

nion or commerce whatever, are found to have essentially the

same languages, the Coles, Colees and Colaris, between whom,

at least there is a resemblance, of name, may be found to be

similarly connected.

From the "
Harivansa," Vol. I., p. 68, one might conclude

the Coles to be of Eajpoot descent.

COLHOO, ) %T5f colhu

A Sugar Mill. To illustrate the difference of language in

different Provinces of this Presidency, the names of the com-

ponent parts of the Mill are given below in the language of

Benares and Mohilcund. In Dehli and the Doab other varia-

tions occur, but they are few. The Lower Doab inclines more to

the Benares dialect Dehli and the Upper Doab to that of

JRohilcund. Bundlecund has a mixture of both. For instance,
there faittree is the horizontal, and Jat,h the upright beam.

F F
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fat

Lat,h Sf Jat,h
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There is another curious Beeg,ha of these parts, measured by

the paces of a woman eight months gone with child.

COOLEE, ^ S*ft kuli

A carrier, a porter. It is difficult to tell the origin of this

word, but it appears to have been introduced by the English.

It may perhaps be derived from the Turkish Cbollee ^ a slave,

yet that word is now chiefly known in Hindoostan as the

designation of several influential families, who may have been

originally slaves, but whose servile origin is now forgotten. Or

it may have been derived from the Colees of Western India, as

they were found to be frequently engaged in menial occupations.

COORMEE, / f? curm

A large class of Cultivators in the Eastern and Central

portion of this Presidency, but there are few in Dehli and the

Upper Doab. Under the different names of Cbbrmee, or Koor-

mee Kumbhi, Kunabi, or Koombhee, they extend throughout

the greater part of Hindoostan, Berar and the Deccan* They
are famous as agriculturists, but frequently engage in other

occupations. The Cbbrmee women, like the Jatnees, assist the

men in husbandry, and have passed into a proverb for industry,

Bhulee jat koonbin kee k,hdorpee hat
}
h

K,het nirawen upne pee ke satji.

The Cbbrmees of these Provinces are said to have seven sub-

divisions, which are usually enumerated as Kfhureebind, Pulurya,

Those of the Deccan are divided by Steele (p. 107) into Marat.hee,
Koonbee Wanee Kanaree Kumatee, Tylung Kumatee, and Hindoostanee, amongst
whom he includes Lodhees Purdesee and Chupperbund. But Lodhees are not
Cbbrmees nor can we receive them as such on this authority ;

for it must be
confessed that, however excellent the "Summary of Indian Classes" may be
with respect to law, the second book, on the sub-divisions of Castes, appears
not to be executed with that care which the interesting nature of the subject

required.

F F 2
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G,horchurha, Jyswar, Canoajna, Kervut and Jhooneya. These

do not eat together or intermarry. The two first are chiefly in

the Lower and Central Doab, Benares, and Oudh, The GJior-

churha far to the Westward, the Jyswar in Sangor and Bundle-

cund, the Canoujea in the lower parts of Central Doab, the

Kewut to the East of Benares, the Jhooneya, to the "West of

the Upper Jumna. There are, however, other divisions which

appear to be independent of these, as the Sinyrour and Chupur-

ya of the Lower Doab,; the Jharee of Nagpore ; the GJiameta,

Sumsawur, KucTiisa, and Chunduni of Behar ; the Sait,liawary

Putunawur, Atjmrya, CJiununoun, and Akjiurwar of Goruck-

poor and Benares ; the Rawut, Jadon, Bhatee, Kuttear, and

Gungparee of Rohilcund. These also have no communion of

food or marriage. In short, Cbbrmees are never agreed as to

the seven tribes of which they are composed, and it is evident

they were never confined to that number.

There are several Cbbrmees, or JKumbis, amongst the Marhat-

tas
;
and the Gwalior, as well as the Satara, families are of that

stock. In our own provinces, we find Cbbrmees chiefly in the

following Pergunahs, Rbbdurpoor, Beesulpoor, Nuwabgunge,

filibheet, Neyohee, Ajaon, and ShaJijehanpoor in Roliilcund ;

Nidhpoor, Canouje, Bilhour, Akberpoor, Slmmsabad, Secundra,

Bliogneepoor, Sheorajpoor, Sarli Sulempoor, Dhata, CJiaile, Elc-

dulla, and GJiatumpoor in the Doab ; Aurungabadnugur, Sidhoa

Jobna, Dhooreapara and Shalijelianpoor in Goruckpoor ; Seon-

dJia, Dursenda, Jelalpoor, and Koonch in Bundlecund ; KJieira-

gurJi and Bari in Allahabad ; Bhugwut, Blwelee, Agoree Burhur,

and Singroivlee in Mirzapoor ; and Nutjioopoor, Nizamalad,

Sugree, and Mohomedabad GoJina in Azimgurh.
In Oudh also, there are several, and the notorious Dursun

Sing,h has ennobled his tribe by the designation of Raja.

COONR MOONDLA, ifJ-lwjXT ^g^^T cunrmundla
Is the name given to the day on which the sowing is con-

cluded. Benares. It is in the Lower Doab and Beiswara gene-

raly called Cbbnr Bojee and Huriur. In the North "West it is

well known by the name of Dulea-jhar, or Pulea-jnar, that is,

the cleaning out of the sowing bag or basket. The real

meaning of Cbbnr Mbbndla is the closing of furrows, from
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Cbbnr a furrow, and tt*ft Mobndna to be closed, or
o o^
shut. The meaning of Cbbnr Sojce is the filling of furrows.

Bojee is from an obsolete word derived from iftsni Bjn&j to

be full.

It is usual to devote this day to festivity, and, amongst other

ceremonies, to decorate the ploughs ;
and to make the residue

of the seed-corn into a cake, which is partaken of in the open

field, and in part distributed to Brahmins and beggars. It is

impossible not to call to mind the practice of our own country

on the same occasion, when the Seed-Cake, and Furmenty of

All-Hallows are in request. In Tusser's homely verses we

read

Wife, sometime this weeke, if the wether hold cleare>
An end of wheat sowing we make for this yeare,
Remember you, therefore, though I do it not

The seed cake, the pasties, the furmenty-pot.

See DULEAJHAR, HUEIUE, and HUBPOOJEE.

CORAH, l I^T cora

Is the Mercantile name of plain silk cloth undyed. Ban-

danna is the same article dyed. The word is derived

from
\) Kara, new, raw, fresh hence the Hindee, the Ghilek

("Pop: Poetry of Persia," p. 542) and the Greek, Koree, a

virgin.

This article of Indian Manufacture has lately been deprecia-

ted in the English market, in consequence of the dishonesty of

the native workmen, who prepare goods of inferior value and

weight, and conceal the deficiency by a composition of rice-

paste and sugar. It is said that a sound Corah ought to weigh
from 30 to 32 Siccas, faithfully woven throughout, with 1700

threads. The deteriorated Corah has only 1400 threads, and

weighs from 26 to 29 Siccas, brought up to the proper standard

by the above named composition, which may be easily detected

by washing.

c s

The itinerary measure of India, of which the precise value

bas been much disputed, chiefly on account of the difficulties

which attend the determination of the exact length of the Gux,
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or yard. The Ayeen-i-Akberee lays down distinctly that the

coss consists of 100 cords (tunab), each cord of 50 Guz ; also

of 400 poles (bans), each of 12^ Guz ; either of which will give

to the coss the length of 5000 Guz. The following particulars

relative to the distances between the old Minars, or Coss pil-

lars, may be interesting, and may be considered to afford the

correctest means we have of ascertaining the true standard.

Road distance Direct dis-

in English tance in

yards, ditto.

Octagonal Minar to Nurelah in Delhi, 4,513 4,489

Minar between NurelaJi and Shapoorffurhee, 4,554 4,401

Minar opposite Aleepoor, 4,532 4,379

Minar opposite Siruspoor, 4,579 4,573

Bums of Minar opposite to Shalimar, 4,610 4,591

Average,... 4,558 4,487

Length of the Coss = 2 miles, 4 Furlongs, 158 yards.

It is important to observe that the length of the Ilahee Guz
deduced from these measurements is 32 y^o inches, showing

how very nearly correct is the length of 33 inches assumed by
the British Government. (See ILAHEE Guz.)

The measurements taken to the South of Dehli, between the

Minars in the Muttra District, closely correspond. Out of

twelve distances it is found that eight give 2 m. 4 f. 19 p. 1 y.,

three give 2. m. 4. f. 25 p. 3 y., and one gives 2. m. 4 f 38 p.

ay.
It may be proper to remark that it is frequently supposed

that the Minars are set up every two Coss, and that the Coss

contained 2,500 yards ;
but the Ayeen-i-Akberee appears suffi-

ciently explicit on the point. The same work gives the values

of the local Coss. It says, the Guzerat Coss is the greatest

distance at which the ordinary lowing of a Cow can be heard,

which is determined to be 50 Jureebs, or 15,000 Guz. This

Coss resembles the Chinese lib, i. e. the distance which can be

attained by a man's voice exerted in a plain surface, and in

calm weather. Another in Bengal is estimated by plucking a
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green leaf, and walking with it till it is dry. Another is

measured by a hundred steps made by a woman carrying a jar

of water on her head, and a child in her arms. All these are

very indefinite standards.

The same may be remarked of the oriental Meel, as well as

the European mile, aud league. The two former evidently
derive their name from the Roman Milliare, and the difference

of their value in different places proves that the mere name was

borrowed, without any reference to its etymological significa-

tion. According to the " Kamoos" the oriental Meel is a lax

and vague measure, but it has been considered by Dr. Lee to

be to the English one, as 139 to 112. The league also, from

the German lugen to see, (signifying the distance that can be

readily seen by the eye on a plain surface) is as indefinite as a

G-uzerat, or Gao, and a Bengal, or Dhuppea, Coss, and suffi-

ciently accounts for its varying standard in Europe.
. ,

Coss is an Indian word
;
the equivalent word in Persian is

JCuroh, the same as the Sanscrit Krosa, of which four go to the

Yojan ;
about the precise value of which different opinions are

held. Bopp ("Nalus," p. 213) says it is equal to eight English
miles. Professor Wilson (" Sanscrit Dictionary," p. 689) esti-

mates it at nine miles, and says other computations make it

about five miles, or even no more than four miles and a half,

and, in his commentary on the Chinese travels, estimates it

at no higher than four. But these travels enable us to fix the

distance with tolerable precision. By following Fa-Hian's route

between places of which the identity is beyond question, as be-

tween Muttra and Canouje, and between Patna and Benares,

we find the Yojan in his time to be as nearly as possible

seven English miles
;
and this agrees much better with what

we find the Yojan to be, if we resolve it into its component

parts. Eight barley-corns equal a finger, twenty-four fingers

equal a Dund, one thousand Dunds equal one Krosa, and four

Krosa, one Yojan. Now, estimating the fingers' breadth at

eight barley-corns, this makes the Yojan equal to six miles,

one hundred and six yards, and two feet.

It is the generally received opinion that from Coss is deriv-

ed the word course
; used by the European residents of India
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to represent a Promenade, but the Corso of Southern Europe

gives a much more probable origin.

COTE, cLj' %T3 cot

A fort
;
a castle

;
in which sense we find it frequently used

in names of places in these Provinces, as Cote-Pootlee, Cote-

Salbahun, Shere-Cote and Chirya-Cote. It is derived from the

Sanscrit %TT Kotta, which Klaproth tells us, being adopted

into the Mongol, became the origin of the name of Khoten.

"Bel:desBoy: Budd." p. 18. AVe may probably look to

the same word for our own Cote, and its numerous derivatives,

as Sheepcote, Cotsivold, &c., &c.

COULA, V* I*H caula

COULEA, kfy iftn caulea

Derived from ^$ Cowlee, an embrace or armful, and hence

applied to bundles of sheaves of corn, given as perquisites to

reapers and village servants. The word more generally used in

Benares is Kukjieealee ; from KanJejh, <jj6S, an armpit.

COUSIK, LXuur nTq3? causik

A tribe of Sombunsee Hajpoots ;
but their name would seem

to imply Erahminical descent or connexion. Considerable

numbers of them are in Deogaon, Mahool, and Gopalpoor \&

AzimgurJi ; Dhooreapar in GorucJcpoor ; and in Clieet Feroz-

poor and Syudpoor Bhittree in Gliazeepoor. In the Ayeen-i-
Alcberee they are recorded as the Zumeendars of Jounpoor,

IGiureed, and MureaJioo. Cousiks pretend to derive their origin

from CusiTca, whose son, Gadhi, built Gadhipoor, or Canouj.

(See
" Harivansa :" p. 148, and " Vishnu Purana," p. 405.)

CRANIE, ^l^ crani

An English Copyist in a Public Office, generally of mixed

European and Native descent. The origin of the name has

been disputed, and is, it is believed, utterly unknown. It may
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probably be a corruption of some Portuguese* word, or it may
be a mispronunciation of Carana, by which the Kayetji (Ca-

yastjia,} or Writing tribe, is designated in Bengal; and as

most native writers in Public Offices are of the Carana caste,

it is not unlikely that, by merely extending its signification, the

same word might have been used to designate English t writers.

The word from being utterly harmless in its application, has

begun of late years to be considered decidedly dyslogistic, (to

use an expressive word coined by Bentham) and is consequently

avoided by all officials of good feeling, for fear of giving offence.

* It is strange that Abool Fuzl, in detailing the Officers of a ship's company,

says the ship's Steward was called Cranee
}

This might imply a Portuguese origin, as many Indian nautical terms are

derived from that language.

f Should this really be the origin of the word, it is worthy of observation

that Kayetjis themselves at one time were called by a title, which was

originally peculiar to foreign writers. In a Treatise on Revenue Accounts by
Raj Roop, who calls himself a Pupil of Raja Todur Mul, but who in reality
wrote in, or after, Aurungzebe's reign, he says that, since those who in Eran
followed the occupation of writing were called Khwaja, it came to be consi-

dered an attributive word, and was in course of time appropriated to Hindoo
Writers.

There is no reason to suppose that in India Kayet,hs are now ever called

Khwaja, though that word is in common use for other classes. In other

Mahomedan countries however the term is still applied to writers and
teachers. Dr. Shaw says of the Moors in Barbary, "The Hojas suspend
their ink-horns in their girdles," p. 227 : and Lady Montagu says, ''The

monastery is now belonging to a Hojia, or school-master." Letters, p.
176. And in Stow's "Survey of London," we find curious mention of a

Persian buried at Bishops-gate, under the title of Coya, in which we could

scarcely recognize our Khwaja, were not his occupation noticed. Anthony
Munday, Stow's continuator, says, "This monument with characters

engraven about it, stands in Petty France, at the West end of the lower

Church-yard of St. Botalphe's, Bishops-gate (not within, but without the

"walls," the bounds of our consecrated ground) and was erected to the

memory of one Coya Shawsumre, a Persian Merchant, and a principal ser-

vant and Secretary to ihe Persian Ambassadour ; with whom he and his

sonne came over. He was aged 44, and buried the 10th of August, 1626."

G G
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Writer and Clerk have also been for some time past dyslogistic

in the opinion of the same class, though the former was two

years ago the title of the Junior Civil Servants, and the latter

denotes the occupation of many a Nobleman's son in the

Public Offices of Great Britain. Assistant is now the title most

coveted.

CRORE, >3r ^^ cror

Ten millions. The names of the higher numbers are thus>

given in the "
Zoobdut-ool-Q.uwaneen." 100 Crore = 1 Urub.

100 Urub = 1 KJiurub. 100 Kh,urub = 1 Neel. 100 Neel

= 1 Pudum. 100 Pudum = 1 Sunkji. 100 Sunk,h = 1 TTld.

100 Uld := 1 Unk. 100 Unk = 1 Pudha.

The three last names are rarely met with in other account

books, but Colebrooke {Hindoo Algebra, p. 4) assigns names to

seventeen orders of superior units in the decimal scale, ending
with Parard'ha. In one work, the name of which I cannot

now remember, the grades in the ascending scale are carried

much higher, and the names differ in some respects from those

of Colebrooke, Thus 100 Sunkji = 1 Oodpuda. 100 Oodpuda
= 1 Maha Oodpuda. 100 Maha Oodpuda -: 1 Juld. 100 Juld

= 1 Mudh. 100 Mudh = 1 Purard,ha. 100 Purard.ha= 1 Unt.

100 Tint = 1 Maha-unt. 100 Maha-unt = 1 Shisht. 100 Shisht

= 1 Singular. 100 Singjiar = 1 Muha-singJiar . 100 Muha-

singjiar = 1 Adunt Singjiar, which in numerals amounts to

1.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000. But
it is evident that this advance should have been made by tens,

and not by hundreds
; by which the numerals would be re-

duced to 24 places 100.000.000.000.000.000.000.000. This

luxury of names for numbers is without example in any other

language, ancient or modern, and implies a familiarity with

their classification according to the decimal scale which could

only arise from some very perfect system of numeration; at a

period, moreover, when the most scientific people of the "Wes-

tern world were incapable by any refinement of arithmetical

notation of expressing numbers beyond one hundred millions.

See " Enc. Metrop." Arithmetic (12), and " Vishun Purana,"

p. 631.
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CHOREE, )j~
*Z caror

When Akler introduced his Kevenue Reforms, he appointed

a Collector for every Crore of Dams, (i. e, 2,50,000 Rs.) whom

he designated by the title of Amil, or Amilguzar, and to that

Functionary the instructions are directed in the Ayeen-i-Abbe-

ree ; the designation of Croree being of subsequent introduc-

tion. This sum, which was placed under his management,

agrees with the amount at present established under the

Resolutions of Government, dated 30th October, 1837, as that

which should form the charge of a TeJiseeldar.

A Croree however, on his first appointment had somewhat

more power than is invested in our Tehseeldars. He received

8 per cent on the amount of his collections, besides perquisites;

he was directed to see that lands were not suffered to fall out

of cultivation
;
to scrutinize the rent-free grants ;

to report upon
the condition of the Jageerdars, and of the subjects generally

in his neighbourhood ;
to forward an account of all remarkable

occurrences
;
and to perform the duties of Kotwal, if none were

appointed within his jurisdiction ;
and whenever, on account of

drought or other calamity, he thought it advisable to depute

any one for local enquiries, he could avail himself of the

services of the Ameen of the Soobah. This system lasted till

the time of Shah Jehan, when his Minister, Islam Khan, deput-

ed a separate Ameen to every Pergunah for the purpose of

fixing the Juma, and the Croree was left in charge of the Col-

lections, to which the duties of Foujdar were added, with an

allowance of 10 per cent on the collections. But it was found

that the powers of Foujdar and Croree were too great to be

united in one person, and to check the abuses which began to

be prevalent, Rae Rayan Jeswunt Ham, the PeshJear of Islam

Khan, suspended for a time the power of the Crorees, and ap-

pointed subordinate Collectors for each Village, who were or-

dered to take exact account of the Collections of the Crorees,

and the purposes to which they had been applied, to check all

the fraudulent exactions of which they and their dependants had

been guilty, and to resume all the extra cesses which they had

illegally demanded from the people.

G G 2
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"When that excellent Minister SadobUak Khan succeeded

Islam Khan, he combined the duties of Ameen and Foujdar in

one person, and appointed him Superintendent of a Ohukla of

several Pergunahs; (See CHUKLA.) and placing the Croree en-

tirely under his orders, established 5 per cent on the Collections

as the amount of the Croree*s allowance, and of this, one per

cent was subsequently deducted. The business of assessment

and settlement was left entirely to the Ameen with that the

Croree had no concern, but it was his business to encourage

agriculture, to make advances, station watchmen over the

ripening crops, and report when any indulgence and leniency

appeared expedient.

This system lasted during the time of Awrungzebe, and till

the dissolution of the Empire.

The following extract, taken from the Patent of the Ameen-

Foujdar, written at the beginning of last Century, (the Title

^U* tU=>- proves that the Document is subsequent to Aurun-

zebe's reign) will shew how much the power of the Croree had

declined since his original appointment.

i>
^U-ciiJli-

ci>s*aa>.

4> JU. *:*.* ^.

))
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CUCHHOURA, 8^3=' Si^n cachhaura

A small clan of Rajpoots, of which there are a few in

Goruckpoor.

CucimwAHA, &&\#s* 3^T|T cachhwaha

Properly Cushivaha, being descended from Cush, or Kusha,

the eldest son of Rama. This tribe of Rajpoots is now predo-

minant in the Territory of Amber, or Jyepoor, from which they

expelled the Meenas and Birgoojurs. They also give name to

Cuchhwahagurh, a tract between the Scinde and Puhouj Rivers,

ceded by Gwalior in January 1844, for the payment of the

new British Contingent. There are a few Cuchhwahas in

Moozuffernugur, Beluh and Phuppoond in Etawa
; Suhar and

Areeng in Muttra ; Mahbbl in Azlmgurh ; Sulcutpoor in Furruck-

abad ; and Unglee in Jounpoor. They assert that they once

held 360 villages in the neighbourhood of Moozuffernugur.
This may have been the case, for amongst those who went to

aid the Chouhan Prince Beesul Deo, in his invasion of Gruzerat,

we find the Cuchhrvahas of Anterbed enumerated
;
and as they

are not found in any numbers elsewhere in the Doab, except
in Etawa, those of Moozuffernugur are perhaps indicated

;
but

they must have been in much greater strength than they are

now, whether we consider them as occupants of Moozuffernugur
or Etawa, to have been honored with any notice in such a

gathering of Rajpoots. (See ANTEBBED.) The mention of the

Cuchhwahas of Anterbed in the middle of the llth Century is

interesting, as showing that those of 4wber had not yet risen

into notice
;
and that those of Nurnur, who are recorded by

Chund as proceeding to the defence of Chittore in the begin^

ning of the 9th Century, must have been on the decline.

CUCHHWAR, )\)$$ 3^R cachhwar

See COORMEE, of which tribe they are a sub-division.

CUCHHWARA, *$)&F *%<*\i\ cachhwara

Any portion of ground cultivated by CaMees. The Province
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of Cutch derives its name from the same source. (See Vishnu

Purana, p. 190.) In the Upper Provinces the term Cuchli-

wara, or, more, usually, Kuchar, is applied to alluvial forma-

tions under the banks of a river, and the term has been said to

be derived from Kuch, a corner
;
on account of Kucliars form-

ing chiefly in the re-entrant angles of a Eiver's bank : but this

does not seem so probable as the derivation above given, as the

land is well adapted for garden produce, and therefore culivated,

or fit to be cultivated, by Cachhees. Or the word may come

from KucJiha, new, fresh.

CUCHWANSEE, L*^l>Tr ^R^i^t cachwansi

The twentieth part of a Tiswansee of which twenty go to a

Biswansee. The twentieth part of a Cuchwansee is an Oonwan-

see. The word Cuchwansee is rarely used in account books
;

the more usual denomination is Pitwansee. But it must be

confessed that great difference of opinion prevails respecting

these fractions. It is even sometimes stated that a Cuchwansee

is the twentieth part of a Biswansee, but as these denomination a

were even under Native Governments rarely used in practice,

and are now less used than ever, it is a matter of little conse-

quence what precise value is attached to them.

CULUM, r 35*R kalam

A reed, a pen, a stalk, a cutting. In these senses we have

the word in many languages with little alteration, except in the

final syllable. Sanscrit ofi^fTT. Arabic +** Greek Calamos,

English Quill, Latin Calamus, and hence Culmus, and Culmen,

a thatched roof. German Halm, and hence English Haulm,
Russia Soloma, French Chaume. It is also found in the

Teutonic languages, in derivatives from the Latin. As in the

English word calamity, which according to the concurrent

opinion of all the Latin Etymologists, signified originally a

storm of hail or rain, which breaks the stalks of corn.
" Gala-

mitas proprie significat imminutionem clademque calamorum

segetis, qusa grandine vel impetuoso aliquo turbine aut

quapiam de causa fit." Servius ad Virg : Qeorg : I. 151.
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CUMLA, lUr 3i*T^T camla

A Caterpillar, so called from its woolly coat. See below.

CUMUL, J*f 3W3f carnal

A Blanket, a coarse woollen garment worn universally by the

peasantry of the Upper Provinces
;
from the Sanscrit Cumbul

2fljjg^j. There may be some connection between this word and

the Grecian Chlamus, and the Latin Chlamys. It is barely possible

also it may not be unconnected with the Arabic Cumees u***')

from which we have the Italian Camicia, the Portuguese Camisa,

and the French Chemise. The Chlamys was generally, like the

Cumul, made of wool, and in shape it was much the same,

being half the breadth of its length.

A similar connection may perhaps exist between the Persian

and Hindee Saya, the Latin Sagum, and the modern Spanish

Saya.

These names, to be sure, were not always applied to the same

articles of dress
,
some being male, and others female

;
but this

is not sufficient to invalidate the probability of some relation,

for we have it prominently brought to our notice every day in

India, that Cumees is a male vestment, while in Western Europe
Chemise is appropriated exclusively to the Ladies

;
and yet that

these two words at least were originally one and the same, is

beyond all question.

The best Cumuls in these Provinces are made in ITlwur and

in the neighbourhood of Meerapoor in Meerut. The Sansla

Cumul of the latter place sometimes sells as high as twenty five

Rupees. It is made of the wool of lambkins, shorn about three

days after their birth. The Sansla is from six to eight yards

long and about two broad. The ordinary Cumul sells for from

twelve annas up to two Rupees.

CURAO, $f *%q& carao

The name given among Jafo
9 Gfoojurs, Aheers, and other in-

ferior tribes in the Western part of these Provinces to con-

cubinage generally ;
but more especially to marriages of widows

with the brother of a deceased husband. The practice (which
is also known to the Eastward by the name of Oorhuree\ in the
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Deccan of Butjiee ; and, in other Provinces, by the name of

Dliureecha\) is common among these classes, but is not very

openly confessed even among them, as some degree of discredit

is supposed to attach to it. It is only younger brothers who

form these connections, elder brothers being prohibited from

marrying their younger brothers' widows
;
but among the Dehll

Jats even this is not prohibited. The practice has been com-

mon among several nations of the East. The custom of the

Jews in this respect is familiar to us, and in Egypt it was

admitted for a childless widow to co-habit with a brother of the

deceased husband. SecJierches Phil, sur les Egyptiens et les

Ckinois.)

When the laws of Menu were enacted, Curao appears not to

have been confined to the lower classes
;
but as is not unusual

with the Institutes, there is much contradiction between the

enactments relating to it. From a consideration of all the

passages on the subject, it appears that failure of issue was the

point on which the legality turned.
" On failure of issue by the husband, the desired offspring

may be procreated by his brother, or by some other Sapinda,

on the wife who has been duly authorized." (Ch. IX., v. 59).

The Commentator confines this licence to the servile class,

and he is borne out by the passages immediately succeeding

(60, 64) ;
but the following Section appears to recognize

generally the lawfulness of such marriages.
" He who was begotten according to law on the wife of a

man deceased, or impotent, or disordered, after due authority

given to her, is called the lawful son of the wife." (Ch. IX.,

v. 176.)

All the modern Schools of Hindoo Law prohibit the practice

entirely ;

* and the later Commentators and abridgers of the

Mahablidrata show the utmost anxiety to slur over or explain

away a most conspicuous case of Curao, or worse than Curao,

recorded in that Sacred Poem. From the fact of Draupadee

marrying the five Pandoo brothers, we learn that Polyandry

* It has nevertheless been admitted by the Sudder Dewany Adawlut as

the lex loci of Orissa. "
Reports," Vol. II., p. 175, the "

Digest,"
Vol. III., p. 276, and MacNaghteu's Hindu Law," Vol. I., p. 102.
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must have prevailed amongst the heroes of that period : and

if Polyandry, the more venial offence of Curao was, no

doubt, not uncommon : indeed, the compiler of the Malid-

bhdrata, Vyasa, was himself appointed to raise up offspring

to hi-.< deceased Brother ! Most of our English Historians

of India* take us to the Punjab for the scene of this inces-

tuous marriage of the Pandoos, and invite us to search for a

Kumpilanugur in that country, where it is not improbable that

a remnant of Scythic manners might be found. But we surely

need not go beyond our own Kwmpil on the Granges. It seems

strange that it should have been overlooked, that when the five

Brothers in the Mahdbhdrata proceed to all parts of Hin-

doost,han in search of allies, the first place visited by Raja

Bheem, going East from Indrapestjia (Dehli) was Kumpil, the

capital of Raja Drupada. (Sahbd Parva, Vol. I. p. 345

Gal: Ed.) Kumpil is certainly of sufficient antiquity for

mention in the MlaJidWidrata. It is a place moreover of

sacrod resort amongst the Jains, where they annually bury
an image of one of their Tirtjiankaras, and has befvn imme-

morially established among them as a holy city. The 'origin

of the mistake appears to be that Kumpila, is in Panchala,
which has been considered to be the Punjab ;

whereas it is the

name of an old country on the banks of the G-anges, including
Furruckabad and Southern Rohilcund.

This practice must have prevailed even before the time of

the Pandoos, for Yudliislitjiira replies to the expostulations of

King Drupada,
" We pretend not to determine what is pro-

per : we follow the path, successively trodden by those who have

gone before." There is perhaps no circumstance which so

strongly shews the Northern descent of the deified Heroes, as

this marriage. Herodotus tells us that the practice prevailed

among the Nomadic Scythians, as it does at present among the

Bhotias. The practice is adopted also by the Nairs of Malabar

between whom and the people of the Himalaya Wilson traces

Even Marshman has fallen into this error, at p. 2f> of his excellent
"

History of India for Schools," under which unpretending title, he has
written by far the most clear and intelligible account which we possess of
the Ante-Mahomedan period.

H H
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the obscure vestiges of a connection. (See
"
Selections from the

Mahabharata," pp. 8 and 66.)

Amongst Juts, G-oojurs, and Aheers, children born in Curao

are considered legitimate, and are entitled to inheritance accord-

ingly. Children begotten by the woman previous to Curao,

except in the case of fraternal Curao, are known by the name

of Kudhelura ^^^f^T. and do not inherit the property of the

father-in-law.

CUREA, **/' rf^n karia

A village ;
from the Arabic \f assembling together, con-

course. The word is not frequently used now, but we have it

preserved in Cureat Mittoo, Cureat Seek,hur, Cureat Dost, and

Cureat Mendhoo, the names of Purgunahs in the Province of

Benares. The root of the word may be traced in several lan-

guages. Thus we have Celtic, Caer, a town, as in Caermarthen ;

Greek A-geiro, to collect together, from the root Ger
;
Latin

Q-rego, the same, with its many European derivatives as con-

greg-ate, ag-greg-ate, greg-arious, and others
;
Persian Giroh, a

crowd. "We have likewise in the Hebrew, Corath, a city ;
the

identical word which we find in the Carthaginian language also

to mean "a city," in the curious passage given in the Poanulus

of Plautus, and which is itself used in the first syllable of

of the name of Carthage, as well as of Carcliemisfi on the Euph-

rates, the city of the sun Curea shumsh. The word is also

found in Mel-earth, the name of the tutelary deity of Carthage,

and its parent city, Tyre (Miinter, p. 36.) In Palestine, the

word was as commonly used to represent a town or village, as

Caer was, and is, used in Wales. Thus Cureaiharba " the

four towns," Cureath-iarim
"
wood-town," was used precisely

as we use Cureat Mittoo, &c. in the examples given above.*

Tt is curious that an almost equal universality marks the spread of another

word of similar application. Bobrj is a Bastion, a Fort, in Arabic, Persian,

and Oordoo. Boorooj, the plural, is applied to the signs of the Zodiac, in order,

as Masudi says, to mark the position of the stars with reference to these fixed

ubjects. Gothic Bairgan, and Saxon, Beorgan, to fortify ; Celtic Brig ;
this

however is doubtful, as it frequently seems to apply to towns near bridges.

Thracian Bria, a city, (Strabo, vn.) German Burg, a city ;
and English
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Speculation on the subject cannot be farther extended here,

and therefore the connection between all these words cannot

be fully developed ;* but compare
" Parkhurst's Hebrew

Lexicon," p. 623,
"
Gonybeare's Lectures on Theology," note,

page 285. "Sprenger's El-Masudi," p. 94. "Theirsch's

Greek Grammar," p. 484.
" Bosworth's Anglo-Saxon Diction-

ary," voce Caster, and " Camden's Britannia," Vol. I. 163.

CUREEL, *ta caril

Capparis ApliyTla. The Caper bush. It grows to the height

of from ten to fifteen feet, and its evergreen branches, or twigs,

which are leafless, produce a red flower from which proceeds

the well-known fruit called Tent, which is eaten as a pickle by
the poorer classes.

Borough, Burgh, and Bnry,so frequently the affix of the name of towns.

"All places that in old time had the name of Bourroughs, were places one

way or other fenced or fortified." ("Restitution of decayed Intelligence,'*
Ch. vil.)

The Greek Purg-os is evidently the same word, signifying a Tower, and
hence applied also to a Dice Box Mitteret in pyrgum talos. (Hor : Sat:

//., 7. 17.) It enters commonly into the name of fortified towns. One in

Mysia; (Anabasis VIL 8. 8.) In Thrace; (Herod. VII. 112.) Perge.in.

Pamphylia, now Karahissar, Black Castle; (Strabo XIV. 4.) Homer also

calls the Citadel of Ilium, Perg-amos, whence Apollo looks down on the con-

tending hosts. ( II: Jf^. 508.) Perhaps the Sanscrit Pur, also enters into

all these words, which Wilson defines to be " a place containing large build-

ings surrounded by a ditch, and extending not less than one Coss in

length."

* As I have in some other words throughout this Supplement had occasion to

trace similar resemblances, 1 may take this opprotunity of declaring that such
instances have not beun adduced from motives of idle display and ostentation

of learning (learning indeed it is not, for it merely consists in the simple art

of turning over Dictionaries,) but from an impression of the deep importance of

the study of comparative philology, both as a means of facilitating the acquisi-
tion of languages, and as tending to the confirmation of the great truth, that

mankind were originally one. I have not in many instances, indulged in

speculations of this nature, but whenever, as in the word Curea, any connec-
tion could be traced between words of what are called, somewhat improperly,
the Semitic and Japhetic stems, I have thought myselfjustified in prominently
noting them; for which indulgence may be craved, as endeavours have been
made to avoid a repetition of those contained in the ordinary tables of affilia-

tion, and which are now sufficiently well known and established. Indulgence
is also solicited for the many crude speculations which must needs occur in a
work which ventures freely upon the alluring, but delusive, path of etymo,-

logy. Si quis de Vocum originibus qusedam commode dixerit, potius boni

consulendum, quam si aliquid nequiverit, reprehendendtim. Varro de Lingua
Latino.

H H 2
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The Cured grows chiefly in the jSTorth West, and its being
found in great quantities in the neighbourhood of Birj has

given rise to the following trite couplet, in which the taste of

Itugjionatjb is impugned for not giving the best article to the

place of his own mortal abode.

%cfT fift^ fifsf Sfff JTTf

Kitha Icuhen Mug, honath kee gyee sutula nanh,

Cabul men mewa Jcuree, Tent Birj kee manh.

The sportiveness of Rugjionatji has not yet departed. He
has given fruits to Cabul and Tent to Birj.

When the fruit is large, it is called Tenta, when small

Tentee.

CUSBHURA, )W*~ 9OT11 casbhara

Is the designation of the class which works in Bell-metal ;

from *~JK Kansa Bell-metal, and ^^ Bnurna to fill. They
are also employed in fusing precious metals, and making orna-

ments which require to be formed in moulds. They comprise

one of the sub-divisions of Sonars or Goldsmiths, of which the

others are Mut,hbbrea Myr, K,huttrea, Kumetjiika Lahourea,

Poorbea, Canoujea, Mafiour, Muhamunca, Agurea, Birpoorea,

Clihyneewan and Mungorea. Of these the Mutjibbrea ranks

the highest. The Cusbhura is below them all.

It is not generally known that amongst these tribes there is

a secret language which is adopted for the purpose of conceal-

ing their fraudulent acquisition of property. Many, even of

those deemed most respectable, are accessaries to thefts and rob-

beries ;
for nearly all the precious metals, obtained by the craft

and dishonesty of others, fall ultimately into their hands, for the

purpose of being melted down and formed into some other shape.

As their Slang Vocabulary is very difficult to obtain, and its

existence even is commonly denied by the parties who use it, a
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few words are subjoined in a note,* but it is of mucb larger

extent than this limited extract might lead one to suppose.

SLANG VOCABULARY OF INDIAN MKTAI.LUROISTS.
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CUTEEAN,
In the Printed Glossary, should be K,huteonee, RJiutounee,

or KJiatabundee, words signifying the posting of several items

together, after abstracting them from the Khusra ; from ^4>

K,hata an account book. The meaning is correctly entered in

the Glossary.

Nat,h,
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DAB, L_>O ^m dab

The name of a grass, better known by the name of Koos

or Kbbsha. (Poa cynosuroides. Keen :)
It is generally ap-

plied only to the first shoots of the Koos grass, and is called

Dubsa in Rohilcund. The extreme acuteness of its points is

proverbial amongst Hindoos. The intellects of a clever man
are said to be as sharp as the point of a Dab, or Koos, leaf.

(Sir W. Jones'
1

Works, Vol. V. p. 79.) Dab is not in much

request as fodder for cattle, but, when soaked, it makes very

good twine, and is occasionally used in thatching houses.

These are however profane uses : for the grass is especially

holy, and is in great demand in almost all the votive offerings

and religious ceremonies of the Hindoos. It is considered very

desirable that a man should die upon a bed of Dab ; and it is

consequently the duty of attendant relations to spread the

grass on the floor, and after covering it with a cloth, to lay the

dying man upon it, in order that he may emit his last breath

in that hallowed position.

DABEE, ^-o ^ra) dabi

See DUBEA.

DABUK, L-X.>!5 ^Tra> dabak -

Fresh Well water. Dubka is used in the same sense.

DABUR, !o ^l^ dabar

Low ground where water settles
5
a small tank

j
a vessel for

washing in.
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DAEN, ^JcJ 3JQ. daen

Daen, or Daona, is the tying of a number of bullocks to-

gether for the purpose of treading out the grain from the ear.

As in this action they are invariably driven from the right to

left, these words may perhaps have some <^>nnection with Dahi-

na, the right hand.

DAIN, ^fc 3F& dain

The eight Dains in the Doon are hill estates, each contain-

ing a certain number of hamlets, of which the fields and the

lands of one adjoin to, and mix with, the fields of another. The

Molcuddums of these Dains are probably the ancient Zumeen-

dars of the Doon.

DAKHILA, *=MJ ^TT^n dakhila

A receipt ;
from the Arabic cU- dukhl, arriving, entering.

In the Printed Glossary it is called Dacliela, as well as Dakhila.

DAKHILNAMA, &oUld.to 3[lf^H7*fT dakhilnama

A warrant of possession ;
also derived from uU-a duklil.

DAKURA, \f\^> W^T dakara

Is the name of the best, or second best, quality of soil in the

Upper Doab and Dehli. It is sometimes pronounced DhaJcur

and Dankra.

The soil called Rouslee in many places ranks above DaJeura.

DAL, J!*> ^ dal

" A pulse, Phaseolus radiatus, Linn : Phaseolus aureus,

Koxb : green gram, or rayed kidney bean." "
Qauoon-i-Islam."

In the North "Western Provinces, it is applied only to the ^plit

pea of Moong, Urhur, Oordaud a few other pulses ;
from Dulna

W& to grind coarsely ;
and there appears reason to apprehend

error in the passage quoted from the "
Qanoon-i-Islam." The

Printed Glossary also says of Dol that it is a sort of pea. See

DULEA.

DAL, JJ3 ^ dal

A bough, In'Dehli and the Upper Doab it is applied to the
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basket used for the purpose of raising water by artificial meana

from a Canal : from dalna ^'5 to throw, to fling. It is made

sometimes of leather, but generally of Moonj, or of Jhao. Dal

irrigation is used where the course of the Canal is much below

the general level of the country, and is, in consequence of the

labour attending it, more expensive than irrigation by Tor,

which consists in merely breaking down the field ridge, and

allowing the water to pass through it.

DAM, fte ^W dam

The Dam in the Ayeen-i-Akberee, and consequently in most

Revenue accounts, is considered to be the 40th part of a rupee ;

but to the common people it is known as the 50th part of a

Tuka : 25 therefore go to a Pysa, and 12| to an AdJiela. See

DUMBEE and CHHUDAM.

DAMCHA, &S^!L> ^TTRT damcha

The Platform on which a person is posted to protect crops.

Delili. Jounda and Tand are also used in this sense in Dehli ;

and the latter in RoJiilcund also. In the Doab, Muttoola,

(from Muttee earth,) and Menra and Myra*(from its position

on the border of the field ;) and in Saugor, Murwa, for the same

reason. Muchan and Macha are in common use elsewhere,

and even within the limits of the local words abovementioned.

DAMEE, WASILAT, dami wasilat

Gross Assets of a village ;
from the Dam of account men-

tioned above, and the Arabic root J^>; joining, arriving.

" Menr, Mend, 3>i^o signifies a limit, and Menrha, Mendha, U>i3ix* signi-

fies a ram ; and hence the Indian Pan, Daksha, who is represented with a

ram's, or more properly with a goat's head, is called Mendh Iswara. Mendha
is derived from the Sanscrit, and has a surprisingly close resemblance to the
famous Egyptian Mendes, which was. worshipped with rites more abominable
than have ever been practiced in any nation of the world Soil : hoi tragoi
entautha gunaixi mignuntai. (Strabo, XVII. ; and Herodotus, II. 42.) Mendes
was worshipped as an image of the same power which the Greeks personified
with the image of Priapus, (Egyptian Mythology, p. 312 ;) and the statue of

Priapus, we know, was the same as the scarecrow Terminus. It is therefore

a curious coincidence, to say nothing more, that the same kind of connection
should exist between the representative of the Indian Pan (Menrha) and the
word (Menr) used as equivalent to Terminus.
The word, though written Menr, is usually pronounced Mer, without the

I I
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DAMMAR, yci3 T^ damar

Resin more especially, in commerce, the resin of the Saul

tree. (Shorea robusta.)

DANABUNDEE, ^L^bsJJJ ^HT^^t danabandi

Cursory Survey, or partial measurement, or weighment, to

ascertain the produce of each field
;
from dana & ta grain, and

limdim &<&> to fix, to bind. See KTJNKOOT. The usual me-

thod of Danabundee, under the Native Governments, was to

divide the crop into three or four kinds, and then for the Go-

vernment Officer to select from each kind a lisiva of the best

looking crop, and for the Cultivator to select a biswa of the

worst looking crop. The produce of the two was carefully cut

and weighed, and the average produce estimated accordingly.

This would go on as long as there was any variety of crop, or

quality of produce, which could occasion dispute.

"
Kitab-i-Qanoon"

DANADAR, ^t>6J|(J ^Hl^ danadar

Apportionment of Juma, or of any other contribution, ac

cording to the actual produce. Benares.

nasal n, and in this shape seems to offer some interesting relations to words
in other languages having the same meaning. Thus, Greek meiro, meros ;

Persian
\yc

and y, a boundary or border of a country ; hence ^b;^*
a lord, or keeper of the border, which according to Sir W. Ouseley (Travels,
III. 238) is given in the Talmud as Marzbeni, translated by Reland "

praefec-
tum region! in finibus imperii sitse." Hence, also, the word Marches, Marge,
Margo and Mark which run through all the Teutonic languages ; and Mark-
esioi, Marchio, Markgrave and Marquess, in the sense of Praeses limitaneus.

(Heraldic Anomalies 1. 220.) In our own language we still preserve the word,
and its identical meaning. So, Bacon says.

The mislayer of a mere-stone is to blame.

Essay on Judicature.

and in the " Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society," Vol. III. 1842,
" The necessity of drainage, where wanted, was pointed out j the advantage
of straight mearings."
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DAND, Jj(o "3T5 dand

High ground ; opposed to Dabur. Sterile JBhoor land. Ele-

vated land of Domut soil. Also, a fine
;
a land-mark

;
a stick.

The word is spelt with either an initial ^ or <>\

DANG, L-j|O ^11 dang

A hill, or precipice ;
the summit of a mountain, as Lai-dang.

In DeJili, and generally in Upper India, the word is used to

signify the high bank of a river. It is provincially corrupted

into Dlianrj and Dhayung.

DAN GEE, '^ ^ dangi

Is the name given to Boondelas in the Saugor Territory, and

parts of Bundlecund. See BOONDELA.

DANGUR, y\ R dangar

Superannuated homed cattle. It is applied also as a term

of abuse to a fool. But Dangur, in Dehli, is not confined to

old cattle
;
for it is there applied, generally, to horned cattle,

exclusive of Buffaloes.

DANPUTTUR, fa^$^ ^T^ danpattar

A deed of gift, by which land is conveyed to Brahmins.

DANPUTTURDAR,y^yC^!o ^l^TO^T? danpattardar

Grantee of Brahmin Caste, to whom lands have been assign-

ed for religious purposes.

DANTEE, ^ ^ffi danti

A sickle
;
from Dant, a tooth

;
or perhaps a corruption of

Durantee, q. v.

DANT,H, &^!3 ^13 dant'h

Kefuse of harvest floors, especially applied to KJiureefpro-

ducts
;
and so is synonymous with JHOHA, gr. v. It is also call-

ed Dutbba, and Dant
t
hla. ^ee DUNT

;
HLA.

I I 2
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DANT TINKA, Xix^ofj ^frira^FT dant tinka

The taking a straw, or piece of grass, in the mouth, to de-

precate anger, or to express complete submission. The action

is generally accompanied by standing on one leg, which puts
the supplicant in a ludicrous position. The custom shews the

reverence of the Hindoos for the Cow, the action implying
" I am your Cow, and therefore entitled to your protection."

The custom is very old, and is alluded to in the inscription on

the Lat of Feroze-Shah at Dehli. " Tears are evident in the

eyes of the enemy's consort
;
blades of grass are perceived be-

tween thy adversaries teeth." (As : Researches, Vol. VII.,

p. 180.) Q^he image also is not rejected by the Poets. Ma-

hommed Aman Nisar says :

* *L ;??*) Jr^ *)') ;9- V.^ <-&)
*

* % " ^ta ^^ 0- *

This curious action of holding a straw in the mouth is with

a different object observed in Cumberland, and some other

counties of England, in which "
hirings" for farmers' servants

are held at Whitsuntide and Martinmass. Those who come to

the market-place, with the view of being hired as labourers,

stand in a body, and in order to distinguish themselves, hold a

bit of straw or green sprig in their mouths.

DANWAN, c>'^'^ 3^^ danwan

Burning stubble, or a conflagration in a forest. This word

is provincially corrupted into dumar and do ; and is derived

from the Sanscrit ^^f or ^T^ fire, or a wood
;
or with both

meanings combined, a forest conflagration.* See " Wilson's

Sanscrit Dictionary," pp. 402 and 406, and " Yates Nalodaya,"

p. 353.

DANWUREE, )?^ ^^ danwari
*

See DOWREE.

m. 1. calor, flagrantia. praecipue conflagratio silvae ardentis. 2. silva.

(Utraque significatio Vix quadrat; derivatur a <*" r. 1. ire, r. 5. vexari.)

Lassen, Anthol: Sanscrit ; p. 234.
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DAO, ;t^ ^ dao

A hatchet with a hooked point.

DARIDR K,HEDNA, daridr k'hedna

Literally, to drive out poverty ;
a custom observed on the

morning of the Dewalee, of taking a sieve, or winnowing bas-

ket, and beating it in every corner of the house, exclaiming at

the same time.

Isfiwur pytjio Daridr niTclo,

that is, God be present, and poverty depart ;
or some equiva-

lent prayer. The basket is then carried outside the village,

generally towards the East or North-East, and being there

thrown away, is supposed, like the scape-goat with respect to

the sins of the Israelites, to bear with it the poverty and dis-

tress of the people. In some places this ceremony is called

Serbba, and, instead of beating a sieve, the people brush the

house, and carry out the dirt in a basket.

The night preceding this observance is passed in watchful-

ness, and is hence called Cojagura ; as LacsJimi descended on

this night, and promised wealth to those who were awake. It

is enjoined that men should play on this night some game of

chance with their wives, which requisition is in practice con-

strued to mean a general indulgence in gambling.

DAROO, )$ 3T^ darii
i

Spirituous liquor.

DASA, &fo ^rar dasa

A reaping hook.

DAWA, J^c> ^rar dawa

DAWEE, ^^ ^ dawi

A demand
;
a claim

;
a plaint.
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DAWUN, ' 1^ ^^ dawan

The process of threshing by means of bullocks, in the mode

adopted by almost all Eastern nations.

And round and round with never wearied pain,

The trampling steer breaks out the unnumbered grain.

See DAEN.

DEEARA. !ko SRT diara

Deeara, or Deewara, signifies Alluvion. An island formed

in the bed of a river. Eastern Oudh and Benares.

DEECHHIT, <^#O c* dichhit

(See CA^OTTJEA BRAHMIN.) There are Eajpoots also of this

name in QJiazeepoor, AzimgurJi, and Benares.

DEEH, &#.<3 ^t? dih

Used in the Benares Province and the Lower Doab to sig-

nify the site of a deserted Village. The Persian DeJi being
used for an inhabited one.

DEEHA, ty.3 fT diha

A small mound.

DEEK,HIT, u**&.o ^f%r? dik'hit

See DIK,HIT.

DEEMROUT, ^E>.t> ^t^iW dimraut

One of the 12 Pals of Mewatees. See PAL, PULAKFBA and

MEWATEE.

DEEPDAN, ^^^ ^^H dipdan

Land assigned to Brahmins on the banks of rivers, to depre-
cate river encroachment. JE. Oudh and Benares. The word

is derived from Deep v^ an island, and Dan c/* a gift.

The same word, but derived from deepa, a lamp, is applied

to a ceremony observed for ten days after the decease of a re-

lative. It consists in suspending from a Peepul, or some other
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tree, a lamp, for the purpose of lighting the departed spirit on

the dark road to Jumpooree (Yamapuri.*) This place is de-

clared in the sacred books to be the general rendezvous of the

departed from all parts of the world, from which they proceed
in a body with a proper guard, composed of the servants of

Yama (Pluto) to Dharmapuri. As. Res. Vol. 21. p. 145.

DEEWAR, ^^ 37^ diwar

Perhaps, more correctly Deehwar, or Deliwar, is the god un-

der whose special care a village is placed : the Genius loci, for

whom a portion of grain is always set apart at each harvest.

Benares.

The corresponding term in the North West is TJianaputee

(the lord of the place.) In Bundlecund, Gram Deota. In

Saugor he is styled Miroyea frnffUT from the fact of his being
the guardian of boundaries

; (See note to DAMCHA.) The

Deewar is very commonly, and even where these local names

prevail styled Bhoomia ; from Bhoom, land. The occupation
of the Deewars is very much like that of the Lares Eurales,

qui compita servant,

Et Vigilant nostra semper in urbe Lares.

The Deewars have various names, such as Kutesuree, Burnai-

chu, Hunwut, Bhoom Sen, Chanwur, Casheenatji, Munsa Ram,
Hurdour, Rutnoo, Huree Ram, Jkark,kund Eesbbr, Kail Sen,
Bisharee : oft times they are the spirits* of good men, Brah-

mins, or village Heroes, who manage when they become objects
of worship, to be generally considered very malicious devils

;

and oft times they are nothing but mere epithets of the Dii

Majores. In some places their images are of male, in others

of female, figures. In many places the villagers, for fear of

misrepresenting their Gram Deota. erect a stone without form

or feature
;
like the si Deo si Decs of the Romans, which am-

* An instance is mentioned by Lieutenant Colonel Sleeman in his " Ram-
bles and Recollections" of a Village settlement having been made with the

Ghost ot a former, instead of with the living, Incumbent.
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biguous expression was addressed to their tutelary gods, to

obviate all chance of mistake.*

The worship of these village gods is fixed to no stated day,

In some places, it occurs on the 14th of every month
;
in

others, on the full moon of Cheyt ;
at others, on the full moon

of Katik, and so on.

It has been supposed by Doctor Stevenson 'of Bombay, that

these Deewars, or Grama Deotas, are the remnants of the Ante-

Brahminical Eeligion ;
but the supposition cannot be received

as correct regarding our Provinces
; though it may be conceded

with respect to the G-ods of the South of India that there are

many circumstances of their worship which are not of Hindoo

origin. (See
"
Bombay Literary Transactions ;"

" Journal

E. A. S." No. IX. and X.,
" Buchanan's Eastern India,"

Vol.11, pp. 138, 352,478; and "
"Wilson's Hindu Theatre,"

Vol. I. p. 21, and Vol. II. p. 64.)

DEHOOLA, &/^3O f^|*n dihiila

See DHAN.

DEHNEEMEE, ^^^ 3jpfafi dahnimi

Five per cent. Dehli. The literal meaning is, half of ten.

DEHREE, )&& ^^ dehri

A marshy Soil. See DTJHB.

DEHSUNNEE, ^A^&O 3^?t dahsani

Belonging to ten years. A book comprising the collections,

accounts, registers, &c. of ten years.

The book generally known as the Dehsunnee Kitab was com-

piled in the year 1210 F. S. with the aid of the Canoongoes,

Propterea veteres Romani, cum in omnibus aliis vitae officiis, turn in

constituendis religionibus atque in diis immortalibus animadvertendis cas-

tissimi cautissimiquo ubi terram movisse senserant, nuniiatumve erat, ferias

ejus rei causa edicto imperabant; sed del nomen, ita ati solet, cui servari

'ferias oporteret, statuere et edicere quiescebant; ne, alium pro alio nomi-

nando, falsa religione populum alligarent. Ens ferias si quis polluisset, pia-

culoque ob hanc rem opus esset, hostiam Si. DEO. Si. DE^E. immolabat, idque
ita ex decreto pontificum observatum esse M. Varro dicit : quoniam et qua vi,

et per quern deorum dearumve terra tremeret incertum esset. Auli Gcilii

Noct. Attic. Lib. //., Cap.
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Mootuwullees, and Cazees, assembled at Bareilly for the purpose

of shewing the quantity of land in occupation of the Mafcedars.
In it the name of the occupant was sometimes recorded, some-

times that of his son, and sometimes, when neither could bo

ascertained, the name of the original grantee.
" The Dehsunnee Kitab" was compiled with a view of meet-

ing the changes of property attendant on two revolutions
; the

usurpation of the Eohilla iPatans, and the conquest by the

Xawab Vizier. Two columns of this Eegister exhibit under

the description of Malik Qudeem and Malik Hal, the ancient

proprietor known to the Canoongoe records and the more re-

cent occupant."

Bengal Revenue Sel : Vol. I. p. 319.

DEHUND, <jJ,o f^5 dehand

A Persian word, signifying one that is willing to pay, or give ;

a good payer.

DEHYEK, LXU>J f^Jcfj dahyek

An allowance of 10 per cent, which used to be given to the
Arml as his profit, and for the charges of Mofussil management.
See Sec. 6, Eeg. II. A. D. 1795. In the Printed Glossary it

is called Dahych.

Land ploughed, and ready for Eubbee crops. Bundelcund.
Land prepared for cotton after having been cropped with Gram,

Saugor.

DEOLA, aJjjp t^^T deula

Mounds. High ground. Eastern Oudh.

DEORHA, ^;;?.3 33T deorha

One and a half; used to express interest in kind on grain, at
the rate of 50 per cent,

K K
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DEOT,HAN, V?^ t^^Ff deot'han

See

DBS, *J>J des

Literally country ;
a term applied in Eohilcund to cleared

villages on the borders of the Turaee. In the Deccan it is

used much in the same way to signify a champaign country.
See Journal R. A. S., Vol. II. p, 212, and the printed Glossary,
under Des and Desk.

It will be seen by referring to the Map of DUSTOOBS, that a

large tract has been excluded from Sircars Sumbhul and Budaon

which might be supposed to have belonged to them. The fact

is, that the Districts on the Northern boundary either belonged
to Kumaon, or were altogether unknown. Even those which

are entered in the ancient Registers as being in Sircar Kumaon,
have no recorded area

;
Such as Gudurpoor ; Suhujgeer now

Juspoor ; Dorvazda Kote, now Kota ; Chinkee, now Bilheree

and Subna
; Bhbbksar, now Kilpooree and Rbbdurpoor. A

great portion of this tract was included in the Chourasee Malt

of which the boundaries are given in the article CHOTIBASEE,

It was known also as the Nouluk,hee Mai
;
but what portion

of the present Des was included in, or excluded from, it, is very
doubtful. The idea of this Tract ever yielding, as its name

implies, nine lacs of rupees, is surprising to us who view it in its

present state
;
and the name of Nouluk,hee Mai notwithstanding

its avowed prosperity from the time of Akber to Aurnngzebe^

particularly in the reigns cf Tremul Chund and Baz Buhadbbr,

may with some reason be deemed an exaggeration.

That these wild regions yielded, not long before our accession,

more Revenue than they do at present, is easily accounted for

by the intestine troubles of Kumaon on the North, and of Ro*

hilcund on the South, which induced a large refugee population

to resort to them for security ;
and that they have somewhat de-

teriorated of late years may be accounted for by our early asses-

ments having been too high, which has necessitated present

deductions ;
and by a withdrawal of some portion of its popu-

lation, which has been induced by the quiet and security whick
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prevail in more favored spots in the neighbourhood. Notwith-

standing, however, their apparent deterioration, there can be

little doubt that the Des is gradually encroaching upon the

Turaee, and that there is prospect of further improvement by a

judicious application of the abundant means of irrigation which

nature has placed at our disposal.

"We may be pretty certain that, even in the most palmy days

of the Nouluk,hee Mai, the Des had not adyanced into the

Turaee so far as it now has, and that it was chiefly the Northern

portion of the Turaee which was so prosperous under the rule

of the Kumaon Rajas.

The fact of the Mahomedans not being able to extend their

dominions to the foot of the Hills proves that the portion be-

yond the Des must have been nearly, if not quite, as inhospita-

ble and insalubrious as it is now
;
for we cannot but conceive,

that nothing would have protected it against aggression but a

thick belt of jungle on its Southern border, which would have

invested that Tract with more terrors than thousands of

armed men. That there was no indisposition to acquire

territory in that direction we know from two invasions of

the time of Akber, though he professed to have given a

Sunud to the Kumaon liaja, Rbodur Chund ;
* and that

there was no strength in the Kumaonees to oppose them,

if the Mahomedans had determined on it, we know from their

appeals to Robstum Khan for assistance against the Kutjieryas ;

from the easy occupation which was effected for a short time

by the Imperial General, Uzmut Obllah Khan; from the

purchased retreat of the Rohillas after their first invasion
;
and

from the feeble resistance offered at a later period to the

Goork.has. indeed, from the establishment of the Mahometan

Empire down to the present time, we cannot contemplate any

period when the Des, or the cleared plain, was cultivated so

far to the North as it now is. What the Turaee may have

been in olden time it is not possible to say ;
but there are many

symptoms of the Tract having enjoyed a prosperous state long

* Rbbdur Chund was the son of Kulyan Chund, who established Almorah as

the capital. Rdddurpoor was founded by Rdddur Chuud.

K K 2
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antecedent to the times of the Chund Dynasty, when there was

probably no Turaee, but what was marked by rich cultivation

and populous abodes of man.

The occasional remains of ancient buildings and aqueducts
assure us that it enjoyed an early period of prosperity, and the

allusions in the Drama of Sacuntala to the Scenery in the

neighbourhood of the Malm, which falls into the Granges near

Bijnore, could scarcely have been applicable, had the features

of the country not been greatly changed since the time that

Calidasa wrote. We cannot be far wrong in supposing that it

followed the fate and fortunes of the Goruckpoor jungle, which,

from the Chinese Travels lately published, we know to have

been the site of flourishing towns before the fourth century, and

to have presented signs of growing deterioration in the seventh,

when the Buddhist religion was approaching the period of its

extermination in India. From this time to the occupation of

the Mahomedans, the History of India is a complete blank,

and scarcely can we extract a single fact from the voluminous

Puranas, which, notwithstanding Colonel Vans Kennedy's em-

phatic denial, are now pretty well acknowledged to have been

compiled at this comparatively late period.

In the Mahomedan Histories the gloom is but little dispelled ;

but whenever we have allusions to these districts, we find every

cause to suppose that the country was at least as wild as it is

now. All beyond Amroha, Luk,hnor and Aonla is spoken of

as a desert, which the Imperial troops fear to penetrate.

The most northerly position ever mentioned is that of Kabur,

when it is marked as the boundary of cultivation at the close

of the thirteenth century, in allusion to some Revenue [Reforms

introduced by Jalal-ood-deen, the first of the Khiljy dynasty.

But, beyond this, there is not any where to be found the

remotest allusion to crossing even the Ramgunga, except when

Ftroz Shah is represented to have come for several successive

years to Sumbhul., to carry his inroads into the country of the

Kutjieryas ; and, in another instance, when we hear of an

Imperial Commander having pursued the Kutjieryas from

Budaon to the Hills, but not till they had endeavoured to se-

cure their safety in the Jungles of Aonla, which are said by
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AM-ool-Kadir Budaonee to extend round that place no less

than twenty-four Coss.* The exaggeration is evidently great,

but if the statement is even partially true with respect to

Aonla, we may be sure ttmt the country under the Hills \v;is

not in much better condition.

We then come to tlip period alluded to at the beginning of

this article, when, during a few years of the Moghul dynasty,

the prosperity of the Tract in some measure revived
;
but it

was not long before it again declined, for even in the time of

Mahommed Shah, we find fche neighbourhood of Casheepoor thus

described by Sheikh Yar Mahommed, an acute observer, who

wrote an amusing account t of his Embassy of condolence to the

Kumaon Raja, Devee Chund, in A. H. 1130.

o JD

*+* C^ f
J
-/S- ^^ ;

Dj
Jk,

jj

Not long after this, we find the Jesuit Tieifenthaler thus

describing the commencement of the route from Roodurpoor
to Almorah,

" On traverse d'abord un desert long de 20

milles, dans le quel on trouve des arbres extremenient hauts :

"

&c. &c.

So that, after all, these districts do not present a very un-

favourable contrast with their condition under the preceding

f This appears in a collection of letters entitled "
Insha-i-Culunder"

which has been printed in Quarto in Calcutta, under the title of" Dustoor-
ool-Insha." There are some interesting allusions in this work to the early
progress of the British in India.
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administration. Enough, at any rate, has been adduced to

shew, that there was no occasion to place the Des boundary of

Budaon and Sumbhul in a more advanced position than haa

been represented in the map.

DESWAL, J)y**>.3 3$&tt deswal

A tribe of Tugas who hold about twelve Villages in Baghput.

DHADA, !3U>j W~& dhada

Water falling from above
;
a waterfall. RohUcund. The

word is perhaps a corruption of Dhara, a flowing stream.

In Saugor, Bhudbhuda is used in this sense; but its general

application is somewhat different. See BHUDBHUDANA.

DHAHIMA, &*a>U&j ^m dhahima

A tribe of B-ajpoots recorded amongst the 36 Royal Baces.

They were the lords of Biana, and bore a high name for deeds

of chivalry. Colonel Tod considers the tribe to be extinct,

(" Annals of Bajasthan," Vol. I. p. 119,) but they have three

or four villages in Baghput. There are also Dhahima dheers

and Dhahima Jats in the same neighbourhood.

DHAK, L5la> 3T* dhak

DHAKA, 5/UtJ ^T^T dhaka

DHAK,HA, l^Uo ^T^T dhak'ha

Kames of a tree, (Butea frondosa.} The bark furnishes an

important exudation called the Pulas gond, or Bengal Kino ;

and a strong kind of rope is also made from the root, called

Bukel. It has also many other uses. Its wood is valued for

coating wells, and it is also much sought after for the purpose of

making a horn, or sacrificial fire. The flowers are in clusters

and bright red. When pounded, they produce an excellent

yellow dye, which is frequently, amongst other purposes, applied
to form the Holee powder. The Taleef-i-Shureef says, that
" when the white flowers are found, and any one shall eat the

seeds, his heart will be cleansed, his understanding increased,
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and he shall be endowed with supernatural knowledge." The

common Dhak which is found all over the uncultivated plains

of Northern India is a stunted tree, and never attains the height

that it does in, and under, the Hills. See CHHEEOOL and

PUBAS.

DHAKURA, K/teJ ^T^I dhakara

A tribe of Rajpoots who hold a few villages in KJmndoulee

in the Ag ra District, Juleysur in Muttra, and Dehli Jakjiun in

Etawa ;
and are scattered over other parts of the Central Doab

and Rohllcund. We learn from the letters of Eezud Bukhsh

that this tribe gave the Imperial Officers in the neighbourhood
of Agra much trouble at the beginning of last Century. The

following Extract is otherwise interesting, as showing the de-

fenceless and dilapidated condition of Agra even at that early

period.

c^xxx>) ji'*^ ^
>

. *^ d^A^ja- 8 JijUi'

DHALA, 5JU)L> n^r dhala

Collections levied from Asameea to cover village expences,

generally at the rate of one anna to every rupee, or a seer of

grain to every maund of actual produce. Rohllcund.

In the Central and Loner Doab and Saugor it is generally
used in combination with Juma, as Juma Dhala, and is synony-
mous with DHAE-BACH q. v. Dhala literally means a stream, a
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current, and the word may be considered to be applied as above,

on account of the even, rate at which the contribution is levied.

There is no great certainty in this derivation, because in

many parts of Central Doab it is pronounced without the as-

pirate, Data; and hsnce may be derived from the Sanscrit ^^
to divide or tear asunder : whence Dal and Dulea, split pulse.

If this is the correct origin, it affords a strange coincidence with

the landed tenure called Dal, both by our Gaelic and Saxon

Ancestors. Dal* is a farm, or division of land, occupied by one

tenant
;
from a word which is found in all the Northern lan-

guages, signifying to divide, and therefore in evident connection

with the Sanscrit <r^j. Thus, anglo-Saxon d&l, whence our

English deal, as to deal, cards
; dale, a feature in a country

which divides it into different sections
;
and dole, a portion of

food dealed, or doled, out
;
the Gothic dail ; the German teil,

and thcil, the origin of the barbarous Latin taliare : whence,

though the Italian tagliare, and the Trench tailler, we have our

* A familar instance of the use of Dal, as a division of land, occurs in the

Dai-moors of Somersetshire, which till the year 1811, when they were enclos-

ed and allotted, were annually divided on a principle which was in strict con-

sonance with the Juma dkala, or data, of our Upper Provinces.
" In the parishes of Congresbury and Puxton, are two large pieces of com-

mon land, called East and West Dolemoors, (from the Saxon dal, which

signifies share or portion) which are divided into single a^res, each bearing
a peculiar and different mark cut in the turf ; such as a horn, four oxen
and a maie, two oxen and a mare, a poleaxe, cross, dung fork, oven, duck's-

nest, hand-reel, and hare's -tail. On the Saturday before old Midsummer,
several proprietors of estates in the parishes of Congresbury, Puxton and
Week St. Lawrence, or their tenants, assemble on the commons. A num-
ber of apples are previously prepared, marked in the same manner with

the before mentioned acres, which are distributed by a young lad to each of

the commoners from a bag or hat. At the close of the distribution each

person repairs to his allotment, as his apple directs him, and takes posses
sion for the ensuing year. An adjournment then takes place to the house

of the overseer of Dolemoors, (an officer annually elected trom the tenants,)
where four acres, reserved for the purpose of paying expences, are let by inch

of candle.

Collinson's Somersetshire, Vol. III. p. 586.

In Hone's Every-Day Book, Vol. II., pp. 917-922, a full account is given
of this singular custom, and amongst the details we cannot but recognize
several practices which beir a very Indian aspect, such as ascertaining the

correct length of the measuring chain by marks cut on a religious edifice,

the using a chain for these lands shorter than the usual standard, and the

leaving of Shamilat lands, under the name of
"

out-let," or "
out-drift," for

the payment of expences.
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English tailor, a cutter or divider of cloth, and the law-terms

tail, and tallagc, metaphorically used for a part of a man's sub-

stance, carved out of the whole, and paid by way of tribute.

DHALBHOL, JjS'J^iJ 3l*f>ft*l dhalbhol

Complete transfer by sale. Kumaon.

DHAMIAN, ^UoliM qrfiflJR dhamian

See BISHNOVBB.

DHAMUN, ^^ W& dhaman

A grass, of a good quality, which is found in the Bhuttee

Territory.

DHAN, ^teo ^H dhan

The Bice plant. Very many kinds are grown in these pro-

vinces. Those best known in the North-West and Rohilcund,

are Basmuttee, Hunsraj, Raeembbnea (called also Bundlee and

Tilokchundun), Kumoura, Moteechoor, Peela, Soonk,hur, Jub-

dee, Soongkhurcha, Sohagmuttee. These are all of superior

quality. The inferior are Anjuna, Chukoba, Badamee, Dul-

gunjna, Unundee, Kuldhunna, Seodhee, Satjiee, and Seoda.

In Saitgor, the most common kinds are Mallee, Seeamjeeroo,

JVdonga, Layuchee, Dilbugsa, Anterbed, Tilsein, Bulroo,

Seink,lnr, Deodhan, Khbbraban, and Jhunasar.

In the Central part 'of these Provinces, we find the names

chiefly of Deokula, Doodhee, Satjiee, Bakee, Raeembbnea, Buta-

see, Nourungee, Doon/churcha, Loombha, Moteechoor, Kala, //u-

raj and Basmuttee.

Those cultivated to the Eastward and in Benares, are, for the

most part, Buguree, Dehoola, Dood/ia, Mbblmbbree, Stlha, Nun-

hya, Raneehnjur, Reengun, Nyndos, Basmuttee, Jirea, Kaleejeer,

Nynsook,h, KJntllur, Biringphool, Bungulea, Bungkee, Soombha,

Selhee, Moteesirree, Rat, Raebhog, Moteejhool, Nourungee, Khur-

rur, Sumbbndur-phen, Hunsraj. Of these the best kinds are

Nyndos, Basmuttee, Hunsraj, Nynsook,h, and Biringphool. Bas-

muttee, and Hunsraj appear to be the only kinds which are

known generally by the same name. The varieties are still

greater in Behar and Bengal.

L L
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It appears from Abool Fuzl that the most noted varieties of

his time were the Sook,h Doss of Bharaick, the Dojeerah of

Grvalior, and K,hunjun of Rajorvry.

DHANA, $JlO ui?n dhana

The Gond portion of a village, which is always separate from

the rest. Also applied generally aa Muzra, Nugla, or Poonva

in the North-West. Saugor.

DHANOOK, LXJl&J qpra dhanuk

This tribe is employed as archers, fowlers, and house guards,

and ia engaged in several menial occupations both of the house

and field, wherever they reside. The females are especially in

request as midwives.

Dhanbbks are descended, according to the Padma Purana,

from a Chumar and a female Chandal. From Dhanboks have

proceeded the Aheryas, (from aheer, game,) who are also

occupied as fowlers. Aheryas are naid not to consume dead

carcases, as the Dhannbks do. Of Dhanboks there are reported

to be seyen sub-divisions Loungbusta, Mut,hbbrea, Kutjmrea,

Jysrvar, Magah'i, D')jwar, and Chhilatya. These do not inter-

marry, or even eat or smoke together. They mix indeed so

little with one another, that an individual Dhanbbk is seldom

able to mention more than two, or at most three, of these names

as belonging to his fraternity.

There are several Dhanboks in Dehli, and they are scattered

over the North "Western Provinces ; but Behar is the country

in which they most abound.

DHANWYEA, b.yUfcj sn^RTH dhanwaiya

A thrasher, or seller, of rice. See BTIBWAB.

DHAP, u_>lS>J> *W\ dhap

One-fourth of a Coss. See DHUPEA. Also applied to a G,hat,

or passage. A large expanse of low ground.

DHAR, jlfco 3R dhar

A heap of corn. Benares. It is called more correctly Dhcr

in the North West,
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DHAR, ;tfcJ v\n dhar

A hollow tree inserted in the mouth of wells in the Turaee,

to keep them from falling in, Rohilcund.

Dhar or Dhara, is also used in the sense given under DHALA
and DHA.RBACHH : it is frequently pronounced Dhurbba.

These words may either be derived from Dhala, as above men-

tioned, or from Dhurna ^j*^ to place down, to impose. The

word is entered in the Printed Glossary under Dara.

DHARBACHH, &#*.lnUfcj sn^Tl* dharbachh

Dharbachh means any even or general distribution
;
but the

term is chiefly in use in the Central portion of these Provinces

to denote an imperfect Putteedaree Tenure, in which part of the

Village lands is held in common, and part in severalty ;
the pro-

fits of the land held in common being first appropriated to the

payment of the Government Revenue and Village expenses ;

and the balance, whether under or above, being distributed

among the proprietary body according to the extent of their

respective holdings.

Dharbachh, in short, is synonymous with the meaning most

generally given to Bachh in theWestern Provinces, and Beeg,ha-
dam in the Eastern : under which latter term the tenure has

been properly described in the Printed Glossary. See DHALA
and DHAR.

DHAR-DHOORA,*;J^IS\> tJT^T dhardhura

The boundary formed by a stream. The changes in the

course of streams form a frequent subject of disputes, which are

settled on this principle, especially in Rohilcund. by determin-

ing where the deep stream flows
;
from Dhar, or Dhala, a

stream, and Dhoora, a boundary.

The principle is very good where land is gained by gradual

accretion, but is open to objection where the lost lands are

capable of identification, and is opposed not only to the sensible

maxim, Quod vis fluminis de tuo prcedio detraxerit et mcino

prcedio attulerit, palam tuum remanet, but to Regulation XI
of 1825, which was based on the decisions of the Sudder De-

L L 2
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wanny Adawlut, and the replies of the Law Officers, and which

regulates the principle to be observed in such disputed cases,

wherein a law of immemorial usage does not prevail. The con-

sequence is, that even where the Dhardoora law is acknowledg-

ed, the decisions in these extreme cases are not found to be

uniform. See Code Napoleon, p. 154. Note to p. 251, Vol.

III. of Harington's Analysis ; and p. 146 of Notices of Suits,

by Moulaoi Mahomed Bakur. See also on the subject of Tybe-

riads (i. e. Maps drawn up to shew the extent of river en-

croachment,) the 4th Book of the Bigarrures du Signeur Des

Accords, p. 7 a curious old work, to which Swift has, with-

out acknowledgment, been indebted for many of his best jokes.

DHARDHURNA, UyEO^Uu WF^n dhardharna

See DHUBEEANA.

DHE, <&i dhe

. See JAT.

DHEE, ^ dhee
H

A high bank of a river. Saugor.

DHEEHA, ty&5 3?fT dhiha

Bising ground ;
mounds. Decha is similarly used.

DHEEMUR, )o^^ ^^ dhimar

A caste of Hindoos, chiefly employed in fishing. They are,

properly speaking, a branch of the Bearer, or Kuhar, caste
;

though they are sometimes said to be offshoots of Mullahs, or

Boatmen.

DHEENK,HUR, Uo 5h^ dhfnk'har

Is the name applied to the bundle of thorns tied together,

and drawn by bullocks over corn, for the purpose of beating

out the grain. It is also used as a harrow for eradicating grans

and weeds from ploughed land. Dehli and Upper Doab. See

and TUTTEE.
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DHELA, H**3 *n dhela

A clod of earth.

DHEN, j*^ ^ dhen

A Milch Cow.

DHENKA, &U,3 ^^7 dhenka

DHENKEE, ^XAA^J ^-it dhenki

An instrument for pounding Kice, Tobacco, &c. It is work-

ed like the Dhenklee, and is similarly derived.

DHENKLEE, ^LCUi3 G^^fl dhenkli

A machine for raising Water, consisting of a horizontal lever

with a weight at one end, and a bucket at the other. The name

is provincially corrupted into Dhooklee, Dhiklee, and in Goruck-

poor into Dheokul. The word appears to be derived fro^n

Dhulkana OULc5 to roll, to overturn. The posts which act as

the Fulcra are called Tthoonya ; the rope, Burl ; and the bucket

Kurrvala.

DHENREE, )*"b&^ dhenri

Has the same meaning as Dhondh. See DHONDH.

DHEREE, -^ ^ dheri

A heap.

In the Upper Doab, it is used to signify a sharer, principally

in landed property.

DHERH, X<&5 3 dherh

Name of a Caste found in these Provinces, chiefly in the

Saugor Territory. The name is also applied to Bhungees and

Chumars. They eat dead animals, clean the skins, and sell

them to Chumars. In the Nagpoor Territory, they have ac-

quired some consideration from their employment as Dulals.

ID the Deccan they are said to be the same as. the Mahrs of
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the Mahratlas, (Journ : R : A : S : p. 224.) See also the Print-

ed Glossary under Dheda and Dheyr.

In the Western Provinces, though they are now not often

found in any numbers, they appear to have left the remem-

brance of their name, for it is common term of abuse to call a

man a Bura Dherh, or a low-caste fellow.

In Rajpootana, Dherhs will not eat hogs, either tame or wild :

the latter they hold in great abomination, notwithstanding their

Bajpoot Masters look upon them as a luxury.

DHINGA, 1J RT dhinga
4

See JELEE.

DHIRHOR, $)>i T^ dhirhor

A tribe of inferior Aheers in Benares and GorucJcpoor. They
are reckoned in the Tushreeh-ul-Akwam amongst the Doab
Cheers.

DHOBEE, c5-^ ^ dhobi

A "Washerman. This is considered one of the lowest Castes

of Hindoos. Of Dkobees, as of several other of the inferior

tribes, there are generally reckoned to be seven sub-divisions.

Canoujea, Mug,hya, Puguhya, Belrvar, Batjium, Siree Bat,hum,

and Bhurka. The Canoujea are to be found chiefly from

Canouj to the borders of Behar, and extend into Goruckpore.

The Mug,hya and Belnar throughout Behar. The Puguhya in

Rohilcund and Furruckabad. The Bat, hum, and Siree Bat,hum

in Beiswara ; and the Bhurka from Mynpooree and Etawah to

the far "West. About three-fourths of this latter clan have

been converted to the Mahomedan faith. None of these tribes

eat, or drink, or marry together. They are as much strangers

to each other, as the members of any other caste.

The seven sub-divisions are not retained under the same

names in other Provinces. In Behar, for instance, we meet

with Ajodhyas and Gosars, which are not in the above list.

DHOKA, &fj$>6
T dhoka

See DUBEA.
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DHOKA, /%J iSfl dhoka

Small stones of an inferior quality, extracted from the

Chunar quarries. In Eegulation XXII. 1795, the names of

several other stones are mentioned, such as Chorvka, I/uorsa,

Solee, Janta, for grinding ;
and for building Dapa, Chupela,

Aubhote, Boojoutee, Putera, Puttea, KJioont,hj K,humha.

DHOK,HA, yto*
rar dhok'ha

A scarecrow ;
from a word signifying deception. In Rohil-

cund, the term Oojka is sometimes used
;
in the Central Doab,

Ojliuk and Ojpo ; from Oojukna, to start, to be alarmed
;
and

for the same reason, a scarecrow is called Durarvur in Dehli.

Oojukna does not appear to be in Shakspear's Dictionary. It

may be a corruption of Oochukna t-^-1 to rise, or Bijhukna

=^ to be alarmed. See BIJHGAH and DHOOHA.

DHONCHA, ^ ^ dhoncha

Four and a half. The word is found in Arithmetical Tables

of the Multiplication of Fractions, which are in constant use

with our Surveying Ameens, when reducing their linear mea-

surements to Beeg t
has. The words used by them in Fractional

Multiplication are.

Deorha,

Dhuma, *Wi VoJCO 2

Honta, |feT IXJyD 31.s

Dhoncha, ^l^T
Is:^^)^ 41

PoncAa, ^Nl ^X' 6

Kfioncha, ^^ ^^^ 6-J-

Sutoncha, wNl
Is^^Xa;

7

The size of the fields rarely requires Ameens to go beyond this.
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DHONDA, )&jto4 RT dhonda

DHONDEE, ^^ ^^ dhondi

A grass which grows in rice fields, and sometimes chokes the

plant. It produces an ear, and the seed is frequently used by

Cultivators for making bread. In some places, as in the Ba-

reilly District, it is called Bat ; and in Eastern Oudh, Dhownee.

It appears to derive its name from /Man, rice
;
if we may be

allowed to judge from the following familiar couplet, iu which

both words occur.

Boe t,he dhan, ho gya dhonda,

Kya kjiaeva lounda.

" Dhonda has sprung up where dhan has been sown. What

will the children get to eat ?"

DHONDH, &t>Jybd
Ife dhondh

A capsule, or seed vessel ; especially of the poppy, cotton,

and gram. See also DHOONDEE.

DHOOEE, iS) dhui

Soaked Pulse.

DHOOH, &y&3 ff dhiih

Elevated ground in the midst of ravines. Oudh and O. Doab.

It is perhaps the same word as Dhbbs ; though written with

a different D.

DHOOHA, U&Jfco *TfT dhuhaX ^

A scare-crow. Dhooha, or more correctly Dhooa ^^ also

signifies a clod or mound of earth, raised as a boundary mark.

These mounds are about four feet high, and fixed round the

limits of each Township, at the distance of about two hun-

dred yards from one another. In the Scriptores Rei Agrance
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there are some Plates appended to the treatise of Hyginus de

Limitibus constituendis, iu which it id strange that the ordinary

conical shape of our N. W. Boundary mark does not once

occur; but the "Sepultura militaris inftiem" bears some resem-

blance to the Masonry Pillars raised round British-Indian

Cantonments. This deficiency is still more remarkable, when

we consider that the Q-oal of the Eoman Circus must have borne

a close resemblance to our rude forms, "Metas imitata cupres-

sus," says Ovid, (Metam : X. 106) ; and again Tacitus, (Hist ;

II. i) speaking of the Paphian Venus, says
" Simulacrum de

non
effigie

humana
;
continuus orbis latiore initio tenuem in

ambitum, mette modo exsurgens, et ratio in obscuro :" which

latter declaration, considering the nature of the worship of

that Deity, is somewhat extraordinary. As the Dhooka is

merely made of earth, it requires constant renewal and repair.

l^rom the Extract given from Arcadlus Augustus (Script. R. A. t

p. 259), it would appear that the Boundary marks of some of

the Eastern Provinces were of coloured marbles, and raised at

a distance of four feet from one another. Iu India we might

spare the marble but we ought at least to have the brick.

See DAMCHA, DOULA, HUDBUNDEE, and ODABUNDEE.

DHOONDEE, eJJ*O l dhundi
Sr c>

The pod of Gram, (cicer arietinuui) . Benares. The correct

word is Dhendee, or Dhenree, q. v. It is also in Benares and

many other places called T,hont,hee. It is known by the local

name of G,hittree in Rohilcund, Tat in Dehli, Dhorvree in Bun-

dtecund, and Dhoondh. and G,hentee in some places. "When it

is somewhat unripe, it is called Putpur, Chutka, G,hegura, and

Sutpur, in different parts of these Provinces. See DHONDH,
and G-,IIEGUBA.

DHOONDHOTEE, cU^O %^t dhundhoti

Is the name given to a tract of country in the Goorgaon

District, in possession of the descendants of Choudhree Hursroo

one of the twenty-one sons of Kaja Sungut. See CIIOUHAN.

M M
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The Alunote Chouhans are found in Beeg,holo, Dhbondhotee,

Chandain, and Rat,h. All these names are of mere local ap-

plication. In the Public Registers they are not known, nor are

they known much beyond the boundaries of the tracts them-

selves. Beeg,hoto includes the whole of Rervaree, and much

more, both to the West and East. Chandain ,,is generally

reckoned to be a part of Beeg,hoto, but has been considered for

some time past separate. It includes the greater part of Taoo-

roo, and derives its name from the twelve Villages of Chand

Chouhans, who are descendents of Suhes Mid, another son

of Raja Sungut. Rat,h is the largest of these districts, and is

for the most part included in Ulwur. The principal places

within this tract are Mundarvur, the chief of which has the title

of Rao, Neemrana, the chief of which has the title of Raja,

Biroda, the chief of which has the title of Rana, Lahpotee,

Beejwar, Kote-Pootlee, Hursoorun, and Narnoul.

DHOOR, ))& ^ dhur

The twentieth part of a Blsrva. The word is little used in

the Upper Provinces, except in Benares.

Also, the name of a coarse grass.

DHOORA, 8fcJ [T dhura

A Boundary. The word is used chiefly in the Doab and

Rohilcund, and is sometimes pronounced Dhbbra. See DIIAR-

DHOOEA.

DHOORKUT, iz^/&j ^ dhurkat

An advance of rent paid by Asamees to Zemindars in the

month of Jet,h and Asarh. Benares and Eastern Oudh.

The expression is derived perhaps from Dhoola dena, to take

in, to wheedle, and Katna to cut : or it may be from Dhool

lugna to suffer loss, from Dhool a thump, a slap.

DHOOS, M&J 3 dhus

A sloping elevation of ground ;
and hence applied to the

glacis of a fort. Sterile sandy eminences. It is also the name
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of a soil in some parts of the Lower Doab and Benares.

See Diioon.

DIIORA, 8)yfc5 l^T dhora

Dhora, or Dhola, is the name of aii insect very destructive

to stored Chuna.

It is also applied to the mound of earth raised by the side

of a ditch.

DJIOUL, J-y^ dhaul

DHOUR, )^> ^ dhaur

A kind of Sugar Cane. Rohilcund, Upper Doab and Dehli.

^.-ftl

DHOUREE, 3))^ ^^ dhauri

A corruption of Adhouree (from adha half); a bull's hide

cut into two pieces. Dehli.

DHUDDA, ft^J ^T dhadda

DHUDDEE, ,5^^ lit dhaddi

A term applied to low ground. Rohilcund.

DHUJA, tsA> ^T dhaja

A standard, a slip of cloth. DJiuja, or rather Dhoja, which

is more in accordance with the Sanscrit ^5T. is also the name

given to the pole, with a strip of cloth attached, which is

erected in fulfilment of a vow near some place of worship, by a

person who has succeeded in any important object. It is also

the name given to the standard tied to a tree, or raised in some

elevated position, on the Purvun Pureech,ha the last day of

the month Asarh. From the direction of the wind at sunset

on that day, the people draw their auguries of the coming
season. On this occasion the Bunyas, or grain-dealers, are

observed to be more anxious cousulters than the Agriculturists,

and their anxiety gives rise to the saying of Bunya ka panee.

This is the response, if the pendant shews a westerly wind,

M M 2
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and indicates the probability of a dry season If a little more

favorable, it is Koomhar ka panee, or suitable to Potters, as

they also delight in dry weather. If from the North, moderate

rains may be expected, and the answer is Malee ka panee, or

suitable to gardeners. If from the East, copious rains are to be

looked for, and the season is said to enjoy Dhobee ka panee,

or a deluge sufficient to satisfy a Washerman. These sayings,

though not general, have currency in many parts of the country,

especially in Brij.

DHUNDHOEE, fcuW.^ Si dhandhoi

The scum of the Sugar Cane juice, of which half goes to the

Jhokya, and half to the Jheemur. Dehli. It is called also

Mullee. The corresponding word in Rohilcund, Benares, and

Bundlecund is Mylea ; in the Doab, Putoee and Ludo.

DHUNEA,
* wr dhania

Coriander Seed. (Coriatodrum satiuum. Linn : )

DHUNGUL, J,ij> ^TR dhangal

One of the 12 Pals of Mewatees. See PAL. PULAKURA,
MEWATEE.

i

DHUNKUR, Cio 3f^ dhankar

A stiff soil producing Eice (Dhan), which can only be

ploughed and sown in the event of sufficient rain falling.

Also, a field which has been cropped with Eice during the

previous season.

DHUNT,HEA, U$Xxfco m dhant'hia

This also signifies a field on which Eice has been cut.

Rohilcund.

DHUPEA, *^ sqirT dhapia

A short coss, from Sanscrit V(m going or running; from

which also is derived Dhap, a fourth of a coss, or that distance
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which a man is supposed to be able to run without stopping to

take breath.

DHURAWUT, i5^tj3>3 t^raz dharawat

Land ascertained and apportioned by estimate
;
not measured.

Benares. See Regulation LI. 1795.

DHUREE,

A measure of five seers.

DHUREEANA, Ut^fco Kl^l dhariyana

To separate the good from bad grain ;
to winnow. The word

is used throughout the North Western Provinces, but the pro-

cess is usually called Dhardhurna in Dehli, Sooretna in Rohii-

cund, and Oosana in Bundlecund ; but this latter as well as

Bursana, is also general in the North Western Provinces.

DHURINGA, tt>^L> tTT dharinga

A kind of Kice. Rohilcund.

DHURMATDR, jytf ^FTTf^ dharmatar

A charitable grant : irom Dhurm justice, religious obligation.

DHURMGOUR, ))^f)^ *FWR dharmgaur

See GOUE BEAHMIN.

DHUROHUR, y&jy&j ^J^ dharohar

Peposit ;
from Dhurna, to place.

DHUROUKEE, ^^^ w^ dharauki

To ascertain by guess, in case of a dispute, as to the quanti-

ty of land in actual cultivation, on which to estimate the Juma.

Eastern Oudh.

DHURTA, WT dharta

Discount and Commission. Applied to increase of demand

upon land
;
also to an item entered according to usage by
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Bankers in excess of Cash advanced
; being generally about

three per cent. Saugor.

DHURTEE, ^)^ ^^ dharti

Land
;
the earth

;
from the Sanscrit

Ef^j dhura. We
have the same word in the Welsh dhairar, Latin terra, Greek

era and German erde ; but the two last may perhaps be more

closely connected with the Sanscrit ^j ira, which again is

probably met with in the Hebrew erets, and Arabic ^j

DHURUK,HA, l^&O *T?^T dharakha

DHURULLA, M^J *J?^TT dharalla

A scare-crow. See BIJHGAH, DHOK,HA, and DHOOHA.

DHURWAEE, J( 5 v2:o ^?^lf dharwai

The Putwaree who weighs grain. Dehli. The word is de-

rived from Dhuree, a measure or weight of five seers, which is

generally considered his perquisite at the harvest.

DHUSAN,

DHUSUN,

DHUSAO,

DHUSUM,

dhasan

dhasan

dhasao

dhasam

A swamp, a quagmire : from Dhusna to sink into, to enter.

DIG, ^4 f^JT dig

Dig, or Dik, is one of the regions ofthe earth, of which there

are reckoned to be ten. They are frequently called by the

names of their supposed regents ;
as Eesan for North-East,

Neynt for South-West, Agni for South-East, Bayu for

North-West, &c., &c. These regions are more usually consi-

dered to be eight : but there are in reality ten, by adding Ananta
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and Brahma, the regents of the nadir and zenith. "Decem

mundi partes pro omnes mundi partea, quarum octo qua? sunt

hypcrholice docem dicuntur." Lassen, "Anthologia Sanscri-

tica," P. 234. See also .Richardson's Selections from the

"Mahabharat," P. 91
;
Lassen's "

G-ita Govinda," P, 84, and

Bopp's
"
Nalus," P. 10S.

DIG,HEE, 3 dig'hi

A large oblong tank
; corrupted by the English into

DIGWAR, )^^ 137131^ digwar

A "Watchman : literally, a protector of the different quarters,

or points, of the compass. See above, under Dm
;
and Deeg-

nan and Degivar in the Printed Glossary.

DIK,HIT, V2*$fo f^%=! dik'hit

A tribe of Rajpoots inhabiting the Pergunahs of Kootca, Fut-

tehpoor, Ekdulla, Mootour and Ghazeepoor in the Futtehpoor

District. They have also sixty or seventy villages to the North

of Belswara in the Oude Territory, in a tract called after them

Dik,htan, and several in Bundelcund and Benares. The Dih,hits

of Puchotur in Ghazeepore are called Puchtorea. They giA
re

their daughters in marriage to Sombunsee, Rug,hbunsee, Guhur-

rvar and Beis, and take from Seyngur, Donwar, and Kousik.

The correct denomination of this clan is Deek,hit, but Dikjnt

accords better with the ordinary pronunciation.

DIL, J6 ^f dil

A small eminence ;
the site of an old village. Benares.

Called in the North West, Dheeha, Pootjia, Teela, 7\heh and

T,hera, (which seej.

DISHTBUNDHUK, dishtbandhak

The pledge of real property, being that which the debtor can

keep in view, such as land, houses
;
&c. from disht sight and

bundhuk pledge. Hypothecation. It is not much used in the

North "West, except in Benares. See BHOGBUNDHTJK.
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DIT,HWUN, ^)&^> f^^l dit'hwan

The Ekadushee, or llth, of the bright ha'f of the month Ka
tik ;

which day is also known by the name of Bodini. On this

day a ceremony is observed in celebration of Vishnu's return

from his slumber of four months, during which he is represen-

ted to have been with Raja Bui in Fatal, or the infernal

regions.

May yishnu's shrinking glance
Yield peace and joy as waking from his trance

His opening eyes are dazzled by the rays
i'roin lamps divine that blaze:

Those eyes that with long slumber red
Ambrosial tear-drops shed,
As pillowed on his snake-couch mid the deep
He breaks reluctant from his fated sleep.

Mudra Rakshasha.

No marriages and but few festive ceremonies have taken

place in the meantime, and the Dit,hn>un is the signal for their

commencement. Houses are cleaned, and smeared afresh with

cow-dung, and the fruit of the Singjiara and Ber, and Chuna-

ka-sag, and other dainties of the season may be lawfully enjoy-

ed.

But amongst Agriculturists it is more especially celebrated

for its connexion with the cutting of the Sugar Cane. All

Hindoos of correct habits will carefully abstain till this day
from touching the crop ;

but on the Dit,hwun t
a little is taken

from the corner of the field, brought home, and spread out for

the reception of the Saligram, which, in due form, is lifted up
several times

;
an action significant of Vishnu's rising from his

slumber.* He is waked, according to the Mutsya Puran, by
this incantation. "The clouds are dispersed, the full moon

will appear in perfect brightness, and I come in hope of acquir-

ing purity to offer the fresh flowers of the season : awake from

thy slumber, awake, Lord of all worlds."

* This fable bears a curious resemblance to one of the most remarkable
fictions in the Egyptian and Syrian MythoJogies, viz. the annual disappear-
ance and resurrection of Horus, or the Solar Osiris, and the lamentations for

Adonis and the joy at his restoration. These as well as the Deotjian of

India, bear evident reference to the Sun's annual motion. See Macrob:
Saturn: Lib. I. Cap. 21, and the authorities quoted in the Fetes de la Nature,
Vol. I., p. 125.
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When this worship is duly performed, and the officiating

Brahmin declares the fortunate moment for heginuing ope-

rations, the cutting is commenced. The whole village is a

scene cf hilarity ;
and dancing and singing are the order of the

day

Ft Cererem clamore vocent in tecta; neque ante

1 alcem maturis quisquam supponat aristis,

tjuam Cereri torta redimitus tempora queicu
Dei motus incompositos, et carmina dicat.

Oeorg. I. 350.

Dit.hwun is variously called Dutound, Dyten* Dushtoon,

Dutaon according to the degree of ignorance in the speaker.

The proper name of the ceremony is Deot,han, or "the stand-

ing up of the God." In Shakespear's and Smyth's Dictionaries

this is said to occur on the second day of the moon of Katik

Slmklpahs/i ;
but that festival is usually called Bhyadooj,

Jumdootya, or in Sanscrit Bhratri dwitya, on which day sisters

feed and pay some kind of ceremonial worship to their brothers.

What the ceremony of Ditjiwun is to the Sugar Cane, that

of Arrvun is to the Shamak,h and Barley grain. See

and JOOBEE.

DOBISWEE, "*!^ R dobiswi

An allowance, reduction, or cess of two Biswas out of twenty ;

or ten per cent. The right of the Zumeendar in land, as

Malikana is in money. Dobismee is frequently given by Mafee-

dars to Zemindars, particularly when they are not confident of

the validity of their tenure.

DOCHA, &- < T docha

Docha or dohcha, is the second reservoir to which water is

raised by the BEEE and DOUEEE for the purposes of irriga-

* It is strange that in England Dyten used to mean a Harvest- Home Song.
Bishop Kenneth, in the Glossary to his Parochial Antiquities, says Homines
de Hedyngton ad curiam Domini singulis annis inter festum S. Michaelis et

festum S. Martini venient cum toto et pleno Dyleno, sicut hactenus consue-
verunt. This, he adds, is singing Harvest- Home. "Pop: Antiquities," Vol.

II. p. 18.

N N
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tion. The third is called Tehcha, and the fourth Chouncha.

These words are used chiefly to the Westward. To the East

other terms prevail. See DOTIREE.

DOFUSLEE,

Lands producing two crops a year.

Dohur, Dosaee, Dosahee, and Jbot,helee.

DOGUR,

dofasli

It is also known as

dogar

A tribe scattered over various tracts of the North-West of

Hindoostan. There are a few in Hansi, Sonam, and Feroze-

poor, which latter place, together with a considerable tract

along the bank of the Sutlej, they held for a long time during

the last century in almost undisputed sovereignty. Their occu-

pation is divided between pasture and plunder. They are Maho-

metans, and state that they were originally Chouhans ; but tho

Cairn Khanee, and other converted Chouhans of those parts

will not acknowledge the fraternity, asserting that Dogurs were

nothing but Jats and Goojurs. This appears to be the case,

notwithstanding all their emphatic negations. Dogurs are held

in no consideration bj their neighbours, but in former times

they were much dreaded on account of their predatory habits,

which a civilized neighbourhood and a strong Government

compel them now unwillingly to relinquish.

Their personal appearance is in their favor. They are a tall

and muscular race, and are generally remarkable for having

large aquiline noses.

DOHAO, ))&) j%m dohao

The Zemeendar's perquisite of milk from Ryuts' Cows.

DOHLEE, dohli

Service land
; applied in the Dehli Territory, as Bounda in the

Doab. See BHOONDUREE. But in many places within that

Territory, it is only that land which is given to Brahmins,

Dohlee, or Dohree, is also applied there to the perquisite of

Fukeers at harvest time.
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DOIIOOR, )&^ |rp dohur

A sandy sub-soil. Central Doab.

DOHR\, 8^;i> ^T^T dohra

See COLHOO,

DOHUR, >fc^ t^ dohar

The old bed of a river. Eastern Oudh. Johur is elsewhere

used in the same sense.

Dohur is likewise applied to land which bears two crops in a

year. Central Doab.

DoJEER A, *)+:*-} ^isfi^ dojira

A kind of Bice See

DOK,HEE, ^ T dok'hi

A raised mound indicating the junction of two boundaries.

Dehli.

DOL, J)0 l*f dol

Applied locally to signify the richest black soil. Baitool.

Dul is generally used to denote a bucket for drawing water.

The Sanscrit Dol
Jjj^f

means swinging, a swinging cot, a

doolee ; and thus our Hindee word may be derived from it,

because buckets in a well follow each other on the same rope in

succession, and revolve in a swing. In Arabic likewise J^

or )ta (Hebrew Door}, the root of the word Doulut, wealth, is

defined by Golius to be, "Conversa fuit, pecul: per vices et

periodos,/oruna," and it is also applied to the revolution of

well-buckets. Hence ^ is the name of the sign Aquarius.

See " Boorhan-i-Kata" and Trans: R. A. S., Vol.11, p. 888.

Thus it is that Douiut, though now almost exclusively applied
to prosperity and wealth, originally meant the vicissitudes to

N N 2
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which wealth is subject.
"
Circuitus. Periodus. Conversio

temporis ac fortunae, pecul. in felicitate."

In Persian also, Dol Dolab, and Dolaba mean a revolving

wheel of buckets for drawing water, such as is usually called a

Persian "Wheel, and such as is used in the Dredging Machine

stationed near Woolwich
;
and hence in Oordoo, Dol is written

either .with the Persian or Hindee D.

The Latin Dolium, a cask would seem to have its etymon in

this word.

DOLAWA, 8^1/^0 ^^n dolawa

A well having two Laos, or well-buckets and ropes. Dopuera
is also used in this sense.

DOLCHEE, <jv ^ tl^T^ dolchi

A small bucket. See above under DOL.

DOM, *3 %T*T dom

Said, in the Printed Glossary, to be a race of Out-castes :

Slaves in Cuttack and Kumaon. Their history is worth enquir-

ing into, as they seem to be one of the aboriginal tribes of India.

Tradition fixes their residence to the North of the Gotrra, touch-

ing the Bhars on the East, in the vicinity of the Rohi.nl. Several

old forts testify to their former importance, and still retain the

names of their founders, as for instance Domdlha and Domun-

gurh. Ramgurh and Suhunkote on the Roh'mi are also Dom
forts. Buchanan considers that tli3 Doms are the same as the

Dom Kutar (Domti/car}. (" Eastern India," Yol. IE., p. 453.)

He also conceives that the Doms expelled the T, karoos, and

were afterwards expelled by the Bhurs : but this order of pre-

cedence cannot be admitted. See T,HAROO.

There are several Doms, or Domras scattered over the West-

ern Districts of these Provinces, and in Bundlecund and Sau-

gor, who are engaged in the menial occupations of making

ropes, fans, mats, and such like articles. In Oudh the term

Dom is applied to sweepers as Bkungee and Choohra are else-

where.

Dom is also the name of a tribe of Mussulmans, descended
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from Bhats. They are perhaps more generally known by the

name of Meerasce and Puk.hawujee. The name of Meerasee is

abbreviated into Meer : and thus the Meers of the Kala Nud-

dee, after whom Mt-erapoor is called, having assumed this dis-

tinguished title, are frr-cjiiently able to conceal the truth of

their being really descent led from the Aleerasce Sbbrkh.

DOMTIKAR, yxJC*^o TT^l^ domtikar

One of the sub-divisions of SUBWUREA BBAHMIXTS, q. v.

DOMUT, c-i^/co ^ITO domat

A mixture of two Muttces or soils, clay and sand, Muttyar
and Bhoor. Like Dorus, in some places it is considered the first

quality, in others, the second quality, of soil. In Agra, Fur-

ruckabad, and parts of Barellly, it is considered the best, bat it

is more usual, as in Budaon, to rate it as second quality.

DON, ^) 31 don

A fractional division of an estate. Ghurnial.

DONGEE, c$*"b^
^ dongi

A small boat
;

from which our Dingy is derived.

DONWAR, )'y>^ in^ donwar

We find Zemeeudars of this mixed Rajpoot-Brahmin tribe

in the Pergunah of Sidlwba Johna in Goruckpoor; in the

Pergursahs of Huuelee, Kurenda, and Sydpoor Bhitree, of

Ghazeepoor; and in Cureat-Mittco, Ma/tomedabad-Gohna t

Secunderpoor, Bhudaon, and M'

ownatJt-Bhunjun of Azimgurh.

They call themselves TJtakoors, but they are generally con-

sidered Bhoonhars, or Military Brahmins. Even those who

claim Brahminical descent marry into Rajpoot families, so it

becomes doubtful in what class they ought to be included.

They were strong enough at one time to establish a principality

on the Kosi in AVestern Tirhoot, and there are several monu-

ments still existing in that neighbourhood which attest the

power of the Dvnn-ar Raja, Kurna Deo. The word appears to

be pronounced indifferently, Donwar , Dunwar, and Dbbmvar.
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DOOB, e-j*O ^ dub
* x c\

Kame of a grass : (dgrostis linearis, Koen. Cynodon Dactylon,

Boyle). "Its flowers in the perfect state are among the love-

liest objects in the vegetable world, and appear through a lens

like minute rubies and emeralds in constant motion from the

least breadth of air. It is the sweetest and most nutritious pas-

ture for cattle, and its usefulness added to its beauty induced

the Hindus in the earliest ages to believe it was the mansion of

a benevolent nymph." (Sir W. Jones' Works, Vol. V., p. 78).

There are generally considered to be three kinds of Doob.

The best, which throws out the creeper-like stem, is called

Pounda. This is essentially the same as the fiorin grass of

Euglish Farmers. The second, which is smaller, grows on hard

ground, and is called KJiootya. The third is called the white

Doob from its peculiar colour, and is used by native practition-

ers as a medicine in fevers. This is called by "Wilson f" San-

scrit Diet.," p. 279) Gu.nd.alec. In Dehli it is frequently called

Dhouree. In Saugor the KJwotya is known under the name

of Chhiittoo. Where the division into three kinds is not known,

the recognized varieties are Glibbr-doob and Bun-doobca : the

first being derived from G,hora a horse, as it is excellent pas-

ture grass : the second from Sun a forest, or jungle, as it is a

coarser kind.

The nutritive qualities of Doob have caused it to be a great

favorite with the natives of India, and frequent allusions are

made to it by the Poets. Its tenacity whenever it once fixes its

roots has caused it to be used in a common simile when the

attachment of Zemeendars to their native soil is spoken of.

Nanuk Shah also, in exhorting himself to humility, uses the

following simile respecting the modest charms of this herb.

|r

k nunha ho ruhojysee nunhee Doob,

Our g,hasjul-jaenge, Doob khoob kce khoob.
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DOOBAEE, !)^ l^ 1 dubai

A term sometimes applied to a bribe, given whether the donor

gain or lose his cause ; in distinction to Turace, in which the

bribe is returned if the suit is lost. The words are used in the

Doab and Rohilcund, and their existence indicates a degree of

refinement in the art of bribery which, perhaps no other language
can parallel. The origin of the terms is, in the one case, doubna

'^;3 to sink, to be iminerged ; and, in the other, turna ^f
to pnss over safely, to be ferried.

DOOBE, ^?O dube

See CANOUJEA. BRAHMIN. Shakespear spells it ^.^

DOOBSEE, ***^ ^ dubsi

Inundated land, or land liable to be flooded
;
from Doobna

lb;3 to sink, to be immerged.

DOOBSEE, ^^ <^ dubsi

The Per-centage allowed to Government farmers on the Ee-

venue paid to Government
; formerly 10 per cent, i. e. 2 biswat*

produce out of 20 Saugor. See DOBISWEE.

DOODHA, l^^J |^T diidha

A species of Eice. See DHAN.

DOODKA, tfi35 ^2RT dudka

Is the name of one of the many diseases to which the rice

plant is subject. There are various others, as Bugoolee, Kutree
t

Pbbrrvaee, Kunsee, $c. fyc. fyc.

DOOGDHA, li)jJ ^fim dugdha

A tribe of inferior Brahmins on the borders of Futtehpoor

and Allahabad. They date their origin from the time of Jye

Chund, who figures in so many fabulous legends of those parts.

A certain Pande Brahmin, by name urroo, set up hia abode as
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a recluse in Pu.rsuk.hee, between Shahzadpoor and the Ganges,

and withdrew himself entirely from worldly concerns. His

credit as a holy man was so great, that Jye Chvnd became

anxious to see him, and promised to reward any person who

would bring him into the presence. After several unsuccessful

attempts by all the Chief Officers of his Court, a woman of the

Rajpoot tribe, and of great personal charms, ventured on the

difficult undertaking. Her wiles and blandishments could not

be withstood, andbefore long the holy Hermit confessed himself

father of several children
;
and as the lady succeeded in the

object of introducing him to an audience with Jye Chund, a

grant of several villages was bestowed upon her. On the death

of the Hermit she is said to have married a Kazee, but it is not

probable that such a connection took place at the early period of

the Mahometan conquest. However, she divided the inhe-

ritance, it is asserted, amongst her children. Those by the

JPande, who were Doogdha Brahmins, (i. e. of mixed blood)

received 48 villages, of the greater part of which they are in

possession to this day. The Moosulman descendants alao re-

tain some of the villages said to have been granted at the same

time.

The Doogdhas are reckoned in no repute as Brahmins
;
in-

deed, they are properly Bhoonhars and are very indifferent

about the rank of the families with which they intermarry, not

unfrequently receiving the daughters of Rajpoots as wives.

DOOGLA, &l}O |JT^T dugla

A sling-basket of large size, round and deep, used for the

purposes of irrigation. See BEBEE, BOKA, DOUEEE.

DOOHEE,

Alluvial formations. A mark of village boundaries. See

DHOOHA..

DOGMA, frc^o I^TT
diima

Is the name of the leather case in which Tea is imported

from Tibet into Gurhwal and Kumaon. It contains about
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three seers, and bears a price of six or seven rupees. About

one hundred J)oow(is&re imported annually into Kumaon, which

is consumed chiefly by the Booteas of the passes, and seventy

Doomas into Gurhwal, of which a portion finds its way to

Hurdwar and Nujeebabad.

DOON, eX> I* dun

A valley. The word does not appear in Shakespear's Dic-

tionary, but it is locally applied in the Servalik'h Hills, under

the Himalaya, in this signification : as Patlee Doon, Dehra

Doon. The word may perhaps be formed by elision from the

Sanscrit Dronee ^T[$
" the union of two mountains, the

valley, or chasm between them," (Sanscrit Diet. p. 431) ;
and

hence, Dronakas " the people of vallies
; ( Vishnu Purana, p.

196). However this may be, we appear to have the word in

the Celtic and Indo-European languages, as well as in the Ara-

bic. It is strange that in all these families of languages words

not very dissimilar, and in two instances identical, signify both

depth and elevation. Thus, of the Arabic^ Doon, Meninski,

following Grolius, observes
"
Quod inferius est, contemptibilis,

vilis, sequior, ignobilis, abjectus ;
et contra, nobilis, eximius."

(See also Foster's
"
Geography of Arabia, Vol. II., pp. 6 and

414). Thus, also, in English we preserve to the present day
both the adverb,

"
down," to imply descent, and "down," the

noun, to imply a sloping hill, an elevated plain, or hillock of

sand on the Sea shore. The noun appears to be derived from

Dun, which according to the Venerable Bede, signified a hill-

fortress in the ancient British language, and according to a

passage quoted from Clitophon by Dr. Prichard, it had the

same meaning in the ancient Gaulish, Dounon kalousi ton exe-

chonta. (Prichard" s Researches into the Physical History of

Mankind, Vol. III., p. 126}. Thus, Mari-dunum, Dun-raven,

flun-gannon, Dun-kirk. In the Tbbrkee, also, it appears to

bear the same meaning. (Jour. R. A, S. Vol. VII., p. 300.)

We may seek for the origin of the adverb "
down,

1"* which

* Home Tooke in the " Diversions of Purley" derives both meanings from
the same word ; on which Richardson observes, that he ought to explain how
words used in two such different senses can possibly acknowledge the same

O O
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implies descent, either in the Saxon Dene, which has precisely

the same meaning as the Indian Doon, a valley, a glen, and

hence Tenter-den, and several other names which indicate

situations in vallies : or we may seek for it in the Celtic Dyvyn
which bears the same meaning, and in which we have the ety-

mon of Devon, of Dumnonia, in the South-West of England,
and of the Damnii of Scotland. The Cornish Britons named

the country
" Dunan ;" the Saxons "

Devnascyre ;" "the shire

of vallies." So that the Englishmen who have chosen the beau-

tiful valley of Dehra Doon for their home, may find comfort in

reflecting how nearly the name is allied to the county which

contains some of the loveliest spots which deck their native land.

DOONDA, ILX^O |^T diinda

A Bullock with only one horn. The word is in general use
;

but in parts of Dehli it is applied to a Bullock with two horns,

and Toonda to a Bullock which has only one.

DOONDKA, tfjJo 5^^ dundka

See COLHOO.

DOONGA, vfrjtf |TCT diinga

Deep. An excavation, such as that of a trough ;
a canoe.

DOONGANEE, ^->lc3 5*^ dungani
'

A small fractional division of an Estate. Kumaon.
^

DooRK,HEE, ^^ 1^ durk'hi
*

An insect whose ravages are very destructive to Indigo, when

the plant is young.
^

DOORUGBUNSEE, ^*^>^-) c[W^t duragbansi

Name of a clan of Rajpoots who hold villages in Gurnara,

source. This, however, is no very strong objection, for many words, as in

the Arabic Doon, acknowledge the same source, while they have a double mean-

ing; and thus, Dike, in English, is either the raised mounds by the side of an

excavation, or the cavity itself; and so with several other words. Richardson

ascribes a different origin to the adverb Down from that given in the text, but

though he follows Tooke and Camden, his derivation appears somewhat forced.
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G,hisoda, and Raree in the district of Jounpoor, and Mahbol in

Azimgurh. The Eaja of Gurwara is a Dbbrugbuns. They
are descended from Deek,hits, and came to the neighbourhood of

Jounpoor from Simounee in Bundelcund, about fourteen gene-

rations ago. Their relative position in the rank of Eajpoots is

shown by their giving daughters in marriage to Chumurgour,

Bandhulgotee, Tilokuhundee Beis, Sombunsee, Soorujbunsee*

Surneyt, Bug,hel, and the Guhurrvar of Kuntit. Their sons

marry into the families of Chundel, Powar, Goutum, Rugjibb-

bunsee, Oojen, and the inferior grades of Beis.

DOR, 3^ ^ dor

A tribe of Eajpoots, said by Tod to be extinct. Before the

immigration of the Birgoojurs, they were the chief proprietors

of Alligurh ; and a remnant of them now exists in Dubhaee,

Atrowlee, Coel, Shikarpoor and Burun. They are now nearly

all Mahomedans. The whole of Kbbndurkjiee and Seondara^
in Moradabad were also held by the Dors, where they have

now been almost entirely supplanted by the Porvars. They
hold also several villages in Seondha in the District of Banda,
as well as in the Saugor territory, so that they are far from

being extinct, though most of them have abandoned the faith

of their forefathers. They are included among the 36 Eoyal
Eaces of Eajpoots, and Pirt,hee Raj has honored them by rais-

ing a tablet in commemoration of a victory gained over them.

(See Trans. R. A. S., Vol. /., p, 133.)

DOR. * ^ dor

Land ploughed twice. "When ploughed three times, it is

called Teoor ; when, four, Churvur. Central and Lower Doab.
See DOSTTBEE and JAEL.

DOREE, g))6 tlft dori
*

A chain, or line, withwhich lands are measured. SeeDouBEE.

> These names are applied specifically, as well as generally, as' will be
shewn in their respective articles.

f The old name of Seondara was Deora, so called after this clan.

o o 2
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DORUS, .r05^ ^^ doras

Used in the Eastern Districts, as Domut in the North-West,

to signify a mixture of two soils, Mutlyar and Bulbda, clay and

sand
; and, like Domut, is in some places, as in Azimgurh, con-

sidered the best quality ;
in others, as in Goruckpoor, the se-

cond quality of soil, except in Tilpoor and the Forest Per-

gunahs, in which the Muttyar is considered too adhesive.

DOSAHEE, -fcL*^o igit dosahi

Dosahee, or Dosaee, signifies lands yielding two crops a year,

See DOFUSLEE.

Doss, "^ ^ das

This name, which literally means slave, is borne chiefly by
men of the Bunya caste, by Byragee Fukeers, and occasionally

by Kayet,hs and Brahmins. It is usually coupled with the

name of some deity, as Shib Doss, Narayen Doss, &c. &c. to

imply subjection to some special tutelary God. It is a mis-

take to suppose that is the name of a particular family, as was

asserted by a celebrated statesman, who when inveighing

against the treatment of some Doss of Lucknow, stated him to

be a member of
" the Doss family, one of the most distinguish-

ed in India."

In the time of 4kber, we find it was not uncommon for

Rajpoots also to bear the name of Doss. Thus, we read of

Uaja Bhugwan Doss, the Cuchhrvaha, who was the father-in-law

of Jehangser, and grandfather of Sooltan Khbbsroo, and who is

stigmatized as the first who sullied Rajpoot blood by a con-

nexion with the Imperial family of Dehli. The name is now
seldom given to Rajpoots, except to illegitimate children.

DOSUREE, **** T dosari

The ploughing of land twice. The land itself when ploughed
twice. When ploughed three times, it is called Tesuree; when

four, Chousuree. Dehli. See DOE and JAEL.
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DOUL, J)3 ^ra daul

Estimate of assets for the purpose of assessment. Doulnama

was the name given to the extract from this estimate, which

was made over as a Potta to the party who was to pay the

Kevenue.

Extract from the "Kitab-i-Qanoon"

M - ^ II
DOULA, )^ ^rar daula

A boundary. In many English games, as in Barley-break,

and occasionally in Football, the limits are the Doules ; and

stones, which are used in boundaries to divide land from land,

are termed Dorvle, or Dole stones. Thus, in the Homily for

Rogation week,
" accursed be he who removeth his neighbours

doles, or marks." These words are always derived by Lexico-

graphers from the A. Saxon dael to divide, a word which has

been already noticed under DHALA
;
but Dorvle, Dool, or Dole

are so distinctly and almost uniformly used in the sense of

boundary only, that there seems no reason why there should not

be some independent connection between them and the Indian

Doula.

DOUNGRA, }*? 1^T daungra

A heavy shower. The author of the "
Araish-i-Muhfil," in

his Preliminary Chapter on the praises of Hindoostan, speaks of

the Asarh ke Doungre ^S^y* Sarvun kee Jhuryan cA)#?- and

Bhadon ke Durere .

DOUR, )j3 daur

The slings attached to a basket for irrigation. The more

usual terms are Jbbta and Jotee.

DOURAHA, tefj;^ r^l dauraha

A village Messenger. See BULAHUB.

DOUREE. tS^ ^ dauri
*

The rope which binds the bullocks together when threshing.
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This is the general name, but there are many others in local us,

as Gundarvur, Damree, Gurarvur, Damvuree, Pukjiur, and Jor.

The stake to which the bullocks are tied is called Mend, (limit) ;

and hence Mendhya, the inner bullock. The outer or off" bul-

lock is called Put in Benares, Pug,hurea in Rohilcund, and

Pankururee in Dehli. Douree, which is spelt both with the

Hindee and Persian Dal, appears to be derived from Dor, a

string, a rope ;
whence Dorea, lace. In the Gypsy language,

Doree, which means a ribband, is perhaps the same word.*

Douree is alsoused to the Eastward in the same sense as PUEO-

HA, BEEEE, CH,HAPA, BOKA, DOOGLA, or LEHTJEEE, to signify

a sling basket used in irrigation, and is generally made of split

Bamboo. It means also the act of throwing the basket, as

Douree luga,
"
irrigation by Douree has commenced."

The lowest reservoir from which the water is raised, is various-

ly styled Nyanee, Gonra, Nandhoo or Nudhao. It is raised

from that to the Puchoo, and from that again to the Thouka.

The raised bank between the Nandhoo and Puchoo is called

Odee ; and the place where the throwers stand on each side of

the Nandhoo is called Puedha. See ODH, OOLAHA, B,EEK,H.

DRAGOMAN,
An interpreter, as in the Glossary, but not used in India.

This familar word is a corruption of the Arabic, Turjuman

^Ua-o a translator.

In old English Travels he is called a drugger-man, as well as

a truchman or trudgeman, which is much closer to the original.

DUBEA, ^^T dabia

From the Hindee dubna, to be pressed ;
a term applied to

*
Dorya, a Dog keeper, is also similarly derived, because he is presumed

to lead dogs with a string. Dwee dalna also is to prolong the stitch of a

quilt, or dress ;
and hence is applied, metaphorically, to the lengthened note of

the Chittee.

The Chittee is the female of the Amaduvade, or Avaduvat (Fringilla

Amandava,) L e. the Fringilla of Ahmedabad in the Deccan, for so ^the word
has been corrupted by the Naturalists.
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about ten handfuls (Moolt,ha) of Khureef produce. Lehna ia

the word used in the same sense with respect to Rulbee produce.
About four Mbott,ha make a Lehna ; about four Lehna, a

Dubea ; about five Dubea, a Bojh ; and about a hundred Bojh
make a Puhee. Five Dubea of Khureef produce amount to a

Dkoka, and about ten Dho/ca make a Bojh, or load, and an

aggregation of several Bojh make a Kbbndur. The application

of all these words varies very much in different Districts, and

even in different Pergunahs. The text represents the words

used chiefly in the Eastern portion of these Provinces. See

KoOFDOOBKjHA K,HTJENEE, PlJHTA, SANTBEE, SETNKA, LEHNA,
PUHEE and PUHTA.

DUBEHREE, fc^ 31^ dabehri

Is the name given to a light kind of plough in the Western

parts of Oudh and Rohilcund. In Eastern Oudk it assumes a

masculine form, Dubehra, and is there applied to a large plough-

share.

DUBRA, SO W dabra

A marsh, a puddle, a small pond.

A small field, applied synonymously with Tupra. Upper
Doab.

DUBREE, *-
^ dabri

Division of profit amongst the village community according

to their respective shares. Upper Doab.

DUCH, ^ ^ dach

Homestead. Eastern Oudh.

DUDREE, <^ **$^ dadri

Unripe corn, chiefly barley, which is cut from time to time,

and brought home to be eaten, instead of being taken to the

threshing ground. The word is in general use, but Alo>

Arrvun, Arvasee, Kurvul and Kuwuree, are also terms in local

use.
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DUFTUREE, ^ifit daftari

A man employed in preparing and taking care of articles of

Stationery, and in ruling or binding sheets of Paper for official

purposes.

DUGUR, ,
3 ^i\l dagar

A path. The word is derived from Dug, a pace, a step ;
now

rarely used, but we find it in the familiar couplet describ-

ing the fertility of Malrva, which is given in the article

GUMBHEER.

DUHENDEE, ^J.A.A&J 3!?^ daheiidi

A vessel for holding duhee, or sour milk. Dohnee is the

name of the vessel which holds doodh, or fresh milk.

DUHIA, l*fck> 3[n dahia

A field. Land near a village. Benares and Saugor. Also

a tribe of Jats met with in the Pergunahs of '.Rohtuk, K,hur-

kjiouda, Mandout,hee, Panceput and Sooneeput-Bangur. The

name perhaps is more generally spelt with a Hindee D.

DUHLAN, JU&4 3^r=l dahlau

A tribe of Tugas on the banks of the Hindun in the Upper
Doab.

^

DUHMURDA, !J^L> ^fH^T dahmarda

A cart smaller than a Garee and Chhukra, and larger than

a Rehloo. Rohilcund. The name is derived from its capacity

to carry ten men. It is also called a Doburda or Dobulda, the

origin of which is different, being derived form a word signifying

two bullocks.

DUHOTURA, &>>O ^TrI^T dahotara

Tithes. An allowance, or tax, often per cent; from duh
y
ten.

See DEHYEK.
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DUHR, )4 3^ dahr

DUHREE, <S)^ ^3$ dahri

Stiff clay soil, (in low ground). It is usually applied to a

marsh or any inundated land in Dehli.

DUHUL, j>^ 3^ dahal

Sometimes used as Duldul, for a quicksand or quagmire,

from duhulna U-^ to tremble, to shake. In an Extract from.

a History written in Jehangeer's time, and ascribed to FerisJitay

(the author seems wrongly quoted) it is stated that the

name of the Imperial city of Dehli is derived from this word

the ground on which it was built, being so loose and infirm,

(d-uJiul) that tent-pins could not be fixed in it.

The same origin is ascribed to the word in the NbbzTiuturl~

.cbloob.

Histories usually ascribe a different origin to the name,

saying that the city was founded by B-aja Deloo. Common
tradition differs from these accounts. It is universally believed

that the name is derived from the sacrilegious attempt of the

Tomur (Tooar) to see whether the iron pillar had really, as waa

supposed, penetrated the head of Suhesnag.

Dillee to dhillee
lihy^ Tomur Hhyo mut keen;

Puhle Dehli Tomur, peechhe ChouTianu,

Our peechhe Moghul, Put
}
hanu.

The pillar was removed, by the folly of the Tomur
,
and

P P
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their dynasty was followed by the Chouhans, the Moguls, and

Put,hans." Colonel Tod says the name of Dehli was not given
to the imperial city before the eighth Century. Trans.

R. A. S., Vol. IIL, p. 150. See also Quart. Or. Mag., No.

XVI., ^.133.

DUHUR, 3 ^f^ dahar

Applied in Henares, Oudh, Lower Dodb, and Bundelcund to

a road
; elsewhere, Dugur or D-ugra is used. See DUCUJB.

DUKOUT, eij'J ^*Tri dakaut

A tribe ofmendicants ofBrahmin descent. They are consider-

ed to be proficients in astrology. The Bhudureas are a branch

of the same tribe. Both are considered troublesome vaga-

bonds.

DUL, J^ ^! dal

"Wild rice.

DULAL, J3O 3^ra dalal

A tribe of Jats, who hold some villages in the Pergunah of

Mandoutfiee, Zillah Rohtuk.

DULDUL, |oJ ^R3 daldal

A quagmire.

DULEA, W3 ^WT daliya

Any sort of split pulse, ground finer than Dal, in which

the seed is understood to be split only into two pieces.

The word is derived from the Sanscrit
3[^f dividing, splitting.

DULEAJHAR, y^UfJ sSPfiT^ duliyajhar

The conclusion of the sowing season
; literally, the brushing

out of the sowing basket. It is called by various other names aa

Cbbnr-mobndna, Kuriur, By-lihuree, and Cbonr-Bojee. Amongst

the agricultural population of the Upper Provinces, as in
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most other parts of the world, it is a season of joy and relaxa-

tion.

Villice, da requiem terrae, semente peracta,

Da requiem, terram qui coluere. viris.

Fagus agat festum; pagum lustrate, coloni,

Jit date paganis annua liba focis.

Ov. Fasti, I. 667670.

DULEEMA, &6*fo ^TfT dalima

A clan of Tugas in Sirsa, a Pergimah of Moradalad. See

G-OUB, TTTGA.

DULGUNJUNA, Usr^'J ^iRSpn dalganjana

A kind of rice. See DHAN.

DULIIARA, tjlffo c^f^RT dalhara

A grain seller
;
from dal, split pulse.

DUMKA, l&O ^TT^l damka

A Hillock. Eastern Oudh.

DUM MUDAR, t^CO c[^R dam madar

The ceremony of performing the Dhummul, or Dum Mudar
t

is very popular with the agricultural and lower classes in

Upper Hindoostan. It consists in jumping into a fire, and

treading it out, with the exclamation of
" Dum Mudar ! Dum

MudarV that is,
"
hy the breath of Mudar, by the breath of

Mudar" It is devoutly believed that not a hair of these

devotees gets singed, and that those who have practised the

ceremony are secure against the venom of snakes and scorpions.

Budee-bbd-deen Shah Mudar, in honor ofwhom this ceremony

annually takes place, was, according to the Mirat-i-Mudarea, a

converted Jew. He is said to have been born at Aleppo in

1050 A. D., and to have come to India in the reign of Sultan

Ibraheem ShurJcee
;
and having taken up his abode between

Cawnpore and Furruckdbad, and expelled therefrom an evil

genius, called Mukun Deo, who infested the place, he gave the

name of Mukunpoor to his residence, and was buried there in

p p 2
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1433 A. D. at the good old age of nearly four hundred years !

The tomb, which is a handsome structure, was raised over him

by Sultan Ibraheem. He is believed still to be alive, and

hence is frequently styled ZODA SHAH MUDAR. The prophet

Mahomet gave him the power of hubs-i-dum, or retention of

breath, and hence arose his longevity, as the number of hia

respirations was diminished at pleasure.

There is a large concourse of people at his tomb during the

first seventeen days of Jumadee-ool- Uwwul
;
and the fair, or

festival, is known by the names of Chhuree, Mednee, Churaghan,
and Buddhee. The two ceremonies of Dhummal kjielna and

Gaee lootana, which take place on the seventeenth of the month,

are fully described in the Qanoon-i-Islam. Mrs. Meer Husun

Ali tells us that women can never with safety to themselves

enter the Mausoleum containing the saint's ashes, for they are

immediately seized with violent pains, as if their whole body
was immersed in flames of fire.

There is a class of FuJceers called Mudarea, after his name.

They generally wear black clothes and are much addicted to

the use of intoxicating drugs. See MUDAREA.

DUMREE, 3?Tf! damri

In the Delill Territory, the term is applied to the sub-divisions

of a village. Thus, in Gopalpoor of Rolituk, there are 150

Dumrees, each Dumree being equivalent to 25 kuchcJia beegjias.

But Dumree is commonly known as a nominal Coin, equal to

3^ or 3| Dams; or between. 2 and 3 Gundas so that a

Dumree varies from 8 to 12 Cowrees, according to the good
will and pleasure of unscrupulous Bunyas.

It may be useful to subjoin from the "Dewan Pusund" a

table showing the value of Dumrees and Dam ;

1 Dumree, ......... 3i dams.

2 Dumrees, ......... 6| dams, ...... 1 chhudam.

3 Dumrees, ......... 9 dams.

4 Dumrees, ......... 12 dams, ..... 1 adhela,

5 Dumrees, ......... 15 dams.
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6 Dumrees, 18* dams, | puesa.

7 Dumrees, 22 dams.

8 Dumrees, 25 dams, '1 puesa.

9 Dumrees, 28 dams.

10 Dumrees, 31i dams, 1| puesa.

11 l)umrees, 34 dams.

12 Dumrees, 37|- dams, 1 puesa.

13 Dumrees, 40 dams.

14 Dumrees, ... 44 dams, If puesa.

15 Dumrees, 47 dams.

1C Dumrees, 50 dams, 1 tuka.

The table is given with some slight variations in the
"
Z66bdutu-l-Quwaneen," but in neither are the smaller frac-

tional amounts given with correctness. See CHHUDAM,
GUNDA.

DUMUEE, ,-A/oJ 3??f damai

Amount of assessment. The word is derived from the Dam
of account, which was formerly used in Revenue accounts.

Central Doab.

DUMWUST, i^cc> ^m^( damwast

An inferior tribe of Rajpoots in Tuppa Gubzara, Zillah

Benares.

DUNDA, !^*u> ^^\ danda

A collector of market dues, in which sense Dundea also is

used. The beam of a pair of scales
;
the step of a ladder

;
a

staff.

DUNDAZUNEE, ' 1^^ iwil dandazani

A mode of torture said in Mr. W. "W. Bird's Report, dated

25th May, 1827, to have been practised by the subordinate

Officers in the private domains of the Raja of Benares. It
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^consists
in fastening a man's arms behind his back with a cord,

twhich is twisted round by means of a stick, so as to increase

the tension until the pain inflicted by it becomes intolerable.

The other modes were Awingillee, and Soondree Zunee.

Awingillee is compelling a man to stand astride with each

foot on an inverted earthen vessel, placed so far apart as to

endanger his dropping between them
;

while a Chuprassee

stands by to flog him, unless he exerts himself as much as

possible to keep erect.

Soondree Zunee is striking with a double flapper made of

thick leather
; although the particular instrument made use of

at the Raja's Cutcherry was the leathern case of a Gudka, or

single stick, stuffed with bran. It was used instead of a slipper

to coerce the better sort of defaulters, as being less disgraceful,

DUNDEE, ^^ ^"^ dandi
R

A handle; a weighman; the beam of a pair of scales,

DUNDWARA, 8f*5 ^3H[T dandwara

A South wind. Khan Arzoo says it is sometimes, bnt im-

properly, considered to come from the opposite quarter and

that the real name of the North wind is Burbun.

DUNGUST, ui**uJj ^cl dangast

A clan of Eajpoots in Pergunahs Shadeeabad and Puchotur

of Ghazeepoor.

DUNGWARA, 8jt^i ^JI3F(T dangwara

Reciprocal assistance in tillage. Dehli See ANGWAEA,
HTJEEE and JEETA.

DUNTAOLEE, ^JjlJuj ^Tuq^t dantaolf

A harrow, or rake
;
from Dant a tooth.

DUNT,HLA, Ug&t* ^^T dant'hla

The bare stalks of Bajra, Jowar and Indian Corn : apparently
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from Dant, a tooth
;
but it must be confessed the word is usually

spelt with a Hindee Dal and DANT,HUL is so spelt on the

high authority of Professor Shakespear, which, if correct,

would militate against this etymology. They are also called

l,hoont,hee, KJioontla, Doond, Duntjiul, T,hoont, K,hbtiel, and

KJiobure. These names are in use in different places. In

some, they represent the crop with the heads of corn cut off

the stalks
;
in others they represent the roots which remain

in the ground after the crop has been cut. See DUTOEE and

DUNT,HUL, J-fr^ Rf dant'hal

This word bears the same meaning ;
and is also applied to

the roots of Chuna, remaining in the ground after the crop is

cut.

DUR, 6 33 dar

A rate
;
whence DurbunJee, used to express the rate tf rent

of each field in the Township. See DUHBTJNDEE.

DURAMUD, iA*1)O ^T^ daramad

A term in keeping the Itlaq ;
an account of fees paid for

serving processes ;
the return of a process : from the Persian

to come in.

DURANTEE, (j^b 1^ ^ daranti
*

A sickle. See DANTEE.

DURBUNDEE, ^?^ ^V^0 darbandi

A statement of the different rates of a village ; also, assess

ing the price or value of crops or produce.

DUREYS,

A road-margin ; any line very straight. It appears to be de-

rived from the drill-word "
Dress," which has been introduced

by our retired Sepoys into their native villages'.
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DURK,HAL, tW;^ ^9M dark'hal

A cattle enclosure. Benares.

DURUR, )5^ ^^ darar

A water-fall, or impetuous flood
; corrupted apparently from

durera ty.p hard rain.

DURYABOORD, 6)ty ^RUT^; dadyaburd

DURYASHIKUST, dariyashikast

Lands cut away by encroachments of a river
;
from durya a

river, and bbordun> to bear away, and shikustun to break.

DURYABURAMUD, dariyabaramad

Alluvion. Lands reclaimed from a river
;
from durya, a

river, and duramudun, to accrue, to come up.

DURYABURAR, )'>2^)J ^HT^^ dariyabarar

See DTJETABUEAMUD.

DUSOTURA, ^y^uuO ^T^T dasotara

Ten per cent : from dus ^^ ten.

DUSTEE, -AAJUJ ^fi dastf

A present given to native officials at the Dusehra
;
from the

Persian <^***"> a hand.

DUSTOOR, CwuJ ^^ dastiir

As this word, which is perhaps a mere abbreviation of

Dustoor-bbl- Umul, has been fully explained under CIRCAE, this

article will be devoted to a detailed consideration of the Map of

Dustoors, and of the territorial changes which have occurred

since Akber's time.
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SO OS AH AGRA.

SIRCAB AGRA.

1 Huwelee Agra,

2 Etawa.

3 Od.

4 Odhee.

5 01.

6 Bujwara.

7 Biana.

8 Baree.

9 Bhosawur.

ilb

11

12 Bhushur.

13 Juleysur.

14 Jitnn-ar.

15 Cltowsutji,

16 Khanwa.

17 Dholpoor.

18 Rapree.

19 Rujohur.

20 .SonArMr

Sonkjiree.

21 Futtehpoor.

22 K,hutomur.

23 Muhabun.

24 Mut,hbt>ra.

25 Muholee.

26 Mungotila.

27 Mundawur.

28 Wuzeerpoor.

29 Hindoun.

30 Hutfcant.

31 Jfeefa*.

This Sircar is said to contain 33 Mehals, but none of the

copies of the Ayeen-i-Akberee give the names of more than

31. The discrepancy is cleared up by referring to the Dus-

toor Statement, where we find the Bulda and Huwelee Agra,

and the Bulda and Huwelee Biana, given each as two Mehals.

There are four Dustoors in this Sircar, viz. Huwelee Agra,

Etawa, Biana, and Mundawur, of which the only perfect one

which we retain is Etawa.

It will be observed that there are in this list several names of

which we have now no knowledge, and Agra is consequently a

very difficult Sircar to restore. The changes which have affect-

ed Agra more than other Sircars are attributable to the dif-

ferent dynasties to which this portion of the country has been

subjected. Jats, Imperialists, and Mahrattas, have at different

times imposed names of their own creation on their acquisitions,

and have served thus to confuse the records of Akler's reign.

Q Q
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After excluding the Pergunahs which belong to the foreign
Territories of Bhurtpoor, Jycpoor, and Dholpoor, we have in

our own dominions the following of which the name no longer
exists Numbers 1, 5, 14, 16, 18, 25, 26, and 30.

1. Hunelee Agra was divided by the Jats into several

Chuklas, the distribution of which will be explained hereafter.

Many of them appear as separate Pergunahs in the records of

our first Settlements.

5. 01 is a large village in the Pergunah of Farrah, held

rent-free with others in the neighbourhood, in virtue of a

&unud given by Maharaja Dorvlut Rae Sclndia to Moonshee

Chyt Singh. This tenure is sometimes known as Pergunah
JBeree. 01 no longer gives name to a Pergunah, Furrah having

succeeded to its importance ;
as Soorujmul removed the Teh-

seeldaree Cutcherry to it, after he had plundered 01, on

account of the opposition he experienced from the Zumeendar

of that place. A portion of the Pergunah of 01 is included

in the Bhurtpoor Territory.

14. Junnar. All the copies concur in writing the word thus,

but there can be no question that it is properly Chundrvar. It

has been succeeded as a Pergunah by Ferozabad. Chundroar

was built among the ravines of the Jumna by Chunder Sen, a

Chouhan, whose JFort is still to be seen on the banks of the

river, and is early conspicuous in Mussulman Annals. The
"
Taj66-l-Maasir" tells us that it was near this place that Jye

Chund encountered his fatal defeat. Shortly after the invasion

of Timoor, we find the Chundwar Kajpoots in occupation of

Juleysur, from which they were not expelled again till A. D.

1413. The precise date of the decline of Chundwar cannot be

ascertained. The legends of the neighbourhood are completely

contradicted by authentic history.

16. lihanwa. The greater part of Khanna is in Sirhindee,

but the town of Khanwa is in the Bhurtpoor Territory. As

the Jat Amll resided at Sirhmdee, the name of that town waa

imposed on the Pergunah.

18. Rapree has been superseded as a Pergunah by Shehoha-

lad. Its position on the Jumna being more calculated for

defence than for controlling collections. In all the copies of
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the Ayeen-i-Akberee, Rapree is recorded as in the Dustoor of

Biana
;
but as this is impossible, 011 account of the interven-

tion of Chundwar and Hutkant, we must presume it is a

mistake; more particularly as a Doomree is inserted in the

Etarva Dustoor, which should of course be Rapree. In the

early Mahometan History of India, Rapree obtains frequent

notice, and appears usually to have been united with Chundwar

under one Government. The ruins of Rapree opposite to

Buteesur still remain to testify its former importance, but they

are more of a Mahometan than a Hindoo character.

25. Muholee is now included in the Pergunah of Muttra ;

and the village of Muholee is still extant about four miles to

the South of that city.

26. Mungotlla is still the site of a T,hana in the Southern

angle of Areeng. The Talookas of Sank and Sonsa were

included in it.

30. Hutkant is on the left bank of Chumbul, and has

been noticed in the article BHUDOUBIA. On account of its

inconvenient situation, the Jats removed the Tehseeldaree

Cutcherrv to Bah.

The Pergunahs now included within the boundaries of Sircar

Agra, and of which no mention occurs in the Ayeen-i-Akberee,
form an unusually long list.

1 Sadabad.

2 Futtehabad.

3 Iradutnugur.

4 Huzoor

Teliseel.

5 Kyhunduulce.

6 Furrah.

7 Seefcree.

g

9 Luknan

10 Shekohabad

11 Cihror.

23 Suhpoo.

13 Beebamow.

14 SahPunahut.

15 Ferozabad.

16 Mddsiufabud.

17 Areeng (part).

1^ Soneyee.

19 Raya.

20 Hat.hrus

Mddrsan.

21 Maat.

22 Sirhindee.

Q Q 2
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Sadabad. In the time of Sadoollah Khan, Wuzeer, who has

acquired notoriety for his proceedings in Afghanistan, and the

general ability of his administration during the reign of Shahje-

kan, this Pergunah was formed from about 200 villages of

Juleysur and 80 from Muhabun, with a few from KJioundoulee ;

and a town was built in the centre of them, which he called

after his own name, Sadabad.

Futtehabad, known also by the name of Zufurnugur, waa

included in the Hurvelee of Agra, and formed part of the

Tuppa of Shumsabad. The town and Saraee of Futtehabad

were founded by Aurungzebe in 1067 Hijree, in commemoration

of the victory obtained by him over his brother, Dara Shekoh.

Iradutnugur is formed from part of Shumsabad, and from

Sunya, one of the Tuppaa of Hurvelee Agra. The towns of

Sunya and Shumsabad are both within the Pergunah.

Huzoor Tehseel is formed from part of Gaogjiat and of

Kakaroul) or Pultoura, and from Merhakur, Tuppas of Huwelee

Agra.
Khoundoulee was one of the Chuldas, or Tuppas, of Hurvelee

Agra. It is frequently entered in the old records as little

Cabul, or Tuppa Cabul Khoord. More than half of the pre-

sent Pergunah of Khoundoulee has been taken from Chundrvar.

Furrah is formed from 01 and part of Gao.ghat a Tuppa
of Hurvelee Agra. Achnera one of the many Pergunahs inter-

mediately formed from Hurvelee Agra by the Jats, is included

in Furrah.

Seekree, or Futtehpoor Seekree, contains the Pergunah of

Futtehpoor, and parts of Kuraolee and Karahra, Tuppas of

Hurvelee Agra. It is a mistake to suppose that Seekree was a

mere village before Akber built his palace there. We find men-

tion of Governors of that place long before his time. Thus,

in the " Tuwareekh-i-M66baruk Shahee" we find Mulik Kheir-

ood-deen Tohfa recorded as Governor of Seekree even as early

as the time of Syud Mbbbaruk
;
and we find it also mentioned in

that voluminous compilation, the "
Akbernama," that shortly

before the battle of Khanwa, which established the empire of

the Moghuls, Baber, having obtained in the neighbourhood of

Seekree some important advantages over Rana Sunka, directed
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that the name should be changed from Seekree to Shbbkuree, or

"
place ofthanks." It is strange that the addition of Fultehpoor

should have been imposed upon it by his sou on similar grounds.

Janibrast. This Pergunah, so called from being on the right

bank of the Jumna, and known also as Burreypoora, comprises

other inferior Puttees, and Talookas. Kumeyt Puttee, opposite

the town of Etawa, and Chukurnugur were included in Indarva

and Bakeepoor, Tuppas of the Hurvelee of Etawa. The Talooka

ofSundous, known also as Purhara, will be treated of under Ecrij,

Luknan remained attached to Etawa up to the time of Go-

vind Pundit. It was separated when this tract of country came

into the hands of the Nuwab Wuzeer. The Hurvelee of Etarvah

comprises seven Tuppas. 1 Khas Huivelee, 2 Sutoura, 3 In-

dawa, 4 Bakeepoor, 5 Dehli, 6 Jak
t han, and 7 Kurhul. Luk-

nan is composed of portions of the two Tuppas of Indawa and

Eakeepoor. Sutoura, as well as Hurvelee Khas, are included in

the present Pergunah of Etarvah.

Shekohabad is composed of Rapree and parts of Tuppaa
Dehli and Jakjiun in Etarvah. Shekohabad was not founded till

the time of Dara Shekoh, the eldest brother of Aurungzebe.

(tihror, now a Pergunah of Mynpooree, was included in Rapree.

Kurhul, also a Pergiinah of Mynpooree, was one of the seven

Tuppas of Iturvelee Etawah.

Beebamow is composed of parts of the Tuppas of Dehli and

Jak,han in Hurvelee Etawah. Beebamow, (Beebameyoo) where

the Tehseeldar's Cutcherry is fixed, is a small village situated on

the Sursoo Nuddee in the Pergunah of Jak,hun. Dehll(I)eolee)

lies between the Sursoo and the Seyngur Nuddees. Jak,hun is

now uninhabited, but the ruins of the K,hera are on the Jumna.

I should have been disposed to give the whole of Jakjiun to

Rapree, in which it certainly was included before the time of

Akber, for we find it expressly said to be a Pergunah of Rapree
at p. 336 of

" Babe's Memoirs," but the local Records dis-

tinctly state that Jah,hun has been from time immemorial con-

sidered a Tuppa of Hurvelee Etarvah.

Bah Punahut was originally Hutkant. Bah and Punahutt

were rated as two separate Pergunaha during the early period

of our administration.
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Ferozabad succeeded to Rapree, being in a more convenient

position to control the collections. It was built in the reign

of Shah Jehan by a nobleman called Feroz Khan, on the lands

of the five Mouzahs, Pempoor, Rusoolpoor, Dutorvlee, Mobhum-

medpoor, and Sookjimulpoor ;
and the Jats subsequently raised

a Port here to the South of the town, one of the bastions of

which has now been converted into a Trigonometrical Survey
Tower.

Moostufabad, sometimes called the second division of She-

Jcohabad, forms part of Rapree.

Areeng (part). About one third of the present Pergunah of

Areeng was originally included in Mungotila. The remainder

has been noticed under Sircar Suhar.

Soneyee was originally a portion of Muhabun, or Muharvun,

as it is generally written by the Mussulmans.

Raya. The same remark applies. Both these Talookas were

subsequently included in the Mbbrsan Talooka.

Hatyhrus and Mbbrsan were detached from Juleysur, chiefly.

They were till lately considered as two separate Pergunahs.

Maat formed part of Mahabun.

Sirhindee has been formed from portions of Khanrva and

Huwelee Agra.

Suhpoo formed part of Juleysur. It has lately been increased

by annexations from Sadabad.

SIECAE CAXOUJ.

1 Bhoeegaon*

2 Bhojpoor.

3 Talgraon.

4 Bit,hoor.

5 Bilhour.

6 Putialee.

7 Puttee

Ukepoor.

8 Puttee

Nuk,hut.

9 Burna.

^ 10 Phuphoond.

11 Sukeet.

12 Sonj.

r 13 Sheoke.

14 SuJcutpoor.
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15 Sufcraon.

16 Suhar.

17 Sowruk
th.

]g Secunderpoor

Oodhoo.

19 Beerwur.

20 Secunderpoor

Atrejee.

21 Shumsabad.

22 Chhubramow.

23 Deoha.

24 Canouj-ba

Huwelee.

25 Kumpil.

26 Kuraolee*

27 Mulkonsa.

* 28 Nanamow.

J 29 Baro.

t" 30 Suhawur.

Sircar Canouj contains 30 Mehals, and is divided into the

three Dustoors of Canouj, Bhoeegaon, and Suheet.

The Pergunahs, of which there is now no longer any mention

are Numbers 8, 18, 20, 23, 27, 28 and 29.

8. Puttee Nukjmt is now included in the North of Pergunah

Oorya, and was considered a separate Pergunah, till the com-

mencement of our administration. The chief town was Babur-

poor, near Suraee Ajeet Mul.

18. Secunderpoor Oodho is now included in Chhubramorv,

and is mentioned as a separate Pergunah in the reports of the

three first Settlements. The town of Secunderpoor still exists.

20. Secunderpoor Atrejee which one copy says was called

also MuliJcpoor Secunderpoor, was subsequently known by the

name of Kursanuh, and is now included in Suhawar. The re-

mains of Atrejee still exist in Purgunah Marehra on the right

bank of the Kalee Nuddee ; and Secunderpoor on the opposite

bank is now known as Secundrabad. It is reported in the

neighbourhood, that in consequence of some quarrel between

the Zumeendars, a G-overnment Officer was sent from Dehli to

institute enquiries into the cause, and the result of his mission

was that 60 villages of Solunkjiee Rajpoots were detached from

Suhawur, and made into a separate Pergunah by the name of

Secunderpoor Atrejee.

23. Deoha is included in SilJiour, and was mentioned in

the early Settlements as a separate Pergunah, under the name
of Derva. The town of Deoha still exists near Bilhour.
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27. Mulkonsa is the old name of Rusoolabad. The names

are still frequently united as Rusoolabad Mulkonsa.

28. Nanamow is on the Ganges, and was the head town of a

Pergunah, till it was included in Bilhour by Almas All Khan.

29. Bara is now included in Ahberpoor.

The new Pergunahs within the old Sircar of Oanouj are,"

1 Tirbba.

2 T,huttea.

3 Rusoolabad.

^ Sheorajpoor.

5 Oorya (Part).

6 etoA.

7 Akberpoor.

8 KisJinee

Nubeegunge ,

^ Peepurgaon.

10 Mddhummed-

alad.

1 1 rp/3a Puhara.

12 Huzoor

13 Kaemgunge.

14 Sonhar.

15 Mehrabad.

16 Bangaon.

17

18

Tirbua and TJiuttea. These were not rated as separate Per-

gunahs till the commencement of our administration, and have

now been thrown again into a single Pergunah. They were

formly within the Pergunah of Talgram, or Talgraon, (the

village of lakes) .

Rusoolabad has been explained under Malkonsa.

Sheorajpoor was formerly within the area of Bitjioor.

Oorya (part), has been explained under Puttee Nuhhut.

Seluh was originally merely a village of Suhar, and was for

a long time the seat of a Sub-Collectorship.

Altberpoor gave name to a Pergunah, when it was made the

chief Town of Sircar Shahpoor ;
and now frequently goes by the

name of Akberpoor Shahpoor, in consequence. See further

under Shahpoor, Sircar Calpee.

Kishnee Nubeegunge was formerly in Bhooeegaon. As, on

the British accession, it was held by Choudhree Oody Chund
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under a different tenure from the rest of Bhooeegaon, it was

constituted a Pergunah, and has so remained.

Peepurgaon. The villages included within Peepurgaon were

given in Jageer by Mahomed Khan Bungush to his wife, and

detached for that purpose from Shumsabaa. On her death they

continued under separate management, and so remained till the

British accession, when they were permanently formed into the

separate Pergunah of Peepurgaon.

Mnbhummedabad, usually pronounced Mohumdabad, was also

a Zillah of Shumsabad.

Tuppa Puhara, within which the City of Furrookhabad

(Furruckabad) and Station of Futtehgurh are situated, was ori-

ginally a portion of Bhojpoor, from which it was detached by
Mahomed Khan Bungush, and its revenue assigned for the ex-

penses of his Zenana.

The Iluzoor Tehseel is a large tract, detached in the year

1217 Fuslee, for the convenience of collection, from Shumsabad,

and united with Peepurgaon, Mummcdabad, Bhojpoor, and

Tuppa Puhara under the charge of a separate Tehseeldar.

Kaemgunge. Part of Kumpil and part of Shnmsabad were

taken to make this Pergunah. Certain villages of these two

Purgunahs were held in farm by Jehan Khan, and other Put,hans

of Mow and Kaemgimge, (called after Kaem Jung, the son of

Mahomed Khan Bungush) ;
and as these villages had thus for a

long time been held separate from the other two Pergunaha,

they were formed into the Purgunah of Kaemgunge, when the

British administration commenced.

Sonhar formed at one time a portion of Burna. It is said in

the annals ofthe JRat,hores, that on Jey Chund's defeat by Ma-
homed Ghoree, the remnant of his family, which chose not to

seek their fortunes in Rajpootana, took up their abode in Bur-

na, and after residing there for several generations, gave the

present Pergunah ofBurna in Shunkulup to Brahmins, and mak-

ing Sonhar their residence, it became in course of time a sepa-

rate Pergunah.

Mehrabad was formerly included in the large Pergunah of

Shumsabad. Its name is said to be derived from Mehr-purrvur,

the wife of Shums-66d~Deen, King of Dehli.

R R
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Bangaon was a Zillah of Mehrabad, and therefore originally

in Shumsabad.

Islamgunge was also formerly a Zillah of Mehrabad.

Azimnugur was constituted a Pergunah at the commence-

ment of the British administration. It was formerly a Tuppa
of Shumsabad, and was for sometime the residence of the Amil

of that Pergunah.

SIECAB CALPEE.

1 Ooryee.

2 Bilaspoor.

3 Bhudhek.

4 Derapoor.

^^ 5 Deokulee.

7 Raepoor.

8 Soogunpoor.

9 Shahpoor.

10 CaJpw.

HXwnar.

12 K,hundout.

13 JKarefa.

14 Mddhummedabad.

Humeerpoor.

The Sircar of Calpee contains 16 Mehals,the Huwelee and

Bulda of Calpee being divided in the Dustoor Table into two

Mehals. These constitute only one Dustoor. It is strange

that the area is omitted from No. 7 to 12, but as there is no

doubt about their present position, the omission is of no

consequence. It will be observed that in the list above given,

there are but few which are recognized in the present day in our

own provinces ;
the missing ones being Numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,

6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13 and 14.

1. Ooryee is in Jaloun, and the site of a British cantonment.

2. Bilaspoor still exists on the banks of the Jumna, about

six miles South from Secundra. The Pergunah of Bilaspoor

is now generally known as Secundra, or Bilaspoor Secundra.

3. Bhudhek now forms a portion of the Pergunah of Calpee,

and is included in part of the long strip of land which runs be-

tween Jaloun and the Jumna. The word is difficult to read in

all the copies I have consulted. It assumes the various forma
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of Budhulsa, Budhussbud, Bubbun, Budangola, and Budhutusta.

4. Derapoor forms part of Dera Mungulpoor in Cawnpoor.

5. Deokulec is now contained within Oorya. The old town

is about two miles South from Oorya, on the bank of the

Jumna.

7. Raepoor is on the right bank of the Jumna, and extensive

ruins proclaim its former importance. Only a small portion is

included in the Humeerpoor District, the rest is in Jaloun.

8. Soogunpoor is now in Oorya, between Deokulee and Put'

tee Nukjiut. Soogunputtee still exists in the centre of Oorya.

9. Shahpoor is now a deserted village in Bhogneepoor. on

the bank of the river Jumna, a short distance South-West from

Bhogneepoor. It was formerly the residence of the Amil, till

the Nuwab of Oudh removed it to Akberpoor. In the Regis-

ters of the later Empire, as in the "
SukeeJcut-i-J'uma of Hur-

dee Earn Kayetji" we find Shdhpoor giving name to a separate

Sircar, which comprised 25 Mehals, among which were the Per-

gunahs of Puttee Nulcjiut, Soogunpoor, Bilaspoor, Derapoor,

and J&lungulpoor. The Sircar was frequently held in Jageer by
a prince ofthe Royal family. When Shahpoor was much in-

jured by the encroachments of the Jumna, the chief Station was

removed to Hajeepoor on the Seyngur, and in the course of

time, in consequence of alarms inspired by the malice of a sprite

called Shoora Deo, it was removed to Akberpoor. Hence it

has retained the name of Akberpoor Shahpoor; but at the

commencement of our administration, Bhogneepoor was separat-

ed from Akberpoor, and formed into a separate Pergunah.
11. Kunar is a large Pergunah of Jaloun. The old Town

of Kunar, being now in ruins, is called Kunar K,hera. As Jug-.

mohunpoor, is built near the site, the chief of the Seyngur Raj-

poots is frequently known as the Raja of Kunar K,hera.

12. K,hurdout is included in Julalpoor in the Humeerpoor
District. The village is on the South bank of the Betrva, about

two miles West of Julalpoor.

13. R,hurela is also in Julalpoor, and the town is at the

Southern extremity of that Pergunah.
14. Mobhummedabad is a Pergunah of the Jaloun District,

skirting the Northern bank of the Betrva.

R R 2
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The Pergunahs of which we have no trace in the "
Ayeen-i-

Akberee" are,

1 Bhogneepoor.

2 Mungulpoor.

3 Oorya (part).

4 Secundra.

5 Julalpoor.

6 K,hurka.

7 Punuaree.

Bhogneepoor was formerly contained within Shahpoor. It was

constituted a Pergunah at the commencement of our adminis-

tration, and now includes within its area another new Pergunah,
called Moosanugur.o

Mungulpoor was formerly a village called Nera in Pergunah

Bilaspoor. It was bestowed along with- fifty-two villages upon

Mungul Khan, by Mahomed Ahmed Khan, the Jageerdar of

Sircar Shahpoor. Mungul Khan changed the name of Nera to

Mungulpoor, and thenceforward the fifty-two villages constituted

a separate Pergunah. In the year 1216 Fuslee, it was united

with Derapoor into one Pergunah, now known as Dera Mungul*

poor.

Oorya. About two-thirds of Oorya are in this Sircar, con-

taining the two Pergunahs of Soogunpoor and Deokulee. The

remainder of Oorya formed Puttee Nukjtut in Sircar Canouj.

The three were united into the Pergunah of Oorya in 1216

Fuslee.

Secundra was formerly Bilaspoor.

Julalpoor sometimes called Julalpoor K,hurela, contains two

old Pergunahs, K,hundout on the North, and KJiurela on the

South. The town of Julalpoor which is called after Julal Shah,

a Eakeer, who lies buried there, is built within the lands of

K,hundout.

K,hnrka was formed from parts of Mbbhommedabad, Ooraee,

KJiundout, and Ratji.

Punwaree was a portion of Rat,h, which has an area of no

less than 580,000 Beegjias* But no certain information res-

pecting this Pergunah can be gleaned, except that it was origi-

nally called Purharpoor ; still, this gives us no clue to its position,

unless we assume it to be the furihar in Sircar Eerij, But
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the probabilities are in favor of its having been a part of

Ratjt.

SIRCAR COL.

1 Atrowlee.

2 Akberabad.

3 Ahar.

4 Puhasoo.

5 Bilram.

6 Puchlana.

Jy 7 Tuppuh

'*{& 8 T,hana Furceda.

^ 9 -/ufofe?.

10 Chundous.

\ (

1 1 Khoorja.

12 Dubhaee.

** 13 Secundra Rio.

14 5oron.

15 Sydhoopoor.

16 Shikarpoor.

17 CoZ.

18 Gungeree*

19 Marehra.

20 Mulikpoor.

^ ZINoh.

This Sircar contains 21 Mehals, divided among the four Dus-

toors of Co/, Marehra, Akberabad, and T,hana Fureeda.

There are but few lost names in the above list, viz. Numbers

6, 15, 18 and 20
;
and three even of these have only very lately

been absorbed into other Pergunahs.

6. Puchlana forms the Eastern portion of Atrowlee.

7. Sydhoopoor. There has been great difficulty in restoring

this Mehal, but it appears to be no other than Sirhpoora. In

some copies indeed it is written Sirhpoora.

The chief objections to consider Sydhoopoor as Sirhpoora,

arise from its being separated from the rest of the Dustoor of

Marehra by Secunderpoor Atrejee and part of Sukeet ;
and

from its being combined with Puchlana, the most distant Per-

gunah of the Dustoor, as to Mehals : but on closer examina-

tion it is found that only by taking a portion of Sukett into

Marehra and Shhpoor, can the true area of all the neighbouring

Pergunahs be restored according to the "
Ayeen-i-Akberee ;

and when this is done, the old status is represented with sur-

prising correctness. The second objection vanishes when we

find other distant Pergunahs, about which we can entertain no

doubt, grouped as two Mehals
; as in the instance of Tilbegwn-
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poor and. Jelalpoor, Sircar Dehli, and Seohara and JJialoo,

Sircar Sumbhul. Under these circumstances, coupled with the

consideratioa that Sydhoopoor has Solunk.hee Zemindars, we

may safely assume Sirhpoi/ra to be in the Dustoor of Marehra.

There was another cause of hesitation. In the Sircar of

Canouj, Beerwur occupies the alphabetical place of, and is

written like, Surwur; and had th3re not been other instances

in that Sircar of the alphabetical arrangement being disregard-

ed, we might have supposed that Sirhpoora was meant.

18. Gungeree forms the South-Eastern portion of Atrorvlee.

Gungeree and Puchlana have been absorbed since the last Set-

tlement.

20. Mulikpoor has now been converted into Anoopshuhur.

The village of Mulikpoor is about five miles South-West from

Anoopshuhur. In the first few Settlements it is spoken of as.

a Pergunah, generally in conjunction with Ahar.

The new Pergunahs are also few.

1 K,hyr.

2 Husungurh.

3 Goryee.

4 Anocpshuhur.

% Husunyurh, and Goryee have been detached from Col.

Anoopshuhur. The Town and Port of Anoopshuhur, after

which this Pergunah is called, were built by Anoop Sin.g,h, who

was honored with the title of Raja Ar.ee Raee Sing,h, Ahmud

Khanee> by Jehangeer, and invested by him with a Jageer of

84 villages on each side of the Granges, tenanted by Birgoojurs
of his own tribe. Raja Anee built Jehangeerabad also, and

called it after the name of his royal patron, as well as Ahmud-

gurh in Peetumpoor, in honor of his dignity of Ahmud Khanee.

The present incumbent has succeeded to the title but not to

the extensive possessions of his ancestors
;
for Raja Shere Sing,h,

who was the incumbent at the time of the cession, sold nearly the

entire Estate, except the Talookas of Jehangeerabad and Ah-

mudgurh, which were then possessed by another branch of the

family. Anoopshuhur was formed from the area of Mulikpoor,
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but it is only of late years that the entire area ofMulikpoor has

been absorbed into Anoopshuhur, for in the first Settlements of

Aligurh and Moradabad we find them recorded as separate

Pergunahs.

SlRCAB TlJAEA.

1 Indore.

2 Oojeena.

3 Oomree Oomra.

4 Begwanpoor.

5 Beesroo.

6 Bhusohra.

7 Tijara.

9 Chumrawut.

2 Khanpoor.

'"* 10 Sakrus.

11 Sat,hadarec.

12 Ferozpoor.

13 Futtehpoor

Moongurta.

UKotila.

15 G,hasera.

1 6 K,hntva Katthana.

17 Nugeenan.

This Sircar consists of only one Dustoor. It contains 18

Mehals
;
but the name of one between Tijara and Chumrarvut

remains blank in all the copies which have been consulted. By
referring however to the Dustoor Table, it appears that the

name of the omitted Mehal is Poor, which, as it is not within,

our Territory, requires no further notice.

Of the old Tijata Pergunahs within the district ef Goorgaon
there are eight which no longer exist, viz., Numbers 1, 2, 4, 5,

10, 14, 15, and 17.

1. Indore is a Pergunah of which the chief Town still exists

on the Western brow of the Mcrvat Hills, near the source of

the Indoree Ntuldee, one cf the streams which fall into the

Sabee. It lies between Noh and Kotila. The area is rapre-

sented as containing 1,30,450 Beeg,has, of which, the British

portion is included in Pergunah Noh
t
the remainder in the

Tijara country.

2 and 4. Oojeena and Begwanpoor are included within

Huteen.

5,Beesroo is included .in Poonahana,
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10 and 17. Sakrus and Nugeena(Nugeenan) are included in

Ferozpoor ; but were considered separate Pergunaha till the

lapse of the Ferozpoor Jageer to Government.

14. Kotila contained 71,265 Beeg,has, of which the greater

part has gone to form the Pergunah of Noh, and the remainder

to form the Pergunah of Huteen. Kotila still exists, 8 miles

South from Noh, but scarcely ranks above an ordinary village.

It was formerly a place of very considerable importance, and

was one of the chief strong-holds of the turbulent Mewatees.

We learn from the" Tuwaraekh-i-Moobarukshahee" that it was

taken and destroyed by the Syud King, Khizr, in A. D. 1421.

15. G,hasera has been thrown into Noh. It is still a res-

pectable Town, encircled by a strong wall with Bastions.

The present Pergunahs included within this area, and not

mentioned in the" Ayeen-i-Ahberee" are,

1 Noh. c> 2 Huteen.

Noh was formerly a Mouza within the area of Pergunah In-

dore. In A. D. 1762, the Jat chief, Soorujmul, after killing

Rao Buhadbbr Sing,h, who had previously seized upon the Per-

gunahs of Indore and Kotila, and after plundering the town of

GJtasera, established his own Amil in Noh, and placed under

his charge the collections of Indore, G,hasera and Kotila ; since.

which time it has remained a separate Pergunah.

Huteen, which lapsed to the British Grovernment in 1231

Fuslee, on the death of Fyzbbllah Beg Khan, was originally

named after a Mouza of Begwanpoor, and now includes within

its area Oojeena and Begwanpoor, and parts of Sonah and Ko-

tila. In the time of Mahomed Shah, Rao Budun S'mg,h, tha

father of Soorujmul, held a lease of this Mehal from the Jageer-

dars in possession. His son, taking advantage ofthe weakness

and decline ofthe Mahomedan Government, refused to fulfil the

conditions his father entered into, and maintained by force of

arms possession on his own account ; and building a mud Port
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in Huteen, included his acquisitions within a new Pergunah of

that name, which has been retained to this time.

Poonahana, which was formerly included in Nurvab Shums-

bod-deeri's Jageer, was originally a small Mouza in Pergunah
Beesroo. In A. D. 1717, tioorujmul built a mud TTort in Poona-

hana, and established it as the Head Quarters of a new Per-

gunah, formed out of Beesroo and parts of Chumrawut and

Puharee.

SIECAE EEEIJ.

The only Pergunahs of Eerij in our Territory (excluding

Jaloun, which, having lately lapsed to us, I have not considered,)

are

gf 1 Koonch.
| )V-)v 2 Purihar.

Koonch retains its name ill the District of Humeerpoor, and

is isolated by Pergunahs of the Jaloun Territory.

Purihar, so called from the tribe of Rajpoots who are its Zu-

meendars, includes in a portion of its area the Talooka of Sun-

rf0M9, now contained in the Pergunah of Janibrast in Etawah.

Its position in the midst of the ravines of the Kooaree and

Chumbid has always fostered the turbulence of the Zumeen-

dars, and in the early period of our administration a military

party sent out to control them was severely handled, and the

Officer in command lost his life.

SlECAE SUHAE,

1 Puharee.

2 Bhudoukc.

S Suhar.

4 Kama.

5

6 Noonhera.

J3;*> 7 Hodul

This Sircar, which is sometimes called Puharee, contains

seven Mehals, forming one Dustoor : but in some copies, Noon-

S S
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hera is recorded as a separate Dustoor. Only two of these

Pergunahs are in our Territory numbers 3 and 7
;

but the

dimensions of the former are much curtailed, on account of the

formation of other Pergunahs from part of its large area. We
find it stated in the history drawn up by Suroop Ckund, for

the use of Sir J. Shore, that Shahjehan, in the 20th Year of

the Jiiloos, gave Kama, Puharee, and the other Perguuahs of

this Sircar to Keerut Sing,h, the father of ftaja Jye S'mg,h, as

the Imperial authorities were not strong enough to control the

turbulence of the Mervatees
;
but I do not find it mentioned

among the transactions of that year in the Shahjehannama.

The new Pergunahs within this area are,

tffi* 1 Sheregurh. ^^ 2 Kosee.

-*V.)' 3 Arceng (part).

These three Pergunahs were formerly included in Suhar.

The two first were separated by the Jats, but for a long time

retained the single name of Kosee, and the latter, at the com-

mencement of our administration ;
since which time the three

have continued separate Pergunahs. Areeng includes also the

Pergunahs of Goverdhun, and Sonsa; and Kosee includes that

of Shahpoor ; but as they were intermediately formed, and no

mention is made of them in the" Ayeen-i-Akberee," they

require no notice.

In the "Hukeekut-i-Juma" of Hurdee Ram Kayet,h, which

was written about the time of the decline of the Empire, (the

precise year is not mentioned) there is no such Sircar as that

of Suhar, and we find it succeeded by Islam-poor (called by

Aurungzebe, Islamabad) Muttra (Mut,hbora) t containing 12

Mehals. There is also the new Sircar of Biana Hindoun

formed, according to the same work, containing 29 Mehals,

while the Sircar of Agra is reduced to the mere Hurveke round

the
city.
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SOOBAIl ALLAHABAS.

SIBCAB ALLAHABAS.

1 Allahabas ba

Huwelee.

2 Bhudoee.

3 Julalabad.

4 Soraon.

5 Singrour.

(j Secunderpoor.

7 Kuntit.

8 Kewaee.

9 K.hyragurh.

10 MM/Z.

a Hadeeabas.

This Sircar is said to contain only 11 Mehala, though Julala-

is reckoned as 4. They are divided among the three Dus-

toors of Allahabas (Ilhabas), Bhudoee, and Julalabad.

The Pergunahs now no longer extant are Numbers 1
7 3, 5,

and 11.

1. Allahabas. The name of the Port and Pergunah were

subsequently, according to the
" Char Goolshun" and several

other authorities, changed by Shah Jehan to Allahabad, as the

termination of bas was presumed to savour too much of Hin-

dooism. The Pergunah is now known by the name of Chaile,

which is itself a place of some antiquity, as it is mentioned in

the "
Lutaef-i-Ashrufee." See HURBONG KA EAJ.

3. Julalabad, or Julalabas, is the name of Arail, which was

imposed on it by Akber, in commemoration of his own title of

Julal-bud-Deen. See note to HUEBONG KA EAJ.

During the time of the Nurvab Wuzeer's Grovernment, Arail

was included in Sircar Turhar* and is so mentioned in the

Schedule of Revenues given in the "
Appendix to the 5th Ee-

port." It is strange that we find this Pergunah, which forms a

separate Dustoor, intervening between the Pergunahs which

form the Dustoor of Huwelee Allahabas. The position of Bara

Sircar Turhar appears to have occasionally varied its bounds. It seems
at one time to have included part of Chunar. In the "

Uhwal-i-Soobajat,"
mentioned in the article BOODHOUNOA, Sircar Turhar is said to contain 9

Mehals, amongst which are to be recognised Julalabas and Choukundee.

s s 2
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would point it out as a component part of Julalabad, but, for

the considerations given in the article GT,HOBA, I have recorded

it in that Sircar. There is no measurement to guide us in

this case, but the Eevenue yielded is so small being 7,37,220

Dams, with the small contingent of only 10 Suwars and 400

Infantry, that it does not admit of the addition of Bara.

5. Singrour is the old name of Nuwabgunge. Singrour is

a very ancient place, and is spoken of in the Ramayana, as

Sringavera. The town of Singrour is still extant on the left

bank of the Ganges, a few miles above Allahabad.

11. lladeeabas was the name of the Pergunah now called

Jhoosee. See HuBBOffG KA RAJ.

5 Tuppa Kone.

6 Tuppa Chourasee.

7 Tuppa Ooproudh.

8 Sukteesgurh.

The new Pergunahs are,

u^.)' 1 Arail.

^i-Ljiy 2 Nuwabgunge.

iS^fQ?" 3 Jhoosee.

J?.V 4 C/wife.

Arail. See Julalabad.

Nuwabgunge. The Pergunah of Singrour received its new
name of Nuwabgunge from Nurvab Munsoor All Khan, who

built a Gunge and town near Singrour, which he established as

the chief Station of the Pergunah.
Jhoosee. See Hadeeabas.

Chaile is the old name of Allahabas ba Huwelee. The town

of Chaile is situated in the centre of the Pergunah.

Tuppa Kone is a portion of Bhudoee, from which it was de-

tached when Sukut Sing^h married the Mounus Raja's daughter,

to whom it was given in Dowry, and thenceforward became a

Tuppa of Kuntit, to which it did not belong when the "
Ayeen-

i-Akberee" was written.

Tuppa Chourasee is a portion of Kuntit.

Tuppa Oaproudh, so called from being situated for the most

part on high ground, is also a portion of Kuntit. Probably but

a very small portion of this Tuppa was known in Akber's time,

but we have no measurement to guide us.
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Sukteesgurh. This too was in Kuntit, and was also perhaps

mostly unknown. The country was previously called Colana,

in consequence of the residence of the Coles in this neighbour-

hood
;
and it was not till Raja Sukut Sing,h of Kuntit destroy-

ed their strong-hold, and built Sukteesgurh on its site, that the

Tuppa obtained its new name.

The Talooka of Mirzapoor Ckorvharee, which is in the Alla-

habad District, was formerly in the Pergunah of Julalpoor

Bilk,hur in Sircar Manikpoor, the rest of which Sircar is in

Oudh. It has been included in Allahabad since the time of

Raja Mudaree Lai, Amil.

SlBCAB KUBBA.

1 Enchhee.

2 Utjiurbun.

Sb! 3 Aya Sah.

4 Huwelee Kurra.

5 Raree.

6 Bulda Kurra.

^ Kuraree.

>f

8 Kotila.

9 Koonra bbrf

Kurson.

10 Futtehpoor

Huswa.

12 Huswa.

This Sircar has 12 Mehals comprised in one Dustoor.

The Numbers which are obsolete, are 1, 4, 5, 6 and 9.

1. Enchhee. This Pergunah is now represented by Gha-

zeepoor. The modern histories of India convey to us this in-

formation by calling the famous rebel Bhugrvunt, KJieechur, a

Zumeendar of Pergunah Enchhee. (See further under Gha-

zeepoor}. The village of Enchhee is still extant on the bank of

of the Jumna. The old Fort, which is the theme of popular

Htory, is not to be seen, but the people of the neighbourhood

delight in telling a marvellous tale how Raja Palhhan Deo was

slain in it, with all his family, by a demon called Brimha Dano;
from which time it has been deserted

;
but the site is visited

during the Dusehra, when the superstitious villagers coine from

afar to make their annual offering at the shrine of the demon.

4. and 6. Hwvelee Kurra and Bulda Kurra. The diatinc-
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tion has now been lost between them as separate Pergunaks.

They are both included in Pergunah Kurra.

5. Raree has now been changed to Ekdulla, in which place

Nurvab Shobja-ood-Dowla established his Tehseeldaree, but the

Pergunah retained its name of Raree till the Cession. The

town of Ekdulla is on the Jumna, about two miles to the West

of Raree. Dhala is also a Zillah of Raree.

9. Koonra bbrf Kurson. This is the old name of Mbbtour,

which it appears to have acquired from the course which the

Jumna takes in this neighbourhood. The projecting patches of

alluvial land which are formed near the banks of the river are

called by the Zumeendars Koonda, probably from their shape

which they might have conceived to bear some resemblance to

a Koonda, a vessel for kneading bread in
;
a platter. The Mouza

of Koonda, or Koonra, still exists on the bank of the Jumna, at

the North Western angle of Pergunah Mbbtour.

The new Pergunahs included within Sircar Kurra are,

1 Ekdulla.

2 Dhata.

Ghazeepoor.

;;
x*> 4

Ekdulla. See Raree.

Dhata. In consequence of the disturbances which arose be-

tween two parties of Cbbrmees in this neighbourhood, the Nu-

mab Wuzeer was compelled to establish a separate Zillahdar in

this place, in the year 1197 Fuslee, and about 50 villages taken

from Raree were placed under his charge. Since the Cession,

Dhata has been considered a separate Pergunah.

Ghazeepoor may be considered to have been established as a

Pergunah in lieu of Enchhet, from the time that Bhuymunt

Rae, the K,heechur, built his fort here, and killed Jan Nisar

Khan, the general of Mahomed Shah
;
of which a full account

is given in the "
Tareekh-i-M66zuffuree," and most other Mo-

dern Histories of India. The " Hudeekut-ool-Akaleem" as-

Bures us that he retained possession of the entire Sircar of

Kora for several years, and was only at last subdued by the

strenuous eiforts of Nuwab Suadut Khan. Dooniaput, the
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worthy descendant of the family, opposed our Government

shortly after its accession, but did not lose much by it, as he was

subsequently rewarded with a handsome Pension. After the

death of Bhugrvunt Rae, the Amil continued to reside in Ghazee-

poor : but Ghazeepoor was not recognized as a Pergunah till the

commencement of our administration in 1803, when for the two

first Settlements it is recorded as Enchhee, bbrf Grhazeepoor.

Mobtour. Nuwab Abd-obs-Sumud Khan, who performed a

conspicuous part in the time of Aurungzebe, was presented by
that monarch with the Jageer of Koonra. Shortly after his in-

vestiture, he built a fort and dug a handsome tank at Mobtour,

which succeeded to the importance of Koonra ; but Wasil Bakees

are in existence which shew that the Pergunah retained its old

name to as late a period as 1188 Fuslee.

SIBCAB KOBA.

1 Jajmow.

2 Kora.

3 G,hatumpoor.

4 Mujhawun.

5 Kootea.

6 Gbbneer.

7 Keerutpoor

Kunanda.

8 Mohsunpoor.

This Sircar has 8 Mehals, divided into the three Dustoors of

Kora, Kootea, and Jajmow.
The missing Pergunahs are Numbers 4, 7 and 8.

4). Mujhawun, which is reported as a separate Pergunah

during our first Settlements, is now included in Jajmow and

Sarh-Sulempoor. The Qusla of Mujliawun is still extant on

the Pundoo Nuddee, in the South Eastern angle of Jajmow.
7. Keerutpoor Kunanda is the old name of Pergunah Bind*

Tcee.

8. Mohsunpoor, called also Rawutpoor Molisunpoor, is now
included in Sarh-Sulcmpoor, and is reported as a Pergunah in

our first Settlements. The village of Mohsunpoor is still ex-

tant near the Urrind Nyddce, in the Southern angle of Sarh*
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Sulempoor. It's position is pointed out in the interesting let-

ters of Nowneet Eae, who styles himself " one of the Undo, of

Mohsunpoor, a Pergunah of Kora"

The new Pergunahs are,

;V * 1 Tuppa Jar. <^^ 2 Bindlcet.

^M/ 3 Sarh-Sulempoor.

Tuppa Jar belonged to Pergunah Dora, from which the

Wasil BaJcees show it to have been separated from the year

1180 Fuslee.

Bindkee. See Keerutpoor Kunanda.

SarJi-Sulempoor. This Pergunah has been formed from MoTi-

sunpoor and Mujhawun. There have been several intermediate

changes in the size and constitution of all these Pergunahs,

owing to the various jurisdictions to which Sircar Kora has

been subject ;
but there is no occasion to record them here, as

they have no concern with the comparison on which we are at

present engaged.

SIRCAB KALINGEB.

1 Oogasee.

2 Ajygurh.

3 Sihonda.

4 Simounee.

5 Shadeepoor.

6 Rusun.

7 Kalinger.

8 K,hundeh.

9 Muhoba.

10 Moudha.

This Sircar contains 11 Mehals, Kalinjer la Hunelee being

counted as 2. It comprises a single Dustoor.

The Pergunahs either extinct, or, beyond British Bundelcund,

are the following Numbers 2, 5, 6, 7 and 9.

2. Ajygurh. This Pergunah lies to the South of Kalinjer.

The fort is garrisoned by British Troops.

5. Shadeepoor is the old name of Pergunah Pylanee. The

large village of Shadeepoor is still extant on the bank of the
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Jumna. "When the Bbbndclas built their fort in Pylanee, and

made it the residence of their Tehseeldar, the name of Pylanee
was gradually substituted for Shadeepoor. Prom the Sunud

appointing Bheem Sen Choudhree of the Pergunah, it appears
that in the year 1121 F. S. the name of the Pergunah was Sha-

deepoor Pylanee.

6. Rusun is the old name of Pergunah Bndousa. The town

still exists about seven miles to the South of Bndousa. Tief-

fenthaler gives us a clue to this Mehal, by telling ua it is 7 milea

N. E. from Kalinjer.

7. Kalinjer ba Hurvelee. See Budousa.

9. Muhoba is in the Jaloun Territory.

The new Pergunahs are,

^ 1 Budousa.
]

*> 3 Banda.

2 Pylanee. )$ ft+" 4 Sddmerpoor.

Budousa. See Rusun. This was established by the Boon*

deelas as the site of a new Tehseeldaree, in consequence ofHur-

buns Raee, a Rug,hbbbunsee Rajpoot, being in independent occu-

pation of JKusun. The greater portion of Kalinjer is included

in Budousa.

Pylanee. See Shadeepoor.

Sanda was originally a portion of SiJionda, but has been con-

sidered a separate Pergunah since the time that Raja Gbbman

Singji the Bbbndela, took up his residence here. Briggs, in

his translation of Ferishta, says that Secunder Lodi penetrated

to Banda, which would imply that the Town was older than

the time of Akber ; but
" Banda" has been written by mistake

for
" Bandhoo" or "

Bandoofftfrh" as is evident from the
"
Tareekh-i-Afaghuna," where a more detailed account of this

difficult and unsuccessful expedition is given.

Sbbmerpoor, was originally a portion of Moudha.

T T
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SIRCAR BHUTG,HORA.

See GT,HORA in the body of this Supplement.

SIRCAR JOTJNPOOR.

1 Aldemow,
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within the Oudh Territory, namely, Aldemow, Chandeepoor Bir-

Jiur, Chanda, Khaspoor Tanda, Sujhowlee, SbbrJiurpoor and

Mujhowra, the only Mehals not now extant within British juris-

diction are Numbers 10, ^5, 26 and 39.

10. CJiukeysur was in existence till the late Settlement
;

when, under the arrangements then made for improving Per-

gunah Boundaries, it was included, with a newly formed Per-

gunah, called Soortypoor, in GJiosee ;
where the two united

still constitute the Tuppa of CJiuJceysur.

25. Cureat Soetjia is now included in Pergunah Unglee

of Jounpoor. It formed one of the Talookas of BuJcJisJieeat,

which was broken up and distributed amongst several Pergunahs

at the late Settlement.

26. Kola is the old name of Kole Ifsla.

29. Negoon is included in the modern Pergunah. of MaJibol.

The new Pergunahs are also very few.

1

2 Atrowlee.

3 Badshahpoor.

4 Gbfaara.

5 Kole Usla.

6 Sinsramow.

MaJibol is formed from Pergunah Negoon, and parts of Unglee
and SborJiurpoor. Although at the time of the Cession Mahool

is entered in the Eegisters as one of the four portions into which

the Province of GorucTcpore was divided, it received no higher

denomination than that of Talooka, which has been changed by
us into Pergunah. In the middle of the last century, two Syuds,

of the name of Sliere Jehan and ShwisJiad Jehan, acquired

possession of Negoon and parts of SborJiurpoor and Unglce, as

well as a few villages of Jounpoor, and taking up their abode in

Mahool Khas, gave their usurpations the name of Taloolca

MaJibol. The Town of Negoon is now known as Qusba Khast

on the Eastern border of Mahbbl.

Atrowlea was a Pergunah formed a short time previous to

the Cession out oiBulwunt Singh's acquisitions from TilJienee ;

but was originally included in Kourea. It has now been in-

T T 2
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eluded again in Tilkenee, and the Pergunah goes by the united

name of Atrowlea TilJienee.

BadshaJipoor is another name for Moongra. The Pergunah
is also known by the name of Moongra Badsliahpoor.

Gbdzara. Tuppa Gbbzara, including JBJiynsa, was originally

in Kurakut ; and SobUaneepoor, which is in the "Western angle

of BJiynsa, is a Talooka of Kutehur.

Kole Usla is the modern name of Kola, derived from the

village of Usla, which was formerly the site of a Tehseeldaree

Cutcherry.

Singramow is a Talooka of Pergunah Chanda, the rest of

which is in OudJi.

See further under CIBCAB.

SlECAE G-HAZEEPOOE.

1 Bulea.

2 Puchotur,

3 Bilhabans.

4 Buhreeabad,

5 Buraich.

6 Ciiounsa,

7 Dehma.

8 Sydpoor Numdee.

9 Zuhoorabad.

10 Ghaxeepoor.

11 Cureat Pulee.

12 ^Topa C^ee/.

13 Gz<rAa.

14 Kurenda.

15 Lukhneysur.

16 Mudun Benares.

17 Mbbhumn.edabad

Purh^bc.r^e.

Sircar GJiazeepoor comprises only one Dustoor. It has 19

Mehals, ILwwel.ee Ghazeepoor and MobTiummedabad Purha*

laree being each counted as two.

This Sircar, after all the ill-written names have been verified,

is also found to have descended to us in a perfect shape. In

the above list we miss now only the following Pergunahs, viz.,

5, 6, 11 and 16.

5. 'Buraich. This Pergunah has caused more doubt than

any other : but I believe it to be represented by the present

Mouza Buraich in the Mehal of Bhutowlee on the Gangee

Nuddee, which falls into the Ganges between Kurendah and

QJtazeepore. Euraich is a small Pergunah containing only
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2,000 Beegjias, and the place I have assigned to it is not

altogether an improbable one for a Pergunah.

6. Chounsa is in the Shahabad district in the Bengal Pre-

sidency, noted for being thr* place where two battles have been

fought which have decided the fate of India, viz., that oiBuxar

in L7G5, and the one which led to the expulsion of Humayoon
from India

;
in describing which, by the way, some translator

or compiler, whose name I do not now remember, has beed led

into a ludicrous mistake. In translating Neeamut QbllaJi, he

says, Humayoon when retreating from CJiounsa across the

Ganges, recognized Nizam, his water-carrier, by a strong smell

of Musk ; whereas the original merely informs us that he saved

the Emperor by seating him on an inflated Mushuk (a leather

water bag).

11. Cureat Puke was included at the late revision of

boundaries in Mobhummeddbad Purliabaree.

16. Mudun Benares is the old name of Zumanea.

There is only one new Pergunah in this Sircar.

1 Zumanea.

Zumanea has succeeded to Mudun Benares. During the

decline of the Empire we find it combined with Gliazeepoor in

giving name to the Sircar. Thus,
" Sircar Ghazeepoor Zu-

manca, 17 Mehals."

Dodba is a Tuppa of Pergunah Futtehpoor Buhea, which ia

recorded as being in the Sircar of Rohtas, and the Soobah of

Behar. It has only been noticed here because its position

would appear to point it out as a portion of this Sircar.

SIRCAR BENABES.

3 Benaret ba

Huwelee.

3 Beoliee.

I.JJL) 4 Fundra.

5 Kuswar.jr
6 Kutehur.

1 Hurhooa.
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This Sircar, which comprises only one Dustoor, has 8 Mehals,

Huwelee Benares being counted as two.

The extinct Pergunahs are Numbers 1, 2 and 7.

1. Afrad consisted chiefly, as the name would imply, of

several detached Mouzas in different Pergunahs, and had there-

fore perhaps no determinate boundary. There are Mouzas, for

instance, in KuteJiur and in Kuswar which are still recorded

as having been once in Pergunah Afrad. I have assigned to

Afrad a position between Kutehur, Kuswar, Benares and Kola,

but the greater portion has been taken from Kuswar, in which

Afrad Khas if situated.

2. Benares la Huwelee contained the modern Pergunahs of

Lotjia, Dehat Amanut, and Slieopoor, the two former to the

South, and the latter to the North, of the Burna Nuddee.

7. Hurliooa is the old name of Atjigawan. The village of

Hurhooa is still extant in this Purgunah, on the high road from

Benares to Jounpoor. It is said that there were formerly only

eight 'villages in Hurhooa
,
and hence the name of Atjiganw,

or At,hgawan.

The new Pergunahs within Sircar Benares are,

1 Jalhoopoor.

2 Sheopoor.

t/LJ 3 Lotjia.

4 Mujhowa.

5 Atjigawan.

6 Dehat Amanut.

Jalhoopoor is a Talooka detached from KuteJiur by Raja
Bulwunt Smg,h.

Sheopoor was originally in Huwelee Benares, from which it

was detached by Raja Cheyt Singji.

Lot,ha is a portion ofHuwelee Benares. It was subsequently

included in Dehat Amanut
;
but is now considered a separate

Talooka.

Mujoiva is a TalooJca of Kuswar.

Atjigawan. See Hurliooa.

Dehat Amanut was originally in Huwelee. It comprehends
the city of Benares and the tract immediately around it.

It is strange that in the Benares Mehals, Bhoonhars are not

mentioned as Zumeendars by Mool Fuzl. The difference
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between them and Brahmins does not appear to have been fully

comprehended ; for, that it did not exist two hundred and fifty

years ago, it ia difficult to suppose.

SIBCAB CHUNAB.

1 Aheerwara,

2 Bhoelee.

3 Burhoul.

4 Tanda.

5 Chunar la

Hutuelee.

6 Dhoos.

7 Ralkoopoor.*

] cub J> 8 Cureat een

ab.

9 Mujhwara.

10 Muhaich.

1 1 Muhwaree.

12 Mowje.

13 Nurtvun.

14 Hunoa.

There is only one Dustoor in Chwiar, comprising 14 Mehals
;

though the Pergunah Tables concur in saying there are only
13 Mehals. The two last are omitted from most of the copies

of the "
Ayeen-i-Akberee," but are requisite to complete the

Sircar. In those copies, indeed, in which they are entered,

they are nearly illegible.f It is evident from history that this

part ofthe Country was but little known, and we must therefore

allow for some error and confusion.

We retain the names of all the Pcrgunahs in the above list,

except those of Numbers 1, 4, 8 and 14.

1. AJieerwara, so called after the original Zumeendars of

those parts, has now been corrupted and abbreviated into Ahrora.

4. Tanda is the old name of Pergunah BuruJi. The Mouzaa

of Tanda Kulan and Tanda KJioord still exist on the right

bank of the Ganges, at a short distance from each other.

8 Cwreat~een-Rooee-ab is now known as Cureat Seekjiur.

14. Himoa. See Bhugiout.

The new Pergunahs, of which we find no mention in the

"
Ayeen-i-Akberee" as belonging to this Sircar, are,

* This is entered in the best copies as Ragjtoopoor \*}a$]<. It is cer-

tainly now written and pronounced Ralhoopoor.

f In them, moreover, they are entered as being entirely Seyurghal, or Rent

free, which may be perhaps the cause why they are omitted in so many copies.
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SJ 1 Buruh.

>J| 2 Cureat Seek.hur.
"T

3 Bhugwut.

Mungrore.

Buruh. See Tanda.

Cureat Seek,hur. See Cureat-een-Rooee-ab. It does not ap-

pear when the name of the Pergunah was changed, or for what

particular reason the Btrange title of Cureat-een-Rooee-ab was

given originally to this Pergunah.

Bhugwut. This Pergunah, previous to the conquest effected

by the Goutums, was held by Jumeeut Khan, Guhurwar, whose

defence of the fort of Putecta is a faTorite theme with the peo-

ple. The old name of this Pergunah was Hunoa, which was

extinct before the time of Jumeeut Khan, when it was known

only as Bhuywut.

Ahrora. As much of this Pergunah as was known in Akler's

time was called Aheerwara.

JLera Munyrore. Mungrore is entered in the "
Ayeen-i-

Akberee" as a Pergunah of Sircar Rohtas, Soobah Behar and,

in the later periods of the empire, as belonging to Sircar

Shallabad.

SOOB4H UDH.

SlECAE GORUKjHPOOR.

1 Atrowla.

2 Arihowla.

3 Binaehpoor.

4 Bumhneepara.

5 Bhuwapura.

6 Tilpoor.

7 Chiloopara.

8 Dhbdreapara.

9 Dhewapara

Kddhana.

10 Rehlee.

11 Rusoolpoor

Ghous.

12 Ramgurh

Gouree.

13 Goruk,hpoor.

14 Kutehla.

15 RcJtlapara.

16 Mhowlee.

17 Mundwa.

18 Mundla.

19 Rutunpoor

Mugthur.
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This Sircar forms only one Dustoor, containing 24 Mehals ;

Gorukjtpoor la Ilunelee, Rusoolpoor Ghous, Rutunpoor Muajiur,

Binaekpoor, and Ramgurh Gouree, being each reckoned two

Mehals.

This is a difficult Sircar to restore,"and, even after verifying

all the illegible names, we have in the list of extinct or foreign

Pergunahs, Numbers 1, 4, 9, 10, 12, 14, 15, 17 and 18.

1. Atrowla is in Oudh.

4. Bumhneepara. This is the South-Eastern angle of Per-

gunah Nurvabgunye, which we gave up to Oudh in 1817.

9. Doeivapara Kohana is the old name of Sulempoor^Muj-

Jioivlee, Shahjehanpoor, and Sidhoa Jobna, wrhich were part of

the great Mitjhonlee Raj. In some old writings the name of

the Mehal is entered Nowapar Kohana Dhe.rvapar. The popular

name of the village of Sulempoor is Nowapar; (Buchanan,
" Eastern India," Vol. 2, p. 361, says Nugur} ;

and the Per-

gunah would have been restored as Kohana Noivapar, had it

not been for the alphabetical arrangement requiring an initial

D in this place. The name Dhewapar is now nearly extinct.

Nowapar is common.

10 Rehlee is the Northern and Western part of Nuwcib-

gunge, ceded to Oitdh.

12. Ramgurh Gouree. "We are assisted to this name by
being told it is on the Eaptee. It is the old name of Bulram-

poor in Oudh.

14. Kutehla is the old name of North Bansee. "When the

Kutehla Raja was defeated and slain by the Bansee Raja, the

old name of the Pergunah became extinct. Bansee, South of

the Raptee, was called Rutunpoor, which Mehal is combined
with Mugjiur in the "

Ayeen-i-Akberee."

l5.Relilapara. At the suggestion of Mr. Reade, the late

Collector, I have entered this Pergunah as the old name of

Aurungabad Xi'tfr ; but I confess some doubts on the subject,
for all the copies give distinctly Kehlapara, and the substitution
of the R for K displaces the alphabetical order, usually pre-
served.

17. Mtindira is the ancient name of Bitstee.

No trace can be had of this Mehal. Mr.

U U
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Reade suggests that it may be the old name of Amorha ; but

Amorha is itself an old Pergunah, and is included in the
"
Ayeen-i-Akberee" in Sircar Oudh.

The new Pergunahs in Sircar Goruclc,hpoor are,

1 Sulempoor

Mujhowlee.

2 Sidhoa Jobna.

}J.tl^s^L* 3 Shahjehanpoor.

4 Si/lheL

5 Munsoornugur

Bustee.

J 6 Aurungabad Nugur.

Sulempoor Mujhowlee. This is a portion of the old Per-

gunah of Dhewapara Kohana.

Sidhoa Jobna. Ditto.

Shahajehanpoor. Ditto. I have somewhere seen it mentioned

that these Pergimahs were in Sarun, but the Statement ap-

pears to rest on no authority.

SylTiet was detached from Pergunah Jluwelee about the year

1633 by the Mujhowlee Raja, and was recovered Ly the Sutas-

see Raja about 50 years afterwards. It has since this period

been rated as a separate Pergunah.

L Munsoornugur Bustee. See Mundwa.

Aurungabad Nugur. See Rehlapara.

SIECAE OUDH.

Amorha (Amodh) is the only Pergunah of this Sircar in

British Territory. It is in the Dustoor of Huwelee Oudh.

SIECAE KHTEABAD.

The only portion of this Sircar in our jurisdiction is K,Jia-

7cutmow, which probably included also the modern Pergunah of

Purumnugur, although the local -officers are unanimous in re-

presenting that Purumnugur was originally a portion of Shums-

almd. K
}
hakutmow is in the Dustoor of Palee.
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SOOBAH DEULl.

SIRCAK DEHLI.

1 Islamabad Pdkul.
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This large Sircar has descended to us in a very perfect form.

Excluding the foreign Pergunahs of Jhujhur, Dadree Taha,

and Sufeedoon, we miss in the above list only Numbers 11, 12,

21, 22, 23, 32 and 46.

11. Tilput. The greater part of Tilput was included by
Nuwdb Fureed Khan, a nobleman of Jehangeer 's time, in

' c> /

Fureedabad, now a Pergunah of the Bulumgurh Jageer ; but the

town of Tilput is included in the Southern Pergunah of Dehli.

It is a place of great antiquity, and is one of the five towns

demanded by the Pandoo Brothers, the refusal of which was

one of the causes of the " Great "War." Authorities do not

concur in the names of the five towns, but Tilaprastjia (Tilput)

is generally one. (" AVilson's Hindu Theatre," Yol. II. 337).

12. Tanda Phoogana. This Mehal is generally written

Tanda Bhugwan, and we are led to an identification of it by

learning that it has a fort on the Jumna. There is a Tanda on

the Jumna, and the Pergunah attached to it, although it con-

sisted of only four or five villages, was considered a separate

one till the late revision of Pergunah Boundaries, when it was

absorbed into CTihuprowlee* Tanda and Phoogana continued

to form one Pergunah till the time of the Mahrattahs, when

Phoogana was separated, and given in Jageer to Nijabut All

Khan, Bahraich.

21, 22 and 23. The three next Mehals comprise the en-

virons of Dehli, and the names sufficiently, point out their

relative position.

32. Senta is the old name for Pergunah Agouta in Bbolund-

shuhur. It would have been difficult to identify this, had not

Affouta been called a Chouhan Buteesa. or commune of 32o

villages of Chouhans. There are now not very many Chouhan

Zemindars here, and as the Pergunah of Senta is represented

in the "
Ayeen-i-Akberee" to have Chouhan Zemindars, I was

disposed to think that it was meant for Somna in Aliigurh ;

and in many copies the word more resembles Somna than

Senta ; but this local designation of the Buteesa establishes

that Senta is the proper reading. Senta, moreover, is considered

in the neighbourhood to have been the chief town of a Per-

gunah.
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46. Musaoodabad. The old Traveller, Ibn Batuta, hag

helped me to verify this, as he mentions at p. 110, that he

stayed at Musaoodabad on his way Irora Hansi to Dehll, reach-

ing it after two days, and receiving there a complimentary visit

from the Minister. Now, Musaoodabad on that road is the old

name of Nujufgurh, which is a late erection, being built by
Ghoblam Hotse'in Khan and called after his patron Nujuf Khan.

Musaoodabad had, however, previously changed its name to

Afzulpoor, which was built by Choudhree Afzul Khan in the

time of Alumoeer. The old mud fort of Musaoodabad is still

to be traced about a mile to the East of Nujufyurh.

The new Pergunahs included within Sircar Dehli are the

following :

1 Dadree.

2 Agonta.

i 3 Fureedabad.

4 Palee.

5 Buhadbbrgurh.

6 Sumbhalka.

X 7 Kit,hore.

8 Com.

Ujrara.

10

Pergunah.

v> J 11

Pergunah.

12 Bhewanee.

Dadree was not formed into a Pergunah till 1231 Faslee,

when /?ao Durgahee Smgji of Chutuhra, a Bhuttee Goojur,

who was appointed Foujdar of Dasna, Secunderabad fyc., under

Bujeeb-bbd Don la, took advantage of the disorganization of the

country during the decline of the Moghul monarchy, to obtain

possession of certain villages of Secunderabad, Kasna, Tilbe-

gumpoor and Dasna, of which 70, including Dadree Rhas,
were acquired from Kasna alone

;
and his family were retained

in possession on a Mbbkurruree Juma when our rule com-

menced. The Talooka lapsed to Government on the death of

Rao Ajeet Singji.

Agouta has succeded to Senta which still exists as a village

on the right bank of the Kalee Nuddee about four miles West
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from Agouta. Before the establishment of the name of Agouta,

the Pergunah was known by the name of Senta Purtabpoor :

Purtabpoor being a large village in the Northern angle of the

Pergunah.

Fureedabad has been explained under Tilput. The Per-

gunah is in the Bulumgurh jurisdiction. BulumgurJi is itself

only a modern fort, having been built by a Jat, called- Buloo,

alias Bulram, a relative of Soorujmul of BJiurtpoor, within the

boundary of his own village of Suheepoor, in Tilput.

Palee is included within the area of Pakul or Islamabad

PaJcul, as it is called in the "
Ayeen-i-Akberee." The united

Pergunah is now generally known as Palee Pakul.

Buhadoorffurh. This Pergunah is composed of about an

equal number of villages from Palum and Jhujlmr, which the

Emperor Mahomed Shah, in A. D. 1728, bestowed upon Buha-

door Khan, Beloch, who built the fort of BuhadbbrgurTi within

the area of Shureefabad, a village of Palum. Buhadbbrgurli is

still held in Jageer.

Swnblialka was detached from Paneeput in the fourth year

of the reign of FurrbbMseer, and held as a royal demesne for

his own private expenses. It continued subsequently to be

held as a Jageer, and when on the death of the last incumbent

it escheated to Government, it was again included in Paneeput.

The Pergunah of SwnbhalJca was more usually known

amongst the natives as Furroolchnugur.

Kit,hore was originally a Tuppa of Sirawa, from which it was

detached in the time of Nujeeb Khan by Jeet Singji, Goojur,

the founder of the Goojur family of PreecJiutgurh.

Gora was formerly in Hapoor. The Goojur Raja of Pree-

chutgurJi, Nyne Singji, formed it into a separate Tuppa.

Ujrara was also detached from Hapoor. Futteh All Khan

the ancestor of Khivajali Busmit, in whose Jaeedad it was corn-

prised, formed it into a separate Tuppa, and it now, small as it

is, ranks as a Pergunah.

Dehli, Northern PergunaTi. This Pergunah was formed in

the year 1838. It includes part of Ruwelee and Palum. The

Pergunah of Bawuna, or Boana, which is included in it, was
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itself a new formation from villages of Palum, which Aurung-

zebe detached for the purpose of defraying certain expenses of

the Royal Household, and as they comprised 52 villages

(Bawwn), the tract, as well as the chief town within it, was

designated Bawuna.

Delili, Southern Pergunah, was also formed in 1838. It in-

cludes a part of Palum, Huwelee, and Musaoodabad, and a few

villages of Tilput. NujufgurJi, which has been already men-

tioned, was subsequently formed from Musaoodabad, and in-

cluded, besides the villages of that Pergunah, 24 villages from

Jkujhur and 12 from Jharsa. The two modern Pergunahs of

Vehli, therefore, comprise the old Pergunahs of Huwelee Ku-

deem, Huivelee Judeed, Dar-bblMbolJc Dehli, Palum and Musaoo-

dabad. The three first were subsequently united into the

Pergunah of Huwelee, and when Palum was afterwards added,

it was known as one Pergunah under the name of Huwelee

Palum. This name it retained under our administration, till

the new division took place, which has been particularized.

Bhev:anee was originally a portion of Dadree Talia.

SIECAE EEWAEEE.

1 Batvul.

2 Pafoudhee.

3 Bhoruh.

...b' 4 Taoroo.

^j>.
5 Rewaree ba

Jb a_ Huwelee.

J. 6 Rutaee Jutaee.

)A 7 l^o< Kasim

IP /^fee.

.X 8 GeA/of.

9 Kohana.

10 Sbdhnuh.

11 Neemranuh.

^his Sircar contains eleven Mehals, divided into four Dus-

toora.

Only four of these Mehals are in British Territory, and as

they retain their ancient names, they require no notice
; except

to observe that Sonuh (Sbbhnuh) is out of its place in the al-
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phabetical list, and might therefore give rise to some suspicion

of its correctness, but Abool Fuzl mentions it also in the text,

in such a manner as to enable us to identify it as the Sonuh

which still gives name to a large Pergunah.

The only new Pergunah within this Sircar is,

1 Shahjeftanpoor.

This small Pergunah, containing only 8 villages, is isolated

from the rest of Goorgaon by territory belonging to the Tijara

Haja. The popular story runs that it was formed by Shahje-

han, in compliance with a vow which he made when he was

retiring in anger from his father. He met with favorable

omens in this neighbourhood, and vowed, if they were accom-

plished, he would raise a town and constitute it the head of a

Pergunah.* The new Pergunah was taken chiefly from Loh-

ana, and in the "
Uhwal-i-Soobajat" the Pergunah is entered

as Lohana, oorf Shdhjelianpoor Clwulara.

.

SIECAE SEIIAEUNPOOK.

1 Indree.

Umbehta.

3 Ebbdhana.

4 Bidoulee.

5 Buitut Kunjawur.

6 Bhogpoor.

7 Poor Chupar.

8 Bhooma.

9 Bugjira.

10 Bunut.

Another origin is ascribed to Shahjehanpoor, which is perhaps more
probable than the one mentioned al.ove. Ihlad Sing, a relative of the Chouhan
chief of Neemranuh, was held in high consideration in the Court of Shahjehanand obtained leave from the Emperor to re-build Lokana, which had been
destroyed in consequence of its harbouring notoiious robbers. Ihlad Sin*
called the new town after the name of his Matron.

If Shahjehan was himself the founder, and ever occupied the spot it was
most probably visited by him when his Army was encamped at Belochpoora
in A. D. 1623, and was in possession of the passes of the Mewat Hills.

'
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jf 11 T,hana Bheem.

)?J>jJUo
12 Tbbghlukpoor.

13 Jourasee.

14 Joulee.

15 Churtjiawul.

16 Huwelee.

17 Deobund.

18 Rampoor.

19 Roorkee,

20 Raepoor Tatar.

21 Seekree

Bhookurheree,

5L,~ 22 Sursawa.

23 Surwut.

24 Sirdhunah.

25 Sumbulhera.

26 5orw Pulree.

27 Kjhatoulee.

28 K,hoodee.

j 29 Kyrana.

30 Gungoh.

31 Lukjhnoutce.

32 Mddzuffarabad.

33 Munglour.

34 Mulhypoor.

j 35

JU 36 Nanouta.

This Sircar contains 36 Mehals, divided into 4 Dustoors

Deobund, Kyrana, Sirdhunah and Indree. The last is on the

right bank of the Jumna, and is not within British jurisdiction,

its villages being distributed amongst the &'&,& Lords of Jugad-

ree
t Ladhoa, ,T/mnesur, &c. &c. while Indree Khas is included

within the Kunjpoora Nuwab's Ilaka.

The Pergunahs in the above list, which are no longer recorded

as such, are Numbers 5, 6, 8, 11, 12, 16, 20, 23, 28, 31

and 36.

5. Buhut Kunjawur was in the time of Shahjehan converted

into Sbbltanpoor Buhut. In the time of Nujeeb-bod-Dowla,

Buhut and Sbbltanpoor became separate Pergunahs, and have so

remained since. The Mouza of Kunjawur is in Mbbzuffura-

bad.

6. Bhogpoor is on the Granges, and the Pergunah comprised
the Eastern portion of Juwalapoor, including Hurdwar. Ber-

noulli states, indeed, that Bhogpoor is another name for Hur-

dwar, but this is, I believe, not correct. Ab any rate, there is a

Bhogpoor about ten miles South of Hurdwar
, which is no doubt

the head town of the old Pergunah of the same name.
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8. Bhooma has only within the last ten years lost its name

as a separate Pergunah. Bysoomha has now succeeded to it,

but Bhooma is still a very respectable town, and in Akber's time

is spoken of as chief of the Barha Sadat villages.

11. TJiana Bheem. All the copies concur in writing it

Bheem, which is the name derived from the founder of the

town, who is represented to have been a Mace-bearer to the

King. In later times, the place has been known by the name

of Shown, so called from a famous Bhown (Bhurvun) or temple,

of Devee near the town.

12. Tbbghlukpoor. The "Timoornama" mentions that

Tbbghlukpoor, where the Indians opposed the Conqueror in

naval combat, is situated 25 coss above Ferozpoor (in Hustina-

poor). Tbbghlukpoor still exists in Noornugur, and was for-

merly the chief town of a Pergunah, to which Noornugur has

now succeeded.

16. Huwelee has become the Pergunah of Seharunpoor*

20. Raepoor Tatar. Within the area of Fyzabad, in the old

Pergunah of Raepoor Tatar, Shahjehan built his palace of Bad-

shah Muhul, and changed the name of the Pergunah to Fyzabad.

The Mouza of Raepoor still exists on the banks of the

Canal.

23. Surwut is the old name of Pergunah Mbbzuffurnugur,
and the village of that name still exists about a mile JN". E. from.

Moozuffurnugur .

28. Kyhoodee is the old name of Shikarpoor, which is not

yet altogether dropped by the common people. It is said to be

the name of the Raja who founded the town.

31. Luk,hnowtee. The greater part of Luk,hnoivtee has

within the last three years been thrown into Gunaoh, and part

into Bidorvlee.

36. Nanoula. The greater part of Nanouta was at the

same time thrown into Gunaoh, and parts of it into Rampoor
and T,hana Shown.

The new Pergunahs present a long list, chiefly owing to the

changes effected by Nujeeb-bbd-Dowla and the Goojur Talook-

dara.
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1 K,heree.

2 Sukrouda.

3 Noornugur.

4 Jumalgurh.

5 Juwalapoor.

6 Fijzabad.

1 Putehur.

^ Jeliangeerabad.

9 Sddltanpoor.

10 Modzu/urnugur.

11

12 TViana Shown.

13 Shamlee.

14 Jansut,h.

*# 15 Bysoomha.

KJieree. This was formed into a separate Tuppa in the

time of Z5iVa 7Qa, through the influence of the Poondeer

Zumeendars, who are Eajpoots converted to Mahometanism.

It was formerly a part of Roorhee.

Sukrouda was originally in Jourasee, and formed into a Per-

gunah by Rao Kbbtub-obd-Deen, in the time of Zalita Khan.

Noornugur is called after the famous Noor JeJian Beyum,

who took up her abode there for some time. Noornugur, or

rather Gordlmnpoor, by which name the Pergunah is now more

generally known, since Noornugur Klias has been transferred to

Seharunpoor, has succeeded to the old Pergunah of Tbbc/hluk-

poor.

Jumalgurh, or Jumal KJiera, was originally in Gungoli, and

was formed into a Pergunah by Jumal Khan, the Amil of

Gungoh in the time of Nujeeb Khan. By late arrangements

Jumalgurh has been thrown into Nukor.

Juwalapoor. This is the new name of the greater part of

Pergunah Bhogpoor. In records written previous to the British

accession, the Pergunah is denominated Bhogpoor obrf Juwala-

poor, but is now known only as Juwalapoor.

Fyzabad. See Raepoor. In the time of Shahjehan, Fyza-

bad became a place of great importance, and gave name to an

entire Sircar. "In the " Hukeekut-i-Juma" by Hurdee Ram

Kayet,h it is said to contain 24 Mehalsj while Seharunpoor was

reduced to 17.

Putehur. Unnur KJian, an Afghan of Putehur, in the time

of Nujeeb Khan, established this as a separate Tuppa, or Per-

gunah. It was a part of Buhut Kunjawur.

x x 2
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JeJiangeerabad was originally in Raepoor Tatar, and was

formed into a Pergunali at the same time as Fyzdbad.

Sbbltanpoor. See Bulmt Kunjawur.

Mbbzuffurnugur. See Sunvut.

Kat,ha was originally included in Deobund, from which it

was detached by Nujeeb Khan, who was compelled to establish

a separate Collector in Budgaon, on account of the turbulence

of the Zumeendars of the neighbourhood.

T,hana Shown. See Thana Bheem.

Shamlee was originally a portion of Kyrana. "We learn from

the collection of letters by Nund Rain MbbkhHs that a village

in Kyrana, called Mahomed/poor Zoonardar, was included in the

Tageer bestowed by Jehangeer upon HuTceem MbuJcurrub Khan.

A Chela of the Nuwab's (Shaman) built a Gunge in the village,

and after otherwise improving it, called it after his own name,

Shamlee. The Jageer remained in the family of Mobkurrub

Khan, till it was resumed by Buhadbbr Shah who also formed

Shamlee with a few other villages into a separate Tuppa, which

in course of time has acquired the title of a Pergunah.

Jansutjh is now included with Jowlee in one Pergunah, called

Jowlee Jansutji. It was formed into a separate Pergunah in

the time of Furrbbkhseer, through the influence of the famous

ministers Husun All Khan and Abdbbllah Khan. See BABHA

SADAT.

Bysoomlia has attained the dignity of a Pergunah by the

town of Bysoomha having been one of the Head-Quarters of

the Croojur confederacy in the time of Raja Gbolab Sing. The

old Pergunah of Bliooma is included in it.

SIECAE HISSAE FEEOZA.

1 Agroha.

2 Ahronee.

3 At,hkjusra.

4 Bhungeewal.

5 Poonian.

6 Bharungee.

7 Burwala.

8 Buhloo.

9 Birna.

10 Bhutnere.
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11 Tohana. &x*5jj~, 19 SeedhmMk,h.

12 Tosham. \j? &~ 20 Sewanee.

13 Jeend. oAfc^uli 21 Shanzda Dehat.

? 14 Jumalpoor. libt^Xi
22 Futtehabad.

15 #mar. <JuU:^ 23 Gohana.

16 Dhatrut. UXj 24 K,handa.

17 Sirsa. f&* 25 Mehim.

18 Sheoram. tf"^^ 26 - âw5*'

There are 27 Mehals in this Sircar(J/^r being counted as

two), and 4 Dustoors Huwelee Ilissar Feroza, Gohana,

Mekim, and &>s0. There are, however, several Perguuaha
excluded from the Dustoor list, for what reason does not appear.

Of these Mehals, those which do not retain their old name in

our Territory are Numbers 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 16,

18, 19, 21 and 24.

2. Ahronee is partly in Ruttea and partly in Futtelialad.

The historians of Timoor point out its position, by saying it is

on the road from Futtehabad to Tohana. The place was burnt

and pillaged by the Conqueror, merely because the inhabitants

did not come out to pay their respects. (^;;^M JUSJu.! f~\y*).

Ahronee has now reverted to its original name of Aheerwan
;

whereas in Sircar Chunar, Aheerwara, which derived its name

from the same tribe, has now been corrupted into Ahrora.

3. At,hk,Jiera is under the Raja of Jeend, and is known

now by the name of Kusonun.

4. Bhungeewal, so called from the tribe of Jats which in-

habited it, is the old name of Durba, in which place the Officers

of the Raja of Beelcanere built a fort, and thenceforward it

came to be considered the chief town of a Pergunah.

5. Poonian, called also after a tribe of Jats, is in BeeJca-

nere, but is now included in another Pergunah.

6. Bharungee is also in BeeTcanere.

8. Buhtoo is partly in Futtehalad, and partly in Durla.

Buhtoo Khas is in the former Pergunali.

9. Birwa is in the Protected Sikji Territory.

10. Bhutnere. The old town of Bhutncre is in Beelcanere,

but part of the Pergunah is now included in Ranea.
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13. Jeend gives name to one of the Protected SiTcJi States.

14. Jumalpoor is included in the late Cessions from Putiala.

The old town of Jumalpoor is near Tohana.

16. Dliatrut is in Jeend.

18. Sheoram is in the Bagur country, in the Jageer of

Nuwal Ameer Khan. Two-thirds of Sheoram are now in

Loharoo, the remainder in Dadree.

19. Seedhrnoofyh is in BeeJcanere.

21. Shanzda Dehat, or Cureat, is included in Ruttea To-

hana amongst the late Cessions from Putiala. The Ilaka is

generally known by the name of Gurhee Rao Ahmud. 1 have

heard it stated that it is in Jeend, and not in Ruttea Tohana.

24. K,handa is in Jeend.

The modern Pergunahs are,

1 Buhul.

2 Ranea.

3 Rultea.

4 Dr6a.

SuJiul was originally in Sewanee, from which is was separated

in A. D. 1758 by Juwanee Singh, a Rajpoot, who built a mud
Fort at Buhul, and maintained possession of a few neighbour-

ing villages.

Ranea was in Bhutnere. The old name of the village wag

Rujubpoor. The Ranee of Rao Anoop Sing, Ratjiore, took

up her abode here, built a mud Fort, and changed the name of

Rujulpoor to Ranea, which it has since retained.

Ruttea is now included in one Pergunah with Tohana. It

was composed of villages from Ahronee, Jumalpoor and Shanzda

Cureat.

Durba. See Bhungeewal.

Some considerations respecting the "Western boundary of

this Sircar have been offered in the article BHUTTEEAKA..

SlECAE SUMBHUL.

1 Amroha.

2 Azumpoor.

3 Islampoor Suhroo.

4 Oojharee.
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5 Akberabad.

6 Islampoor Durgoo.

7 Islamabad.

8 Bijnore.

9 Buckram.

10 Biroee.

11 .Bwara.

12 Chandpoor.

13 Julalabad.

14 Chowpla.

15 J/tatoo.

16 Judwar.

17 Huwelee Sumbhul.

13 Deora.

19 D/,a/fa.

20 Dubharsee.

21 Doodeela.

22 Rajpoor.

23 Ritjubpoor.

24 Sumbhul.

25

26

27 Suhuspoor.

28 Sirsawa.

29 Shercote.

li 30

31

32 Keerutpoor.

^
33 A'acM.

*5 24 Gundour.

$ 35 ^aftnr.

^ 36 Gunour.

37 KJiankuree.

38 LuJc,hnor.

39 Z^w;a.

^^ Moghulpoor.

41 Mujhowla.

42 Mundawur.

43 Nugeena.

44 Nuhtour.

45 Neodhuna.

46 Nerowlee.

47 Huimuna.

This Sircar contains 47 Mehals, and 3 Dustoors Chandpoor,

Stimbhtil, and Luk,hnor.

The missing Pergunahs exceed those of any other Sircar

amounting to more than half of the entire number, viz .Num-

bers 3, 4, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23,

33, 34, 36, 37, 38, 39, 41, 45 and 47.

3. Islampoor Buhroo is now contained in T
y
hakbbrdtvara.

The town is still in existence. The Jesuit Tieffenthaler leads

us to this information by giving it's name correctly ;
which can-

not be said of any other copy which I have consulted. Sulem-

poor Buhroo, by which name it is now more usually known, has

the credit in the neighbourhood of having been the head town

of a Pergunah.
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4. Oojharee has only lately been absorbed into Husunpoor.

6. Islampoor Durgoo is now included in BucTiraon, one of

the Pergunahs of Husunpoor. In the Eevenue accounts of

1166 F. S., it is recorded as Islampoor. Durgoo sJiamil BucJiraon.

7. Islamabad. This Pergunah was retained till the year
1209 F. S. and was absorbed into Nugeena at the commence-

ment of our administration. The village of Islamabad is

abandoned.

9. BucTiraon is now in Husunpoor.

10. Beroee is in the Rampoor Jageer.

11. Bisara is also in Rampoor.

13. Julalalad. This is the old name of the Pergunah of

Nujeelalad. The town of Julalalad is still in a flourishing

condition.

14. Cliowpla is the name of Moradalad. Rbovtum KJian
y

Deccanee, founded Rbbstumnugur in this Pergunah which in.

the time of Furrookhseer was changed to Moradalad, and the

name of Choivpla became extinct. Sirkura was also formed

from Chowpla.

16. Judwar remained as a Pergunah till 1153 F. S. Part

of Judwar is included in Bulijoee, and part in Islamnugur and

Usudpoor. The village of Judwar is in the Southern angle of

Buhjoee.

17. Huwelee SumlJiul is included in the Pergunah of

SumWiul.

18. Deora is the old name of Seondara, and the village of

Deora is about 5 miles to the South of Seondara. Seondara

was occupied by a Tehseeldaree Cutcherry before the time of

the Put,hans, but the name of Deora was preserved till the

Cession, and began to be called Deora Seondara only in the

Second Settlement. The name of Deora is derived from the

Dor Eajpoots, who were the Zumeendars of the Pergunah.

19. Dhaka, ") These two Pergunahs have also lately

20 Dubharsee. ) been absorbed into Husunpooi the inter-

mixture of villages being so great as to render this arrange-

ment convenient.

21. Doodeela is in Rampoor.
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22. Rajpoor is also in Rampoor.
23. Rujubpoor is now included within Amroha, and is held

chiefly in Kent-free Tenure. The village of Rujubpoor is about

10 miles to the S. TV", of Amroha.

33. KuchJi is the old name of Pergunah Tigree, now in-

cluded in Ilusunpoor.

34. Gundour is the old name of Bashta, which is now com-

bined with Azumpoor. BasJita, indeed, used frequently to be

called Gundour Bashta.

36. Gunour. The town of Gunour still exists in Usudpoor.

The greater portion of the Pergunah is in Usudpoot a part is

in Rujpoora.

37. KJmnJcuree is in Rampoor.

38 Lulcjinor is also in Rampoor, and is more generally

known as Shahabad on the Ramgunya. This, being the seat of

the old Kutjierya Rajas, may be considered the capital of the

country, and is so spoken of by the ancient historians. As the

place is now but little known, transcribers generally confound

this town with the more celebrated LucJcnow, and English Trans-

lators have not been free from the same error. Bernoulli gives

Lukjinor as a separate Sircar, and alters its dimensions greatly

from those given to the Dustoor in the "
Ayeen-i-Akberee."

39. Liswa is included in Rampoor.

In these, and other similar instances, I have not attempted to

verify the names. It was sufficient for me to find these Mehals

in the Dustoor of Luhjcnor to make me include them in the

Rampoor Territory. All that we have of LuTc,hnor is easily

identifiable, and as nothing is wanting to complete our bound-

ary, and as it will be observed from the Map there is ample

space in Rampoor, we may fairly presume the missing Mehals

to be in that Jageer.

41. Mujhoicla. The greater part of Mujhowla is now in-

cluded in Buhjoee, part is in Rujpoora axLd.[Islamnugur. Muj-
howla Khas is still a large village, about five miles to the East

of Buhjoee.

45. Neodhuna is the old name of Islamnugur. Here again

we are assisted by Tieffenthaler, when all Persian Copies fail.

"He calls it Neudhana (Bernoulli, /. 133). The two instances

Y Y
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mentioned in this Sircar are almost the only ones where I have

found this enterprising Jesuit Travellar of any use
;
and it is

strange it should be so in SumbJiul, for his list of that Sircar

is the worst he has given, being filled with names which have

either been ill-transcribed, or fabricated. It does not appear

that he ever visited these parts himself, but sent natives to pick

up information. The name of Neodhuna being given correctly,

we are able to connect it with the traditions of the Goutum

E/ajpoots of Noorpoor in Islamnugur.

47. Hutmuna has gone to form part of EicJiha and Choiv-

inehla. Hutmuna Khas is in CJiowmeJila.

The following list shows the new Pergunahs of Sircar Sum-

Mini.

1 Daranugur,

2 Nujeebabad,

3 Rujpocra.

4 Usudpoor.

5 Buhjoee.

*****' 6 Islamnugur.

fy ? Sirkura.

8 Mdoradabad.

9 Seondara.

10 T.hakddrdwara,

11 Tarapoor.

} 12 Richha.

13 Husunpoor.

14 Chowmehla.

M5 Bashta.

16 /Jfzulgurh.

Daranugur. This Pergunah was formed from portion of

JBijnore and Jhaloo by Rao Jet Jing,h, Jat, in the time of Ma-

homed Shah.

Nnjeebalad. The town ofNujeeldbad was founded by Nujeeb

,
within the Pergunah of Julaldbad, the name of which

now been superseded by Nujeelabad.

Rujpoora is formed from parts of Mujhorvla and Gunour.

Usudpcor is formed from parts of Gunour and Judwar.

Buhjoee comprises parts of Mujhorvla and Judwar.

Mamnugur is formed from Neodhuna and parts of Judwat
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Mujhorvla. The name of Islamnugur is said to have been given

to Neodhuna by Rbbstum Khan, Deccanee.

Sirkura was originally a portion of Chorvpla, but it does not

appear when it was established as a separate Pergunah.

Mbbradabad, (Moradabad). See Chowpla.

Seondara. See Deora.

T,hakbbrdwara. This Pergunah was established about the

time of Mahomed Shah, by Kut,heryas, of the name ofMuhundee

Sing,h and Soorjun Sing,h. The greater part of T,haJcbbr-

dtvara has been obtained from Islampoor Buhroo. The North-

ern portion was originally within the jurisdiction of Kumaon.

In TJiakbbrdwara are also included about 50 villages of Seohara,

and nearly 150 viMoghulpoor.

Tarapoor. This Pergunah has been restored to the Eastern

side ofthe Ganges. See BooDHGUSm.

Eichlia. Part of this Pergunah is formed from Hutmma ;

but the greater portion we may presume to have been under the

jurisdiction of Kumaon. Part is also taken from Bulyee.

Husunpoor* was originally in Dhaka ; but now comprises six

old Pergunahs KucTth, Buchraon, Dhafca, DubJiarsee, Oojha-

ree, and Islampoor Durgoo.

Chowmehla is a modern Pergunah, formed by Nuwab FyzbUla

Khan from the four Pergunahs of Sirsawa, EicJiha, Kabur and

Ebbdurpoor. The old Pergunah of Hutmuna, which was ex-

tinct before this Pergunah was formed, is for the most part com-

prised in the Northern angle of ChowmeJila.

Bashta is the new name of Gundour.

AfzulgurJi. I have restored Afzulgurh to Shercote and

Nugeena, as far as the Ramgunga. The rest has been concluded

to have been within Hill jurisdiction; though it is usual to

consider the whole of Afzulgurh and Eehur as belonging to

Shercote. See DES.

* An Altumglia grant said to have been given by Sliahjehan in favor of
Mddbariz Khan, ancestor of the present Zumeendars of Husunpoor, places

JHusunpoor in Iluwelee Sumbhul, but it is not easy to conceive how that Pergunah
could have penetrated through Dhaka and Onjharee. The grant therefore

(it was resumed by the Put,hans) must either be a forgery, or Sumbhul is

alluded to rather as a Sircar, than a Pergunah.

Y Y 2
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SlKCAB BUDAON.

1 Ajaon.

2 Aonla.

3 Budaon ba

Huweke.

4 Bareilly.

5 Burseer.

6 Poonur.

7 Bulyee.

8 Suheswan.

9 Sutasee Mbbndca.

10 Suneya.

1 1 Kant.

12 Cote Salbahun.

13 Go/a.

This Sircar consists of 13 Mehals, which constitute only one

Dustoor.

The extinct Mehals are Numbers 5, 6, 7, 9, 11 and 13.

5. Burseer is the old name of the Pergunah of Surowlee

which it retained till the time of the Cession. The village of

Burseer, which is still inhabited, is about six miles to the South

of Surowlee, and is on the borders of Aonla (Anowla). Su-

rowlee is still called by the common people, Burseer.

G. Poonur. Poonur Klias is a deserted Mouza in Poorun-

poor Subna. Poonur forms only a small portion of the present

Pergunah of Poorunpoor Subna, since it is represented as con-

taining only 5,749 Beeg,has.

7. Bulyee. When Meerulc Jan, Amil in the reign of Shah-

jehan, founded Jehanabad, the name of the Pergunah was

changed from Bulyee to Jehandbad, in honor of his new- town.

The K,hera of Bulyee is still to be seen near Jehandbad.

9. Sutasee Mbbndea. This is a very difficult Pergunah to

restore. It assumes all kinds of shapes in the various copies,

MoJcudduma Sunas, Munala Sunasun, Sunanut Mudrusa ; and

Bernoulli increases our doubts by calling it Mandia, surnommee

Saniassi. If it had not been for the present existence of the

Pergunah of Sutasee, on which word many of the changes seem

to ring, we might not have been able to identify it at all
;
and

even now it might be considered open to suspicion, because the

Mehal is said to have Tuga Zumeendars
; whereas, Sutasee has

none
;
but then neither is there a single Tuga Zumeendaree

throughout the District of Budaon, and scarcely any in its im-
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mediate neighbourhood, so that this is no real objection. It

only shows that the Tuga Zumeendarees have become extinct.

The ruins of Sutasee are said to be near Eeerkjtera, four miles to

the South of Bisowlee, and Mbundea is a large inhabited village

about six miles to the North West of Bisowlee. The position of

the two chief towns renders it very probable that they were

combined into a single Pergunah. I was at one time disposed

to call it Sutasee Munounah, because Munounah was the seat of

a Native Collector at one period, but its closeproximity to Aonla,

which is itself the head town of a Mehal, would not admit of this

construction. Guided by all these considerations, I believe I

have not been wrong in calling the Mehal, Sutasee Ifoondea,

11. Kant. This was originally the name of Shahjelianpoor.

When that city was founded by Buliadoor Khan, in the time of

FttrrooJehseer, the name of Kant became extinct. . Tilhur is also

formed from Kant. See BACHHUL.

13. Gola has been considered in its alphabetical place.

The new Pergunahs within this Sircar present a list of unusual

length.
'

1 Bisowlee.

2 Crore.

3 Bulea.

4 Jehanabad.

5 Nuwabgunge.

6 Beesulpoor.

7 Shahjehanpoor.

8 Pilibheet.

9 Sulempoor.

10 Oojhanee.

11 Fureedpoor.

12 005/lUl.

13 ri//wr.

1 4 Negohee.

? 15 Julalpoor.

16 .,fora

^
Bujhera.

^ 17 -STwfra.

v 18 Puwayen.

i 19 Buragaon.

^.20 Poorunpoor

Sub no.

21 KJiotar.

^22 Fyzpoor

Budurea.

23 Nidhpoor.

;i 24 Aoolaee.
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Bieowleo is a portion of Sutasee Mbbndea, the remainder being

represented by the present Sutasee, with the addition of Tuppa
Hotah of Budaon.

There seems no reason why Bisowlee should not have given

name to a Pergunah in Akber's time. It is an old Town, and

though it is indebted for its chief improvements to the generous
and gallant Nuwab Doondee Khan, who lies buried, as well as

many other members ofAU Mahomed's Family, at Eisowlee, yet
it had been for a long time previous a place of some consider-

ation. In our eyes it possesses interest as being the first Can-

tonment of a British Brigade in Roliilcund.

Crore is included in the old Mehal of Bareilly.

Bulea was originally in Suneya, but subsequently in Crore,

from which it was detached at the fourth Settlement.

JeTianabad. See Bulyee.

Nuwahgunge was originally a portion of Bareilly. It was not

formed into a new Pergunah till the fourth Settlement, when a

Tehseeldaree was established at Nurvabgunge. The Town was

founded on the lands of JBichorea, in the time of Nurvab Asof-

bbd-Dorvla.

Beesulpoor was also in Bareilly, It derives its name from an

Aheer of the name of Beesoo, who lived in the time of Shah-

jehan.

Shahjehanpoor.See Kant.

Pilibheet, or as much of it as was known in the time of Akber,

was taken from Bulyee.

Sulempoor was originally in Simeya.

Oojhanee. Prom the old Settlement Becords we find that

when the Pergunah of Budaon was annexed at the fourth Settle-

ment to Bareilly; it comprised 7 Tuppas. Oojhanee comprises

Tuppa Julalpoor, and is separated from its parent Pergunah,

along nearly its entire Eastern border, by the river Sole.* The

This River is now generally known by the name of Yarwufadar. As

various origins are ascribed to this name, it may be as well to subjoin the

correct one from the Tareekh-i-Mahomedshahee of Khooshal Chund.
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village of Julalpoor is about ten miles to the South of Oojhanee.

"When Rohilcund was under the administration of the Putjians,

Oojhanee became the residence of Nurvab Abdbbllah, and thence-

forward it was constituted the chief Town of a Pergunah.

Fureedpoor was originally a portion of Bareilly, known as

Tuppa Khuleelpoor.

Ooshut, or OosaJiut, includes Tuppa Muhanugur of Budaon.

Tilhur was a portion of Kant. When Eaja TiloJc Chund, a

Bachhul Rajpoot, founded Tilhur, he included the surrounding

villages in a new Pergunah.

Negohee. This Pergunah was originally a portion of Gola.

Julalpoor was a portion of Bareilly, known as Tuppa Chur-

Tc,hola. The town of Julalpoor was founded by Haj Deo, son

of Eaja Bas Deo, Kut,herya, who lived subsequent to the time

of Akber.

KJiera Bujhera. The Pergunah was formed from portions of

the new Pergunahs of Julalpoor, Tilhur, and Fureedpoor, and

therefore was originally a part of Kant and Bareilly.

Kutra was originally in Bareilly, and it was" not till the time

of Kumal Zyee Khan, the son of Mobzuffer Khan, who in the

time of Alumgeer founded Kutra on the ruins of the old town

Meeranpoor, that the Pergunah of Meeranpoor Kutra was

established.

Puwayen was originally a portion of Gola. The old village

of Gola is in this Pergunah, and is still inhabited.

Buragaon was also a part of Gola.

i5*xa.

J^Le y

J.U-JL,

JIU. U oU'
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Poorunpoor Suona. Poorunpoor is the chief town of the

Pergunah. Subna, which was taken by the Roliillas from the

Dotee IlaJca, has been carried away by the Sardah.

Pergunah Poorunpoor is formed from parts of Gola and

Poonur, and the village of Poorunpoor was in the former Per-

gunah. The portion near the Sardah was not known in Akber's

time, and has therefore been excluded from the Map.

KJiotar was originally a portion of Gola, but the greater

part has been excluded from the Map for the reasons stated

under GTOLA.

Fyzpoor Budurea was originally included in Suheswan.

Nidhpoor was a portion of Budaon.

Aoolaee was also a portion of Budaon. See BooDHGTJisraA for

further information respecting the boundary of this Sircar.

DUSTOOR-OOL-UMUL dastur-ul-amal

A body of instructions and tables for the use of Revenue

Officers under the Native Government. Notwithstanding th e

frequent appeal by Canoongoes and our early European Officials

to the Dustoor-ool- Umul, no two copies can everbe found which

correspond with each other, and in most respects they widely

differ. Those which profess to be copied from the Dustoor-bol-

Umul of Akber, are found to contain on close examination

sundry interpolations of subsequent periods.

Besides the Dustoor-oo- Umul, another Book, called the Umul

Dustoor, was kept by the Canoongoes, in which were recorded

all orders which were issued in supersession of the Dustoor-bbl-

Umul. It is probable that the Dustoor-bbl- Umuls in use, shortly

before our administration, were compiled from both these Books,

and hence have arisen the variations noted above.

DUTOEE, L$ 3 datoi
*

Land which has been lately cropped with Mukka^ Bqjra, or

Juwar. Dehli and Upper Doab.

There is much the same difficulty about spelling this word,

as in spelling DUNT,HUL. Professor Shakespear, whose autho-
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rity is not to be slighted, gives ^31 as a stalk, which would

make Dutoee to be more accurately represented by ^lf; or

Gilchrist also spells it

DUTURA, Sy^ 3<W datara

A large rake used for gathering high grass together into a

cocklet. Kilwaee is a smaller implement of the same kind.

Rohilcund.

DYJA, M-> 3*! daiJ a

A Dowry, or portion which the wife brings a husband in

marriage, the Marilagium of the Civil Law.

Wilson, in a note to Mill's India, (Yol. I., p. 447,) says that

"
amongst the Hindoos the practice of purchasing a bride by a

Dower is apparently of modern growth, and a violation of the

law." There are passages in Menu on the subject which appear

contradictory.
'* Let no'father who knows the law receive a gratuity, however

small, for giving his daughter in marriage ;
since the man who

through avarice takes a gratuity for that purpose, is a seller of

his offspring." Institutes III. 51.

" He who takes to wife a damsel of full age shall not give a

nuptial present to her father;" IX.. 93 which implies that

under ordinary circumstances a present mas given.

Again,
" If after one damsel has been shown, another be

offered to the Bridegroom who had purchased leave to marry
her from her next kinsman, he may become the husband of

both for the same price. This law Menu ordained." VIII.
'204.

These passages would imply the observance of both practices ;

and the same may perhaps have continued till the time of the

Greek invasion, for Arrian (Indlca CXFJI.,} says the Indians

neither took nor gave money in marriage ;
while Megasthenes

(Strabo, Lib. XV.) says their wives were purchased for a yoke
of oxen.

Amongst the agricultural tribes in the North West Provinces,

the present practice is most usual for the bride's father to

z z
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purchase the bridegroom, so that the man receives the dowry,*
or Dyja, which consists for the most part of money and house-

hold utensils. Thus, even when the daughter of Jye Chund

was forcibly abducted by Pirt,hee Raj, the father sends to him
" the richest gems, the fruits of the victory of Beejy Pal, ines-

timable wealth, pearls, elephants, and dyes." Thus also, the

same hero, when he marries the daughter of the Dahima of

Biana, receives from his father-in-law
"
eight beauteous dam-

sels, sixty-three female slaves, one hundred chosen Irak horses,

two elephants, ten shields, a pallet of silver for the bride, one

hundred wooden images, one hundred chariots, and one

thousand pieces of gold."

This system, the fruitful source of female infanticide, arises

from the almost universal desire to obtain for the daughter the

privilege of marrying into a higher family, which is only to be

acquired by purchase. Thus among Rajpoots and Brahmins,

the relative position of the several clans can be easily ascertain-

ed, by learning with what families sons and daughters respec-

tively intermarry. The sons marry those of an inferior stock,

and receive money for the condescension
;
the daughters marry

those of a superior stock, and their parents have to pay for the

privilege. Where perfect equality reigns, (and mutual conve-

nience, as well as the gradual extinction of ancient prejudices

are slowly tending to this result,) sons and daughters of three

or four different stocks intermarry ;
and as alliances are thus not

sought for mere honor and distinction, the payment of exorbi-

tant prices is obviated. Sometimes, indeed, an imaginary pur-
chase is made, similar to that which took place at certain Eoman

marriages, under the name of Coemptio, though of course not

with a view of securing the peculiar kind of privileges which the

Coemptio gave, but merely as a type of a custom of which the

breach is thought preferable to the observance.

It may be as well to subjoin in further illustration of this

subject the following passages from Steele's
"
Summary of the

Law and Custom of Hindoo Castes."

Dower the wife is of course entitled to by the laws of inheritance.
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" Usoor is the 5th variety of marriage, when the girl is taken

in exchange for wealth, and married. This species is peculiar

to the Byse and Soodra castes."
" The sale of a girl in mar-

riage is forbidden, and the money, if unpaid, is an unlawful

debt."
" The lower castes often receive money on the marriage of

their females called Hoonda, which is the characteristic of the

5th ( Usoor) variety, and it is suspected that Brahmins occasion-

ally, in the present avaricious generation, incur sin on this ac-

count."
" A poor family, to avoid the disgrace of receiving ttoonda,

will sometimes marry their daughter into a family of similar

circumstances ;
or an intermarriage may be agreed on both

sides." Pp. 31. 161. 166.

See also Macnaghten's
"
Principles and Precedents of Hindu

Law." Vol I., Chap. 5.

z z 2
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E

EEK,H, &$&) ^f ik'h

Sugar-cane. A field of Sugar-cane. See OOK,H and

EEK.HRAJ, )&tf I^RTaf ik'hraj

Eek,hraj or, Ook,hraj, is the name given in some places to the

day on which Sugar-cane is planted, which is generally attended

with some festive ceremonies. In the Eastward it is usual for

the wromen of the village to take out to the field a mixture of

rice and turmeric, called Eipun, into which they dip their hands,

and impress them on the heap of Sugar-cane which is to be

planted. They then proceed towards the ploughmen and plant-

ers, and leave the same impression on their backs. The man

who drives the first plough is decorated with necklaces and

other ornaments, lamp-black is rubbed on his eyelids, and on

him the first hatjia. or impression, is made. The women then

begin to dance and sing and after a short time has elapsed, the

proprietor of the field throws a bundle of Sugar-cane amongst

them as the signal of dismissal, and after much scrambling they

depart. The labourers also are well fed by the proprietor on

their return home.

In the Eastward the Eek,hraj seldom occurs on a Sunday,

but to the Westward that day is considered propitious for the

planting. The customs which are observed are also different.

In Dehli, for instance, the wife of the man at the plough, who

turns up the ground for the reception of the Sugar cuttings,

follows a little behind with a ball of cotton in her hand. At

some unexpected moment, he turns on her, and after a sham

contest bears her to the ground. The Cotton being forced out

of her hand spreads upon the ground, and the parties present

exclaim,
"
may our Sugar-cane grow and spread like this cot-

ton." The only European custom which bears any resem-

blance to this is that which used to be practised on May Day
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in some parts of England. That day was considered as the one

which divided the boundaries of Summer and Winter
;
allusive-

ly to which a sportful war took place between two parties, one

in defence of the continuance of Winter, the other, of Summer.

Spring was sure to obtain the victory, which was celebrated

by carrying triumphantly green branches with May flowers,

and singing a song of joy, of which the burden was,
" We have

brought the Summer home." Brand's "
Popular Antiquities,"

Vol. I. p. 138.

EENCH, ^?,t ^ inch

Security. Dehli.

EENDHOOA, !^JJj) I'^T indhua

A pad placed on the top of the head to support a water-

jar. See JOOEA.

EIMLEE, i^W.'
^*^ft aimli

A sub-division of Tugas in Husunpoor, Dhubarsee, Dhaka,

and Oojharee of Zillah Moradabad. Many of them have been

converted to Mahomedanism.

EKBACHHEE, ^^.UO ^<*{r$t ekbachhi

Distribution of any sum or cess, levied upon all land at an

equal rate. Central Doab.

EKFURDEE, ^)*^ JWRl ekfardi

Land producing only one crop annually ; opposed to Jootean

and Dofurda. It is also known by the name of Ekfuslee,

Furd and Furdhaee.

EKFUSLEE, ^^^ ^q^ft ekfasli

Land yielding but one crop annually.

EKOTRA, * ^%T^T ekotra

EKUTRA, %)*&. i&ftl ekatra

A sum total. Bundlecund.

It is also applied generally to signify the numeral 101, as

well as interest at the rate of one per cent, per mensem.
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F

FALEZ, )^A tjnSf falez

A field of melons.

FARIGHKHUTANA farighkhatana

A fee on writing a Farigh,khuttee, sometimes taken by Put-

war ees. The term Farigh,khuttee is correctly explained in the

Glossary to signify a written release or acquittance.

FIRAREE, ^s;!^ fonrc! fir ri
**

Absconding ;
a person who has absconded

;
from the Persian

$?Jirar flight. The word is more usually pronounced Furaree

in India.

FOTAH, &k> iTflT fota

A bag ;
collections made from the Tenantry in general ;

trea-

sure
;
revenue.

FOUTEENAMA, ***\^/ 3iMHiin fautmama

A document reporting the death of an incumbent and the

names of his heirs
;
from the Arabic ^y Fout, death.

FURAS, *1 T*^ faras

(Tamaris Furas). The Furas occurs in the drier parts of

the Doab, and in the neighbourhood of Dehli
;
where it is called

Asul or Atul, because in Arabia the galls which are formed on

the tree are called Sumrut-ul-Asul. Chhotee Muee is the Hin-

doostanee name of these galls. Very little use is made of the

tree, except occasionally in building, when nothing better can

be procured. See JHAO.
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In the Doab it does not appear to grow to the East of the

Urrind Nuddee.

FURD, <fi| fard

A list, a sheet, a statement. Thus Furd-i-Kasht is a State-

ment of a Ryut's Cultivation, from Kasht, cultivation
;
and

Furd-i-Tushkhees is a settlement record, from Tushkhees (Inf.

II. of u^) specification,
assessment. See Fird in the Print-

ed Glossary ;
and above, under EKFUEDEE.

FURMAN, *p wnf farman

A Eoyal mandate ;
an order

;
a patent. In English it as-

sumes various shapes, as Firman. Phurmaun, and Phirmand.

FUROD, ^/ VW^ farod

Literally down, descending, alighting. A term used in the

Customs Department to express the arrival and deposit of goods

within certain defined limits.

FURRASH, ^i ^fiTO forrash

Eromjthe Arabic J^f a carpet ;
a person who spreads carpets,

a sweeper. The term is correctly explained in the Glossary

under Ferashe, Firashe, and Furush. In ancient times his duty

appears to have been that of a Khulashee, or Tentpitcher, and

the latter term was applied chiefly to Sailors.

Ayeen-i-Akberee.

FURYADEE, f$tf W^^t faryadi
*

A Plaintiff: iBrom Furyad *\f.f
a complaint, lamentation.

FUSL, J^i VR& fasl

A season, crop, harvest
;
and hence the term Fuslee is applied

to the Era established with reference to the -harvests of Hin-

doostan. These harvests occur twice in the course of the year ;
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one is known by the name of Khureef, and the other by the

name of Rubbee. The former is correctly explained in the

Printed Glossary, under "
Fusly Kheruf," to signify the

Autumnal harvest of Eice, Millet, &c.

Rubbee signifies the Spring crop, or dry harvest, comprising

Peas, Wheat, Barley, Gram, &c. The common people some-

times denote these harvests by other names. See ASABHEE,

OONAKEE, SADHEE and SAWUNEE.

Khureef is derived from the Arabic v

->;
iS the falling of

Autumnal rains, the gathering of Autumnal fruits
;
and thus it

came generally to mean the gathering of harvest
;
whence the

term Al-Mbokharlf (not noticed by either Golius or Richardson)

a tribute gatherer ;
which is retained to the present day in the

Spanish Almoxarife*, a Collector, a Treasurer, and Almoxari-

jazgo, tribute, customs -dues.

Rubbee literally means Spring, (Pocock, Spec : Hist : Ar :

p. 181), and it may therefore appear strangely applied to a

Mahomedan lunar month, which in course of time makes a

revolution of all the seasons, occurring sometimes in Winter,

sometimes in Summer, sometimes in Spring, and sometimes in

Autumn. But the false prophet cared little for chronological

propriety, and adopted in his new Calendar the names of the

old Arabian months of the Solar year without any reference to

their meaning, or more probably without reflecting that in a

short time they would become exceedingly inappropriate. In.

the same way, Julal-ood-deen, when he reformed the Persian

Calendar, introduced similar anomalies, and the names of

many of the months aa at present applied, depart widely from

their original meaning. Murdad, for instance, is the presiding

* It is surprising how many other Spanish words, all relating to the

cares, duties, and offices of Government, are derived from the Arabic. Thus,
Ameen is the Spanish Alamin. Mohtesib is the Spanish Almotazen, the

Superintendent of weights and measures. Moquddum, familiar to us in India,

is the Spanish Almocaaen. Dar-Snnah " the House of Construction," is the

Spanish Darsena a Dockyard ; whence the English, French, and Italian

Arsenal. Ameer -ul-(Bvhr) is the Spanish Almirante, and Engish Admiral, or

as Milton more correctly says Ammiral. Afukhzun is the Spanish Magacen,
and English Magazine. Alwasil is the Spanish Alguasil, an Officer of Justice.

Ameer-ul-Moomenein is the Spanish Miramamolin, and the Miramolin of

Romance ; besides several more which it is needless to detail.
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angel of "Winter (Furhung-i-Jehangeeree), but the present

month of Murdad is July.

"With respect to the period during which the harvests last,

authorities are by no means agreed ; some, like the Denan

Pusund, give eight months to the Khureef, and four to the

Rubbee
; others, like the Zbbbdut-bbl-Quwaneen, and 7?aj

7?oop,t give six months to each harvest. It is not easy to de-

fine the exact period of each, as the occupations of both harvests

are, during some months, carried on simultaneously. Thus

the sowing of the Rubbee and cutting of the Khureef, and very

frequently the ploughings for both harvests, are carried on at

the same time, and it becomes difficult to say to which harvest

most labour is devoted.

There is an attempt made to explain the cause of this differ-

ence of opinion respecting the duration of the two harvests in

the second Book of an anonymous Dustbbr-dol-Umul. The

author says,
" some writers assign different periods to the Rub-

bee and Khureef. In the Soobah of Bengal the Khureef has

nine months and the Rubbee three. In Orissa the Kkureef has

f His account of the Indian year is worth quoting.
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ten months, and the Rubbee two ;" so that, if this be the real

cause, we must always regard the country of the writer, when

we consider his account of the periods of Rubbee and Khureef.

FYSULA, &1*3# i^n faisala

Adjustment, decision, decree, settlement. It is an Arabic

word, derived from the Fusl mentioned above, which signifies

cutting, separating, disjoining ;
and hence applied to a season.

Hence also Fysul is a judge, because he discriminates between

right and wrong, and the decision given by him is a Fysula.

Ibn-i-Arab Shah calls the day of judgment J-aJ\j> The word

Mbbfussul, so familiar to our ears, is similarly derived, signi-

fying districts, or territory separated from the seat of Govern-

ment.
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G

GACHHEE, ^^ *^ gachhi

A pad put over the back of a beast of burden
;
called also

Guddee, Gut,hee, Buk,hra, Pulan, Lewa, Pudad, Chhaee, and

by several other names, which are merely local, and even then

not applicable to every beast. .For instance, where the pad
of the Ass is Lema, that of the Bullock is Chhaee-Buk

}
hra ;

and so on.

GAD, Otf 113; gad

The sediment of dirty water.

GADUR, ;Olf ^n^ gadar

Gadur, or, more correctly, Guddur and Gudra, signifies half-

ripe fruit or corn. See BHUDAHFR.

GADUR, jOif ^T^ gadar

Sheep. See GTJDUBEA.

GAEEN, ^.lf
1T gain

The name of a small clan of Kajpoots in Kopa Cheet, Zillah

Ghazeepore, and in Benares.

GAGRA, JyV 1FRI gagra

See BHFNOEE.

A A A 2
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GAHNA, Ulf Jir^n gahna

To tread out corn. See DAEN.

GAHUN, ^lf *n^( gahan

A harrow with teeth for eradicating grass from ploughed
land. The Myra, which it resembles in form, has no teeth.

The implement is little known to the East of Furruckabad.

GAJA, t^tf ^m^T gaja

The first rice-sowing in the Districts at the foot of the Hills.

The sowing is in Bysak,h, the cutting in JBhadon. The word

is perhaps derived from Gujana, to ferment, to rot, which aptly

expresses the condition of this early crop. The second sowing
is called Bhijoa, it occurs in Jet,h, the cutting takes place iu

Kobar. The third is called Russouta, or Rbbtea, seasonable,

because it takes place in the most natural root, (vulg. for ritt

season). The sowing is in Asarh or Sawun, and the harvest

in Katik or Ug }
hun.

GAJUR, ytf JTT^ gajar

A Carrot.

GAL, Jlf 3im gal

A sort of Tobacco. See TUMBAKOO.

GALA, &tf II^IT gala

A pod of Cotton, or more usually, a ball of carded Cottoi,

which is known also by the name of Godha,

GAM, ftf
ITT gam

A village ;
more usually, Ganrv.
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GANDA, JjJtf* TO^T ganda

Sugar-cane. See AOOUND, EEK,H, and GUNNA.

GANDUL, J&& ^^ gandal

GANDUR, )&& ^l gandar

(Andrcpogon Muricatum) Thatching grass. Gxndul grows

in land subject to inundation ;
and its root yields the Khuskhus

for Tattees. The produce of this grass has of late years much

diminished, owing to the great extension of cultivation in those

parts where it used formerly to grow spontaneously. Gandul

is the common name of the grass, but it is known by the name

of Panhee in Dchli.

GANJA, te^l ^ITSTT ganja

Ganja, or Ganjha, is a plant from which an intoxicating

drug of the same name is procured, which is used as a liquor

in the Upper Provinces, and smoked like Tobacco in Bengal.

That which is procured from Baloogurrah in Bengal is of high

repute. It is divided into Chupta and Gole, of which the first

is chiefly in demand in Hindoostan.

Ganja is largely cultivated in the Hills of Sirmoor and Gurh-

rval, and the plant grows wild under the Hills from Seharun-

poor to Tirhoot, and on the banks of the Ganges ; but it ap-

pears to be not the same as the smoking Ganja of Bengal, as

it is declared to have none of the gum-resin qualities peculiar

to the latter. O'Shaughnessy describes Ganja to be the dried

hemp plant which has flowered, and from which the resin has

not been removed. This resin in certain seasons exudes, and

concretes on the leaves, stems, and flowers, and is called Churus.

Buchanan, in his Statistical account of Dinajepoor, says that

the hemp when young is called Ganja ; and Slddhi when the

flowers have full expanded. Authorities, however, seem little

agreed respecting the exact difference between Ganja, Siddhi

and Bhung ; nor are they more agreed respecting the difference
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between the Ganja of the Upper and Lower Provinces, and

tbe identity of the Cannabis Sativa and Indica.

It was only this year that some Ganja, procured at Seharun-

poor was sent for examination to the Superintendent at Raj-

shahee, who thus comments upon it.

" The specimens sent bear more the character of the Hemp
plant grown for Sunni, than of the true Ganja plant. The
" Cannabis Indica," or Ganja plant, is dioecious, annual, about

six or seven feet high ;
the stem is erect, six or eight inches in

circumference, and branched
;
leaves alternate or opposite, on

long weak petioles, digitate, scabrous, with linear, lanceolate,

sharply serrated leaflets, tapering into a long smooth entire

point. Males lax and drooping ;
branches leafless at base.

Females erect, simple, and leafy at the base. Small juttees, the

size of a walnut
,
form on the branches, of an absorbing nature,

containing resinous narcotic juice, which is the part of the

plant used. Each plant will yield from 20 to 26 branches,

weighing, when dry, from 2 to 2-- seers."

" The Natives prepare the drug in a very rude manner, the

branches are cut oif when the resinous juttees are ripe, and

left to dry for a few days ; they are then spread on mats, and

the juttees are compressed with the toes. By this means a

great portion of the narcotic resin is lost on the mats, and by
adhesion to the toes. The sticks being retained is also very

objectionable when the drug has to be sent to a great distance
;

for out of 1000 maunds prepared in the, customary way, not

more than 30 maunds of the drug can be obtained, the remain-

der being useless sticks."

It is evident, therefore, that in his opinion the Ganja of

Bengal is of superior quality to that of the Upper Provinces,

from which intoxicating Bluing only can be extracted, and that

the Cannabis Sativa is not the same as the Cannabis Indica ;

yet Roxburgh, "Willdenow, O'Shaughnessy, and several other

authorities declare that Ganja is the Cannabis Sativa
;
and the

former, on comparing plants raised from Europe hempseed with

the Ganja plant, could not discover the slightest difference

between them. As '.Research: Vol. XL p. 161. See BIITJKG

and CHTJBUS.
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GANJUR, ys'tf liaR; ganjar

A kind of grass. It id known also by the name Gunjeroa,

and is considered very difficult to eradicate when it has onco

taken root.

GANKUR, j&
T

gankar

An inferior kind of bread made of Arhur and other hard

grains. It is also, more generally, applied to any bread not

baked on an iron plate, (the primitive
"
gribble" of Ireland)

made, in short, in a hurry, and covered with embers till it is

considered baked enough to eat. It is also known by the

name of Gakur, Girdee, Ungakur, Bhowra and Batee,. See

BHUTOOLA.

GANTEH, &utf ifer gantah

GANT,H, &&tf ife ganth

Gant,h is literally a knot, and is applied by Agriculturists to

the refuse of straw, consisting of the knotted parts of the stalk

and ear-ends ;
which are known to English Farmers under the

name of " colder." This is formed into a heap, and put aside

on the threshing ground. As an illustration of the difference

which prevails in the Agricultural terms of different parts of

these Provinces, it may be interesting to give the names of the

various heaps which are at different times raised on the thresh-

ing ground, during the process of winnowing the corn. The

names which arc given as synonymous with Gant,h, do not all

represent the same thing. The words beginning with S. signi-

fy generally* the
" colder" after it has been re-winnowed

; and

some of the other names are applied only to Khurreef, or only

to Rubbce produce, specially ;
the same word being rarely used

for both. {See
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GAOCHURAEE, fr 'iiq^l gaocharai

Grazing ;
a grazing tax ;

from Goo, a cow, and Churana, to

graze. It is known also as Kahchuraee ; from Kah, grass.

GAOLEE, Jjf ITt gaoli
**

A Cowherd.

GAONBUT, eL^l? ^T^T^ gaonbat

A divison of a TalooTca into separate villages, or of the se-

veral Dakhilee Mouzas of an Uslee village : from Ganw, a vil-

lage, and Buhia, to be divided. See GATABUNDEE.

GAON KHURCHA,^^ lfa*sT^T gaon kharcha

Expences incurred in the municipal administration of a vil-

lage ;
from Gaon, or Ganw, a village, and Khuruch, expendi-

ture. This item is called also Mulba in the Western part of

these Provinces. The literal meaning of that term is refuse,

sediment, dirt
;
and is applied, like GHOOBBTJBAB, q. v. in the

sense of Gaon-Khurcha, on account of the many small items

thrown into it, which could not be included under any other

more specific head.

The origin of the word is the Sanscrit mul Tf^f a term which

we have preserved without alteration in old English. Gower,

in the 5th Book of the " Confessio Amanfcis," says,

That other coffre of strawe and mull

With stones raened be filde also:

Thus be they full bothe two.

The word is still used in Yorkshire, as well as mullucTc, to

signify the refuse of turf, or peat rubbish. We have probably

the same root in the German mel, mill, and mulm, dust
;
Dutch

mul ; Danish muld ; Anglo-Saxon molde ; and hence again our

English mould, which is by Minshew, Tooke, Johnson, and

Eichardson derived, on the contrary, from the past participle

of the French mouiUer, to moisten, to wet.

B B B
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GAONTEE, <s^ i gaonti

Of, or belonging to, a village ; especially applied as Gaon-

IcJiuroha to the several expences of municipal administration,

such as wages of Accountants., Craftsmen, and Police.

Saugor.

GARA, ;l
1JSI gara

A tribe of industrious Cultivators in Seharunpoor. We find

them, chiefly in Roorlcee, Hampoor, Sboltanpoor, and Mulhypoor.

They are Mussulmans, and are frequently considered to be,

like the Jhojhas, converted slaves. They themselves assert

that they were formerly Sombuns Rajpoots, that they came from

Nugra Bumbera (to the West of Dekli), and that Akber located

them in desert tracts, which have now been cleared by their in-

dustry. There seems reason to believe that they are the pro-

geny of Rajpoot clans, because amongst themselves they have

the sub-divisions of Birgoojur, Chouhan, fyc. but there are also.

perhaps amongst them descendants of several inferior castes.

All these, on being converted to Mahometanism, were called

(perhaps contemptuously) by their neighbours, Garas, from

the new practice they had adopted of burying, (Garno), instead

of burning, their dead. They now apply the term to them-

selves, but endeavour to disguise its origin by pretending to

high birth. The Garas generally intermarry in their own clan,

but there is a set of villages in Seharunpoor, called Syud Gara,

from the fact of the daughters of Garas marrying into

families.

GAREE,

Garee, or Gadee, is a carriage, and the man who drives it is

called a Gareewan, given in the Printed Glossary as Gadeervan.

The following are the names of the different parts of the North-

Western Garee. Hursa is the long wood extending on either

side, from the front to the back
;
the transverse pieces are

called Puttee ; those extending beyond the wheels are called
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Tukanee. Bank, or Pynjunee, is the wood that joins the two

Tukanecs ; and Chukol, the pin by which the wheel is attached

to the Sank ; Soojuh t the pins which attach the Bank to the

Tukances ; Bankura and Guz, two pieces of wood in the front

of the Garee, where it narrows to a point ; Phunnah, and Oon-

tura are parts that project beyond the yoke ; KJiurrbba, the

upright posts that support the covering or awning ; Dundelee,

something like a drag ; Nuh, the nave
; Poott,hee the quadrant

of a wheel.

It may be presumed that we have this word Garte in our

Car, Cart ; German Karre; Swedish Karra ; Anglo-Saxon Greet ;

Latin Carruca, Currus, $c. ; Italian Carozza and Caroccia, and

Caricare, to load whence Caricature, overloading, exaggerat-

ing ; Spanish Caroca and Carraca ; Dutch Karosse ; Erench

Carosse, and Char*

Vans Kennedy (" Ees : into the Origin and Affinity of Lan-

guages,
"

p. 288) has remarked the resemblance between the

Latin Rheda and Indian Rutth, a four-wheeled carriage : but

the Garee is more general in the Indo-European languages, and

has lost less of its original form. It is strange that the Eomana
derived not only the construction of the Rheda from the Gauls,

(Quintilian, Lib. I. 5), but also that of the Carrum (Ccesar,

Bell: Gall: I. G, 26), which in later times was called by the

name of Angaria.-\

GAREH, X^f 1T^ garah

Low lands on which water does not lie long Upper Doab.

It is perhaps a corruption of aurha, deep.

* Home Tooke says that cor, cart, chariot, fyc., are the same participle of
the Saxon cyran, to turn about

; and that Vossius mistakingly supposes them
to be derived from currus. Vol. II. p. 109.

f Some curious speculations might he indulged in respecting the origin
of this word, which certainly is not derived, as some say, from Angor. In
Latin, besides the meaning given in the Text, it signifies any forced labour,
and the Greek Angareia, which is confessedly derived from the Persian,
signifies also the forcing of teams and carts for the public service. The old

English Law Term Angaria French Angaire also means personal service
which tenants were obliged to pay their lords. See Spelman, voce:

Angaria and Perangaria.

B B B 2
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GATA, >tf TOn gata

The yoking of bullocks together for the purpose of treading
out grain. Dehli.

Gata is also applied in Dehli to a Brahmin, or Bunya, that

forms an illicit connexion with a woman.

Gata is also used, generally, in the N". "W. Provinces ta

signify a plot ;
a piece of land j

a division of a village ;
a field.

GATABUNDEE, ^uxo>l *nzT^t gatabandi
#

The division of a village by Gatas, corresponding with

KJietbut. The opposite of Gatabundee is Puhabundee.

Gatabundee is a peculiar kind of tenure under which the

fields of individual proprietors are not found in juxta-position,

but scattered through many villages. Thus the boundaries of

one village are frequently found to contain lands belonging to-

other villages, while some of its own fields will be included in

the boundaries of another village, and that perhaps not conti-

guous. The tenure assumes various forms of complexity, being
sometimes exceedingly intricate. It is found to prevail exten-

sively in the Central and Lower Doab, Bareilly, and Benares.

The mode of recording it is detailed in Paragraphs 225 to 237

of the Board's Settlement Circular,

We owe the discovery of this kind of complex tenure to late

years, when a more perfect system of Registration was establish-

ed at the Settlements made under Eeg. IX. of 1833
;
but it ia

by no means such a rarity as it was considered when first

brought to notice. Besides prevailing over various parts of

India, the inspection of a County map will shew that thia

species of intermingled occupancy is no rarity in England, and

we know that it was very common in "Roman Colonies.

"
Praeterea et in multis regionibus comperimus quosdam pos-

sessores non continuas habere terras, sed particulas quasdam
in diversis locis, intervenientibus complurimum possessoribus,

propter quod etiam complures yicinales vise sint, ut unusquis-

que possit ad particulas suas jure pervenire."

Siculus Flaeeus, p. 14,
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A better definition of a Gatabundee, or Khetbut, tenure can-

not be given.

GATEWAR, )'j^* ^ gatewar

Is also synonymous with Khetbut. See GATABUNDEE.

GEHLOTE, ^^> l^TcT gahlot

A tribe of Rajpoots from which have branched the two illus-

trious stems of the Seesodya and Aharya. They are spread

over different parts of these Provinces, but though they some-

times style themselves Seesodya, they are rarely known by any

other name than that of Gehlote. We find them as proprietors

in Bhoelee, a Pergunah of Mirzapoor ; in Khanpoor of Ghazee-

poor ; in Nizamabad of Azimgurh ; Bilhour, Bit,hoor, and

Rusoolabad of Cannpoor ; in Sadabad, Suhpoo, and Juleysur of

Muttra ; in T,huttea Tlrboa of Furruckabad ; in Ranea of the

Bhuttee Territory ;
in Hatjirus of Aligurh ; and in great num-

bers in the N". "W. parts of Bbblundshuhur. "We find them also

as Cultivators in K,hotar of Khahjehanpoor. Those oiBbblund-

shuhur say they emigrated to Dehra and Dholana, near Dasna,

under Eaja K,homan, after the capture of Chittore by Akber ;

but it was evidently prior to that period, as they are recorded

as Zumeendars of Dasna in the Ayeen-i-AJcberee. The more

probable period is, after the capture of Chittore by Ala-ood-Deen

Khiljee. Others say that one of their ancestors, Govind Rao,

married Rae Pitjwura's (Pirtjiee Raj's) sister, and obtained

these villages as a marriage gift. What gives an air of proba-

bility to this story is that Govind Rao is mentioned by Chand

Bardai as one of Rae Pit
y
houra's auxiliaries. Their neighbours,

who for some unexplained reason are fond of imputing cowar-

dice to them, say their name of Gehlote is derived from Gehla,

a slave girl ;
but the real origin is the following, which is

universally believed in Mcrvar. "When the ancestors of the

Rana of Mervar were expelled from Guzerat, one of the Queens,

by name Pooshpavuti, found refuge among the Brahmins of the

Mallia Mountains. She was shortly afterwards delivered of a

son, whom she called from the cave (Goha), in which he was
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born, by the name of Gehlote, and from him are descended the

present IRanas of Oodypoor. Their claim to be descended from

Noshirwan and a Grecian Princess, which has frequently been

discussed, invests this clan with a peculiar interest.

GEHOON, i)^ ^1 gehun

"Wheat. There are several names of wheats in different parts

of the country, but they all, according to native opinion, resolve

themselves into the two families of red and white
;
the former

is known by the names of Lai, Lulev, Kutjiea, Bunqsia, Sumu-

rea, Ruttea, Julalea, Pisea, Sfc. ;
the latter by the names of

Oojur, Sitbba, Dhoula, Pele, Daood Khanee, fyc., fyc., fyc. The

beardless wheat (Moonrea, from Moonrna to shave,) is also

both red and white, and in seed, flavour, and price, does not

differ from the bearded kind. In opposition to Moonrea, Tikoo-

raree, or Toondea, is used to represent the bearded kind. The

beardless wheat appears to be much more common in the East-

ern than the Western part of these Provinces.

The following Table shews the number of acres under wheat

cultivation in the North "Western Provinces, during the year

of Survey:
ACRES.

Dehli Division, ........................ 225,084

Ptohilcund Division, .................. 883,009

Meerut Division, ..................... 890,309

Agra Division, ........................ 472,364

Allahabad Division, .................. 423,901

Benares Division, ..................... 535,642

Saugor Division, ..................... 953,687

Total Acres, 4,383,996

GENTOO, y^> g gentu

An Indian, a Hindoo. The Printed Glossary says that at

Madras the term appears to be used to designate the language

and people of Telingana.

This word is a corruption of the Portuguese
" Gentio" a

Gentile." Dr. Fryer (Travels, 1672 to 1681) says
" the
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Gentues, the Portugal idiom for Gentiles, are the aborigines."

He appears to be the first English writer by whom the term is

used, but before his time Pietro della Valle speaks of the Hin-

doos as Gentili, following the example of the Portuguese ; yet

notwithstanding these unquestionable authorities, Halhed(Gen-
too Code, xxi. xxii.) supposes that the Portuguese borrowed the

term Gentoo from the Sanscrit word, Junt, a sentient being.

See Ency. Mttrop. voc. GENTOO.

G,HANA, ^ sfHT g'hana

G,HANEE, ^lg? ^Pft g'hani

A Sugar-cane press.

G,HAR, ^ ^ g'har

Clay soil in low situations, where rain-water lies for a time.

Land worn away by running water is said g,har hojana.

A sub-division of Muttyar. Also, a long strip of land* in

Etarva, lying for the most part between the Jumna and the high

road to Agra. In Secundra of Cannpoor it is called KJiar.

All these words are probably mere corruptions of Guhra,

deep, or of Gurha, a cavity ; the former is spelt with a Persian,

and the latter with a Hindee B., and GJiar itself is also spelt

indifferently with either letter. The word bears a close re-

semblance to, though not perhaps cognate with, the Arabic Ghar

On the opposite side of the river there are other strips of land called

G,har, as Cuhhwaha-e,har, Touhur-gthar, and one in Seharunpoor.

(See GOOJUR): but whether it is applied to the oblong shape of the land,
or to the worn surface of the soil in the neighbourhood of rivers, on the

banks of which those G,har$ occur, it is not easy to say. If the former
be the case, it may not be uninteresting to observe that, in English, Gore is

used in the sams sense, and though now applied chiefly to cloth, it original-

ly meant a long strip of land. (See Kennett's " Parochial Antiquites
"

P. 393). Thus we have the Gore hundred of Middlesex, Kensington Gore,
&c. Sic. In a curious Charter preserved among the Cottonian Manuscripts
in the British Museum, the word assumes the form of Gara :

" Notum sit

nos dedisse in Elimosyna quandam terram ad sartandum in tenetura manerii
nostri quod dicitur Cnightebriga, in loco qui Gara appellatur." Tyrwhitt,
in his notes to Chaucer, states his inability to explain the word gore, and
no Etymologist has given any reasonable account of its origin.

In Anglo-Saxon Gara is an angular point cf land, a promontory.
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te a cavity, a hollow
;
which, is so familiar to us in Trafalgar

(Turufu-l-gliar) ,
the promontory of the cave.

G,HAREE ,)
^ g'hari

Cattle sheds. Eastern Oudli.

A valley, or ravine. See GT,HAR RoJiilcund.

G,HATANEE, ^^ WFT? ghatani

The name of a toll levied on crossing Rivers or Hill-passes

from G,hat, a pass or ford; which some Etymologists have

very wrongly conjectured to be the origin of our word Gate.

GHAZEE MEEAN,
( *^t:

f0 )^ ^nssUlT ghazi miyan

This Saint is in high repute with the agricultural and lower

classes of these Provinces, except in DehH, and is included

among the PANCHPEEREE, (q. v. See also HUT,KEELE.) Not-

withstanding he did his best to exterminate the Kafirs, he is as

much worshipped by the Hindoos as the Moosulmans. An
annual fair* takes place in his honor in the month of Jet,h.

On these occasions, a long pole is
^paraded about, crowned at

the top with bushy hair, which is said to represent the head of

the Martyr, which kept rolling on long after it was separated

from the trunk. The fair takes place at most large towns, but

the greatest concourse of Pilgrims is at Bahraich, where he

lies buried. This fair is commonly styled the "
Nuptials of

Ghazee Meean" because it is said he had on his bridal clothes,

and was about to be married, when he was martyred. The

Mirat-i-Musaoodee, however, says only that he had a dream

the night before his death, in which his mother came and placed

a bridal chaplet on his brow, as being indicative of the Crown

of Martyrdom with which he was to be honored on the following

day. It is said in the Aralsh-i-Muhfil that an oilman of Jtu-

Secunder Lodi endeavored to suppress this fair, as partaking too much
of pagan idolatry, but without success.
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dowlee first established the custom, by carrying a bed and

other nuptial paraphernalia every year to Bahraich, being per-

suaded that the Saint annually renews the ceremony. He is,

partly on this account, called Gajna Doolha, and Salar Chhmula.

M. Garcin de Tassy, in his Mcmoire of the Moosulman religion

in India, page 81, states that Mr. H. H. "Wilson entertains

doubts about the representation of the marriage, and conceives

that Shadee,
"
Marriage", has been written by mistake for

Shahadut, "Martyrdom": but there is no occasion to dispute

the correctness of the word, or the fact of the ceremony.

"Who this Ghazee Meean was is a question on which even

Moosulman authorities are not agreed. In the Qanoon-i-Islam,

he is said to be the same as Rujub Salar. In the Ukhbar-ul-

Ukhyar, he is said to be the same as Peer Buhleem. Some say,

he was a Syud, others a Put,han. Ferishta and the author

of the Soobah-i-Sadiq say he was a descendant of Muhmood of

Ghuzni, and was killed at Bahraich in A. D. J162. Abool

Fazl says he was a relation of that King. The most detailed,

and apparently the most authentic, account of him is given in

the Miratu-l-Asrar and the Mirat-i-Musaoodee.* In them

he is stated to have been the son of Meer Sahoo, who married

Sutur-i-Mbbulla, the sister of Muhmood of Ghuzni. He was

born at Ajmere in the year 405 Hijree, and by his feats of

arms in Gu.zerat and advice at Somnat,h, obtained so much

notice from Muhmood as even to have excited the envy of the

Emperor's favorite slave Ayaz.-\ These histories then enter

into an account of his proceedings at Ghuzni, Cashmere, Multan,

Dehli, Meerut and Canouj, the Raja of which place, Jyepal, is

said to have been restored through the Saint's intercession with

the angry Emperor. His subsequent conquests, and those of his

* These works were written in Jehangeer's time, by Abdool Ruhman,
who states that his details are founded on the account given by Mbblla
Moohummud of Ghuzni, a companion of our Saint and his father. As this

work is said to give a full account of the Emperor Muhmood, it would be
worth examination.

j-
This person frequently figures among the Anecdotes of the East, and

there are some which tell greatly in favor of his humble deportment in the
midst of prosperity. He is the subject of a famous Musnuvee by Julalee.

See Stewart's "
Catalogue of Tippoo Sultan's Library," P. 57.

C C C
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followers, on the other side of the Granges and Grogra, are then

given ;
and if they could be thoroughly relied on, would be of

much interest. It is tijen related how the news ofthe death of

Sultan Muhmood inspired the Indian Princes with the hope
of retrieving their independence, and how an army of infidels

assembled at Bahraich, under Raja Shahur Deo, for the pur-

pose of exterminating the faithful, and how, after three severe

contests, he gloriously fell a Martyr on the field of battle in the

year 424 Hijree, at the early age of nineteen.

.
\^*- j

o***.3
j
&

The cause of his being frequently called, both in Khorasan

and India, Rujub Salar, is that there is a tomb of that person-

age also at Bahraich, and the name of Salar, which is common
to both, has created confusion in the minds of those who have

not sufficiently examined the question.

Who this Rujub Salar was, is also a doubtful point, but it is

certain he. has no claims to saintship, like our Salar Musaood,

or Ghazee Meean. Abool Fuzl in his account of the Soobah of

Oude says he was the father of the illustrious Feroze Shah;

and we learn from Shums-i-Siraji that Rujub Salar was the

name of Feroze Shah's father : but from his account it does not

appear that he died in the neighbourhood of, or was buried at,

Bahraich. Now, the Mirat-i-Musaoodee expressly says that

Rujub Salar was one of the followers of Ghazee Meean, that he

was induced to seek his fortunes in India because some rent-free

land of his was unjustly resumed, that he was made the Cotwal

of Ghazee Meean's Camp, and that he was buried at Bahraich.

This latter, therefore, would appear to be the Rujub Salar, who

is frequently taken for Ghazee Meean.

GjHEGURA, ))%'!&? ^*IT1 g,hegara

G,hegura, or G,heg,hura, is the unripe pod of Gram. Also,

the unripe bole of Cotton, which is known also by the names

of Goolur, G,hentee, and Bhitna. When it bursts, it assumes

a nother name. See T,HONT,HEE.
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When tliis change begins to occur in a Cotton field, some kind

of superstitious ceremony is observed in most parts of the

country, which is generally known by the name of Phoorukna.

To the Eastward of the Jumna it is most usual to select the

largest plant in the field, and having sprinkled it with butter-

milk and rice water, it is bound all over with pieces of cotton,

taken from the other plants of the field. This selected plant is

called Sirdar, or Bhoguldaee, i. e. Mother-Cotton, from bhogla,

a name sometimes given to a large Cotton-pod, and daee (for

daiya) a mother
;

and after salutations are made to it, prayers

are offered that the other plants may resemble it in the richness

of their produce, To the West of the Jumna there is rarely a

Bhoguldaee, but when the pods begin to burst, women go
round the field, and, as a kind of lustration, throw Salt into it,

with similar supplications that the produce may be abundant.

Dii patrii, purgamus agros, purgamus agrestes :

Vos mala de nostris pellite limitibus :

Neu seges eludat messem fallacibus herbis.

Tibullus; Lib: II. El : I.

The practice appears to be observed with a similar object,

and in a somewhat similar fashion to the Ambarvalia of the

Romans, and the Field-Litanies of our Rogation, or Gang,

Days.
" For this cause be certaine Grospels red in the wyde felde

amonges the corne and grasse, that by the vertue and opera-

tion of God's word, the power of the wicked spirites, which

keepe in the air and infecte the same, (whence come pestilences

and the other kyndes of diseases and syknesses), may be layde

downe, and the aier made pure and cleane, to th'intent the

corne may remaine unharmed, and not infected of the sayd

hurteful spirites, but serve us for our use and bodely suste-

nance."

" The Episteles and Gospelles" E. BANKES.

G,HELOUNEE, ^fa$? ^Rt g,helaunf

G,helotmee, which is more generally known by the name

of Rook uS;;,
is much the same in kind, as Dustooree is in

c c c 2
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money something taken by the purchaser in addition to the

nominal selling price. A familiar illustration is given of this in

the article HUKBONG KA RAJ. Another instance of G,helounee

is found in the common practice of adding so many Punjas or

fives, to the hundred, without which it is not considered a com-

plete hundred. Thus 110 bamboos, 120 mangoes, 130 melons,

115 carrots, and so on, will only be considered in the light of

perfect hundreds of each respectively, according to the practice

prevailing in the several bazars.

The custom of GJielounee reminds us of the old English

Saw,

Five score of men, money, and pins,

Six score of all other things :

which shews the adherence of our ancestors to the old system
of numeration by the larger ten, which contained twelve units,

and of which duodenary scale we still retain the use in our
"
gross," and "

dozen," as well as in our primary divisions of

money and measures.

G,HENTEE, ^AAXg qzt g'henti

The unripe pod of gram, arhur, and other pulses. See

DHOONDEE, (correctly DHENDEE), GT,HEGUEA, andT,noNT,HEE.

G,HONG,HEE, y g'hong'hi

or gjiogjiee signifies the tying the end of a

blanket in a knot, and so placing it on the head as a protection

against rain. It also signifies the enveloping oneself entirely

in a sheet or blanket, so that when one sits down, no part of

the body, except perhaps the head, is discernible. It is also

applied as CHOT, y. v. The application of these words varies

in different Provinces. See K,HOOBHOO.

The name of a herb which grows during the rains on high

ground.
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GHOOLAM, ^ 3*IW ghulam

A youth, a page, a slave*. It may perhaps provoke a smile

to assert that in this word we have the origin of our English

gallant, gallantry, gala, &c. but there is little doubt thafc it

is entitled to this distinction. Ghbblam is derived from the

Arabic J libidinosus, and hence it signifies a comely youth,

one chosen as an attendant, or page, for his personal endow-

ments. The Spaniards borrowed the word direct from the

Arabs, and called an elegant and handsome young man Galana,

from which are derived yalante, galanteur, galanteria, &c. all

subsequently adopted into other European languages, through

the influence of the amatory poetry of the Troubadours. So

that here we have, in opposite quarters of the globe, the same

word taken in very different acceptations, but which evidently

were originally the same, though the slave and the gallant

have now little in common. The attempt to derive these words

from the Gauls, as Scaliger, Vossius, and Skinner do, is ob-

viously wrong ;
but other Etymologists have equally failed in

this word, and Gibbon (Ch : LTII. Note 52) quoting Eeiske,

is worse than any of them. He derives Gala from Calout

(Khillut), a robe of honour.

GHOOMAO, *$ 5*^ ghumao
A term applied to as much land as can be ploughed by one

* Those who love

To chace

A parting syllable through time and space,
Start it at home, and hunt it in the dark

Through Gaul and Greece and into Noah's ark,

will be amused to reflect on the contrary fate which has attended this very
word. From Slava,

"
glory" is derived the name of the illustrious Slavonian

race, who, after being reduced to servitude by the Germans, became a

byeword among the nations, and live to this day in our Vocabu-

lary as Bondsmen ; while their neighbours the Bulgarians, denote, with a

slight corruption, a still more opprobious class. Again, another word, with

the original meaning of Slave, has met with as extraordinary a revolution.

The Arabic uluj means subduing. Hence Ulaj, and Uljut, slaves,

barbarians, proselytes ;
which in latter times came to be applied to all those

who held communion with Christians. This was corrupted into the Spanish
Elche, and in Eastern conntries is familiar to us under the aspect of Elchee
" an Ambassador at a foreign Court."
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pair of bullocks in a day Dehli. The word is derived from

G,hoomna U*^ to turn round. Jurvara also is used in nearly

the same sense in Dehli. See JTJWABA and SAISTJHLO.

G,HOON, 5^T g'hun

A weevil destructive to wood and grain ;
hence Ghoona,

weevil-eaten. The term appears generic as well as specific, for

it is applied to the Bhabhee Dhola
t Papa, Pat,ha, KJiupra,

Keeree, Pitaree, Sobrsuree, and various other insects destructive

to stored grain. Indeed, Ghonn is in many places not known as

a grain-weevil, but that it is nevertheless properly so applied,

the common proverb teaches us,

STO
*i|

fqg TOT

G,hbbn ke sat,h gehoon pis gya.

"The weevil has been ground with the wheat ;" applied to any
indiscriminate calamity which involves equally both high and

low.

GHOONDEE, ^ 3^ g,hundf.

The name of a herb which grows in rice-fields after the crop

is cut. Camels are very partial to this herb
;
and it is used as

a specific in various diseases by the country quacks.

G,HOONGCHEE, .5* g'hungchl
*

A small red and black seed
; (Abrus precatorius) . It is

known also by the names of Ruttee, Chhontilee, Chirmit,hee, and

Sbbrkha
;
and as it is the primary unit of Indian weights, it is

important to establish its exact value. From a series of experi-

ments detailed in the 13th Number of the Meerut Magazine, it

appears that the average weight of 267 seeds amounted to

1-93487 grains. Prinsep, in his " Useful Tables," gives the

weight of the Masha (8 Ruttees) at 15 1 grains, which divided by

8, affords T9375 for the weight of the Ruttee. As these results

were obtained independently, we shall be quite safe if we assume

the G,hbbnchee, or Rutiee, as equivalent to 1'933 grains.
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G,HOONGEE,

(See GINDUB.)

GHOONT, ^J rf g'hiint

Eent-free lands assigned as endowments ofreligious establish-

ments. Gurhtval and Kumaon. See GTHOONT,H.

GHOOR,

The name given to the soil of the sandy ridge to the East of

Mbbzuffurnugur.

G,HOORUT, v^s? ^ g'hurat

Cattle Pens. Eastern Oudh.

G,HOORBURAR, )ty.))& ^W* g'hurbarar

Dues levied on every sharer and under-tenant in proportion to

the whole expences incurred during the year. Bundlecund.

The word is derived from Ghoora, a dunghill, or sweepings ;

as all kinds of miscellaneous items are included. See GAON-

KHUBCHA.

G,Ho6sRAND, jJfy^^f 5^fe g'husrand

A kind of creeping grass with a yellow flower. It bears a

bitter fruit resembling fheKukoree. It is used as a condiment

for horses, but it is considered poisonous to men.

G..HORA, b T^ g'hora

G,hora, or Bhutg,hora subsequently known as Ahmedabad

G,hora, is the name of an old and extinct Sircar, which, accord-

ing to the Register in the **

Ayeen-i-Akberee," contained 39

Mehals, and yielded a Revenue amounting to 72,62,780 Dams.

But it is evident that the Sircar was almost entirely unknown,

for the names of the Mehals are not given, nor is there any
record of measurement ; nevertheless, we may fairly presume
that Tirohan, Cheeboomorv, Dursenda, and Bara, and the

greater part of the Rewah Territory were included in G,hora.

It might have been supposed that the Pergunahs below the
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G,hats bordering on the Jumna would have had separate names

and areas in the Imperial Records, but it appears from an

examination of an ancient grant conferring rent-free lands on

the Cazee of Dursenda, that the Pergunah of that name is

distinctly said to be included in Ahmedabad G,hora. Bara

also we know from the authentic records of our own history

was under the Rervah .Raja till the time of Asuf-obd-Dowla.

and the present Zumeendar of the Pergunah is a Bugjiel,

connected with the Rewah family. GJiora, moreover, still

exists under the name of G,hora Khas on the borders of

Tirohan, and Cheeboomow. The Patent above alluded to was

issued by Alumgeer in A. H. 1095. From about this period to

the decline of the monarchy, GJiora was better known, and

even Singroivlee is said to have been added to it. An Am'd

also was established at Tirohan, who used to reside in the

Fort built by Busunt Raee, but the whole Sircar was subject to

constant annexations, and separations, according to the exten-

sion or diminution of Mahomedan influence in these wild parts.

If any thing were wanting to show how little this part of the

country between the Hills and the Jumna had been subdued

by the Mahometans up to the time of A/cber, we might satisfy

ourselves by finding the Afghan Emperors attacking Kuntit,

which is said to be "a dependency of Punna." Here also, as

in the case of Banda, -(See p. 329) we have another mistake

respecting names, which we can only correct by referring to

other histories of the same period. Briggs, in his translation of

Ferishta, speaks of "Bulbhuddur Ray, Raja of Kootumba, a

place dependent on Patna," instead of "Kuntit, dependent on

Pimna," as it should be. J^ow, if Kuntit was at that time

dependent on Punna," even according to the shewing of Moosul-

man Histories, we must not be surprised if Cheeboomow,

Dursenda, &c. were also little known till the time of Alumgeer.
In a Dustoor-dol- Umul of the late Empire, Punna is entered

as containing 115 Mehals, and Ahmedabad as containing 9.

Mehals, and at this time there was a specification of Pergunahs,
which we do not find in Akber's Register.

The "Hudeekut-661-Akaleern" describes Tirohan as depen-
dent on Sircar Arail, or Turhar, (6 Mehals) ; but this was at
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a period long subsequent, when Allahabad was under the

Government of the Nuwab U'uzcer.

Under all circumstances, we may perhaps consider that the

limits which have been assigned to G,hora in the Dustoor Map
are not far wrong, but it is not easy to speak with confidence

on the subject, as this part of the country was rarely, or never,

visited by the Imperial Generals and we can only take advan-

tage of such slight and incidental allusions as can be obtained

in the absence of more satisfactory information.

GJHORCHURHA ^)^)}^ H^T g'horcharha

A sub-division of the Cbormees. The literal meaning of the

word, if rightly spelt, is a horse-man. I am not sure that there

may not be some connexion between them and the Kbbrchurra,

whom Tod puts down in Chund Barda? s list ofthe Royal Races.

G,HO3EE, ^^ ^^ g'llOSl

Herdsmen. They are said to be descended from Aheers.
V

Most of them have now been converted to Mahometanism ;

indeed, the name is generally considered, according to the

Dictionaries, to be exclusively applied to Moosulman milkmen.

The name is derived from a Sanscrit word signifying a Cattle

Pen. The Eastern G,kosees who have been converted are called

Bundee GJio.sees.

In many parts of the country, as in Dehli, GJiosees are those

who trade in milk, without any reference to their caste, or

religion.

G,HOTEE, ?$ ^^ g'hoti

Land which has been under a Eice crop. Bundlecund, Lower

Doab, and Benares. Dhunkur is used in the North West.

The word is probably derived from G,hotna ^3^ to shave.

GHULLA, Sl ^T ghalla

Grain. The word is Arabic, but in common use.

G,HUND, ^/ ^ g'hand

A sub-division of the JATS, y. i\

P D D
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G,HUNG,HUS, j**
3 g'hang'has

See JAT.

GHUNGOL, - *^31 g'hangol

The name of the water lily which produces the celebrated

Nelofur flower. It produces a greenish fruit about the size of

an orange, and the seeds of it are eaten by the poorer classes.

G,HUNA, U^ SHT g'hana

From G,huna, ^P dense, close. A sporting preserve j
the

same as RUMNA, q. v.

G,HUiiA, !}^ ^T g'hura

An earthen water pot. The name, like that of many othei*

articles of domestic use, appears to be widely extended. We
have Ef5 G,hur in the Sanscrit, *f>-

Jurra in Arabic, Kara*

mos in Greek and Latin, Giarro in Italian, Jure in French,

Jar in English. Jarro and Jarra in Spanish, and hence the

famous order of Knights de la Jarra, instituted by Don Grarcia

of Navarre, whose collar was adorned with a representation of

a Jar of lilies. Our lexicographers appear to be at a great

loss respecting the derivation ofthe word Jar. Menage says
"
Greek, hualos eitrum ; thus hyalum, gyalum, giala giarra ;"

and Richardson says "perhaps from ge-er-ed earthed"! The

Indian GJiura or Jharee, q. v. is surely more probable thau

these.

GjHURDWAREE, )])) ^C^ g'hardwari

An illegal cess from shop-keepers and house-holders
;
from

ghur a house, and drvar a door.

G^HUREE, )$? srt g'hari

An hour; or the instrument for measuring time. As a Re-

venue word, it is applied to the sub-division of a village ; thus,

Kthundeegawn in Dehli is divided into 14-1 Langrees, each

Langree containing 8 G^hnrees,
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gliarki

Overflowed, inundated; from the Arabic jf ghurk

drowning.

G,HURPHANT, ^Jty.)$? *Wifa g'harphant

An arrangement made by the manager of an Estate, or by the

shareholders themselves, for the payment of the Government

Kevenuc by each village, when more than, one is included in a

lease. Kumaon.

G,HURPUTTEE^ ,<*$)* ^^9 g'harpatti

A house tax, now abolished. Kumaon*

GjHURUR,. 3>^ ^^ g'harar

The dry Mot,h plan-t, cut and given as fodder to cattle.

Dt-hl'i It is in some parts, pronounced Kobrur.

G,HURWAR\, *$))V ^^RT g'harvvara

The local name of a sub-division of a portion of Bundlecund,

extending from about Tirohan. to the Jumna, said to have been,

bestowed rent-free, on Canoujea Brahmins by Raja Ram

JHuy,hel. It may perhaps be derived from the GTHOEA mention^.

ed above, q. v.

G,HUTTEE, ^^ *&zl g'hattt

Loss, decrease, deficiency.

G,HYE, J^g t g'hai

See CHOOLLEE.

GHYR MUZROOA, ghair mazrua

Uncultivated land
;
from the Arabic Ghyr, not, and Muzrooa^

cultivated.

GHYR MOOMKIN, o*$ 3Thair mumkin

Barren waste ; unproductive land
;
not capable of cultivation

;

from G/jyr not, ami Mbbmkin^ possibly.

D D. D 2;
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GlNDOOREE,

See JOORA.

gincluri

GINDUR, ^Jx rM33 gindar

An insect which is very destructive to growing Gram and

Arhur. Jooee, Jooryee, and Ghoongee are similarly applied,

tut chiefly in Bundlecund, Benqres, and the Lower Doab.

GINTEE, ginti

Gintee, from ginna to count, signifies number; reckoning;

the first day of the month; a muster; of which word Gilchrist

observes that "
it is much used in India for a sample, but

why I know not, except from mister, a rule." The truth is, that

Muster in its Anglo-Indian sense is derived from the Portuguese

Amostra, a sample, a word which, as well as our Muster in its

ordinary sense, is derived from the Latin Monstrare, to show.

GIRANEE,

Dearness of provision, scarcity.

GIRDAWUREE,

gran

girdawari

Patroling, inspecting, going the rounds
;
from the Persian

* Gird, circuit, circumference. See Girdawar in the Printed

Glossary.

Gird has an equal extension throughout various languages ns

the word Bbbrj of almost similar meaning: (vide p. 205); and is

applied chiefly to places surrounded with walls; in which sense

it assumes the form of an affix.* Thus, the Sanscirt Gartt 7]rf

which, though in Wilson's Dictionary it is only spoken of as the

name of a country, is, in his notes to the Mahabharata, p. 64,

Furhung-i-Jehangceree.
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shown to be a strong-hold ;
as in Tn-gartta. Thus, also, the

Slavonian grod and grade, as in Ko\o-gorod, Bel-grade ;
German

gard, as Stut-gard. From the Anglo-Saxon gyrdan we have the

English gird, girth, garter, garden, girdle, and many others. In

English also we have it in the sense of an enclosure, as Church-

gartli a Church-yard, Apple-gar/A an enclosure of Apple-trees,

H&y-garth an enclosure round a Hay-stack; in all which words

and many others the final syllable is modernized into yard;

which itself, even as a linear measure, owns a similar origin,

being derived from the girth of a man's waist.

GIRHUST, laA^J&jf ni^ girhast

A house-holder, a villager, a ryut ;
hence Girhistee husbandry.

GIRO, )*/ fttl giro

Giro, or, more correctly, girou, is a pledge, a pawn.

GIRWEE, uS^y fa^l girwi

Any thing pledged or pawned.
Girwee is also, in Persian, an insect mischievous to standing

corn. This is the same no doubt as the Gerooee of the Hindoos,

which is a disease of the Cerealia in which the plant dries up
and assumes a reddish colour. The word is derived from Geroo,

a kind of red earth or ochre, and is in common use, but Ruta is

the term used in the Doab, Benares and Rohilcund, and Rut-

rvaee, Roree
t
and Rutbba in Dehli; from rut or ruta, which

is the origin of, and bears the same meaning as, red. See

MOOKMOOEA and HULDA. For the same reason the Grod Robi-

gus, and goddess Robigo, and the Robigalia, or Rubisalia, a

festival instituted for the preservation of corn from mildew, are

derived from robeus, or rubeui, a dark ruddy colour. The

blight, called erusibee in Greek, also derives its name from a

word signifying red, and so also we have our rust from the Latin

russus, all denoting the reddish colour with which the disease

infects the plants.

It is a popular delusion entertained in some parts of the coun-

try that the neighbourhood of Ulsee, or linseed, is necessary to

generate this disease; but in most parts of the N. W. Provinces

the opinion is now repudiated. Nevertheless; as the disease first
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attacks Ulsee, and the ova float in the air, the precaution is per-,

haps wise of eradicating it, as Farmers do the Barberry-bush at

home, which in many parts is supposed to be the grand generator
of rust.

The real nature of ihe cfcsease has hitherto, as in the case of

similar diseases in Europe, eluded the search of enquirers,

whether practical or scientific ; but an interesting account of

its ravages has been given by olonel Sleeman.
" It is at first of a light, beautiful orange colour, and found

chiefly upon the Ulsee, (Linseed) which it does not seem much

to injure ;
but about the end of February the fungi ripen and*

shed their seeds rapidly ; aiad they are taken up by the wind,

and carried over the corn fields. I have sometimes seen the air-

tinted of an orange colour for many days, by the quantity of

these seeds which it has contained ;
and that without the wheat

crops suffering at all, when any but an easterly wind has

prevailed : but when the air is so charged with this farina, let

but an easterly wind blow for twenty-four hours, and all the

wheatcrops under its influence are destroyed. Nothing can save

them ! The stalks and leaves become first of an orange colour,

from the light colour of tne farina which adheres to them
;.

but this changes to deep brown. All that part of the stalk that

is exposed seems as if it had been pricked with needles, and

had exuded blood from every puncture ;
and the grain in the

ear withers in proportion to the number of fungi that intercept

and feed upon its sap ;
but the parts of the stalk that are

covered by the leaves remain entirely uninjured ;
and when the

leaves are drawn off from them, they form a beautiful contrast

to the others, which have been exposed to the depredations of

these parasitic plants."
" It is worthy of remark, that hardly anything suffered from

the attacks of these fungi, but the wheat. The Ulsee upon,

which it always first made its appearance, suffered something

certainly, but not much, though the steins and leaves were-

covered with them. The gram (cicer arietinum) suffered still

less, indeed the grain in this plant often remained uninjured,,

while the stems and leaves were covered with the fungi, in the

midst of fields of wheat that were entirely destroyed by ravages
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of the same kind. None of the other pulses were injured,

though situated in the same manner in the midst of the fields

of wheat that were destroyed. I have seen rich fields of uninter-

rupted wheat cultivation for twenty miles by ten, in the valley

of the Nurbudda, so entirely destroyed by this disease, that

the people would not go to the trouble of gathering one field

in four."

" The great festival of the Hooly, the Saturnalia of India,

terminates on the last day of Phagoon, or 16th of March. On

that day the Hooly is burned
;
and on that day the ravages of

the monster (for monster they will have it to be) are supposed to

cease. Any field that has remained untouched up to that time is

Considered to be quite secure from the moment the Hooly has

been committed to the flames. "What gave rise to the notion

I have never been able to discover ;
but such is the general

belief. I suppose the silicious epidermis must then have become

too hard, and the pores in the stem too much closed up to admit

of the further depredation of the fungi."

Rambles and Recollections, Vol. L, pp. 250-262. See also

Spry's Modern India, Vol. II., p. 282.

GJRWEENAMA, t*g) HT*U girwinama

A deed of Mortgage.

GOAL, Jjy ^Tsn^I goal

Unclaimed land. Dehli. See GYAL.

GOBREE, cS)*y *^ gobri

This is the name of a tribe in Eohilcund, of which there are

a few traditions preserved in the Turaee. Prom that they have

been expelled, and live on, or just under, the Hills.

GODARA, b'jy* ^^ godara
See JAT.

GODHUR, ^ifcj^r
JrraK? godhur

Is the name given to the weeds and grasses which are collect-

ed from a ploughed field by the Dkeen/tfiw.Dehli.
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Jt is known to the Eastward by the name of KJiedliee

Gwrhul J&5 }
Akun ^, and GJioor ^

GODUREE,

See JOOEA.

GOEEN,

> godari

goin

A pair of plough oxen
;
sometimes called Dogaiva.

more used in DehL'i.

Cora is

GOEND, goend

Goend, or Grvenda, signifies a suburb
; vicinage ;

fields near

a village ;
homestead

; perhaps from Ganw, a village.

GOGA PEER, y* )fy *tRTq^ goga pir

The Agriculturists of the Dehli Territory and the Upper
Doab regard this Saint with superstitious reverence, and crowd

to his shriue with their offerings in the month of Bhadon. The

Qanoon-i- Islam, and M. Garcin de Tassy, quoting the Barah

Masa, say his tomb is somewhere in the Doab ; but in this

they are mistaken, as it lies nearly 200 miles to the South West

of Hissar, and 20 miles beyond a place called Dudrera. As
these authors confess their entire ignorance* respecting Goga,
it may be as well to subjoin a few particulars respecting him.

He is called by the Mahrattas Zahir Peer, and is with them a

favorite Saint. The local tradition respecting him is that he

was the son of a C/wuhan Rajpoot, called Vucha, according to

some according to others, Jejvur, whose wife Bachul, a Tooar,

produced him, after being long barren, at the kind intercession of

Goruk,hnat,h. There is a clan of Moosulman Chouhans even now

resident in the neighbourhood of his tomb, (See CHAHIL) ;
the

Gogawuts ofthe desert are descended from him
;
and the Gogadeo

Jca t,hul is called after his name. His territory extended from.

* Get ouvrage (Barak Masa) est le seul, de ceux que j'ai pu consulter, ou

il soit question de Goga.

Mentoire sur des part : de la Rel ; Musulmane, p. 89.
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flansi to the Garra (G,hara), and his capital was Mehera on that

river. In a quarrel ahout land, he killed his two brothers, on

which account he drew down upon himself the anger of hia

mother. To escape her imprecations he fled to the Jungles,

and there wished that the Earth might open and swallow him

up ;
but a voice from heaven declared that he could not have

the satisfaction of being buried alive, horse* and all, unless he

uttered the Kulma and became a Moosulman. He appears to

have had no difficulty in doing this
; upon which the Earth

opened before him, and like another Amphiaraus he leaped into

its bosom.

Ecce alte praeceps humus, ore profundo,
Dissilit, inque vicem timuerunt sidera, et umbrae.

Ilium ingens haurit specus, et transire parantes

Mergit equos: non arma manu, non freaena remisit;
Sicut erat, rectos defert in Tartaru currus.

Statius. Theb: VII. 816.

His claims to Saintship are not very distinct. He is said to

have been a contemporary of Pritjiee Raj, and to have fought
with desperate valour against the Mahometans : but there is

more reason to suppose that he must have contended with the

earlier Ghaznevide Monarchs, for several favorite ballads relate

how he fell with his forty five sons, and sixty nephews, opposing
the great Mahmood on the banks of the Garra. The above is

an abridged account of the tradition, with the omission of all

the detailed particulars, of which some are interesting.

In the Eastern portion of these Provinces, where distance

overcomes the zeal for Pilgrimage, it is usual for the Bhungees
to carry round the sacred symbols of the Peer in the month of

Bhadon, and raise contributions. The Agurwala Bunyas are

particularly sought after on this occasion. Their original

emigration from Agroha, beyond Huriana, was no doubt onca

considered a sufficient reason why the symbols of their illustrious

His horse has been immortalized under the name of Javadia. The
chroniclers relate that Goga was childless, until his guardian deity bestowed
upon him two barley corns (jao orJava), one of which he gave to his wife,
the other to his favorite mare, which produced in consequence the famous
teed Javadia. Some accounts assert that these two barley corns, or cocoa-
nuts, were given to Goga's mother. The story, however, is too long and
trifling to be inserted here.

E E E
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countryman, Goga, should be paraded before their eyes. But

perhaps few in these times have ever thought why the Agur-
walas are supposed to be, more than any other class, especially

favorable to Goffa, and the present continuance of this ceremony
on the return of the proper season, after all knowledge of its

origin has utterly faded from remembrance, shews the marvellous

permanence, which usages, in themselves puerile, will sometimes

attain, when they are commemorative ofan historical fact. The

one we are now alluding to has been preserved through a

succession of ages, and under most unfavorable circumstances.

GOHAEE, iS^y
5 ^T^ gohai

The treading out grain by bullocks, from GAHNA, 3. v.

Rohilcund.

GOHAREE, iSJ^ T gohari

Hich, highly cultivated land
;
derived perhaps from its capacity

of growing gohoon, the provincial word for Wheat. Saugor.

GOHUR, y&j *ftf* gohar

A broad path way for cattle, of which the preservation is

considered as obligatory as that of a boundary. The rural

denunciation, attributed, like so many others, to Sahdeo one of

the five Pundoo heroes, runs :

Jo koee torenge doul, ogohur, o kure,

Ki boenge our, ki ruhenge pure.

That is,
"
may the man who destroys a boundary, a cowpath, or

a ditch, have his lands sown by others, or may they lie waste."

GOJHA, T gojha

A species of thorny grass which springs up during the rains*

It is used medicinally, and Chumars eat it as potherb.
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GoJURA, *^ ^ gjara

Barley and Chuna sown together. It is known also by the

name of Bejhura aiid Jouchunee. See GTOJTEE and Goucuu-

!NEE.

GOJYEE,

Wheat and Barley sown together in the same field. Adhgo-
nan, Gojee, and Gojuree are used in the same sense. This

mixed crop is scarcely known in Saugor, Dehli, Loner Doab,

and Benares, but it is very common in the Upper and Central

Doab, Rohilcund, Goruckpoor and Banda. It is known among

English Farmers as
" Meslin". The proportions vary, but the

"Wheat generally predominates, The practice, though ridiculed

like many others of Indian Agriculture, is nevertheless highly

approved by practical men at home with regard to "Wheat and

Eye. The proportion is generally one-fourth, though sometimes

one-half, of Eye to "Wheat, the object being to guard against a

thin and weedy crop of the latter.
" When Wheat and Eye

are grown mixed in this manner, the grains of each are larger

and more perfect than when grown singly without any admix-

ture." (Survey of Northumberland, p. SO). "No accurate

comparisons have been made to ascertain in what degree Wheat
when sown on light soils is more productive in quantity and

superior in quality by an addition of a small quantity of Eye
being sown with it

;
but that such is the fact is fully proved.'*

(British Husbandry. Vol. //., p. 196}.

GOK,HROO, ))$
'

*TT*sre gok'hru

The name of a herb which springs up on bhoor land : called

also Hat,heeching,har t Kuntjiphil and JThankuree. It produces
a small fruit covered with several prickles. In famine, the

poorer classes of Hurlana feed on the pounded seed ofthis plant.

it somewhat resembles Chuna, or the Chick Pea, and is known

"by Botanists under the name of "
Tribulus lanuginosus"

( Eoxb.) There is a large kind called the Gok,hroo Deccance,
of which the fruit is of a triangular shape, and has prickles at

E E E 2
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the angles : hence the name is given to the iron crowsfeet

thrown on the ground to check an advance of cavalry.

It is strange that this plant gives name to the same instru-

ment among all warlike nations. We have the Klmsuk of the

Persians, the Tribulus of the Eomans and Greeks, the Chausse-

trape of the French, the English Caltrop, and the Abrojo of the

Spaniards. But it is not only in war that they are of use ;

for it is instructive to observe that Cato the Censor considers

them as good a remedy against lawyers as against cavalry.
" Deinde et sine ludis Marcellus * * * * velis forum inum-

bravit, ut salubrius litigantes consisterent
; quantum mutatis

moribus Catonis Censorii, qui sternendum quoque forum murici-

lus censuerat."

Pl'm. Nat. Hist. Lib. xix,, Cap. i.

A party from another village sojourning with their cattle for

pasture. Dehli.

GOLA, V) *iRn gola

A granary ;
a ball. Gobi is also a mode of ordeal formerly

much practised in fixing boundaries. It consisted in taking a

red-hot ball into the palms of the hand, which were only pro-

tected by Peepul leaves. If the arbitrator, in walking the

boundary with the Gola, escaped, unscathed, his testimony was

considered true, and the boundary adjusted accordingly. See

CHHOFB.

Gola is the name also of an inferior caste employed in the

manufacture of Salt. The following contemptuous distich of

popular poetry perhaps exalts them above their deserts.

Jat, Gudurea, Goojur, Gola,

In charon ka Jiela mela.

Gola is likewise the name of a tract of country which once

comprehended a great part of the present District ofShahjehatt-
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poor. It is said to have contained 1484 Villages, and, before

the time of the Rohillas, to have comprised ten Tuppas*

Huwelee, Islamabad, Aurungabad,

268 Villages. 277 Villages. 34 Villages.

Pilkfhuna, Chukeedpooree, Godurna,

70 Villages. 347 Villages. 103 Villages.

Negohee, Mujhiva, Matee,

Ii2 Villages. 135 Villages. 139 Villages.

Mbbrtmabad bbrf

Jeewun,

103 Villages.

TJiakoor Oodye S'mi'Ji of Purvaycn seized upon the Tuppas
of Islamabad, Jeewun, Aurungabad, and part of Huwdlee,

and formed the Pergunah of Puivayen. Godurna, Negohee, and

part of Hwrvelee went to form Negohee. Buragaon was formed

from Pilkjiuna and part of Huwelee, Chukeedpooree, and part

of Mujhrva, went to form the Southern part of Poorunpoor ;

and Matee, and part of Mvjhwa, went to form K,hotar. I have

"been particular in my enquiries respecting this Mehal, both

from its intrinsic interest as a "terra incognita," and because

it cannot be concealed, that if so many large Districts have

been formed from Gola, the Ayeen-i-Akberee gives it a very

inadequate area only 24,540 Beeg,has. The above sub-divi-

sions are taken from a /Allabundee, dated as far back as 1119

Fuslee, which is in the possession of the Canoongoes. It is not

easy to discredit this return, and we must presume, as is of

course highly probable, that the greater portion of this modern

Gola must have been uncultivated in Akbers time, and that,

the Northern and Eastern Boundaries being undefined, new

clearances, as they were made, were added to the original Mehal

of Gola ; so that when the Zillabundee was subsequently made,
its limits had increased to an extent utterly inconsistent with

the entry in the Ayeen-i-Akberee. The greater portion of

K,hotar and parts of Buragaon and Punayen have, therefore,

been excluded from the Dustoor map, as serving to represent

more accurately the limits of Gola as known in Akber's time.

It has been supposed that the first historical mention which

we have of this remote region, is in the "
Akberuama/' where
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that strange madman, Koomber Dervana, is represented as

extending his ravages into Kant* Gola, until he was defeated

by Ebbkn Khan ; but it was in truth mentioned before this

period, for it is evident that Gola is meant, when it is stated in

Ferishta, that Hisam-obl-Mbblk was, in A. D. 1377, appointed

to the Govermment of Oudh, Sumbhul, and KOBLA. His work

was written subsequent to the "
Akbernama," but in writing of

past times, he never adopts modern territorial divisions, and,

therefore, there is no reason to suppose that Gola was not in

existence in the year mentioned
;

in fact, we have positive proof

of its existence before that period, for Zeea-bbd-Deen Bumee

distinctly mentions Gola in the reign of Ala-bod Deen Khiljy,

A. D.1296tol31G.

"We may also be allowed to indulge in the speculation that

Gola is perhaps mentioned by Fa-hian (A. D. 399) under the

name of Ho-li, in the following passage of the French Trans-

lation. "En passant la riviere Heng, et se dirigeant au midi

1' espace de trois yeou yan, on arrive a un foret nominee Ho-li."

Now as Gr is changed by the Chinese Traveller into H, as

in the instance of Gung (the Granges) into Heng it would be

no extravagant supposition to conceive that Gola is represented

by the forest of Ho-li, notwithstanding that its position is not

very correctly represented. Indeed, all his Bearings between

the Granges and Gogra appear to be wrong.

GOLA POORUB, V^v j
^ S^* gola purab

An inferior tribe of Sunadh Brahmins, but very spirited cul-

tivators, in Pergunah Iradutnugur of Agra. Their origin is

decidedly Brahminical, but Carpenters often include them in

their own class.

GOND, Jjy T\vr gond

The name of a rush which grows in marshy ground, and is

much used in making Mats, and Baskets.

* The name of this Mehal, to which allusion is made in the note at p. 40, is

frequently coupled with Cola in old histories.
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GOND, cX>y tr^ gond

The aboriginal inhabitants of the Saugor Territory, a simple

primitive race, now chiefly confined to the hilly tracts, though

some have been tempted to settle in the plains. Their great

characteristics are a love of truth, drunkenness, and superstition.

A writer in Rushton's Gazetteer (Vol., IV., Part I.) says,
" To

the North of Saugor, the representative of a royal household,

styling themselves Raj Gonds, still exists in Bundlecund, and

is regarded with great deference by the scanty Gond popula-

tion now to be found in that quarter. On the West, in.

the Bhopal Territory, similar traces of a formerly powerful

dynasty are to be found, and acknowledged as such by the

still considerable Gond Zemindars, Thakurs, and Eajahs, who
abound in the South of Saugor, and in Hoshangabad and

JN"arsingpur ;
while as regards the whole of the Eastern

portion, the royal houses of Deogarh, Balaghat (or Chund-

wara), and Garha-Mandla retained more or less sway until a

very recent period, the representative of the former being at

present a pensioner of the Nagpur Government, and that of the

latter, of the British."

" In the western portion, or Saugor, it would appear that

the Gonds were subjected by a tribe named Dangi, to which

the present Chief of Shahgarh belongs, and of the ruling

house of which the representative still exists at Bilehra of

Saugor. These were, in their turn, subdued by the Bundelas,

from whom the territory passed to the Peshwa."
'* The Gonds included amongst them several different sec-

tions
;
the Baiyas, who are very generally regarded as sorcerers,

living apart from all, in solitary habitations, in the most

dense forests, where they clear spaces with their axes, and

sow their grain, without further labour, in the ashes. left

after the felled timber has been burned
;
but subsisting, for

the most part, on the roots and fruits of the forests, (with

which they are especially familiar), the wild honey, or the

beasts of game, which, in some parts, they occasionally

destroy, with bows and poisoned arrows the Bhumias, a

nearly similar, and almost equally wild race, without whose
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consecration a village is not considered habitable, or safe from

tigers, and who are universally the referees in all disputes

regarding boundaries, and established usages amongst these

tribes : the Purdhans, who preside at their orgies, are their

beggars and bards, and unquestionably the most roguish and

worthless part of their community : the Patharis, who greatly

assimilate to the latter; with some other divisions."

GONDA, \& *frT gonda
See AHEEE.

GONRA, ty> *ifa[T gonra

Gonra, or Gondra, is the name given in the Central and

Lower Doab to the reservoir from which water is raised by the

Lchuree, or Beree, to the reservoir above it, which is called

Parchha, Odh, and O^laha.

Sometimes Gonra is applied only to the straw or reeds which

are placed to protect the side of the upper reservoir. See

DOUBEE, DOCUA, and EEEK,H.

GONTEA, n gontiya

The chief manager of a village ;
a Potel. In some places the

term is applied only to Brahmins who have the management of

villages. Benares and Saugor.

GOOAL, Jiy* 3^1*1 gual

A cow-herd. See AHEER. Gboals do not appear to acknow-

ledge any sub-divisions in these parts, but in Behar there are

several, as Bhota, Btmarusya, Canoujea, and Choutaha. Gobal

is also the name of a grain which is frequently in the North

"West sown with Cotton, and given as fodder to cattle.' It is

also called Kwar.

GOODREE, tS5^ 3^ gudri
A daily market.

GOOJUR, y^j? jsn; giijar

A very numerous clan in the N. "Western Provinces, former-

ly notorious for their thieving propensities, but gradually
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becoming more addicted to habits of peaceful industry. Their

importance may be rated by their having given name to the

Provinces of Guzerat on the "Western Coast of India, and to

Goojerat in the Punjab. They are sometimes considered to be

among the Aborigines of India, and have been so reckoned by

Tod, who, somewhat inconsistently declares them also to be a

tribe of Rajpoots. Sir R. Jenkins says that in the Nagpoor

Territory, they consider themselves to be Rajpoots, and that,

as they are descendants from Lava, Rama's second son, they

have an undoubted right to be so considered. In these Pro-

vinces, however, they do not aspire to so high an origin, con-

tenting themselves generally by saying their ancestors on the

male side were Rajpoots, who had united themselves with

women of inferior lineage. Thus the Rorval Goojurs of Panee-

put say that they are descended from a K,hok,hur Rajpoot, (a

clan which has been considered to be the same as the notorious

G,hiker) ; the Chhokur from a Jadon
;
the Chumayen from a

Tooar
;
the Kulseean of Kyrana, and the Mavee, from a Chou-

han
;
the Peelwans from a Poondeer

;
the Adhunas from a

Birgoojur ;
and the Bhuttees from Raja Kunsul, a Bhuttee Raj-

poot from Jeysulmeer.

The Goojurs are spread all over the Delili Territory, the

Upper Doab, and Upper Rohilcund, and enumerate 84 different

tribes. In Delhi, the chief tribes are the Chumayen, K,hutana,

Khare, Bursoee, ChhoJcur, and Rowal. In the Doab, Sooleul,

Bysle, Mavee, Rat,hee, Bhuttee, Kusounee, Bulesur, Dede,

Jindhur, Peelwan, Butar, Adhuna, Cheche, Kulseean, Rmiayn,

KJiare, Nagree, Ghotlcune, Budkana, Kusane, Rouse, S.,hoobur,

Moondun, Kudahun, Touhur, Gorsee and Kunana. In Rohilcund,

Butar, jL,hoobur, K,hare, Jatlee, Motle, Sooradne, Poorbur
t

Jindhur, Muhynsee, and Kusane. All these tribes intermarry,

on terms of equality, the prohibited Gotes being only those of

the father, mother, and paternal and maternal grandmother.

A great part of the district of Seharunpoor was called Gooju-

rat during the last century. By the Goojurs themselves it was

said to consist of three parts, and the division is not only known

amongst them to this day, but is usually adopted in ordinary

converse. The KJiadur, or tract which extends from the up-
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land as far as the Granges, was called GJiar. From the up-land
to the Jumna, running along the skirts of the town of Seharun*-

poor, and maintaining high name for productiveness, was called

Robtola. Almost all the rest of the district, from the Ganges
to the Jumna, was called Goojurat proper ;

the small Pergunah
ofltata only excepted. Goojurat extended down to Kyranah and

Jhinjanah, and included Gungoh, Lukjinoutee, Nanouta and

Teetron. A part of this tract tenanted by KJiooburs, was

known also as Badanon, a name affixed by themselves, in order

to feed their vanity of being reputed men either of lofty stature,

or eminent in war or council. Their common estimate of

1,25,000 subordinate villages within Goojurat must vanish,

when it comes to be examined. Three thousand is the utmost

they could have possessed. They might perhaps have doubled

that, had they included the tract they called Tuliaen, which

extended from Hustinapoor and Bysooma, in a semicircle to the

South of Meerut, up to Baghput. The Goojurs of this tract

were rather despised, chiefly because they shaved, and did not

live in such a lordly fashion. The tract opposite to Defili, from

Loni to KasnaJi, was called Bhutnere, from the prevalence of

the Bhuttee Goojurs.

Googurs are rarely found to the Eastward of Alligurli, in any

numbers; but crossing the Jumna, we find them in Jioonch,

and the Northern parts of Bundelcund, and the independent

state of Sumpter is ruled by a Goojur Chief. There are many
also near the Chumbul and the Nerbudda. The Goojztrs, like

the Jats, all state that they came from the West country into

these parts. Many have been converted to the Mahometan

religion. Upon conversion they are generally styled TJietJiur

by their brethren of the ancient faith.

GOOJUR-GOUR, ^yC^y* Jpufa gujar-gaur

See GOUR BEAHMIN.

GOOL, J/ 3^ gul

A channel cut to convey water to a field.

A road, a path. Saugor.

An unripe bunch of Indian corn; when ripe, it is called

Kookree. Dehli
9
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GOOLAL, JU? 3*ra gulal

A farinaceous powder which Hindoos throw on each others

clothes during the Holi. It is generally the meal of Barley,

Bice, or Sing,hara, dyed with Bukkum wood.

GOOLKHAR, $sP 3^^R gulkhar
See BIIUTKUTETA,

GOOLPHOONUNA, tXx^.J,f JjSWrllT gulphuiiana

The name of a herb which grows in fields sown with Khureef

grains. It somewhat resembles the Gooma.

GOOLOO, y^ 3? gulu

The pod of the MufavatTee (Bassia latifolia). It yields a

very useful oil, and is sometimes eaten by the poorer classes; but

it contains no intoxicating qualities, like the blossom of that

valuable tree. The word appears to be a corruption of Gilounda,

which is said in Shakespear's Dictionary to be " the blossom

after it has fallen off;" but this application of the word is not

known in these Provinces. The blossom is called Muhrva, like

the tree, and the pod only is called Gilounda, or Gbblenda.

GOOLUR, yy* 3^ gular

Cotton pods which have not yet burst. Rahilcund'- See

DIIOONDEE and G-,HEGTJEA.

GOOMA, &oy JHF guma
A medicinal herb which grows on high ground during the

rains, and in fields grown with Khureef crops, (Pharnaceum

Mollugo). It produces several small flowers, the beauty of

which is much admired by natives.

ITrft

Phul pur pJiool phool pur patee
Tis pur jbbgnoo sub rung rdtee.

Is a distich applied by some poet to the regular order in

F F F 2
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which the flowers of the Gooma alternate with the leaves, as

well as to the appearance of the flowers which are said to re-

semble fire flies.

There are two species of Gooma, one grows to the height of

about two feet, the other seldom exceeds a foot.

GOONJAISH, j^ls- J^n^5 gunjaish

A Persian word signifying capacity, and applied in fiscal

language to the capabilities of a village, particularly with re-

ference to a proposed increase of Revenue.

GOONJAISHEE, ^^^F JH^IKQi gunjaishi
*

Profitable.

GOQNT,H, &u^ 53 giint'h

Lands assigned rent-free for religious purposes ;
the endow-

ment of a temple. Xumaon and GurJiwal. This word is

sometimes, but incorrectly, pronounced G,hoont.

GOOPTDAN, ^jL^A JJN^H guptdau

Literally, a hidden donation
;
an ostentatious mode of giving

alms in secret to Brahmins, especially at Koorchliuttur* during

the Sun's eclipse. The devotee immerses himself in the sacred

pool, and leaves his donation at the bottom, which occasions

the Brahmias no small trouble to recover.

Gobptdan also consists in leaving horses or clothes" in the

pretended care of a Brahmin, and not returning to claim them ;

also, in giving a closed bag of coin, so that the receiver does

not know, till the donor's back is turned, whether gold or

copper has been bestowed on him.

GOOR, "^ J? gur

Molasses. The Gypsey name for Sugar is Goorlo or Gudlo.

(Trans : R. A.
,
Yol. II. p. 553). This is no doubt derived

from our Gbbr.

* This sacred place is as much resorted to during an Eclipse of the Sun*
Benares is during an Eclipse of the Moon.
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GOORAO, ;' 5^ gurao

A stock, or collection of sheaves. Rohilcund. A similar

word, but with the addition of a penultimate nasal n, is used in

the Lower Doab and Benares, to signify a heap of mixed chaff

and corn. See GASTEH.

GOORBHAEE, S? 3* gurbhai

Fellow disciple ;
from Gbbroo a spiritual teacher, and Bliaee

a brother.

GOORDA, te 3^T gurda

See COLIIOO.

GOORDUCHHNA, U^^y* y^^T gurdachhna

Eent-free land given to a spiritual teacher
;
from Gonroo, a

teacher, and Duchlma, a fee.

GOORHOUR, >yj>y
?

3*t^ gurhaur

Stacks of Cowdung. Eastern OudJi.

GOORK,HYE, t-tf? 3^t gurk'hai

The name applied to a Mortgage in Bundelcund, which is

attended with the peculiar condition of leaving the Mortgager
to pay fths of the Eevenue of the mortgaged land.

GOORUB, V} 3^^ gurab

Gboru'b signifies deep weeding, in which the ground is broken

and pulverized. It is the opposite of Niraee, which applies

only to superficial weeding. The word is derived from Gbbrul-

na, to dig, a common verb, but not in Shakespear's Dictionary,

in which we rarely have occasion to notice any omission.

Gbbrub is also the name given to the process of ploughing

through a field of Bajra or Juivar, when the plant is about a

foot high. The operation requires some nicety to prevent the

young plants sustaining injury. Gbbrub, as applied to this

process is in general use, especially in the Upper Doab and

Rohilcund; but Bidalma and Chhunta dena are more common
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in Delili and the Central Doab, and DuduJirna in the Lower

Doab.

This practice is not unknown to English Farmers, particularly

where strong adhesive clay soils prevail, on account of their

liability to become hide-bound after a wet winter. In parts

of Germany and Poland the practice is universal.
"
There,

on the first return of fine weather the harrows are immediately

passed freely over the wheat
;
so freely indeed that the whole

field wears the appearance of having been newly sown, for the

plants appear buried under the soil thus freshly stirred, and an

ample top-dressing is thereby given to the crop. The crust

formed upon the surface of the soil is thus broken, and the

ground is rendered more pervious to the coronal root of the

plants, which in a week or ten days spread and tiller with great

strength. The operation is performed on every kind of soil."

(British Husbandry^ Vol. IL, p. 148).

Where light soils prevail, the wheat is generally drilled, and,

as the harrow endangers the roots, the horse-hoe, or haudhoe,
is used

;
but either way, gbbrub is as common a practice in

Europe as in Upper India.

GOORUREE, iS)) 3^ gurari

See JOOBA.

GOPHNA, ^i 'rej'n gophna
A sling used by persons stationed on a DAMCHA, q. v.

GOPUSHTUMEE, ^o**"*}.)?
*HWft gopashtami

Is the name given to the 8th day of JEatilc, Skbbkl Puksh.

On this day, as well as on the Godhun (Goverd/iuri), the day
after the Dewalee, garlands are suspended from the necks of

cows, their horns, hoofs, and bodies are painted, and salutations

are made to them. The whole ceremony reminds us of that

observed on St. Anthony's day at Rome, when the beasts are

sprinkled with holy water, and blessed by the Priests.

Yet to me they seem'd crying, alack, and alas !

"What's all this white damask to daisies and grass?
Then they're brought to the Pope, and with transport they're kisa'd

And receive consecration from Sanctity's fist.
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GORA, !;j *TTTT gora

Usually, white, fair
;
but when applied to horned cattle, it

signifies red.

f ^, *\

GOREYT, <^.5y *n^ gorait

A village watchman, an intelligencer. The meaning is correct-

ly given under Goorait and Gorayat in the Printed Glossary.

GORHA, tojy ^T gorha

The Home-stead
;
fields near the village. See GOEKD.

GOROO, )))? *n^ goru
A Cow.

GORSEE, c5**0^ *lHSt gorsi

A Milk pail. See JHAKUEEE.

GOTE, ci>* %f! got

In common parlance Gote has the same meaning as the more

classical Gotra of the Glossary. Properly, those only are

Gotes (v. Colebrooke, Trans; It. A. S., Vol. I. p. 237), which

bear the name of some Itishi progenitor, as Sandilya, Bkara-

dwaj, BmJiislit, (Vasisht,ha), Kasyapa ; but it has become the

custom to call all sub-divisions of tribes, Gotes, and according

to the Nirnye Sindh there are no less than ten thousand.

The early genealogies of the Kajpoots frequently exhibit them

as abandoning their martial habits, and establishing religious

Sects, or Gotras. Thus, Reh was the fourth son of Proorwa

of the Lunar Eace,
" from him in the fifteenth generation was

Harita, who with his eight brothers took to the office of religion,

and established the Causika Gotra, a tribe of Brahmins". See
*' Colebrooke's Miscellaneous Essays," Vol. I. p. 115,

" Journal

E. A. S.," Vol. III., pp. 354, 356;
"

Sanscrit Diet:" p. 298
j

and " Vishnu Purana," p. 405.

GOT,HAN, >^ ^ got'han

Place of assembling the cattle of a village, Saugor.
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GOTRA, */
j *^ gotra

See above under GOTE.

GOUCHUNA, ^ *N^N gauchana

Gouclmna, or GocJmnee, is a field of wheat and C/mna sown

together. The practice of sowing cnlmiferous and leguminous

plants together has been much ridiculed, and has been brought
forward as a proof of the ignorance of Indian Agriculturists.

Mill emphatically declares it ("History of India," Vol. II., p.

26) to be " the most irrational practice that ever found existence

in the Agriculture of any nation." But, notwithstanding this

denunciation, which is too much in accordance with the usual

spirit of his comments on everything Indian, the real fact is

that the practice is highly advantageous to the land, as well as

to the crop. Dew readily forms on the leaves of the Chuna,

which would not form on the wheat
;
and in seasons of drought

the practice is very often the means of preserving both crops.

It may be carried perhaps to too great an excess in Madras,

"but the same charge cannot be made against the Agriculturists

of these Provinces. As for its being irrational, it is a practice

encouraged by the first Agriculturists of Europe. Nothing is

more common than to sow clover with barley, flax, oats, and

Lent-corn
;
and with the same objeot which has established

Gouchuna in native Agriculture as a highly rational and bene-

ficial system. (Von Thaer, Principes Raisonnes d' Agric., Vol.

IV, 1304). See GOJYEE.

GOUHAN, e> *F* gauhan

A village made over by its proprietors to any person on a

permanent Juma, with all the privileges of Zumeendar. Eastern

OudJi.

GOUHANEE, ^ gauhani

Lands situated close round a village ;
the village itself;

fields on which cattle graze ; Gouhanee is also a general term

for the entire lands of a village.
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GOUNTA, Ujy* ^TT37 gaunta

Village expences. Bundelcund. See G-AONKHUBCIIA.

GOUNTEA, ^$Jj? *TlfeiT gauntiya

A small hamlet. All these words are so many derivatives

from Ganw, a village.

GOURA, gaura

A tribe of AHEEES, q. v.

Hail. Central Doab. Ola is the most usual word, but hail

is also provincially known by several other words, as Gye, Rora,

tiinouta, and Putjiur.

GOUR BRAHMIN, gaur brahman

These form one of the ten tribes of Brahmins. They all

state that they came from Gour in Bengal, but there is much

improbability in the story. There can be little doubt of

Canoujeas emigrating on the invitation of Adisrvara from

Canouj to Bengal ;
how then can we account for the whole

tribe of Gours, not only leaving their native seats, but crossing

through the country of the Canoujeas, and dwelling on the

other side of them ? If they emigrated in, or about, the time

of the Pandavas, as universal local tradition would induce us

to suppose, it would lead to the inference that Canoujeas are

a more modern race. Gour moreover was only made the

Bengal capital shortly before the Mahomedan conquest, and

that is too late to admit of its giving a name to one of the ten

tribes. Mr. Colebrooke seems to help us out of this difficulty

by saying that Gour is not the Mahomedan Capital, but a Des,

or country, below Patna, but admitting this, the difficulty would

still occur, how they came to overleap the Canoujeas ? and

how happens it that all the Gour Brahmins now in Bengal are

G G G
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very recent importations from the West ? There is ample room

for speculation, and it may perhaps, amongst other things, be

conjectured, that the Ta-Gauria, mentioned by Polybius,

which "Wilson in his excellent work on Ariana Antiqua says

affords some indication of Gour, may be found to have something
to do with their

" incunabula ;" at any rate, if their connexion

with it could be proved, it would solve the chief difficulty res-

pecting their present "Western position. A fuller examination

of the point might result in important discoveries respecting

the origin of the Brahminical tribes. See GOTTB, TTIGA.

"We find Gour Brahmins throughout the Soobah of Dehli,

extending from Rampoor to Huriana, and from Allygurh to

the Hills. They appear in general a more ignorant race than

the Canoujeas, and can seldom be got to give an intelligible

account of their own sub-divisions
; but it may be gathered that

they amount to the number of forty-two. The most noted tribes

of Gour Brahmins are the Adh Gour, Joogad Gour, Kyt,hul

Gour, Goojur Gour, Dhurum Gour, and Sidh Gour.

GOUR KAYET,H, &&tf)j ^FCT gaur kaet'h

One of the twelve sub-divisions ofKayetJis. As their name

implies, they are chiefly to be found in Bengal, though Nasir-

itdd-Deen, the son of Bulbun, introduced several of them into

the "Western Districts, about 600 years ago, when he appointed

them Canoongoes of Nizamabad, Bhudoee, Kole, G,hosee and

Chiryakote, in the Soobah of Allahabad.

There are two chief Divisions of Gour Kayet,hs K,hurree

and Nizamabadee. The latter are subdivided into Nizamaba-

dee proper, Brahmin Gour, and Obturea or Shumalee. To

these perhaps may be added Bhut-gour or Goura-Bhutnagur ;

but on this subject, authorities are not very clear.

The Nizamabadees are now for the most part Seik,hs, or

followers of Nanuk Shah. See BHUTNAGTJE.

GOUR RAJPOOT, <^>
)$*]) ))

*ft3 ^ffgrT gaur rajput

One of the Chutees Cula of Kajpoots. According to Colonel
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Tod,* ( Vol. I. p. 115 ), the ancient Kings of Bengal were

of this race, and gave their name to the capital Luk,knouti.

There are several of this clan in these Provinces. We find

many of them as Zwneendars in Mujhorvlee of Goruckpoor ; in

Bundlecund ; in Bisowlee, Nidhpoor, Budaon, Sutasec, Oosahut,

Oojhanee, and Snheswan in Zillah Budaon; in Porvayen,

Zillah Shahjchanpoor ;
in Sumbhul and Sirsee, Zillah Morada-

bad ; in Aonla, Zillah Bareilly ; and in Chubramow, Shumsa-

bad, ^Hi/poor Puttee, Phitphoond, Dehlee, Bilhour, Akberpoor,

Rusoolabad, G,hatumpoor, and Dera Mungulpoor, in Central

Doab. In Khyrabad of Oudh, they are found in considerable

numbers. They gave great trouble in the time of Bbbrhan-ul-

Moblk, Suadut Khan, and at last met with severe retribution.

( Imadu-s-Suadut.)

Tod gives the names of five Sak,ha of Gours, which do not

at all correspond with those known in these Provinces. Here

they are divided into three classes called Bhut Gour, Bamun

Gour, and Chumur Gour, names derived from some intercourse

with Bhats, Brahmins and Chumars. To these are sometimes

added Kut,herya Gours, descended from a Kut,heree, or Carpen-
ter

;
but it may be doubted if the Kutjierya are really Gours.

]S~o argument however can be derived from the fact that tho

daughters of Gours marry into Kutjierya families, because the

It is difficult to say on what authority he makes this assertion. Gour
is generally supposed to have been founded by one of the Physician
Dynasty of Bengal, not long before the Mahomedan invasion

; though it

must be confessed that Dow and Rennel state, that it was the Capital of

Bengal 730 years before Christ. As another illustration of the unsub-
stantial theories entertained by this enthusiastic Annalist, it may be mentioned
that he considers the Gour to be descendants of Byram Gour, who is said
in some apocryphal histories to have visited India in the fifth century, and to

have left progeny there by a Princess of Canouj. In a subsequent passage,
he has no doubt that the Gour appanage was West of the Indus, and that this

tribe on conversion became the Ghor, and returned to India as the Choree Kings
of Delhi. (Annals, Vol. J. p. 233, Vol. II. p. 449.)

While, however, we cannot but dissent from several of this author's extrava-

gant surmises and assertions, it woi'ld be ungracious not to acknowledge how
deeply we are indebted to him for his interesting "Annals of Rajast,han,"
a work which contains much novel information, and is a repertory of important
facts and traditions, which are invaluable to an enquirer into the history of
India previous to the Mahomedan invasion. Be would have conferred a still

deeper obligation on us had he published his promised translation of the poem
of Chund Bardai.- A perfect copy of the original is now rarely procurable,
even in the best Native Libraries.

G G G 2
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Chumur Gour and Bamun Gour also intermarry. The question

will be further discussed under KUT,HERYA, particularly with

reference to their emigration from Kutehur, in the neighbour-

hood of Benares.

The Chumur Gour, who are sub-divided into Rajas and Races.

rank the highest, which is accounted for in this way. When
troubles fell upon the Gour family, one of their ladies, far ad-

vanced in pregnancy, took refuge in a Chumar's house, and was

so grateful to him for his protection, that she promised to call

her child by his name. The Bhats and Brahmins, to whom the

others fled, do not appear to have had similar forbearance, and

hence, strange as it may appear, the sub-divisions called after

their name rank below the Chumur Gour.

The Chumur Gour themselves say their name is properly

Chounhur Gour, from a Raja who was called Chounhur. Some-

times they say their real name is Chimun Gour, and that they
are called after a Mum, whose name was Chimun. The fact is,

they are ashamed of their name, as it presumes a connexion

with Chumars, which they are anxious to disclaim.

The strongest clan of Gour is in the Central Doab. They say
that they came from Narnoul, from which place Nar in Rusool-

abad, the residence of a Gour Raja, derives its name.

GOUR TUGA, 10
jy* *te rT?TT gaur taga

An important tribe, of Brahrninical descent, in the North

West of India, extending over a great part of Upper Rohil-

cund, the Upper Doab, and the Dehli Territory. They are a

triba ofpeculiar interest from the traditions which attach to their

occupation of their present seats. They state that they were

invited from Bengal to these parts by Raja Janamejaya* for

the purpose cf exterminating snakes
;
which fable, though suf-

ficiently ridiculous in itself, no doubt veils under an allegorical

type a most important historical fact. The circumstances

attending the sacrifice of the snakes by Janamejaya. are

* The same tradition is preserved in Bengal also. See " Buchanan's
Eastern India," Vol. III., pp. 42, and 154.
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preserved by local tradition in almost precisely the same form

as they are given in the Adi Parva of the Mahdbhdrata. A

garrulous old Tuga, who has perhaps never read, or even heard,

a line of that sacred poem, will tell you how that Raja Puree-

chut ( Purikshita ) was bitten to death by a snake, notwithstand-

ing all the precautions he took to avoid it, by seating himself

on a platform in the centre of the Ganges ;
how that Utung

( Utanka) a Muni, persuaded Janamejaya, who had lately

returned victorious from Takshasila, to avenge his father's

death
;
how that Janamejaya determined on having a Horn,

or sacrifice, of the entire race of snakes
;
how that they were

all exterminated except Tukchuk, ( Takshaka, brother of the

Adltyas) and Basobk, (Fasulti, sovereign of the Nagas of

Patala) ; when, towards the close of the sacrifice, Astik, a holy

man, (of whose birth some marvellous particulars are given),

came forward, and obtained the promise of Janamejaya to

spare their lives
;
which promise he dare not break

,
as it was

exacted by a Brahmin
;
and how that he was thus foiled in his

object of sacrificing the chief offenders, whom he had reserved

for the close of the ceremony, in order that none of their fol-

lowers might come to their assistance.

The extent to which this tradition of the serpent sacrifice

(Sarpa Satra ) has spread is very surprising. Here we not

only have it preserved by the common people of the North

West, the very scene of the operation, but in inscriptions and

legends from distant parts of India. Thus, in the Asiatic Re-

searches ( Vol. IX.) we have an inscription from a copper-plate

found at Bednore, which purports that Janamejaya made a

progress to the South and to other quarters, for the purpose of

reducing all countries under his domination, and performed a

sacrifice for the destruction of serpents at the confluence of the

rivers Tungabhadra and Haridra, at the time of a partial

eclipse of the sun. Having completed the sacrifice, the King
bestowed gold and lands on certain Brahmins of Goutama

Grama, a name evidently of Buddhist origin. Though the

genuineness of this monument is distrusted by Colebrooke and

Colonel Mackenzie, they both concur in thinking it no recent

fabrication. If it is forged, it must of course have been drawn
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up in conformity with notions and traditions generally current

on the spot. Again, Stirling ("Report on Orissa," p. 25), says

that the Brahmins of Agrahat, eight miles North of Cattack,

state that the spot was visited by Janamejaya during his

progress over India with all the feudatory princes of the country
in his train

;
and they

"
point out the spot where he performed

the sacrifice for the destruction of the Serpents." See also

Journal of the Bengal Asiatic Society for September, 1837.

It can scarcely be doubted that these serpents, for whose

annihilation so much trouble was taken, were Takshac Scythians

of the Buddhist persuasion, and the chief supporters of that

religion. From the time of the Great War, when we find them

already in the North West, to about 500 B. C. they ex-

tended their conquests in India
; and, as they had a serpent for

their national emblem, they were known as the Takshac, or

serpent, race. There can be no question also that the early

legends of Persia are to be interpreted with this key, and that

the voracious snakes of Zohac were hordes of barbarous Scy-
thians from the North.

The period of their chief, though perhaps not their first,

invasion of India under their leader Snhesnag occurred about

600 B. C. Many memorials ot the bloody wars in which the

Hindoos were engaged with these invaders exist in the records

of Indian History. They extended their usurpations to the

Magadha Empire of Behar, the throne of which was held by
the Nag, or Serpent, dynasty for ten generations, and a branch

of them, the Nagbunsee chieftains of Ramgurh Sirgooja, have

(Trans: R. A. Society, Yol. II. p. 563), the lunettes of their

Serpent ancestor engraved on their signets in proof of their

lineage, while the capital and district of Nagpoor are called

after their name. The Vayu and Matsya Puranas call the

Saisunagas, Kshatra Bandhees, which may designate, says

Wilson, (Vishnu Pur. p. 467,j an inferior order of Kshatriyas.

The use of the title serves to shew that they had already begun
to be included in the Military Class, and is confirmatory of

the view that they are included in the Agnicula. The in-

vasion abovementioned was, according to Colonel Tod's sup-

position, nearly contemporaneous with the appearance of the
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23rd Buddha, Parisnat,h, whose symbol is that of the race he

accompanied, and hence he is called Suhus Phun, "the

thousand-hooded." It is supposed that the Brahmins made

converts of some powerful branches of these new sectaries,

and that it is to them the term Agnicula (fire-race) is applied,

as signifying their spiritual regeneration by the element of

fire. If so, the Takshacs must be the progenitors of the

most distinguished tribes of Rajpoots ;
and yet it is strange

that no vestiges are now to be found of the original name

Tak*, or Takshac, though it is recorded amongst the 36 royal

races. . 1 am aware that Elphinstone (
"
History of India," Vol :

I. App : II) opposes the doctrine of a Scythian admixture

with the Rajpoots, but there is much in Indian History which

could not wrell be explained without it, at least without the

admission of an incorporation of some Northern family ;
and

even he is disposed to concede the point with regard to the

Ja*. (See also J. A. S. B., Vol. VI. p. 677.)

This spiritual regeneration must have occurred three or four

centuries subsequent to the allegorical tradition mentioned

above, which evidently implies that the edict of extermination

was not entirely fulfilled, and that Janamejaya, was induced

*
It may be remarked that Talc is one of the sub-divisions of the Bhungees,

but they are not likely to be in any way connected with our Rajpoot Taks,

There is also a community of Tank Rajpoots in Gihror of Mynpooree, and in

the South of Rohilcvnd. They trace their origin from Tank Tora in Kuraolee,

and receive the daughters of Bumun Gour, Chumur Gour, Gehlote, and Dhakura

in marriage, which would argue them to be of respectable lineage. The pro-

bability ot their connexion with the Tak race will be further discussed under

the article TANK.
It is also to be observed that Takshac is still one of the Gram Deotas, or

Village Gods, of the Bhagulpoor district.

It was a converted Tak Rajpoot who established the independent Dynasty
of Guzerat.

The " Mirat-i-Secunderee" says the tribe was called Tak, because it became

Teeagee, or separated from its brethren, ascribing therefore the same origin

to the name as is given to our Tugas.

* c
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to forego his purpose at the instigation of Aslik, who according

to the Mahdbhdrata was the son of Tukchutfs own sister
;
so

that intermarriages with the Tukchuks could not have been

altogether uncommon even in the Court of the King Janame-

jaya.

It is evident that we are to construe in a similar way those

frequent allusions in the Mahdbhdrata and the Puranas to the

intercourse between mortal heroes and the Naga Kunyas, or

Serpent nymphs. Eor instance, when it is mentioned that an

Apsara from Naglok was married to Chuttergbbpt, and that

more than half the Kayet,hs of the country are the offspring of

this union, and when it is mentioned that the seventeen

daughters of Basbbk, the king of the Ndgas, were married to

the seventeen sons of Raja Vgursein, we are to understand

that a nuptial alliance united a Scythian family with that of

Chuttergoopt and Raja Ugurseln. Those who, like the Ugur~

wala Bunias, are descended from the Raja, would not willi.ng-

ly acknowledge this interpretation ;
as they would rather adhere

to the fable
;
but it need not alarm them, for a little examina-

tion would shew that, even as it is, they cannot be pure Vaisyas,

since the Raja wras himself a Kshatriya. In a similar manner,

almost all the mercantile tribes of Hindoostan are of Rajpoot
descent. But these anomalies do not appear to strike the

credulous Hindoo, and he is content to leave the subject without

enquiry.

It was for the purpose of officiating at the serpent sacrifice

above-mentioned, that Janamejaya is said to have invited

Brahmins from Gour. After they had performed all that he

requested of them, he offered them remuneration, which some

rejected, and others received in the shape of land
;
on which

account they are called Tugas, from having consented to a

Tyag, (relinquishment) of their creed as Brahmins, by pursuing

agriculture, which they are forbidden by the Shasters to

practice.

Those w?ho continued to retain their titles and privileges as

Brahmins, (See GOLTE, BBAIIMIN), took up their abode chiefly

in Huriana, while the Tugas remained in the immediate neigh-

bourhood of Hustinapoor, within a circle of about one hundred
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miles round the ancient capital, where they are found to this

day. This is the usual account. It is remarkable, however,

that almost all the clans of Tugas state that they came from

Huriana, not from Gour, and even derive their names from

places in that country, as, for instance, the Choolut, who say

that their name is derived from Chooloo in Bikaneer, and the

Bikrvans of Poor Chupar, who came from Bikaneer. It is

therefore far more probable that the Brahmins were already

tenants of Huriana, that they must have settled there before

Janamejaya's reign, and that the Tugas only, not the Brahmins,

owe their residence to that powerful Raja; otherwise it is

difficult to reconcile the apparent contradiction that he called

Gour Brahmins from Bengal, and Gour Tugas from Huriana :

or it may be, that the Brahmins were invited from Gour by

Janamejaya, and afterwards settled in Huriana, and that

the Tugas were invited by some succeeding Prince or Princes,

after the Brahmins had fully established themselves in Huriana
;

so that the occupation of the country round Hustinapoor by the

Tugas, may be later than the occupation of Huriana by the

Brahmins. But what militates against this, and confirms the

other hypothesis, is that it is expressly stated in the concluding
section of the Mahdbharata that Janamejaya, "having con-

cluded the ceremonies of the sacrifice on which he had been

engaged, dismissed the multitude of Brahmins, and other pious

mendicants who had thronged to the place, loaded with presents,

to their several abodes"

There are some Tugas in the Upper Doab, who state that

they do not proceed from the Gour stock. For instance, on

the banks of the Doab Canal, near Delhi, there are a few

villages held by Tugas of Sirsootee Brahmin descent. With
this exception, it is generally acknowledged that all the Tugas
were originally Gour Brahmins.

They are divided into several separate clans, amongst which

some of the most important are Moongul, Teetwal, Muhesura

Basean, Duttean, Kurawul, Mukta, Dikjiit Eimlec, and Dabhc.

There are several Mahometan converts among them, particu-

larly in the line of country between Meerut and Moradalad.

In the Delhi Territory the Gour Brahmins and Tugas fre-

H H H
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quently intermarry, but the practice is not observed by the

Gours of the Doab and Rohilcund.

GOURAHUR, j.)y T^ gaurahar

An obscure tribe of Rajpoots in Sahesrvan, and in Gungeree,

Puchlunah, Budurea, and Bilram, on the borders of Budaon

and Alligurh. They are said to be descended from the Chumur-

Gour, and it is sometimes added, by way of reproach, that there

is a little Aheer blood in their veins.

GOUROOA, *)))
II^ 11 gaurua

An inferior clan of Eajpoots in Rehur, and Nugeena of

Bijnore; Iradutnugur of Agra; and Suhar, Sheregurh, and

Huzoor Teliseel of Muttra. Those to the "West of the Jumna

are said to have emigrated from Jyepoor about nine hundred

years ago. They are frequently confounded with the Gourahurs

but are, in fact, quite distinct.

GOUTUM RAJPOOT, gautam rajput

c^Aa*^ +)*%

This tribe is now usually rated amongst the Chunderbuns ;

but they are not considered as holding a place amongst the

36 royal races. There are a few of them in Bundelcund and

Benares; but they are found in large numbers in Ghazeepoor,

Ayea Sah, Mbbtour, Kora, Kootea Gobneer, and Bindkee,

Pergunahs of Futtehpoor ; Jajmorv and Sarh-Sulempoor of

Cawnpore ; in Islamnugur of Budaon ; in Deoganrv, Chiryakote,

Cureat Mittoo, and Nizamabad of Azimgurh ; and in Mahoolj

Atrowlea Tilhenee, and Aurungabad Nugur of Goruckpoor.

The Goutums were once a very powerful clan in tbe Lower

Doab. Their chief village was Argul on the Rinde in Per-

gunah Kora, and their representative, now shorn of all his

power, still resides there, and is honored with the title of

Maja. They themselves state that they were originally Brah-

mins, that Sirinyee HiJc,h, their ancestor, (so called from a
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prominent horn on his forehead,) was invited to Court by the

Guhurwar Raja of Canouj, who bestowed his daughter in mar-

riage on Ingee Rik,h, the son of Siringee, and accompanied the

gift with the splendid dowry of all the villages from Canouj

to Kurra.

This tradition is good for nothing. It is, in the first place,

impossible that Siringee Rikji could have been a contemporary

of any Guhurwar Raja, and, in the second place, it is highly

improbable that the GuJiurwars should have preceded the occu-

pation of the Goutums. Nevertheless, the story is most de-

voutly believed by many Goutums. They are divided into the

tribes of Raja, Rao, Rana, and Rawut. The representative of

the Rajas lives at Argul ; of the Raos at Birahunpoor, in Bin-

dkee ; of the Ranas at Chillee, in Pergunah Mujhawun, now

included in Sarh-Sulempoor ; and of the Rawuts at Bhaoopoor,

in Bindkee.

Besides the possessions which they themselves retained,

they are said and here probability is in favor of the tradi-

tion to have bestowed upon their allies several large tracts

which are to this day tenanted by the Grantees. Thus the

Chundels of Sheorajpoor in Cawnpoor are represented to have

received from them 62 villages in that Pergunah, having been

induced to leave their original seat of Mahola after the defeat

of their chief Brimaditya by Pirt,hee Raj. The Jugunlunsee

Canoujea Brahmins of Kora are said to have received the

Chowdrahut of that Pergunah from Birsing Deo, a Goutum

Chieftain. The T,hutburar Canoujea Brahmins are said to

have been Bukhshees of the Argul family. The At,hya Gou-

tums, who are reckoned inferior to the general stock, and con-

sidered to have been originally Jinwar Rajpoots, are said to

have received 28 villages in Bindkee from the Argul Raja,

with whom they had contrived to ingratiate themselves by

teaching him the game of Shutrunj.

But the largest assignment of land which is attributed to

their bounty is that of Beiswdra in Oudh. The reason of this

gift is thus given by the tradition of the country. The Argul

Raja, having given offence to some King of Delhi, the King
directed his Myrmidons to seize the Raja's wife, who was then

H H H 2
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on a Pilgrimage at Allahabad. They were nearly succeeding
in their attempt, when a large party of Beis Rajpoots from

Moongee Peitun, who had come under their leaders BTiao and

Bebhao to the sacred confluence, came forward to the rescue,

and kept the Royal army at bay till they reached Kurra, when

there was no longer any fear of danger. To mark the Ranee's

gratitude, the Beis were invited to Argul, and there, after a

short time, a marriage was celebrated between Bhao and Goor-

dundee, a Rajpootnee of the Rao Goutum tribe. The Raja,

though he considered it a humiliation to unite one of his own

stock to the stranger, was nevertheless pleased to authorize a

marriage with the Rao, and to bestow upon the Beis, as a Do-

wry, 1,440 villages on the Eastern side of the Ganges, which

now constitute the country of Beiswara. The story goes that

the Goutum Raja offered the bride all the villages of which she

could pronounce the names without drawing breath. She ac-

cordingly commenced- -

n I \\

and had proceeded as far as Panch ganw, when the Raja's

son, fearing that his possessions would be lost to him, seized

hold of the bride's throat, and prevented further utterance.

If we are to put faith in the essentials of this tradition, it

would shew that the Goutum country must really have been an

important tract, extending from Calpee to the neighbourhood of

Goruckpoor, since we find a Goutum Raja, still residing, as head

of his tribe, in Nugur in that district, and the Azimgurh family,

now Mussulmans, were, before their conversion, Rajpoots of the

Goutum stock. We find it also stated in Buchanan (" Eastern

India," Vol. II. p. 458), that the Goutums of Goruckpoor con-
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sidered that their ancestors were once in possession of Bundle-

cund. Though his statements are never to be taken without

reservation, yet we may fairly receive them for the evidence

of a tradition respecting the Goutums, which concurs with that

of their Western brethren in assigning to their ancestors the

possession of a very large principality in and around the Lower

Doab.

It must be remembered that both the Goutum and Beis

Rajpoots concur in this story, and such a concurrence is almost

equivalent to authentic history. Now, as the Beis are descend-

ants of Salivahana, and a Salivahana was sovereign of Pratist,-

hana, the modern Jhoosee (As : Res : Vol. X. p. 32), it gives

at once an established antiquity to the Goutums, which makes

it possible that we may have in them the descendants of the

illustrious Shakyas. There are of course difficulties* attend-

ing this hypothesis, but the bare mention of it raises questions

of considerable interest, which invite a longer discussion than

can be bestowed upon them here.

For some generations the Goutums of Argul seem by their

own accounts to have continued in great prosperity, dating

their decline from the period of Humayoon's return to India,

who avenged himself upon them for their zealous adherence to

the cause of his victorious rival, Shere Shah. Mussulman his-

tory, however, is silent on the subject, both of this warfare of

extermination, and of the presumed importance of Argul and

the Goutums, and it is therefore difficult to say what portions

of truth, are mixed up with the fictions of these relations.

The Goutums of Jounpoor and the Eastward give their

daughters in marriage to Sombunsee, Buchgotee, Bajhulgo'tee, or

Bandhulgotee, Rajwar and Rajcbbmar. Those of the Doab give

their daughters to other tribes, the Bhudouria, Cuchhivaha,

II resulte de la qu'il n'est pas aise de comprendre comment Shakya a

pu porter a la fois ce
f nom, qui rappelle la tribu guerriere a laquelle il appar-

tient, et celui de Gautama, qui rappelle une famille brahmanique. La seule
maniere de resoudre cette derniere difficulte, c'est d'admettre que le nom de
Gautama a du appartenir, non pas seulement a Shakya mount seul, uiais a
toute la famille guerriere des Shakyas, comme le pensent les Chinois.
M. Burnouf, Foe Koue Ki, P. 309.
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Rat,hore, Geklote, CkouJian, and Tooar, and they vary as much

with respect to the tribes whose daughters they receive.

GOUTUMEAN, c^^y* *UrU*niT gautamiyan

A clan of Rajpoots in Azimgurli and Goruckpoor. They are

offshoots of the Goutums, but of a spurious breed.

GOWAREE, vS^'y
^sflt gowari

A dwelling house
;
a family ;

a cow-house. Dehli.

GOWTEEKA, ^&^ Jtortoi gautfka

The head manager of a village, equivalent to a Moblcuddum

elsewhere. Soliaypoor.

GUBROUTA, >- l^RTT gabrauta

A large beetle found in old cowdung and dung-hills. It is

called also Gobroura and Goburounda. (Scarabaeus Stercora-

fius : Linn : ).

GUBUR, )*? ^^ gabar

An infidel, in general ;
but the word is more specially applied

to a fire-worshipper. Meninski says
"
Ignicola, magus infidelis,

quivis paganus." The word is more familiar to us in Europe
under the aspect of Guebre ; the Parsee of Western India.

There seems reason to suppose that there were Colonies of

refugee fire-worshippers established in Upper India also, till a

very late period. One of the Governors of Meerut, even as

late as the time of the capture of that town by Timoor in A. D.

1399, was of that persuasion, and though the " Eouzut-66s-

Sufa," the "
Timoornama," and " Zufurnama" mention him

merely under the term of Gubur, which is also applied by them

to Hindoos in general, yet the
"
Mutla-66s-Sadyn" distinctly

says, that his son worshipped fire
;
and the language of Khond-
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emir ( Khovend Meer ) in the third volume of the " Hubeeb-

oos-Seyr" is too plain to be mistaken on that point.

,

sxj JUj> ^AA. !

j>l ^^? <u

J Jjji *JL!>

* tsu.j O.X5J ^ ^jj) ^jX^ ^ * .i;.J jiJ! vx^ JL-

^^O
^J ^t^ls'

)
) ^v^ v^S] ^'^

GUD, TO gad

A boundary mark. DeJdi.

GUDDEE, ^3^ ^^ gaddi

A throne, or cushion. See GACHEE.

A sheaf of corn. Perhaps this would be more correctly spelt

with a Hindee D. ^
A Tribe resembling the GJiosees. They are now mostly

Mussulmans, and have a few scattered communities in several

Pergunahs, such as in Gurhmbbktesur and Surawa of Meerut,

and the Rampoor Territory. It is not unusual to call any
converted Hindoo a Guddee, which is looked on by a true

Mussulman as a term of reproach.

GUDDHREE, &&*** ^ gaddhri
*

The unripe pod of the Gram plant, or deer arietinum

DeTili. See DHOONDHEE and G-UDDUB.

GUDDUR, ''^^ gaddar

GUDRA, jp T^^i gadra

Unripe corn or fruit.

GUDEECHUT, uL^s^.J-f T^Nn: gadichat

A grass generally found growing with Doob, which it resem-
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bles, except in being about three times larger. It is much
used as fodder.

GUDGOL, jy l^Tn^ gadgol

Muddy water.

GUDHE-KA-HUL, J>& tf^J/ ^SJTpf gadhe-ka-hal

Literally, a Donkey's plough. Before the British accession,

it was not uncommon to yoke Donkeys in a plough, and drive

them over the ruins of a captured fort, as a mode of shewing

supreme contempt for the vanquished enemy. The furrows

thus raised were levelled by the Lohe-Tcee-mye, or iron harrow.

Exitio gravi
Stravere, et altis urbibus ultlrnse

Stetere causae, cur perirent

Funditus, imprimeretque rnuris

Hostile aratrum exercitus insolens.

Horat : Carm : I. 1 6.

This mode of wreaking vengeance has been in especial favor

with Eastern nations, and was practised by Jengliiz Khan and

Timoor with unrelenting severity. Hence the common expres-

sion,
" I shall sow barley where you now stand." See the

vaunt of the Bandit-Minstrel Kurroglou, at p. 138 of "
Popular

Poetry of Persia."

GUDHE-PUR-CHURHANA, gadhe-par-charhana

Literally, to seat upon a Jackass. This is a punishment

more commonly known by the Arabic }fy~
J
Tushheer, publica-

tion, celebration
;
which is rendered by Golius,

" Per urbem

duci jussit sontem in exemplum : fere asino aut camelo imposi-

tum.'
' In India when this punishment is ordained, the criminal

is seated with his face to the tail of a Donkey, and old shoes,

rags, and "notions" are suspended from his neck in derision.

A Tushheer, or public exposure with the face blackened, is

expressly declared to be the punishment inflicted by Obmur
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upon a false witness in addition to 40 stripes : though Aboo

Huneefa and his two disciples differ as to whether the punish-

ment should be considered a sentence of Tazeer or Seeasut.

See "Hedaya," Vol. II., pp. 715, 716; and "
Harington's

Analysis," Vol. L, p. 287.

The first intimation we have of a Tushheer in the Mahome-
tan history of India is when Seif-bbd-Deen GJwree was captured
in Ghuzni. He had his forehead blackened, and was seated

astride on a bullock with his face towards the tail
;
and after

enduring the shouts and insults of the mob, he was tortured

and finally beheaded. Tuwareelcli-i-Gbbzeeda.

It is generally supposed that this punishment was introduced

into India by the Mahometans
;
but this is a mistake, for in the

Institutes of Menu (Cap. vin. 370) it is ordained. " If a wo-

man shall be guilty of the offence mentioned, she shall have

her head instantly shaved, and two of her fingers chopped, and

she shall ride mounted on an ass through the public street."

In Europe, particularly during the time of the Byzantine

Emperors, the punishment appears to have been by no means

uncommon.

In A. D. 425, the usurper John, after he had been exposed
mounted on an ass to the public derision, was beheaded in the

Circus of Aquileia. Gibbon, Cap. xxxm.
In A. D. 602, the Emperor Maurice was exposed to the

same ignominy by proxy. Ibid, Cap. XLVI.

In A. D. 820, Michael II. treated the rebel Thomas in like

manner. Ibid, Cap. XLYIII.

About 50 years before, the Patriarch Anastatius was exposed
to public ignominy by being led through the streets on an ass,

with his face to the tail. Sclilosser,p. 211.

In the time of Pope Lucius III, A. D. 1181-11S5, the

Romans, after putting out the eyes of several priests, crowned

them with ludicrous mitres, and mounted them on asses with,

their faces to the tail. Gibbon, Cap. LXIX.

Crescentius, in the year A. D. 998, was also similarly parad-

ed, previous to being hanged. Bayle, Diet. Art. Otho. in.

Even as late as A. D. 1527, G-uicciardini records that at the

sacking of Borne in that year, many prelates were so treated,

III
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"while they were invested in all the habits and ensigns of their

dignity.

In our own country the procession of "
riding SkimmiDg-

ton," which was adopted in ridicule of hen-pecked husbands,

bears a close resemblance to an Oriental TushJieer. No one

has described it better than Butler,

Near whom the Amazon triumphant
Hestrid her beast and on the rump on't

ate face to tail, and bum to bum,
The warrior whilom overcome;
Arm'd with a spindle and a distaff,

Which as lie rode, she made him twist 08:

And, when he loiter'd, o'er her shoulder,
Chastis'd the reformado soldier.

Before the dame, and round about,
March'd Whifflers, and Staffiers on foot,

With Lackeys, Grooms, Valets, and Pages,
In fit and proper equipages;
Of whom, some torches bore, some links,

Before the proud virago minx,
And, at fit periods, the whole rout

Set up their throats with clamorous shout.

Hudibras, Part //., Cant. II., 643 658.

But the most curious of all TusMeers is the voluntary one

undertaken by those who wish to be relieved from a scorpion

sting "What wise man," says Sir T. Browne, "would rely

upon that antidote delivered by Pierius in his hieroglyphicks

against the sting of a scorpion that is, to sit upon an ass with

one's face towards his tail, for so the pain leaveth the man,

and passeth into the beast." Vulgar Errors, Book I. Cap. vn.

It is surprising, that, learned as Sir T. Browne unquestiona-

bly was, he should have ascribed so modern an origin to this

vulgar error. In the Geoponica, (Lib. xm. Ch. 9), there is an

extract given from Diophanes, a writer contemporary with

Julius Ca3sar, in which he quotes Apuleius as an authority for

this statement. He also quotes Democritus as authority for

the assertion that if a person bitten by a scorpion speaks

immediately to an ass, and says
" I am bitten by a scorpion,"

he will suffer no more pain, which will then pass into the beast.

In the 15th Book of the Geoponica, (Cap. I.) there is an ex-

tract given from Zoroaster, in which the same remedies are

given, and nearly in the same language, except that he doea

not say the bitten person is to speak immediately to the
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aas. Who this Zoroaster is it would be difficult to say, but he-

cannot be the Magus, as he writes in Greek, and quotes

Theophrascus, Aristotle, and Plutarch.

We have the same receipt given, by a writer better known

than these. Pliny says
"
Quinetiam si quis asino in aurera

percussum a scorpione se dicat, transire malum protinus tra-

dunt, venenataque omnia accenso ejus- pulmone fugere."

Nat. Hist ; Lib : xxviu. Ck. 10.

Now, it is very singular that this remedy is also fully ac-

credited amongst many natives of this country. But a young
male Buffalo-calf is selected, in preference to a Donkey, aa-

being a purer animal ; and into its ear is whispered tlie follow-

ing incantation.

When this jargon has been duly uttered by the messenger,

he returns to the bitten patient, and is sure to find him fully

recovered.

Whether, as in the case of the Fables of Syntipas and tha

Arabian Nights, the origin is to be ascribed to India, is doubt-

ful. It is more probable that the superstition i& derived from

some of the translations of the Greek medical writers, which

were made in the time of the Khuleefa Mamoon
;
and this is

somewhat confirmed by observing that it is not so much the

common people who entertain this persuasion, as those who-

profess to have made some acquaintance with Oriental litera-

ture.

GUDUREA, gadariya

A shepherd. There are several sub-divisions of Gudureas in

these Pro-viuces Reekfart
Tusselha or Puchhade, Chuk, Dhen-

i i 1 2
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gur, Bureyea, Pyhwar and Bhyeatw. Of each of these there

are also many divisions, which are not worth recounting.

These hold no intimate communication with one another,

being as much strangers as any two distinct castes. The most

liberal relaxation of this social bondage being that the Neekjiur

and DJiengur smoke each others Hookas.

As with the Jats and Goojurs, so with Gudureas, the younger
brother marries the elder brother's widow, but the elder bro-

ther is prohibited from forming a similar connection with his

younger brother's widow. See CURAO.

GUHAEE, <***(? ^^ gahaf

The custom of treading sheaves of corn by bullocks, with the

view of separating the corn from the ears and stalks
;
from the

verb GAHKA, q. v. See also DAEST.

GUHNA, U^ Tff^T gahna

Any thing in pledge ;
the original meaning is jewels, orna-

ments.

GUHURWAR, )) ^f^^ gaharwar

A tribe of Ilajpoots found in Dera Mungulpoor, Bitjioor,

Jajmow, Canouj, and Hil-hour in the Central Doab
;
in Islam-

gunge on the left bank of the Ganges ;
in Bundelcund

;
in

Goruclcpoor ; in Ktitehur, and the Huzoor TeJiseel of JBenares ;

in Puchotur and Muliaich of Ghazeepoor ; in l,hyrayurh of

Allahabad ; and Kuntit of Mirzapoor.

The Guhurwars* of lijiera Mungrore in Mirzapoor are con-

verted to Mahometanism, and those of Muhaich in Ghazeepoor

are reckoned an inferior branch. The chief of the Gulmrwars

resides at Bidjypoor, a few Miles to the west of Mirzapoor,

where the liberality of the British Government enables him still

to keep up some show of respectability. At the time of our

first occupation of Benares, he was a fugitive from the tyranny

The Jatimala in the " Hindee Selections" spells the name
but it seems more usual to spell it as in the Text.
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and oppression of the Goutum Bhoonliars, who had expelled the

Giihurwar family ill 175s A. D.

The Guhurwars may be considered one of the most interesting

races of the Upper Provinces, yet much obscurity hangs over

their origin and lineage. They are recorded among the 36

E-oyal tribes of Eajpoots and are said to be of the same family

as the Rat,Jiores, with whom they deem themselves on an equa-

lity, and with whom it is said they never intermarry. But;

this is a mistake, for those of the Central Doab and Goruclcpoor

intermarry with RatChores, and the observation can only apply
to the soi-disant regal family of Kuntit. They are mentioned,

moreover, in the Pritjiee Raee Rayasa under the distinct ap-

pellation of GuhurLcar. Thus, in the Al-kjiund* we read,

* There is also very curious mention of them at the end of another

K,hnnd. Beer blnulr is made to deliver the following prophecy respecting the

future greatness of this family :--

gr

After saying that the Empire of India will be swayed by the Putjtans, a

Bunya ? the Moguls, and a hero from the Deccan ? he states that the Guhurivas
will finally attain the Sovereignty. But both the style and sentiment betray
roa>-ks of modern interpolation ; and the passage was no doubt written by some

courtly poet of the Holy City, when it was under the dominion, or influence,
of the Gtthurwar family.
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Suj Guhurwar, Gehlote nek, &c. &c.

So that they were acknowledged to be a separate tribe at the

time of the final subjugation of Canouj by the Mahometans.

They assert that they were originally masters of Canouj, local

tradition confirms their claims, and the Goutum Rajpoots attri-

bute their own residence and possessions in the Lower Doab
to the bounty of a Guhunvar Raja of Canonj. The Rudeekntu-

l-AJcaleem states that they come from Benares, and settled at

Kuntit in A. D. 1155. Other authorities say that Gudun Deo

(by some reckoned the son of Manik Chund, brother of Jvr.

Chund, the Ratjiore) came from Cashmere about the end of

the same century, and after expelling the Bhurputwas, at that

time the occupants of the southern bank of the Ganges, settled

at Kuntit, and assumed for himself and brethren the name of

Guhunvar. Cashmere is most likely a mistake for Kasi

(ftmares), which is generally considered to be their origin aI

Country ;
and if so, the two reports would be nearly identical

with respect to the place and time of emigration.* The pro-

bability however appears to be, that the Guhurwas preceded

the five Rat,hore princes of Canouj, and fled to their present

seats, on the occupation of the Country by the Ratjwres ; or,

it maybe thdt, after living in subordination to, or becoming

incorporated with, the Ratjiores, they were dispersed at the

final conquest of Canouj by Mahomed Ghoree.

What has chiefly puzzled the English Historians of this

eventful period is the name of Korah, which was borne by the

Raja of Canouj at the time of the invasion by Mahmood of

Ghuzni. The Rouzutu-s-sufa calls him Jyepal, but the

Hubeebu-s-seir, the Taju-l-maatir, the Tubukat-i-Akberee, and

* Colonel Tod in the " Annals of Rajas,than," (Vol. I. 116.) says "The
Gherwal Kajpoot is scarcely known to his brethren in flajasthan who will

not admit his contaminated blood to mix with theirs The original Country
of the Gherwal is in the ancient kingdom of Cassi Their great ancestor was

Khortaj Deva, from who Jeponda, the seventh in descent, in consequence of

some grand sacrificial rites performed at Bindabassi, gave the title of Boondela

to his issue. Boondela has now usurped the name of Gherwal." This is nol

correct. The Ghenvals (Guhurwars] have allowed no usurpation of their name

by the Bbbndelas, and would consider the assumption very impertinent. The
author, who admits the Ghenvals into his own list of the 36 tribes does not

state what ground he has lor considering their blood contaminated^
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Ferislita call him Korah, or Gorah* Now it is not at all

improbable that this was the designation of a tribe, and that

that tribe was GuJiurwar, converted by a misapprehension of

the Mussulman historians into Korah, or Gorah, which with an

entirely new language, character, and pronunciation, is not at

all an unlikely transfiguration. If this supposition is correct,

it would afford a very simple explanation of one of the chief

historical difficulties of this period, and serve at the same time

to confirm a local tradition which is adhered to with surprising

pertinacity. It is not to be concealed that there would still be

much requiring explanation : amongst other matters, the con-

nection between the Ratjiores and Guharwars is not easy to be

accounted for, because incriptions of the period show that Sree

Chundra Deva, the Ratjiore,
"
conquered by his own arm the

unequalled kingdom of Canouj ;" and it could therefore scarcely
have been held by a kindred tribe before him, unless indeed he

may have reconquered it, as a member of the Guhurwar family,

from those who had usurped the dominion after the death of

Jeypal, the Gorah, who was slain by the Raja of Kalinger, in

revenge for his too easy submission to the demands of Mah-

mood. If this is allowed, and there is nothing to militate

against it, it would sufficiently account for the Guhurwars not

fleeing to their new seats till the end of the llth Century,
and there would then be little to demand further explana-

tion. A fuller discussion of the questionf is postponed to the

article RAT,HORE.

Briggs, nevertheless, by some inadvertance calls him in his translation
Koowur Raee Dow more correctly gives it Kara.

It may be here proper to mention the origin of the name Kornh assigned in
the Rat,hore genealogies.

" The fourth Grundson of Nayn Pal was Umra-
beejy, who married the daughter of the Pramara prince of Korahgurh on the

Ganges, slew 16,000 Pramaras, and took possession of Korah, whence the
Korah Camdhus." Korah however is not on the Ganges, and is evidently
mistaken for Kurra, which has still the remains of a large Rat,hore fort,
known by the name of little Canouj \ and haunted by the undying Ala, one
of the chief heroes of the popular songs and tales of Upper India.

f To show what difficulty attends the prosecution of this enquiry, it may
be as well to add the Goruckpoor traditions, as given in "

Martin's Eastern
India" (Vol. 11.458). One is, that the Guhurwars are descended from the
famous Raja Nala, and came to Kasi from Nurwur, near Gwalior. Another
is, that Buldeo, Raja of Kasi, was expelled from that town by a King of

Magadha, and entered into the service of Tripara, King of Cashmere, from
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?*

GUJJUR, sr *I35^ gajjar

Swampy ground.

GULEA, WT tf^W! galea

Gulea, or Gurear, is the name given to a Bullock, which lies

down in the midst of its work.

GULTAR, 3^^ ^^re galtar

The name given to the inner pegs of a yoke. The word

appears to be derived from Gula a neck, and Ar, a skreen, or

protection. Gata, Skumul, and Puchaee are used in the same

sense. See HUL,

GULTUNS, <*J*xlf T^fr?^ galtans

Dying without issue
;
from ^>1 right, inheritance, and tU$

to melt, to be dissolved : or possibly from the Arabic k)J>

failure, mistake.

GUMBHEER, )***- ^^ gambhir

A Sanscrit word signifying deep. It is generally applied to

soil which is of a rich quality, and attains a more than usual

depth before the subsoil is reached. This quality is ascribed

to the fertile soil of Malwa.

Des Mahca gyher yuniblieer,

Dug dug rotee, pug pug neer.*

whom he contrived to seize the Government of that country. His descend-

ants enjoyed it for 12! generations, when they were expelled by the Kings
of Rum, Turkestan and Iran, and retired to Canouj, which they held for 50

more generations till the time of Jye Chtmd* His third son Jianar, Raja of

Kasi. was ancestor of the Guhurwar chiefs." It is not worth while to atempt
to disprove this improbable legend.

See also "Bird's Guzerat," p. 34; and pp. 351354, 358, 455 and 478

of Col. Sykes' admirable Essay on Ancient India, in the " Journal of the

R. A. S." No. xii.

* From this Sanscrit word signifying water, we derive Nercus the son of

Oceanus, and his attendant Nereids.
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" Sncb is the fertility of Malwa that you find water and bread

at every step." The two words Gyher and GumWieer in the

foregoing couplet are in fact the same
;
the former being the

modified Pracrit, formed by elision from the latter. See Wil-

son's Introduction to
"
Specimens of the Hindu Theatre" and

"
Sanscrit Dictionary," p. 283.

GUNDA, tfj./ ^rgi ganda

This word is given under Gundal, in the Printed Glossary.

Like the Dam, the Gunda of accounts and the Gunda of practice

do not coincide. Gundas of account are but little used in the

North Western Provinces, except in Benares and the Dehra

Doon, and, in consequence of its former subjection to Oudh,

the Nuzurana accounts of Rohilcund are frequently drawn

on in Gundas. This Gunda is the 20fch part of an Anna. The

Gunda known to the common people is not of stable amount,

sometimes four, and sometimes five, and sometimes even six,

go to a pucka Dumree, or Chhudam, according to the pleasure

of the money dealers, or the state of the market. Notwith-

standing this variable amount, as a Gunda is equivalent to four

Cowrees,
"
to count by Gundas" signifies to count by fours, or

by the quaternary scale to which the natives are very partial ;

in the same way as to count by gahees, orpunjas, is to count

by fives, or by the quinary scale.

As four Cowrees make one Gunda, so do twenty Gundas

make one Pun, and sixteen Puns make one Kahawun. But

there are grades of monetary value even below that of Cowree ;

for the Hindoos seem as fond of dealing with these infinitesmal

quantities, as they are with the higher numbers, as exemplified

in the article CROR.E. Thus 3 Grant, or 4 Kale, or 5 But, or 9

Dunt, or 27 Jou, or 32 Dar, or 80 Til, or 800 Suno are each

equivalent to one Cowree. These are not in practical use in

the N. W. Provinces, but are entered in several Account Books,

and many of them appear to be employed in the Bazar trans-

actions of CuttacJc and parts of Bengal. See " Eushton's

Gazetteer," 1841, Vol. 1, p. 182.

The Cowree shell, the Cyproea Moneta, has been subject to

K K K
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strange diminution of value, in consequence of the facilities of

commerce, by which their worth has been depressed below that

of the precious metals. In 1740, a Rupee exchanged for 2,400

Cowrees ; in 1756, for 2,560 Cowrees ; and at this time as many
as 6,500 Cowrees may be obtained for the Hupee.

Cowree in Persian is translated by Khur-mohra, literally, a

Jackass's or Mule's shell
;
because Mules are ornamented in

that country with trappings of shells, as a Gosain's Bullock is

in this country. In Arabic it is known by Wuda >? which

Ibn Batuta says is carried in large quantities from the Maldive

Islands to Bengal, where it is used as coin
;
and therefore there

can be no doubt that the Cyprcea Moneta is meant. The

Kamoos adds &&& ^^JH*> that it is suspended from the neck

to avert the evil eye, as it is in India to this day,* provided the

shell is split or broken. Among European nations, excepting

the English, these shells are known by the name of Porcelli,

Porcellain, Porcellanen, and Porcelalne, on account of the

fancied resemblance of their shape to that of the back of a little

pig, whence we have the Chinese Porcelain, of which the glaze,

or varnish, is similar to that of the Cowree.

GUNDA-BIROZA, ganda-biroza

Olibanum, male frankincense, the produce of the Boswellia

ihurifera. The same name is also given to the produce of the

Cheer, (Pinus longifolia).
:]

Shaughnessy 's Dispensatory, pp.

283 and 612.J

GUNDASEE, ^**& TTWt gandasi

GURASEE, *"'}^
*rai^ garasi

An instrument for cutting Sugar-cane, Juwar stalks, or

thorny bushes. Also, in DeTili, an assessment on the number

of Gundasees, a tax which used to be levied in former days.

* Gunda is also the name applied to the knotted string which is suspend-
ed round a child's neck for the same purpose ; but not, apparently because it

has any connection with the Cowree Amulet.
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GUNDEREE,

GUREREE,

Pieces of Sugar-cane.

GUNDHEELA,

ganderi

gareri

gandhfla

A vagrant tribe, a few degrees more respectable than the

BAOBEE, q. v.

GUNDHEL, gandhel

The sweet smelling grass know as Gundhel, (from Gundh

perfume) is most probably the same as the Gundhbel, -which

Royle ("Ant, Hind. Med." P. 143), says is the Andropogon
Calamus Aromaticus

;
from the leaves, culms, and roots of

which a fragrant essential oil is distilled.

GUNDHOO,

See JAT.

GUNDURWALA,

gandhu

gandarwala
See COLHOO. Gurerun, Gundrara, and Gundhra are also

used in a similar sense.

GUNDYLA, IbjJ/ Tj^n gandaila

Gundyla, or Gundhea,ia the name of a grub destructive to

Chuna and Arhur. Eastern Oudh. It is usually called G-INDUB

elsewhere, q. v.

GUNGALUH, &J^xf TiTT^n ganglia

Lands subject to inundations of the Ganges. Rohilcund.

GUNGAPOOTR, y^UXT 1^113^ gangaputr

A tribe of inferior Brahmins (literally, sons of the Ganges),
found chiefly in Benares, Bit,hoor, and Sheorajpoor in Carvn-

poor. In the two latter Pergunahs they hold several villages in

proprietary right. They declare their descent from Canoujeas,

and preserve the same sub-divisions
; asserting that they assum-

K K K 2
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ed a distinctive name, merely because they receive gifts and

assist at ablutions on the banks of the Ganes. See PRAGWAL.

GUNGBURAMUD, &*]}*(- W^W^ gangbaramad

GUNGBURAR, ^ou^xf ^^T^ gangbarar
Alluvial land recovered from a river, especially, the Ganges.
See DUBYA SHEAR.

Such formations are called in England Innings, or Gamage
land.

GUNG sHiKusT,t^A*jX,LA igfo^ gang shikast

Encroachment of the Granges, or of any other river; by dilu-

vion. See DTJRYABOORD.

GUNJ, g*$ TO ganj

Gun), or, as it is most usually written by Europeans, Gunge,
is a granary, a market, and especially one of grain. It is used

chiefly as an affix to proper names ;
as Islam-gunge, ffurdoa-

gunge, Captain-gunge ; just as Chip, or Chipping, which are of

the same meaning as Gunge, is in England ;
as Chipping-Sod-

bury, Chep-stow, Chippen-ham, Cheap-side.*

GUNJELEE, ^-^ ^^ft ganjeli

The same as BHUNGELA, q. v.

GUNKUTA, &XG/ TI^ZI gankata
Is the name of the man employed to cut the Sugar-cane into

lengths of about six inches for feeding the Mill.

* These words are all derived from the Anglo-Saxon ceapian, or cypan to

buy ;
and signify, when they are prefixed to names, that they were once famous

marts. Words of this family are in most extensive use throughout European
languages in various shapes ; for independent of our cheap, chap, chapman, and

perhaps, our vulgar swap, we have the Latin Caup-o, Greek Cap-eelos, (for
the literal meaning of these words we should refer to Bentley's famous " Ser-

mon on Popery" ), German Kaufmann, Dutch Koopman, which we find in the

sense of Chapman on the curious old Protestent tombstones dated from

16001650 A. D. which have lately been discovered at Agra. Many of

these bear the inscription. "Insyn leven Opper Koopman", i. e. during his

life -time Supercargo.
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GUNNA, lif ^ ganna

Sugar-cane. There are various kinds cultivated in these

Provinces. The principal in Rohilcund are DJioul (white),

Neoolee, Kutara, Lukree, Pounda, Chin, Munga ; in Benares,

Munga, Pounda, Buroukjia, Reora, Khbbsyar, Suroutee, Kutara,

Rukra and KJiiwahee.

The most noted of the Doab, are Suret,ha, Dhoul, Pounda,

Chin, Kut,horee, Dhoomur, Buroi<k,ha, Kalagunda, Kinara,

Kurba, Mutna, ; in Dehli, Soort,ha, Kalasoort,ha, Pounda,

Bhoorasoort,ha, Lalree, G,hurureet Kinara, Dhoul, and Bejhur.

Many of these names are identical
;
but the kind called Pounda,

seems to be the only one generally known. It is eaten raw,

not manufactured.

The word Gunna differs but little from that which is used in

almost all languages to express the same object. Hebrew

Kaneh* Arabic and Persian Kunnat, German JS'anne, Greek,

Latin, Italian, Spanish and Anglo-Saxon Canna
;
and hence

English Cane, and the many words derived from it, which are

applied to vessels and utensils bearing resemblance to the shape
of hollow reeds

;
as can, canakin, canal, canister, and canoe ;

which latter is evident from the passage in Juvenal Sat. V.

v. 89.

Canna Micipsarum prora subvexit acuta.

Minsheu ascribes a similar origin to the wordyw^. "Gune,
ex Lat: canna, quia consistit ex cannd ferrea;" regarding
which it is to be observed that no one has succeeded in giving
a better etymology. A similar identity marks the diffusion of

the word "
Sugar". Sanscrit, Arabic, Hebrew, Greek, Latin,

and the modern European languages all concur in the same

word, with but very slight variations.

The amount of Acres under Sugar-cane cultivation through-

* Hence the Kartell, or measuring reed ot the Jews, equal to six cubits
;

which has its counterpart in the Bans of the Hindoos, the Roman Decempes,
and the Greek akaina; all of six cubits, or ten feet.
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out the North Western Provinces, in the year of Survey, is

shewn below :

ACRES.

Dehli Division, 5,307

Bohilcund Division, 168,277

Meerut Division, 105,861

Agra Division, 47,090

Allahabad Division, 33,410

Benares Division, 317,535

Saugor Division, 12,919

Total Acres,... 690,399

GUNNEL, J*-^ *H*l ganel

A species of long grass, which is used for thatching, and

grows on the banks of the Chumbul. The word is a corruption

of GrANDUL, . V.

GUNNY, ^J ^ gani

The name given to the coarse bags made from the fibres of

the Pat (Corchorus Capsularis). It is derived from Gania, a

name which Eumphius gave to the Pat from some native

source.

GUNOUREE, \2))*"^
^^ ganauri

A Bulrush. Eastern Oudh.

GUNT,HA, {&*? *feT gant'ha

A fractional part of a Jureeb. See G-UTT,HA..

GURA, ty *rei gara

A large sheaf
; except in the Dehli Territory, where it is

usually considered to be a small one. The word is in use

chiefly to the "Westward.

GURA-BUTAEE, \J^f^f *rerazTl gara batai

Division of produce without threshing, by stacking the

sheaves in proportionate shares. RoJiilcund.
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GURAM. f*'y ^TT garam/ c?

A village ;
more usually Gram or Ganw.

GURAO, ^Y ^T^ garao

An instrument used for cutting Juwar stalks, &c. &c. for

fodder. Central and Lower Doab. It is called Gurasee in

Rohilcund, and Gundasa and Gundasee elsewhere.

GURAREE, garar

The block over which the well-rope traverses. Benares,

Bundlecund, and Lower Doab. Gureelee, Gurree, and Girra

also similarly used. See CHAK.

GURDEZEE, gardezi

The name of a class of Syuds in Jowlee of Mbbzujfernugur.

They wish to claim connection with the BABHA.H SADAT, (q. .),

but they do not really belong to any of the four branches of

that stock. The family has been somewhat ennobled of late

by a member of it having been raised by adoption to the

Musnud of Purneah. In our own Provinces there are few

Gurde'zees, but in Multan and the Westward there are several.

According to the Mumbu-bbs-Sadat, the Ancestor of the Gur-

dezees of India is Meer Syud Shahab-bbd-Deen, whose tomb is

at Manukpoor.

gardora

gareran

GURDORA,

A small pit Baitool.

GURERUN,

See COLHOO and GUNDUEWALA.

GURG,
See CANOUJEA BRAHMIN.

garg

GURGBUNSEE, ttyiJ)/
f *1W^) gargbansi

Eajpoots of this clan are found in Sugree and Mahbbl of
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AzimgurTi ; and in Amorha, Ruttunpoor JBansee, and Rusoolpoor

Ghous, of Goruckpoor. See CHUNUHEA.

GURGUWA, J7 ^^ gargawa

A grass which grows in low ground during the rainy season.

When it gets into rice-fields it checks the growth of the plant,

and is very injurious. Buffalos are fond of the grass, but other

horned cattle do not like it.

GURHEE, L^~)
*^ garhi

A village fortification of mud, flanked with towers. Under

the former Government there was scarcely a village without

its Gurhee. Under our strong administration, it is scarcely

known except by name.

GURHEEBUND, LXX>^^ it^ garhiband

A description ofMqfee tenure in Bundlecund, by which lands

are held on paying a stipulated yearly tribute, but not one-

fifth the amount which ought to be paid. These favorable

terms have been made by the GurJieebunds themselves during

the imbecile state of the former Government, which had not

power or force sufficient to compel them to pay their proper

quota. On its being demanded, they shut themselves up in

their forts (hence the name) and if not the stronger -party,

were at any rate sufficiently powerful to withstand any attack

on the part of the Government. After standing a siege for

weeks, the Government were glad to come to terms, and let

them off their Revenue for a stipulated yearly sum. The title

dates from the first advent of the MarJiattas into Bundlecund,

when they found a large portion of the lands ceded by Chut-

tersaul to the Peshwa, held by these petty TJiakobrs, related

either by blood, or caste, to the numerous local Rajas then in

the country, to whom they were bound to pay a light quit-

rent, or to perform military service when called upon. Some

of them wrere younger branches of the reigning family, and

others took advantage of the anarchy, which followed the de-

mise of Govind Pundit, to seize upon adjacent villages and

fortify them.
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When the power ofthe MarJiattas became consolidated, they

soon perceived that the Gurheebunds were difficult to deal with

iu every way, slow and irregular in their payment of Eevenue,

ready to take offence at the slightest insult which they might

fancy had been cast on them, and capable, from their numerous

ties of brotherhood and caste, of raising a formidable, and often

successful, opposition to the G-overnnwnt, and making common

causa whenever it was attempted to coerce even the weakest

individual of their body. A continual struggle was therefore

maintained between the Government and the Gurheebunds,

which generally ended to the advantage of the latter
;
and

hence we still find them in full occupation of the Territory

which they usurped, and from which they could not be dis-

lodged. (Public MSS.)

GURHYEE, ^5^}
*

garhai

Gurhyee, or Gurhya* signifies a small pond.

GURREE, )? ^v garri

A hay-stack, a rick, a stack of thatching grass ; more correct-

ly, KJiurhee.

A small mound raised between heaps of corn and bk&osa on

the threshing floor. Lower Doab.

A large stack of Wheat or Barley, containing two or more

seinka, which generally comprises several thraves of corn, the

produce of one field. Dehli and Upper Doab.

A large stack of KJiureef produce. Hohilcvmd.

Kbbndra ip^ is in general use elsewhere in the same sense,

and also within the limits in which Gurree obtains, but in the

latter case is always larger than a Gurree. See CHHOUE,

DlIBEA, GUEABEE, JHOOHA, PlTHEE and SANTEEE.

GUSHTEE, * *
gashti

-

Presents to a Eevenue Officer on his tour
; from the Persian

to turn, to make rounds.

L L L
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GUT,HA, 1ST gat'ha

The twentieth part of a Jureeb. Each Gut,ha contains three

ILAHEE G-uz, q. v. The word is derived from Gut,Jina to join,

to unite by knots.

GUT,HEE, ^& *ret gat'hi

See GrACHHEE.

GuT,HOUND, txJ^Xf TJ%T^ gat'haund

A deposit, or trust bound up in a bag (Gutfiree).

GUT,HREE, \$y&^ ^^ gat'hri

Literally, a bag ;
and hence applied to money brought in

payment of revenue in a bag. Benares.

GUT,HWANSEE, ^A*J^X 7I33T) gat'hwansi

The twentieth part of a Gut,Jia.

GUT,HYA, U^Cf iifeirT gat'hiya

A pannier ;
a sack

;
a bundle.

GUTWARA, Xfotf "WZOXQ gatwara

Gutwara, or, more correctly, Gunt,hwara, is the name of a

tribe of Jats who hold villages in Gokana, (where they are

tailed Aolanea, after their chief town), in Soneeput Bangur,

and in the Doab, on the opposite side of the Jumna. They
trace their origin from Ghuzni, from which place they were

accompanied by the JBhat JBbordea, the Dom Samp, the Brah-

min Shuwal, the Barber Bajwaen, and the Blacksmith Budea,

all of whose descendants are now living, and engaged in the

occupation of their fathers in the villages of the Guntjiwara

fraternity.

Guz, 1^ gaz

A yard. 3 Guz = 1 Gut,ha, and 60 Guz == 1 Jureeb. See

ILAHEE Gruz, and the Printed Glossary, under Guz and Gudge.
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GYAL, J^ TOT*! gayal

The land of deceased Biswadars lying unclaimed
;
land com-

ing under the management of the Malgbozar after an Asamee

deserts his village. Rohilcund, Dehli and Upper Doab. It is

called also Oot,h ; both derived from words signifying depar-

ture. It is equivalent to the Gutkobl of the Deccan ; from

the Sanscrit gata, gone, passed away, and Tcbbl, family lineage.

GYAREE, 3) W1$ gayari

See above under GTAL.

GYRA, \y*$ gaira

A sheaf of corn.

L L L 2
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H

HAL, - fra hal

Literally, the present state. The word is used in Eevenue

accounts to represent the existing state of Collections. See

HAL TOUZEE and TOUZEE.

HALA, ^ irar hala

An instalment of Eevenue. Dehli.

HALEE, J^ ft* half

The Government Assessment. Dehli.

HALEE, JU> *i* half

A man employed for the duties of ploughing from ***

a plough. In the Glossary, Halees are said to be agrestic

slaves ;
it would have been more proper to say, labourers. See

HUEWAHA.

HAL TOUZEE, a* ^[ Hfo hal tauzi

An account of Collections for the current period. See

TOUZEE.

HAPUR, y*> ^ hapar

A nursery for Sugar-cane.

HAR, $& !H bar

A sub-division, or part, of an Estate. In Saugor it means

the cultivated space immediately round a village, which is quite

opposed to the meaning it generally bears in the North West,

where it is applied to the land most distant from the site of the
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village ;
i. e. beyond the Munjha. In Bundleciwd, and some

other places, it signifies a tract of land, but the term in no way
indicates separate possession of the tract designated. All the

sharers may hold land in one Har. In the first and last sense,

the word may be supposed to be derived from har a necklace, a

chaplet. In the second from Tiarna to tire out. However

fanciful this latter derivation may be, the
. most unimaginative

cultivator in Hindoostan will declare that it is so called, be-

cause both bullocks and men get fatigued (har jate) before

they reach it.

KARA, !j^ fRl hara

A branch of the Chouhan Rajpoots. There are a few of this

distinguished tribe in Ruttunpoor Bansee of Goruckpoor, but

they are very rarely met with elsewhere in the North "Western

Provinces. The chief of the Haras is the Raja of Kotah Boon-

dee, or Harowtee.

HAR LENA, 1*^5^ f^fT har lena

To examine the correctness of a pair of scales. Dehli and

Doab. Tar lend is used in Rohilciwd. Sadh lena to the East-

ward.

HATA, &L>b- fT?n hata

Premises, an enclosure, a compound in Anglo-Indian lan-

guage. It is a corruption of Ihata, the fourth infinitive of the

Arabic word &*

HAT,HEECHUK, LX*-^3U!> ^Jfasfi hat'hfchak
H

Is the name of a grass which grows about a foot high, and

is given as fodder to cattle. It is also, by an easy conversion,

the name given by gardeners to the prickly and to the Jerusa-

lem (girasole) Artichoke.

HAZIR ZAMIN, hazir zamin

The person who becomes security for the appearance of an-

other.
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HEERANA, ftfb fi^RT hirana

Manuring a field by penning a herd of cattle or flock of

sheep in it for several hours. JE. Oudh. K,hutana is used in

a similar sense in Rohilcund. This practice is known in Eng-
land under the name of "

fold-course," or "
faldage," which

formerly meant a privilege which several lords reserved to

themselves of setting up folds within their manors for the

better manurance of the same.

HEET.HA, ^ 5T hit'ha

A person appointed to take care of the standing crops. See

AHEETA.

HELA, ^^ 1N hela

See BHUNGEE.

HELE, *&> |^ hele

Is the name given to the tribe of Jats which was in occupa-

tion of the country previous to the arrival of the Dhe. See

JAT.

HENGA, tix& n henga
A harrow. This word, as well as SoTiaga, Mye, Myra, and

Sirawun, is in general use
;
but the implement is known locally

by various other names, a Putoee, Puhtan, Putela, Patree, and

Dundela, The part to which the ropes, or thongs, are attach-

ed is called Murwah. The cylindrical harrow, or roller, is

called Ruree in Roliilcund ; Bilna, and Belun in the Lower

Doab and Benares ; and GJieree, Giruree, and ColJioo in Dehli

and the Upper Doab. The harrow made of two parallel tim-

bers joined together, is called Myra Sohaga in Dehli and the

Doab, and Sohul in EoJiilcund. Gahun is the name of a forked

harrow. See

HEREE,

A tribe of Mussulman Rajpoots chiefly found in Juspoor, a

Pergunah of Moradalad. They were introduced for the same

purpose as the BTJBWAEK q. v.
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HIBADAR, jlJ&Afc pr^R hibadar

A possessor of property by deed of gift ;
from Iliba, a gift.

HIBANAMA, &*lj<!U> ffS^TOT hibanama

A deed of gift.

HIRUNK,HOOREE, tf )^ ^W^S^ hirank,huri

The name of a creeping herb which grows in the rainy season.

Its leaves resemble an antelope's hoof; and hence it derives its

name
; Hirvn, or Hurna, an antelope, and K,hbbree, a cloven

hoof.

HISSADAREE, O&*2^ W!3l? hissadari

Co-partnership ; applied to a village in which a number of

sharers have a proprietary right in the land. From Hissa, a

share, which has been explained in the Printed Glossary.

HISSA-I-HAKIMEE, hissa-i-hakimi

The share of produce, to which the King, or ruler, is entitled.

It is needless here to enter on the controversies on this subject,

respecting the amount, under the old law, Hindoo and Mahonie-

dan, to which he was entitled. It is pretty certain however

that, even in most favorable periods of Hindoo rule, when they

had to pay twenty other taxes besides that on land, less was

never taken from the Ryuts, than they are now called upon to

pay, at least in these Provinces.

HISSA-I-HALEE, ^As>
6.^2^ f55T hissa-i-hali

A ploughman's share, or wages in kind
; generally amount-

ing to about one-eighth of the produce.

HISSA KUSHEE, *&T &**- fOJT ^it hissa kashi

The distribution and apportionment of shares according to
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strict genealogical succession. Several Collectors during the

time of Settlement used to make out laborious statements of

this nature, under a misapprehension of the particular course

of enquiry enjoined by Reg. VII. of 1822, for the purpose of

registering and securing the rights of inferior sharers.

HISSYT, <^A*2^ jc? hissait

A shareholder.

HOOLHOOL, Jfl3> i^f^ hulhul

HOORHOORA. 8v&v& l^f^T hurhura*

A small herb which springs up in the rainy season, and is

used as a culinary vegetable. The commonest kind has a white

flower, and produces a long pod, like that of the Moony, and is

used as a medicine in fevers
; (G-yandropsis pentaphylla, former-

ly Cleome pentaphylla, or viscosa). There are said to be four

kinds- -white, red, purple, and yellow. The three latter are

much sought after by Alchymists.

HOONDH. 8J.A.& t<o hundh* o

See JEETA.

HOORYA, k;j& |n huriya

A small clan of Somlitnsee Rajpoots in Atjigaivan and

Mureeahoo in the Province of Benares.

HOULEE, )^ * hauli
**

A liquor shop. The word is common, except in Saugor and

HUBOOBAT, vi^AA. ^RT?? habiibat

Articles formerly furnished gratis to men in authority, con-

sisting of sheep, milk, eggs, blankets, hides, &c. The system of

Ifuboobat is not yet extinct, where European Functionaries are

negligent in the control of their establishments.
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HUD, t>-^ ^ had

A boundary.

HUDBUNDEE, ^jJjjc^ f^^^f hadbandi

The settling and demarcation of boundaries. This has been

most carefully done in the N. W. P. preliminary to the late

Settlement. When they were not pointed out by the parties

concerned, they were adj usted by arbitration. "Wherever dis-

putes were likely again to arise, it has been usual to bury some

imperishable material in the earth, according to the instructions

of the Hindoo lawgiver Menu, (Chap. vin. 249-251.) "The

persons concerned reflecting on the perpetual trespasses com-

mitted by men here below, through ignorance of boundaries,

should cause other land marks to be concealed under ground.

Large pieces of stone, bones, tails of cows, bran, ashes, potsherds,

dried cowdung, bricks and tiles, charcoal, pebbles and sand,

and substances of all sorts which the earth corrodes not even

in a long time, should be placed in jars not appearing above

ground on the common boundary". See also the Mitachshara

on the same subject.

In the very interesting treatise by Siculus Flaccus,
" De

conditionibus agrorum," we learn that precisely the same prac-
tice was observed m laying down the early Roman Colonial

Boundaries. "
]STunc quoniam voluntariuni est, aliquibus

terminis nihil subditum est
; aliquibus vero aut cineres aut

carbones, aut testas, aut vitrea fracta, aut ossa subcensa, aufc

calcem, aut gypsum invenimus. Carbo autem aut cinis quare

inveniatur, una certa ratio est quae apud antiques quidem obser-

vata est, postea vero neglecta, sic aut diversa, aut nulla signa

inveniuntur." See DHOOA and ODABUNDEJE.

HUDBUST, c^wyujuXa* f3^ hadbast

This word also signifies the demarcation of boundaries, pre-

paratory to survey.

HUKARNA, Uy& foffl^n hakarna

To drive oxen
;
a corruption of hanlcna, to drive.

M M M
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HUL,

HUR,

hal

>*> f* bar

A plough, if an instrument may be dignified by that name

which has neither coulter to cut the soil, nor mould-board*

to turn it over. Nevertheless, simple as the Hul is and wretched

in construction, it is admirably adapted to our light Indian soil,

and does its duty well under the able Agriculturists of our

Provinces. Of the operations of this simple plough, Dr.

Tennant, who has led the van in the abuse of everything

Indian, observes (" Indian Recreations", Vol. n. p. 78),
"
Only

a few scratches are perceptible, here and there, more resembling

the digging of a mole, than the work of a plough;" yet this

prejudiced and superficial observer remarks, in another place,

that the average produce of the Province ofAllahabad is fifty-six

bushelsf of wheat to the English acre : as if these "
scratches

* But when anything like a mould-board is required, the people have
sufficient ingenuity to frame one. The only occasion which calls for such

an expedient is when Sugar-cane is sown. Large and deep fuirows are then

required, and various means are resorted to, to make the plough accomplish
the purpose. In Dehli and the Upper Doab it is usual to bind canes on the

part into which the sole is fixed. Generally not more than two ploughs are

used when planting Sugar, but in the Doab as many as four sometimes follow

one another
;
on two of which are fixed mould-boards of the name of JKoh or

Pak thee the former being stronger and smaller than the latter. The Roh is

made of one piece of wood, the Pafc
t
hee of two.

f The yield of Wheat would certainly not be so great now, whatever it

might have been in the Doctor's days. It may be as well to make this

reservation, with reference to the very common remark, that land in Upper
India does not yield now so much as it did in former days. Where this is

really the result of observation, the causes are obvious the greater in fre-

quency of fallows the little manure that is given being diffused over more
fields than formerly the decrease in the fall of the periodical rains owing
to the immense mass of forest and jungle which has been cleared away
and the fields being less cultivated than formerly, when ploughs and hands
could only be employed upon a limited number of fields. These are all to

be traced to the operation of a more remote cause the entire security
afforded by the British Government. The number of hands, ploughs and
bullocks has not increased in proportion to the increase of cultivation.

It should never be forgotten that the decrease in the fertility of the soil

is an old and popular complaint, and arises chiefly from the universal ten-

dency to depreciate the present, and exalt the past. It is instructive to

find Columella asserting in his preface, that to refute this ill-founded com-

plaint of the soil's unfruitfulness, was the chief cause of his composing his

work on Agriculture.
"
Saepenumero civitatis nostrae principes audio culpantes modo agiorum

infa'cunditatem, modo cceli per multa jam tempora noxiam frugibus intern-
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and diggings of a mole"* could by any possibility produce

double the average of the scientific cultivators of England. He
lias forgotten also to remark that the Drill, which has only

within the last centuryf been introduced into English field

husbandry, and has even yet in the Northern counties to

combat many native prejudices, has been in use in India from

time immemorial. If he had only reflected on this single fact,

(leaving out of consideration the universal practice of rotation

and complete expulsion of corn-weeds), he would have saved

the poor Hindoos from much of tae reproach which has been

so lavishly heaped upon them by Mill and his other blind

followers.

periem ; quosdam etiam praedictas querimonias velut ratione certa mitigantes,

quod existiment, ubertate nimia prioris aevi defatigatum et effcetum solum

nequire pristina benignitate praebere mortalibus alimenta. Quas ego causas,

Publi Silvine, procul a veritaie abesse certum habeo ; quod neque fas

existimare, rerun naturatn, quam primus ille mundi genitor perpetua fcecun-

ditate donavit, quasi quodam morbo sterilitate affectam : neque prudentis

credere, tellurem, quae divinam et aeternam juventam sortita, communis

omnium parens dicta sit, quia et cuncta peperit semper, et deinceps paritura

sit, velut hominem consenuisse. Nee post haec reor intemperantia cceli nobis

ista, sed nostro potius, accidere vitio, qui rem rusticam pessimo cuique servo-

rum, velut carnifici, noxae dedimus, quam majorum nostrorum optimus

quisque et optime tractaverit."

De Re Rustica, Lib : I.

* It is amusing to observe that the Agriculturists of England do not now
consider this light ploughing to be so very despicable. In a paper written

by Mr. Pusey in the Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society for 1842,
he observes,

"
I may mention one point for which Northern farmers have

sometimes blamed those of the South I mean shallow ploughing. On our

trial-ground at Liverpool, a Southern farmer observed to me that the furrow

prescribed (six inches) was too deep, and immediately afterwards a

Northern farmer found fault with it as being too shallow. * * *

Firmness, however, is not a positive but a relative term relative to the

crop, and also to the climate. In part of Norfolk, according to London,
44

they plough with two or four horses very shallow, carefully preserving the

hard basis formed by the sole of the plough, which is called the pan of

the land
; breaking this up is said " to let down the riches into the hungry

sub-soil." One of our members, Mr. A. Edmunds, who has long farmed

200 acres of peaty land in Gloucestershire, tells me that he always ploughed
it shallow, and that for wheat he did not stir it at all, but skimmed it only
with a breast -plough. The Summers there are hotter than in' Lincolnshire,

where peat is ploughed deeper. Near toblentz, on the Khine, where the

Summers are very burning, it is stated that the farmers only scratch the ground
with a o:;e-horse plough, because they find deeper ploughing injurious.

*
* *

I should think that, as Mr. Denison observes "
in very few cases ii

the soil underneath more fitted for vegetation than that of the surface;" and I

believe such n operation would be destructive on many ofour Southern farms."

fjertho lull published his Experiments on Drilling in A D. 1731. The

Spanish Sembrador is said to have been invented about A. D. 1650.

M M M 2
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The principal parts of an Indian plough are Hurus the beam ;

Hutjieelee, Hutjia, Ohirea, or Mbot,hea, the handle, or stilt
;

Punharee or Purowtjia, the sole, which is generally at the end

shod with an iron share, called Phala, Chou, or Koosa. The

Hul, or Nangul, is the body of the plough, the main piece

into which the Punharee and Hurus are joined ;
but these

terms, besides being exclusively applied to a particular part of

the plough are used to signify the entire plough. The Og is a

peg, or wedge, which fixes the Hurus firmly into the Hul ; a

second is sometimes added which is called Gundhelee ; the

Puchelah, Puchheela, or Plmnna, is a wedge which fixes the

Punharee to the Hul. The KJioora, Burnel or Nurhel, is an

indented, or notched part at the end of the beam, correspond-

ing to the copse, or cathead, to which the yoke is attached by
a leathern thong, called a Nuduh. In some parts the beam is

not notched, but drilled with holes into which pieces of wood

are inserted. The yoke consists of the Jooa or upper piece,

and the Turmachee or lower piece. The Syl is the outer pin,

and Gata the inner pin which join the Turmachee and the Jooa,

and which are on each side of the Bullock's neck, when it is

yoked. These are the names usually applied to the parts of a

plough in the Doab and North- West ; but in Benares and to the

Eastward, the names are somewhat different. There the Chun-

dowlee answers to the Chirea, Patji to the Og, Nurele to the

Puchelah. Hur is the part on which the share is fixed. There

are knots also, called Mahadewa, on the yoke of the Benares

plough ;
and some other differences not worth mentioning.

Besides the common Hul of the country, there are others used

in some places which vary but little in their structure from it.

There is, for instance, the Nagur plough, which is used in Bun-

dlecund for planting Sugar-cane. It is very heavy, requires si*,

seven, or eight bullocks to draw it, and enters very deep into

the ground. The cane is put into a hole of the wooden part of

the plough, through which it is passed and deposited in the

earth, to as great a depth as the share can attain. The Ameri-

can Cotton Planters were much pleased with this plough, and

preferred this manner of sowing Sugar-cane to any they could
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adopt with the American plough. There is also the

used to take off the crust when the soil is hide-bonnd, and by

skimming the surface clears the soil from grass, weeds, and

stubble See BAK,HUB. There are also the the Koodhea, the

Kudh, the Kut,hoo, the Kobsear, the Puchrunga, &c. &c., which

need no particular description.

The word Hul is found in some shape or other in several of

the Indo-European languages, by the common conversion of an

aspirate into a sibilant, such as takes place, for instance, in

hex, sex ; hepta, septem ; hus, sits, sow
; herpo, serpo ; hudor,

sudor
; Tiuper, super ; (Jul. Pontedera3, De Vet. Scrib. Rat.

Epist. II.) Thus Hul becomes Sal in Anglo-Saxon, and Syl

in Danish and Swedish. The following passages will show the

common use of Sul or Sulk, as the Anglo-Saxon word for plough.

In the translation of Boethius we have,
" Theah he erige his

land mid thusend Sula" "
Though he till his land with a

thousand of ploughs :" and in Luke's Grospel,
" The hys hand

asset on hys Sulk,"
" who has placed his hand on the Plough.'*

Indeed, Sul is even now used for a plough in Cheshire and some

other of the Western Counties of England ;
and it is by no

means uncommon to hear of a Swoling of land, which is equiva-

lent to the Hindee Juwaree, i. e. so much land as one plough
can till in a year. See HTJLTJS, and JUWAEEE.

"We owe probably to a similar origin the Latin Sul-cus, and

Greek Hoi-cos, a furrow. These words are ordinarily derived

from helco, to draw.

HULAETA, DOU& pn^HT halaeta

The first ploughing of the season, which is generally preceded

by the taking of omens, and other superstitious ceremonies.

The note of the Coel bird, amongst other auguries, is consider-

ed very favorable, and its utterance is of such authority as to

enable the cultivator to dispense with a for)Dal application to a

Brahmin. See HUREETA. This bird directs other operations

besides agriculture. Thus,
"
Coel bolee, Sebundee dolee" i. e.

the disbanding of the armed men for collection of Revenue

depended on the CoeVs note: Sebundee being a corruption of
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Sipah Hindee, in distinction to Moghul or foreign troops, who

were always kept up.

The Coel, indeed, occupies much the same place in India

that the Cuckoo does in Europe. The European names, even,

are all derived from the Sancrit %IT3u*f Cuculus. Pliny says,

that the vine-dressers deferred cutting their vines till the

Cuckoo began to sing. "We have the Cuckoo-Ale of England,

which the labourers leave their work to partake of, when the

first Cuckoo's note is heard. There is, also, the vulgar super-

stition that it is unlucky to have no money in your pocket when

the first Cuckoo of the season is heard
;
and the amorous

Hobnelia tells us, that in love-omens its note is equally

efficacious.

" When first the year 1 heard the Cuckoo sing.

And call with welcome note the budding spring,
I straightway set a-ranning with such haste,

Deborah that won the binock scarce ran so fast ;

Till spent for lack of breath, quite weary grown,
Upon a rising bank I sat adown,
Then doffd my shoe, and by my troth, I swear,
Therein I spy'd this yellow frizzled hair,

As like to Lubberkin's in curl and hue,
As if upon his comely pate it grew,
With my sharp heel I three times mark'd the ground,
And turn me thrice around, around, around."

Gay's Spell.

It also resembles the European species in being
" the nursling

of a stranger nest"; and according to popular belief, selects a

crow's nest for the place of deposit.

Kaga Jcako dJiun Tiuro, Coel Tcako deen ;

Meet Jiee meet,hee lollyun jug upna Jcur leen.

" "Whose property has the crow taken, to whom has the Coel

given it ? Her sweet notes can captivate the whole world."
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HULALKHOR, ))* J^ $*ti*i<n halalkhor

SEE BHUNGEE.

HULBUNDEE, ^L^AAl> $<?iit{l halbandi

Is occasionally used in the sense of HULBTJRAB, and HULSA-

KEE, q. v.

Also a tenure in Ajaon, Sirsawah, and the North Western

parts of Bareilly in which a few Beeg.Jias are assigned to each

Asamee who has a plough, for the cultivation of Cotton, and

Indian Corn
;
for which he pays at the rate of one rupee per

Beegjia ;
for all other land in his occupation he makes payment

in kind.

In Kumaon, Hulbundee is applied, as Jote is in the plains, to

signify the quantity of land under cultivation by any party.

HULBURAR, )\yd> ^^^ halbarar

Assessment according to the number of ploughs. Collection

at a certain sum per plough.

HULDA, !uxl& pt3i halda

HURDA, 4 >& ?^[T harda

A disease of the Cerealia, in which the plant withers, and

assumes a yellow tinge. The word is derived from Huldee

Turmeric. This kind of mildew diifers but little from the

GUEWEE, q. v., except in attacking the plants in an earJier

stage of their growth.

HULEAK, L^> ^UT^ haliyak

Wages of Ploughmen. DeJili and Upper Doab.

HULQA, &&* ^f^T halka

A village circuit. A boundary line which comprises the

lands and dwellings of a Mouza. The word, in Arabic, literally

signifies a ring. Hulka, says DeSacy in a note to his " Ex-

cerpta ex Abulfeda," p. 539,
"
proprie est annulus. Temporibus

reeentioribus Hulka dicti sunt milites pretoriani, qui apud
Sultanos ^Egyptiorum corporis custodise inserviebant.

"
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HULSAREE, Lulfc f^rai^t halsari

Sub-division and apportionment of Revenue on ploughs. The

assessment of a certain amount on each plough in a village.

The word is synonymous with Hulbundee and Hulburar.

HULTUDDEE, ^j^l& ^rTjt haltaddi

tA drill-plough. See BANSA, NYE and TAB.

HULUS, J"
1^ ^^ halas

HUNUS, jj**^ 5^ hanas

HURUS, ^ ^^ haras

The beam of a plough. The word is probably the same as

the Greek hunis, or hunnis, though it was a different part of the

plough to which Hunis was applied in Greece. Gilchrist says

Hurus is a ploughshare. Shakespear says Huris is the tail of

a plough. Dr. Carey gives Is as the beam of the Dinagepoor

plough. As : Res : Vol. x. p. 25.

HULWAEE, S)^ ^f^rf . halwai

A Confectioner. In the Lower Dodb it has become an

appellation of a caste, or tribe. In most other places it is

applied to the trader only. The caste is sub-divided into

Chylha, Bukurra, Doobe, Canoujea, Tilbhoonja, &c. &c.

HUNDA, |J^> T handa

A grass which is found on the banks of tulaos and jlieels.

It produces a little red flower, but is not applied to any useful

purpose.

HUNSRAJ, ^t^uu-lS) ^p=^l3I hansraj

A herb which springs up on brick walls during the rains.

It is used medicinally. Bokilcund. It is known by the name

of PuresJiawusJian in the Doab. It is also the name of a kind

of Eice. See
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HUQ, hak

Share or right. See Huy Malihana in the printed Glossary.

This word enters into the composition of the seven following

articles.

HUQ BHENT, ***#^ ^*fe hak bhent

Presents frequently made half-yearly by the Malgobzars to

Native Officers in authority.

hakiyatHUQEEUT,

flight, share, proprietorship.

HUQ HUWALADAR, hak hawaladar

Iluwaladar, or correctly, Huq-i-Huwaladar, is the

grain given to Shahnas, generally at the rate of a seer and a

half to every maund. Rohilcund,

HUQ KUMEENCHAREE, hak kammchari

HUQ SEANCHAREE, hak siyanchari

HUQ T,HOKDAREE, hak t'hokdari

Dues and fees to Kumeens, &c. derived according to old

custom from the inhabitants of villages, and varying in every

Puttee, but generally equivalent to about 3 per cent, on the

Government Revenue. Kwmaon and OurJiwal.

JLumeen in the plains is applied to village servants but in

JZimaon it is used synonymously with Eoorlia, to signify a

superintendent of village management, whose office is in the

gift of Government, and generally hereditary. Seana beara

the game meaning in GurJiwaL See PyspHAir.

N N N
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HUQ ZUMEENDAREE, hak zamindari

A Zumeendar's proprietary right.

There are also the Huq-i-Tola, 'Ruq-i-Putwaree,

Tehseel, and other similar expressions of common occurrence.

HURAEE, <./'>^ ^ hura1
'

The portion of land in a field which is included within one

circuit of a plough. To commence another circuit is styled
Jiuraee phandna.

HURBONG-KA-RAJ, harbong-ka-raj

This expression, which literally means Surbong^s Govern-

ment, is applied to signify civil disorder and mal-administra-

tion. Roebuck, (Oriental Proverbs, Part n., p, 387), saya

that " Hurbhoom is the name of a village near Ilahabad, in-

famous for injustice." But the name of Hurbhoom, which is

more usually pronounced Hurbong, and sometimes Hurbhong,

is given to the Raja, and the scene of his injustice is called

Hurbongpoor.

Hurbongpoor is now known by the name of Jhoonsee, or

Jhoosee, on the left bank of the Ganges opposite to Allahabad*

* Immediately before Akber's time this place was known as Peeag, or

Prag ; by him it was denominated, Allahabas, which subsequently became
Allahabad. The name is mo^e correctly Ilhabdd, or Ilahabad. as given by
Captain Roebuck, but I adopt the usual practice of writing it dllahahad.

\Vhether, when Shahjehan changed the terminal Las into bad, which had been

adopted by his (-randfather in deference to the Hindoos (.See L)U>TOOK), he

also changed the Illi into dllah, does not appear from any author who treats

of the subject; but the alteration would not have been unrea-onable, for their

is a marked distinction between the two terms. Th< article coalesces with

the subsiantive in /Jllah, and represents the '*

Almighty." Ilh or Hah, is the

name of an old Arabian Deity, and is more properly, and mon usually,

applied to a Pagan God, than God Supreme over all. Hence the famous

Mahometan profession of faith says La Hah ilia Allah, &c. &' ( ^'"

which, in the ordinary translation of " there is no God but God", conveys no

precise meaning, and involves an obvious truism, which the false prophet was

too wise to have enunciated. From some passages in the early Indian His~

torians it would appear that they confounded the famous Somnat with the
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and opposite to Arail* on the right bank of the Jumna. It

will be seen fro.n the notes below that the names of these

places were changed by Akber, and Jhoosce itself shared the

same fate, being called Hadeeabas : yet it is strange why it

was not called Jhoosee in the Imperial Register-", for that town

was in existence long before Akber's time. It has frequent

and honorable mention in the Treatise Fee Halut-i-Mborshid^

containing an account of Syud All Mbbrtuza't Miracles. The

Syud died A. D. 1359, so that as the place was called Jhoosee

in his days, there appears no good reason why the Pergunah
was not so denominated in the Records of Akber's reign.

Hurbongpoor, which preceded the name of Jhoosee, is itself

a comparatively modern name, for the site of Jhoosee is by
common consent allowed to be the Pratist,han, or Kesi, of the

Arabian Ilah or Hat ; and though it certainly would be no uninteresting

enquiry to trace the real circumstances of the connexion, a mere reference

only can be made to it here. See in the Ronzut-bbs-Sufa, Hubpvb-bbs-Seer

and Ferishta, the passage quoted from Fureed-bbd-deen Attar. Sale's Koran I.

24, II. 390. Hyde de R?l: Vet : Pers : p. 1.30. Pococlce, Spec: H>st : Arab :

4. 92. 110. Bird's Guzerat p. 39. D' Her helot, voce Lot. Al Makkari's

Mahomedan Dynasties in Spain, I. 346, and Htrod : in. 6. The same nici

distinction respecting the value of single letters in these devout exclamations

is also observable in the Bismillah, on which Zamakhshari in his Commentary
on the Koran observes, Rahman denotes a more extensive idea than Raheem ;

for this icason people say in speaking of God,
*' the merciful ( Ar Rahman)

in this world and the next," and " the clement ( Ar Raheem) in this world."

* The name of this place was also changed by Akbcr. He called it Jalala-

bad, after his own title of Julul-bbd-Deen. That he was not above the

common and venial weakness we know from his public Edict abolishing
the salutation of " Sulam Aleikoom" and substituting the '* Allaho Akber,"
and the reply of "

Julli Julali.hu:" in both of which we have parts of his name
" Julal-bbd Dcen Mahomed Akber.

1 ' The Sipah Salar was ordered to see that

the same exclamations were made at meals ; and the Aftabee, the Rupee, and
several other coins of his reign, as well as his seal, bore the inscription

Wlia-J^. jXS] &U). \ye j,ave several instances of trail's being mentioned

prior to A fiber's time. In ^he Tareekh-i- Budaonee it is stated, that the Per-

gunah of Arail was in A. H. 977 (before the composition of the Ayeen-i~

Akberee] given in Ja^eer to Raja Ram Chund,

and, even before this time, we have frequent mention of it in the history of

the Afghan reigns, when the place appears to have been sometimes visited by
troops inarching in the neighbourhood. In the last Century it was celebrated

as the residence of several Persian Nobles, of whom there is now no trace or

record except in the ruins of the houses which they occupied.

N N N 2
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Puranic Histories, the residence of the first Prince of the lunar

dynasty, Pururavas, the son of Budha, the son of the Moon.

(Wilson's Introd : to Univ : Hist: p. 8; As: Res: Vol. x.

p. 44
;
Vishnu Purana, p. 350.)

But it may be enquired, if Pratistjian is considered to have

occupied the present site of Jhoosee, how could Calidasa thus

describe the position of the palace of Pururavas,

\Ve are there, behold it

White gleaming in the moon-light, whilst below

The Yamuna's blue waters wash its foot.

Hindu Theatre, Vol. I., p. 231.

Might not Pururavas, as the second Act of the " Hero and the

Nymph" opens with a " scene in the palace at Prayaga" have

had his palace on the neck of the Doal, and actually on the

Jumna ? or even on the point over-looking the confluence of

the Granges and Jumna (Ibid, p. 214) ? or are we to suppose

that in the Poet's time the Jumna joined the Ganges in an

earlier part of its course, and ran under the high bank on

which was the hermitage of Bharadwaj ? still known by his

name, and the scene of the feast given by him to Bharala, the

brother of JRama, together with his large army ;
which least,

though given by a Brahmin (so little do the habits of those

times consort with present Hindoo notions) consisted among
other luxuries, of peacocks ! venison ! ! and pork ! ! ! eagerly

washed down with foaming bowls of spirituous liquor ! ! ! t

(JRamayana, Book II., Section T7,p. 301).

If we are to allow that the Jumna took that course in anci-

ent times, it becomes another question for consideration, was

the ancient Prog on the site of the modern Allahabad, and what

was there which occupied the position of the present Fort ?

On this subject the only materials we have are calculated to

make us form different conclusions
;
but as even the faintest

light* thrown on the origin of ancient cities is precious, they

*
L, oscurissima e ben sovente imperscrutabile origine delle piu antiche

cittii, prezioso rende e singolare ogni piccol lume, che negli accreditori scrittori

intorno a cosi remoti notizie ci rimaso. (Scipione Mnffei.)
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may, contradictory as they are, be not unworthy of record and

observation.

When Mahmood of Ghuzni captured Asny, on the banks of

the Granges near Fu,ttehpoor, (see Extract at p. 215 of this

Supplement) he would not have crossed over into Bundhcund

without visiting Prag, had there been a city there worth plun-

dering. Again, when Mahomed GJioree captured Benares*

we should have heard of his taking Prag on his way ;
but it ifl

not even noticed by any of his Historians.

And yet that there was something like a town at Pray, be-

fore Allahabad was founded, we are authorized to believe, not

only on the ground of the extreme improbability of there being

no permanent residents at so important a place of pilgrimage,

but because there are evidences of the present Fort having

been built on, and partly composed of, the ruins of some

former building. This may be seen by examining the face to-

wards the confluence, and became further evident by the dis-

covery of Hindoo Sculptures and Architectural remains, when

a few years ago the foundation of the Jumna face was under-

going repairs. The Patalpooree also, enclosed within the Fort,

is manifestly of great antiquity, even allowing that the Akjiybur

is, as is most probable, a modern fixtiire.f Wilson, however,

(" Hind. Theatre" I. 207,) considers that Allahabad, or Pray-

,
was not a city till Akber made it one. That Vaisali was

* Abool Fuzl tells us that Benares was twice visited by Sultan Mahmood,
once in A. H. 410, and again in A. H. 413; but the truth of this statement

is open to considerable doubt, for not only do other historians omit all notice

of these expeditions, but had not Mahomed Ghoree been the first to capture this

stronghold of idolatry, he could scarcely have had a thousand temples left

him to destroy, and loaded four thousand Camels with spoils. Wilfordalso

states that Mahmood raptured Benares. (As. Res., Vol. IX., p. 203,).

-)

" The tree should be the imperishable Ber tree, which has long been
famed at Allahabad and which is still represented by a withered stem in the

cave of Pdtdla puri under ground, but it should appear from the text that it

grew in daylight, and the play probably preceded the constiuction of the

cavern. There was, no doubt, a very ancient and venerable fig-tree at

Allahabad, perhaps for some centuries, for it is alluded to in various vocabu-

laries, as Medinij &c. ; it is also desc ibed in the Kdsikhanda, and Karma
Purana. The first notice, however, is in the Rdmdyana (B. II. Sect. 41 and

42) ;
Rama with his wife and brother resting under the shade of it after cross-

ing the Jumna
;
so that not only was the tree in the open air, but it was on

the opposite side of the river to that on which it is now traditionally venerated."

Uttara Rama Cheritra, Note p. 302.
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not the ancient Allahabad (as asserted in the "
Jout. M. A. &,"

No. xn. pp. 302, 325; and "Jour: A: S: Beng :" Foil.

p. 4), is evident from the position assigned to it in the Chinese

Travels
;
and the question so warmly espoused at one time of

the confluence having been the site of the famous Palibothra,

may now be considered fairly set at rest, to the exclusion of

Allahabad from that high honor.

After this digression on the subject of the cities which may
be supposed to have been the principal scenes of his vagaries,

we may now revert to Raja Hurbono, and the expression which

forms the subject of this article. In the traditional stories

recorded of him, there appears, as in the parallel instance of

Sheikh Chillee, examples both of folly and shrewdness
;
some-

times reminding us of the wise men of Gotham or the Qoorhb

Paramartan, at others of the ingenuity of some of the actors in

the Pancha Tantra and the Greek fables of Syntipas. Many
remind us of stories still current in Europe ; adding another

link to the chain which connects the fictitious histories, as

well as languages, of Europe with those of India. But it is

for injustice that the Raja is most celebrated at the present

day, though it must be confessed that this appears to arise less

from intentional violence, than from his ignorance of jurispru-

dence and of the dictates of common sense.

One of the most familiar couplets expressive of the evils of

his administration is,

Undher nuguree, be-boojh Raja ;

TuJca ser bhajee, tuJca ser 7c,haja.

" The city is in darkness, the Governor is without understand-

ing, greens and sweetmeats are sold at the same price" ;
in

allusion to the orders to that effect issued by the Eaja of

Hurbongpoor ; where everything, moreover, was in such disor-

der and confusion that the people are said to have worked by

night and slept by day.
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A common story of his discrimination on the judgment-seat
has given rise to a proverb. A man having purchased a Buf-

falo, was leading it home, when a stranger meeting him on the

road declared the animal was his. After much altercation

they went before the Raja. The proprietor explained the cir-

cumstances of his purchase, when his accuser exclaimed,
"
has

your worship ever seen a man driving horned cattle without a

cudgel ? lie has not got one, aLd I have
;
it is therefore evid-

ent that the Buffalo must be mine." "
True," said the Raja,

"now I reflect upon it, I have certainly observed that Graziers

always have a cudgel in their hand Let it be decided, then,

that the Buffalo belongs to him who has the cudgel." Hence
the proverb, Jis Tcee latjiee oos Jcee Bhuens, which is now used

to express the supremacy of Club law.

On another occasion, a man who had purchased a Buffalo

Calf, demanded, after he had paid the money, something as

GT,HELOUKEE, q. v. that is, something extra in kind. The
seller refused, and they went before the Raja.

"
Assuredly,"

said the Raja,
" I never heard of anything being sold in

the bazar, without some allowance as GJielounee. Something
therefore must be given. Have you no other cattle ?" " No-

thing whatever," replied the seller,
" but the mother of this

very Calf."
" Let the mother then be given as G-,helounee,"

saiJ the Raja,
"
for we must not infringe old customs." Hence

the proverb, Purya lenee Bhuens QJielounee,
"
buy the Calf,

and take the mothe. into the bargain, as a perquisite :" some-

thing equivalent to
"
give an inch and take an ell."

These Tales will serve to show the nature of Hurlong Tea rajy

without drawing further on the stock of similar examples of

the Raja's maladministration. But the account of his death

is too characteristic to be omitted. The great Goruk,hnat,h

and his teacher Muchhunder were on their travels, when they
came to the kingdom of Hurbong. Gotukjinatji, hearing thafc

everything, whether rare or common, was sold at the same

prict5,
determined to take up his abode in Hurbongpoor, con-

trary to the persuasions of Muchhunder who counselled retreat.

They had not been there many days, before a murder was com-

mitted, and gallows(?) were erected for the punjshinent of the
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culprit. But on the day appointed for the execution, no crim-

inal was forth-coming, and as the rope was very thick and

strong, the Raja ordered that two of the largest men should

be selected from the assembled crowd and punished on the

following day. The two largest men happened to be Goruk-

Jinat,h, and Muclihunder, who after taking counsel together

about their proceedings, were brought out for execution. No
sooner had they reached the gallows, than they began to

quarrel about precedence, each loudly pretending to desire to

be strung up before the other. The Raja enquired the mean-

ing of this singular quarrel, when Muchhunder stepped for-

ward, and said he had ascertained from his Books and learned

Pundits that whoever should obtain the honor of being hanged
first on that day, would go immediately to Paradise.

" If that

is the case," said the Raja,
" the fate is too good for either of

you. I will swing first, if you please ;" and so was hanged at

his own desire. These pious devotees were so shocked at his

atrocities that, immediately after the execution, they made a

complete bouleversement of Hurbongpoor',
and it remains a

shapeless ruin to this day.

This is the Hindoo account. The Mahometans ascribe its

destruction to a miracle eifected by the Syud All Jtfbortuza,

mentioned above, who died as late as A. D. 1359, and who

changed the name of the place from Hurbongpoor to Jhoosee.

J>&* &*& &>&
j\

i*& Ovkj 5l&
x&fCJ ;o

yo
b Suo

Jib ^

j5
*- j& ^j] ) &}&

\] ^

He is represented to have visited Jlioosee for the purpose of

introducing the Mahometan religion amongst the Infidels
;
but

that surely must have been effected before this period ; and,

though the story is devoutly believed by the Mahometans, and
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more especially by bis descendants, some of wbom now bold

higb Judicial Offices under our Government, we can scarcely

believe All Mbbrtuza to be a contemporary of Raja Hurbong ;

who, if be had any existence at all beyond the imaginations of

the people, must have preceded that Saint by several Centuries.

HURDEHA, ^>^ ^F hardeha

Is the name of one of the tribes of CacJihees. See CACHHEB.

HURDOOAS, "' 1^ f^ harduas

There are a few of this clan of Rajpoots in Deoganw of Aziin-

gurh, and Sulempoor Mujhowlee of Goruckpoor.

HURDOUR, ))**)*** fH hardaur

Is the name given to the oblong mounds, raised in villages,

and studded with flags, for the purpose of averting epidemic

diseases, and especially the Cholera Morbus. It is called after

Hurd'jul Lola, the son of Bursing Deo, from whom are descend-

ed the Eajas of Duttea. The natives have a firm persuasion

that the Cholera broke out in Lord Hastings' Camp in con-

sequence of beef having been killed for the European Soldiers

within the grove where repose the ashes of this Bundlecund

Chief. So rapid has been tbe extension of this worship, that it

now prevails throughout the Upper and Central Doab, a great

part of Rohilcund, and to the banks of the Sutlej. To the

Eastward, the worship of Hbblka Devee (the goddess of

vomiting) has been prevalent since the same period.

HUREE, v3> 1^ hari

Contribution of assistance by B/yuts in ploughing the fields of

Zemindars
; equivalent to the

"
Mannings" of our old tenures.

The service is compulsory ;
and occurs in Asarh and Katik.

Lower Doab, Benares, and E. Oudh.

It is occasionally applied as ANGWARA, q. v.

HUREEANW, y^b^> ^ufa hariyanw

A division of a crop, in which the Eyut retains 9, and the Ze-

mindar receives 7, parts. The word is derived from Hur, a

o o o
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plough, because the Byut retains a ploughman's share (one-

eight) more than the half.

HUREEHOBUNS, #+*-!)tf.)^ f^l^TO harihobaiis

A clan of Rajpoots of this name exists in Bullea, a Perguriah

of Ghazeepoor. See HYOBTJNS.

HUREETA, &&.)$> fftaT harita

The first commencement of ploughing in the rainy season

Rohilcund. In Dekli, the word Hulsotea, is used
;
and else-

where, Hulaeta, Hurynee, Huraet, Huroute, Hurwut, and Hur-

aee. See HULAETA.

HURG,HUSEET, L&****$jffc ^^g^ harg'hasit

All the cultivated land of a village is so called
;
from hur

a plough, and gjiuseetna to draw. Lower Doab.

HURHA, Ifcjfc f^r harha

Unbroken and vicious cattle
; plough bullocks. Dehli and

Doab. Besides these local meanings, it is, generally, applied

to stray oxen.

HURHUMESH, jkXfr&)> ^f^3 harhamesh

The insertion of these words in a Grant are considered to

imply perpetuity. The literal meaning of the word is for ever

and ever.

HURIUR, )>.)& ffa* hariar

This bears the same meaning in Oudh, and its immediate

neighbourhood, as Cobnr Moondla and Duleajhar do else-

where, viz. the closing of the sowing season. See these articles

and HUBPOOJEE.

HURJ INS, j~-*^>^ IptfspTO harjins

Grain of sorts; from kur, every, sai&jins, species.

HURKARA, 8;tf>3> ^cfiT?j harkara

A Messenger ;
from kur, every, and Jcar, business. The usual
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occupation of an Hurkara at present is by no means in

accordance with the derivation.

M. Garcin de Tassy, in a Note to p. 219 of his
"
Kamrup,"

observes on this word" A la lettrefactoton. Ce nom designe

un des trente-sept domestiques ! que les Indiens, et les Euro-

peans, ont a leur service."

HURKUT, ei^.& ^R2 harkat

Cutting Rice while it is green and unripe. Rohilcund. From

hura, green, and katna, to cut.

HUROUREE, ^^ harauri

The occupation of ploughing, or place where ploughing is

going on. Hurouree pur jao signifies,
"
go and put your hand

to the plough."

Also an advance of about 2 rupees in money, and 2 maunds

in corn, given to a ploughman when first engaged. Benares.

See SONDHAB, which is the term applied in the North-West.

HURPOOJEE, ^ ^S5^ harpuji

The worship of the plough. This takes place on the day

which closes the season of ploughing and sowing. It generally

occurs in the month of Katik, but in some places it occurs both

after the Khureef and JRubbee sowing ;
i. e. in Sawun and

Katik. The plough is washed and decorated with garlands, and

to use it, or lend it, after this day is deemed unlucky.

The practice reminds us of the Fool-plough in England, a

ceremony observed on the Monday after Twelfth-day, which

is therefore called Plough-Monday ; on which occasion a plough

adorned with ribands is carried about, and the "
peasants meet

together to feast themselves, as well as wish themselves a plenti-

ful harvest from the great corn sown (as they call Wheat and

Eye), as well as to wish a God-speed to the plough, as soon as

they begin to break the ground to sow Barley and other corn."

(British Apollo, Vol. II. No. 92).

In Hindoostan though the plough is in some places decorated

at the opening of the season (HULAETA), yet it is the more

o o o 2
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general practice to do so when its labours are closed. See

COONE MOOISTDLA, and DULEAJHAE.

HURSINGAR, ^ULu*j> ^%n^ harsingar

The weeping Nyctanthes, (JSTyctanthes arbor tristis). It is

a small forest tree growing to the height of about 12 feet.

Rursingar yields a deliciously fragrant blossom, from which a

yellow dye is prepared, which was borne on our Tariff as a

dutiable article, till the late revision of the Customs Law.

Hursinyar is also much used in Medicine by Native practition-

ers, and is occasionally cultivated in gardens.

HURSOT, eL>^**^> ^%ri harsot

Hursot, or Hursotea, signifies ploughing a furrow
;
the first

ploughing of the season. See HULAETA.

Affording assistance in ploughing. See ANGWABA, DUNG-

WAEA, and JEETA.

The term is also used to signify the bringing the plough

home across the back of a bullock, or with the share inverted,

after the conclusion of the day's work
;

Videre fessos vomerem inversum boves

Collo trahentes languido.
Hor. Epod. II. 63.

These terms are used in Dehli
; and, in the last meaning, in

Brij also.

HURSUJJA, ls***y& ^qaoli harsajja

Literally, a sharer in a plough ; reciprocal assistance afford-

ed in ploughing fields. Bundlecund. From Jiur a plough, and

sajha partnership. See ANGWAEA, DUNGWAEA, and JEETA.

HURUT, v*L>^> f^ harat

A Persian wheel for drawing water from a well. The word

is a corruption of Euhut or Arhut. Eight Bullocks employed

at a Hurut are capable of irrigating an acre of ground during

the day.

HURUTKOOL, J/e^& f^f^ haratkul

One of the sub-divisions of G-OUE BEAHMTNS, $. v.
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HURWAHA, U>lj>a> f^TfT harwaha

A Ploughman. The word is most commonly used in the

East. Halee is more usual in the West.

HURWUL, JjJ^ 1^*1 harwal

Advances without interest made to ploughmen. Eastern

Oudh and Benares.

HURYA, b)& f%r hariya

A ploughman, a worshipper, a devotee. The double meaning
attached to this word is very elegantly conveyed in the follow-

ing couplet.

ff^T ^ |r?eR^ it^T fiF^n 5F)

Hurya, hw se hetkur, jeon Jcisan Tcee reet ;

Dam g,hunera, rin gjiuna, tubhoo Icjiet se preet.

The two first words signify
"
Ploughman and Plough," as

well as
"
Worshipper and Grod;" which gives the Poet the op-

portunity of conveying the moral, that no vicissitudes of fortune

should aftect a man's love for labor or devotion.

HUSEA, l*~> f" hasiya

A reaping hook
;
Hunsea is also correct.

HUSHO MINHAEE, hasho minhai

That which, after being deducted, is entered in the Husho,

and excluded from the Eent Eoll. The term is therefore

applied to Rent-free, Nankar, or other assigned lands.

UU)^ 1^ Jib

Ilm-i-Seeaq.

See BAKIZ, for a description of the HusJio.
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HUSTOBOOD, oC*u f^n[ hastobood

The learned Translator of the Institutes of Timoor says, at

p. 307, that the meaning of this expression is not understood

by him. It signifies a calculation on the data of the present

(O*JD "is") and past (^^
"
was.") An estimate of the assets

of a tract of land. Also, when corrupted into Hustnabood, it

signifies a remission granted by Zemindars for the portion of

land failing in produce. The meaning of Hustobood has been

well explained in the Printed Glossary, under Hastabood.

HUT,HEELE, lxX f^fa hat'hile

One of the PucJipeeree, or five noted Saints of the lower

orders of these Provinces. He is said to be the sister's son of

GHAZEE MEEAIN"
(<?.

v. ) and lies buried at BahraicJi, near the

tomb of that celebrated Martyr. Monuments are erected to

the memory of Hutheele, (who derives his name from Hat,kee,

on account of his elephantine stature), and fairs are held at

several villages in honor of his name.

HUTTA, U& fru hatta

A large wooden shovel or spoon, about five feet long, used

for throwing water into fields from aqueducts. E. Oude.

HUWALADAR, ^tftf* f^l^fT^ hawaladar

One employed to protect the grain before it is stored
;
a

Steward or Agent employed for the management of a village ;

corrupted by the English into Havildar. See the Printed

Glossary under Huwaludar and Havildar.

HYOBUNS, ^^ ^}^^ haiobans

See BENOUDHA. and HTJEEEHOBTJ^S. The Raja of Huldee

in GJiazeepoor is of this conspicuous clan, which once held large

dominions on the banks of the Nerludda (" Journal A. S.

Bengal," August, 1837) ;
and has the credit of having been

instrumental in expelling the Cheroos from the Southern bank

of the Ganges. The Hyobuns are Sombunsee ; and Mahesvati,
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or Maheswar, on the Nerbudda, the first capital of the Lunar

race, was founded by Suhesra Arjoona of the Hihya (Hyobwu)
race. A small remnant of them yet exists in Sohagpoor, and

they are recorded as Zemindars of several villages in Bullea

of Ghazeepoor.
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ILAHEE GUZ, "^' ?*n?t ^ ilahi gaz

The standard Guz9 or yard, of forty-one fingers, instituted by
Akber. After much controversy respecting its length, it was

authoritatively declared by Q-overnment to be 33 inches long ;

and the declaration has been attended with considerable con-

venience to Eevenue Officers, as a Beegjia measured by this

yard constitutes exactly five-eighths of an acre. The several

opinions respecting the length of the Hahee Guz, and the

means instituted for determining the point, will be found given

in detail in "
Prinsep's Useful Tables,

"
p. 88, and the " Journal

of the E. A. Soc;" Vol. vn., p. 42. See Coss and BEEG,HA.

ILAQADAR, yo&J'UU ^ren^ ilakadar

The person who enters into engagements at the Settlement.

See LUMBERDAE, and MALGOOZAE.

JNDOOREE, .s^' ^1^ induri

A pad for supporting a round-bottomed jar. See JOOEA.

INGLIS, ***!&! 37^9 inglis

A Pensioner. The word is a corruption of
" Invalids."

IRADA, SOf^l ^H31 irada

A term in Arithmetic. See under BAEIZ.

ISBUND, LM4**f II*T^ isband

The name of a herb which springs up on the banks of Tulaos

during the rainy season. It produces a round thorny fruit, of

which the seed is much used in exorcism and other superstitious

practices.
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ISMWAR, ))*"\ SFFUl ismwar

Literally, nominal
;
from ism, a name ; entry in statements

according to the order of individuals' names.

ISTIQBAL, JUS***! 3^Wt*l istikbal

A ceremonious meeting in the open air, by advancing to

receive a visitor.

ISTIQLAL, lLuJ ^ra^T istiklal

Confirmation ; perpetuity ;
fixedness.

ISTIQRAR, ~} f^i?; istikrar

Confirmation. These three last words are tenth infinitives

of Arabic Eoots.

ITLAQ, > CT^R itlak

The term is applied to the office and records of Dusfafa

(demand, or summons), and Tulabana (fees on fcheir delivery).

It literally means freeing, liberating ;
and it is therefore difficult

to say why it is BO applied in Revenue accounts
; except it may

be in the sense of forwarding, issuing.

ITLAQ NUVEES, itlak navis

The person who keeps the Dustulc accounts.

IZAFA, &^1 *&nvn izafa

Increase. These three words are also derived from the Arabic.

P P P
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JAB, L-^V 5TT3 jab

JABEE,

An Ox-muzzle. Jalee, Moonhchheenka, and MooncJia are

also used, as well as the words mentioned under CHHEENKA.

JADO, )^^ Sflf^T jado

One of the low castes in a village, the same as Kumeen.

In some places, the term is equivalent to Soodra.

JADON, ^jla. ^ jadon

Classically, Tadu, or Yadava, a tribe of Rajpoots of the

Chunderbuns division, who profess to trace their origin in a

direct line from Krishna.

Yadu is the patronymic of all the descendants of Buddha,
the ancestor of the Lunar race, of which the most conspicuous
are now the Bhuttee and the Jareja : but the title of Jadon is

now exclusively applied to the tribe which appears never to have

strayed far from the limits of the ancient Suraseni, and we

consequently find them still in considerable numbers in that

neighbourhood. The large tract South of the Chumbul, called

after them Yudavati, is in the possessioo of the Gwalior

Mahrattas, and the state of .Rei-owlee on the Chumbul is now
their chiefindependent possession.

Some of the tribe, or at least professedly of the tribe, are

Zemindars in our Provinces, as the proprietors ofthe Talookas

of Awa Meesa in Muttra, Somna in Aligurh, and Kotila in

Agra. There are many of them also in Futtehabad and Shum-

sdbad of Agra; Mbbstufabad, and Gihror in Mynpooree;
Suhar and Areeng in Muttra, Sohnuh in Goorgaon ; and in
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Coel, Husungurh, Goreyee, Marehra, Julalee, Akberabad, Secwn-

dra Rao, and K,hyr in Alligurh. They are considered spirited

farmers. All these have adopted the practice of second marri-

ages, and are now considered ofan inferior rank to their brethren

in Kerowlee, and in Jewur, of Bwlundshuhur, which was the

first spot they occupied on their emigration in the Doab. The

Jadons of Jewur are distinguished by the title of CJiouTcurzada :

but by way of reproach the inferior Jadons are called Bagree

by their neighbours, and the following couplet indicates the

low position they are considered to occupy.

Nund Tcee clieree Nagree Ta Tcejae Bagree.

That is, they are regarded as of servile descent
;
and they are

certainly not admitted generally to intermarriages with the

higher Rajpoots of the neighbourhood. It is very probable that

their increasing wealth and importance will soon soften these

prejudices ; indeed, some marriages lately made by the family

of Awa Meesa have raised its respectibility to a high standard,

insomuch that the Talookdar now lays claim to a direct descent

from Anund Pal, the son of the Kerowlee Raja, Koomur Pal
t

and asserts that the Buresiree, Jyswar and other self-styled

Jadons are altogether of an inferior stock.

Jadons are also found in Hoshungabad, whither they emigrat-

ed after Akber's conquests -on the Nerbudda.

JAEDAD, k>t>-V.l*- ^T^l^ jaedad

Jaedad, or Jadad, signifies a place ; employment ;
also assets

funds, resources. It signifies likewise the ability of any district

or province in respect to its revenue
;
an assignment on land

for the maintenance of troops, or of an establishment.

JAEL, J^ ^TS^I jael

A term used in the Western parts of Rohilcund to signify

twice-ploughed land. "When ploughed three times, it is called

Tase
;
when four times, Chous

;
when five times, Puchbasee ;

and so on. In the Northern Pergunahs of Bareilly, the corres-

P P p 2
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ponding terms are Dobur, Tabur, Chomvur, PucTiawur
;
and the

first ploughing is called Eksiree. See DOE and DOSTJBEE.

JAES, <r}.^ snW jaes

A tribe of Soorujbunsee Rajpoots resident in the Pergunaha

of NoJijheel, and Maat in Muttra, in which they were originally

much larger proprietors than they are at present.

The Jaes themselves assert that they had 36 Villages, and

not '24, as is mentioned in the article OHO uBEESA, in compliance

with the prevalent opinion. They trace their origin from

Ajabdhya, like true boorujbunsee Rajpoots. Their rank may be

judged by their receiving in marriage the daughters of Cuchliwa*

ha, Jyswar, and Bachhul Rajpoots.

JAGLAEN, ^^ wi^im*! jaglain

A clan of Jats, proprietors of a few villages in Paneeput

Bangur.

JAK,HUN,
{̂ ^ ^^ jak'han

The wooden foundation of the brick-work of a well. It is

generally made of the green wood of the Goolur tree (Ficus

glomerata), because it is said to be less liable to rot than any
other kind. The wood of the Peepul (Ficus religiosa) is also in

request on the same account, but it is considered inferior to

Goolur. This foundation is also known by the name of Newar

and NeemchuJc. Sweetmeats are generally distributed, and some-

times a drum is beaten, on the occasion of its being adjusted

and fixed. The word is perhaps derived fromjufcurna to tighten,

to pinion ; as great care and time are necessarily taken in bind-

ing the separate parts (gundwala} together, so that they may
form a compact cylinder for the support of a heavy superstruc-

ture of masonry. See JUMOOTJT.

JAK,HUR, }S^ ^N^ jak'har

A sub-division of the JAT tribe, q. v.

JAKTJR, jjA=^.
STT*!^ jakar

A pledge in deposit, until goods, which are taken away, are
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finally approved cf. This is the usual pronunciation ;
but the

correct word is Jankur.

JALEE, ^ srra! jali

An Ox-muzzle. A net bag for weighing Shoos, (chaff). See

CHHEENKA and JAB.

JANT, ui>Jla. sie! jant

A wooden trough for raising water.

JANTA, *&(*. *rirn janta

A species of hand mill-stone. A stone mill for grinding.

JAT, VZLJ^. 3TTZ jat

This is the Jaut and Jhut of the printed Glossary . There

are several clans of this interesting tribe in the N. W. Provinces,

particularly in Dehli and the U. Doab. They are rarer in Rohil-

cund ; and in the Doab do not extend below Mynpooree.

The chief clans of the Dehli Territory are Sangwan, Sheoram,

Bagree, Dahia, or Dyea, Gunt,hwara and Dulal. The Sanywan

extend West from Dadree till they meet the Sheoram. To the

"West and North West of them extend the Bagree. From Bo-

wana to beyond KJiurk,liouda, are the Dahia, whence that

tract is called Dahian. The Gunt^hwara 1
? surround Gohana

;
and

from Mandhoutjiee to Dadree are the Dulal. There are many
others of little less importance, as the Kuteera, Lohaeen, Itongee,

Untul, Sell, Bora, Jutarnee, Jakjiur, Ahlawut, Kadeeaen, Sukel,

Sutroungee, &c. &c.; and on t\iv borders of /luriana we meet

with the large tribes ofPoonya,Bhwigeewalt Godara, Jwbba,&c.
&c. In the Doab we have the Suluklaeen, Balaeen, Gunt,hwara,

Matjiee, GJiung,hus or Gungus, Moondeean, Gund, Lakree, Neh-

wal, T,hobkurele, T,henwan, Khoot,hele, &c. &c. In Rohilcund,

there are the Chahul, Dhunofce, Dhaleerval, Berhwal, Oontiual

Bunge, Ulooma, KJiobra, Dhunoee, Latjiur Diyjielya, Machhur,

Sangwan, Jutranee, Chheelur, Sekraivut, Hurree, Sheko, Gillu,

Dhareewalj Siddhoo, Gmdhoo
t
and sundry more equally eupho-

nious.
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The Jats of the N. Western Provinces are separated into two

grand divisions., the Dhe and the Hele of the Doab, or Puck-

hade and Deswale of Rohileund and Dehli. The former (the

Dhe and Puchliade*} are a later swarm from that teeming hive

of nations which has been winging its way from the North

West from time immemorial. They are in consequence fre-

quently called Punjabees, and scarcely date their residence be-

yond a century before the present time, when the troubles of the

empire enabled them quietly to extend their usurpations. The

Dhes frequently have no Jaga, or family genealogist, as the

Heles have, and are accused by the latter of adopting some Ma-

hometan practices in their marriages, particularly in discarding

the Mor, or nuptial coronet, and adopting the Sehra, or veil.

They have hitherto, in short, been entirely separate, and never

intermarried till very lately, when the Bulumgurh Raja con-

sented to an union with the Kytjiul family, from which time

the connexion has increased, and all differences of habits or

origin will perhaps before long be obliterated.

The Jats, who were always considered as one of the 36 Royal

races, are now never admitted to intermarriages with the Raj-

poots. Colonel Todf assigns as fche reason of this, that their

* The term may be derived either from Puchchhum the West, or from Pcechhe,
afterwards. The Puchhadas are contemptuously spoken of by their elder breth-

ren, and a common proverb couples them with a black snake and worn-out
cattle.

n ni fPTT

Boodhee bhuens, poorana soda,
Kala samp, or suga Puchhada,
Kbbch labh hooa to hooa, ne k,haduee Itjiada.

f On the subject of their descent he is contradictory. He asserts in one

part that they are not of pure blood, yet includes them in his own corrected

list of the Chuttees Cula. From an inscription at p. 796 of the first volume
of the" Annals of Rajast,han," it is evident that, in the fifth century, the

Jats intermarried with the Rajpoots,
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immigration was so long subsequent to that of the Solar and

Lunar Races, that their alliance has been rejected. But there

is reason to suppose that many of the Rajpoot races were in-

corporated long after the immigration of the Yuclii, Yuthi or

Jats, the immediate successors of the Sakos or Indo-Scythians,
whom we know from Ptolemy and the Periplus to have been in

occupation of the whole of Scinde, in the first century of our

Era
;
and from whom the entire Province was called Indo-

ScytJiia in consequence. They appear to have been succeeded

by the Jats about the second century.* There is also no little

probability that the XatJiri, who were on the Chenab in the

time of Alexander, (Arrian, Lib. YI.) may have been of the

same stock. But notwithstanding this repugnance to a com-

plete amalgamation, it is evident that connexions have frequent-

ly been formed between Jats and Rajpoots, though they may not

be dignified with the name of marriages.

We find them, as in the case of the Goojurs, frequently attri-

buting their origin to a Rajpoot. Many of their tribes indeed

bear Rajpoot names, such as Dahima, Cuchhwaha, Powar, Johya,

Bagree, Dahia, &c. The Balaeens, Nohwal and TJidblcurele

say they are descended from ChouJian, the Surawuts and Sululc-

laeens from Tuar Rajpoots, and so forth.f See GOOJUR.

" Ariana Antiqua," p. 305 ;
" Foe Koue Ki," p. 8.3; "Vincent's Peri-

plus," p. 345 ;

ll Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society," Vol. VI. p. 281 ; Dio-

nysii Perieg:" v. 1088 ; and
" Ptol ; Geogr ;" Lib. VII.

f This is to be observed also of the Re, or Rye, and other tribes of similar

descent, who have hooka panee in common \v\\\\Jats and Goojurs. Among them
we have Birgoojur Cuchwaha, Tuar, Chouhan, Johya, Kutjierya, &c. &c.

Sir J. Malcolm in his "
Essay on the Bhills," (Trans: R. A. S. Vol. I.

p. 80) says:
" The answer from a chief, skilled in the legends, was the fol-

lowing short fable : In former times when Parasu Kama (Avatara)
declared a war of extirpation upon the Rajputs (in revenge for an offence

against his father,) numbers of that tribe were obliged to save themselves, by
denying that they belonged to it, professing to be members of other classes

of the community. To punish this evasion, Parasu Rama insisted that every
individual should eat the food of the tribe, to which he declared himself to

belong. Those Kajputs, who did so, lost their caste,, and were obliged to

adhere to the tribes of their adoption, but retained their former name
and this (said the old man) accounts for your finding men who call them-
selves Rhatorcs Solankis, &c., amongst the Bhills, and many other low

castes, with whom their ancestors, when in dread of extirpation, associated.

Some of these degraded Rajputs are found among the Teiis, or oilmen
and the Balayds, or guides ;

and even, I am informed, among the Chnmars
or Shoemakers, who are deemed the vilest and most unclean of the Hindu

community."
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It is strange that almost all the Jats, as well as the Goojurs

BO descended, concur in the same ridiculous story respecting
their connexion with the Rajpoots namely, that a female Jat or

Goojur, was going along with water pots on her head, and that

she stopped a runaway Buffalo hy pressing her foot on the rope
tied to its neck, and did so without spilling the water. This

feat of strength and agility so pleased some Rajpoot chieftain

who was looking on, that he took her to his home, and thus a

new family, or Gote, sprung from the connexion. Others are

fond of arrogating to themselves a still superior lineage, assert-

ing their procreation from the matted hair (Juta) of Mahadeo
;

and some will have it that their name is corrupted from the

illustrious Yadavas, or Jados, to which latter opinion Tod and

Wilson (Select : from MaJiabJi. p. 46) hoth seem to incline.

Almost all the Jats of our Provinces, who do not acknow-

ledge any descent from Rajpoots, trace their origin from the far

North West, and some of them, as the Guntjiwaras, say that

they have heard from their ancestors that Gujnior Gurh-Gujni,

was their original seat, by which names the town was known to

the Hindoos, before it became famous under the Mahometans,
as Ghuzni or Ghuzneen.* Here, without any knowledge of the

learned discussions about the identity ofthe Jats and the ancient

Geta, we find the traditionary legends of these ignorant tribes

pointing to the remote Ghuzni as their original seat, the

very spot we know to have been occupied by the YuecM, or, as

Klaproth (Tabl. Hist, de I'Asie, p. 288,) says, more correctly

* There are also other Gujnis known to the Hindoos; one was the

ancient name of Cambay (the port of Balabhipoora): the ruins of it are

still to be seen about three miles from the modern city. There is another

on the estuary of the Myhie. These, however, are quite out of the lino of

the Jat migration.
There seems little doubt that the Jats have at least retained the proper

pronunciat: n of the name of this town, for its origin is Hindoo. Never-

theless, it is now universally spelt with an Arabic G/i, whatever terminal

syllable it assumes, whether Ghuznah, Ghuznuv, Ghuzni, or Ghuznecn.

The latter was most probably the nanne imposed by the Tbbrks, and as it

is a dual form, it has given rise to the opinion entertained by the Maho-
metans of India, that there are two Ghuznis ; insomuch that they devoutly
entertain the belief that Ghuzni. the great Ghuzni was not captured by
us during our Afghan expedition, but only some petty Ghuzni^ that could

offer no resistance and this without any reference to the fact that the ruins

of the old city are at a short distance (3 miles N. E.) from the present site,

for that perhaps they are not aware of.
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Yu-ti* in the first centuries of our era, after the SaJcas were

repelled back from the frontiers of India, and left the country

between India and Persia open for their occupation. The Jat

tribes no doubt emigrated not all at once, but at different times,

and it is probable that those in the North We*t are among the

latest importations. Elphinstone, in his
"
History of In lia,"

(Vol. I. p. 4i5), draws a distinction between the Jilts of the

Indus and Jats of Bhurtpoor (Siminwar) ;
to which it may be

sufficient to answer that in the Pergunahs where Jats are now,

they are recorded as Jats in the Ayen-i-Akberee. So that the

difference of the long and short a is a mere fashion of spell in j^t

and shows no difference of origin, fanily, or h ib;t. Tae prio-

rity of occupation is perhaps to be conceded to the Jats of Scinde

and Rajpootana.

The last arrival is the DJie, and as this tribe had been hitherto

excluded from complete union with the older Jati, they may

probably be descendants of the Da'ioe, wh >m we k low (Stralo,

xi.) to have been on the shores of the Caspian, the contermi-

nous neighbours of the Maisagetce (the great,J or as Larcher

supposes, the Eastern Jati) in the South West, and on tsrms

of amity with them during the latter period of their residence

in that quarter, and may therefora have advance! with them on

their onward progress towards India, after the destruction of the

Bactriari Empire. This would sufficiently account for their not

be'ng entirely insorporatad with the great Jats. At all events

it must be confessed that the resemblance between DJis and

* Professor Lassen says thit this substitution of Yutifor Yuerhi or Yuctsrhi,
is quite nnamhorized, and accuses Klaproth of Monomania in his endeavours
to trace he identity of the Gt-tfp, Goths, and J'tts. Dr. Prichard. who is

mu'-h of the s;ime opinion, adds, "the supposition that the J<its, or .////*,

upon the Indus are the des endants of the Yuetschi does not appear altogether

so preposterous ; but it is supported by no proof excti't the trifling one of a

slight resemblance of natues." Researches into the Physical History of Man-
kind, Vol. iv. p. 132.

f Be it remembered also that the e in Gttte is short epsilon, not eeta,*
See likewise the pa<sas;i! quoted from the Camoos by Gildemeisler, "Script:
Arab: de rebus Indicis," p. 181.

J Massa means great in Pehlevi. Vans Kennedy (" dncitnt and Hindu
Mythology," p. 94) is not disposed to agree with Or. Jamieson and others,
that theGetoe and Massagetce were originally the same people.

Q Q Q
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Z>aJi<z* or Dace, gives some colour to the hypothesis. Dahas
are also mentioned among the Western tribes in the Puranic

Geography. (See Vishnu Purana p. 192).
Few of the North Western Jats have been converted, like

those of Scinde, to Mahometanism, and yet they can scarcely
be called pure Hindoos, for they have many observances, both

domestic and religious, not consonant with Hindoo precepts.
Second marriages are common, and they are still accused by
their neighbours of having a community of wives, a practice
not uncommon amongst the Massaget&, as we learn from

Herodotus. (Olio, 216). There is a disposition also to reject

the fables of the Puranic Mythology, and to acknowledge the

unity of the Grodhead. Hence pro jab ly one of the chief causes

of their becoming such ready and devoted disciples of Nanuk
Shah.

Into the question whether there is any connexion between the

Getce, Goths, Jits\ and Jutes, there is no room to enter
;
but it

* " The country of the Dahce, or Dehestan, is immediately North of
Asterabad* It is possessed by the Kajar tribe of Turks, to which tribe the

present Royal Family belong." ^Kinneir's Persian Empire."
It is with reference to this country that an Eclipse is recorded in the

Shahnama which fixes an important Synchronism between the Persian and
Greek Histories. According to the Shahnama " when the sun hid his face from
the dust raised by the Cavalry," the Iranians retired from Deh, the capital
of Uehestan, and so put a st:p to the battle between Nauderand Afrasiab,
Herodotus says, that in the 6th year of the war between the Lydians
and Medes, while the armies were engaged in combat,

" the day was

suddenly turned into night." The reign of Nauder is supposed to fall

between 798 and 768 B. C. Now, Astronomical Tables shew that on the

4th April 778 B. C. a Solar Eclipse occurred in the nmridian and parallel
of Dehestan, from which we are abl ' to de ermine with tolerable certainty,
the time of Nauder's reign. M. de /' /lead: des Inscrip ; Tom: XL. p. 3^0t

f ShnruJ-bbd-deen in his Zufurn^ma affords most decisive evidence to

the identity of our Jats and the Jits of Transoxiaua, by saying that when
Timour invaded the Punjab lie immediately recognized in them his old

antagonists in Tartary. Dr. Pricnard is not disposed to admit that there is

any resemblance between the physical character of the Yuetschi of Central

Asia and the Jats of India. The former are stated, oi/ the authoriiy of

Klaproth and Abel Remusat, to have been of sanguine complexion, with
blue eyis; the latter, on the authority of Elphinsione, to be a small ill-

formed race of blacks. The Jats of North Western India by no means
answer the latier description, while we are able to trace occasionally indivi-

dual resemblances to the former; the goaty beard, moreover, so common
among them, appears to afford indication of Tartar descent. Physical

History of Mankind, Vol. IV. p. 131. See also Asiatic Res : Vol. xvii.

p. 30.

ll may not be out of place here, while we are on the subject of the con-
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would be difficult for the fair man of Kent, the descendant of the

Jute followers of Hungist and Horsa, and the inheritor of the

custom of G-avelkiud*, to disprove entirely his affinity to the

black Jats of the Western border of India. He need at any
rate have no ground to repudiate him on the score of courage,

honesty, patience, and industry, for which virtues our Jats have

long been conspicuous. As for their courage, it is their proud
distinction that the fall of Bhurtpore has reconciled all Indian

potentates to the stern necessity of submitting to British

Supremacy,- -post Carthaginem vinci neminem puduit ; and

with respect to their industry, it is so indefatigable, that it is

not unlikely they will before long supplant many of their

more indolent neighbours. There are indications of such a

result already in some parts of the country, and the Jats them-

selves openly boast of their ability to out-strip any other class

of Agriculturists ;
in this respect somewhat confirming the pro-

bability of the connexion, by appropriating to themselves the

well known vaunt of the Yeomen of Kent.

A Knight of Cales,
A Gentlemen of Wales,

And a Laird of the North Countree,
A Yeoman of Kent,
With his yearly rent,

Will buy them out all three.

Be it remembered, however, that they are generally surrounded

by Goojurs, Rajpoots, and Mussulmans, and know little or

nothing of Cachhees and Coormees, whose industry nearly equals
their own.

nexion of the Jats, to add some curious speculations in respect to the

origin of their name by Anquetil du Perron. Commenting on a passage in

which Dow mentions that Jats derive their name from their addiction to

agricultural pursuits, he says,
"

Khatam, in Sanskretam, signifie etang,
fosse ; Ghatanam, percer, enfoncer. Khet, en Indoustan Nagri, dcsigne un

champ labour^ ; Khfti signifie agriculture, laboureur
; Khet djotna, labourer

travailler. Le nom des Djats viendra d'un de ces mots.

Recherches Hist: et Geog : surF Inde: p. 207.

Respecting the identity of the Getoe, Ghozz, and Kirghiz consult a learned
note by Sprenger, at p. 238 of his Translation of Masudfs " Meadows of
Gold."

The custom of inheritance varies amongst the Jats. In Dehli and
the Doab, the succession is generally per stirpes ; in Rohilcund, per capita.

Q Q Q 2
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JAT,H, &$>l^ *H3 jat'h

The name of the post fixed in a tank to denote that its water

has been dedicated to the deity, or has been married to a grove.

Also, the revolving beam or axis of a Sugar Mill. See Comoo.

JATLEE, ^5^^ ^TZ^t jatli

See GOOJTJR, of which tribe they are a sub-division.

JATOO, y^- 3fif[ jatii

The name of a Rajpoot tribe in the neighbourhood of JCurnal,

and in Huriana ; in which tract of country they are considered

at one time to have held 1410 villages. They are one of the four

divisions of the Tuars,- -viz. Jatoo, Juraeta, Rag,hoo, Sutroura.

The Jatoos are now chiefly Mussulman, or Ranffur, but there are

a few Hindoos in Hissar, and in Itidowlee, in Moozuffurnugur,

JATOOA, lyV sn^i jatiia

A branch of the CHUMAR tribe, q. v.

The word is also frequently pronounced Jutbba.

JATRA, ly^ sil^T jatra

A religious festival, or fair.

JEERA, \fk*- RTT jira

Cumin seed.

JEETA, ^^- ^tfTT jfta

JEETERA, ^xX^, sf H^I jitera

Mutual assistance in tillage; also, allowing the use of a

plough and bullocks, instead of paying wages in money or

kind. Rohilcund and Bundlecund. The word is pronounced
also Jitta, and the custom is known by various other names.

See ANGWARA, DUNGWARA, HURSOT, and PURSUTTO.

JEETAPUTR, yOlXx^ aficwre jitapatr

A fayorftble decision,
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JEHAT, ^-*- fe^ra jihat

Duties on manufactures. They were reduced by Abler from

10 to 5 per cent., but were imposed during the decline of the

Monarchy at a much heavier rate by every petty ruler in hia

own principality.

JEHUR, {#*- ^1^ jehar

A pile of water pots placed one on the other. The word is

pronounced also Jegjiur. To take the water pots off the head

of a divorced woman, is to imply consent to marry her. The

custom prevails amongst the Jats, Aheers, and Goojurs, but

principally amongst the former, and more commonly in Raj-

pootana than in these Provinces.

JEL, J^ fa jel

The chain of buckets on a Persian "Wheel.

JELEE,

Jelee is a kind of pitchfork, or rake, for collecting and ad-

justing the ears of corn on the threshing ground. It is also

known to the Eastward by the names of Pancha and Ptmchan-

gura, from its having five (panch) prongs. Dhinka orDheenka,
is a smaller kind of Jelee, which is used by a man in a sitting

posture, and differs from a Jelee in having curved prongs.

Qhuraeb-ool-Loghat.
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JEONAR, *)&*' *&ftl% jeonar

Is sometimes used in tbe sense of JOUN,A.L q. v.

JEORA, '3j^" ^^ jeora

Perquisites of Blacksmiths, Washermen, "Carpenters, and

other Village Servants.

JEOREE, vS5^^" ^^ jeori

Bears the same meaning as JTJBEEB, q. v. A cord, a rope.

JET,H RYUT, ^^^) &3^^- ^3"^JrT jet'h raiyat

The head ryut who conducts the village business, and acts as

Choudhree of the village ;
from Sanscrit, jesht,ha, eldest, chief.

The meaning is correcily given in the Printed Glossary. When
there is a Mooquddum, the Jet,h-Ryut ranks below him, and 18

often known by the name of Chbbkuddum
;
but it is most usual

to consider Mbbquddum, JetJi-Ryut, Muhto, Mookjiea^ Muhe-

tya and Buseet as synonymous terms.

JEWAR. }S-V^ *&H iewarXX **

A clan of Rajpoots of this name is found in Saugor and

Bundlecund. As they receive in marriage the daughters of

Suruswar and Rat,hore Rajpoots, they may be considered to

hold a respectable rank.

^
JUWUN BIRT, ci^^.> (j^Aa. ^f T^rf jewan birt

A stipend allowed to the family of an old deceased servant.

Eastern Oudh and Benares. See BJLKT.

JHABUR, >'^^- ^]^ ibabar
/ V

Low land on which water lies, and which produces rice, or a

grass called Tin. Sometimes, when the water dries up quickly,

Rubbee crops are also sown in it. See Jhdb Bhomee in the

Printed Glossary.

JHAD, ^^^- *^ jhad

Land on which DhaJc, Heens^ and otherjungly bushes grow.
*

Upper Doab,
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JHADA, |3l$> Hn?r jhada
Lands which remain under water during the rains. A swamp.
See JHABUE.

JHAKUREE, ,5)^^ HH^R^t jhakari

A milk pail. From the Jhakuree, or Doenee, the milk ia

transferred into other vessels the Kudhounee, the Jumaonee,

the Bilonee, according to the particular process it has to

undergo, till it reaches the ultimate stage of GJiee.

JHAM, f^ Wf jhatn

A large instrument in the shape of a hoe, or Phaora, used for

excavating earth in well-sinking. The use of it is peculiar to

this country, and it is very ingeniously applied. The mode of

its application has been fully detailed in the Asiatic Society's

Journal.

JHANGEE, <<?- ^ jhangi

Bramble and brushwood. Eastern Oudh.

JHANSA, iuJl^ *RT3T jhansa

An assessment formed without specific ground, and only by

general estimate. Saugor. The word is perhaps derived from

JTiansna to cozen, to natter, to deceive.

JHAOO, 5
1^ ^^ JhM

(Tamarix Dio'ica) A common shrub in the Upper Provinces,

growing in marshy, or inundated, ground. It is much used

for thatching, hedging, and burning. Galls are produced on it,

called Sumrut-bbt-toorfa, or Buree Nye. See FURAS.

JHAREE,

A pitcher with a long neck. See GT,HUBA.

JHAREE,

Jungle j
small bushea.
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JHAWUR, )^^ ^^ jhawar
Flat or low land flooded by the rains. See JHABUB.

JHEEL, <j^ *^*l jhil

A shallow lake or morass.

JHINJUR, jsr*-^ ftfisn; jhinjar

See GrOOJUR, of which tribe they form a sub-division.

JHIREE, vS)^" ^^ jhiri

"Withered wheat, blight. The word is perhaps derived from

JJibbrna, to fade.

JIIOJHA, l$*-}$*-
^THiT jhojha

The word literally means the stomach, and is the designation

of an inferior class of Mussulmans. The Jhojhas, in Pergunah

Burun of BbnlundsTiuhur, represent themselves as converted

Ratjiores, Chouhans, and Taars
;
but by others they are con-

sidered to be converted slaves of these tribes. In like manner,

those of Anoopshuhur are said to be slaves of Mogkidi, con-

verted to Mahometan! sin. They are despised by the Birgoojurs

ani other converted Rajpoots Q the neighbourhood, with whom

they are not suffered to intermarry ;
from which their servile

origin nrny be fairly presumed. They are scattered over different

parts of the Doab and Rohilcund, and are reported to be good
cultivators. Hence the saying :

"
JJiojTia Jialee lakur, gjiarbytfio clioupur k,Jiel ;"

"
employ a Jlwjtia as a ploughman, and you may sit at home

and play at Backgammon."
One of the chief causes of the value attached to their ser-

vices is, that, being Mussulmans, they are not re trained by

Hindoo observances of certain festivals. Thus, while Hindoos

are waiting for the DIT,HWUN (q. v. ) before they cut their

Sugar-cane, the Jhojhas have already begun to press their cane,

and manufacture their Sugar.
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JHOJHOOROO, j)^^ **1*^ jhojlmrii

A grass to which camels are very partial, and which is

occasionally given as fodder to horned cattle. It grows to the

height of about two feet, and is known also by the name Junglee

neel, or wild Indigo.

JHOKUND, >XX^ *T3i^; jhokand

Is the place at which the Jhonlcya stands. See COLHOO and

JHONKYA.

JHOLA, &> l*n jhola

A cold wind which affects Wheat by drying up the ears. *

Upper Doab and Dehli.

JHONEYA, ^^> *In jhonaiya

One of the class into which the Cobrmees are divided.

See COORMEE.

JHONKEYA, ^^)^ ii*n jhonkya

The man who keeps up the fire when Sugar is boiling. The

word is sometimes pronounced Jhookwa and Jhoki/a, but incor-

rectly, for it is derived from Jhonkna, to supply fuel to an oven.

JHOOHA, ^^- *!T jhuha

JhooTia is in EoTiilcund what CJiour is in Dehli. A large

stack of Juivar or Bajra. A Jhooha generally contains from

10 to 20 Bojh, or loads.

JHOOLEE,

A cloth, or sheet, made into a fan for winnowing grain, when

there is no wind. Dehli. The word is derived from Jhoolna to

swing, or perhaps from Jhulna to fan. The corresponding term

in Bundlecund is Surwa. In Rohilcund and Upper Dodb,

JPurtwaee. In Benares, Patjiee and Purowta ; and in the Lower

and Central Doab, Purowta, Purtowa and Purtee.

R a R
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JHOONDEE, ^JJ^* ^^rft jhiindi

A clump of grass. It is also applied in Dehli, as Rhewut is

elsewhere, to signify the amount due from each sharer in a

UliyacJiara estate.

JHOONGA, ^)^ 'g'H jliunga

Bramble, brushwood. The word is sometimes pronounced

Jhangee.

Jhoonga signifies also a bullock whose horns project forward.

There are many similar words significant of peculiarities in the

shape of horns. Myna is a bullock the tips of whose horns join

in the centre. A superstition prevails against their use in draft

or agriculture, and they are consequently always bestowed upon.

Brahmins. Mora is a bullock whose horns grow backwards.

Moondra, whose horns are stunted and ill-developed. Mbo-nda,

whose horns are broken. Phulsapel, (literally, one who shoves

against a doorway,) whose horns project to the right and left.

Kyncha, whose horns are one up and the other down. In some

places, this is called Surg-patalee, i. e. heaven-and-hellwards.

See DOONDA.

JHOONT,HUR, JQJUJQC*. *KS1 jhunt'har

Fields yielding double crops. It is sometimes pronounced

jTiootJiun and jootjieael. Jootean and jootjielee are also used

in a similar sense. See JOOTEAN".

JHOOPA, ^jG* ^ jhupa

A pile of mangoes or other fruit. Lower Doab.

JHOORNA, ^Jjtf*- *g*
5n jhurna

To shake fruit from the tree. Jhurna, with a Hindee d, is to

fall as fruit from a tree.

JHORA,

The haulm or stalks of leguminous plants, such as Moong

and Motfh, used as fodder.
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JHOUWA, 1^^ **rei jbauwa
A large open basket

;
so called because it is made from the

twigs of the JHAOO, y. v.

JHUBRA, fjH> ^^ jhabra

Jhulra, or Jhublooa, is an epithet applied to the ears of

animals when they are covered with long hair
;
from Jhubba, a

tassel. One of the Bucolic maxims respecting the choice of

horned cattle says in approval of this point,

Kar TcuchTiouta^jTiulre Tcan,

Inhen cJihanr nu leejiye an.

JHUJHURKA, iT^gs^ *F*fir jhajharka

Early dawn before it is easy to distinguish objects. GJiurael-

ool-Logliat. The word is spelt jhujhulka in the ToJifut-bbl-

LogTiat-i-Hindee. Neither word is in Shakespear's Dictionary.

JHUKORA, ';^^ *fi%K!T jhakora

A shower.

JHULAR, ;%* ^^^ jhalar

A thicket, brushwood.

JHUMAKA, fi/U^^- ^Trw jhamaka
A heavy shower.

JHUMJHUM, ^^.^^.
WJWT jhamjham

Heavy continued rain. The term JJiumajJium is similarly

used.

JHUMURJHUMUR, jhamarjhamar

A light rain
; raining drop by drop.

R R R 2
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JJIUNDA> !^^ *fer jhanda

JHUNDEE, ^3*- *^ jhandi

A flag staff. A flag used by Surveyors as a mark by which

to direct their observations.

JHUNJEA, ^^ Rwr jhanjfa

A sub-division of the Mar soil. Lower Doab.

JHUNK,HURA, J^C*^. *F^T jhank'hara

Jhunkjmra sometimes pronoun ced. Jhunftura, signifies a leaf-

less tree, the contrary of Jhundoola M;^*- which is applied

to a tree with thick foliage.

JHUR, "j^ *R3 jhar

Heavy rain; hence jhura-jhur heavily, rapidly;

continued rain, wet weather.

JIIURBEREE, <5}^;#*- *fr3 jbarberi

Erom jhur, or jhar, a bramble, and for, the name of a tree,

which appears to be the same as the sidar of Africa and Arabia,

the Zizyphus Napeca of modern Botanists, and the Rliamnus

Spina Christi of Linnaeus, and probably identical with the

tree which yielded the famous fruit of the Lotophagi, {Herod, iv,

p. 177).

The Jhurberee seldom exceeds two feet in height, but the

Ber is a large tree which sometimes grows to the height of be-

tween twenty and thirty feet. The Jkurberee is often called

the Pala shrub, and is used for many useful purposes. In

appearance it is no better than a prickly bush, the fruit

however, which resembles a small plum, affords food to the des-

titute in a famine, and is collected for that purpose by the

women and children. It is either mixed with milk and water,

or eaten in its natural state with bread, if procurable, and if not,

by itself. The leaves are threshed and collected for fodder for

the cattle
;

the briers and thorns form barriers for the fields

and cattle sheds, and, when no longer required, are used as fuel
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During the year of famine (for it seems to grow equally luxuri-

ant in a drought) the people to the West of the Jumna fed

their cattle, and paid a large proportion of their* revenue, from

ltd sale. In.leoJ, in villages where the crop entirely failed, the

only collections were from this source. In such cases the peo-

ple retained- one-half for consumption, and disposed of the

remainder.. Pala leaves, in an average year, sell from 6 to 12

maunds the rupee. The Jhurberee produces also very good

gallnuts.

JHUKOOA, b>#*" Hr^^T jharua

The name of a nutritious grass of which the grain is some-

thing like that of Shamakh (Panicum frumentaceum), of which

it is reckoned to be a wild species. It springs up during the

rains. The grain is eaten by Hindoos on fast days, and

Chumars commonly make it into bread. The stalks are cut

up and given to cattle, or applied to the purpose of improving
the quality and quantity of milk. It is known also, by the

name of Suwan, and Suwueen, because it ripens in the month

jSawun.

JHUROTA, ^;^- *fi%TrH jharota

The close of a season. See JHOOBNA.

JHUTEANA, ^UA^ *fifzziHT jhatyiana

The Jhuteana, or Jkh&teana, is a small clan of Hajpoota

found in Pergunahs Sirdhana, Baghput, Soron, Shikarpoor,

Bobdhana and Khoorja in the Upper Doab.

JIJHOTEA, j$e* wiTCTT jhijotiya

This is a branch of the CANOUJEA. BRAHMINS, (q. v. ), which

ranks low in public estimation. Their more correct name is

Yajurhota, derived originally, it in said, from their having made

"burnt offerings according to the forms of the Yajurveda. Their

sub-divisions are much of the same character as those of the

Canoujeas, but it is needless to enumerate them. Amongst
their chief families are reckoned the Choubes of Roopround, the

Dooles of Dowrea> and the Misrs of Humeerpoor and Curea.
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JINHUR, }-f^ si^ jinhar

Is the name of one of the numerous Gates of GTOOJUES, q. y.

JINS, J**^ ^^
jins

Grain, commodities, products.

JINS-I-KAMIL, . jins-i-kamil

*X*

First-rate crops. The best crop that a field can produce.

JINSWAR, fojF*** ^^^ j inswar

(A Statement) relative to crops. See JUMABUKDEE.

JINWAR, .)'y^ fsR^R j inwar

See JutfWAB, which is the most usual pronunciation.

JIREA, t?.j*- f^f^n jiria

The name of a rice cultivated in Benares. See DHAN.

JIZEA, &>>.)*-
t^f^T

jizia

A tax on infidels. Applied in Saugor to a house-tax on the

inhabitants of towns not engaged in tillage, which is also called

PANDEEE, q. v. See JTJZEA.

JOG, ^f? ^ jog
The name of the person upon whom a draft or bill of exchange

is drawn.

JOHUR, )^)^ ^^T johar

The name given to a large pond or lake. Delili. See AHUE.
It is also applied in the Central Dodb to any inundated land,

and is there pronounced Jhor.

In Shakespear's Dictionary, Joohur is said to signify
"
Pits

filled with water at the bottom of mountains."

JOHYA, **&>* tf?*n johiya

Jokyas are by some authorities included among the thirty-six

Royal Races of India
; by others they are considered a mere

ramification of the Yadu Bhatti. In the gathering of the Itaj-
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poots to defend the Mori Priuce of Chitfore, they are styled

Lords of Junguldes, which included Huriana, Bhutneer and

Nagore. There are, I believe, no Rajpoots of this clan, except
a very few in KJiyragurh of Allahabad, and those in the Doab,
who form a Chourasee in the neighbourhood of Allahabad and

Chailc, and who are all converted to Mahometanism. Colonel

Tod considers the Johijas to be entirely extinct. The Johyas,

who held 1100 villages in Jungeldes, were completely subdued,

and perhaps in part expelled from their ancient abodes, by the

Godaras, with the aid of BeeJca, the Ratjiore, the founder of

JBeekaheer. This occurred at the close of the fifteenth century ;

but the occupation of the Lower Doab was perhaps of an ear-

lier date. That there was not a complete expulsion at the

period above mentioned, we know from JoJiyas being recorded,

as late as the time of Akber, as still holding Zemindarees in

Sirsa. The JoJiya are considered the same as the Jinjootuh

of Saber, but the position thus assigned appears too far to the

"Westward.

JOK,HAEE, ^l^r^ fa^r jok,hai

"Weighment ;
the weighman's perquisite; from jokjina, to

weigh.

JOOA, !^> sjftl jua

The yoke of a carriage or plough.

The word is preserved in many of the Indo-European lan-

guages. Thus, Sanscrit Yu,g^ Persian Yogh, Greek Zeugos,

German Joch, Latin Jwgum, Russian Igum, English Yoke. It

is not surprising that there should be so many traces of resem-

blance in words denoting the parts of a plough, one of the first

instruments of man's industry. See GABEE, HUL, and HULUS.

JOOEE, f* *] JU1

An insect destructive to certain crops. See GINDUB.

JOOGAD GOUR, ~)j> jjU^. spn^ *h^ jugad gaur

See GOUB BBAHMIIT. The name would be more correctly

Jbbgadi.
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JOOGALNA, UJlxa- spn^RT jugalna

To chew the cud.

JOOLA, ^> *f*iT jula

A tract of land containing four Alee, or sixteen Beesees,

Gurhwal, and Kumaon. See BEESEE.
" In Gurhwal, as in Kumaon, there are numerous denomina-

tions of land, but the Joola was, and is, the chief measure,

differing in value according to local usage, and the various

classes of landholders, but in every instance exceeding in

quantity one Beesee, and measurable by it."- Gurhwal Settle-

ment Report.

JOONA, Uj*.
5RT juna

JOORA, Ij;^ ^P1 Jura

A rope of twisted grass, or twine, made to support a round-

bottomed jar. It is called also Indburee, Endhoda, Chukwa,

Gboruree, Gindboree and Goduree. The original meaning of

Joora is the knot into which Hindoos tie their hair at the back

of the head.

JOOREE, vS3^ ^T^ K11
*

1

From jorna, to join ;
a small bundle of Sugar-cane. The

tops of the Jooree, brought home on the JZkadushee of Katik

(see DIT,HWUN), are kept suspended from the roof of the house

till the Holee, and burnt during that festival.

I know not whether a similar practice is now observed in

Europe, but the learned Moresin in his
"
Papatus," voce VACIFA,

speaks of its prevalence in his time,
" Vacina Dea, cui sacrifica-

"bant agricolae messe peracta. Papatus fert domum spiceas

coronas, quas a tigais suspendit, nunc altaribus suorum tutelari-

um offerunt, gratias agunt pro collectis frugibus, et otium pre-

cantur."

The Devonshire " neck" is also a remnant of the same cus-

tom
;
and as

Many precious rites

And customs of our rural ancestry
Are gone, or stealing from us ;

Wordsworth,
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it may be as well to mention the ceremonies by which it is

attended. When the labourers are reaping the last field of

wheat, some old man, who is well acquainted with the cere-

monies of the occasion, examines all the sheaves, picks out

all the best ears which he can find, and ties them up into a

neat bundle, which is called the "neck."
" After the field is cut out, and the pitcher once more circu-

lated, the reapers, binders, and the women, stand round in a

circle. The person with the neck stands in the centre, grasp-

ing it with both his hands. He first stoops and holds it near

the ground, and all the men forming the ring, take off their

hats, stooping and holding them with both hands towards the

ground. They then all begin at once in a very prolonged and

harmonious tone to cry
" the neck !" at the same time slowly

raising themselves upright, and elevating their arms and hats

above their heads
;
the person with " the neck" also raising it

on high. This is done three times." (Hones Every-Day

Boole, Vol. ii. 1172).

The neck is then brought home with great acclamations, and

hung ap in the Farm-IIouse over the table till next harvest, or

even for a longer period, as it is considered unlucky to part

with it. The origin of the word "neck" I kno\v not
;
it may

be the same as
" nick ", a sign, a mark, which is now obsolete,

and only preserved in the fabulous emblem of the " Swan with

two necks" originally the Swan with two " nicks" i. e. the

mark imposed upon the Royal Swans. These nicks, official

visitors were annually appointed lo inspect, by upping, or

taking up, the birds
;
which expression has now been cocknified

into the yearly S\\-j.u.-7iopping of the London Corporation.

Jooree is also the name of a small necklace strung together

from cakes of cowdung, and cast into the fire during the Holcc.

JOOREMAREE, ^*}~)? sj*n jurcmari

Literally, brought under the yoke. The term is generally

used to signify land actually in possession, in distinction to

that which a man is entitled to by virtue of descent from a

common ancestor.

S S S
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JOOTA, I**- spT juta

Is the name given to the rope connecting the leheree, or

irrigating basket, with the liillec^ or handle
;
from jotna, to

yoke.

JOOTEAL, &$* sj2*n*f jutiyal

See BUAWAEE. The word is also pronounced Jobteal.

JOOTEAN, i^tPy** ^jf^ri jiitiyan

Land which bears two harvests during the year, opposed to

ekfurda, which bears only one. Benares. The word is derived

j
to cultivate.

jut'hali

Jootjhalee bears the same meaning as JOOTEAN, q. v.

JOREE,

A pond smaller than a Pokjiur. Dehli. See AHUE.

JOSHEE, i)^ ^^ joshi

An inferior tribe of Brahmins employed in casting nativities

and fostering other superstitious practices of the natives.

Their name is derived from JotisJi astrology, and they are known

also by the names of Bhudurea and Dukout. A very different

meaning, however, is conveyed by calling a Brahmin a hires

Jotishee, which is a title of great consideration, and implies

that he is learned in the Jotish Shatter*, without engaging in

the actual occupations of Joskees. It is with reference to this

original meaning, that the Josliees of Kumaon maintain a high

character for respectability.

JOT, ^^ ^ jot

Cultivation, tillage. Tenure of a cultivator. It is also

sometimes used to signify the rent paid by a cultivator.
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JOTA, tfja.
5fr?n jota

JOTAR, ifi)^ *fr^ jotar

JOTEA, \&f* %fa*n jotiya

JOTUN, uf*}^-
^fW jotan

A cultivator of land. See above under JOT.

Jou, )*> % jau

Barley, but not exclusively such as is raised by artificial

irrigation, as stated in the Printed Glossary.
'

The Jou, or Barley-corn, is in India, as in many other

countries, the primary unit ofmeasures of length. The Asiatics,

however, in that fondness for minute quantities which prevails

with them, assume a certain number (6 or 8) hairs of a horse's

tail, or mane, as equivalent to a Jou. Between Europe and

Asia, there is also this difference in the use of the Jou as the

basis of measures of length, that in the former it is more usual,

though not universal, to take the length of the grain ;
in the

latter, the breadth : thus, in England, 3 Barley-corns placed

end to end make an inch, and in India, 8 Barley-corns' breadths,

make a finger. The former is more likely to be correct as an

invariable standard, than the latter.

The following Table shews the quantity of Barley in cultiva-

tion in the Upper Provinces during the year of Survey.

ACEES.

DehU Division, 90,053

Eohilcund Division, 182,476

Meerut Division, 153,050

Agra Division, 359,811

AUahadad Division, 430,633
Benares Division, 1,301,877

Saugor Division, 854

Total Acres, 2,518,754

S S S 2
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JOUCHUNEE, ^A- *** tr^ jaucliani

A mixed crop of barley and cliuna. See GOJTJEA.

JOUNAL, L)^^ wTO jaunal

Land cultivated alternately by Rublee and KJiurcef sowings.

Land in continual cultivation. Roliilcund and Doab.

In Delili and Oudh it is applied genera^y to land which has

been cropped during the past season with wheat and barley:

which in the Upper Doab is called Binar, and, in some places,

Nnroba. In Benares the same word, or rather Jounar, means

a field in which barley is sown without having borne a previous

Kliureef crop. In Bundlecund it means land on which any
Rubbee crops have grown. See JOTJNAE in the Printed Glossary.

It is probable that the meanings ascribed to this word are

derived from different sources. When it is applied to Rubbee

land alone, we may perhaps look for its root in Jou, barley.

Where it means land under constant cultivation, we may perr

haps look for its root in Joon, time. Thus, in many places,

land exhausted by over-cropping is styled Joonce.

JOUNCHEE, (S^f^ ^ jaunchi

A kind of smut in barley and wheat, in which the ears produce
no corn.

JoWAR,
A species of Millet. See JTJWAE.

JOUNRA, ty)**'
^^ jaunra

Payment of village servants in kind. The word appears to

be a corruption of Jeora, q. v. Eastern Oudli.

JUBDEE, ^^ ^^ jabdi

A species of rice cultivated in Roldlcund. See PHAN.

JUDIIUN, ^^ s^ jadhan

JURHUN, ^}^ **&* jarhan

A large species of rice, cropped at the close of the rainy season.
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JUG A, t^. BfTTT jaga

The word is mor properly Jaga ^W- ; but tlic common pro-

nunciation is Jaffa. See BHAT.

JUGNEE,

A small grain from which oil is extracted. It appears to be

the same as the llumtillee of the Gonds. Saugor.

JUGUNBUNSEE, ^MxA^xa. 3JTR^^ jaganbansi

A tribe of Brahmins who hold Zemindaree possessions in

Pergunah Kora, Zillah Fultelipoor. See GOUTUM.

JUJMAX, ^1^=:^-
OT3JTTH jajman

A pi?rson from whom Brahmins, or menials, such as barbers,

washermen and sweepers, have an hereditary right to claim cer-

tain perquisites, on occasion of any ceremonies or services which

they are called upon to perform.

JUL, J-^- 5M jal

A Jungle shrub which grows in the Bhuttee Territory.

JULA, &1^- 5J^T jala

A lake
; from^wZ water.

JULALEA, tyVa* cr^ttfesfT jalaliya

A fine species of wheat with reddish ears. Saugor.

JULASA, &u,U^. of^nqr jalasa

A pool of water, a tank.

JULKUR, )&?*> ^1^1^ jalkar

The produce and piscary of rivers, jheels, tanks, &c, also, the

revenue assessed thereon. See JELCOHA and JULKUE in the

Printed Glossary.
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JULM,
j*k-

51^7 jalm

Birth, birthright ;
used to denote proprietary right, especially

in the soil. Saugor. The word is a corruption of Junum,
birth.

JULNEEM, *^- ^rffrr jalnim

A bitter herb which grows on the banks of Tulaos. It i

used medicinally as a cure for the itch, and has a purgative

quality. It has obtained its name from its springing up only

in the vicinity of water.

JULOT SURG, ^jy* ci>y^ 3T^Tc? ^Tf jalot sarg

The ceremony which is gone through, when a pond, laolee.,

or well, is married. It has been already described under

BUNOT SUEG-, q. v. The only difference is that the bride is

personated by an image, instead of the Toblsee. The word is
^

derived from the Sanscrit 3j*rf water* and 3r^7f donation.

The advantages to be derived from the ceremony are shown in

the 3rd Chap, of the Nirnye Sindh. It is the general impres-
sion amongst Europeans that this marriage ceremony takes place

only between a well and a garden, but this union is exceedingly

rare
;

the most usual practice being, as mentioned before, to

perform the marriage ceremony of each separately.

JUL PEEPUL, J^J iJ^ srafi'RI jal pipal

A herb somewhat resembling the pepper plant. It is called

also Uspoboota in the Turaee Pergunahs. In the Taleef-i-

Shureefit is called Julpeelbuka.

JUMA, (^ 5RI jama

The whole
;
total

; revenue generally ;
and the Government

demand in particular. Amount assessed.

* In English, Gill, is a provincial word for a rivulet, but whether with a

soft or harsh initial g, I know not.
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JUMABUNDEE, ^cXOf*^ 5RT3t jamabandi

A village rent-roll. A statement of the rents fixed on every

field in the Township. In Madras it signifies the annual settle-

ment of the Revenue, and bears this meaning in the Printed

Glossary.

The term is very comprehensive, and, indeed, admits of so

many meanings, that it is found to change, so as to accom-

modate itself to the prevalent system of Revenue management.
About fifteen years ago, a Jumdbundee was most commonly
known as a doul, or estimate, on which to base an assessment,

It is now applied chiefly to the annual Rent-roll furnished by
the VillageAccountants. It is also used variously in villages, as

well as in Government Records. Jinswar Jumabundee, for

instance, is usually a detailed statement ofthe rent levied upon
each kind of crop. In Birj, it is more specially applied to a kind

of tenure found in parts of that tract.

JUMA JHURTEE, jama jharti

A Statement of receipts and expenditure. Periodical ac-

count of either cash or grain, Saugor.

___
JUMA KHURCH, ^^ o*- 5!*TU3^ jama kharch

Debit and Credit. Cash Account.

JUMA WASIL BAKEE, jama wasil baqi

An account of the Revenue of Government, with entries of

payments and arrears.

JUMNOUTA, j***-
Sffirer jamnauta

JUMNOUTEA, U?^iA- 5ffi%fon jamnautya

A certain consideration given to a Zamin, or Security ; gene-

rally amounting to about five per Cent,
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JUMOG, ^^-o-^-
5f3l*I jamog

Transfer of liabilities by mutual consent. A conditional

Mortgage. Benares, Eastern Oudk, and Lower Doab.

JUMOGDAR, $^ j*^ siPlc^ jamogdar

A person who lends a landed proprietor a sum of money, and

recovers that money from the Byuts. Benares, E. Oudh, and

Lower Doab.

JUMOOUT, &jt^ 3i*io{2 jamuat

The foundation of a well; from jumna to join, to adhere.

Hence the word is applied to the festive ceremony on the

occasion of completing the foundation of a well. Benares. In

the Dehli Territory this ceremony is called NychuJc and

Neemclmk, which are names applied also to the foundation of

the well
;
from neeche below. Newar is the most usual word

elsewhere. See jAE,nuir.

JUMOWA, 'J^ oisn jamoa

Indigo planted before the rains, and irrigated by artificial

means. Central Doab.

Jumowa is also the name of a tree.

JUMYEA, l*^- ^(*wn jamaiya

The name of a grass in Dehli.

JUNDOULEA, U/^uXAa. ^tlfeui jandauliya

A small clan of Rajpoots in Cheeloomow, Zillah Banda.

JUNDRA, !;txl^- ^^T jandra

Shakespear says, Jundra means a pitchfork ;
but in the Upper

Provinces it is most usually applied to a kind of rake used

during irrigation for dividing a field into small beds. It is used

by two men, one holds the handle, and the other holds a string

attached to the forks of the rake in a direction opposite to

handle. It is an incovcnicnt method of employing two men
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to do the work of one. The name Jundra is used chiefly to

the "Westward. Elsewhere, the same implement is known by
the name of Manjho and Kurha, and solid wood more sensibly

supplies the place of the forks of the rake.

JUNEWA, t-^- STO^J janewa

A kind of fragrant grass which grows in fields which have

been cultivated with Khureef crops. Its flower is like that of

the Doob. bat its stem is erect, and grows to about the height
of a foot and a half.

JUNG,HARA, f;^*- n?J jang'hara

A large, and somewhat turbulent, tribe of Rajpoots of the

Tuar clan, in the South East of Rohilcund, whence they appear
to have expelled the Kut,heryas, They are large proprietors in

Ooshut, Fureedpoor, Mehrabad, Beesulpoor, Sitlemjjoor, Tilhvr,

Julalpoor and KJiera Bujhera, and are found as Asamees in

K,hotar, and Beesulpoor. They are sub-divided into the

Bhoor and Turaeen Jungjiaras, and these again have their

sub-divisions, which it is needless here to detail
;

but it may
be mentioned that the Bhoor rank first) on account of the

Turaeen clan, having adopted the practice of CURAO. q. v.

They profess to have come to these parts under a leader called

Dhuppoo Dham, whose name is immortalized in popular poetry

for his gallant opposition to some chief of Budaon.

Neeclie Dhurtee, oopur Ram }

Beech men lure Dhuppoo Dham.

The Jung,haras were once a powerful clan in the neighbour-

hood of Coel, where, though they are now but small proprietors,

they once held four separate Chourasees that of Mundrak, held

by the descendants of Ludhar of Chundphuree, held by the

descendants of Chand of Baroun, held by the descendants of

Raja of Uglas, held by the descendants of Ajye Raj

T T T
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One of his descendants, Mudhobkur, is also famous in local

ballads.

cuO

ift

qte

Mudh^oJcur Tioon Jculwon, Jioon ayo Mudhookur pas ;

Jo Mudhbbkur g,hur naheen hyn, tou koun Icam Uglas.

Juhan Mudhbiikur, jtilian ketJcee, juhan bhurvur kuren gobnjar,

EJc Mudhbbkur kumul kojehi khurg dan sumbhar.

Panse chhuppun deejie, peet,h na ekou lagia,

fanse chhuppun mangia, Dhukra ganw se bhugia.

These Hues are often quoted in allusion to his splendid dona-

tion of 556 horses to his Bhat, for which the Dhakura of

Goreyee, as he was unable to present the saddles, was compelled

for shame to leave his ancestral home, aud take up his abode in.

K,heree BurJiun of Juleysur. The whole story exemplifies the

power of the Bards, as well as the generosity of Mudhobkur ;

whose lineal descendant is still Raee of Uglas, and chief of the

clan. Those Jungjiaras intermarry with Poondeers, give their

daughters to Chouhans and Birgoojurs, and receive daughters

from Bhals, Jaes, and Gehlotes.

JUNGRA, !^ RT jangra

The haulm of Khureef produce. Lower Doab.

JUNOOTOORWA, \})jijls* ^5S^T januturwa

A small clan of Rajpoots in Gungapoor, Zillah Benares.
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JUNTREE, *-^ ^^ jantri

An Almanac, or Register. It originally meant a perforated

piece of metal through which wire is drawn, and may have sub-

sequently been applied to an Almanac on account of its having

many open compartments, or ruled divisions.

JUNWAR, )h^ ^^ janwar

There ar,e a few of this tribe of Rajpoots in Sihonda and

Simounee of Bundlecund ; Rusoolabad and Bit,hoor of Cawn-

poor ; and Kootea Gobneer of Futtehpoor.

JUNWUREA, ^-)^ ^rf^H janwariya

A tribe of Aheers. See AHEEE.

JURAETA, &>d)^ *nn?<n jaraita

One of the divisions of the Touhur, or Tuar, clan.

See JATOO.

JUREA, )*-
sT jariya

One of the seven divisions of the LodJi tribe. See LODH.

Also, the name of the fulcrum which supports the pivot on

which the arm of the Dhenklee turns
;
derived perhaps from

jur, which signifies a root, both in Sanscrit and Arabic.

JUREEB,

A measuring chain, or rope. Before AJcber's time it was a

rope. He directed it should be made of Bamboo with iron joints,

as the rope was subject to the influence of the weather. In our

Survey measurements we use a chain. A Jureeb contains 60

Guz, or 20 Gut,has, and, in the standard measurement of the

Upper Provinces, is equal to five chains of 11 yards, each chain,

being equal to 4 Gutjias. A square of one Jureeb is a Beegjia.

Till the new system of Survey was established, it was usual to

measure lands paying Revenue to G-overnment with only 18

knots of the Jureeb, which was effected by bringing two knots

over the shoulder of the measurer to his waist. Rent-free land

was measured with the entire Jureeb of 20 knots.

T T T 2
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A Jureeb, in Hebrew and Arabic, signified originally only a

measure of capacity, equal to 4 Qufeez, or 384 Mud* (Latin

Modius), and in course of time came to signify the portion of

land which required as much to sow it as a Jureeb would

contain. (Asasu-l-Loghat). The Pat,ha and Nalee of Gurhwa

and Kumaon have a similar origin. $ee BEESEE. This use

of the term must have altered before the reign of Timoor, for

in the Institutes we ha\e the following injunction, which is

evidently the foundation of Akber's division of soil into three

classes.

**"

vX^ JU (jCJ>

JUREEBKUSH, jaribkash

Surveyor, measurer. Literally, a drawer of the measuring

chain.

JUREEMANA, $^- armana

Eine, penalty ; given as Jerumana in the Printed Glossary.

JUREETA, &fc' *^Z1 % jarita

Brushwood, brambles. The word is used provincially, and is

peihaps a corruption of the Hindee Jhoor ?f\~g which signifieao
the same.

JURELA, tfy.)
* *R^1 jarela

The name of a rice cultivated in Hohilcund.

* These words are both retained in the Spanish cafiz and almud. Indeed,

nearly all the Spanish weights and measures are, like very many administra-

tive words, (v.p. 312) derived from the Arabic: As the quintal of one hundred

pounds, from kintur : of which the fourth (rbbba) is the arroba: arralde, a

pound, from arrattl ; xeme, a span, from shamah ; and soon. See " Al

Aiakkari," Vol. I. p. 500.
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JURET,HA, {&?.)*-
sN jaret'ha

The name of one of the clans of Cachhees. See CACHH.EK.

JURGA, f? Si^TH jarga

The name of a grass given as fodder to cattle, especially to

horses. It grows generally on high ground;

JURWEE, iSJfc'
^ jarwi

The namo given to the small shoots of the rice plant, when it

first springs from the ground.

JURWUT, ^^^ tt*& jarwat

The trunk of a tree.

JUSAWUR, )j**^ W^ jasawar

Jusarvur, or Jusawut, is the name of a tribe of Rajpoots in

Areeng of Muttra. They are held in no great consideration.

JUTRANEE, ijfl)***
1 5^1^ jatrani

A trihe of Jats in RoTiilcund and DeJili. ^ee JAT.

JUTUR, )*** f^ jatar

Cultivated land. Upper Dodb.

JUWALEE, ^f? ^^^ jawali

Juwala, or Juwalee, signifies gram mixed with barley as food

for cattle. Also, a small mixture of barley with wheat.

JUWAR, f* ^^ jawar
A species of millet which grows from a height of eight to

twelve feet on a reedy stem. (Holcus Sorghum). It is known

also by the names of Jondhrce, and in some places, of Joundee,

There are generally reckoned to be four kinds of Juwar. The

red kind, or Joginia Juwar
,

is large, bears a lower price than

the other qualities, and its stalk is not good fodder for cattle.

The Bounea, (from Bouna, a dwarf) is small, very white.

grows straiter than the other kinds, and its stalk is also consi-
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dered an inferior fodder. The third and best is the Peerea or

Saer. Its head bends more than the rest, its stalk is much

approved as fodder, and, as the grain grow-s more compactly, it

ripens later than the other kinds. The fourth and rarest is the

Basmutee, which is a very fragrant kind, but scarcely repays
the expense of cultivation.

These may be considered the kinds most ordinarily known in

the Doab ; but there are several others known elsewhere, as the

Alapooree like the Joginia, Doole.r'ia or Dombbnhee, Juteri/a,

KJiowa, Churka, Bidura, Lbbkoo, Gbbtwa, Malutee, Choo?ieha,

JBuksee, Mug.ha, Gupbbraee, Bhudelee or Kooaroo, Dbbydee,

Kbbmuria, Lutoogjiar and Banda ; the specific differences of

which it is needless to mention.

JUWARA, *)h*~ *^W jawara

As much land as can be ploughed by a pair of bullocks. If

a man says he has two Juwaras, he may be considered to have

cultivation sufficient for the employment of two ploughs. Ju-

waree, or Juwara, therefore, is the same as the Jocelet, soke,

and Swoling of England, the Carucate of the Domesday Book,
and the Hide of Edward the Confessor's reign, which was aa

much land as could be tilled in a year and a day by one

plough. The area ofthe Carucate varied in different reigns. In

the early part of the reign of Richard I. it was estimated at 60

acres, and so it continued till his ninth year, when, in the five

shilling aid, it was fixed at 100 acres. In the time of Edward

I. it was estimated at 180 acres, and in the time of Edward III.

at 102 and 150 acres. A Juwaree of the Central Doab, in which

province the word is chiefly used, could not at the most be con-

sidered as more than eight acres.

In Dehli, Juwara is used to signify the area ploughed in

half a day, which is the same as the Clihukwar of the Doab.

A Sanjhlo (literally, till the evening) signifies that which ia

ploughed during the whole day, and comprises two Juwaras,

equivalent to the Aratrum, Arrura, Earing, and Avera of our

Law books.

The words Juwaree and Juivara are derived from Jboa a

yoke -it being as much land as one yoke of bullocks can

plough. In the same way as Jugum amongst the Homans was
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not only the yoke, but as much as was ploughed by one yoke in

a day. Jugum vocant quod juncti boves uno die exarare possint.

(Varro, De Re Rustica, I. 10). It was rather more than half

an acre. We have the same allusion in Scripture "Within

as it were half an acre of land, which a yoke of oxen might

plow," I Sam: xiv. 14.

Another meaning of the word Juwara is a yoke, or pair of

bullocks, especially when employed at a well.

Juwara is likewise the name of the barley which is forced

in earthen pots by Brahmins tor presentation at the Dusehra,

or by women for presentation to their brothers, or fathers, on

the same festival. See JTE.

Juwara also signifies, in some parts of these Provinces, the

small shoots of rice, which germinate when steeped in water.

In Shakespear's Dictionary it is said to mean "large maize."

I never heard of this application of the term.

JUWASA, &**<!^
5T^ST jawasa

Juwasa, under the name of Juvassa, is described in the

Printed Glossary to be "a slender thorny shrub, which assumes

its most lively verdure in the heights of the warmest and driest

weather, and languishes and fades under the influence of rain."

It is the prickly-stem Hedysarwn (H. Alhagi), a thorny bush

on which camels browse
; hence, says Khan Arzoo, in his

Dictionary it is also called Oont-kutara. But Khan Arzoo

appears to be wrong in saying the Juwasa is the same as Oont-

Jcutara. The peasantry look upon these as entirely different

plants, and in appearance they do not in the least resemble each

other. The real Oont-kutara, or Kutela, is something like a

thistle (Echinops echinatus, Roxl :) and has a yellow flower.

It is called in different parts of the country by different

names, such as GJiumuee, and Bung-Jcv.teya, and Sutyanasee.

The Bhut-kuteya and Gol-kuteya are of the same family. See

E TJTEYA. But, though the Juwasa is not called Oont-kutara,

it certainly is a Camel's thorn, and being therefore classed

tinder the name of Ooshtur-Jchar, Khan Arzoo might easily have

been misled. The name of Alhagi is derived iroin the root hqf,
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which denotes in Arabic its connection with a place of pilgrim-

age. One of the species, the Alhogi Maurorum (which is said

by some to be the Juwasa itself) is celebrated for its produc-

tion of the Manna of the Desert.

Juwasa is considered a good medicine in bilious disorders,

but is chiefly known to Europeans as a substitute for Khus-

Tchus in Tattees* In ancient times Juwasa appears to have

been eaten by Bullocks, as well as Camels : for we find those

animals represented in the "
Toy Cart" as chewing Juwasa.

If they were able to accomplish this, their palates must have

altered considerably; unless, as perhaps was the case, the

prickly herb was chopped up into little bits and given as fod-

der in that state.

JUWAZ, 3^ ^^ jawaz
A Persian word signifying a wooden mortar

;
a Sugar-Mill ;

an Oil-Mill.

JUWUNPOOREA, bjjAJja. of^g^JT jawanpiiriya

A subdivision of the Cacliliee tribe, q. v.

JUZEA, fyj^ arfsWT jaziya

From the Arabic
Jja. subjugation ; conquest ; compensation.

A Capitation Tax levied by the Mahometans on their subjects

of another faith. The correct word is Jizea, but it seems usual

in Hindoostan to pronounce the word Juzea. See JUZZIAH,

JEZIA, and JTZEYEB in the Printed Glossary.

[From the passage quoted from the Ayeen-i-Akberee, in the

article AltumgJia, it appears that the Khuleefa Obmur laid an

annual tax upon every one who was not of the Mahomedan

religion. A person of high condition paid 48 Dirhems, one of

moderate means 24 Dirhems, and one in an inferior station 12

DirJiems. See "
Hedaya," Book IX., Cap. 11. and Yin.

It does not exactly appear when this tax was instituted in

India. Tod (" Annals of Kajasthan," Vol. I. p. 403,) thinks

it was imposed by Baber in lieu of the Tumglia which he so-

lemnly renounced on the field of battle, after the victory which

gave him the crown of India
,
but we read of it long before

this, for as early as the time of Ala-obd-Deen, only a century
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after the final subjugation of Hindoostan, we find it spoken of

as an established tax. Thus, in the Dialogue, recorded by
Zeea-obd-Deen Burny and Ferishta, between that Tyrant and

Cazee Mooghees-bbd-Deen, we read,
" From what description

of Hindoos is it lawful to exact obedience and tribute ?" To

which the obsequious Cazee replies,
u The Imam Huneef says

that the Juzea, or as heavy a tribute as they can bear, may be

imposed instead of death on Infidels, and it is commanded that

the Juzea and Kliiraj be exacted to the uttermost farthing, in

order that the punishment may approach as near as possible to

death."
" You may perceive," replied the King,

"
that, with-

out reading learned books, I am in the habit of putting in

practice that which has been enjoined by the prophet."
But it would appear that up to the time of Feroze Shah,

Brahmins were exempted from the tax, for in a very interest-

ing Chapter of Shums~i-Serafee's work we find that Monarch

imposing it for the first time on this influential class.

JOja. ^M*^ &f(L> ^j JC UD jjj>j XiiS oUx>

loiwo
j ^^.a *Ulp &**- ilJIov^ia.

On this occasion, which was so much at variance with his

usual spirit of conciliation, the Brahmins thronged him in his

Hunting-Palace, and threatened to burn themselves alive be-

fore him
;
and at last were only dissuaded from their pv.rpose

by the other Hindoos of Dehli taking upon themselves to pay
the Juzea of the Brahmins. In his time, the highest class of

Hindoos was rated at 40, the second at 20, and the third at 10

Tunicas per head
j
and these remonstrances had the effect of

U U U
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inducing the King to admit the Brahmins to the favorable

terms of the lowest class.

We again learn that it was enforced with great severity in

the time of Behlole and Secunder Lodi, which was perhaps no

inconsiderable cause of the facility with which the empire was

wrested from the hands of that family.

The tax was abolished by Akber in the 9th year of his reign,

and was not imposed again till the 22nd of Aurungzebe, who,

with his wonted intolerance, directed that its levy should be

attended with every circumstance of contumely which his inge-

nuity could devise.

a*.
^ iv; *~i *, ^- f- \

j

eiJyO
. ^!Lu) JL>yj iit^^ laUw &*V3>- 1

Zbtibdut-bbl~ Ukhbarat.

It was at this time that admirable letter is said to have been

written, which is ascribed by Orme to Jeswunt Singji, by
Tod to Rana Raj Singji, and by the Mahrattas to Sevajee.

(Grant Duff, Vol. i., p. 219, and Elphinstone 's India, Vol. II.,

p. 458). Stewart (Hist ; Bengal, p. 308) says that Shaista

Khan in A. D. 1679-80 enforced the Juzea in Bengal at the

rate of 6^ per 1000 on all property, and that Christians paid
one and a half per Cent additional duty on their commerce.

The sick, lame, and blind were excused.

From this period it appears to have been regularly levied,

and with particular severity in the time of Furrbbkhseer (in

consequence of the appointment of Enayut- Obllah as Financial

Minister, who had been Secretary to the bigoted Aurungzele)
until the time of Rufee-obd-Durjat, when the Barha Syuds
abolished it, and the Hindoos again recovered their conse-

quence, Ruttun Chund, a Hindoo, being appointed Financial

Minister, and being possessed even of such influence, as to ba
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empowered to nominate the Mahomedan Cazees of the Pro

vinces.*

After the death of Ruttun Chund, the Capitation Tax waa

once more levied, as it is stated to have been again repealed by
Mahomed Shah, at the intercession of Maharaja Jye Sing,h

and Girdhur Buhadobr.

Ui'l

TuwareeTch-i-Mdhomedshahee.

Since that period, no Emperor was possessed of sufficient

authority to enforce the Juzea, and this odious tax became

extinct for ever : but not till it had operated as one oi the

most effectual causes of the decline of the Mahometan power,

by alienating the affections of the Hindoo population, which

the early Moghul Emperors had courted, and in some measure

obtained.

JUZUR, }V^ 515^ iazarSJ *^

A term in Arithmetic signifying duplation, or doubling a

number, which like mediation, or halving, is considered in

Oriental works to be a separate operation from ordinary multi-

plication, or division, and is so entered in European books on

Arithmetic of the sixteenth Century.

JYCHEE, i^F*^ ^^ jaichi
**

A weed which springs up with Rulibee crops. See JY.TEE.

JYE, c5^^ ^ Ja*

Oats. The name has been only lately introduced into the

* Colonel Galloway (Law and Constit : of India, p. 27), states this on the

authority of Ferishta : but Ferishta died more than a c( ntury before this period.

u u u 2
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JN". W. P. as the grain was not known before the acquisition of

this country by the British. It may perhaps have been so

called from its being considered a small kind of barley ; thus,

from jou, jouee, jyee ; as from chuna, chunee ; and bbrd, bbrdee.

The word however is not new, though the application of it is
;

for the small shoots of Barley (especially cultivated by Brah-

mins for the purpose, in anticipation of the season) which are

carried about in the turbans of Hindoos during the Dusehra,

are in many places known by the name of Jye, or Jyee* either

because of the smallness of the Barley, or in commemoration of

the Jye, or triumph, of Rama over Ravana, the Demon-lord of

It is worthy of remark that in Benares, Bundlecund, and the

Lower Doab, Oats are called Ramjow, i. e. the Barley of Rama.

As the Hindoos already had an Indurjow (Echites antidysen-

terica) Ramjow was not altogether an unnatural combination

to represent a new grain which bore a resemblance to Barley.f

fiamjow, therefore, being the name which the natives chose

first to give this grain, it is not altogether improbable that we

may derive our Jyee from the ceremony above alluded to,

rather than from its being considered a small species of Barley.

The very name of Ramjow would instantly suggest Jye, both

being words intimately connected with the festival of the

Dusehra.

* This is likewise the name given to the first sprout of germinating rice

(see JUWAUA) when the seeds are steeped in water previous to sowing. There
is also a small species of Barley well known in Rohilcund as Jye, or Jyee, as

is shown by the following couplet, in which its easy and rapid growth is

remarked

Kot,hee chitrhe pbbkare jye

KJiichree k,hakur kyoon na lye.

11 The jye halloos out from the house tops, why not sow me after the Mukur
Snnkrant ?" which implirs that its growth is very quirk.

f This principle of nomenclature may be observed in the analagous in-

stances of R(im-phiilt Sita-phul, Sri-pJnd.
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JYSWAR, )~*^ tafl[ jaiswar

See JASAWTTB and JUSWAB in the Printed Glossary.

A tribe of inferior Jadonbunsee Rajpoots in the Pergunahs of

Uleepoor Puttee, Kishnee Nubeeyunge, and Azimnugur in Cen-

tral Doab. Jyswar, or rather Jaeswara, is also the name of a

sub-division of Chumars, Dhanuks, Kulals, Moraos, Coormees,

Telees, Bunias, and many other inferior tribes
;
and implies

perhaps that they came originally from Jaes, a large manufac-

turing town in Oudh. It must have been a place of much

greater importance than it is at present, to have given name,

like Sunkasya, Sringavera, Canouj, and Sravasti* to so many
distinct families. Kusba Jaes is also mentioned with distinction

by the early Mahomedan authors, particularly in the Lutaif-i-

Ashrufee, or records of the acts and opinions of Ashruf Jehan-

geer. On one occasion when this sainted personage visited

Jaes, it is stated (in the 57th Luteefa) that nearly three thous-

and pupils came out to pay their respects. In the Imperial

Register also it is mentioned as the chief town of a large Per-

gunah ;
and it may be questioned if at one time it was not even

the seat of a subordinate G-overnment
;
for in a Book published

at Leyden in 1631, De Imperio magni Mogolis sive India verdt

the author, Jean de Ldet, divides the Empire into 37 Provinces,

In the article CHOURASEE the position of Sunkasya has been indicated.

Sringavera is mentioned in the Ramayana as a village which was in the midst
of a forest extending on both sides of the Ganges, inhabited by Nishadas, or

wild tribes, who assisted in ferrying Rama, Luchmun, and Sita over the river.

Sringravera is the modern Singrour, ot which the consequence has declined

only lately, for it is mentioned as the chief town of a Fergunah in the Ayeen-
i-Akberee, and by the Jesuit Tieffenthaler in the middle ot last Century. It

lies on the left bank of the Ganges, about twenty-five miles above Allahabad,
and is now included in the Pergunah of Nuwabgunge. (v. p. 324). The
Singrourea Cachhee and Cddrmees derive their name from this town.

The Canoujea families have been frequently mentioned throughout this

work, and ot course derive their name and origin from Canouj.

From Sravasti we appear to have the Sreebaslum Kayet,hs and Naees, and
the Siree Bat,hum Dhobees ;

if so, they would lead us, like the Suhsena Kayet,hs
with respect to Sunkasya, to an identification of the old town of Sravasti; for

they trace their origin to a place which still bears nearly the same name, about

eight miles to the West of Fyzabad, near the ancient Ajodhya.
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of which one is Zesswal, or Jesswal ; and as there is no other

in his list which at all corresponds with Oudh, or any other

place in its neighbourood, we may, in want of more certain in-

formation, surmise that Jaes might have been intended.

JYTEE, ^^ ^^
jaiti

*

Jytee, Jouchee, or Jychee, is the name of an Euphorbia in the

Western part of these Provinces, which springs up with the

Rubbee crops, and yields an excellent oil. The plant is about

two feet high, and three in circumference, and the seed yields

about one-fifth of its weight in oil. In a paper, presented in

May 1843 to the Horticultural Society of Calcutta, it is stated

as an extraordinary thing that the seed will not come up on the

ground on which it was last shed, if that land has in rotation

been under a Khureef crop. But there appears nothing won-

derful in this (even if the statement is true to the fullest ex-

tent, which perhaps it is not) because land under a Khureef

crop is always most thoroughly weeded, and the Jytee seed

would not be allowed to remain in it. If the land remain un-

cultivated during the Khureef, a few Jytee plants would come

up, but not of course so many as would appear, had the land

been ploughed and prepared for a Rubbee crop. In these re-

spects it obeys some of the conditions of Mutouna. (See DODO.)
The previous ploughing for the Rubbee has such an effect upon

Jytee, that it will spring up the third year after it is shed, even

if the land has been under an intermediate Khureef crop. It is

not therefore necessary to suppose that it has any natural affi-

nity with the Rubbee grains ;
the mere ploughing, and exposure

of the soil to the genial influence of the atmosphere, are suffici-

ent to account for its germination.

Jytee does not appear likely to repay the trouble of cultiva-

tion, notwithstanding the expectation held out in the paper
above-mentioned.

THE END.
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